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//j/'f INTRODU-cTION 

GROTE'S "~istory of Greece." was fir~t published just sixty years 
afro. Since then many histories of Greece have been wr~tten, but 
of those writtel! in ~nd,_ Grote's still remains in some respects. 
the greatest. It was the ·first great history of Greece written iri .. 
the spirit of scientific criticism. which marked. the renascence of 
classical studies in the nineteenth century. · Grote had an un
rivalled knowledge of an'd command. over the literary sources, 
and so far as Greek history dep_ends on. such sources, his history 
is still, and-. will remain, up to date. He ·has. been condemned 
as a partisan, and we can har41y claim Iiim. as _an impartial 
historian. He is throughout the fervent' defender of Athenian 
democracy. For him' Athens, and especially,Ath~nian democrats, 
are always in the right, and he outdoes even Herodotus in his 
contempt for tyrants, oligarchs .and Spartans. He commits too 
often the fault of reading the prejudices and passions of. mo~ern 
politics into ancient history ... But .. for' ·.this attitude there are
excuses, and it has its CO!llpens~ti9J}S. ':His. impitssio;,_ed aefe~ce 
of Athenian democracy;,w;\s~.a. natu.r~ re'actjon against the foolish 
carpings of anti-democratic historians like Mitford. And his 
enthusiasm for Athens is ndt always to be regretted. His whole
hearted appreciation of her ideals qay not always result in "scien
tific" history, but it gave him a sympathy and insight into Greek 
democracy at its best, a:'realization' of the debt which civilization 
owes to Greece in politics as well as in art and 'speculation, which 
we should be sorry to qe without .. if he sometiines' becomes a 
party advocate rather. than an historian, his advocacy is always· 
based on knowledge and critical, insight. · If Greek history. still 
relied solely on literary sources, Grote's history would' remain' a 
great and adequate . acc~unt. · · . · . ., · · . · 

But since' the publication of his history a great change has come 
over our knowledge of Greek civilization. We no longer. rely 
solely on literary sources, on Herodotus, Thucydides and Xenophon, .. . 

Vll • .. < 



Vlll Introduction 
and other historians. We have also the important evidence of 
archceology. All over Greece archceologists have brought to light 
countless memorials of Greek civilization. In Grote's time the 
sources for Greek history were scanty, and we had no means of 
checking the statements of one historian, except comparison with 
those of another. Contradictions between Herodotus and Thucy
dides, or between Thucydides and later writers, could be resolved 
only by conjecture, by a discussion of the inherent probabilities of 
each case. But since then i!J.scriptions have been discovered in 
great number which throw new light on such subjects as, for 
example, the working of the Athenian constitution, and by which we 
can often check, corroborate or correct the statements of historians. 
Further, our literary sources have been increased by the important 

..;discovery in Egypt of a copy of Aristotl~ost 'A8'1)valwv 'll"olunla. 

The result is that since Grote's time Greek history has been to 
a large extent amplified, and in some respects reconstructed. 

In the light of such fresh discoveries can we say that any history 
of Greece published sixty years ago is still of value? The answer 
to this question depends upon our conception of the respective con
tributions to history of archceology and the contemporary records. 
We learn far more of the history of any period from its literature, and 
particularly from its historical literature than from its monuments. 
The consequence is that where our knowledge of any period of 
history depends upon contemporary written sources, archceology 
cannot usually do much to change our conception of the period. 
It may and does make it much more vivid and fresh, but its part, 
supposing that our written sources are at all trustworthy, is much 
more to corroborate than to correct. Now from the end of the sixth 
century B.C., we have fairly ample literary sources for Greek history. 
And archceology, with all its fresh discoveries, has on the whole 
only corroborated Herodotus and Thucydides and Xenophon in so 
far as they dealt with the history of their own time. It has to 
some extent amplified our knowledge, filled up certain lacunce, 
and corrected certain details. But the general conception of the 
history of the period remains the same. Thanks to recent dis
coveries, we know, -for example, that the conspiracy of Kylon 
preceded the legislation of Dracon instead of following it, as was 
previously thought. We know that the Athenians in 425 very 
greatly increased the tribute paid by the allies. Grote had argued 
that the silence of Thucydides disproved this. We have found 
the actual inscription recording the assessment and know that he 
was wrong, and this new fact is of considerable importance for our 
estimate of the policy of Cleon and his successors. Thanks to the 
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discovery of many of the tribute lists and of inscriptions recording 
treaties between Athens and her allies, we know far more of the 
organization of the Athenian empire and of its history .in the years 
between 476 and 432. But archreological evidence for this period 
is of great importance only because our literary records of· it are so 
scanty. The most recent discoveries affect a later period. Only 
last year Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt discovered at Oxyrynchus a 
portion of the fourth century historian Cratippus. It will enable 
us to correct certain details in Xenoplfon's account of the history of 
the years 396-395. It also fills up a conspicuous gap in our know
ledge by its description of the Federal Constitution of Bceotia. A · 
fragment oLpapyrus found recently at Strasburg and known as 
Anonymu~ 'Argentensis enables us to conclude that ·Grote was 

·wrong in thinking thaT~e Nomophylakes were an institution of:;,. 
Athens under Pericles. These are specimens of our new knowledge. · . 

But all this new information, interesting as it is, is concerned 
with points of detail.· Our knowledge of Greec~ from the beginning 
of the fifth century still rests mainly on literary sources and must 
always do so: And because Grote, with all his faults, was a 
great imaginative historian, his history of this later period has a 

. permari'ent and. real value which archreological discoveries· cannqt 
materially effect. • ' . 

It is. otherwise with the history of Greece before the e.nd of the 
sixth century. For here our literary records are scantier:and more 
untrustworthy... Thanks to Herodotus and certain -pp.ssages in 
Thucydides we know a good deal about the hist~ry oLAthens in 
the sixth century ; ;yve •can form some notion of the .e;uly con
stitution of 'Sparta and of the stages by whichjt rose to the 
hegemony of the Peloponnese. The poems of Solon, the fragments 
of such early poets as Archilochus, Tyrtreus, and Theognis give 
us contemporary literary sources of a krnd. We know something 
of the .relations of the cities of Asia Minor to the.kingdom of.l;ydia;. 
more of the age of the tyrants. But as.-\ve go further back' our 
sources become still. more: imperfect. We ha¥e to rely. on\'ague 
legends and untrustworthy genealogies. Grote beg~n his account 
of historical Greece ·;vitb. · the Doria11s already set.tJed· in the 
Peloponnese. He ~~cepted 776, the first Olympiad, as the earliest 
historical date. But ,for at least a hundred and fifty years after 
that he had almost' no historical infor~ation. Before 776 he had 
only legends of Dorian ·and .tEoiian migrations, genealogies going 
back to the gods, curiou~ tales of early non-Hellenic races in 
Greece, Pelasgians, Leleges and Karians, and stories of heroes 
and gods. Somewhere in this dim region came the great 
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Homeric poems, with their elaborate accounts of a civilization that 
was strangely different from that of historical Greece. Accurate 
historical data there were none. 

Under these circumstances Grote resolved with much reason to 
make an absolute distinction between history and legend. It was 
of no use, he declared, to try to extract historical information from 
legend, for we have no criterion as to what in it is historical and 
what is not. He therefore condemned all discussions, e. g. about 
the exact site of Troy and aU conjectures about the historical truth 
underlying the stories of Minos or Agamemnon. Legend, he insisted, 
is the creation of the poetic mind, and as such it must be treated. 
The Homeric poems might be used as evidences for the early 
civilization in which the writer or writers of these poems lived, 
but for nothing more. The _importance ~!he legends was poetical 
and religious, not historical. Grote therefore began his history with 
a systematic account of the Greek legends and myths, which was 
for him an account of Greek religion. We could know, he 
argued, what the Greeks of the fifth century thought about the 
beginnings of their history, but we could also know, thanks to 
our superior critical insight, that what they thought was historically 
untrue. 

At the time at which Grote wrote, this attitude was not only 
defensible but praiseworthy. It was a great service to insist that 
rationalized legend and history are very different things. But even 
taken on his own lines the first part has its disadvantages. It is a 
most misleading account of Greek religion. It represents that as 
far more systematic, uniform and intellectual than it actually was, 
and to begin a history of Greece with a systematic account of 
Greek religion in which the Homeric stories of the gods and 
the Orphic myths are treated as parts of one uniform system is 
misleading and anachronistic. 

No one could now begin a history of Greece in the same way. 
Our whole conception of the beginnings of Greek civilization has 
been entirely changed since Grote's time, and this change is due to 
archaeological discoveries. Of the period between the Dorian migra
tion and the sixth century, indeed, archaeology has even less to tell 
us than our literary records. The tradition of the Dorian migration 
is confirmed by archaeological evidences. These seem to show that 
about 900 B.C. the civilization represented by Mycene was overthrown 
by a race who used iron and whose rude pottery was incised with 
geometrical designs. The older civilization lingered on in such 
places as Rhodes and Cyprus, and remains of that period have been 
discovered by archaeologists. There are a few inscriptions of the 
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seventh and sixth centuries, but only a very few. The two or th.ree 
:centuries succeeding: the Dorian invasion remain, and probably will 
always remain, the least•known period in Greek history. 

It is otherwise with the earlier period, that on which the Homeric 
poems and the early legends have always shed a glorious if 
baffling light. This has become peculiarly the domain of archre
ological. discovery. Where the cautious and well-warranted 
sc~pticism of Grote proved fruitless, Schliemann's. almost foolish 
credulity and lack of historical sens& produced astonishing results. 
In 1870 Schliemann began to excavate the mound of Hissarlik in 
the Troad, in the hope of finding the ruins of the city of Troy. 
Grote, in his fifteenth chapter,·reviews the discussion as to whether 
Hissarlik or Bounarbashi was the real site of Troy, and dismisses 
any attempt to locate·~~ city of which Homer sang as necessarily 
futile. Schliemann began to dig at Hissarlik and made most 
startling discoveries. The mound was found to h.ave been the site 
of a very e~rly settlement, going back to Neolithic times, where one 
city had been built upon another .. One· of these was a city with 
strong ramparts which showed traces of having been burned. 
Greatest disco~ery of all, a coffer was found containing a store 
of worked gold, a collection of ornaments which were like nothing 
previously known to us as Greek, but which did answer to certain 
descriptions in Homer. Encouraged.by this success, Schliemann 
in 1878 began to excavate the traditional site of Mycenre. Here 
his disc~veries were almost more astonishing. He fomid five 
tombs, hewn in the rock, filled with a· profusion of gold, ivory, 
silver, bronzes and alabaster. The gold ·was beaten into face
masks, bracelets, breast-pieces and all manner of ornaments. On 

·the site were excavated the remains of a palace, which corresponded 
in many ways to the description of the Homeric house. Schlie
mann in his enthusiasm went too far, and held that we might now 
consider the poems of Homer as authenticated history. Had he 
not found the actual death-masks of Agamemnon and Clytemnesc 
tra? But this was entirely t.o mistake the relations of archreology, 
legend and history. These discoveries no ri10re prove that the 
details of the Homeric story are true, than the discovery of the 
Round Table would prove the historical reality of the vision of Sir 

. Galahad, They prove the general truth of the picture of Greece 
given in Homer, where Myc;ene is the capital of a great kingdom~ 

But the question of the relation of these discoveries to the 
Homeric poems was soon lost in the questions raised concerning 
the'· discoveries themselves. For all over the lEgean similar 
finds were made. On the Acropolis· rock at Athens, at Tiryns, 
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at Vaphio near Sparta, at Orchomenos, at Thebes and Delphi, 
and in many of the islands, N axos, Paros, Thera, and especially 
in Melos, remains of a similar civilizatio"n have been discovered. 
These remains were at first given the general title of Mycenrean. 
Some of the distinctive pottery of this period was found as far 
afield as Egypt, and pictures of foreigners bringing Mycenrean 
vases as tribute "from the islands of the very green," were found 
upon a tomb of the eighteenth dynasty, dating from about 1200 B.C. 

But in the last few years freslf and even more surprising discoveries 
have been made. Mr. Arthur Evans has excavated Knossos, the 
traditional site of the palace of Minos, and we now know that the 
civilization of which Mycene was the chief town, was itself the 
successor of an earlier civilization now known as Minoan, whose 
centre was Crete. The artistic remains fi/11 Mycenrean civilization 
were wonderful, but they are nothing to the splendour of the 
discoveries at Knossos. Knossos was the site of a vast and 
elaborate palace, whose buildings rose to two or three storeys. 
It was ornamented with frescoes and statues of great naturalistic 
beauty. Its inhabitants had brought the ceramic arts to great 
perfection. Besides producing vases painted with great skill and 
beauty, they could make delicate articles of faience. Further, this 
civilization was acquainted with the art of writing, and we possess 
many inscriptions in a hitherto unknown script used by the inhabit
ants of Knossos somewhere in the third millenium B.C. Remains 
of this same earlier civilization have been found at other places in 
Crete, notably at Phaistos, and also at Phylakopi in the island of 
Melos. The legends of Minos, equally with the story of Troy, are 
shown to have had a real foundation. Mr. Evans has discovered 
what was certainly the origin of the story of the labyrinth. Frescoes 
of bull-fights, even of a minotaur, were discovered upon the walls of 
the palace. Discoveries in Sicily have shown that there was 
a connection between the Minoan kingdom and that island, of 
which the story told by Herodotus, how Minos met his death 
there, seems to be an echo. In any case we can be certain that 
before the rise of Mycene the .t'Egean was ruled from Knossos. 

Any general description of those remains would be beyond the 
scope of this introduction. The reader must be referred to the 
volume which will shortly be published by Mr. Evans. It will be 
sufficient if a brief account is given of their importance for the 
beginnings of Greek history. 

The traces of civilization at Knossos are as early as anything in 
Egypt. The Neolithic strata seem to go back to as far as the 
twelfth millenium before Christ. There are traces of connection 
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i with Egypt from the fourth millenium onwards. The .IEgean was 
then, as it was so often in later. history, the meeting ground of 
the civilization of North and South. Mr. Evans distinguishes 
nine periods of Minoan civilization. Of these, the fifth, sixth, 
seventh and eighth are the period of the great palace and represent 
the Minoan thallassocracy of the .IEgean. At the end of the eighth, 
presumably about 16oo B.c., the palace was destroyed, and Mycene 
took the place of Knossos as the centre of JEgean . civilization. 
Somewhere about the ninth century this civilization was destroyed 
by iron-using conquerors from the North, .who are presumably the 
Dorians of history. 

Greek art therefore was not a new discovery. It was a renascence, 
and Greek civilizatLon and Greek religion had their roots in an 
immemorial past. The ~reeks, as we know them in history, were 
not a homogeneous peoRle who had come from the North into a 
previously uninhabited country. That a conquering race did come. 
from the North on at least two different occasions is 'more than 
likely. They· brought with them their language and imposed it 
and much else upon the earlier inhabitants. But the Greeks of 
history are a composite race, and they retained in their legends, in 
their religion, and in their art traces of their relation to the earlier 
civilizations of the .IEgean. Those legends are no doubt largely 
mythical and unhistorka!. But they have a historical foundation, 
and for the first part of Grote's history, which treats these legends 

· as mere inventions of the poetic faculty of the Greeks, we must 

subst!!!!l!;Jl£,2£50~.n~~.S~~~~l~2X~~im.,.~l.2,LtlJ.~."<;:ivili.~~.ti()n 
of Crete and Mycene. 

But for the history of Greece from the sixth century onward; 
Grote is still almost as valuable as ever. · In the words of Canon 
flicks, who has done as much as any orie else. to emphasize the 
importance of arch::eology for the historical period of Greece, 
"For most English students Grote's History is of paramount value. 
True that only in his later volumes does Grote awake to the im
portance of epigraphical evidence, and then he only cites it 
cautiously and at second hand. But from first to last the reader 
is brought face to face with the existing literary evidence. Hero
dotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Demosthenes, acquire life and voice, 
and are made to tell us their own tale of what they themselves 
have seen and heard." . 

A. D. LINDSAY. 
Oxford, 1906. 
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PREFACE 
TO THE. FIRST EDITION 

• 
THE first idea of this History was conceived many years ago, at 

a time when ancient Hell.as·was known to the English public chiefly, 
\through the pages of M~rd ; and my purpose in writing it was to 
! rectify the erroneous statements as to matter of fact which that 
history contained, as well as to present the general ph::enomena of 

fthe Grecian world under what I thought a juster and more compre
hensive point of view. My leisure however was not at that time• 
equal to the execution of any large literary undertaking ; nor is it· 

1 until within the last three or four years that I have been able to 
devote to the work that contin~ous and exclusive labour, without 
which, though much,.may be done to illustrate detached points, no 

}

entire or complicated subject can ever be set forth in a manner 
worthy to meet the public eye. 
: Meanwhile the state of the English literary world, in reference to t ancient Hellas, has been materially changed in more ways than one. 

1 
)f my early friend Dr. Thirlwall's History of Greece had appeared 

i .a few years sooner, I should probably never' have conceived the 
; 'design of the present work at all; I should certainly not have b,een 

.prompted to the task by any deficiencies, such as those which I felt 
,·and regretted in Mitford. The comparison of the two authors 
··affords indeed a striking proof of the progress of sound and enlarged 
views respecting the ancient world during the present generation. 
Having studied of course the same evidences as Dr. Thirlwall, I am 
better enabled than others to bear testimony to the learning, the 
sagacity, and the can dour which pervade his excellent work ; and it 
is the more incumbent on me to give expression to this sentiment, 
since the particular points on which I shall have occasion to 
J.dvert to it will unavoidably be points of dissent oftener than of 

. coincidence. 
• The liberal spirit of criticism, in which Dr. Thirlwall stands so 
!nuch distinguished from Mitford, is his own : there are 'other 

.-features of superiority which belong to him conjointly with his age. 
1 

XV • 
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:• ,·For. during the geneni1:ion since Mitf9rd's'work, philological studies 
.:: have been· prosecuted in Germany with remarkable success : the 
•• stock of fact~ .and documents, comparatively scanty, handed. down 

:froll}'the ancient wor!d,.has been combined, and illustrated in a 
':" thou;ar{d different ways : and if our witnesses cannot be multiplied, 
. we at least ha've numerous interpreters to catch, repeat, amplify and 

explain their broken and half-inaudible depositions. Some of the 
.. best writers in this department-Boeckh, Niebuhr, 0. Muller-have 

been translated into our lang'uage ; so that tbe English public .has 
.·.been enabled to form sorrre idea of the new lights thrown upon many 

subjects of antiquity by the inestimable aid of German erudition. 
• The poets, historians, orators and philosophers of Greece, have 
,thus been all rendered both more intelligil:lle and more instructive 
than they were to a student in the last Gt'ntury ; and the general 
picture of the Grecian :world may now be conceived with a degree 
of fidelity, which, considering our imperfect materials, it is curious 
to contemplate. 

It is that general picture which an historian of Greece is required 
first to embody in his own mind, and next to lay out before his 
readers ;-a picture not merely such as to delight the imagination 
by brilliancy of colouring and depth of sentiment, but also 
suggestive and improving to the reason. Not omitting the points 
of resemblance as well as of contrast with the better-known forms 
of modern society, he will especially study to exhibit the spon
taneous movement of Grecian intellect, sometimes aided but never 
borrowed from without, and lighting up a small portion of a world 
otherwise clouded and stationary. He will develope the action of 
that social system, which, while ensuring to the mass of freemen a 
degree of protection elsewhere unknown, acted as a stimulus to 
the 'creative impulses of genius, and left the superior minds suffi
ciently unshackled to soar above religious and political routine, 
to overshoot their own age, and to become the teachers. of 
posterity. 

To set forth ,the history of a people by whom the first spark was 
set to the dormant intellectual capacities of our nature-Hellenic 
ph::enomena as illustrative of the Hellenic mind and character-is 
the task which I propose to myself in the present work ; not with
out a painful consciousness how much the deed falls short of the 
will, and a yet more painful conviction, that full success is rendered 
impossible by an obstacle which no human ability can now remedy 
-the insufficiency of original evidence. For in spite of the 
valuable expositions of so many able commentators, our stock of 
information respecting the ancient world still remains lamentably • 
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,in~de~:p1~te tototlie deril'an~s of ~~ enlig'hS~nefl ;Fi.J,;J~~.ifr.~>~·~&.f!~- · 
. po.s·s~ss:oply what·ha~:~d:ifted.~J4§re.from t~e. w,r.~~~,.~~~~!~~:~e4;.:.:·: 
vessel·; ·and though this I'll eludes some"oLthe.·.most p~;ecious.:~t.tu~!·es:·, . 

. ~ • -~~ • • ~ ....... "· ~.A..- •• ~.;. ... J\t,!.-..... ·:~.(·" ;t4 .,. 
amongst Its once,a:bundant cargo, yet If a11y·man will:;c~~tj.~-~~~y~$'{,: 
over the citations in Diogenes Laertius,.Athemeus or:)PJ"~fiuch¥:~·oh : 
the'list of names in Vo~sius de'Hist~riois'Gi~cis; hlWill ~·;;\~v:tih;;: 
griCf ;:tnd s_urprise ho~ much larg~t fs'the, ptoportioJ'whLch, t9-JougJ:i;': 
the 5hsl~;e~ent , of. ,the Gr!!e~~-- th~Tselyes; tlie'. ·d7~line ?f t~~?~ ··r 
~OIJ?an Empire, · the, change of· r~!g!on, ··and ,-,th~'t Ir.ruptwn ;;p~ 

_barbarian conquep:>rs, -has been irrecover:aply su!J.mefged:" • We.,atlf~< 
•thus reduced to judge oft-he whole ~elle'ni,c world, ~~~i~i!n_t·ly n}Ulti.."• 
fQrm as it was, from a few com'positions ;: e~~::elleni'irideed'in them-! 

" . . "' .,.. ': -~ "" 
selves, but" bearing -,too exclusively the.-"stamp. )>.f,::Athens. OJ 
Thucydid~s.Ja:nd Aristot~e\jnd,ee.d, both as )nquirers'·into_ matter of' 
fact and as free from narrow ,local feeling, it. is;'impossibie to speak 
too highly; but unfortunateiy that work ofthe·latter which would 
have . given us the most'; ~opi~~s information. regarding Grecian 
political life-his coll~ction a.n.d comparison of r5~"distint:t town
constitutions --:-ha~ not been preserved; while the brevity of 
Thucydid~s often gives us but a single word where a sentence 
would not, .have been too inuch, and sentences which we should be 
glad to see expanded into paragraphs. 
··Such insufficiency of original and trustworthy materials, as com

pared with· those resources'• which are thought h_ardly sufficient for 
the historian of any modern kingdom, is neither to be .chncealed 
nor extenuated, however much we .. may .lament it. I ad~e'rt to the 
point here on mole grounds than one. For it not pnly !imits ;the 
amount of information which an historian of <freece can give to his 
readers-compeliing,him,to leave much of ·his picture an: absolute 
blan~,-but it also· greatly spoils the execution of th·e remain'&er. 
The· question of <;redibility is perpetually obtruding its~lf; and 
requiring a decisibn; which, whether favourable or unfavourable, 
always introduces more or less of controversy, ; and gives to those 
outlines, which the interest of the picture requires to be straight and 
vigorous, a faint .and falte~ing character. Expressions of qualified 
and hesitating affirmation are repeated until the read;r is sickened ; 
while ~he writer himself; to whom this restraint is more painful still, 
is frequently tempted to bre?-k loose from the unseen spell by which 
a conscientious criticism binds him down-to screw up the.possible 
apd probable into certainty, ·to suppress counterbalancing con
sider~fions, and to substitute a pleasing romance in place of half
known and perplexing realities. Desiring in the present work 
to set forth all which can be ascertained, together with such 
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conjectures and inferences as can be reasonably deduced from it, but 
nothing more-l notice at the outset that faulty state of the original 
evidence which renders discussions of credibility, and hesitation in 
the language of the judge, unavoidable. Such discussions, though 
the reader may be assured that they will become less frequent as 
we advance into times better known, are tiresome enough even with 
the comparatively late period which I adopt as the historical 
beginning ; much more intolerable would they have proved had I 
thought it my duty to start from the primitive terminus of Deukalion 
or Inachus, or from the unburied Pelasgi and Leleges, and to 
subject the heroic ages to a similar scrutiny. I really know nothing 
so disheartening or unrequited as the elaborate balancing of what is 
called evidence-the comparison of infinitesimal probabilities and 
conjectures all uncertified-in regard to tlotese shadowy times and 
persons. 

The law respecting sufficiency of evidence ought to be the same 
for ancient times as for modem ; and (he reader will find in this 
history an application to the former, of criteria analogous to those 
which have been long recognised in the latter. Approaching, 
though with a certain measure of indulgence, to this standard, I 
begin the real history of Greece with the first recorded Olympiad, 
or 776 B.C. To such as are accustomed to the habits once universal, 
and still not uncommon, in investigating the ancient world, I may 
appear to be striking off one thousand years from the scroll of 
history; but to those whose canon of evidence is derived from 
Mr. Hallam, M. Sismondi, or any other eminent historian of 
modern events, I am well-assured that I shall appear lax and 
credulous rather than exigent or sceptical. For the truth is, 
that historical records, properly so called, do not begin· until 
long after this date ; nor will any man, who candidly considers 
the extreme paucity of attested facts for two centuries after 776 B.c., 
be astonished to learn that the state of Greece in 900, IOoo, I roo, 
1200, 13oo, 1400 B.c., &c.-or any earlier century which it may 
please chronologists to include in their computed genealogies-can
not be described to him upon anything like decent evidence. I 
shall hope, when I come, to the lives of Sokrates and Plato, to 
illustrate one of the most valuable of their principles-that con
scious and confessed ignorance is a better state of mind, than the 
fancy, w{thout the reality, of knowledge. Meanwhile I begin by 
making that confession, in reference to the real world of Greece 
anterior to the Olympiads ; meaning the disclaimer to apply to 
anything like a general history,-not to exclude rigorously every 
individual event. 
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The times which I thus set apart from the region of history are 
discernible only through a different atmosphere- that of epic 
poetry and legend. To confound together these disparate matters 
is, in my judgement, essentially unphilosophical. I describe the 
earlier times by tl:).emselves, as conceived by the fait? and feeling of 
the first Greeks, and known only through their· legends-without 
presuming to measure how much or how little of historical matter~ 
these legends may contain. If the reader blame me for not assist
ing him to determine this-if he aslt me why I do not undraw the 
curtain and disclose the picture-I reply in the words of the painter 
Zeuxis, when the same question was addressed to him on exhibiting 
his master-piece of imitative art-" The curtain z's the picture." 
What we now read .as poetry and legend was once a~credited 
history, and the only gehuine history which the first Greeks could 
conceive or relish of their past time : · the curtain conceals 
nothing behind, and cannot by any ingenuity be withdrawn. I 
undertake only to show it as it stands-not to efface, st.ill less to 
re-paint it. · 

Three-fourths of the two volumes now presented to the public are 
destined to elucidate this age of historical faith, as distinguished 
from the later age of historical" reason : to exhibit its basis in the 
human mind-an omnipresent religious and personal interpretation' 
of nature; to illustrate it by comparison with the like mental habit 
in eatly modern Europe ; to show its immense abundance and 
variety df narrative matter, with little c~re for consistency between 
one story and another; lastly, to set forth the causes which over
grew and partially supplanted the old epical sentiment, and intro
duced, in the room of literal faith, a variety of compromises and 

' .. 
interpretations. • • , . 

The legendary age of the Greeks receives its principal charm and 
dignity.from the Homeric poems : to these, therefore, and to, the 
other poems included in the ancient epic, an entire chapte,r' \s 
devoted; the length of )¥hich must be justified by the names of 
the Iliiui and Odyssey. I have thought it my duty to take some 
notice of the. W ~lfian controversy as it now stands in Germany, and 
have even. hazarded some speculations re·specting the structure of 
the Iliad. The society and manners of the heroic age, co~sidered 
as known in a general way 'from Hornets descriptions and 
allusions, are alSo described and criticised, 

I next·pass to the historical age, beginning at 776 B.C. ; prefixing'· 
some remarks upon the geographical features of Greece~ I try to 
make out, amidst obscure and scanty indications, whit the state of 
Greece was at this period; anp I ind~flge some cautious conjectures, 

. -
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founded upon the earliest verifiable facts, respecting the steps 
immediately antecedent by which that condition was brought about. 
In the present volumes I have only been able to include the 
history of Sparta and the Peloponnesian Dorians, down to the age 
of Peisistratus and Crresus. I had hoped to have comprised in 
them the entire history of Greece down to this last-mentioned 
period, but I find the space insufficient. 

The history of Greece falls most naturally into six compartments, 
of which the first may be l<ft:lked at as a period of preparation 
for the five following, which exhaust the free life of collective 
Hellas. 

I. Period from 776 B.C. to 560 B.c., the accession of Peisistratus at 
Athens and of Crresus in Lydia. 

I I. From the accession of Peisistratus alld Crresus to the repulse 
of Xerxes from Greece. 

III. From the repulse of Xerxes to the close of the Pelopon
nesian war and overthrow of Athens. 

IV. From the close of the Peloponnesian war to the battle of 
Leuktra. 

V. From the battle of Leuktra to that of Chreroneia. 
VI. From the battle of Chreroneia to the end of the generation 

of Alexander. 
The five periods from Peisistratus down to the death of Alexander 

and of his generation, present the acts of an historical drama 
capll.ble of being recounted in perspicuous succession, and con
nected by a sensible thread of unity. I shall interweave in their 
proper places the important but outlying adventures of the Sicilian 
and Italian Greeks-introducing such occasional notices of Grecian 
political constitutions, philosophy, poetry, and oratory, as are 
requisite to exhibit the many-sided activity of this people during 
their short but brilliant career. 

After the generation of Alexander, the political action of Greece 
becomes <:ramped and degraded-no longer interesting to the 
reader, or operative on the destinies of the future world. We may 
indeed name one or two incidents, especially the revolutions of 
Agis and Kleomenes at Sparta, which are both instructive and 
affecting ; but as a whole, the period, between 300 B.C. and the 
absorption of Greece by the Romans, is of no interest in itself, and 
is only so far of value as it helps us to understand the preceding 
centuries. The dignity and value of the Greeks from that time 
forward belong to them only as individual philosophers, preceptors, 
astronomers and mathematicians, literary men and critics, medical 
practitioners, &c. In all these respective capacities, especially in 
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the great schools of philosophical speculation, they still constitute 
the light of the Roman world•; though as·com~unities, they have 
lost their own orbit, and have become satellites of more powerful 
neighbours. ·-~- · * • ; . ,; ' • · • ' 

I propose to l5ring dowri the history of the Grecian coffi"munities 
to the year 300 B.C., or' the' close of the generation- which takes 
its mime ·from Alexander the Great, and I hope tb accomplish . 
this in .eight volumes 'altogether. For the next two·~·or three 
volumes "I have already large preparations made, and ) shall 
publish my third ,(perhaps t;nY fourth) in the course of tlle e_nsuiJ?-g 
winter. • . 

There are great disadvantages in the publication of one portion 
of a history apart from .tJ;le remainder ; for neither the earlier nor 
the late,r phrenomena can be fully comprehended without the light 
which. each mutually casts upon the other. But the practice has 
become habitual, and is indeed more than justified by the well
known in;dmissibility of "long hopes" into the short span of 
human life. Yet I cannot but fear that my fi:.;st two volumes will 
suffer,in the estimati<?ll of many readers by coming out alone-and 
that men wh9 value ,the Greeks for their philosophy, their politics, 
and their oratory, may:~reat !he early legends as not worth attent~n. 
And it must be confessed that the sentimental attributes of the 
Greek mind-its religious and poetical vein-here appear in dis
proportionate relief; as compared with its more vigorous .and 
masculine ,capacities-with those powers of acting', organising, 
judging, and speculating, which will be revealed in the forthcoming 
volumes. I venture however to forewarn the reader that there will 
occur num.erous circumstances in the after political life of the Greeks 
which he will not comprehend unless he be initiated into the course 
of their legendary associations. He will not understand the frantic 
terror of the Athenian public during the Peloponnesian war, on the 
occasion of the mutilation of the statues called Hermre, unless he 

~~~~~4~....,.,_,;o:,..:,"""*''"$.o.ii.'·"'~.._:,;,~-;.t:.~~~'::'.o-<l.--t!"••r~-~ .... 

enters into the way in which they connected their stability and 
security with the domiciliation of the gods in the soil ; nor will he 
adequately a'ppreciate the habit of the Sparta~? king on milit,ary ex~ 
peditions,-when he offered liis daily public sacrifices on·belialf"of 
his army a11d his country,___:" always .to perform this ~orning 
service immediately before sunrise, in_ order that he 'rniglit be· 
beforehandjn,obtaining the favour of the gods," 1 if he be not 
familiar wit'h the Hom~ric con,ception of Zeus going to rest at night 
and awaking to rise at early 'dawn from the side of the '.'white-

! Xenop~on,'"R.~~~.'iacedre~on., cap. x;iC3.· 'Ael 0~, 0Tav8W,Tat1 ipxe1'aqJ.EvToVTov 
TOV Epyov in Kv~f'!'io~, _TTpo'Aa.p.fjlivc:tv ~o"!A.Op.c:vo~ Tl]v Toil Sc:oV nlvo~o.:,." ...-, 
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armed Here." The occasion will indeed often occur for remarking 
how these leg~nds illustrate and vivify the political phrenomena of 
the succeeding times, and I have only now to urge the necessity of 
considering them as the beginning of a series,-not as an entire 
work. 

London, ll.farch 5, I 846. 
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PREFACE 

TO TRE SECOND EDITIONeOF VOLUMES I AND II 

'I I· 
IN preparing a Second Edition of the two First Volumes of my 

Histort, 'I have profited by the remarks and corrections of various 
critics,t'ontained in Reviews both English and Foreign. I have 
suppre·~ed; or rectified; some positions which had been pointed out· 
as err¢'eous, or as advanced upon inadequate evidence. I have 
strengtlened my argument in some cases where it appeared to have 
been irlperfectly understood-adding some new notes, partly for 
the purfose of enlarged illustration, partly to defend certain opinions 
which fud been called in question. The greater number of these 
alteratiJns have been made in Chapters XVI. and XXI. of Part I. 
-and i,~ Chapter VI. of Part II. ' 

I ,tru!t that these three Chapters,· more full of speculation, and 
therefore more open to criticism than any of the others, will thus 
ap/ear in.'a more complete and satisfactory form. But I must at 
th( sam~ time add that they remain for the most part unchanged 
in~ubstance, and that I have seen no sufficient reason to modify 
rJ main conclusions even respecting the structure of the Iliad, 
cbntroverted though they have been by some of my most esteemed 

rcritics. 
In regard to the character and peculiarity of Grecian legend, as 

broadly distinguished throughout these volumes from Grecian 
history, I desire to notice two valuable publications with which I 
have only become acquainted since the. date of my first edition. 
One of these is, a short Essay on Prim:eval History, by John I 
Kenrick, M.A. (London 1846, published just at the same time as I 
these volumes), which illustrates with much acute reflection the 
general features of legend, not only in Greece but throughout the 
ancient world-see especially pages 65, 84, 92, et seq. The other 
work is, Rambles and Recollections of an Indian Official, by 
Colonel Sleeman-first made known to me through an excellent 
notice of my History in the Edinburgh Review for October 1846. 
The description given by Colonel Sleeman, of'the state of mind 
now actually prevalent among_ the native population of Hindostan,• 
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presents a vivid comparison, helping the modem reader to ml<ier
stand and appreciate the legendary ::era of Greece. I have em
bodied in the notes of this Second Edition two or three pas>ages 
from Colonel Sleeman's instructive work : but the whole of it 
richly deserves perusal. 

Having now finished six volumes of this History, withoutattain
ing'a lower point than the peace of Niki'as in the tenth yea· of the 
Peloponnesian war-1 find myself compelled to retract,the ex
pectation held out in the prefac~ to my First Edition, that ti.e entire 
work might be completed in eight volumes. Experience proves to 
me how impossible it is to measure beforehand the space which 
historical subjects will require. All I can now promise is, tlat the 
remainder of the work shall be executed with as much reiard to 
brevity as is consistent with the paramount" duty of renderhg it fit 
for public acceptance. 

G. G. 
London, April 3, 1849. 
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• f. ~. 

FOLLOWING" the example of Dr. •Thirlwall and other excellent 
scholars, -I call the Greek deities by their real Greek names, and 
not by)lie Latin equivalents used among the. Romans. For. the 
assistance of those readers to whom the Greek names may be less 
familiar, ;i,Jiere annex ·a table of the one and the other. · - . ,. 

.... ~ ~~ ., i ~ ~ .. 

.. -. t. ~ Greek . Latin. 

,: ~Zeus, Jupiter. .. Poseid6n, Nepturie . 
Ares, Mars. 

' Djonysus,. Bacchus. 
Hermes, Mercury. 
Helios, Sol. 
I;Ieph<.estus, Vulcan. 
Hades, Pluto. 

Here, Juno. 
Athene, Minerva. 
Artemis, Diana. 
Aphrodite, Venus. 
E6s, Aurora. 
Hestia, Vesta. 

'Leto, Latona. 
Demeter, Ceres. 

Herakles, Hercules, 
Asklepius, .tEsculapius. 

A few words are here necessary respecting the orthography of 
Greek names adopted in the above table and generally throughout 
this history. I have approximated as nearly as I dared to th.e 
Greek letters in preference to the Latin ; and on this point I 
venture upon an innovation which I should have little doubt of 
vindicating before the reason of any candid English student. For 
the ordinary practice of substituting, in a Greek,.name, the English ' 
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C in place of the Greek K is indeed so obviously incorrect; that it 
admits of no rational justification. Our own K precisely and in 
every point coincides with the Greek K : we have thus the means 
of reproducing the Greek name to the eye as well as to the ear, yet 
we gratuitously take the wrong letter in preference to the right. 
And the precedent of the Latins is here against us rather than in 
our favour, for their C really coincided in sound with the Greek K, 
whereas our C entirely departs from it, and becomes an S, before e, 
i, ce, ce, andy. Though· our(:: has so far deviated in sound from 
the Latin C, yet there is some warrant for our continuing to use it 
in writing Latin names-because we thus reproduce the name to 
the eye, though not to the ear. But this is not the case when we 
employ our C to designate the Greek K, for we depart here not less 
from the visible than from the audible original; while we mar the 
unrivalled euphony of the Greek language by that multiplied 
sibilation which constitutes the least inviting feature in our own. 
Among German philologists the K is now universally employed 
in writing Greek names, and I have adopted it pretty largely in 
this work, making exceptions for such names as the English reader 
has been so accustomed to hear with the C, that they may be con
sidered as being almost Anglicised. I have further ·marked the 
long e and the long o (TJ, w) by a circumflex (Here) when they occur 
in the last syllable or in the penultimate of a name. 
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HISTORY OF GREECE 

PART. I 

LEGENDARY GREECE 

CHAPTER I 

LEGENDS RESPECTING THE GODS 

Tn£" mythical world of the Greeks opens with the g<Jds, 
anterior as well as superior to man : it gradually descends, first 
to heroes, and next to the human race. Along with the gods 
are found various monstrous natures, ultra-human and extra
human, who cannot with propriety- be called gods, but who 
partake with gods and men in the attributes of volition, <::on
scious agency, and susceptibility of pleasure and pain,-such 
a.S the Harpies, the Gorgons, the Grrere, the Sirens, Scylla and 
Charybdis, Echidna, Sphinx, Chim<era, Chrysaor, Pegasus, the 
Cycl6pes, the Centaurs, &c. The first acts of what may be 
termed the great mythical cycle describe the proceeding; of 
these gigantic agents_:_the crash and collision of certain terrific 
and overboiling forces, which are ultimately reduced to 
obedience, or chained up, or extinguished, under' the rrwre 
orderly government of Zeus, who supplants his less cap<~.ble 
predecessors, and acquires presidence and_supremacy over gods 
and men-subject however to certain social restraints from the 
chief gods and goddesses around him, as well as tO the CUStom 
oftoccasionally convoking and consulting the divine agora. 
- I recount these events briefly, but literally, treating them 
simply as mythes springing from the same creative imagination, 
addressing themselves to analogous tas_tes and feelings, and 
depending upon the same authority, as the legends of Th<-:!bes 
and Troy. It is the inspired voice of the Muse which rev-eals 
and authenticates both, and from which Homer and Hesiod 
alike derive their knowledge-the one, of the heroic, tl 
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2 History of Greece 
other, of the divine, foretime. I maintain, moreover, fully l' 
the character of these great divine agents as Persons, which i 
the light in which they presented themselves to the Homerit 
or Hesiodic audience. Uranos, Nyx, Hypnos and Oneiros J 
(Heaven, Night, Sleep and Dream), are Persons, just as much, 
as Zeus and Apollo. To resolve them into mere allegories, is 

1 
unsafe and unprofitable : we then depart froin the point of view 
of the original hearers, without acquiring any consistent or 
philosophical point of view "of our own.1 For although some 
of the attributes and actions ascribed to these persons are often 
explicable by allegory, the whole series and system of them 
never are so : the theorist who adopts this course of explanation 
finds that, after one or two simple and obvious steps, the path is 
no longer open, and he is. forced to clear a way for himself by 
gratuitous refinements and conjectures. The allegorical per
sons and attributes are always found mingled with other persons 
and attributes not allegorical; but the two classes cannot be 
severed without breaking up the whole march of the mythical 
events, nor can any explanation which drives us to such a 
necessity be considered as admissible. To suppose indeed 
that these legends could be all traced by means of allegory into 
a coherent body of physical doctrine, would be inconsistent 
with all reasonable presumptions respecting the age or society 
in which they arose. Where the allegorical mark is clearly set 
upon any particular character, or attribute; or event, to that 
extent we may recognise it ; but we can rarely venture to 
divine further, still less to alter the legends themselves on the 
faith of any such surmises. The theogony of the Greeks con
tains some cosmogonic ideas; but it cannot be considered as 
a system of cosmogony, or translated into a string of elemen

. tary, planetary, or physical changes. 
In the order of legendary chronology, Zeus comes after 

Kronos and Uranos; but in the order of Grecian conception, 
Zeus is the prominent person, and Kronos and Uranos are 
inferior and introductory precursors, set up in order to be over
thrown and to serve as mementos of the prowess of their 
conqueror. To Homer and Hesiod, as well as to the Greeks 
universally, Zeus is the great and predominant god, "the father 
of gods and men," whose power none of the other gods can 
hope to resist, or even deliberately think of questioning. All 
the other gods have their specific potency and peculiar sphere 
of action and duty, with which Zeus does not usually interfere; 

1 It is sufficient, here, to state this position briefly: more will be said 
lifSpecting the allegorising interpretation in a future chapter . 

• 



Legends respecting the Gods 3 
but it is he who maintains the lineaments of a providential 
\uperintendence, as well over the ph[enomena of Olympus as 
hver those of earth; Zeus and his brothers Poseidon and 
Hades have made a division of power: he . has reserved the 
~ther and the atmosphere to himself-Poseidon ha¥obtained 
<the sea--:and Hades the under-world or infernal regions; while 
:earth, and the events which pass ,upon earth, are common to 
'all of them, together with free access to Oiympus.l 
· Zeus, then, with his brethren aad colleagues, constitute the 
present gods, whom Homer and . Hesiod recognise as in full 
dignity and efficiency. The inmates of this divine· world are 
conceived upon the model, but not upon the scale, of the 
human. They are actuated by th.e full play and variety of 
those appetites, sympathies, passions and affections, which 

. divide the soul of man; invested with a far larger and indeter
minate measure of power, and an exemption as well from death 
as (with some rare exceptions) from suffering and infirmity . 

. The rich and diverse types thus conceived, full of energetic 
movement and contrast, each in his·own province, and soaring 

1 confessedly above the limits of experience, were of all themes 
the most suitable for adventure_ and narrative, and. operated 
with irresistible forte upon the Grecian fancy. All nature was 

i then conceived as moving and working through ·a number of 
personal agents, amongst whom the gods of Olympus were the 
rriost conspicuous; the reverential belief in· Zeus and Apollo 
being only one branch of this omnipresent .personifying faith. 
The attributes of all these agents had a tendency to expand 
themselves into illustrative legends-especially those of the 
gods, who were constantly invoked in the public worship. Out 
of the 'same mental source sprang both the divine arid heroic 
mythes-the former being often the more extravagant and 
abnormous iri their incidents, in proportion as the general type 
of the gods was more vast and awful than that of the heroes. 

As the gods have houses and wives like men, so the present 
dynasty of gods must have a past to repose upon ; 2 and the 
curious and imaginative Greek, whenever he does not finq a 

. recorded past ready to his hand, is uneasy until he has created 

·1' See Iliad, viii. 405, 463 ;xv. 20, 130, r85. Hesiod, Theog. 885. 
This unquestioned supremacy is the general representation of Zeus : at 

the same time the conspiracy of HC:r€, Poseidon, and Ath@n@ against him, 
suppressed by the unexpected apparition of Briar<::us as his ally, is _arriong 
the exceptions. (Iliad, i. 400.) Zeus is at one time vanquished by Titan, 
but rescued by Herm<!s. (Apollodor. i. 6, 3·) 

2 Arist., Po lit. i. I. {fl(T'JrEp ~~ Kal Ta Eto7J EO:V'TOLS a<fJO}lOLOVCT!V lfv8pw7rot, 
oiJTCAJS ««1 -roVs {:3lovs, TWv 8eWv. 
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one. Thus the Hesiodic theogony explains, with a certain 
degree of system and coherence, first the antecedent circum
stances under which Zeus acquired the divine empire, next the 
number of his colleagues and descendants. 

First in 'order of time (we are told by Hesiod) came Chaos; 
next Gcea, the broad, firm, and fiat Earth, with deep and dark 
Tartarus at her base. Er6s (Love), the subduer of gods as 
well as men, came immediately afterwards.l 

From Chaos sprung Erebos and Nyx; from these latter 
h:ther and Hemera. Gcea also gave birth to Uranos, equal in 
breadth to herself, in order to serve both as an overarching 
vault to her, and as a residence for the immortal gods ; she 
further produced the mountains, habitations of the divine 
nymphs, and Pontus, the barren and billowy sea. 

Then Gcea intermarried with Uranos, and from this union 
came a numerous offspring-twelve Titans and Titanides, three 
Cyclopes, and three Hekatoncheires or beings with a hundred 
hands each. The Titans were Oceanus, Kceos, Krios, Hy-

• perion, Iapetos, and Kronos : the Titanides, Theia, Rhea, 
Themis, Mnemosyne, Phcebe, and Tethys. The Cyclopes 
were Brontes, Steropes, and Arges,-formidable persons, 
equally distinguished for strength and for manual craft, so that 
they made the thunder which afterwards formed the irresistible 
artillery of Zeus.2 The Hekatoncheires were Kottos, Briareus, 
and Gyges, of prodigious bodily force. 

Uranos contemplated this powerful brood with fear and 
horror; as fast as any of them were born, he concealed them 
in cavities of the earth, and would not permit them to come 
out. Ga;a could find no room for them, and groaned .under 
the pressure : she produced iron, made a sickle, and implored 
her sons to avenge both her and themselves against the 
oppressive treatmeht of their father. But none of them, except 
Kronos, had courage to undertake the deed : he, the youngest 
and the most daring, was armed with the sickle and placed in 
suitable ambush by the contrivance of Gcea. Presently n'ight 
arrived, and Uranos descended to the embraces of Grea: 
Kronos then emerged from his concealment, cut off the 
genitals of his father, and cast the bleeding member behind 
him far away into the sea.3 Much of the blood was spilt upon 
the earth, and Grea in consequence gave birth to the irresistible 

1 Hesiod, Tfieog. u6. ApollodBrus begins with Uranos and Grea (i. I); 
he does not recognise Er6s, Nyx, or Erebos. 

2 Hesiod, Theog. 140, 156. Apollod. ut sup • 
..._, Hesiod, Theog. r6o, I82. Apollod. i. I, 4· 
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Erinnys, the vast and muscular Gigantes, and the Melian 
nymphs. Out of the genitals themselves, as they swam and 
foamed upon the sea, emerged the goddess Aphrodite, deriving 
her name from the foam out of which she had sprung. She 
first landed at Kythera, and then went to Cyprus :'the island 
felt her benign influence, and the green herb started up under 
her soft and' delicate tread. Eros immediately joined her, and 
partook with her the function of suggesting and directing the 
amorous impulses both of gods and men.1 

Uranos being thus dethroned and disabled, Kronos and the 
Titans acquired their liberty and became predominant : the 
Cyclopes and the Hekaton~heires had been cast by U ranos into 
Tartarus, and were still allowed to remain there. 

Each of the Titans had a numerous offspring : Oceanus, 
especially, marrying his sister Tethys, begat three thousand 
daughters, the Ocean:ic nymphs, and as many sons : the rivers 
and springs passed for his offspring. Hyperion and his sister 
Theia had for their children Helios, Selene, ·and Eos; Kceos 
with Phcebe begat -Let6 and Asteria : the children of Krios 
were Astrreos, P~llas, and Perses,-from Astrreos and Eos 
sprang the winds · Zephyrus, Boreas, and Notus. Iapetos 
marrying the Oceanic nymph Klymene, counted as his progeny 
the celebrated Prometheus, Epimetheus, Mencetius, and Atlas. 
But the offspring of Kronos were the most powerful and trans
cendent of all. He married his sister. Rhea, and had by her 
three daughters-Hestia, Demeter, and Here-and three sons, 
Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus, the latter at once the youngest 
and the greatest. 

But Kronos foreboded to himself destruction from one of 
his own children, and accordingly, as soon as any of them were 
born, he immediately swallowed them and retained them in his 
own belly. In this manner had the five first been treated, and 
Rhea was on the point of being delivered of Zeus. Grieved 
and. indignant at the loss of her children, she applied for 
counsel to her father and mother, Uranos and Grea, who-aided 
her to conceal the birth of Zeus. They conveyed her by night 
to Lyktus in Crete, hid the new-born child in a woody cavern 
on Mount Ida, and gave to Kronos, in place of it, a stone 
wrapped in swaddling Clothes, which he greedily swallowed, 

1 Hesiod, Theog. 192. This legend respecting the birth of Aphrodit@ 
seems to have been derived partly from her name (acpp~s, foam), partly 
from the surname Urania, 'AcppoOI-r'TJ Oupav!a, under which she was so very 
extensively worshipped, especially both in Cyprus and -Kyth&ra, seemingly 
originated in both islands by the Phcenicians. Herodot. i. 105. Compare 
the instructive section in Boeckh's Metrologie, c. iv. i 4-
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believing it to be his child. Thus was the safety of Zeus 
ensured.! As he grew up his vast powers fully developed 
themselves : at the suggestion of G::ea, he induced Kronos by 
stratagem to vomit up, first the stone which had been given to 
him,-next the five children whom he had previously devoured. 
Hestia, Demeter, Here, Poseidon and Hades, were thus 
allowed to grow up along with Zeus; and the sto1-Je to which 
the latter owed his preservation was placed near the temple of 
Delphi, where it ever afterwards stood, as a conspicuous and 
venerable memorial to the religious Greek.2 

We have not yet exhausted the catalogue of beings generated 
during this early period, anterior to the birth of Zeus. Nyx, 
alone and without any partner, gave birth to a numerous 
progeny : Thanatos, H ypnos and Oneiros : Mom us and Olzys 
(Grief); KlOtho, Lachesis, and Atropos, the three Fates; 
the retributive and equalising Nemesis; Apate and Philotes 
(Deceit and amorous Propensity), Geras (Old Age) and Eris 
(Contention). From Eris proceeded an abundant offspring, 
all mischievous and maleficent : Ponos (Suffering), Lethe, 
Limos (Famine), Phonos and Mache (Slaughter and Battle), 
Dysnomia and Ate (Lawlessness and reckless Impulse) and 
Horkos, the ever-watchful sanctioner of oaths, as well as the 
inexorable punisher of voluntary perjury.3 

Grea, too, intermarrying with Pontus, gave birth to Nereus, 
the just and righteous old man of the sea; to Thaumas, 
Phorkys and Keto. From N ereus, and Doris daughter of 
Oceanus, proceeded the fifty Nereids or Sea-nymphs. Thaumas 
also married Elektra daughter of Oceanus, and had by her Iris 
and the two Harpies, Aello and Okypete,-winged and swift as 
the winds. From Phorkys and Keto sprung the Dragon of the 
Hesperides, and the monstrous Grrere, and Gorgons : the blood 
of Medusa, one of the Gorgons, when killed by Perseus, 
produced Chrysaor and the horse Pegasus ; Chrysaor and 
Kallirhoe gave birth to Geryon as well as to Echidna,-a 
creature half-nymph and half-serpent, unlike both to gods and 
to men. Other monsters arose from the union of Echidna 
with Typhaon,-Orthros, the two-headed dog of Geryon; 
Cerberus the dog of Hades, with fifty heads, and the Lernrean 

1 Hesiod, Theog. 452, 487. Apollod. i. r, 6, 
2 Hesiod, Theog. 498-

TOv p.€v zn,, CTT-r}pt~e ICo:rO. xBovO, ellpvo8El1], 
TivOol Ev .Y,y_a6€n, yv&:> .. ot, iltro ITa.pn]o-oto, 
'l-ii~-t" €p.w Eto1duw, 6a.Vp..o. 6V1]ro'iut {3porol.ut. 

8 Hesiod, Theog .• 212-232. 
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Hydra. From the latter proceeded the Chim::era, the Sphinx 
of Thebes, and the Nemean lion.! · 

A powerful and jmportant progeny, also, was that of Styx, 
daughter of Otean·us, by Pallas; she had Zelos and Nike 
(Imperiousness and Victory), and Kratos and Bia (Strength' 
and Force). The hearty and early, co-operation of .Styx. and 
her four sons with Zeus was one of the main causes which 
enabled him 'to achieve his victory over the Titans. 

Zeus had grown up not less distinguished for mental capacity 
than for bodily force. He and his brothers now determined 
to wrest the power from the hands of Kronos and the Titans,· 
and a long and desperate struggle commenced;in which all the 
gods and all the goddesses took part. Zeus ~onvoked them· to 
Olympus, and promised to all who would aid him against Kronos, 
that their functions and privileges should remain undisturbed. 
The first who responded to the call, came with ·her four sons, 
and embraced liis cause, was Styx. Zeus took them all four 
as his constant attendants, and conferred upon Styx the 
majestic distinction of being the Horkos, or oath-sanctioner 
of the Gods,-what Horkos was to men, Styx ·was to the 
Gods.2 · · · · 

Still further to strengthen himself, Zeus released the other 
Uranids who had been imprisoned· in Tartarus by their father, 
-the Cyclopes· and the Centimanes;-and prevailed upon 
them to take part with him against the Titans. The former 
supplied him with thunder and lightning, and. the latter 
brought into the fight their boundless muscular strength. 3 

Ten full years did the combat continue; Zeus and the Kronids · 
occupying Olympus, and the Titans being established on the 
more southerly :r_nountain-chain of Othrys. All nature was 
convulsed, and the distant Oceanus, though he took no part in 
the struggle, felt the boiling, the noise, and the shock; not less 
than G::ea and Pontus. The thunder of Zeus, combined with 
the crags and mountains torn up and hurled by the Centi
manes, at length prevailed, and the Titans were defeated and· 
thrust down into Tartarus. Iapetos, Kronos, and the remain
ing Titans (Oceanus excepted) were imprisoned, perpetually 
and irrevocably, in that subterranean dungeon, a wall of brass 
being built around them by Poseidon, and the. three Centimanes 
being planted as guards. .. 

Of the two sons of Iapetos, Mencetius was made to share 

1 Hesiod, Theog. 240-320. Apollod&r. i. 2, 6, 7-
2 Hesiod, Theog. 385-403. 
3 Hesiod, Theog. 1401 624, 657. Apollod&r. i. 2, 4· 

• --
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this prison, while Atlas was condemned to stand for ever at · 
the extreme west, and to bear upon his shoulders the solid 
vault of heaven.l 

Thus were the Titans subdued, and the Kronids with Zeus 
at their head placed· in possession of power. They were not, 
however, yet quite secure; for Grea, intermarrying with Tar
tams, gave birth to a new and still more formidable monster 
called Typh6eus, of such tremendous properties and promise, 
that, had he been allowed ·to grow into full development, 
nothing could have prevented him from vanquishing all rivals 
and becoming supreme. But Zeus foresaw the danger, smote 
him at once with a thunderbolt from Olympus, and burnt him 
up : he was cast along with the rest into Tartarus, and no 
further enemy remained to question the sovereignty of the 
Kronids.2 

With Zeus begins a new dynasty and a different order of 
beings. Zeus, Poseidon and Hades agree upon the distribu
tion before noticed, of functions and localities : Zeus retaining 
the ....-Ether and the atmosphere, together with the general 
presiding function ; Poseidon obtaining the sea, and adminis
tering subterranean forces generally : and Hades ruling the 
under-world, or region in which the half-animated shadows of 
departed men reside. 

It has been already stated, that in Zeus, his brothers and his 
sisters, and his and their divine progeny, we find the present 
Gods ; that is, those, for the most part, whom the Homeric 
and Hesiodic Greeks recognised and worshipped. The wives 
of Zeus were numerous as well as his offspring. First he 
married Metis, the wisest and most sagacious of the goddesses ; 
but Grea and Uranos forewarned him that if he permitted 
himself to have children by her, they would be stronger than 
himself and dethrone him. Accordingly when Metis was on 
the point of being delivered of Athene, he swallowed her up, 
and her wisdom and sagacity thus became permanently identified 
with his own being.8 His head was subsequently cut open, in 

1 The hattie with the Titans, Hesiod, Theog. 627-735. Hesiod 
mentions nothing about the Gigantes and the Gigantomachia: Apollo
dl\ru<, on the other hand, gives this latter in some detail, but despatches 
the Titans in a few words (i. 2, 4; i. 6, r). The Gigantes seem to be only 
a second edition of the Titans,-a sort of duplication to which the 
legendary poets were often inclined. 

~ Hesiod, Theog. 820-869. Apollod. i. 6, 3· He makes Typh6n very 
nearly victorious over Zeus. Typhlleus, according to Hesiod, is father of 
the irregular, violent, and mischievous winds: Notus, Boreas, Argest6s 
and Zephyrus, are of divine origin (870). 
~ Hesicd, Theog. 885-900, 

• 
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1
order to make way for .the exit and birth of the goddess 
Athene.l By Themis, Zeus begat the Hone ; by Eurynome, 
the three Charities or Graces : by Mnemosyne, the Muses; by 
Leto (Latona), Apollo and Artemis; and. by Demeter, Perse
phone. Last of all he took for his wife Here, who maintained 
permanently the dignity of queen of the Gods; by her he had 
Hebe, Ares, and Eileithyia. Hermes also was born to him by 
Maia, the daughter of Atlas ; Hephrestos was born to Here, 
according to some accounts by Zeus ; according to others, by 
her own unaided generative force. 2 ·He was born lame, and 
Here was ashamed of him; she wished to secrete him away, 
but he made his escape into the sea, and found shelter under 
the maternal care of the Nereids Thetis and Eurynome.3 

Our enumeration of the divine race, under the presidency of 
Zeus, will thus give us, 4--'-

I. The twelve great gods and goddesses of Olympus,-Zeus, 
Poseidon, Apollo, Ares, Hephrestos, Hermes, Here, Athene, 
Artemis, Aphrodite, Hestia, Demeter. 

2. An indefinite number of other deities, ·not included 
among the Olympic, seemingly because the.number twelve was 
complete without them, b"ut some of them not inferior in power 
and dignity to many of the twelve :-Hades; Helios, ·He kate, 
Dionysos, Leto, Dione, Persephone, Selene, Themis, Eos, 
Harmonia, the Charities, the Muses, the Eileithyire, the Mcerre, 
the Oceanids and the Nereids, Proteus, Eidothea, the Nymphs, 
Leukothea, Phorkys, ..tEolus, Nemesis, &c. . 

3· Deities who perform special services to the greater gods:
Iris, Hebe, the Horre, &c. 

4· Deities whose personality is more faintly arid unsteadily 
conceived :-Ate, the Litre, Eris, Thanatos, Hypnos, Kratos, 
Bia, Ossa, &c. 5 The same name. is here employed sometimes 
to designate the person, sometimes the attribute or event not 
personified,-an unconscious transition of ideas, which, when 
consciously performed, is called Allegory. 

S· Monsters, offspring of the Gods :-the Harpies, the 
Gorgons, the Grrere, Pegasus, Chrysaor, Echidna, Chimrera, 
the Dragon of the Hesperides, Cerberus, Orthros, Geryon, the 
Lernrean Hydra, the Nemean lion, Scylla and Charybdis, tl:_J.e 
Centaurs, the Sphinx, Xanthos and Balios the immortal 
hor~es, &c. 

1 Apollod. i. 3, 6. 2 Hesiod, Theog. 90o-944-
8 Homer, Iliad, xviii. 397. 
4 See Burckhardt, Homer. und Hesiod. Mythologie, sect. 102. (Leipz,' 

_r844.) 6 fup.6s-Hunger-is a person,· in Hesiod, Opp. Di. 299-·· .. 
• 
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From the gods we slide down insensibly, first to heroes, and j 

then to men ; but before we proceed to this new mixture, it is 
necessary to say a few words on the theogony generally. I 
have given it briefly as it stands in the Hesiodic Theogonia, 
because that poem-in spite of great incoherence and con
fusion, arising seemingly from diversity of authorship as well as 
diversity of age-presents an ancient and genuine attempt to 
cast the divine foretime into a systematic sequence. Homer 
and Hesiod were the grand authorities in the Pagan world 
respecting theogony. But in the Iliad and Odyssey nothing is 
found except passing allusions and implications; and even in 
the Hymns (which were commonly believed in antiquity to be 
the productions of the same author as the Iliad and the 
Odyssey) there are only isolated, unconnected narratives. 
Accordingly men habitually took their information respecting 
their theogonic antiquities from the Hesiodic poem, where it 
was ready laid out before them ; and the legends consecrated 
in that work acquired both an extent of circulation and a firm 
hold on the national faith, such as independent legends could 
seldom or never rival. Moreover the scrupulous and sceptical 
Pagans, as well as the open assailants of Paganism in later 
times, derived their subjects of attack from the same source; 
so that it has been absolutely necessary to recount in their 
naked simplicity the Hesiodic stories, in order to know what 
it was that Plato deprecated and Xenophanes denounced. 
The· strange proceedings ascribed to U ranos, Kronos and 
Zeus, have been more frequently alluded to, in the way of 
ridicule or condemnation than any other portion of the 
mythical world. 

But though the Hesiodic theogony passed as orthodox 
among the later Pagans, 1 because it stood before them as the 
only system anciently set forth and easily accessible, it was 
evidently not the only system received at the date of the poem 
itself. Homer knows nothing of Uranos, in the sense of an 
arch-God anterior to Kronos. Uranos and Grea, like Oceanus, 
Tethys and Nyx, are with him great and venerable Gods, but 
neither the one nor the other present the character of pre
decessors of Kronos and Zeus. 2 The Cyclopes, whom Hesiod 
ranks as sons of Uranos and fabricators of thunder, are in 

1 See Gottling, Pn:efat. ad Hesiod. p. 23. 
2 Iliad; xiv. 249; xix. 259. Orlyss. v. 184. Oceanus and T@thys seem 

to be presented in the Iliad as the primitive Father and Mother of the 
Gods-

-·- "0K{o.v6v 1'~ IJeWv ylvt:Q"tVl Ko.l p:qrEpa. T1}lhlv. (xiv. 201.) 

• 
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Homer neither. one nor the other : they are not . noticed in the 
Iliad at all, and in the Odyssey they are gross gigantic shepherds 
and cannibals, having nothing in' common with the Hesiodic 
Cyd6ps except the one· round central eye.1 Of the three 
Centim~mes enumerated by Hesiod, Briareus only is mentioned 
in Homer, and, to all appearance, not as the ·son of Uranos, 
but as the .son of Poseid6n ; not as aiding Zeus in his combat 
against the Titans, but as rescuing him at a. critical moment 
from a conspiracy formed against him by Here, Poseidon, 
and Athene.2 Not only is the Hesiodic Uranos (with the 
Uranids) omitted in Homer, but the relations between Zeus 
and Kronos are also presented in a very different light. No 
mention is made of Kronos swallowing his young children: on 

· the contrary,· Zeus is the eldest of the three brothers, instead 
of the youngest, and the children of Kronos live with ,him and 
Rhea : there the stolen intercourse ·between Zeus and Here 

. first takes place without the knowledge of their parents. a When 
' Zeus puts. Kronos' down. into .Tartarus, Rhea consigns her 

daughter Here to the care of Oceanus : no notice do we 
·find of any terrific battle with the Titans·as accompanying 
that event. K;,ronos, Iapetos, and the remaining "Titans are 
down in Tartarus, in the lowest· depths under the earth, far 
removed from the. genial rays of Helios ; but they are still 
powerful and venerable, and Hypnos makes Here .swear an 
oath in their name, as. the most inviolable that he · can 
think of.4 · 

In Homer, then, we find nothing beyond 'the simple fact 
that Zeus thrust his father Kronos, ·together with .the remaining 
Titans, into Tartanis; an event to which he affords us a· toler
able parallel in certain occurrences even tinder' the presidency 
of Zeus himself. For the other· gods make more than one 
rebellious attempt against Zeus, and are only .put down, partly 
.by his unparalleled strength, partly by the ·presence of his ally 
the Centimane Briareus. Kronos, like Laertes or Peleus, has 
become old, and has been supplanted by a force vastly superior 
to his own. .The Homeric epic treats Zeus· as present, and 
like all the interesting heroic characters,· a father must be 
assigned to him: that father·nas once been the chief of the 
Titans, but has been superseded and put down into Tartarus 

1 Odyss. ix. 87 .. 
3 Iliad, xiv. 203-295; xv. 204. 
4 Iliad, vii. 482; xiv. 274-279. In the Besiodic Opp. et Di., Kronos 

is represented as ruling' in the Islands of the Blest in the neighbourhoo<\.llf 
Oceanus (v. 168). • , • · 

2 Iliad, i. 401. 

' .. 
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along with the latter, so soon as Zeus and the superior breed 
of the Olympic gods acquired their full development. 

That antithesis between Zeus and Kronos-between the 
Olympic gods and the Titans--which Homer has thus briefly 
brought to view, Hesiod has amplified into a theogony, with 
many things new, and some things contradictory to his pre
decessor; while Eumelus or Arktinus in the poem called 
Titanomachia (now lost) also adopted it as their special 
subject.1 As Stasinus, Arktinus, Lesches, and others, enlarged 
the Legt • ·d of Troy by composing poems relating to a supposed 
time antt ior to the commencement, or subsequent to the 
terminatiot of the Iliad,-as other poets recounted adventures 
of Odysseus subsequent to his landing in Ithaka,-so Hesiod 
enlarged and systematised, at the same time that he corrupted, 
the skeleton theogony which we find briefly indicated in 
Homer. There is violence and rudeness in the Homeric 
gods, but the great genius of Grecian Epic is no way account
able for the stories of Uranos and Kronos,-the standing 
reproach against Pagan legendary narrative. 

How far these stories are the invention of Hesiod himself is 
impossible to determine. 2 They bring us down to a cast of 

1 See the few fragments of the Titanorriachia, in Diintzer, Epic. Grrec. 
Fragm. p. 2; and Heyn,e, ad ApollodC\r. i. 2. Perhaps there was more 
than one poem on the subject, though it seems that Athenreus had only 
read one (viii. p. 277). 

In the Titanomachia, the generations anterior to Zeus were still further 
lengthened by making Uranos son of 1Eth€r (Fr. 4 Diintzer). lEgreon 
was also represented as son of Pontos and Grea, and as having fought in 
the ranks of the Titans: in the Iliad he (the same who is called Briareus) 
is the fast ally of Zeus. 

A Titanographia was ascribed to Musreus (Schol. Apollon. Rhod. iii. 
II78; compare Lactant. de Fals. Rei. i. 21). 

2 That the Hesiodic Theogony is referable to an age considerably later 
than the Homeric poems, appears now to be the generally admitted 
opinion ; and the reasons for believing so are, in my opinion, satisfactory. 
Whether the Theogony is composed by the same author as the Works and 
Days is a disputed point. The Bceotian literati in the days of Pausanias 
decidedly denied the identity, atid ascribed to their H~siod only the Works 
and Days: Pausanias himself concurs with them (ix. 31, 4; ix. 35, I), and 
Viilcker (Mythologie des Japetisch. Geschlechts, p. 14) maintains the same 
opinion, as well as Giittling (Prref. ad Hesiod. xxi.): K. 0. Muller 
(History of Grecian Literature, ch. 8, § 4) thinks that there is not sufficient 
evidence to form a decisive opinion. 

Under the name of Hesiod (in that vague language which is usual in 
antiquity respecting authorship, but which modern critics have not much 
mended by speaking of the Hesiodic school, sect, or family) passed many 
different poems, belonging to three classes quite distinct from each other, 
but all disparate from the Homeric epic :-I. The poems of legend cast 
it9to historical and r.inealogical series, such as the Eoiai, the Catalogue of 
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fancy more coarse and indelicate than the Homeric, and more 
nearly resembling some of the Holy Chapters (iEpol A.Oyot) of 
the more ~ecent mysteries, such (for e;ample) as the tale of 
Dionysos Zagreus. There is evidence in the Thebgony itself 
that the author was acquainted with local legends current both . 
at Krete and at Delphi ; for he mentions both the mountain
cave in Krete wherein the new-born Zeus was hidden, arid the 
stone near the Delphian temple-the identical stone which 
Kronos had swallowed-" placed by Zeus himself as a sign 
and wonder to mortal men." Both these two monuments, 
which the, poet expressly refers to, and had probably seen, 

Women, &c. 2. The poems of a didactic or ethical tendency, such as the 
Works and Days, the Precepts of CheirC\n, the Art of Augural Prophecy, 
&c. 3· Separate and short mythical compositions,_ such as the Shield of 
H~rakl~s, the marriage of Keyx (which, however, was of disputed authen
ticity, Athenre. ii. p. 49), the Epithalamium of P~leus. and Thetig, &c. 
(See Marktscheffel, Prrefat. ad Fragment. Hesiod. p. Sg.) 

The Theogony belongs chiefly to the first of-~hese classes, but it has also 
a dash of the second in the legend of Prometheus, &c.; moreover in the 
portion which respects Hekate, it has both a mystic character and a distinct 
bearing upon present life and customs, which we may also· trace in the 
allusions to Krete and Delphi. There seems reason to place it in the same 
age with the Works and Days, perhaps in the half century preceding 700 
B.c., and little, if at all, anterior to Archilochus. The poem is evidently 
conceived upon one scheme, yet the parts are so disorderly and incoherent, 
that it is difficult to say how much is interpolation. Hermann has well 
dissected the exordium: see the preface to Gaisford's Hesiod (Poetre 
:ry.t:inor. p. 63). · . • . 

K. 0. Muller tells us (ul sup. p. go) "The T1tans, accordmg to the 
notions of Hesiod, represent a system of things in which elementary beings, 
natural powers, and notions of order and regularity are united to. form a 
whole. The Cyc!C\pes denote the transient disturbances of this order of 
nature by storms, and the Hekatoncheires, or hundred-handed Giants, 
signify the fearful power of the greater revolutions of nature." The poem 
:~!fords little presumption that any such ideas were present to the mind of 
its author, as, I think, will be seen if we read r4o-rss, 630-745. 

The Titans, the CyclC\pes, and the Hekatoncheires, can no more be 
construed into physical phrenomena than Chrysaor, Pegasus, Echidna, the 
Grrere, or the Gorgons. Zeus, like Herakl~s, or JasC\n, or Perseus, if his 
adventures are tq_ be described, must have enemies, worthy of himself and 
his vast type, and whom it is some credit for him to overthrow. Those 
who contend with him or assist him must be conceived on a scale fit to be 
drawn on the same imposing canvas : the dwarfish proportions of man will 
not satisfy the sentiment of the poet or his audience respecting the grandeur 
and glory of the gods. To obtain creations of adequate sublimity for such 
an object, the poet may occasionally borrow analogies from the striking 
accidents of physical nature, and when snch an allusion manifests itself 
clearly, the critic does well to point it O)lt. But it seems to me a mistake 
to treat these approximations to physical phrenomena as forming the main 
scheme of .the poet,-,.to look for them. everywhere, and to presume them 
where there is little or no indication. • • 
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imply a whole train of accessory and explanatory local legends 
-current probably among the priests of Krete and Delphi, 
between which places, in ancient times, there was an intimate 
religious connexion. And we may trace further in the poem
that which would be the natural feeling of Kretan worshippers 
of Zeus-an effort to make out that Zeus was justified in his 
aggression on Kronos, by the conduct of Kronos himself both 
towards his father and towards his children: the treatment of 
Kronos by Zeus appears in Hesiod as the retribution foretold 
and threatened by the mutilated Uranos against the son who 
had outraged him. In fact, the relations of Uranos and G::ea 
are in almost all their particulars a mere copy and duplication 
of those between Kronos and Rhea, differing only in the mode 
whereby the final catastrophe is brought about. Now castra
tion was a practice thoroughly abhorrent both to the feelings 
and to the customs of Greece ; 1 but it was seen with melan
choly frequency in the domestic life as well as in the religious 
worship of Phrygia and other parts of Asia; and it even became 
the special qualification of a priest of the Great Mother Cybele, 2 

as well as of the Ephesian Artemis. The employment of the 
sickle ascribed to Kronos seems to be the product of an 
imagination familiar with the Asiatic worship and legends, 
which were connected with and partially resembled the Kretan.t 
And this deduction becomes the more probable when we 
connect it with the first genesis of iron, which Hesiod mentions 
to have been produced for the express purpose of fabricating 

1 The strongest evidences of this feeling are exhibited in Herodotus, iii. 
48; viii. 105. See an example of this mutilation inflicted upon a youth 
named Adamas by the Thracian king Kotys, in Aristot. Polit. v. 8, 12, 
and the tale about the Corinthian Periander, Herod. iii. 48. 

It is an instance of the habit, so frequent among the Attic tragedians, 
of ascribing Asiatic or Phrygian manners to the Trojans, when Sophocles, 
in his lost play Troilus (ap. Jul. Poll. x. r65), introduced one of the char
acters of his drama as having been castrated by order of Hecuba, ::S~<all.,ujl 
"'fap 15pxe•s /3autll.ls i~<Top.vouu' l,uovs,-probably the ITatoa-yw-yos or guardian 
and companion of the youthful Troilus. See Welcker, Griechisch. Tragiid. 
vol. i. p. 125. 

2 Herodot. vii. ros, elwovxo•. Lucian, De Dei Syriil; c. so. Strabo, 
xiv. pp. 64o-64I. 

s Diod6r. v. 64. Strabo, x. p. 469. Hoeckh, in his learned work 
Kr@ta (vol. i. books I and 2), has collected all the information attainable 
respecting the early influences of Phrygia and Asia Minor upon Kr@te : 
nothing seems ascertainable except the general fact ; all the particular 
,evi!lepces are lamentably vague. 

~\ ·· The'wohbip of the Diktrean Zeus seems to have originally belonged to 
the Eteokr@tes, who were not Hellens, and were more akin to the Asiatic 
population than to the Hellenic. Strabo, x. p. 478. Hoeckh, Kr@ta, vol. i. 
·f.-;J39~.:,.: ;:· 

• 
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the fatal sickle ; for metallurgy finds a place in the early 
legends both of the Trojan and of the Kretan Ida, and the 
three Idrean Dactyls, the legendary inventors of it, are assigned 
sometimes to one and sometimes to the other.!, •; 

As Hesiod had extended the Homeric series . of gods by 
prefixing the dynasty of U ranos to that of Kronos; so the 
Orphic theogony lengthened it still further. 2 First came 
Chronos, or Time, as a person; after him JEther· and Chaos,. 
out of whom Chronos produced the vast mundane egg .• Hence 
emerged in process of. time the first-born god Phanes, or Metis, 
or Herikapreos, a person of double sex, who first generated the 
Kosmos, or mundane system, and who carried within him the 
seed of the gods. He gave birth to Nyx, by whom he begat· 
Uranos and Grea; as well as to Helios and Selene.3 

From Uranos and Grea sprang the three Mcerre, or Fates, the 
three Centimanes,· and the three Cyclopes: these latter were cast 
by U ranos into Tartarus, under the foreboding that they would 
rob hirn of h}s dominion. In revenge for 'this maltreatment of 
her sons, Grea produced of -herself the fourteen Titans, seven 
male and severi female:. the for~er were Kceos, Krios: Phorkys, 
Kronos, Oceanus, Hyperion, and, Iapetos; the latter were 
'_f'hemis, Tethys, Mnemosyne, Theia, Dione, Phcebe, and Rhea.4 

They receivctd the name of Titans because they avenged upon 
U ranos the expulsion of their elder brothers. 'Six ofthe Titans, 
headed by Kronos, the most powerful of them all, conspiring 
against Uranos, castrated and dethroned hirri: Oceanus alone 

1 Hesiod, Theogon. r6r-
A'fl/la. BE 7TOl'l'jo-aua ")livo~ '11"0.\.loiJ ci.Sclp.avT05', -
,:eV§e p.iya Opbro.vov, &c. . 

See- the extract from the old poem Phor8nis ap. Schol.'. A poll. Rhod. 
I 129; and Strabo, x. p. 472. .· 

2 See the scanty fragments of the Orphic theogony in Hermann's edition 
of the Orphica, pp. 448, 504, which it is difficult to understand and piece 
together, even with the aid of Lobeck's elaborate examination (Aglaopha
mus, p. 470, &c.). The passages are chiefly preserved by Proclus and 
the later Platonists, who seem to entangle them almost inextriqbly with' 
their own philosophical ideas. . · · __ 

The first few lines of the Orphic 1\rgonautica contain a brief summary of 
the chief points of the Theogony. . _ -

3 See Lobeck, Aglaoph. p. 472-476, 490-500, M1j.-1v rnrlp}La. .plp_ov.-a. 
Oewv tcll.u.-lw 'Hp•tce?Ta.'iov; again, 01jl\us ·teal -yevhwp tcpa..-epos Oeos · 'Hpltce
"a'ios- ~omp~re Lactant. iv. 8, 4; Suidas, v. <t>&.v71s: Athenagoraof ~ · 
296; Dwd(lr. 1, 27. _ . '\'\ _ ~~~~ 

This egg figures, as might be expected, in the cosmogony~t forth by 
the Birds,- Aristophan. Av. 695. Nyx gives birth to an eg~ut of which 
steps the golden Eros; from Er&s and Chaos spring the rac<liiPf bir~s. . 
· ~ Lobeck, Ag. p. 504. Athenagor. xv .. p. 64. · ::;,. Lli!tARY. 

1 l JU L t9i82 4 0 0 2 ; , 
~ n.' 
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stood aloof and took no part in the aggression. Kronos 
assumed the government, and fixed his seat on Olympus ; whi!e 
Oceanus remained apart, master of his own divine stream.1 

The reign of Kronos was a period of tranquillity and happiness, 
as well as of extraordinary longevity and vigour. 

Kronos and Rhea gave birth to Zeus and his brothers and 
sisters. The concealment and escape of the inf~tnt Zeus, and 
the swallowing of the stone by Kronos, are given in the Orphic 
Theogony substantially in the same manner as by Hesiod, only 
in a style less simple and more mysticised. Zeus is concealed 
in the cave of Nyx, the seat of Phanes himself, along with Eide 
and Adrasteia, who nurse and preserve him, while the armed 
dance and sonorous instruments of the Kuretes prevent his 
infant cries from reaching the ears of Kronos. When grown 
up, he lays a snare for his father, intoxicates him with honey, 
and, having surprised him in the depth of sleep, enchains and 
castrates him.2 Thus exalted to the supreme mastery, he 
swallowed and absorbed into himself Metis, or Phanes, with all 
the pre-existing elements of things, and then generated all 
things anew out of his own being and conformably to his own 
divine ideas.s So scanty are the remains of this system, that 
we find it difficult to trace individually the gods and goddesses 
sprung from Zeus beyond Apollo, Dionysos, and Persephone
the latter being confounded with Artemis and Hekate. 

1 Lobed<, Ag. p. 507. Plato, Timreus, p. 41. In the Awv6uov Tpocpol 
of JEschylus, the old attendants of the god Dionysos were said to have 
been cut up and boiled in a caldron, and rendered again young, by Medeia. 
Pherecydes and Simonides said that J as6n himself had been so dealt with. 
Schol. Aristoph. Equit. 1321. 

2 Lobeck, p. 514. Porphyry, de Antro Nympharum, c. 16, tJnwl ")'CtP 
7rap' 'Opcp<i 7) Nv~, njJ Alt U'1r0Tl8Ep.evr] TOV Ollr. 'TOV JlEAl'TOS o&A.ov, 

EVT" O.v lhj IJ.LV i~T}at lnrO 8pvcrl.v Vl/JucOp.otcrl. 
•Epyota-tv p.e8Vovra. p.e.A.tcruO.wv €ptf36p.f3wv, 
AvTiK.a. p..tv 0-Yjuov. 

~o ~ea1?T0.uxet 0 Kp6vos ~ea.l Oe8els E~erip.ve.Tat, Ws 0Vpav6S". 

Compare Timreus ap. Schol. A poll. Rhod. iv. 983. 
3 The Cataposis of Phanes by Zeus is one of the most memorable points 

of the Orphic Theogony. Lobeck, p. 519; also Fragm. vi. p. 456 of 
Hermann's Orphica. 

From this absorption and subsequent reproduction of all things by Zeus, 
flowed the magnificent string of Orphic predicates about him-

ZeUs cipxlJ, Zeits p.iuua, At.OS' 0' E~e 1rdvra. TETVICTC:u.,-

an allusion to which is traceable even in Plato, de Legg. iv. p. 715. 
Plutarch, de Defectu Oracul. t. ix. p. 379, c. 48. Diod6rus (i. II) is the 
most ancient writer remaining to us who mentions the name of Phanes, in 
a line cited as proceeding from Orpheus; wherein, however,~Phanes is 
Mkntified with Dio~ysos. Compare Macrobius, Saturnal. i. 18. 
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But there is one new personage begotten by Zeus, who 

stands pre-eminently marked in the Orphic Theogony, and 
whose adventures constitute one of its peculiar features. Za
greus, "the horned child," is the son of Zeus by his 0\vn 
daughter Persephone : he is the favourite of his father, a child 
of magnificent promise, and predestined, if he grow up, to 
succeed to supreme dominion, as well as to the handling of the 
thunderbolt. He is seated, whilst an infant, on the throne 
beside Zeus, guarded by Apollo and the Kuretes. But the 
jealous Here intercepts his career, and inCites the Titans 
against him, who, having first smeared their faces with plaster, 
approach him on the throne, tempt his childish fancy with 
playthings, and kill him with a sword while he is contemplating 
his face in a mirror. They then cut up his body and boil it in 
·a caldron, leaving only the heart, which is picked up by Athene 
and carried to Zeus, who in his wrath strikes down the Titans 
with thunder into Tartarus; whilst Apollo is directed to collect 
the remains of Zag~eus and bury them at the foot of Mount 
Parnassus. The heart is given to Semele, and Zagreus is born 
again from her under the form of Dionysos.l 

1 About. the tale of Zagreus, see Lobeck, p. 552 sqq. Nonnus in his 
Dionysiaca has given many details about it:-

Zaypia y«vap.iYTj K<p6<v flpbf>o<, &c. (vi. 264.) 

Clemens Alexandrin. Admonit. ad Gent. p. II, 12, Sylb. The story was 
treated both, by. Kallimachus ·and by Euphori6n, Etymolog. Magn. v. 
Za-ypevs, Schol. 'Lycophr. zo8. In the old epic poem Alkmre6nis or 
Epigoni, Zagreus is a surname of Hades . ." See Fragm. 4, p. 7, ed. 
Diintzer. Respecting the Orphic Theogonygenerally, Brandis (Handbuch 
der Geschichte der Griechisch·Romisch. Philosophie, c. xvii., txviii.), 
K. 0. MUller (Prolegg. Mythol. pp. 379-396), and Zoega (Abhandlungen, 
v. pp. zrr-263) may be consulted with much advantage. Brandis regards 
this Theogony as considerably older than the first Ionic' philosophy, which 
is a higher antiquity than appears probable : some of the ideas which it 
contains, such, for example, as· that of the Orphic egg, indicate a departure
frorn the string of purely personal generations "hich both Homer an ell 
Hesiod exdusively recount, and a resort to someti.ing like physical 
analogies. On the whole, we cannot reasonably claim for it more than 
half a century above the age of Onomakritus. The Theogony of Phere·, 
kydes of Syros seems to have borne some analogy to the Orphic. See
Diogen. Laert. i. 119, Sturz. Fragm. Pherekyd. §5-6, Brandis, Handbuch, 
ut sup. c. xxii. Pherekydes partially deviated from the mythical track or 
personal successions set forth by Hesiod. brel or 'Y• P.•P.•'Y p.t IIJJL ahwv 1<al~ 
Tee wh p.v8ti<WS li:rravTa hE'Y<III, oTov <l><p<1<VB'1/S Kal enpolTtVes, &c. (Aristot. 
Metaphys. N. p. 301, ed. Brandis.) Porphyrius, de Antra Nymphar. c. 
JI, Kal TOU ~vpiov 4>•p•1<VBov p.vxo~s l<al {J68povs l<al ilvTpa l<al evpas l<al~ 
1r6Aas A.E'Yov-ros, ~eal Bu\ -roVToov alv,TTOI.dvou -rd.s TWv tfvxi;w 7evJaets «al·. 
&11o-yevlum, &c. Eudemus the Peripatetic, pupil of Aristotle, had drawn 
up an account of the Orphic Theogony 'as well as of the doctrines of· 
Pherekydes, A~usilaus and others, which was still in the hands of ~e, 

VOL. I. • C ·• 
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Such is the tissue of violent fancies comprehended unde 

the title of the Orphic Theogony, and read as such, it appears, 
by Plato, Isokrates, and Aristotle. It will be seen that it is 
based upon the Hesiodic Theogony, but, according to the 
general expansive tendency of Grecian legend, much new 
matter is added : Zeus has in Homer one predecessor, in 
Hesiod two, and in Orpheus four. 

The Hesiodic Theogony, though later in date than the Iliad 
and Odyssey, was coeval with the earliest period of what may 
ibe called Grecian history, and certainly of an age earlier than 
Joo B.c. It ·appears to have been widely circulated in Greece, 
and being at once ancient and short, the general public con
sulted it as their principal source of information respecting 
divine antiquity. The Orphic Theogony belongs to a later.: 
<late, and contains the Hesiodic ideas and persons, enlarged 
and mystically disguised. Its vein of invention was less 
popular, adapted more to the contemplation of a sect specially 
prepared than to the taste of a casual audience. And it 
appears accordingly to have obtained currency chiefly among 
purely speculative men.1 Among the majority of these latter, 
however, it acquired greater veneration, and above all was 
supposed to be of greater antiquity than the Hesiodic. The 
belief in its superior antiquity (disallowed by Herodotus, and 
seemingly also by Aristotle 2), as well as the respect for its 

Platonists of the fourth century, though it is now lost. The extracts "hich 
we find seem all to countenance the belief that the Hesiodic Theogony 
formed the basis upon which they worked. See about Akusilaus, Plato, 
Sympos. p. 178; Clem. Alex. Strom. p. 629. 

1 The Orphic Theogony is never cited in the ample Scholia on Homer, 
though Hesiod is often alluded to. (See Lobeck, Aglaoph. p. 540.) Nor 
can it have been present to the minds of Xenophanes and Herakleitus, as 
representing any widely diffused Grecian belief: the former, who so 
severely condemned Homer and Hesiod, would have found Orpheus much 
more deserving of his censure : and the latter could hardly have omitted 
Orpheus from his memorable denunciation :-IToll.vp.a.8[7J v6ov ov l'hOcf.cTJCE< • 
tH<Tlo5ov 'YaP &v eal~a~e Kal .ITu8a'}'6pa.v, a3-rts O€ 'E.evQ(p&.ve&. 'TE Kal (EKaTaLov. 
Diog. Laer. i~. r. Isokrates treats Orpheus as the most censurable of all 
the poets. See Busiris, p. 229 ; ii. p. 309, Bekk. The Theogony ol 
·Orpheus, as conceived by Apollonius Rhodius (i. 504) in the third century 
B.c., and by Nigidius in the first century B.C. (Servius ad Virgil. Eclog. iv. 
ro), seems to have been on a more contracted scale than that which is given 

·in the text. But neither of them notice the tale of Zagreus, which we 
know to be as old as Onomakritus. 

2 This opinion of Herodotus is implied in the remarkable passage about 
Homer and Hesio<l, ii. 53, though he never once names Orpheus-only 
alluding once to "Orphic ceremonies," ii. Sr. He speaks more than once 
of the prophecies of Musa=ns. Aristotle denied the past existence and 

.reality of Orpheus. See Cicero de Nat. Dear. i. 3S. - • 
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conten!s, i"ncreased during· the. Alexandrine .age ,'inO:,.thrbugh 
the declining centuries. of Paganism, reaching its .'in.a~imum · 
among the New-Platonists of the third and fourth century after 
Christ.. Both the Christian assailants, as well as the defenders ' 
of Paganism, treated it as the .m'ost :ancient and. venerable 
sum~ary of the Grecian_ faith. Orpheus is celebraJ_;ed by 
Pindar as the harper and companion of the Argonautic mari
time heroes: Orpheus· and Mus::eus,as well as Pamphos and 
Olen, the great supposed authors· ·of theogonic, mystical, 
oracular, and prophetic verses and' hymns,. were generally 
considered by literary Greeks as older than either Hesiod or 
Homer.l And such was. also the common opinion of modern 
schol!trs . until a period comparatively recent. But it has now 
been shown, on sufficient ground, that the compositions which 
passed under these names· emanate for the most part from poets 
of the Alexandrine age; and subsequent to the Christian :era; 
and that even the ·earliest among them, which served as the 
stock 'on which the later ·additions were en grafted, belong to a ' 
perio<;l Jar more recent than' Hesiod; probably to the century 
preceding Onomakritus (B.C. 6ro-sro). It seems, however, 
certain that both Orpheus and Mus:eus were mimes of established 
reputation at the time when Onomakritus flourished ; ·and it is 
distinctly stated by Pausanias that the latter :was himself the 
author of the most remarkable and characteristic mythe of the 
Orphic Theogony-the discerption of Zagreus by the 1:\tans, 
arid his resutnicticin as Dionysos. 2 . ' · 

The namc:s of Orpheus and Muslel!S (as well as that of 

1 Pindar, Pyth. iv; 177. Plato seems to consider Orpheus as more 
ancient than Homer. Compare Theretet. p. 179; Cratylus, p. 402; De 
Republ. ii. p. 364. The order. in which Aristophanes (and Hippias of 

·Elis, ap. Clem. Alex. Str. vi. p. 624) mentions them indicates the same 
view, Rame, 1030. It is unnecessary to cite the later chronologers, among 
whom the belief in ·the antiquity of Orpheus ·was universal; he was com
monly described .as son of the Muse Calliope. Androti6n seems to have 
denied that he was a Thracian, regarding the Thracians as incurably stupid 
and illiterate. Androti6n, Fragm. 36, ed. Didot. Ephorus treated him 
as having been 'a pupil of the ldrean Dactyls of Phrygia (see Diodl\r. v. 
64), and as -having learnt from them his -r<A.e-rii.s and p.vtJ-rf,pta, which he 
was the first to introduce into Greece. The earliest mention which we 
find of Orpheus, is that of the poet lbycus (about _B.C. 530), ovop.ri!<A.VTOV 
'Opcpf)v. lbyci Fragm. 9, p. 341, ed. Schneidewin .. 

2 Pausail. viii. 37, 3· TtTiivas lie 7rpw-rov ~s 7fointJw ~tJf,"fa'Y•" "Op.npos, 
eeoVs elvat cnpO.s V1r~ -ro/ ICaA.ovp.Evcp Tap-rdpcp ~ «al ~UT.lv ~v "Hpas 8p«(p 'Tlt 
l1r71 · 1rapO. OE ·~ap:{Jpov ,Ovop.rl«ptTos, irapaAa{36Jv 'TWv Tt'TC:.voov '7'0 :Jvop.a, 
Jiwv{Hnp 'TE quv€87JKEV tp'Yta, ~ecd elvat -roVs Tt'TCivas TtP Atov6ucp TWV7ra8'11p.d.Toov 
broi'l)<TEV a~TOUP"f01k Both the date; the character, and the function -of 
Onomakritus are distinctlY: marked liy ,Herodotus, vii . .j. · • 
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Pythagoras,1 looking at one side of his character) represent facts 
of importance in the history of the Grecian mind-the gradual 
influx of Thracian, Phrygian, and Egyptian religious ceremonies 
and feelings, and the increasing diffusion of special mysteries,2 
schemes for religious purification, and orgies (I venture to 
anglici~e the Greek word, which contains in its original mean
ing no implication of the ideas of excess to which it was after
wards diverted), in honour of some particular god-distinct 
both from the public solemnities and from the gentile solemni
ties of primitive Greece,-celebrated apart from the citizens 
generally, and approachable only through a certain course of 
preparation and initiation-sometimes even forbidden to be 
talked of in the presence of the uninitiated, under the severest 
threats of divine judgement. Occasionally such voluntary 
combinations assumed the form of permanent brotherhoods, 
bound together by periodical solemnities as well as by vows of 
an ascetic character. Thus the Orphic life (as it was called), 
or regulation of the Orphic brotherhood, among other injunc
tions, partly arbitrary and partly abstinent, forbade animal food 
universally, and, on certain occasions, the use of woollen cloth
ing.3 The great religious and political fraternity of the Pytha
goreans, which acted so powerfully on the condition of the 
Italian cities, was one of the many manifestations of this 
general tendency, which stands in striking contrast with the 

1 Herodotus believed in the derivation both of the Orphic and Pytha
gorean regulations from Egypt-b~to.\o-y~ov<T< lie 'Tav'Ta 'Toi<T< 'Op<fnKoi<T< 
Ka.\eo~tevo<<T< Kal BaKX<Koi'<T<, ~ov<T< lie Al-yv7r'Tlo<<T< (ii. 81 ). He knows the 
names of those Greeks who have borrowed from Egypt the doctrine of the 
metempsychosis, but he will not mention them (ii. 123) : he can hardly. 
allude to any one but the Pythagoreans, many of whom he probably knew 
in Italy. See the curious extract from Xenophan~s respecting the doctrine 
of Pythagoras, Diogen. Laert. viii. 37 : and the quotation from the Silli of 
Tim6n, ITv6a-y&pav lie -y&'I]'TOS a'lroK.\{vav'T' ~7rl o&{av, &c. Compare Porphyr. 
in Vit. Pythag. c. 41. 

2 Aristophan. Ran. 1030-

'Op4>t:V~ JJ.€v y?:f> TEAtTtf~ 8' 1}p.i.v K.a:r€0Ht£, <POvwv T" D:rr€xeu8aL' 
MovuaLo~ 1"'' EEaK{U€18 Tt! vOuwv Ka.l. Xf'YIUP.,OVs· 'HuloOos oe, 
r.fjS' Epyo.ulas, KO.p7rWV Wpas, apO'TOVt;' 0 oe 8e'io-; •op.TJpO'.t 
"ATrO 'TOii 'Ttp.~v KO.LICA.€or; Euxev, Tr.\:l}v Toii9', OTt. xp~crr· EOlOo.t:ncev, 
'AperO.s, Tti~et~, OrrAI.uEt~ clvOpWv, &c. 

The same general contrast is to be found in Plato, Protagoras, p. 316; the 
opinion of Pausanias, ix. 30, 4· The poems of Musreus seem to have 
borne considerable analogy to the Melampodia ascribed to Hesiod (see 
Clemen. Alex. Str. vi. p. 628) ; and healing charms are ascribed to Orpheus 
as well as to Musreus. See Eurip. Alcestis, 986. 

3 Herod. ii. 81 ; Euripid. Hippo!. 957, and the curious fragment of the 
lo~ Kp)j'TEs of Euri~des. 'Optp<Kol /3!01, Plato, Legg. vii. 782. 
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simple, open-hearted, and demonstrative worship of the 
Homeric Greeks. 

Festivals at seed-time-and harvest-at the vintage and at the 
opening of the new wine--:-were doubtless coeval with the 
earliest habits of the Greeks; the latter being a period of 
unusual joviality. Yet in the Homeric poems, Dionysos and 
Demeter, the patrons of the vineyard and the cornfield, are 
seldom mentioned, and decidedly occupy little place in the 
imagination of the poet as compared with the other gods : nor 
are they of any conspiq1ous importance even in the Hesiodic 
Theogony. But during the interval between Hesiod and Ono-. 
makritus, the revolution in the religious mind of Greece was 
such as to place both these deities in the front rank. Accord
ing to the Orphic doctrine, Zagreus, son of _Persephone, is 
destined to be the successor of Zeus ; and although the violence 
of the Titans intercepts this lot, yet even _when he rises agaiw 
from his discerption under the name. of Dionysos, he is the 
colleague and co-equal of his divine father. , _ - _. 

This remarkable change, occurring as .it did during the sixth 
and a part of the seventh ceritury befdre the Christian rera, may 
be traced to the influence of communication with Egypt (which 
only became fully open to the Greeks about B.c. 66o), as well 
as with Thrace, Phrygia, and Lydia. From hence new religious 
ideas and feelings were introduced, which chiefly attached 
themselves to the characters of Dionysos and Demeter. The 
Greeks identified these two deities with the great Egyptian 
Osiris and I~is, so that what was· borrowed from· the Egyptian 
worship of the two latter naturally fell to their equivalents 

. in the Grecian system.1 Moreover the worship of Dionysos 
(under what name cannot be certainly made out) was indigenous 
in Thrace,2 as that of the Great Mother was in Phrygia, and iri 
Lydia-together with those violent ecstasies and manifestations 
or temporary frenzy, and that clashing of noisy instruments 
which we find afterwards characterising it in Greece. The 
great masters of the pipe -as well a~ the dithyramb, 3 and 

1 Herodot. ii. 42, 59, 144· 
2 Herodot. v. 7, vii. III; Euripid. Hecub. 1249, and Rh~sus, 969, and 

the Prologue to the Bacchre; Strabo, x. p. 470; Schol. ad Aristophan. 
Aves, 874 ; Eustath. ad · Dionys. Perieg. 1069; Harpokrat. v. ~d.f3o•; 
Photius, Euol ~a.{Jol. The "Lydiaca" of Th. Menke (Berlin, 1843) traces 
the early connexion between the religion of Dionysos and that of Cybel@, 
c. 6, 7. Hoeckh's Kreta (vol. i. p. 128-134) is instructive respecting the 
Phrygian religion. 

3 Aristotle, Pol it. viii. 7' 9· naua. ')'ttp Ba.H:xela. /Ca.l ..-iiua. n 'TOL0.0'7'71 

KlP'!JUts p.dAtU'TO. 7Wv Op7dvwv E<r7lv EJ'" To'is o.VA.o'is· .Triw 0' U.pp.ovtWv Ev 'f'o'is 
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indeed the whole musical system appropriated to the worship 
of Dionysos, which contrasted so pointedly with the quiet 
solemnity of the Prean addressed to Apollo-were all originally 
Phrygian. 

From all these various countries, novelties, unknown to the 
Homeric men, found their way into the Grecian worship : and 
there is one amongst them which deserves to be specially 
noticed, because it marks the generation of the new class of 
ideas in their theology. Homer mentions mariy persons guilty 
of private or involuntary homicide, and compelled either to go 
into exile or to make pecuniary satisfaction; but he never once 
describes any of them to have either received or required 
purification for the crime. 1 Now in the times subsequent to 
Homer, purification for homicide comes to be considered as 
indispensable: the guilty person is regarded as unfit for the 
society of man or the worship of the gods until he has received 
it, and special ceremonies are prescribed whereby it is to be 
administered. Herodotus tells us that the ceremony of purifi
cation was the same among the Lydians and among the Greeks :2 

we know that it formed no part of the early religion of the 

<f>pry<<r-rl ph.<<rt ll.af.'fJJ.v<t -rau-ra TO -rrpbrw, oTw /; '/5tiJJpaf.'fJos '15o«:ii op.oll.o
-yovp.<vws .Ivat <f>p{;-ywv. Eurip. Bacch. s8-

Ai.petr8e -rl.r:rrt.x_Wp ... ~ f:v 1t6AEL ~pvyWv 
TV£.t1ra.va, •p{a~ 1"£ fl.'i'fTPO~ eJJ.&. f)' <:Vpljp.a.Ta., &c. 

Plutarch, El in Delph. c. 9; Philochor. Fr. 2I, ed. Didot, p. 389. The 
complete and intimate manner in which Euripides identifies the Bacchic 
rites of Dionysos with the Phrygian ceremonies in honour of the Great 
Mother is very remarkable. The fine description given by Lucretius 
(ii. 6oo-640) of the Phrygian worship is much enfeebled by his unsatis
factory allegorising. 

1 Scho!. ad Iliad. xi. 690-0~ ota Ta «:a8J.p<rta 'I<f>!'Tou ?rop8€i'Tat 7, n6ll.os, 
~,..r 'TDt 'Oovaaets f.'d(wv N e<rTopos, J<al ?rap' 'Of.<.f)prp ov«: o1oap.ev <f>ov€a J<a8a<· 
p6p.evov, &.71.71.' &.vnTivov-ra 'I; tpvya'/5ev6f.'evov. The examples are numerous, 
and are found both in the Iliad and the Odyssey. Iliad, ii. 665 ( T!epolemos); 
xiii. 697 (Med6n); xiii. 574 (Epeigeus) ; xxiii. 89 (Patrok!os); Odyss. xv. 
224 (Theoklymmos); xiv. 380 (an /Etol£a1t). Nor does the interesting 
mythe respecting the functions of Ate and the Litre harmonise with the 
subsequent doctrine about the necessity of purification. (Iliad, ix. 498.) 

a Herodot. i. 35-~a'T< '15€ -rrapa-rrll.1)<rl1J 7, rcJ.Oap<rts Toi'<r< i\vaoi<r< real -roi'<Tt 
"Ell.li.7)<Tt. One remarkable proof, amongst many, of the deep hold which 
this idea took of the greatest minds in Greece, that serious mischief would 
fall upon the community if family quarrels or homicide remained without 
religious expiation, is to be found in the objections which Aristotle urges 
against the community of women proposed in the Platonic Republic, It 
could not be known what individuals stood in the relation of father, son, or 
brother: if, therefore, wrong or murder of kindred should take place, the 
appropriate religious atonements (at vop.t(6p.eva< ll.v<rus) could not be 
applied and the crime would go unexpiated. (Aristot. Polit. ii. r, q. 
Celnpare Thucyd . .j. 125-128.) 
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latter, and we may perhaps reasonably suspect that they bor~ 
rowed it from the former. The oldest instance known to us 
of expiation for homicide was contained in the epic poem of 
the .. Milesian Arktinus,1 wherein Achilles is purified by Odysseus 
forthe murder ofThersites : several others occurred in the later 
or Hesiodic epic-Herakles~ Peleus, Belleroph6n,· Alkmceon, • 
Atnphiktyon, Premander, Triopas,--"-from whence they probab)y 
passed through the hands of the logographers to Apollcidorus, 
Diodorus, and· others. 2 The purification of the murderer w'as 
originally operated, not by the hands of any priest or specially 
sanctified man, but by those of a chief·or king, who goes 
through the appropriate ceremonies in the manner recounted 
by Herodotus in his pathetic narrative respecting Crresus a:nd 
Adrastus. ' ., 

The idea of a: special taint of crime, and of the necessity as 
well as the. sufficiency of prescribed religious ceremonies as a 
means of remGving it, appears thus to have got foOting in . 
Grecian practice subsequent .to ·the time of Homer. The 
peculiar rites or orgies, composed or put together by Onoma
kritus, Methapus,3 and other men of more than the ordinary 
piety, were founded upon a simila~ mode of thinking and 
adapted to the same mental exigencies. They ~vere voluntarily 
religious manifestations, superinduced ·upon the old public 
sacrifices of the king or chiefs on behalf of the whole society, 
and' of .the father o~ his own family hearth. They marked out 
the details of divine servic~ proper to appease or. gratify the 
god to whom they were addressed, and to procure for- the 
believers who went through them his blessings and protection 
here or hereafter-:-the exact performance ofthe divine 'service 
in .an its specialty wrs held ri.eces?~ry, ll:nd thus _the priest~ or 
Hierophants, who alone were familiar with the ntual, acqlitred • 
a commanding position.4 Generally speaking, these peculiar 

1 See the Fragm. of the lEthiopis .'of Ark tin us, in Dlintzer's Collection, 
p. r6. · , · , 

·2 The references for this are . collected in Lobeck's Aglaophamos. 
Epimetr. ii. ad Orphica, p. g68. '· . .. · 

3 Pausanias (iv. I, 5}-p.enl<&crp,'l'JO'E -yap ""l MJ8a1ros T~s ofeA.<T~s (the 
Eleusinian Orgies, carried hy Kaukon from· Eleusis into Mess~nia), (O"T<V 
If. '0 oe MJ8a1rOS -ylvos p.~v ilv 'A8'l')it<X'ios, 'TEAeT~s.te I<<Xl op-y(wv 1r<XJITO(

WJI O"vv8€T'l')s. Again, viii. 37, 3, Onomakritus 1!uov6cr'f'O'vv€8'l')l<oV 6p-y<a, 
&c. This is another expression designating the same idea as. the Rhesus 
of Euripid~s, 944 - J • , . 

M vO'Tflp({t)v +e 'TWv 0.1ToPfrlrrwv cJ>a.vOs 
·Eo«§<v 'Op<f>.V<· · · · 

4 Telines, the ancestor of the Syracusan despot Gelil, acquired great 
political power as _possessing.,.(); /pa Twv xBov(wv Bewv ~erodot. vii. I~}; 
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orgies obtained their admission and their influence at periods 
of distress, disease, public calamity and danger, or religious 
terror and despondency, which appear to have been but too 
frequent in their occurrence. 

The minds of men were prone to the belief that what they 
were suffering arose from the displeasure of some of the gods, 
and as they found that the ordinary sacrifices and worship were 
insufficient for their protection, so they grasped at new sugges
tions proposed to them with the view of regaining the divine 
favour. 1 Such suggestions were more usually copied, either in 
whole or in part, from the religious rites of some foreign locality, 
or from some other portion of the Hellenic world; and in this 
manner many new sects or voluntary religious fraternities, pro
mising to relieve the troubled conscience and to reconcile the 
sick or suffering with the offended gods, acquired • permanent 
establishment as well as considerable influence. They were 
generally under the superintendence of hereditary families of 
priests, who imparted the rites of confirmation and purification 
to communicants generally ; no one who went through the 
prescribed ceremonies being excluded. In many cases such 
ceremonies fell into the hands of jugglers, who volunteered 
their services to wealthy men, and degraded their profession as 
well by obtrusive venality as by extravagant promises. 2 Some
times the price was lowered to bring them within reach of the 
poor and even of slaves. But the wide diffusion, and the 
number of voluntary communicants of these solemnities, proves 

he and his family became hereditary Hierophants of the5e ceremonies. 
How Telines acquired the lpd., Herodotus cannot say-88ev o~ ab-rd. (l\af3e, 
'Pi ahos ~~e-r-hua-ro, -rov-ro ob~e lxw ehra<. Probably there was a traditional 
legend, not inferior in sanctity to that of Eleusis, tracing them to the gift of 
Demeter herself. 

1 See Josephus· cont. Api6n. ii. c. 35 ; Hesych. Eleol ~lvw•; Strabo, x. 
p. 471 ; Plutarch, Ilepl Aetu<~a<p.ov. c. iii. p. 166; c. vii. p. 167. 

2 Plato, Republ. ii. p. 364; Demostljen. de Corona, c. 79, p. 313. The 
oetu<oalp.wv of Theophrastus cannot be comfortable without receiving the 
Orphic communion monthly from the Orpheotelestre (Theophr. Char. xvi. ). 
Compare Plutarch, Ilepl -rov p.'q xpiiv lp.p.e-rpa, &c., c. 25, p. 400. The 
comic writer Phrynichus indicates the existence of these rites of religious 
excitement, at Athens, during the Peloponnesian war. See the short 
fragment of his Kp&vos, ap. Schol. Aristoph. Aves, g8g-

• Avl)p xopeVet", Kal TO. Toii 8mV ICO.A.Wr;· 
BoVAet .6.r.o1reUJ-q p.era.Sp6..p.fJl Kal '7'llp.1rO.l'O. ; 

DiopeitMs was a XP'T/Up.ol\O"yos, or collector and deliverer of prophecies, 
which he sung (or rather, perhaps, recited) with solemnity and emphasis, 
in public,'l.\u-re 71"0!0VP'TES XP'TJUp.oos au-rol Ato&au' ~0€!P AI011"Ele .. 'T<f 71"apap.a•
IIOp.lvrp. (Ameipsias ap. Schol. Aristophan. ut sup., which illustrates 
T~yd. ii. 21.) • 
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how much they fell 1n w'rth the feeling of the time and how 
much respect they enjoyed-a respect which the more con
spicuous establishments, such as Eleusis .and Samothrace, 
maintained for several centuries. And the visit of the Kretan 
Epimenides to Athens-in the time of Solon, at a season of the 
most serious disquietude and dread of having offended ·the 
gods-illustrates the tranquiflising effect of new orgies 1 and 
rites of absolution, when enjoined by. a man standing high in 
the favour of the gods and reputed to be the son of a nymph. 
The supposed Erythnean Sibyl, and the earli_est collection of 
Sibylline prophecies,2 afterwards so much multiplied and inter
polated, and referred (according to Grecian custom) to an age 
even earlier than Homer, appear to belong to a date not long 
posterior to Epimenides. Other'(;i-acular verses, such as those 
of Bakis, V!ere treasured up in Athens and other cities: the 
sixth century before the Christian ::era was fertile in these kinds 
of religious manifestations. , 

Amongst the special rites and orgies of the character just 
described, those which enjoyed the greatest Pan-Hellenic repu
tation were attached to the Idrean Zeus in Krete, to Demeter 
at Eleusis, to the Kabeiri in Samothrace, and to Dionysos at 
Delphi and Thebes.s That they were all to a great degree 
analogous is shown by the way in which they unconsciously run 
together and become confused in the minds of various authors. 
The ancient inquirers themselves were unable to distinguish 
one from the other, and we must be content to submit to the 
like ignorance. But we see enough to satisfy us of the general 
fact, that during the century and a half which elapsed between 

1 Plutarch, Sol6n, c. 12 ; Diogen. Laert. i. rro. 
2 See Klausen, ".l£neas und d'ie Penaten : '.' his chapter on the con

nexion between the Grecian and Roman Sibylline collections is among the 
mcst ingenious of his learned book. Book ii: pp. 210--240: see Steph. 
Byz. v. r~p-y<s. 

To the same age belong the XPTJ"p.ol and «a8app.ol of Abaris and his 
marvellous journey through the air upon an arrow (Herodot. iv. 36). 

Epimenid~s also composed Ka8app.ol in epic verse; his Koup-lrrow and 
Kopu/3&vTwv -y~vE(f<S, and his four thousand verses respecting MiniJs and 
Rhadamanthys, if they had been preserved, would let us fully into the ideas 
of a religious mystic of that age respecting the antiquities of Greece. 
(Strabo, x. p. 474; Diogen. Laert. i. 10.) Among the poems ascribed to 
H esiod wen~ comprised not only the Melampodia, but also l1r71 p.aVT<«a and 
~~7J7-h""s'~7rl T~pa(f<V. Pausan. ix. 31, 4· 

3 Among other illu>trations of this general resemblance, maybe counted 
an epitaph of Kallimachus upon an aged priestess, who passed from the 
service of D~meter to that of the Kabetri, then to that of Cybele, having t.he 
superintendence of many young women. Kallimachus, Epigram. 42, p. 
308, ed. Ernest. • -
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the opening of Egypt to the Greeks and the commencement of 
their struggle with the Persian kings, the old religion was 
largely adulterated by importations from Egypt, Asia Minor, 1 

and Thrace. The rites grew to be more furious and ecstatic, 
exhibiting the utmost excitement, bodily as well as mental : 
the legends became at once more coarse, more tragical, and less 
pathetic. The manifestations of this frenzy were strongest 
among the women, whose religious susceptibilities were often 
found extremely unmanageable, 2 and who had everywhere con
gregative occasional ceremonies of their own, apart from the 
men-indeed, in the case of the colonists, especially of the 
Asiatic colonists, the women had been originally women of the 
country, and as such retained to a great degree their· non
Hellenic manners and feelings. 3 The god Dionysos,4 \vhom 
the legends described as clothed in feminine attire, and leading 

1 Plutarch (Defect. Oracul. c. 10, p. 41 5) treats these countries as the 
original seat of the worship of Dremons (wholly or partially bad, and inter
mediate between gods and men), and their religious ceremonies as of a 
corresponding character: the Greeks were borrowers from them, accordin~ 
to him, both of the doctrine and of the ceremonies. 

, 2 StraJ:o, vii. P· 297; qA1rav;es -yilp T~S ownoa:?-ovias. ltpx~-yovs otov~a· 
Tas -yuvauras· aiiTa! lle ~ra.l Taus l'tvopas 'll"po~rail.ouvTa.t es Ta.s ~ ... ! '11"1\.<ov 
8epa. ... e£as TWV fJewv, l<al eopTlts, ~ra.l 'II"O'TVtaup.o6s. Plato (De Legg. x. pp. 
909, 910) takes great pains to restrain this tendency on the part of sick or 
suffering persons, egpecially women, to introduce new sacred rites into his 
city. 

3 Herodot. i. 146. The wives of the Ionic original settlers at Miletos 
were Karian women, whose husbands they slew. 

The violences of the Karian worship are attested by what Herodotus 
says of the Karian residents in Egypt, at the festival of Isis at Busiris. 
The Egyptians at this festival manifested their feeling by beating them
selves, the Karians by cutting their faces with knives (ii. 61). The 
Kapt~rh p.ovua became proverbial for funeral wailings (Plato, Legg. vii. p. 
8oo) : the unmeasured effusions and demonstrations of sorrow for the de
parted, sometimes accompanied with cutting and mutilation self-inflicted by 
the mourner, was a distinguishing feature in Asiatics and Egyptians as com
pared with Greeks. Plutarch, Consolat. ad Apollon. c. 22, p. 123. 
Mournful feeling was, in fact, a sort of desecration of the genuine and 
primitive Grecian festival, which was a season of cheerful harmony and 
social enjoyment, wherein the god was believed to sympathise (ebcppou{w11 ). 
See Xenophanes ap. Aristot. Rhetor. ii. 25 ; Xenophan. Fragm. r, eel. 
Schneidewin; Theognis, 776; Plutarch, De Superstit. p. 169. The un. 
favourable comments of Dionysius of Halikarnassus, in so far as they refer 
to the festivals of Greece, apply to the foreign corruptions, not to the native 
character, of Grecian worship. 

4 The Lydian Herakles was conceived and worshipped as a man in female 
attire: this idea occurs often in the Asiatic religions. Mencke, Lydiaca, c. 
8, p. 22. Lltovvuos lipp'I/V ~ra! 6ijil.us. Aristicl. Or. iv. 28 ; A!:schyl. Fragm. 
Edoni, ap. Aristoph. Thesmoph. 135· llolla1ros ~ -yvvvu; -ris 'll"ci.Tpa; -ris.;, 
g-rtJIIt:;; 
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a troop· of frenzied women;inspired a temporary· ecstasy. Those 
who resisted the inspiration, being disposed to disobey his 
will, were punished either by particular judgements or_ by 
mental terrors; while those who gave full loose to the feeling, 
in the appropriate season and with .the received solemnities, .. 
satisfied his exigencies, and believed themselves to_ have pro
cured.immunity from such disquietudes for the fu.t.ure.l Crowds 
of women, clothed with fawn-skins and . bearing. the. sanctified 
thyrsus, flocked to the solitudes of ParnaSSJ!S, or: Kith<eron, or 
Taygetus, during the consecrated triennial period,. passed the 
night there with torches, and abandoned themselves to demon
strations of frantic excitement, with dancing and. clamorous 
invoca~ion of the god. They wet;,~ .• said to teat animals limb 
from hmb; to devour the raw flesh, and to cut themselves 
without feeling the wound. 2 The men yielded to a similar 
impulse by noisy revels in the streets, sounding the cymbals 
and tambourine, and carrying the image 9f tlie god in pro
cession.3 It deserves to be remarked that the Athenian women 
never p~a:ctised these periodical mountain excursions, so common 
among the rest of the Greeks : they had their feminine solemni
ties of the Thesmophoria, 4 mournful· in their character and 
accompanied with fasting, and their separate ~ongregations at 

1 Melampos cures the women (w.h0m Dionysos has .struck mad for their 
resistance to his. rites), 7ra.p~A.a.{36Jv ToVs OUvaTooT&Tous TWv veO.vlCtJv p.er, &Aa.
ll.ayp.ov !<Cd TIVOS ~ve€ov xopeias .. Apollod6r, ii. 2," '7· . Compare Eurip. 
Bacch. 86r. 

Plato (Legg. vii. p. 790)-gives a similar theory of the healing effect of 
the Korybantic rites, which cured vague and inexplicable terrors of the 
mind by means of dancing and music conjoined with religious ceremonies
a! .,.a, Twv Kopv/3cl.vn,;v icl.p.aTa Tell.ov<r.a• (the practitioners were women), 
at ,.r;w ~Kcpp6v6Jv BcucxelC!.Jv l&.ut:ts-7, TWv t~WOe!'. Kp,o.Te'i 1dv1']0'ts 7rpornpepofJ.€VTJ 
.,.ijv ~v.,.bs <f>o/3€p?t.v oli<rav 1<al p.av•~<hv '~<iv7Jcrw-,-ilpxovp.evovs o~ Kctl abll.ovp.evovs 
p.erO. .ee&'w, ors a.v ICaA.AtEp~uavTes. EKat1T0l eV(I)tnV," fcaT€lp1'&.t1a:ro &vTl p.avllc&v" 
7]p.'iv 3ta8Eue~v E~ets ~p.(/>povas t xew. 

2 Described in the Bacchre of Euripides (140, 735, II35, &c.). Dvid, 
Trist. iv. i. 41. "Utque suum Bacchis non sen tit saucia vulnus, Cum -furit 
Edonis exululata jugis.''' In a fragment of the poet Aikman, a Lydian by' 
birth, the Bacchanal nymphs are represented as milking the lioness, and . 
making cheese of th.e ,milk, during their mountain excursions and festivals. 
(Aikman. Fragm. 14, Schn._ Compare Aristid. Orat iv. p. 29:)' Clemens 
Alexand. Admonit .. ad Gent. ·p. _.9, Sylb, ; Lucian,- Dionysos, c: 3, t. iii. 
·p. 77, Hemsterh. · ":' · 
· · 3 See the tale of Skyles in Herod. iv. 79, and Athenreus, x. p. 445· 
Herodotus mentions that the Scythians abhorred the Bacchic ceremonies, 
accounting the frenzy w)lich belonged to them to be disgraceful and mon
strous. 

4 Plutarch, De Isid. et Osir. c. 69, p. 378; Schol. ad Aristoph. Thes
moph. There were,·however, Bacchic ceremonies practised to a certain 
extent by the Athenian women. (Aristoph. Lysist. 38.) -·~ 
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the temples of Aphrodite, but without any extreme or unseemly 
demonstrations. The state festival of the Dionysia, in the 
city of Athens, was celebrated with dramatic entertainments, 
and the once rich harvest of Athenian tragedy and comedy 
was thrown up under its auspices. The ceremonies of the 
Kuretes' in Krete, originally armed dances in honour of the 
Idrean Zeus, seems also to have borrowed from Asia so much 
of fury, of self-infliction, and of mysticism, that they became at 
last inextricably confounded with the Phrygian Korybantes, or 
worshippers of the Great Mother ; though it appears that 
Grecian reserve always stopped short of the irreparable self
mutilation of Atys. 

The influence of the Thracian religion upon that of the 
Greeks cannot be traced in detail, but the ceremonies con
tained in it were of a violent and fierce character, like the 
Phrygian, and acted upon Bellas in the same general direction 
as the latter. And the like may be said of the Egyptian 
religion, which was in this case the more operative, inasmuch 
as all the intellectual Greeks were naturally attracted to go 
and visit the wonders on the banks of the Nile; the powerful 
effect produced upon them is attested by many evidences, but 
especially by the interesting narrative of Herodotus. Now the 
Egyptian ceremonies were at once more licentious, and more pro
fuse in the outpouring both of joy and sorrow than the Greek : 1 

but a still greater difference sprang from the extraordinary 
power, separate mode of life, minute observances, and elaborate 
organisation of fhe priesthood. The ceremonies of Egypt were 
multitudinous, but the legends concerning them were framed 
by the priest, and, as a gene~al rule, seemingly, known to the 
priests alone : at least they were not intended to be publicly 
talked of, even by pious men. They were "holy stories," 
which it was sacrilege publicly to mention, and which from 
this very prohibition only took firmer hold of the minds of the 
Greek visitors who heard them. And thus the element of 
secrecy and mystic silence-foreign to Homer and only faintly 
glanced at in Hesiod-if it was not originally derived from 
Egypt, at least received from thence its greatest stimulus and 
diffusion. The character of the legends themselves was natur
ally affected by this change from publicity to secrecy : the 
secrets when revealed would be such as to justify by their own 
tenor the interdict on public divulgation: instead of being 

1 "JEgyptiaca numina fere plangoribus gaudent, Gneca plerumque choreis, 
barbara autem strepitu cymbalistarum et tympanistarum et choraularum." 
(A1!ftt.:ius, De Ge~ Socratis, v. ii. p. 149, Oudend.) 
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adapted, like the Homeric mythe, to the universal sympathies 
and hearty interest of a crowd of hearers, they would derive 
their impressiveness from the tragical, mournful, extravagant, 
or terror-striking character of the incidents,! Such a tendency, 
which appears explicable and probable even on general 
grounds, was in this particular case rendered still more certain 
by the coarse taste of the Egyptian priests. That any recon
dite doctrine, religious or philosophical, was attached to the 
mysteries or contained in the holy stories; has never been 
shown, and is improbable, though the affirmative .has been 
asserted by learned men. 

Herodotus seems to have believed that the worship and 
ceremonies of Dionysos generally were derived by the Greeks 
from Egypt, brought over by Kadmus, and taught by him to 
Melampus. And the latter appears in the Hesiodic: Catalogue 
as having cured the daughters of Prretus of the mental dis
temper, with which they had been smitten by Dionysos for 
rejecting his ritual. He cured them by introducing the 
Bacchic dance and fanatical excitement: this mythical incident 
is the most ancient mention of the Dionysiac solemnities pre
sented in 'the same character as they bear. in Euripides. It is 
the general tendency of Herodotus to apply the theory of 
derivation from Egypt far too extensively to Grecian institu
tions : the orgies of Dionysos were not originally borrowed 
from thence, though they may have been much modified by 
connexion with Egypt as well as with Asia. The remarkable 
mythe composed by Onomakritus respecting the dismember
ment of Zagreus was .founded upon an Egyptian tale very 
similar respecting the body of Osiris, who was supposed to be 
identical with Dionysos.2 Nor was it unsuitable to the reck
less fury of the Bacchanals during their state of temporary 

1 The legend of Dionysos and Prosymnos, as it stands in Clemens, could 
never have found place in an epic poem (Admonit. ad Gent. p. 22 Sylb.). 
Compare page II of the same work, where, however, he so confounds 
together Phrygian, Bacchic, and Eleusinian mysteries, that one cannot 
distinguish them apart. 

The author called Demetrius Phal~reus says about the legends belonging 
to these ceremonies-.dtl> Kal "Ta p.vf!'"T.f,pta AE"fE"Tat ~v aA.A.'I/-yop(ats 1r p 1> s 
lK'II'A'I/~tv J<al cpo(K'IJV, lff!''II'EO iv f!'J<O'Trp Kal vv,.,.(. (De· Interpretatione, c. 

1 
IOI.) . 

1 2 See the curious treatise of Plutarch, De Isid. et Osirid. c. u-14, p. 
'355, and his elaborate attempt to allegorise the legend. He seems to have 

l
eo. nceived that the Thracian Orpheu.s had first introduced into Greece the 
mysteries both of Demeter and Dionysos, copying them from those of Isis 
and Osiris in Egypt. See Fragm'. 84, from one of his lost works, t. v. p. 
Sgr, ed. Wyttenb. • .. , ' 
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excitement, which found a still more awful expression in the 
mythe of Pentheus,-tom in pieces by his own mother Agave 
at the head of her companions in the ceremony, as an intruder 
upon the feminine rites, as well as a scoffer at the god.1 A 
passage in the Iliad (the authenticity of which has been con
tested, but even as an interpolation it must be old) 2 also 
recounts how Lykurgus was struck blind by Zeus, for having 
chased away with a whip, "the nurses of the mad Dionysos," 
and for having frightened the god himself into the sea to take 
refuge in the arms of Thetis : while the fact that Dionysos is so 
frequently represented in his mythes as encountering opposi
tion and punishing the refractory, seems to indicate that his 
worship under its ecstatic form was a late ph::enomenon and 
introduced not without difficulty. The mythical Thracian 
Orpheus was attached as Eponymos to a new sect, who seem 
to have celebrated the ceremonies of Dionysos with peculiar 
care, minuteness, and fervour, besides observing various rules 
in respect to food and clothing. It was the opinion of Hero
dotus, that these rules, as well as the Pythagorean, were 
borrowed from Egypt. But whether this be the fact or not, 
the Orphic brotherhood is itself both an evidence, and a cause, 
of the increased importance of the worship of Dionysos, which 
indeed is attested by the great dramatic poets of Athens. 

The Homeric Hymns present to us, however, the religious 
ideas and legends of the Greeks at an earlier period, when the 
enthusiastic and mystic tendencies had not yet acquired their 
full development. Though not referable to the same age or to 
the same author as either the Iliad or the Odyssey, they do to 
a certain extent continue the same stream of feeling, and the 
same mythical tone and colouring, as these poems-manifest
ing but little evidence of Egyptian, Asiatic, or Thracian adulter
ations. The difference is striking between the god Dionysos as 
he appears in the Homeric Hymn and in the Bacch::e of 
Euripides. The hymnographer describes him as standing on 
the sea-shore, in the guise of a beautiful and richly-clothed 
youth, when Tyrrhenian pirates suddenly approach: they seize 
and bind him and drag him on board their vessel. But the 
bonds which they employ burst spontaneously, and leave the 
god free. The steersman, perceiving this with affr;ght, points 

1 .JEschylus had dramatised the story of Pentheus as well as that of 
Lykurgus: one of his tetralogies was the Lykurgeia (Dindorf, .JEsch. 
Fragm. II 5). A short allusion to the story of Pentheus appears in Eume· 
nid. 25. Compare So:Jhokl. Antigon. ~85, and the Scholia. 
~'vi. 130 •• See the remarks of Mr. Payne Knight ad loc. 
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out to his companions that they -have unwittingly laid hands on 
_a god- perhaps Zeus himself,• or Apollo, or Poseidon. He 
conjures· them to desist, and!o replace Dionysos respectfully on 
the shore, lest in his wrath he should visit the ship with wind 
and hurricane : but the crew deriae his scruples, and· Dionysos 
is -carried prisoner .out to sea with the ship under_ full sail. ' 
Miraculous circumstances soon attest 'both his presence and 
his power. Sweet-scented wine is~seen to flow sponta11eously 
about the ship, the sail and mast appear adorned with vine and 
ivy-leaves, and the oar-pegs with garlands. The 'terrified, crew 
pow too late entreat the helmsman to steer his course for the 
shore, and crowd round him for protecti~n on the poop. But 

: their destruction is at hand : Dionysos assumes the form of a 
lion-a bear is seen standing near him-this bear rushes with 
a loud_ roar upon the captain, while the crew leap overboard in 
their agony offright, and are changed into dolphins. There 
remains none but the discreet :and pious_ steersman; to whom 
Dionysos addresses words of ,affectionate ensouragement, re~ 
vealing his name, ·pa:r~ntage, and dignity.1 

·This hymn, perhaps produced at the Naxian festival of 
Dionysos, and earlier than the time when the dithyrambic 
chorus became the established mode of singing the praise and 
glory of that god, is conceived in a: spirit totally different from 
that 6Cthe Bacchic Telet::-e, or spe<;ial rites which the Bacch::-e 
of Euripides so abundantly extol-rites introduced from Asia 
by Dionysos himself at . the head of a thiasus or troop of 
enthu~iastic womep.-inflaming , with temporary frenzy the 
minds' of 'the women of T~ebes-not communicable except 
to those who approach as pious worshippers--.-:-and followed 
by the most tragical results to all_ those who fight against the 

• ~ 1 See Homer, Hymn 5, At6vucros·l) Ai)crTa.<.-The satiric~! drama of Euri
pid&s, the Cyc!Clps, ext~nds and.alters this old legend .. ··Dionysos is carried 
away by the Tyrrhenian pirates, and- Sil&nus at the head of the Bacchanals 
goes everywhere in search of him -(Eur. Cyc. Ill). The pirates are insti
gated against him by the .hatred of H&r&, which appears frequ~ntly as a 
cause of misc)Jief tp Dionysos (Bacchre, 286). H&r& in her anger had 
driven him mad"when a child, and he had wandered in this state over 
Egypt and Syria; at length he came•to Cybela. in Phrygia, was purified 
(Ka8ap8els) by Rhea, and received from her female attire (Apollodor. iii. 5, 
i, with Heyne's note). This seems to have been ,the legend adopted to 
.explain the old verse of the Iliad,'as well as the maddening attributes-of the' 
•god generally. - · . · 

There was a standing antipathy between the priestesses and the religious 
establishments of Her& and Dionysos (.Plutarch, IT•pl .,.c;,, lv ITll.c.:Taia.ts 
Aa.t5cl.ll.ow, c. 2, t. v. p. 755, ed .. Wytt. ). Plutarch ridicules the legendary 

- reason commonly assigned for this, and provides a. symbolical-explanation 
wliich he thinks very satisfactory. l ' - · 

• 
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god.1 The Bacchic Teletre, and the Bacchic feminine frenzy, 
were importations ,from abroad, as Euripides represents them, 
engrafted upon the joviality of the primitive Greek Dionysia ; 
they were borrowed, in all probability, from more than one source, 
and introduced through more than one channel, the Orphic life or 
brotherhood being one of the varieties. Strabo ascribes to this 
latter a Thracian original, considering Orpheus, Musreus, and 
Eumolpus, as having been all Thracians. 2 It is curious to 
observe how, in the Bacchre of Euripides, the two distinct and 
even conflicting ideas of Dionysos come alternately forward ; 
sometimes the old Grecian idea of the jolly and exhilarating 
god of wine-but more frequently the recent and important 
idea of the terrific and irresistible god who unseats the reason, 
and whose a:strus can only be appeased by a willing, though 
temporary obedience. In the fanatical impulse which inspired 
the votaries of the Asiatic Rhea or Cybele, or of the Thracian 
Kotys, there was nothing of spontaneous joy ; it was a sacred 
madness, during which the soul appeared to be surrendered to 
a stimulus from without, and accompanied by preternatural 
strength and temporary sense of power 3-altogether distinct 
from the unrestrained hilarity of the original Dionysia, as we 
see them in the rural demes of Attica, or in the gay city of 
Tarentum. There was indeed a side on which the two bore 
some analogy, inasmuch ·as, according to the religious point of 

1 Eurip. Bacch. 325, 464, &c. 
2 Strabo, x. p. 471. Compare Aristid. Or. iv. p. 28. 
~ In the lost Xantriil! of .&schylus, in which seems to have been included 

the tale of Pentheus, the goddess Avrrrru. was introduced, stimulating the 
Bacchre, and creating in them spasmodic excitement from head to foot : 
~IC ..-o8wv o' lfvw 'T..-epXETU.t ri7rU.pU.'Y!-'0S EtS lf1epov 1C&.pa, &c. (Fragm. i 55, 
Dindorf.) His tragedy called Edoni also gave a terrific representation of 
the Bacchanals and their fury, exaggerated by the maddening music: 
ll(!-'"ll.11rrt 1-'ell.os, Mu.vlu.< ~""""'Y"''Ybv 0!-'otcll.&.v (Fr. 54). 

Such also is the reigning sentiment throughout the greater part of the 
Bacchre of Euripides; it is brought out still more impressively in the 
mournful Atys of Catullus :-

" Dea magna, Dea Cybele, Dindymi Dea, Domina, 
Procul a mea tuus sit furor omnis, hera, domo : 
Alios age incitatos : alios age rabidos! " 

We have only to compare this fearful influence with the description of 
Dikreopolis and his exuberant joviality in the festival of the rural Diorr;sia 
(Aristoph. Acharn. 1051 seq. ; see also Plato, Legg. i. p. 637), to see how 
completely the foreign innovations recoloured the old Grec.an Dionysos
At&vurros 7roli.V'Y118hs, who appears also in the scene of Dionysos and Ariadne 
in the Symposion of Xenophon, c. 9· The simplicity of the ancient 
Dionysiac processions is dwelt upon by Plutarch, De Cupidine Divitiarum, 
p. 527; and the original dithyramb addressed by Archilochus to Dionysos 
is~usion of drunken hilarity (Archiloch. Frag. 69, Schneid.) . 

• 
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view Qf the Greeks, even the spontaneous joy of the vintage
feast was conferred by the favour and enlivened by the com
panionship of Dionysos. It was upon this analogy that the 
framers of the Bacchic orgies proceeded ; but they did not the 
less disfigure the genuine character of the old Grecian Dionysia. 

Dionysos is in the conception of Pindar the ·Paredros or 
companion in worship of Demeter.l The worship and religious 
estimate of the latter has by that time undergone as great a 
change as that of the former, if we take our comparison with 
the brief description of Homer and Hesiod: she has acquired 2 

much of the awful and soul-disturbing attributes of the Phrygian 
Cybele. In Homer, Demeter is the goddess of the· corn-field; 
who becomes attached to the mortal man J asion ; an unhappy 
passion, since Zeus, jealous of the connexion between god
desses and men, puts him to death. In 'the Hesiodic Theo
gony, Demeter is the mother of Persephone by Zeus, who 
permits Hades to carry off the latter as his· wife; moreover 

.Demeter has, besides, by Jasion, a son called Plutos, born in 
Krete. Even from Homer to Hesiod, the legend of Demeter 
has been expanded and her dignity exalted; according to the 
usual tendency of Greek legend, the expansion goes on still 
further. Through Jasion, Demeter becomes connected with . 
. the mysteries of Samothrace ; througl;l Persephone, with those 
of Eleusis. The former connexion it is difficult to follow out 
·iii detail, but the latter is explained and traced to its origin m 
the Homeric Hymn to Demeter. · 

· Though we find different statements respecting the date as 
well as the origin of the Eleusinian mysteries, yet the popular 
belief of the Athenians, and the story which found favour 
at Eleusis, ascribed them to· the .presence and dictation of 
the goddess Demeter herself; just as the Bacchic rites are, 

1 Pindar, Isthm. vi. J.' xaii.KOKp6ToU 7r&.peopov i!l.7JJ.L~TEpos, -the epithet. 
marks the _approximation of Demeter to the Mother of the Gods. ~
KpoT&.!I.wv Tv7r&.vwv .,.• laxh; uvv .,.. {3p6J.Los ab!l.&v Ellaoev (Homer. Hymn. 
xii.) ;-the Mother of the Gods was worshipped by Pindar himself along 
with Pan; she had in his time her temple and ceremonies at Thebe,;. 
(Pyth. iii. 78; Fragm. Dithyr. 5, and the Scholia ad l.) as well as, 
probably, at Athens (Pausan. i. 3, 3). 

Dionysos and Demeter are also brought together in the chorus of 
Sophokles, Antigone, 1072, J.LfOets o< 7layJcolvo•s 'E!I.euuivlas i!l.7Jovs ~v 
~e6!1.7roLS ; and in Kallimachus, Hymn. Cerer. 70. Bacchus or Dionysos. 
are in the Attic tragedians constantly confounded with the Demetrian 
Iacchos, originally so different,-a personification of the mystic word 
shouted by the Eleusinian communicants. See Strab0 , x. p. 468. 

2 Euripides in his Chorus in the Helena (1320 seq.) assigns to Demeter· 
all the attributes of Rhea, and blends the two completejj into on-
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according to the Bacchre of Euripides, first communicated and 
enforced on the Greeks by the personal visit of Dionysos to 
Thebes, the metropolis of the Bacchic ceremonies.1 In the 
Eleusinian legend, preserved by the author of the Homeric 
Hymn, she comes voluntarily and identifies herself with 
Eleusis; her past abode in Krete being briefly indicated.2 
Her visit to Eleusis is connected with the deep sorrow caused 
by the loss of her daughter Persephone, who had been seized 
by Hades, while gathering flowers in a meadow along with the 
Oceanic Nymphs, and carried off to become his wife in the 
under-world. In vain did the reluctant Persephone shriek and 
invoke the aid of her father Zeus : he had consented to give 
her to Hades, and her cries were heard only by Hekate and 
Helios. Demeter was inconsolable at the disappearance of 
her daughter, but knew not where to look for her : she 
wandered for nine days and nights with torches in search of 
the lost maiden without success. At length Helios, the "spy 
of gods and men," revealed to her, in reply to her urgent 
prayer, the rape of Persephone, and the permission given to 
Hades by Zeus. Demeter was smitten with anger and despair: 
she renounced Zeus and the society of Olympus, abstained 
from nectar and ambrosia, and wandered on earth in grief and 
fasting until her form could no longer be known. In this con
dition she came to Eleusis, then governed by the prince Keleos. 
Sitting down by a well at the wayside in the guise of an old 
woman, she was found by the daughters of Keleos, who came 
thither with their pails of brass for water. In reply to their 
questions, she told them that she had been brought by pirates 
from Krete to Thorikos, and had made her escape ; she then 
solicited from them succour and employment as a servant or as 
a nurse. The damsels prevailed upon their mother Metaneira 
to receive her, and to entrust her with the nursing of the young 
Demopho6n, their late-born brother, the only son of Keleos. 
Demeter was received into the house of Metaneira, her digni
fied form still borne down by grief: she sat long silent, and 
could not be induced either to smile or to taste food, until the 
maid-servant Iambe, by jests and playfulness, succeeded in 
amusing and rendering her cheerful. She would not taste wine, 
but requested a peculiar mixture of barley-meal with water and 
the herb mint.3 

1 Sophokl. Antigon. B<~~<xav p.rrrp&rrol\w e-f![3a.v. 
2 Homer, Hymn. Cerer. 123. The Hymn to D~m~t~r has been trans

bled, accompanied with valnable illustrative notes, by J. H. Voss (I-leidelb. 
1~ , 3 Homer, Hymn. Cerer. 202-210. 
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The child Demophoon, nursed by Demeter, throve and grew 

up like a god, to the delight and astonishment of his parents : 
she gave him no food, but anointed him daily with ambrosia, 
and plunged him at night in the fire like a torch, where 'he 
remained unburnt. She would have rendered him immortal 
had she not been prevented by the indiscreet curiosity and 
alarm of Metaneira, who secretly looked in ,at night, and 
shrieked with horror at the sight of her child in the fire.! The 
indignant goddess, setting the infant on the ground, now 
revealed her true character to Metaneira: her wan and aged 
look disappeared, and she stood confest in the genuine majesty 
of her divine shape, diffusing a dazzling brightness which 
illuminated the whole house. "Foolish mother," she said, 
"thy want of faith has robbed thy son of immortal life. I am 
the exalted Demeter, the charm and comfort both of gods and 
men : I was preparing for thy son exemption from death and 
old age; now it cannot be but he must taste of both. Yet 
shall he be, ever honoured, since he has sat upon my knee, and 
slept in my arrtls. Let the people of Eleusis erect for me a 
temple and altar on yonder hill above the fountain: I will 
myself prescribe to them the orgies which they must religiously 
perform in order to propitiate my favour." 2 

• The terrified Metaneira was incapable even of lifting up her 
child from the ground : her daughters entered at her cries, and 
began to embrace and tend their infant brother, but he sorrowed 
and could not be pacified for the loss of his divine nurse. All 
night they strove to appease the goddess.s 

Strictly executing the injunctions of Demeter, Keleos con
voked the people of Eleusis, and erected the temple on the 
spot which she, had pointed out. It was speedily completed, 
and Demeter took up her abode in it, apart from the remain
ing gods, still pining with grief for the loss of her daughter, 
and withholding her beneficent aid from mortals. And thus 

1 This story was also told with reference to the Egyptian goddeso Isis in 
her wanderings. See Plutarch, De Isid. et Osirid. c. r6, p. 357· 

,2 Homer, Hymn. Cerer, 2]4-

·0pyta. B" aVTT, lyWv lnro8-rJcro,.,.a.t, Ws- iiv Er.etra 
Evay€ws- Ep0oVT£S' Ep.Ov v6ov l.i\.&.uK1]CT6e. 

The same story is told in regard to the infant Achilles. His mother 
Thetis was taking similar measures to render him immortal, when his 
father Peleus interfered and prevented the consummation. Thetis 
immediately left him in great wrath. {Apollon. Rhod. iv. 866.) 

a Homer, Hymn. 290-

1 
ToV 8' oV p.€tA{uu~:.To fJvp.OS", 

Xetp6n:pa.t yO.p 01] p.tv Exov Tpo~ol. i]OE Tt6ijva.l -
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she remained a whole year-a desperate and terrible year : 1 in 
vain did the oxen draw the plough, and in vain was the barley
seed cast into the furrow-Demeter suffered it not to emerge 
from the earth. The human race would have been starved, 
and the gods would have been deprived of their honours and 
sacrifice, had not Zeus found means to conciliate her. But 
this was a hard task ; for Demeter resisted the entreaties of 
Iris and of all the other goddesses and gods whom Zeus 
successively sent to her. She would be satisfied with nothing 
less than the recovery of her daughter, At length Zeus sent 
Hermes to Hades, to bring Persephone away : Persephone 
joyfully obeyed, but Hades prevailed upon her before she 
departed to swallow a grain of pomegranate, which rendered it 
impossible for her to remain the whole year away from him.2 

With transport did Demeter receive back her lost daughter, 
and the faithful Hekate sympathised in the delight felt by both 
at the reunion.8 It was now an easier undertaking to reconcile 
her with the gods. Her mother Rhea, sent down expressly by 
Zeus, descended from Olympus on the fertile Rharian plain, 
then smitten with barrenness like the rest of the earth : she 
succeeded in appeasing the indignation of Demeter, who con
sented again to put forth her relieving hand. The buried seed 
came up in abundance, and the earth was covered with fruit 
and flowers. She would have wished to retain Persephone 
constantly with her; but this was impossible, and she was 
obliged to consent that her daughter should go down for one
third of each year to the house of Hades, departing from her 
every spring at the time when the seed is sown. She then re
visited Olympus, again to dwell with the gods; but before her 
departure she communicated to the daughters of Keleos, and 
to Keleos himself, together with Triptolemus, Diokles, and 
Eumolpus, the divine service and the solemnities which she re
quired to be observed in her honour.4 And thus began the vener
able mysteries of Eleusis, at her special command : the lesser 
mysteries, celebrated in February, in honour of Persephone; 

l Horner, H. Cer. 305-
AiJ16Ta:rov a· Evt.a.vTOv brl x96va rrov>..vf36ntpa.v 
Iloi1Ja.o O.rdJpcinroti, i8E ICVvrarov. 

2 Hymn, v. 375· 3 Hymn, v, 443-
4 Hymn, v. 475-

-
'H ae IUOiJO'a. 6ep.tcrrorr6A.oti fJacnAEVcrt 

li€'igev, Tpt7rToAEJJ.qJ re, .dt.oKi\Ei Te trA1J~i1TTrc:_J, 
EVJJ.6Arrov Tf! f3ln, KeAeW t• T,·y-,p-opt. Aa.Wv, 
.D.plJCTf.LocnJvrw iepWv· K.a't f:rrE,Ppa.OEv 6(Y'ItO. rro:t.a lv 
IiJpeupvr€p1Ji KeAeo'to, &c. 
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the greater, in August, to the honour of Demeter herself. 
Both are jointly patronesses of the holy city and temple. 

Such is a brief sketch of the temple legend of Eleusis, set 
forth at length, in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter. It is inter
esting not less as a picture of the Mater Dolorosa (in the 
mouth of an Athenian, Demeter and Persephone were always 
The Mother and Daughter, by excellence), first an agonised 
suffere~, and then finally glorified-the weal and woe of man 
being dependent upon her kindly feeling,-than as an illus
tration of the nature and growth of Grecian legend generally. 
Though we now read this Hymn as pleasing poetry, to the 
Eleusinians, for whom it was composed, it was genuine and 
sacred history. They believed in the visit of Demeter to 
Eleusis, and in ·the Mysteries as a revelation from her, as 
implicitly as they believed in her existence and power as a 
goddess. The Eleusinian psalmist shares this belief in com
mon with his countrymen, and embodies it in a continuous 
narrative, in which the great goddesses of the place, as well as 
the great heroic families, figure in inseparable conjunction. 

'Keleos is the son of the Eponymous hero Eleusis, and his 
daughters, with the old epic simplicity, carry their basons to 
the well for water. Eumolpus, Triptolemus, Diokles, heroic 
ancestors of the privileged families who continued throughout 
the historical times of Athens to fulfil their special hereditary 
functions, in the · Eleusinian solemnities, are among the 
immediate recipients of inspiration from the goddess : but 
chiefly does she favour _Metaneira and her infant son Demo
phoon, for the latter of whom her greatest boon is destined, 
and intercepted only by the weak faith of the mother. More: 
over every incident in the H yrhn has a local colouring and a 
special reference. The well overshadowed. by an olive-tree 
near which Demeter had rested, the stream Kallichoros and 
the temple-hill, were familiar and interesting places in the eyes 
of every Eleusinian ; tfie peculiar posset prepared from barley
meal with mint was always tasted by the Mysts (or com
municants) after a prescribed fast, as an article in the cere
mony,-while it was also the custom, at a particular spot in 
the processional march, to permit the free interchange of per
sonal jokes and taunts-upon individuals for the general amuse
ment. And these two customs are connected in the Hymn 
with the incidents, that Demeter herself had chosen the posset 
as ,the first interruption of her long and melancholy fast, and 
that her sorrowful thoughts had been partially diverted by the 
coarse playfulness of the servant-maid lam be. In the enlarged . -
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representation of the Eleusinian ceremonies, which became 
established after the incorporation of Eleusis with Athens, the 
part of Iambe herself was enacted by a woman, or man in 
woman's attire, of suitable wit and imagination, who was posted 
on the bridge over the Kephissos, and addressed to the passers
by in the procession,1 especially the great men of Athens, 
saucy jeers probably not less piercing than those of Aristo
phanes ori the stage. The torch-bearing Hekate received a 
portion of the worship in the nocturnal ceremonies of the 
Eleusinia : this too is traced in the Hymn, to her kind and 
affectionate sympathy with the great goddesses. 

Though all these incidents were sincerely believed by the 
Eleusinians as a true history of the past, and as having been 
the real initiatory cause of their own solemnities, it is not the 
less certain that they are simply mythes or legends, and not to 
be treated as history either actual or exaggerated. They do 
not take their start from realities of the past, but from realities 
of the present, combined with retrospective feeling and fancy, 
which fills up the blank of the aforetime in a manner at once 
plausible and impressive. What proportion of fact there may 
be in the legend, or whether there be any at all, it is impossible 
to ascertain and useless to inquire ; for the story did not ac
quire belief from its approximation to real fact, but from its 
perfect harmony with Eleusinian faith and feeling, and from the 
absence of any standard of historical credibility. The little 
town of Eleusis derived all its importance from the solemnity 
of the Demetria, and the Hymn which we have been consider
ing (probably at least as old as 6oo B.c.) represents the town 
as it stood before its absorption into the larger unity of Athens, 
which seems to have produced an alteration of its legends and 
an increase of dignity in its great festival. In the faith of an 
Eleusinian, the religious as well as the patriotic antiquities of 
his native town were connected with this capital solemnity. 
The divine legend of the sufferings of Demeter and her visit 
to Eleusis was to him that which the heroic legend of Adrastus 
and the siege of Thebes was to a Sikyonian, or that of Erech
theus and Athene to an Athenian-grouping together in the 
same scene and story the goddess and the heroic fathers of the 
town. If our information were fuller, we should probably find 

1 Aristophan~s, Vesp. 1363. Hesych. v. r•qmpls. Suidas, v. r•¢vpl(wv. 
Compare about the details of the ceremony, Clemens Alexandr. Admen. 
ad Gent. p. 13· A similar licence of unrestrained jocularity appears in 
the rites of D~m~t~r in Sicily (Diodor. v. 4; see a],o Pausan. vii. 27, 4), 
and in the worship of Damia and Auxesia at 1Egina (Herodot. v. 83). - . 
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abundance of other legends respecting the Demetria: the 
Gephyr::ei of Athens, to whom • belonged the celebrated 
Harmodios and Aristogeiton, and who possessed special 
Orgies of Demeter the Sorrowful, to which no man foreign to 
their Gens was ever admitted,1 would doubtless have told 
stories not only different but contradictory; and even in other 
Eleusinian mythes we discover Eumolpus as king of Eleusis, 
son of Poseidon, .and a Thracian, completely different from the 
character which he bears in the Hymn before us.2 Neither 
discrepancies nor want of evidence, in reference to alleged 
antiquities, shocked the faith of a non-historical public. What 
they, wanted was a picture of the past, impressive to their feel
ings and plausible to their imagination : and it is important· to 
the reader to remember, while he reads either the divine 
legends which we are now illustrating, or the heroic legends 
to which we shall soon approach, that he is dealing with a past 
which never was present,-a region essentiallimytl)ical, neither 
approachable by the critic nor measurable by the chronologer. 

The tale respecting the visit of Demeter, which was told by 
the ancient Gens, called the Phytalids,3 in reference to another 
temple of Demeter between Athens and Eleusis, and also by 
the Megarians in reference to a Demetrion near their city, 
acquired under the auspices of Athens still further extension. 
The goddess was reported to have first communicated to 
T.riptolemus at Eleusis the art of sowing corn, which by his 
intervention was disseminated all over the earth. And thus 
the Athenians took credit to themselves for having been the 
medium of communication from the gods to man of all the 
inestimable blessings of agriculture which they affirmed to 
4tave been first exhibited on the fertile. Rharian plain near 
Eleusis. Such pretensions are not to be found in the old 
Homeric Hymn. The festival of the Thesmophoria, cele
brated in honour of Demeter Thesmophoros at Athens, was 
altogether different from the Eleusinia, in this material respect, 
as well as others, that all males were excluded and women 

1 Herodot. v. 61. 
2 Pausan. i. 38, 3; Apollod6r. iii. 15, 4· Heyne in his Note admits 

several persons named Eumolpus. Compare Isokrates, Panegyr. p. 55· 
Philochorus the Attic antiquary could not have received the legend of the 
Eleusinian Hymn, from the different account which he gave respecting the 
rape of Persephone (Philoch. Fragm. 46, ed. Didot), and also respecting 
Keleos (F'r. 28, ibid.). 

3 Phytalus, the Eponym or godfather of this gens, had received D~m@ter 
as a guest in his hou<e, when she first presented mankind with the fruit of 
the fig-tree. (Pausan. i. 37, 2.) • -
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only were allowed to partake in it: the surname Thesmo
phoros gave occasion to new legends in which the goddess 
was glorified as the first authoress of laws and legal sanctions 
to mankind,! This festival for women apart and alone, was 
also celebrated at Thebes, at Paros, at Ephesus, and in many 
other parts of Greece.2 

Altogether, Demeter and Dionysos, as the Grecian counter
parts of the Egyptian Isis and Osiris, seem to have been 
the great recipients of the new sacred rites borrowed from 
Egypt, before the worship of Isis in her own name was intro
duced into Greece : their solemnities became more frequently 
recluse and mysterious than those of the other deities. The 
importance of Demeter to the collective nationality of Greece 
may be gathered from the fact that her temple was erected at 
Thermopyhe, the spot where the Amphiktyonic assemblies 
were held, close to the temple of the Eponymous hero 
Amphikty6n himself, and under the surname of the Amphi
ktyonic Demeter.s 

We now pass to another and not less important celestial 
personage-A polio. 

The legends of Delos and Delphi, embodied in the Homeric 
Hymn to Apollo, indicate, if not a greater dignity, at least a 
more widely diffused worship of that god than even of 
Demeter. The Hymn is, in point of fact, an aggregate of two 
separate compositions, one emanating from an Ionic bard at 
Delos, the other from Delphi. The first details the birth, the 
second the mature divine efficiency, of Apollo; but both alike 
present the unaffected charm as well as the characteristic 
peculiarities of Grecian mythical narrative. The hymnographer 
sings, and his hearers accept in perfect good faith, a history of 
the past; but it is a past, imagined partly as an introductory 
explanation to the present, partly as the means of glorifying 
the god. The island of Delos was the accredited birthplace of 
Apollo, and is also the place in which he chiefly delights, 
where the great and brilliant Ionic festival is periodically con
vened in his honour. Yet it is a rock narrow, barren and 
uninviting: how came so glorious a privilege to be awarded to 
it? This the poet takes upon himself to explain. Leto, 
pregnant with Apollo and persecuted by the jealous Here, 

1 Kallimach. Hymn. Cerer. 19. Sophokl~s, Triptolemos, Frag. I. 
Cicero Legg. ii. 14, and the note of Servius ad Virgil . .!En. iv. 58. 

2 Xenophon, Hellen. v . . z, 29. Herodot. vi. 16, 134. ~pKos 0eO'p.otp6pov 
Af]p.7]rpos-ra ls (pO'EVa r6vov ~pp7]'Ta lep&.. 
B~t.vii ... oo. 
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could find no spot wherein to give birth to her offspring. In 
vain· did she address herself to numerous places in Greece, the 
Asiatic coast, and the intermediate islands; all were terrified 
at the wrath of Here, and refused to harbour· her. As a last 
resort, she approached the rejected and repulsive island of 
Delos, and promised that if shelter were granted to her in her 
forlorn condition, the island should become the chosen resort 
of Apollo as well as the site of his temple with its rich accom
panying solemnities.1 Delos joyfully n:msented, but not with
out many apprehensions that the potent Apollo would despise 
her unworthiness, and not without exacting a formal' oath from 
Leto,-who was then admitted to the desired protection, and 
duly 'accomplished her long and painful labour. Though 
Dione,·· Rhea, Them is and Amphitrite came to soothe and 
succour her, yet Here kept away the goddess presiding over 
childbirth, Eileithyia, and thus cruelly prolonged her pangs. 
At length Eileithyia came, and Apollo was born. Hardly had 
Apollo tasted, from the hands of Theinis, the immortal food, 
nectar and ambrosia, when he burst at once his infant bands, 
and displayed himself in full divine form and ·strength, claiming 
his characteristic attributes of the bow and the harp, and. his 
privileged function of announcing beforehand to mankind the 
designs of Zeus. The promise made by Leto to Delos was 
faithfully performed: amidst the numberless other temples and 
groves which men provided for him, he ever preferred that 
island as his permanent residence, and there the Ionians with 
their wives and children, and all their "bravery," congregated 
periodically from their different cities to glorify him. Dance 
and song and athletic contests adorned the solemnity, while 
the countless ships, wealth, and grace of the multitudinous 
Ionians had the air of an assembly of gods. The Delian 
maidens, servants of Apollo, sang hymns to the glory of the 
god, as- well as of Artemis and Leto, intermingled with ad
ventures of foregone men and women, to the delight of the 
listening crowd. The blind itinerant bard of Chios (composer 
of this the Homeric hymn, and confounded in antiquity with 
the author of the Iliad), having found honour and acceptance 
at this festival, commends himself, in a touching farewell strain; 
to the remembrance and sympathy of the Delian maidens.2 

1 According to another legend, Let6 was said to have been conveyed 
from the Hyperboreans to Delos in twelve days, ia the .form of a she
wolf, to escape the jealous eye of Her@. In connexion with this legend, it 
was affirmed that the she-wolves always brought forth their young only 
during these twelve days in the year (Aristot. Hist. Animal. vii. 35). 

2 Hom. Hymn. Apoll. i. 179. . • -· 
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But Delos was not an oracular spot: Apollo did not manifest 

himself there as revealer of the futurities of Zeus. A place 
must be found where this beneficent function, without which 
mankind would perish under the innumerable doubts and 
perplexities of life, may be exercised and rendered available. 
Apollo himself descends from Olympus to make choice of a 
suitable site : the hymnographer knows a thousand other ad
ventures of the god which he might sing, but he prefers this 
memorable incident, the charter and patent of consecration 
for the Delphian temple. Many different places did Apollo 
inspect : he surveyed the country of the Magnetes and the 
Perrhrebians, came to I6lkos, and passed over from thence to 
Eubcea and the plain of Lelanton. But even this fertile spot 
did not please him: he crossed the Euripus to Bceotia, passed 
by Teumessus and Mykalessus, and the then inaccessible and 
unoccupied forest on which the city of Thebes afterwards 
stood. He next proceeded to Onchestos, but the grove of 
Poseid6n was already established there; next across the 
Kephissus to Okalea, Haliartus, and the agreeable plain and 
much-frequented fountain of Delphusa, or Tilphusa. Pleased 
with the place, Apollo prepared to establish his oracle there, 
but Tilphusa was proud of the beauty of her own site, and 
did not choose that her glory should be eclipsed by that of the 
god.l She alarmed him with the apprehension that the chariots 
which contended in her plain, and the horses and mules which 
watered at her iountain, would disturb the solemnity of his 
oracle ; and she thus induced him to proceed onward to the 
southern side of Parnassus, overhanging the harbour of Krissa. 
Here he established his oracle, in the mountainous site not 
frequented by chariots and horses, and near to a fountain, 
which however was guarded by a vast and terrific serpent, 
once the nurse of the monster Typha6n. This serpent Apollo 
slew with an arrow, and suffered its body to rot in the sun : 
hence the name of the place, Pyth6, 2 and the surname of the 
Pythian Apollo. The plan of his temple being marked out, 
it was built by Troph6nios and Agamedes, aided by a crowd 
of forward auxiliaries from the neighbourhood. He now 
discovered with indignation, however, that Tilphusa had 
cheated him, and went back with swift step to resent it. 
" Thou shalt not thus," he said, "succeed in thy fraud and 
retain thy beautiful water: the glory of the place shall be mine, 
and not thine alone." Thus saying, he tumbled down a crag 
upon the fountain, and obstructed her limpid current; establish-

1 ~ymn.Apoll. 262. 2 Hom. Hymn. 363-1Tv8e<T8at, to rot. 
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ing an altar for himself in a grove hard by near another spring, 
where men still worship him as Apollo Tilphusios, because of 
his severe vengeance upon the once beautiful Tilphusa.l 

Apollo next stood in need of. chosen ministers to take care 
of his temple and sacrifice, and to pronounce his responses 
at Pytho. Descrying a ship, "containing many and good' 
men," bound on traffic from the Minoian Knossus in Krete, 
to Pylus in Peloponnesus, he resolved to make use of the ship 
and her crew for his purpose. Assuming the shape of a vast 
dolphin, he splashed about and shook the vessel so as to 
strike the mariners with terror, while he sent a strong wind, 
which impelled her along the coast of Peloponnesus into the 
Corinthian Gulf, and finally to the harbour of Krissa, where 
she ran aground. The affrighted crew did not dare to disem-

. bark : but Apollo was seen standing on the shore. in the guise 
of a vigorous youth, and inquired who they were and what 
was their business. The leader of the Kretans recounted in 
reply their .miraculous and compulsory voyage, when Apollo 
revealed himself as the author and contriver of it, announcing 
to them the honourable function and the dignified post to 
which he destined them. 2 They followed him by his orders 
to the rocky Pytho on Parnassus, singing the solemn Io-Paian 
such as it is sung in Krete, while the god himself marched at 
their head, with his fine form and lofty step, playing on the 
harp. He showed them the temple and site of the oracle, 
and directed them to worship him as Apollo Delphinios, 
because they had first seen him in the 'shape of a dolphin. 
''But how," they inquired,." are we to live in a spot where 
there is neither corn, nor vine, nor pasturage?'' '' Ye silly 
mortals," answered the god, "who look only for toil and 
privation, know that an easier lot is yours. Ye shall live by 
the cattle whom crowds of pious visitors will bring to the 
temple: ye shall need only the knife to be constantly ready 
for sacrifice. 3 Your duty will. be to guard my temple, and to 
officiate as ministers at iny feasts : but if ye be guilty of wrong 
or insolence, either by word or deed, ye shall become the 
slaves of other men, and shall remain so for ever. Take heed 
of the word and the warning." 

Such are the legends of Delos and Delphi, according to the 

• 1 Hom. Hymn. Apoll. 381. 2 Hom. Hymn. Apoll. 475 sqq. 
3 Homer. Hymn. Apoll. 535-

Ae~t1'cpfi p..&.A• EKO.O'TOt; €xwv Ev xetpl JULxa.tpa.v 
~<f>O.~etv aid p.:ljAa.' ·ni 0' tirj>Bovo. 1rciVTa 7rapiUTat, 
•ouua £p.oi·y" O.yti:ywcn. rreptKAvTa q,v>..• tiv8pWrrwv. 

• • -· 
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Homeric Hymn to Apollo. The specific functions of the god, 
and the chief localities of his worship, together with the 
surnames attached to them, are thus historically explained, 
being connected with his past acts and adventures. Though 
these are to us only interesting poetry, yet to those who heard 
them sung they possessed all the requisites of history, and 
were fully believed as such; not because they were partially 
founded in reality, but because they ran in complete harmony 
with the feelings ; and, so long as that condition was fulfilled, 
it was not the fashion of the time to canvass truth or falsehood. 
The narrative is purely personal, without any discernible 
symbolised doctrine or allegory, to serve as a supposed ulterior 
purpose : the particular deeds ascribed to Apollo grow out of 
the general preconceptions as to his attributes, combined with 
the present realities of his worship. It is neither history nor 
allegory, but simple mythe or legend. 

The worship of Apollo is among the most ancient, capital, 
and strongly marked facts of the Grecian world, and widely 
diffused over every branch of the race. It is older than the 
Iliad or Odyssey, in the latter of which both Pytho and Delos 
are noted, though Delos is not named in the former. But the 
ancient Apollo is different in more respects than one from the 
Apollo of later times. He is in a peculiar manner the god of 
the Trojans, unfriendly to the Greeks, and especially to 
Achilles; he has, moreover, only two primary attributes, his 
bow and his prophetic powers, without any distinct connexion 
either with the harp, or with medicine, or with the sun, all 
which in later times he came to comprehend. He becomes 
not only, as Apollo Karneius, the chief god of the Doric race, 
but also (under the surname of Patr6us) the great protecting 
divinity of the gentile tie among the Ionians : 1 he is moreover 
the guide and stimulus to Grecian colonisation, scarcely any 
colony being ever sent out without encouragement and direction 
from the oracle at Delphi : Apollo Archegetes is one of his 
great surnames.2 His temple lends sanctity to the meetings 
of the Amphiktyonic assembly, and he is always in filial 
subordination and harmony with his father Zeus : Delphi and 
Olympia are never found in conflict. In the Iliad, the warm 
and earnest patrons of the Greeks are Here, Athene, and 

1 Harpokration, v. 'A1r6"A."A.fJJV wu:rp<iJos and 'Ep•e'Los Zevs. Apollo 
Delphinios also belongs to the Ionic Greeks generally. Strabo, iv. 179. 

2 Thncydid. vi. 3 ; Kallimach. Hymn. Apoll. S6-
~o'if3o~ -yO.p O.t:l 7roh[ecrut (f>tA.7Jiei 

.,Jf--rt.(op.Evav;, aVTO!> cSE- 0Ep.eilua. Wo:{3or; Vcf>a.Cvet.. -
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Poseidon : here too Zeus and Apollo are seen in ·harmony, 
ror Zeus is decidedly well-inclined to. the Trojans, and re
uctantly sacrifices them to the importunity of the two great 
~oddesses.l The worship of the Sminthian Apollo, in various 
Jarts cif the Troad arid the neighbouring territory, dates before 
:he earliest periods of iEolic colonisation : 2 herice the zealous 
patronage of Troy ascribed to him in the· Iliad. Altogether, 
llowever, the distribution and partialities of the gods in that 
poem are different from what they become in later times,-a 
difference which our means of information do not enable us 
satisfactorily to explain. Besides the Delphian temple, Apollo 
had numerous temples throughout Greece, and oracles at Abre 
iri PhOkis, on the Mount Pt6on, and at Tegyra in Bc.eotia, 
where he was said to have been born,3 at Branchidre· near 
Miletus, at Klarus in Asia Minor; and at Patara in Lykia. 
He was not the only oracular god.: Zeus at Dodona and at 
Olympia gave.responses also: the gods or heroes Trophonius, 
Amphiaraus, Amphilochus, Mopsus, &c., each at his own 
sanctuary and in his own prescribed manner, rendered the 
same service. 

The two legends ·of Delphi and Delos, above noticed, form 
of course a very insignificant fraction of the narratives which 
once existed respecting the great and venerated Apollo. They 
serve only a!' specimens, and as very early specimens,4 to 
illustrate what these divine mythes were, and what was the 
turn of Grecian faith and imagination. The constantly recur
ring festivals of the gods caused an incessant demand for new 
mythes respecting them, or at. least for varieties and repro
ductions of the old mythes. Even during the third century of 
the Christian rera, in the time of the rhetor Menander, when 
the old forms of Paganism were waning and when the stock 

· 1 Iliad, iv. 3o-46. 
2 Iliad, i. 38, 45 r ; Stephan. Byz. ¥IA.wv, Teveaos. See also Klausen, 

.JEneas und die Penaten, b. i. p. 69. The worship of Apollo Sminthios and 
the festival of the Sminthia at Alexandria Troas lasted down to the time 
of Menander. the rhet6r, at the close of the third century after Christ. 

3 Plutarch, Defect. Oracu!. c. 5, p. 412; c. 8, p. 414; Steph. Byz. v. 
Te-yvpa.. The Temple of the Pt6an Apollo had acquired celebrity before 
the days of the poet Asius. Pausan. ix. 23, J. 

4 The legend which Ephorus followed about the establishment of the 
Delphian temple was something radically different from the Homeric 
Hymn (Ephori Fragm. 70, ed. Didot); his narrative went far to politicise 
and rationalise the story. The progeny of Apollo was very numerous, and 
of the most diverse attributes ; he was father of the Korybantes (Phere
kydes, Fragm. 6, ed. Didot), as well as of Askl~pios and Arist<eus (Scho!. 
A poll on. Rhod. ii. 500 ; Apollod6r. iii: 10, 3). , ..._ , 
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of mythes in existence was extremely abundant, we see this 
demand in great force; but it was incomparably m11re operative 
in those earlier times when the creative vein of the Grecian 
mind yet retained its pristine and unfaded richness. Each 
god had many different surnames, temples, groves, and 
solemnities; with each of which was connected more or less 
of mythical narrative, originally hatched in the prolific and 
spontaneous fancy of a believing neighbourhood, to be after
wards expanded, adorned, and diffused by the song of the 
poet. The earliest subject of competition 1 at the great Pythian 
festival was the singing of a hymn in honour of Apollo : other 
agones were subsequently added, but the ·ode or hymn con
stituted the fundamental attribute of the solemnity : the Pythia 
at Sikyon and elsewhere were probably framed on a similar 
footing. So too at the ancient and celebrated Charitesia, or 
festival of the Charites, at Orchomenos, the rivalry of the poets 
in their various modes of composition both began and con
tinued as the predominant feature : 2 and the inestimable 
treasures yet remaining to us of Attic tragedy and comedy, ) 
are gleanings from the once numerous dramas exhibited at the · 
solemnity of the Dionysia. The Ephesians gave considerable 
rewards for the best hymns in honour of Artemis, to be sung 
at her temple.8 And the early lyric poets of Greece, though 
their works have not descended to us, devoted their genius 
largely to similar productions, as may be seen by the titles and 
fragments yet remaining. 

Both the Christian and the Mahomedan religions have 
begun during the historical age, have been propagated from 
one common centre, and have been erected upon the ruins of 
a different pre-existing faith. With none of these particulars 
did Grecian Paganism correspond. It took rise in an age 
of imagination and feeling simply, without the restraints, as . 

1 Strabo, ix. p. 42r. Menander the rhet6r (Ap. Walz. Coil. Rhett .. t. 
ix. p. 136) gives an elaborate classification of hymns to the gods, dis
tinguishing them into nine classes-!<A?)'Tt!<ol, a7ro7rEf.1.7r'Tt!<ol, cpvcn~<ol, ; 
p.v8t!<ol, ')'€V€aAO')'I!<Ol, 7r€7rAarTp.EVO!, €UI<'TII<Oi Ct7r€VI<'T!I<Ol, f.I.II<'TO{ :-the Second : 
class had reference to the temporary absence or departure of a god to some 
distant place, which were often admitted in the ancient religion. ~appho 
and Aikman in their kletic hymns invoked the gods from many different 
places,-'T~V f.I.EV ')'Ctp "Ap'T€J.LIV ~I< p.vplwv f.I.EV opewv, p.vplwv OE 7r&A.ewv, ~.,., OE 
7ro'Taf'wv, &.va!<aA.ei',-o.iso Aphrodite and Apollo, &c. All these songs 
were full of adventures and details respecting the gods,-in other words, 
of legendary matter. . 

2 Pindar, Olymp. xiv. ; Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung der Athener, 
Appendix § xx. p. 357· 

1l A!Ser llltolus, apud Macrobium, Saturn, v. 22. 
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well as without the aid, of ·writing" or records, of history 
or philosopl"tY· It was, as a general rule, the spontaneous 
product of many separate tribes and localities, imitation and 
propagation operating as subordinate causes; it was moreover 
a primordial faith as far as our means of information enable us 
to discover. · 

These considerations explain to us two facts in the history 
of the early pagan mind. First, the divine mythes, the matter 
of their religion, constituted also the matter of their earliest 
history ; next, these mythes harmonis~d with each other only 
in their general types, but differed incurably in respect of 
particular incidents. The poet who sang a new adventure of 
f\.pollo, the trace of which he might have heard in some remote 
"locality, would take care that it 'should be agreeable to the 
-general conceptions which his hearers entertained respecting 
the god. He would not ascribe the cestus or amorous 

·influences to Athene, nor armed interference and the regis to 
Aphrodite; but, provided he maintained this general keeping, 

'::he might indulge his fancy without restraint in the particular 
"events of the story.1 The feelings and faith of his hearers 

1went along with him, an~ .there were no critical ?cruples to 
'hold them back : to scrutlmse the alleged proceedmgs of the 
gods was repulsive, and to disbelieve them impious. And thus 
these divine mythes, though they had their root simply in 
religious feelings, and though they presented great discrepancies 
·of fact, served nevertheless as primitive matter of history to 
an early Greek : they were the only narratives, at once 
publicly accredited and interesting, which be possessed. To 
them were· aggregated the heroic mythes (to which we shall 
proceed presently),-indeed the two are inseparably blended, 
gods, heroes, and men almost always appearing in the same 

,picture,-analogous both in their structure and their genesis, 
and differing chiefly in the circumstance that they sprang from 
the type of a hero instead of from that of a god. 

1 The birth of Apollo and Artemis from -Zeus and L@ti) is among the 
·oldest and most generally admitted facts in the Grecian divine legends. 
Vet .iEschylus did not scruple to describe Artemis publicly as daughter of 
Demeter (Herodot. ii. '1:56; Pausan. viii. 37, 3). Herodotus thinks that 

. he copied this innovation from the Egyptians, who affirmed that Apollo 
and Artemis were the sons of Dionysos and Isis. 

The number and discrepancies of the mythes respecting each god are 
attested by the fruitless attempts of learned Greeks to escape the necessity 
of rejecting any of them by multiplying homonymous personages,-three 

. persons named Zeus; five named Athene; six named Apollo, &c. (Cicero, 
de Natur. Deor. iii. 21; Clemen. Alexand. Admon. ad ~~7.) 
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We are not to be astonished if we find Aphrodite, in the 

Iliad, born from Zeus and Dione, and in the 1~heogony of 
Hesiod, generated from the foam on the sea after the 
mutilation of Uranos; nor if in the Odyssey she appears as 
the wife of Hephcestos, while in the Theogony the latter is 
married to Aglaia, and Aphrodite is described as mother of 
three children by Ares.1 The Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite 
details the legend of Aphrodite and Anchises, which is 
presupposed in the Iliad as the parentage of .t'Eneas : but the 
author of the Hymn, probably sung at one of the festivals of 
Aphrodite in Cyprus, represents the goddess as ashamed of 
her passion for a mortal, and as enjoining Anchises under 
severe menaces not to reveal who the mother of .t'Eneas was ; 2 

while in the Iliad she has no scruple in publicly owning him, 
and he passes everywhere as her acknowledged son. Aphrodite· 
is described in the Hymn as herself cold and unimpressible, 
but ever active and irresistible in inspiring amorous feelings to 
gods, to men, and to animals. Three goddesses are recorded 
as memorable exceptions to her universal empire,-Athene, 
Artemis, and Hestia or Vesta. Aphrodite was one of the 
most important of all the goddesses in the mythical world : for 
the number of interesting, pathetic and tragical adventures 
deducible from misplaced or unhappy passion was of course 
very great ; and in most of these cases the intervention of 
Aphrodite was usually prefixed, with some legend to explain 
why she manifested herself. Her range of action grows wider 
in the later epic and lyric and tragic poets than in Homer.3 

1 Hesiod, Theogon. ISS, 934, 945; Homer, Iliad, v. 371; Odyss. 
viii. 26S. 

2 Homer, Hymn. Vener. 24S, 286; Homer, Iliad, v. 320, 386. 
3 A large proportion of the Hesiodic epic related to the exploits and 

adventures of the heroic women,-the Catalogue of Women and the Eoiai 
embodied a string of such narratives. Hesiod and Stesichorus explained 
the conduct of Helen and Klytremnestra by the anger of Aphrodite, caused 
by the neglect of their father Tyndareus to sacrifice to her (Hesiod, Fragm. 
59, ed. Dtintzer; Stesichor. Fragm. g, ed. Schneidewin): the irresistible 
ascendancy of Aphrodite is set forth in the I-Iippolytus of Euripides not 
less forcibly than that of Dionysos in the Bacchre. The character of 
Daphnis the herdsman, well known from the first Idyll of Theocritus, and 
illustrating the destroying force of Aphrodite, appears to have been first 
introduced into Greek poetry by Stesichorus (see Klausen, .iEneas und die 
Penaten, vol. i. pp. 526--529: compare W elcker, Kleine Schriften, part i. 
p. 1Sg). Compare a striking piece among the Fragmenta Incerta of 
Sophokl(ls (Fr. 63, Brunck) and Euripid. Troad. 946, 995, 1048. Even 
in the Opp. et Di. of Hesiod, Aphrodite is conceived rather as a disturbing 
and injurious influence (v. 65). • 

Adonis owes his renown to the Alexandrine poets and their contemporary 
soverei~.:~~ion's Idyll and the Adoniazusre of Theocritus). The 
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Athene, the man-goddess,1 born from the head of Zeus, 

without a mother and without feminine sympathies, is the 
antithesis partly of Aphrodite, partly of the effeminate or 
womanised god Dionysos-the latter is an importation from 
Asia, but Athene is a Greek conception-the type· of 
composed, majestic and unrelenting force. It appears how
ever as if this goddess had been conceived in a different 
manner in different parts of Greece. For we find ascribed -
to her in s·ome of the legends, attributes of industry and home
keeping; she is represented as the compaJ?ion of Heph~stos, 
patronising handicraft, and expert at the loom and the spindle : 
the Athenian potters worshipped her along with Prometheus. 
Such traits of character do not square with the formidable ~gis 
and the massive <1-nd crushing spear which Homer and most 
of the mythes assign to her. There. probably were at first at 
least two different types of Athene, and their coalescence has 
partially obliterated the less marked of the two. 2 Athene is 
the constant and watchful protectress of Herakles : . she is also 
locally identified with the soil and people of Athens, even in 
the Iliad : Er.echtheus, the Athenian, is born of the earth, but 
Athene brings him up, nourishes him, and lodges him in her 
own temple, where. the Athenians annually worship him with 
sacrifice and solemnities. a It was altogether impossible to make 

.. Erechtheus son cif Athene,-th\'! type of the goddess forbade 
it ; but the Athenian mythe-creators, though they found this 
barrier impassable, strove to approach to it as near as they 
could, and the description which they give of the birth . of 
Ericthoni6s, at once un-Hor;neric and unseemly, presents somec 
thing like the phantom of maternity.4 . . 

The huntress Artemis, in Arcadia rea,nd in Greece proper, 
generally exhibits a well-defined type with which the legends 
favourites of Aphrodit@, even as count~d up by the diligence of Clemens 
Alexandrinus, are however very few in number. (Admonitio ad Geni. 
I'· 12, Sylb.) 
; 1 'Av1JpoflErt owpov .•• 'AO&.vrt Simmias Rhodius; ITIA.e~eus, ap. Hephrestion. 
c. 9, p. 54, Gaisford. 

2 Apollod6r. ap. Schol. ad Sophokl. CEdip. vol. 57; Pausan. i. 24, 3; 
ix. z6, 3 ; Diod6r. v. 73 ; Plato, Legg. ix. p. 920. In the Opp. et Di. of 
Hesiod, the carpenter is the servant of Athene (429): see also Phereklos 
the 'f'~IC'roov in the Iliad, v. 61 : compare viii. 385 ; Odyss. viii. 493 ; and 
the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, v. 12. The learned article of 0. 
MUller (in the Encyclopredia of Ersch and Gruber, since republished among 
his Kleine Deutsche Schriften, p. 134 seq.), Pallas AtMne, brings together 
all that can be known about this goddess. 

· 3 Iliad, ii. 546 ; viii. 362. 
4 Apollod6r. iii. 4, 6. Compare the vague language of Plato, Kritias, 

c. iv.,•and Ovid, Metamorph. ii. 757· --
WLL 'E 
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respecting her are tolerably consistent. But the Ephesian as 
well as the Tauric Artemis partakes more of the Asiatic 
character, and. has borrowed the attributes of the Lydian Great 
Mother as well as of an indigenous Tauric Virgin : 1 this 
Ephesian Artemis passed to the colonies of Phok~a and 
Miletus.2 The Homeric Artemis shares with her brother 
Apollo in the dexterous use of the far-striking bow, and 
sudden death is described by the poet as inflicted by her 
gentle arrow. Jealousy of the gods at the withholding of 
honours and sacrifices, or at the presumption of mortals in 
contending with them,-a point of character so frequently 
recurring in the types of the Grecian gods,-manifests itself 
in the legends of Artemis. The memorable Kalydonian boar 
is sent by her as a visitation upon ffineus, because he had 
omitted to sacrifice to her, while he did honour to other 
gods. 3 The Arcadian heroine Atalanta is however a reproduc
tion of Artemis, with little or no difference, and the goddess is 
sometimes confounded even with her attendant nymphs. 

The mighty Poseidon, the earth-shaker and the ruler of the 
sea, is second only to Zeus in power, but has no share in those 
imperial and superintending capacities which the Father of 
Gods and men exhibits. He numbers a numerous heroic 
progeny, usually men of great corporeal strength, and many of 
them belonging to the .lEolic race. The great Neleid family 
of Pylus trace their origin up to him j and he is also the father 
of Polyphemus the Cyclops, whose well-earned suffering he 
cruelly revenges upon Odysseus. His Delos is the island of 
Kalaureia, 4 wherein there was held an old local Amphiktyony, 
for the purpose of rendering to him joint honour and sacrifice. 
The isthmus of Corinth, Helike in Achaia, and Onchestos in 

1 Herodot. iv. 103; Strabo, xii. p. 534; xiii. p. 650. About the 
Ephesian Artemis, see Guhl, Ephesiaca (Berlin, 1843), p. 79 sqq. ; 
Aristoph. Nub. 590; Autokrates in Tympanistis apud A~lian. Hist. 
Animal. xii. 9; and Spanheim ad Callimach. Hymn. Dian. 36. The 
dances in honour of Artemis sometimes appear to have approached to the 
frenzied style of Bacchanal movement. See the words of Timotheus ap. 
Plutarch. de Audieod. Poet. p. 22, c. 4, and 7r<pl .llwnll. c. 10, p. 170, 
also Aristoph. Lysist. 1314. They seem to have been often celebrated in 
the solitudes of the mountains, which were the favourite resort of Artemis 
(Kallimacb. Hymn. Dian. 19), and these opEL/3J.cnat were always causes 
predisposing to fanatical excitement. 

2 Strabo, iv. p. 179· 3 Iliad, ix. 529. 
4 Strabo, viii. p. 374· According to the old poem called Eumolpia, 

ascribed to Musreus, the oracle of Delphi originally belonged to Poseid6n 
and Grea, jointly: from Grea it passed to Tbemis, and from her to Apollo, 
to whom Poseid6n also made over his share as a compensation for the 
surrendei Wl" 4ureia to him. (Pausan. x. 5, 3·) 
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Bceotia, ·are also residences which. he much affects, and where ! 
he is solemnly worshipped. But the abode which he originally 
and specially sele_cted for himself was th~ Acropolis of Athens, 
where by a blow of his trident he produced a· well of water in 
the rock·: ,Athene came afterwards and claimed the spot for. 
her~elf,- planting)n token of, po.ssession ~he olive-tree which 
stood in the-· sacred grove of Pandro.sos : and . the decision 
-,either~,oLthe autochthonous Cecrops, or of Erechtheus, awarded 
to herthe pre(erence, much to the displeasure of Poseidon. 
Either on this account, 'or on account of the death of his sop 
Eumolpus, slain in assisting the' Eleusinians against Erechtheus; 
the Attic mythes ascribed t6 Poseidon great enmity against the 
Erechtheid family, which he is asserted .. to have ultimately 
overthrown: Theseus, whose_gloriousreign and deeds succeeded 
tothat family, is said to have been really his son.l In several 
other places,-irt JEgina, Argos and Na:Xos,-Poseidon had 
disputed. the' privilege~ ·of patron-god with Zeus, Here and 
Dionysos: he-.was worsted in all, but bore his defeat patiently.2 

Poseidon endured •a long slaver-y, in common with Apollo, 
gods as they were, 3 under Laomedon, king of Troy, at the 
command and condemnation of Zeus : the two gods rebuilt 
the walls of the city, which had been destroyed by Herakles. 
When their time was expired, the insolent Laomed6n withheld 
from ,them the stipulated reward, and even accompanied its 
-refusal with appalling threats; and the subsequent animosity 
of the g<;>d against Troy was greatly determined by the senti-
ment ofthis_injustice.4 · _ 

Such ·periods of servitude, inflicted upon bdividual gods, 
are among the most remarkable of all the incidents in the 
divine legends. We find Apollo on another occasion <;on
demned to serve Admetus, king of Pherre, as a punishment -for 
having killed the Cyclopes, and Herakles also is sold as a slave 
to Omphale. Even the fierce Ares, overpowered and imprisoned 
for a long time by the two Al6ids,5 is ultimately liberated 
only by extraneous aid. Such narratives attest the discursive 
range of Grecian fancy in reference to the gods, as well as the 
perfect commingling of 'things and persons; divine and human, 
in their conceptions of the past. The god who serves is for 
the time degraded : but the supreme god who commands the · 
~· .~ . . . 

:. 1 ,Apollod6r, iii.·J4, r' ;. iii. 15, ·3. 5· 
, 2. Plutarch,·Sympos. viii. 6, p. 74r . 
. 3 Iliad, ii. j'r6, 766; Euripid. Alkestis, 2. 

R·- 24,:ed. D\intzer. • · 
4 Iliad, vii;_ 452; xx[. 459· 

See I:anyasis; Fnigm. 12,_ 
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servitude 1s m the like proportion exalted, whilst the idea of 
some sort of order and government among these superhuman 
beings was never lost sight of. Nevertheless the mythes 
respecting the servitude of the gods became obnoxious after
wards, along with many others, to severe criticism on the part 
of philosophers. 

The proud, jealous, and bitter Here,-the goddess of the 
once-wealthy Myken:e, the fax et focus of the Trojan war, and 
the ever-present protectress of Jason in the Argonautic expe
dition,1-occupies an indispensable station in the mythical 
world. As the daughter of Kronos and wife of Zeus, she fills 
a throne from whence he cannot dislodge her, and which gives 
her a right perpetually to grumble and to thwart him.2 Her 
unmeasured jealousy of the female favourites of Zeus, and her 
antipathy against his sons, especially against Herakles, has 
been the suggesting cause of innumerable mythes : the general 
type of her character stands here clearly marked, as furnishing 
both stimulus and guide to the mythopreic fancy. The 
"Sacred \Vedding," or marriage of Zeus and Here, was 
familiar to epithalamic poets long before it became a theme 
for the spiritualising ingenuity of critics. 

Heph:estos is the son of Here without a father, and stands 
to her in the same relation as Athene to Zeus : her pride and 
want of sympathy are manifested by her casting him out at 
once in consequence of his deformity. 3 He is the god of fire 
-especially of fire in its practical applications to handicraft
and is indispensable as the right hand and instrument of the 
gods. His skill and his deformity appear alternately as the 
source of mythical stories : wherever exquisite and effective 
fabrication is intended to be designated, Heph:estos is announced 
as the maker, although in this function the type of his char
acter is reproduced in D:edalos. In the Attic legends he 
appears intimately united both with Prometheus and with 
Athene, in conjunction with whom he was worshipped at 
KolOnus near Athens. Lemnos was the favourite residence 
of Heph:estos; and if we possessed more knowledge of this 
island and its town Heph:estias, we should doubtless find 
abundant legends detailing his adventures and interventions. 

The chaste, still, and home-keeping Hestia, goddess of the 
family hearth, is far less fruitful in mythical narratives, in spite 
of her very superior dignity, than the knavish, smooth-tongued, 
keen and acquisitive Hermes. His function of messenger of 

1 Iliad, i v. 51 ; Odyss. xii. 72. 
2 Iliad,~ iv. 29-38; viii. 408. s Iliad, xviii. 306. 
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the gods brings him perpetually on the. stage, and affords 
ample scope for portraying the features of his charaCter. The 
Homeric Hymn to Hermes describes the scene and circum
stances of his birth, and the almost instantaneous manifestation, 
even in infancy, of his peculiar attributes. It explains the 
friendly footing on which he stood with Apollo,-the inter
change of gifts and functions between them,-and lastly, the 
inviolate security of· all the wealth and offerings in the 
Delphian temple, exposed as they were to thieves without any 
visible protection. Such was the innate cleverness and talent 
of Hermes, that on the day he was born he invented the lyre, 
stringing the seven chords on the shell of a tortoise 1-and 
also stole the cattle of Apollo in Pieria, dragging them back
wards to his cave in Arcadia, so that their track could not be 
detected. To the remonstrances of his mother Maia, who 
points out to him the danger of offending Apollo, Hermes 
replies, that he aspires to rival the dignity and functions of 
Apollo among the immortals, and that if his father. Zeus re
fuses to grant them to him, he will employ his powers of 
thieving in breaking open the sanctuary at Delphi, and in 
carrying away the gold and the vestments, the precious tripods 
and vessels. 2 Presently Apollo discovers the loss of his cattle, 
and after some trouble finds his way to the Kyllenian cavern, 
where he sees Hermes asleep in his cradle. The child denies 
the theft with effrontery, and even treats the surmise as a ridi
culous impossibility : he persists in such denial even before 
Zeus, who however detects him at once, and compels him to 
reveal the place where the cattle are concealed. But the lyre 
was as yet unknown to Apollo, who has heard nothing except 
the voice of the Muses and the sound of the pipe. So power
fully is he fascinated by hearing the tones of the lyre from 
Hermes, and so eager to become possessed of it, that he is 
willing at once to pardon the past theft, and even to conciliate 
besides the friendship of Hermes. s Accordingly a bargain 
is struck between the two gods and sanctioned by Zeus. 
Hermes surrenders to Apollo the lyre, inventing for his own 

1 Homer, Hymn. Mereur. r8-
~Hwo~ yeyovW~, p.lu~ o)i~J.aTt EyKt90.pt?ev, 
"Ed-rrlptos {3oVt; KA.il/l£v EKTJJ36Aov 'ArrO.U.wvos-, &c. 

2 Homer, Hymn. Mere. I77-
Et~-'' yO.p ls IIV9wva, p.lya.v 86JJ.ov tlvrtTopl]crwv, 
•Ev6t:v ii.Ats 7pCrroOar; rrepttca>..A.lar;, ~Of A.lflYJTar; 
IIopOl]uw Kat xpvuOv, &c. 

8 Homer, Hymn. Mere. 442-454. _... 
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use the syrinx or panspipe, and receiving from Apollo in ex
change the golden rod of wealth, with empire over flocks and 
herds as well as over horses and oxen and the wild animals of 
the woods. He presses to obtain the gift of prophecy, but 
Apollo is under a special vow not to impart that privilege to 
any god whatever. He instructs Hermes however how to 
draw information, to a certain extent, from the Mcerce or Fates 
themselves; and assigns to him, over and above, the function 
of messenger of the gods to Hades. 

Although Apollo has acquired the lyre, the particular object 
of his wishes, he is still under apprehension that Hermes will 
steal it away from him again, together with his bow, and he 
exacts a formal oath by Styx as security. Hermes promises 
solemnly that he will steal none of the acquisitions, nor ever 
invade the sanctuary of Apollo ; while the latter on his part 
pledges himself to recognise Hermes as his chosen friend and 
companion, amongst all the other sons of Zeus, human or 
divine.! 

So came to pass, under the sanction of Zeus, the marked 
favour shown by Apollo to Hermes. But Hermes (concludes 
the hymnographer, with frankness unusual in speaking of a 
god) "does very little good: he avails himself of the darkness 
of night to cheat without measure the tribes of mortal men." 2 

Here the general types of Hermes and Apollo, coupled with 
the present fact that no thief ever approached the rich and 
seemingly accessible treasures of Delphi, engender a string of 
expository incidents; cast into a quasi-historical form, and 
detailing how it happened that Hermes had bound himself by 
especial convention to respect the Delphian temple. The 
types of Apollo seem to have been different in different times 
and parts of Greece : in some places he was worshipped as 
Apollo N omios, 3 or the patron of pasture and cattle ; and this 
attribute, which elsewhere passed over to his son Aristceus, is 

1 Homer, Hymn. Mere. 504-520-
Kal TO p.Ev 'EpJJ.~~ 

A1JTof:01Jv Ec{l{A.1]CT€ ~w.p.rrep€s, WS' En ~ea.l vilv, &c. 
* * * * * Kll;l nh.€ ~at&:~os viO~ V.-rr_orrx_fp.evos ft:LTiyru(Te 

lf171r0T 0.7rO!cA~lfe~.v, ou EK?Jf3oAo5' €KTEa'1'UTTat, 
Ml]OE 1toT' €p.:rreA&.uew 1TVK1-VW 86p.~· o:lrnlp • ArrO.\..\.wv 
A.tj;ot0'"1J5' "!"T€vevcr:v br' ~pOf.OJ ~a.l c/>tAO~n 
M YJ nva </>tA.TEpov a.>v\.ov ttv oJJava'TotCTLV euecrOa.r. 
M~Te OeOv, p.f;T' ll118pa. AtOs yOvo.v, &c. 

2 Homer, Hymn. Mere. 574-
lla.iipa. ,.._ev oVv bvLV7Jcn, TO 8' tiKptrov ~rrcp07r,n.l£t 
NVKra. lh' Op<fwa.irw <ftiJAa OvqrWv G.vOpWrrwv. 

s Kalli~ymn. Apoll. 47· 
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by our hymnographer volun~arilysurrenderedto Hermes, com
bined with the golden rod of fruitfulness. On the other hand, 
the lyre did not originally belong to the Far-striking King, n_or 
is he at all an inventor : the hymn explains both its first In

vention and how it came into his possession. And the value 
of the incidents is thus partly expository, partly illustrative, as 
expanding in detail the general preconceived character of the 
Kyllenian god. . . . 

To Zeus more amours are ascribed than to any of the other 
gods,~probably because tlle Grecian kings and chieftains 
were especially anxious to trace their lineage to the highest and 
most glorious of all,-each ·of these amours having its repre
sentative progeny on earth.l Such subjects· were among the 
most promising and agreeable for the interest of mythical 
narrative, and Zeus as a lover thus became the father of a great 
many legends, branching out into innumerable interferences, for 
which his sons, all of them distinguished 'individuals, and many 
of them persecuted by Here, furnished the occasion. . But be
sides this, the commanding functions of the Supreme God, 
judicial and administrative, extending both over gods and men, 
was a potent stimulus to the mythopceic activity. Zeus has to 
watch over his own dignity,~the first of all considerations with 
a god: moreover as Horkios, Xenios, Ktesios, Meilichios (a 
small proportion of his thousand surnames), he guaranteed 
oaths and punished perjurers, he enforced the observance of 
_hospitality, he guarded the 'family hoard and the crop realised 
_for the year, and he granted expiation to the ·repentant 
criminal.2 All these different functiOns created a demand for 
mythes, as the. Ipeans of translating a dim, but ·serious pre
-sentiment into distinct form, both self-explaining and communi
cable to others. In enforcing the sanctity of the oath or of 
the tie of hospitality, the most powerful of all arguments would 
be a collection of legends respecting the judgements of Zeus, 
Horkios. or Xenios; the more impressive and terrific such 
legends were, the greater would be their interest; and the less 
would any one dare to disbelieve them.• They constituted the 
natural outpourings of a strong and common sentiment, prob
ably without any deliberate ethical intention: the preconcep
tions of the divine agency, expanded into legend, form a 
product analogous to the idea of the divine features and 
symmetry embodied in the bronze or the marble statue. 

1 Kallimach. Hymn. J ov. 79· 'E1< ~• .O.<os f3a<n"A'i!.s, &c. 
2 See Herodot. i; 44· Xenoph. Anabas. vii. 8, 4· Plutarch, Theseus, 

C.I2. · ~ 
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But it was not alone the general type and attributes of the 

gods which contributed to put in action the mythopceic pro
pensities. The rites and solemnities forming the worship of 
each god, as well as the details of his temple and its locality, 
were a fertile source of mythes, respecting his exploits and 
sufferings, which to the people who heard them served the 
purpose of past history. The exegetes, or 'local guide and 
interpreter, belonging to each temple, preserved and recounted 
to curious strangers these traditional narratives, which lent a 
certain dignity even to the minutire of divine service. Out of 
a stock of materials thus ample, the poets extracted individual 
collections, such as the "Causes" (Afnu) of Kallimachus, now 
lost, and such as the Fasti of Ovid are for the Roman religious 
antiquities.! 

It was the practice to offer to the gods in sacrifice the bones 
of the victim only, enclosed in fat : how did this practice 
arise? The author of the Hesiodic Theogony has a story 
which explains it: Prometheus tricked Zeus into an imprudent 
choice, at the period when the gods and mortal men first came 
to an arrangement about privileges and duties (in Mekone). 
Prometheus, the tutelary representative of man, divided a 
large steer into two portions : on the one side he placed the 
flesh and guts, folded up in the omentum and covered over 
with the skin; on the other, he put the bones enveloped in 
fat. He then invited Zeus to determine which of the two por· 
tions the gods would prefer to receive from mankind. Zeus 
" with both hands " decided for and took the white fat, but 
was highly incensed on finding that he had got nothing at the 
bottom except the bones. 2 Nevertheless the choice of the 

1 Ovid, Fasti, iv. 2II, about the festivals of Apollo
" Priscique imitamina facti 

lEra Dere comites raucaque terga movent." 

And Lactantius, v. 19, 15. "Ipsos ritus ex rebus gestis (deorum) vel ex 
casibus vel etiam ex mortibus, natos:" to the same purpose Augustin. De 
Civ. D. vii. r8; DiodCI~. iii. 56. Plutarch's Qurestiones Grrecre et 
Romaicre are full of similar tales, professing to account for existing customs, 
many of them religious and liturgic. See Lobeck, Orphica, p. 67 5· 

2 Hesiod, Theog. sso-
cf1ii Pa OoAocfJpov€wv· Zt:VS" 8' lt<f>8t-ra p.1]0ea. el.OWs 
rvW P' oVO' ·rryvol1JITE c%Aov' l(aKa. 0' Oo-tTeTO 8up.~ 
0v1]Tot's: clvBpW1Totut, Ttl. Ka~ nA€Eu1lat Ep.eAAEv. 
Xepa-lli' Oy' &.p.~oTipnutv &.vdAe'To AewcOv CV..et,Pap· 
XWua..'TO &e cf>pEvo.s, 0./J.cf>l. x6Ao~ &€ p.tv 'iKE'TO 8vp.Ov, 
eo~ iBev OfTT€0. AevKO. fJoOs 8oA£n brl. 'T€xvn· 

In the second line of this citation, the poet tells us that Zeus saw through 
the trick, and was imposed upon by his own consent, foreknowing that 
after all, tl:t!"WWiilthievous consequences of the proceeding would be visited 
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gods was now irrevocably made: they were not entitled to any 
portion of the sacrificed animal beyond the bones and the 
white fat; and the standing practice is thus plausibly 
expla:ined.1 · I select this as one amongst a thousand instances 
to illustrate the genesis of legend out of religious practices. 
In the belief 'ofk~he people, the event narrll:ted in the legend 
was the real prtidtlcmg cause of the practrce : . but when we 
come to apply a soui1d criticism, we are compelled to treat the 
event as existing only in its narrative legend, and the legend. 
itself as having been, in the greater number of cases, engen
dered by the practice, -thus reversing the supposed order of 
production. · 

In dealing with GreCian mythes generally, it·is convenient to 
distribute them into such as belong to the Gods and such as 
belong to the Heroes, according as the one or the other are 
the prominent personages. The former class manifest, more 
palpably than the latter, their real origin as growing out of the 
faith and the feelings, without any necessary basis, either of 
matter of fact or allegory : moreover, they elucidate more 
directly the religion of the Greeks, so important an item in 
their character as a people. But in point of fact, most of the 
mythes present to us Gods, Heroes and Men, in juxtaposition 
one with the other. And the richness of Grecian mythical · 
literature arises from the infinite diversity of combinations thus 
opened out; first by the three class-types, God, Hero, and 
Man ; next by the strict keeping with which each separate 
class and character is handled. We shall now follow downward 
the stream of mythical time, which begins with the Gods, to 
the Heroic legends, or those which principally concern the 
Heroes and Heroines; for the latter were to the full as 
important in legend as the former. 

on man. But the last lines, and indeed the whole drift of the legend, 
imply the contrary of this : Zeus was really taken in, and was in conse
quence very angry. It is curious to observe how the religious feelings of 
the poet drive him to save in words the prescience of Zeus, though in 
doing so he contradicts and nullifies the whole point of the story. 

1 Hesiod, Theog. 557- · 
"Ex: ToU a· aea.vcl'TOt<TW €rrl x9ovl ¢VA' &v9pWrrwv 
Kaiovu' Ocrna AevKcl..Ov1}eJTWV Err!. ~w!J.Wv. 

-
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CHAPTER II 

LEGENDS RELATING TO HEROES AND MEN 

THE Hesiodic theogony gives no account of anything like a 
creation of man, nor does it seem that such an idea was much 
entertained in the legendary vein of Grecian imagination j 
which commonly carried back the present men by successive 
generations to some primitive ancestor, himself sprung from 
the soil, or from a neighbouring river, or mountain, or from a 
god, a nymph, &c. But the poet of the Hesiodic ''Works and 
Days " has given us a narrative conceived in a very different 
spirit ·respecting the origin of the human race, more in 
harmony with the sober and melancholy ethical tone which 
reigns through that poem.1 

First (he tells us) the Olympic gods made the golden race,
good, perfect, and happy men, who lived from the spontaneous 
abundance of the earth, in ease and tranquillity like the gods 
themselves : they suffered neither disease nor old-age, and 
their death was like a gentle sleep. After death they became, 
by the award of Zeus, guardian terrestrial dcemons, who watch 
unseen over the proceedings of mankind-with the regal 
privilege of dispensing to them wealth, and taking account of 
good and bad deeds. 2 · 

Next, the gods made the silver race,-unlike and greatly 
inferior, both in mind and body, to the golden. The men of 
this race were reckless and mischievous towards each other, 
and disdainful of the immortal gods, to whom they refused to 
offer either worship or sacrifice. Zeus in his wrath buried 

1 Hesiod, as cited in the Etymologicon Magnum (probably the Hesiodic 
Catalocrue of Women, as Marktscheffel considers it, placing it Fragm. 
133), gives the parentage of a certain Brotos, who must probably be 
intended as the first of men : Bp&ros, &s p.ov Ebhp.<pos /; M«r<rhvws, 
&:n·o Bp6rov TLJIOS ab ... 6xOovos· /; a< 'H<r!oilos, &.11"0 Bp6TOV TOV Al0€pos Kal 
'Hp.lpa.s. 

2 Opp. Di. rzo-
AVTO.p E1ret8l, Toiho yEvor; ~ea:rO. ya.ta. Kci.Avlfie, 
Tol p.ev Oalp.ov~.;; el.ut. .6.t0s p.ey&.Aov Ot&. fjovAO..r; 
"Eu9Aol, Emx60vtot, $VA.ctKE) 8VfJT;;w &.v8pW1rwv• 
ot pa q,vA.&.ucrovu{p 'TE Ol~ear; Kal ax.f:rA.ta €pya, 
"Hipa. £crcrcl.p.evot, Tr6.v'T1J ~OtTilwTer; €rr' a.iav 

~Aov;60oTat· KalToiiTo -yipa-; J3autA.~i'ov Euxov. 
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them in the. earth ; but there they still enjoy a secondary 
honour, as the Blest of the under-world.1 · 

Thirdly, Zeus made the brazen race, quite different from the 
silver. They were made. of hard ash-wood, pugnacious and 
terrible: they were of immense strength a'nd adamantine soul, 
neither raising f!Or touching bread. Their arms, their houses, 
and their implements. were all. of brass : there 'yas then no 
iron. This race, eternally fighting, perished by each other's. 
hands, died out, and descended without name or privilege to 
Hades. 2 

Next, Zeus made a fourth race, far juster and better than 
the last preceding. ·These were the Heroes or demigods, who 
fought at the sieges of Troy and Thebes. But this splendid 
stock also became extinct: some perished in war, others were 
removed by Zeus to a happier state in the islands of the Blest. 
There they dwell in peace and comfort, under the government 
of Kronos, reaping thrice in the year the spontaneous produce 
of the earth. s . 

The fifth race, which succeeds to the Heroes, is of iron : ·it 
is the race ·to which the poet himself belongs, and bitterly 
does he regret it. He finds his contemporaries mischievous, 
dishonest, unjust, ungrateful, given to perjury, careless both of .• 
the ties of consanguinity and of the behests of the gods : 
Nemesis and 1Ed6s (Ethical Self-reproach) have left earth and 
gone back to Olympus. How keenly does he wish that his 
lot had been. cast either earlier or later ! 4 This iron race is 
doomed to continual guilt, care, and suffering, with a small 
infusion of good; but the time will come when Zeus will put 
lin end to it. The poet does not venture to predict what sort 
of race will succeed. 

Such is the series of distinct races of men, which Hesiod, 

l Opp. Di. !40-

AV~O.p e;;.el~ea.l .'TOiiTo "'YEvo~ Ka.TO. .Yata. ~e&.Avlfre, 
Tol JL'Ev V7rox9Dvtot. p..O..~eo.pe~ 8v7JTO'r. KaAEovTCLI. 
.6.e1hepot, OJ..A' €p.:1r71s np..i] Kal ToLuw b7n10ei. 

2 The ash was the wood out of which spear-handles were made (Iliad, 
xvi. 142): the No!J.tpaz MEldaz are born along with.the Gigantes and the 
Erinnyes (Theogon. 187),-" gensqne virum truncis et duro robore nata'' 
(Virgil, JEneid, viii. 315),-hearts of oak. 

3 Opp. Di. 157- . 
"AvOpWv •HpWwv O~:t'ov -yEvot;, ot KaAEovTo.r. 
'Hp..i8eor. rrpoTEP!I yevtjj KaT• lure ipava yal:av. ' 

4 Opp. Di. 173-
~h~~dT' €m:tT0 WcjJetAov EyW Trip:rrrotCfl p.en:'tva.t 
"Av8pO..utV, MA'l} 7rp6C1'8€ ea.veLv, f} hretTa. yevt€.i£jb 
NVv yO..p 01] yivor; €url uLO~peop. • . . -
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or the author of the "Works and Days," enumerates as having 
existed down to his own time. I give it as it stands, without 
placing much confidence in the various explanations which 
critics have offered. It stands out in more than one respect 
from the general tone and sentiment of Grecian legend : more
over the sequence of races is neither natural nor homogeneous, 
-the heroic race not having any metallic denomination, and 
not occupying any legitimate place in immediate succession to 
the brazen. Nor is the conception of the da:mons in harmony 
either with Homer or with the Hesiodic theogony. In Homer, 
there is scarcely any distinction between gods and da:mons : 
farther, the gods are stated to go about and visit the cities of 
men in various disguises for the purpose of inspecting good 
and evil proceedings.l But in the poem now before us, the 
distinction between gods and da:mons is generic. The latter 
are invisible tenants of earth, remnants of the once happy golden 
race whom the Olympic gods first made : the remnants of 
the second or silver race are not da:mons, nor are they tenants 
of earth, but they still enjoy an honourable posthumous 
existence as the Blest of the under-world. Nevertheless the 
Hesiodic da:mons are in no way authors or abettors of evil ; 
on the contrary, they form the unseen police of the gods, for 
the purpose of repressing wicked behaviour in the world. 

We may trace, I think, in this quintuple succession of earthly 
races, set forth by the author of the "Works and Days," the 
confluence of two veins of sentiment, not consistent one with 
the other, yet both co-existing in the author's mind. The drift 
of his poem is thoroughly didactic and ethical. Though 
deeply penetrated with the injustice and suffering which darken 
the face of human life, he nevertheless strives to maintain, 
both in himself and in others, a conviction that on the whole 
the just and laborious man will come off well, 2 and he enforces 

1 Odyss. xvii, 486. 
2 There are some lines, in which he appears to believe that, under the 

present wicked and treacherous rulers, it is not the interest of any man to 
be just (Opp. Di. 270)-

NVv 01] EyW IJ.~T· aV-rOs- Ev tivfJpWr.otcrt OLK.o.to~ 
Eir}v, fL'IjT' fJ-tO~ vtO!>· brel. ICaKOv £qn IJLKawv 
•E(J.!J.€VO.t, EL fJ.Ei{w "(€ 0iK1'jV 0.8tKWTepa~ €~€1. · 
'AAAO. T60' oVrrw loA:rra. TeAeLv tJ..{a TeprrtKipavvov. 

On the whole, however, his conviction is to the contrary. 
Plutarch rejects the above four lines, seemingly on no other ground than 

because he thought them immoral and unworthy of IIesiod (see Proclus ad 
loc. ). But they fall in perfectly with the temper of the poem; and the rule 
of Plutarch is inadmissible, in determining the critical question of what is 
genuine or s~. 
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in considerable detail the lessons of practical prudence and 
virtue. This ethical sentiment, which dictates hi£ appreciation 
of the present, also guides his imagination as to the past. It 
is pleasing to him to bridge over the chasm between the gods 
and degenerate man, by the supposition of previous races,
the first altogether pure, the second worse than the first, and 
the third still worse than the second; and to show further how 
the first race passed by gentle death-sleep into glorious immor
tality; how the second race was sufficiently wicked to drive 
Zeus to bury them in the under-world, yet still leaving them a 
certain measure of honour ; while the third was so desperately 
violent as to perish by its own animosities, without either name 
or honour of any kind. The conception of the golden race 
passing after death into good guardian dremons, which some 
suppose to have been derived from a comparison with oriental 
angels, presents itself to the poet partly as approximating this 
race to the gods, partly as a means of con~tituting a triple 
gradation of post-obituary existence, proportioned to the 
character of each race whilst alive. The denominations of 
gold and silver, given to the two first races, .justify them
selves, like those given by Simonides of Amorgos and by 
Phokylides to the different characters of women, derived from 
the dog, the bee, the mare, the ass and other animals; and 
the epithet of brazen is specially explained l;>y reference to 
the material which the pugnacious third race so plentifully 
employed for their arms and other implements, 

So far we trace intelligibly enough the moralising vein: we 
find the revolutions of the past so arranged as to serve partly 
as an ethical lesson, partly as a suitable preface to the present.1 

But fourth in the list comes "the divine race of Heroes ; " and 
here a new vein of thought is opened by the poet. The 
symmetry of his ethical past is broken up, in order to make 
way for these cherished beings of the national faith. For though 
the author ,of the "Works and Days" was himself of a didactic 

1 Aratus (Phrenome~. 107) gives only three successive races,-the 
golden, silver, and brazen : Ovid superadds to these the iron race (Meta-
morph. i. 89-144); neither of them notice the heroic race. " 

The observations both of Buttmann" (Mythos der altesten Menschen
. geschlechter, t. ii. p. 12 of the Mythologus) and of Viilcker (Mythologie des 
Japetischen Geschlechts, § 6, pp. 250-279) on this series of distinct races 
are ingenious and may be read with profit. Both recognise the disparate 
character of the fourth link in the series, and each accounts for it in a 
different manner. My own view comes nearer to that of Viilcker, with 
some considerable differences; amongst which one is; that he rejects the 
verses respecting the dremons which seem to me capital parts of the whole 
scheme. -
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cast of thought, like Phokylides, or Solon, or Theognis, yet 
he had present to his feelings, in common with his countrymen, 
the picture of Grecian foretime, as it was set forth in the current 
mythes, and still more in Homer and those other epical pro
ductions which were then the only existing literature and 
history. It was impossible for him to exclude, from his sketch 
of the past, either the great persons or the glorious exploits 
which these poems ennobled; and even if he himself could 
have consented to such an exclusion, the sketch would have 
become repulsive to his hearers. But the chiefs who figured 
before Thebes and Troy could not be well identified either 
with the golden, the silver, or the brazen race: moreover it 
was essential that they should be placed in immediate con
tiguity with the present race, because their descendants, real 
or supposed, were the most prominent and conspicuous of 
existing men. Hence the poet is obliged to assign to them 
the fourth place in the series, and to interrupt the descending 
ethical movement in order to interpolate them between the 
brazen and the iron race, with neither of which they present 
any analogy. The iron race, to which the poet himself 
unhappily belongs, is the legitimate successor, not of the 
heroic, but of the brazen. Instead of the fierce and self
annihilating pugnacity which characterises the latter, the iron 
race manifests an aggregate of smaller and meaner vices and 
mischiefs. It will not perish by suicidal extinction-but it is 
growing worse and worse, and is gradually losing its vigour, so that 
Zeus will not vouchsafe to preserve much longer such a race 
upon the earth. 

I conceive that the series of races imagined by the poet of 
the "Works and Days" is the product of two distinct and 
incongruous veins of imagination,-the didactic or ethical 
blending with the primitive mythical or epical. His poem is 
remarkable as the most ancient didactic production of the 
Greeks, and as one of the first symptoms of a new tone of 
sentiment finding its way into their literature, never afterwards 
to become extinct. The tendency of the "\Vorks and•Days" 
is anti-heroic: far from seeking to inspire admiration for 
adventurous enterprise, the author inculcates the strictest 
justice, the most unremitting labour and frugality, and a sober, 
not to say anxious, estimate of all the minute specialties of 
the future. Prudence and probity are his means,-practical 
comfort and happiness his end. But he deeply feels, and 
keenly exposes, the manifold wickedness and shortcomings of 
his contemporaries, in reference to this capital standard. He -
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turns with displeasure from the p'resent: men, not because they 

·are too feeble to hurl either the spear of Achilles or sorrie vast 
boundary-stone, but because they are rapacious, knavish, and 
unprincipled. · · · 
:,, The dremons first introduced into the religious atmosphere 
of the Grecian world by the author of the "Works and Days," 
-;;-as generically different from the gods,· but essentially good, 
,anq forming the intermediate agents and police between gods 
,and men,---.:.are deserving of attention. They are the seed of a 
·doctrine which afterwards underwent many changes, and 
bec!lme of great importance,. first as one of the constituent 

. elements of pagan faith, then as one of the helps to its subversion. 
It will be recollected that the buried remnants of the half
wicked silver race, though they are not recognised as' dremons, 
are still considered as having a substantive existence, a name, 
and dignity, in the under-world. The step was easy, -to treat 

·them as dremons also, but as dremons of a defective and 
malignant character : this step was made by Empedocles and 
Xenocrates, and to a certain extent countenanced by Plato.1 

There came thus to be admitted among the pagan philosophers 
dremons both good and bad, in every degree: and these 

· dremoils were found available as a means of explaining many 
phrenomena for which it was not convenient to admit the 
agericyof the gods. · They served to relieve the gods from the 
odium of physical and. moral evils, as well a:s from the necessity 
of constantly meddling in small affairs. The objectionable 
ceremonies of the pagan religion were defended 'upon the 
ground that in no other way could the exigencies of such 
malignant beings be appeased. The · dremons . were most 
frequently noticed as causes of evil, and thus the name came 

, insensibly to convey with it a bad sense,-the idea of an evil 
' being as contrasted with the goodness of a god. So it was found 
by . the Christian ·writers when they commenced their con
troversy with paganism. One branch of their argument led 
thein to identify the pagan gods with dremons in the evil sense, 
and the insensible change in the received meaning of the word 
lent t~em a specious assistance. For they could easily show, 
that not only in .Homer, but in the general language of early 
pagans, aU the gods generally were spoken of as dremons-and, 
therefore, verbally speaking, Clemens and Tatian seemed to · 
affirm nothing more against Zeus or Apollo than was involved 
in the language of Paganism ·itself. · Yet the audience of 
Homer or Sophokles would have strenuously repudiated the 

1 See this subject further mentioned-inf,·a, cha~.'i. 
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propositiOn, if it had been put to them in the sense which 
the word damon bore in the age and among the circle of these 
Christian writers. 

In the imagination of the author of the "Works and Days," 
the dremons occupy an important place, and are regarded as 
being of serious practical efficiency. When he is remonstrat
ing with the rulers around him upon their gross injustice and 
corruption, he reminds them of the vast number of these 
immortal servants of Zeus who are perpetually on guard amidst 
mankind, and through whom the visitations of the gods will 
descend even upon the most potent evil-doers.l His supposi
tion that the dremons were not gods, but departed men of the 
golden race, allowed him to multiply their number indefinitely, 
without too much cheapening the divine dignity. 

As this poet, enslaved by the current legends, has introduced 
the heroic race into a series to which they do not legitimately 
belong-so he has under the same influence inserted in another 
part of his poem the mythe of Pandora and Prometheus,2 as a 
means of explaining the primary diffusion, and actual abundance, 
of evil among mankind. Yet this mythe can in no way consist 
with his quintuple scale of distinct races, and is in fact a totally 
distinct theory to explain the same problem,-the transition of 
mankind from a supposed state of antecedent happiness to one 
of present toil and suffering. Such an inconsistency is not a 
sufficient reason for questioning the genuineness of either 
passage ; for the two stories, though one contradicts the other, 
both harmonise with that central purpose which governs the 
author's mind,-a querulous and didactic appreciation of the 
present. That such was his purpose appears not only from the 
whole tenor of his poem, but also from the remarkable fact 
that his own personality, his own adventures and kindred, and 
his own sufferings figure in it conspicuously. And this intro
duction of self imparts to it a peculiar interest. The father of 
Hesiod came over from the LEolic Kyme, with the view of 
bettering his condition, and settled at Askra in Bceotia, at the 
foot of Mount Helicon. After his death his two sons divided 
the family inheritance : but Hesiod bitterly complains that his 
brother Perses cheated and went to law with him, and obtained 
through corrupt judges an unjust decision. He farther re
proaches his brother with a preference for the suits and 
unprofitable bustle of the agora, at a time when he ought to 
be labouring for his subsistence in the field. Askra indeed 

1 Opp. Di. 252. Tpls -yap p.6pwl elcnv brl x8ovl 7Tou!l.u/3orelpp, &c. 
2 Opp. ~o-ws. 
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was a miserable place, repulsive both in summer and winter. 
Hesiod had never crossed the sea, except once from Aulis to 
Eubrea, whither he went to. attend the funeral-games of Amphi
damas; the chief of Chalkis : he sung a hymn, and· gained as 
prize a tripod, which he consecrated to the.m~ses in Helicon.1 

These particulars, scanty as they are, possess a peculiar 
value,· as the earliest authentic memorandum respecting the 
doing or suffering of any actual Greek person. . There .is no 
external testimony at all worthy of trust respecting the age of 
the "Works and Days:" Herodotustreats Hesiod and Homer 

. as belonging to the same age, four hundred years before his 
own time ; and there are other statements besides, some placing 
Hesiod at an earlier date than Homer, some at a later. Look
ing at the internal evidences, we may observe that the pervading 
sentiment, tone, and purpose of the poem is widely different 
from that of the Iliad and Odyssey, and analogous to what we 
read respecting-the compositions of Archilochus and the Amor
gian .Simonides. The author of the "Works and Days" is 
indeed a preacher and not a satirist : but with this distinction, 
we find in him the same. predo"minance of the present and the 
positive, the same disposition to turn the muse into an exponent 
of his own personal wrongs, the same employment of LEsopic 
f~ble by way of illustration, and the same unfavourable estimate 
of the female sex,2 all of which may be traced in the two poets 
'-above-mentioned, placing both of them in contrast with the 
'Homeric epic. Such an internal analogy, in the absence of 
good testimony, is the best guide which we can follow in deter
mining the date of the." Works and Days," which we should 
accordingly place shortly after the year 700 B.c .. The style of 
the poem might indeed afford a proof that the ancient and 
uniform hexameter, though well-adapted to continuous legendary 
narrative or to solemn hymns, was somewhat monotonous when 
called upon either to serve a polemical purpose or to impress 
a striking moral lesson. When poets, then the only existing 
~ompo;;ers, first began to apply their thoughts to the cut and 
thrust of actual life, aggressive or didactic, the verse would be 
seen to require a new, livelier and smarter metre ; and out of 

1 Opp. Di. 63o-65o, 27-45· . 
2 Compare the fable (alvos) in the Works and Days, v. 200 with 

those in Archilochus, Fr. xxxviii. and xxxix., Gaisford, respecting the fox 
and the ape; and the legend of Pand(lra (v. 95 and v. 705) with the frag
ment of Simonides of Amorgos respecting women (Fr. viii. ed. Welcker 
v. 95-IIS); also'Phokylides ap. Stobreum Florileg. lxxi. ' 

Isokr~tes assimilat;s }he cha_racter of t~e Works and Days to that of 
Theogms and Phokyhdes (ad N1kokl. Or. u. p. 13). · 
. VOL. I. F 
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this want grew the elegiac and the iambic verse, both seemingly 
contemporaneous, and both intended to supplant the primiti¥e 
hexameter for the short effusions then coming into vogue. 

CHAPTER III 

LEGEND OF THE IAPETIDS 

THE sons of the Titan god Iapetus, as described in the: 
Hesiodic theogony, are Atlas, Menretius, Prometheus, and 
Epimetheus.l Of these, Atlas alone is mentioned by Homer 
in the Odyssey, and even he not as the son of Iapetus : the 
latter himself is named in the Iliad as existing in Tartarus 
along with Kronos. The Homeric Atlas "knows the depths 
of the whole sea, and keeps by himself those tall pillars which 
hold the heaven apart from the earth." 2 

As the Homeric theogony generally appears much expanded 
in Hesiod, so also does the family of Iapetus, with their varied 
adventures. Atlas is here described, not as the keeper of the 
intermediate pillars between heaven and earth, but as himself 
condemned by Zeus to support the heaven on his head and 
hands; 3 while the fierce Menretius is pushed down to Ere bus 
as a punishment for his ungovernable insolence. But the 
remaining two brothers, Prometheus and Epimetheus, are 
among the most interesting creations of Grecian legend, and 
distinguished in more than one respect from all the remainder. 

First, the main battle between Zeus and the Titan gods is a 
contest of force purely and simply-mountains are hurled and 
thunder is launched, and the victory remains to the strongest. 
But the competition between Zeus and Prometheus is one of 
craft and stratagem : the victory does indeed remain to the 
former, but the honours of the fight belong to the latter. 
Secondly, Prometheus and Epimetheus (the fore-thinker and 

1 Hesiod, Theog. 510. 
2 Hom. Odyss. i. I 20-

• ATAO.V'TO~ &v-y&.:rT)p b>..oOtf>poPOI), oO"T~ Bo.Atfqcrqs 
Ilcl.U'Y,Is {3{v(l£o. o18e, ExEt 8£ n Kiova.s a.V-rOs 
Ma.KpOs, at ya.'i:&.v TE ~ea.~ oVpa.v(w &iJ.<f>'i.<; Exovcnv. 

s Hesiod, Theog. 516-
• AT 'A.a.<; S' oVpavOv eVptw €xet K.pa-rep-ijt; tnr• av&.yiC'I]S' 
'Eu1'1]WS', Ketf>a>..:fi TE Ka.l ciKap.U.TotU"- xipearn. 

Hesiod stretch~~ far beyond the simplicity of the Homeric conception. 
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the after-thinker l) are characters stamped at the same mint, 
and by the same effort, the express contrast and antithesis of 
each other. Thirdly, mankind are here expressly brought 
forward, not indeed as active partners in the struggle, but as 
the grand and capital subjects interested,-asgainers or sufferers 
by the result. Prometheus appears in the exalted character of 
champion of the human race, even against the formidable 
superiority of Zeus. 

In the primitive or Hesiodic legend, Prometheus is not the 
·creator or moulder of man; it is only the later additions which 
invest him with this character.2 The race are supposed as 
existing, and Prometheus, a member of the dispossessed body 
of Titan gods, comes forward as their representative and 
defender. The advantageous bargain which he made with Zeus 
on their behalf, in respect to the partition of the sacrificial animals, 
has been recounted in a preceding chapter. Zeus felt that he 
had been outwitted, and was exceeding wroth. In his displeasure 
he' withheld from mankind the inestimable comfort of fire, so 
that the race would have perished, had not Prometheus stolen 
fire, in defiance of the Supreme Ruler, and brought it to 
men in the hollow stem of the plant called giant-fennel. 3 

Zeus was now doubly indignant, and determined to play off 
a still more ruinous stratagem. Heph::estos, by his direction,, 
moulded the form of a beautiful virgin ; Athene dressed her; 
Aphrodite and the Charites bestowed upon her both ornament 
and fascination, while Hermes infused into her the mind of a 
dog, a deceitful spirit, and treacherous words. 4 The messenger 
of the gods conducted this "fascinating mischief" to mankind, 
at· a· time when Prometheus was not present. Now Epimetheus 
had received from his brother peremptory injunctions not to 
accept from the hands of Zeus any present whatever; but the 
beauty of Pandora (so the newly-formed female was called) 
w_?.s not to be resisted. She was received and admitted among 
meri, and from that moment their comfort and tranquillity was 

1 Pindar extends the family of Epim~theus and gives him a daughter, 
np&cpau•s (Pyth. v. 25), Excuse, the offspring of After-though:. 

2 Apollodor. i. 7, 1. Nor is he such either in /Eschylus, or in the 
Platonic fable (Protag. c. 30), though this version became at last the most 
popular. Some hardened Iumps of clay, remnants of that which had been 
employed by Prometheus in moulding man, were shown to Pausanias at 
Panopeus in Phokis (Paus. x. 4, 3). 

The first Epig:am of Erinna (Anthol. i. p. 58, ed. Brunck) seems,to 
allude to Prom.etheus as moulder of man. The expression of Aristophanes 
(Aves, 689)- ,-r.cf<T,ua-ra "''1.\ov-does not necessarily refer to Prometheus. 

s Hesiod, Theog. 566; Opp. Di. 52. , , · 
4 T~eog. 58o; Opp. Di. 5o-85. '"' 
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exchanged for suffering of every kind.1 The evils to which 
mankind are liable had been before enclosed in a cask in their 
own keeping : Pand6ra in her malice removed the lid of the 
cask, and out flew these thousand evils and calamities, to 
exercise for ever their destroying force. Hope alone remained 
imprisoned, and therefore without efficacy, as before-the 
inviolable lid being replaced before she could escape. Before 
this incident (says the legend) men had lived without disease 
or suffering; but now both earth and sea are full of mischiefs. 
Maladies of every description stalk abroad by day as well as 
by night,2 without any hope for man of relief to come. 

The Theogony gives the legend here recounted, with some 
variations-leaving out the part of Epimetheus altogether, as 
well as the cask of evils. Pand6ra is the ruin of man, simply 
as the mother and representative of the female sex.3 And the 
variations are thus useful, as they enable us to distinguish the 
essential from the accessory circumstances of the story. 

"Thus (says the poet, at the conclusion of his narrative) it 
is not possible to escape from the purposes of Zeus." 4 His 
mythe, connecting the calamitous condition of man with the 
malevolence of the supreme god, shows, first, by what cause 
such an unfriendly feeling was raised ; next, by what in
strumentality its deadly results were brought about. The 

1 Opp. Di. Sr-90. 
2 Opp. Di. 93. Pandi"lra does not bring with her the cask, as the 

common version of this story would hav.e us suppose : the cask exists fast 
closed in the custody of Epim@theus, or of man himself, and Pandi"lra com
mits the fatal treachery of removing the lid. The case is analogous to that 
of the closed bag of unfavourable winds which JEolus gives into the hands 
of Odysseus, and which the guilty companions of the latter force open, to 
the entire ruin of his hopes (Odyss. x. 19-50). The irlea of the two casks 
on the threshold of Zeus, lying ready for dispensation-one full of evils, 
the other of benefits-is Homeric (Iliad, xxiv. 527)-

Aowl -y&.p Te. rrUJo1. ~ea.ra.Kela.rat. ev AtO'i' oVOet, &c. 

Plutarch assimilates to this the 1rWos opened by Pand6ra, Consolat. ad 
Apollon. c. 7, p. ro5. The explanation here given of the Hesiodic 
pa<sage relating to Hope, is drawn from an able article in the Wiener 
Jahrbucher, vol. 109 (r845), p. 220; by Ritter; a review of Schomann's 
translation or' the Prometheus of JEschy Ius. The diseases and evils are 
inoperative so long as they remain shut up in the cask: the same mis
chief-making influence which lets them out to their calamitous work, takes 
care that Hope shall still continue a powerless prisoner in the inside. 

a Theog. 590- . 
'EK Tij~ yelp yEvos- €UTI. -yvvatKWv BTJAVTfp&.wv, 
TrjS' 'YaP bAii'luiv Eurt ')'ivoS'' Kctl. cfJV>..a. yvva.ucWv 
II ijJJ.o. p.e-ya. 6Vl]Toio-t p.e:T O.vOp&.ut. vo.t.ertiovut, &c. 

4 Opp. Di. ros-
o&rws oii·rt .mj EuT'i _a,os v6ov €~o.)..io.rr8ac.. 
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human race are not indeed the creation, but the protected 
flock of Prometheus, one of the elder or dispossessed Titan gods. 
When Zeus acquires supremacy, mankind along with the rest 
become subject to him, and are to make the best bargain they 
can, respecting worship imd service to be yielded. By the 
stratagem of their advocate Prometheus, Zeus is cheated into 
such a partition of the victims as is eminently unprofitable to 
him; whereby his wrath is so provoked, that he tries to sub
tract from man the use of fire. Here however his scheme is 

. frustrated by the theft of Prometheus : but his second attempt 
i_s more successful, and he in his turn cheats the unthinking 
Epimetheus into the acceptance of a present (in spit,e of the 
peremptory interdict of Prometheus) by which the whole of 
man's happiness is wrecked. This legend grows out of two 
feelings; partly as to the relations of the gods with man, partly 
as to the relation of the female sex with the male. The 
present gods are unkind towards man, but the old gods, with 
whom man's lot was originally cast, were much kinder-and' 

' the ablest among them stands forward as the indefatigable 
, protector of the race. Nevertheless, the mere excess of his 
• craft proves the ultimate ruin of the cause which he espouses~ 

He cheats Zeus out of a fair share of the sacrificial victim, so 
as .both to provoke and justify a retaliation which he cannot be 
always at hand to ward off; the retaliation is, in his absence, 
consummated by a snare laid for Epimetheus and voluntarily 
accepted. And thus, though Hesiod ascribes the calamitous 
condition of man to the malevolence of Zeus, his piety suggests 
two exculpatory pleas for the latter; mankind have been. the 
first to defraud Zeus of his legitimate share of the sacrifice
and they have moreover been consenting parties to their own · 
ruin. Spch are the feelings, as to the relation between the gods. 
and man, which have been one of the generating elements of 

: this legend. The other element, a conviction of the vast 
mischief . arising to man from women, whom yet they cannot 
dispense with, is'frequently and strongly set forth in several of 
the Greek poets-by Simonides of Amorgos and Phokylides, 
riot less than by Euripides. 

But the miseries arising from woman, however great they 
might be, did not reach Prometheus himself. For him, the 
rash champion who had ventured "to compete in sagacity" 1 

with Zeus, a different punishment was in store. Bound by 
heavy chains to a pillar, he remained fast imprisoned for 
several generations : every day did an eagle prey upon his 

1 Theog. 534· OUvet<' lpi(ero 8ov'Ad.s' fnrepp.evti Kpov{wvt. 
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liver, and every night did the liver grow afresh for the next 
day's suffering. At length Zeus, eager to enhance the glory of 
his favourite son, H~rakl~s, permitted the latter to kill the 
eagle and rescue tlie captive.1 

Such is the Prom~thean mythe as it stands in the Hesiodic 
poems; its earliest form, as far as we can trace. Upon it was 
founded the sublime tragedy of JEschylus, "The Enchained 
Prometheus," together with at least one more tragedy, now lost, 
by the same author.2 JEschylus has made several important 
alterations ; describing the human race, not as having once 
enjoyed and subsequently lost a state of tranquillity and enjoy
ment, but as originally feeble and wretched. He suppresses 
both the first trick played off by Prom~theus upon Zeus 
respecting the partition of the victim-and the final formation 
and sending of Pandora-which are the two most marked 
portions of the Hesiodic story; while on the other hand he 
brings out prominently and enlarges upon the theft of fire, 8 

which in Hesiod is but slightly touched. If he has thus re
linquished the antique simplicity of the story, he has rendered 
more than ample compensation by imparting to it a grandeur 
of ideal, a large reach of thought combined with appeals to our 
earnest and admiring sympathy, and a pregnancy of suggestion 
in regard to the relations between the gods and man, which 
soar far above the Hesiodic level-and which render his 
tragedy the most impressive, though not the most artistically 
composed, of all Grecian dramatic productions. Prom~· 
theus there appears not only as the heroic champion and 
sufferer in the cause and for the protection of the human race, 
but also as the gifted teacher of all the arts, helps, and orna
ments of life, amongst which fire is only one :4 all this against 
the will and in defiance of the purpose of Zeus, who, on 
acquiring his empire, wished to destroy the human race and 
to beget some new breed.5 Moreover, new relations between 

1 Theog.521-532. 
2 Of the tragedy called TipOfJ.7J8evs Av&fJ.evos some few fragments yet 

remain: Tipop.1J8•h TivptJ>opos was a satyric drama, according to Dindorf: 
Welcker recognises a third tragedy, Tipop.7J8evs Tivp</>&pos, and a satyric 
drama, npop.1)8EVS nvpKaevs (Die Griechisch. Tragi:idien, val. i. p. 30 ). 
The story of Prometheus had also been handled by Sappho in one of her 
lost songs (Servius ad Virgil. Ecloz. vi. 42). 

3 Apollodorus too mentions only the theft of fire (i. 7, r). 
4 .lEsch. Prom. 442-506-

na.crcu ,.exvat f3poTo'iuw ~IC ITpOp..7]9€ws. 
6 .lEsch. Prom. 231-

/3.foT(;J'II 8( Tl:Jv To.Aat1rWpw11 A6yov 
Oinc EU)(EV oV8iv", OJ..>..' tit'O"'TWUetS' yiJIOS' 
TO rriiv, Expn,Ev 0./I.Ao 4nrilcra.t vlov. 
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Prometheus and Zeus are superadded by .tEschylus. At the 
commencement of the struggle between Zeus and the Titan 
_gods, Prometheus had vainly attempted to prevail upon the 
latter to conduct it with prudence; but when he found that 
theyobstinatefy declined all wise counsel, and that their ruin 
was inevitable, he abandoned their cause and joined Zeus. 
To him and to his advice Zeus owed the victory;· yet the 
monstrous ingratitude and tyranny of· the latter is now 
manifested by nailing him to a rock, for no. other crime than 
because he frustrated the purpose of extinguishing the human 

·race, and furnished to them the means of living with tolerable 
:comfort.! The new ruler Zeus, insolent with his victory over 
the old gods,. tramples down all right, and sets at naught · 
sympathy and obligation, as well towards gods as towards man. 
Yet the prophetic Prometheus, in· the midst of intense suffer
ing, is consoled by the foreknowledge that the time will come 
when Zeus must again send for him, release him, and invoke 
his aid, as the sole means of averting from himself dangers 
otherwise insurmountable. The security and means of con-
·tinuance for mankind have now been placed beyond the reach 
of Zeus-whom Prometheus proudly defies,. glorying in his 
generous and successful championship, 2 despite the terrible 
. price which he is doomed to pay for it. 

As the lEschylean Prometheus, though retaining the old 
lineaments, has acquired a new colouring, soul and character, 
so he has also become identified with a special locality. In 
Hesiod there is no indication of the place in which he is im~ 
prisoned; but .tEschylus places it in Scythia,3 and the general 
belief of the Greeks supposed it to be on Mount Caucasus. 
So long and so firmly did this belief continue, that the Roman 
general Pompey, when in command of an army in Kolchis, 
made with his companion, the literary Greek Theophanes, a 
special march to view the spot in Caucasus where Prometheus·· 
had been transfixed.4 ' 

1 iEsch. Prom. 198-222, 123-
Bta rl]l' J..la.v 9tA6~-ra. J3po1Wv •. 

, 2 JEsc)l. Prom. 169-770. 
3 Pi:ometh. 2. See also the Fragments of the Prom~theus · So!utus, 

177-179, ed. Dindorf, where Caucasus is specially named; but v. 719 of 
the Prometheus Vinctils seems to imply that Mount Caucasus is a place 
different from that to which the suffering prisoner is chained. 

• 4 Appian, Bell. Mithridat. c. 103. 
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CHAPTER IV 

HEROIC LEGENDS--GENEALOGY OF ARGOS 

HAVING briefly enumerated the gods of Greece, with their 
chief attributes as described in legend, we come to those 
genealogies which connected them with historical men. 

In the retrospective faith of a Greek, the ideas of worship 
and ancestry coalesced. Every association of men, large or 
small, in whom there existed a feeling of present union, traced 
back that union to some common initial progenitor; that pro
genitor being either 'i:he common god whom they worshipped, 
or some semi-divine person closely allied to him. What the 
feelings of the community require is, a continuous pedigree to 
connect them with this respected source of existence, beyond 
which they do not think of looking back. A series of names, 
placed in filiation or fraternity, together with a certain number 
of family or personal adventures ascribed to some of the 
individuals among them, constitute the ante-historical past 
through which the Greek looks back to his gods. The names 
of this genealogy are, to a great degree, gentile or local names 
familiar to the people,--rivers, mountains, springs, lakes, 
villages, demes, &c.,--embodied as persons, and introduced 
as acting or suffering. They are moreover called kings or 
chiefs, but the existence of a body of subjects surrounding 
them is tacitly implied rather than distinctly set forth; for 
their own personal exploits or family proceedings constitute for 
the most part the whole matter of narrative. And thus the 
genealogy was made to satisfy at once the appetite of the 
Greeks for romantic adventure, and their demand for an un
broken line of filiation between themselves and the gods. 
The eponymous personage, from whom the community derive 
their name, is sometimes the begotten son of the local god, 
sometimes an indigenous man sprung from the earth, which is 
indeed itself divinised. 

It will be seen from the mere description of these genealogies 
that they included elements human and historical, as well as 
elements divine and extra-historical. And if we could de
termine the time at which any genealogy was first framed, we 
should be able to assure ourselves that the men then repre- ' 
sented as present, together with their fathers and grandfathers, 
were real persons of flesh and blood. But this is a point 
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which can seldom be ascertained; moreover, even if it could 
be ascertained, we must at o·nce set it aside, if we wish to look 
at the genealogy in the point of view of the Greeks. For to 
them, not only all the members were alike real, but the gods 
and heroes at the commencement were in a certain sense the 
most real; at least, they were the most esteemed and in
dispensable of all. The value of the genealogy consisted, not 
in its length, but in its continuity; not (according to the feeling 
of modern aristocracy) in the power of setting out a prolonged 
series of human fathers and grandfathers, but in the .sense of 
ancestral union with the primitive god. And the length of the 
series is traceable rather to humility, inasmuch as the same 
person who was gratified with the belief that he was descended 
from a god in the fifteenth generation, would have accounted 
it criminal insolence to affirm that a god was his father or 
grandfather. In presenting to the reader those genealogies 
which constitute the supposed primitive history of Hellas, I 
make no pretence to distinguish names real and historical from 
fictitious creations; partly because I have no evidence upon 
,which to draw the line, and partly because by attempting it I 
should altogether depart from the genuine Grecian point of 
view. 

Nor is it possible to do more than exhibit a certain selection 
of such as were most current and interesting; for the total 
number of them which found place in Grecian faith exceeds 
computation. As a general rule, every deme, every gens, every 
aggregate of men accustomed to combined action, religious or 
political, had its own. The small and unimportant demes into 
which Attica was divided had each its ancestral god and heroes, 
just as much as the great Athens herself. Even among the 
villages of Phokis, which Pausanias will hardly permit himself 
to ·call towns, deductions of legendary antiquity were not 
wanting. And it is important to bear in mind, when we are
reading thy legendary genealogies of Argos, or Sparta, or 
Thebes, that these are merely samples amidst an extensive class, 
all perfectly analogous, and all exhibiting the religious and 
patriotic retrospect of some fraction of the Hellenic world. 
They are no more matter of historical tradition than any of the 
thousand other legendary genealogies which men delighted to 
recall to meinory at the periodical festivals of their gens, their 
deme, or their village. 

~ With these few prefatory remarks, I proceed to notice the 
most conspicuous of the Grecian heroic pedigrees, and first, 
that of Argos .. 
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The earliest name in Argeian antiquity is that of Inachus, 

the son of Oceanus and Tethys, who gave his name to the 
river flowing under the walls of the town. According to the 
chronological computations of those who regarded the mythical 
genealogies as substantive history, and who allotted a given 
number of years to each generation, the reign of Inachus was 
placed 1986 B.c., or about I roo years prior to the commence-
ment of the recorded Olympiads.! ' 

The sons of Inachus were Phoroneus and .cEgialeus ; both 
of whom however were sometimes represented as autochtho
nous or indigenous men, the one in the territory of Argos, the 
other in that of Siky6n. .cEgialeus. gave his name to the north
western region of the Peloponp.esus, on the southern coast of 
the Corinthian Gulf. 2 The name of Phoroneus was of great 
celebrity in the Argeian mythical genealogies, and furnished 
both the title and the su.bject of the ancient poem called 
Phoronis, in which he is styled "the father of mortal men." 3 

He is said to have imparted to mankind, who had before him 
lived altogether isolated, the first notion and habits of social 
existence, and even the first knowledge of fire : his dominion 
extended over the whole Peloponnesus. His tomb at Argos, 
and seemingly also the place, called the Phoronic city, in which 
he formed the first settlement of mankind, were still shown in 
the days of Pausanias.4 The offspring of Phoroneus, by the 
nymph Te~edike, were Apis and Niobe. Apis, a harsh ruler, 
was put to death by Thelxi6n and Telchin, having given to 
Peloponnesus the name of Apia : he was succeeded by Argos, 
the son of his sister Niobe by the god Zeus. From this 
sovereign Peloponnesus was denominated Argos. By his wife 
Evadne, daughter of Strym6n,5 he had four sons, Ekbasus, 
Peiras, Epidaurus, and Kriasus. Ekbasus was succeeded by 
his son Agen6r, and he again by his son Argos Panoptes,-a 
very powerful prince, who is said to have had eyes distributed over 
all his body, and to have liberated Peloponnesus from several 

1 Apollodar. ii. I. Mr. Fynes Clinton does not admit the historical 
reality of Inachus; but he places Phor6neus seventeen generations, or 570 
years prior to the Trojan war, 978 years earlier than the first recorded 
Ollmpiad. See Fasti Hellenici, vol. iii. c. I, p. I9. 

Pausan. ii. 5, 4· 
3 See Diintzer, Fragm. Epic. Grrec. p. 57. The Argeian author Aknsi

laus, treated Phoraneus as the first of men, Fragm. 14. Didot ap. Clem. 
Alex. Stromat. i. p. 32I. <l>opwv~es, a synonym for Argeians: Theocrit. 
Idyll. XXV. 200. 

4 Apollodor. ii. r, r ; Pausan. ii. 15, 5; I9, 5; 20, 3· 
~ Apollod. I. c. The mention of Strym6n seems connected with 

1Eschylus, Suppl. 255. 
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monsters and wild animals which infested it : I Akusilaus and 
.!Eschylus make this Argos an earth-born person, while Phere
kydes reports him . as son of A.rest6r. Iasus was the son of 
Argos Panoptes by Ismene, daughter of As6pus. According 
to the authors whom Apollod6rus and Pausanias prefer, the 
celebrated 16 was his daughter: but the Hesiodic epic (as well 
as Akusilaus) represented her as daughter of Pein:ts, while 
.!Eschylus and Kastor the chronologist affirmed the primitive 
king Inachus to have been her father. 2 A favourite theme, as 
well for the ancient genealogical poets as for the Attic trage
dians, were the adventures of 16 j of whom, while priestess of 
Here, at the ancient -and renowned Her~on between My ken~ 
arid Tiryns, Zeus became amorous. When Here discovered 
the intrigue and taxed him with it, he denied the charge, and 
metamorphosed 16 into a white cow. Here, requiring that the 
cow should be"surrendered to her, placed her under the keep~ 
ing of Argos Panoptes; but this guardian was slain by Hermes, 
at the command of Zeus ; and Here then drove the cow 16 
away from her native land by means of the incessant stinging 
of a gad-fly, which compelled her to wander without repose or 
sustenance over an immeasurable extent of foreign regions. 
The wandering 16 gave her name to the Ionian Gulf, traversed 
Epirus and Illyria, passed the chain of Mount H~mus and 
the lofty summits of Caucasus, and swam across the Thracian 
or Cimmerian Bosporus (which also from her derived its 
appellation) into Asia. She then went through Scythia, Cim
meria, and , many Asiatic regions, until she arrived in Egypt, 
where Zeus at length bestowed upon her rest, restored her to 
her originaL form, and enabled her to give birth to his black 
son Epaphos.3 

1 Akusil. Fragm. 17, ed. Didot; lEsch. Prometh. 568; Pherekyd. 
Fragm. 22, ed. Didot ; Hesiod, lEgimias, Fr. 2, p. 56, ed. Diintzer : 
among the varieties of the story, one was that Argos was changed into a 
peacock (Schol. Aristoph. Aves, I02). Macrobius (i. I9) considers Argos 
as an allegorical expression of the starry heaven; an idea which Panofska 
also upholds in one of the recent Abhandhmgen of the Berlin Academy, 
I837, p. I2I seq. 

2 Apollod. ii. I, I; Pausan. ii. I6, I; JEsch. Prom. v. _<;90-663. 
3 lEschyl. Prom. v. 79o--85o; Apollod. ii. I. lEschylus in the Sup

plices gives a different version of the wanderings of I6 from that which 
appears in the Prometheus ·: . in the former drama he carries her through 
Phrygia, Mysia, Lydia, Pamphylia, and Kilikia into Egypt (Supplic. 
544-566): nothing is there said about Prometheus, or Caucasus, or Scy
thia, &c. 

The track set forth in the Supplices is thus geographically intelligible: 
that in the Prometheus (though the most noticed of the two) defies all 
comprehension, even as a consistent fiction; nor has the erudition of the 
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Such is a general sketch of the adventures which the ancient 

poets, epic, lyric, and tragic, and the logographers after them, 
connect with the name of the Argeian Io-one of the numer
ous tales which the fancy of the Greeks deduced from the 
amorous dispositions of Zeus and the jealousy of Here. That 
the scene should be laid in the Argeian territory appears natural, 
when we recollect that both Argos and Mykeme were under 
the special guardianship of Here, and that the Hera~on near 
M ykeme was one of the oldest and most celebrated temples in 
which she was worshipped. It is useful to compare this 
amusing fiction with the representation reported to us by 
Herodotus, and derived by him as well from Phcenician as 
from Persian antiquarians, of the circumstances which occa
sioned the transit of Io from Argos to Egypt,-an event 
recognised by all of them as historical matter of fact. Ac
cording to the Persians, a Phcenician vessel had arrived at the 
port near Argos, freighted with goods intended for sale to the 
inhabitants of the country. After the vessel had remained a 
few days, and disposed of most of her cargo, several Argeian 
women, and among them Io the king's daughter, coming on 
board to purchase, were seized and carried off by the crew, who 
sold Io in Egypt.1 The Phcenician antiquarians, however, 
while they admitted the circumstance that Io had left her own 
country in one of their vessels, gave a different colour to the 
whole by affirming that she emigrated voluntarily, having been 
engaged in an amour with the captain of the vessel, and fear
ing that her parents might come to the knowledge of her 

commentators been successful in clearing it up. See Schutz, Excurs. iv, 
ad Prometh. Vinet. pp. 144-149; Welcker, .!Eschylische Trilogie, pp. 
127-146, and especially Viilcker, Mythische Geographie der Griech. und 
Romer, part i. pp. 3-13. 

The Greek inhabitants at Tarsus in Kilikia traced their origin to Argos: 
their story was, that Triptolemus had been sent forth from that town in 
quest of the wandering Io, that he had followed her to Tyre, and then 
renounced the search in despair. He and his companions then settled 
partly at Tarsus, partly at Antioch (Strabo, xiv. 673; xv. 750). This is 
the story of Kadmos and Europe inverted, as happens so often with the 
Grecian mythes. 

Homer calls Hermes 'ApJ'wp6vT'YJS ; but this epithet hardly affords suffici
ent proof that he was acquainted with the mythe of Io, as Viilcker 
supposes : it cannot be traced higher than Hesiod. According to some 
authors, whom Cicero copies, it was on account of the murder of 
Argos that Hermes was obliged to leave Greece and go into Egypt ; then 
it was that he taught the Egyptians laws and letters (De Natur. Deor. 
iii. 22). 

1 The story in Parthenius (N an·at. I) is built upon this .version of Io's 
adventures. 
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pregnancy. Both Persians and Phrenicians described the 
abduction of Io as the first of a series of similar acts between 
Greeks and Asiatics, committed each in revenge for the pre
ceding. First came the rape of Europe from Phrenicia by 
Grecian adventurers,-perhaps, as Herodotus supposed, by 
Kretans: next, the abduction of Medeia from Kolchis by 
Jason, which . occasioned the . retaliatory act of Paris, when 
he stole away Helena from Menelaos. Up to this point 
the ·seizures of women by Greeks from Asiatics, and by 
Asiatics from Greeks, had been equivalent both ·in number 
and· in wrong. But the Greeks now thought fit. to equip 
a vast conjoint expedition to recover Helen, in the course 
of which they took and sacked Troy. The invasions of 
Greece by Darius and Xerxes were intended, according to 
the Persian antiquarians, as a long-delayed retribution for 
t)le injury inflicted on the Asiatics by Agamemnon and his 
followers. 1 

The account thus given of the adventures of Io,' when con
trasted with the genuine legend, is interesting, as it tends to 
illustrate the phrenomenon which early Grecian history is con
stantly presenting to us,-the way in which the epical furniture 
of an unknown past is recnst and newly coloured so as to meet 
those changes which take place in the retrospective feelings . of 
the present. The religious and poetical character of the whole 
legend disappears : nothing remains except the names of 
persons and places, and the voyage from Argos to Egypt : we 
have in exchange a sober, quasi-historical narrative, the value 
of which consists in its bearing on the grand contempo
rary conflicts between Persia and Greece, which filled the 
imagination of Herodotus and his readers. 

To proceed with the genealogy of the kings of Argos, Iasus 
was succeeded by Krotopus, son of his brother · Agenor; 

1 Herodot. i. 1-6. ·Pausanias (ii. 15, 1) will not undertake to determine 
whether the account given by Herodotus, or that of the old ·legend, re
specting the cause which carried Io from Argos to Egypt, is the true one : 
Ephorus (ap. Schol. Apoll. Rhod. ii. r68) repeats the abduction of Io to 
Egypt by the Phcenicians, subjoining a strange account of the etymology 
of the ·name Bosporus, The remarks of Plutarch on the narrative. of 
Herodotus are curious: he addu~es as one proof of the «a«o~8«a (bad 
feeling) of Herodotus, that the latter inserts s·o discreditable a narrative 
respecting HI, daughter of Inachus, "whom all Greeks believe to have 
been divinised by foreigners, to have given names to, seas and straits, and 
to be the source of the most illustrious regal families." He also blames 
Herodotus for rejecting Epaphos, It\, Iasus, and Argos, as highest members 
of the Perseid genealogy. He calls Herodotus <fnll.o{:Jdp{:Japos (Plutarch, De 
Malign. Herodoti, c. xi. xii. xiv. pp. 856, 857). . • . -
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Krotopus by Sthenelas, and he again by Gelanor.l In the 
reign of the latter, Danaos came with his fifty daughters from 
Egypt to Argos; and here we find another of those romantic 
adventures which so agreeably decorate the barrenness of the 
mythical genealogies. Danaos and .!Egyptos were two brothers 
descending from Epaphos, son of Io : lEgyptos had fifty sons, 
who were eager to marry the fifty daughters of Danaos, in 
spite of the strongest repugnance of the latter. To escape 
such a necessity, Danaos placed his fifty daughters on board 
of a penteconter (or vessel with fifty oars) and sought refuge at 
Argos ; touching in his voyage at the island of Rhodes, where 
he erected a statue of Athene at Lindos, which was long 
exhibited as a memorial of his passage. lEgyptos and his sons 
followed them to Argos and still pressed their suit, to which 
Danaos found himself compelled to assent; but on the wed
ding night he furnished each of his daughters with a dagger, 
and enjoined them to murder their husbands during the hour 
of sleep. His orders were obeyed by all, with the single excep
tion of Hypermnestra, who preserved her husband Lynkeus, 
incurring displeasure and punishment from her father. He 
afterwards, however, pardoned her ; ahd when by the voluntary 
abdication of Gelanor, he became king of Argos, Lynkeus was 
recognised as his son-in-law and ultimately succeeded him. 
The remaining daughters, having been purified by Athene and 
Hermes, were given in marriage to the victors in a gymnic 
contest publicly proclaimed. From Danaos was derived the 
name of Danai, applied to the inhabitants of the Argeian 
territory,2 and to the Homeric Greeks generally. 

1 It would be an unprofitable fatigue to enumerate the multiplied and 
irreconcileable discrepancies in regard to every step of this old Argeian 
genealogy. Whoever desires to see them brought together may consult 
Schubart, Qurestiones in Antiquitatem Heroicam, Marpurg, 1832, capp. 
I and 2. 

The remarks which Schubart makes (p. 35) upon Petit-Radel's Chront 
logical Tables will be assented to by those who follow the unceasing string 
of contradictions, without any sufficient reason to believe that any one of 
them is more worthy of trust than the remainder, which he has cited:
" Videant alii, quomodo genealogias heroicas, et chronologire rationes, in 
concordiam redigant. Ipse abstineo, probe persuasus, stemmata vera, 
historire fide com probata, in systema chronologire redigi posse : at ore pet· 
srecula tradita, a poetis reficta, srepe rnutata, prout fabula postulare vide
batur, ab historiarum deinde conditoribus restituta, scilicet, brevi, qualia 
prostant stemrnata-chronologire secundum annos distributre vincula semper 
recusatura esse." 

2 Apollod. ii. r. The Supplices of JEschylus is the commencing drama 
of a trilogy on this subject of the Dana!des,-'I~<l·noes, Al...,{nrno<, D.ava.ioes. 
Welcker, Griechisch. Tragiidien, vol. i. p. 48; the two latter are lost. 
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From the legend of the :Qanai:des we pass to two barren 

names of kings, Lynkeus and his son A bas. The two sons of 
Abas were Akrisios and Prcetos, who, after much dissension, 
divided between them the Argeian territory; Akrisios ruling at 
Argos, and Prcetos at Tiryns, The families of both formed 
the theme of romantic stories. To pass over for the present 
the legend of Bellerophon, and the unrequited passion which 
the wife of Prcetos conceived for him, we are told that the 
daughters of Prcetos, beautiful; and solicited in marriage by 
suitors from all Greece, were smitten with leprosy and driven 
mad, wandering in unseemly guise throughout Peloponnesus. 
The visitation had overtaken them, according to Hesiod, be
cause they refused to take part in the Bacchic rites ; according 
to Pherekydes and the Argeian Akusilaus,l because they had 
treated scornfully the wooden statue and simple equipments of 
Here: the religious character of the old legend here displays 
itself in a remarkable manner. Unable to cure his daughters, 
Prcetos invoked the aid of the renowned Pylian prophet and 
leech, Melampus son of Amythaon, who undertook to remove 
the malady on condition of being rewarded with the third part 
.of the kingdom. Prcetos in¢ignantly refused these conditions : 
but the state of his daughters becoming aggravated and intoler
able, he was compell~d again to apply to Melampus; who, 
on the second request, raised his demands still higher, and 

, required another third of the kingdom for his brother Bias . 
. These terms being acceded to, he performed his part of the 
1covenant. He appeased the wrath of Here by prayer and 
' sacrifice; or,· according to another account, he approached the 
· deranged women at the head of a troop . of young men, with 
,shouting and ecstatic dance,-the ceremonies appropriate to 
:the Bacchic worship of Dionysos,-and in this manner effected 
\their cure. Melampus, a name celebrated in many different 
Srecian mythes, is the legendary founder and progenitor of a 
i1'eat and long-continued family of prophets. He and his 
.brother Bias became kings of separate portions of the Argeian 
territory : he is recognised as ruler there even in the 

The old epic poem called Danals or Danaldes, which is mentioned in the 
,Tabula Iliaca as containing 5,000 verses, has perished, and is, unfortu
nately, very little alluded to: see Diintzer, Epic. Fragm. p. 3; Welcker, 
Der Episch. Kyklt1s, p. 35· 

.} 1 Apollod. I. c: : Pherekyd. ap. Schol. Hom. Odyss. xv. 225 ; Hesiod, 
Fragm. Marktsch. Fr .. 36, 37, 38. These Fragments belong to the Hesio
dic Catalogue of Women: Apollod6rus seems to refer to some other of 
the numerous Hesiodic poems. Diod6rus (iv. 68) assigns the anger of 
!Jioriysos as the cause. 

'· 
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Odyssey, and the prophet Theoklymenos, his grandson, is 
protected and carried to Ithaka by Telemachus.l Herodotus 
also alludes to the cure of the women, and to the double king
dom of Melampus and Bias in the Argeian land : recognising 
Melampus as the first person who introduced to the knowledge 
of the Greeks the name and worship of Dionysos, with its ap
propriate sacrifices and phallic processions. Here again he 
historicises various features of the old legend in a manner not 
unworthy of notice.2 

But Danae, the daughter of Akrisios, with her son Perseus, 
acquired still greater celebrity than her cousins the Prretides. 
An oracle had apprised Akrisios that his daughter would give 
birth to a son by whose hand he would himself be slain. To 
guard against this danger, he imprisoned Danae in a chamber 
of brass under ground. But the god Zeus had become 
amorous of her, and found means to descend through the roof 
in the form of a shower of gold : the consequence of his visits 
was the birth of Perseus. When Akrisios discovered that his 
daughter had given existence to a son, he enclosed both the 
mother and the child in a coffer, which he cast into the sea. 3 

The coffer was carried to the isle of Seriphos, where Diktys, 
brother of the king Polydektes, fished it up, and rescued both 
Danae and Perseus. The exploits of Perseus, when he grew 
up, against the three Phorkydes or daughters of Phorkys, and 
the three Gorgons, are among the most marvellous and imagin
ative in all Grecian legend : they bear a stamp almost Oriental. 
I shall not here repeat the details of those unparalleled hazards 
which the special favour of Athene enabled him to overcome, 
and which ended in his bringing back from Libya the terrific 
head of the Gorgon Medusa, endued with the property of 
turning every one who looked upon it into stone. In his re
turn, he rescued Andromeda, daughter of Kepheus, who had 
been exposed to be devoured by a sea-monster, and brought 
her back as his wife. Akrisios trembled to see him after this 

1 Odyss. xv. 24o-256. 
2 Herod. ix. 34; ii. 49: compare Pausan. ii. 18, 4· Instead of the 

Prcetides, or daughters of Prcetos, it is the Argeian women generally whom 
he represents Melampus as having cured, and the Argeians generally who 
send to Pylus to invoke his aid: the heroic personality which pervades the 
primitive story has disappeared. 

Kallimachus notices the Prcetid virgins as the parties sufferihg from 
madness, but he treats Artemis as the healing influence (Hymn. ad 
Dianam, 235). 

3 The beautiful fragment of Simonid~s (Fragm. vii. ed. Gaisford, Poet. 
Min.), describing Dana~ and the child thus exposed, is familiar to every 
classical reader. 
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victorious expedition, and retired into Thessa:ly to avoid him ; 
but Perseus followed him thither, and havin:g succeeded in 
calming his apprehensions, became competitor in a gymnic 
contest where his grandfather was among the spectators. By 
an incautious swing of his quoit, he unintentionally struck 
Akrisios, and caused his death: the predictions of the oracle 
were thus at -last fulfilled. Stung with remorse at the cata
strophe, and unwilling to return to Argos, ·which had been 
the principality of Akrisios, PerseLis made an exchange with 
Megapenthes, son of Prcetos king of Tiryns. Megapenthes 
became king of Argos, and Perseus of Tiryns: moreover the 
latter founded, within ten miles of Argos, the far-famed city of 
Mykeme. The massive walls of this city, like thos'e of Tiryns, 
of which.~ large portion ye( remains, were built f?r him by the 
Lykian Cyclopes.1 . · 

· . We here reach the commencement of the Perseid dynasty of 
Mykenre. It should be noticed, however, that there were 
among the ancient legends contradictory accounts of the found
ation of this city. Both the Odyssey and the great Eoiai 
enumerated, among the heroines, Mykene, the Eponyma of 
the city ; the former poem classifying her with Tyro and 
Alkmene, the latter describing her as the daughter of Inachus 
and wife of Arest6r. And Akusilaus mentioned an Eponymus 
Mykeneus, the son of Spart6n and grandson of Phoroneus.2 

The prophetic family of Melampus maintained itself in one· 
of the three parts of the divided Argeian kingdom for five 
generations, down to Amphiaraos and his sons Alkmre6n and 
Amphilochos. The dynasty of his brother Bias, and that of 
Megapenthes, son of Prcetos, continued each for four genera
tions : a list of barren names fills up the interval. 3 The 
Perseids of Mykenre boasted a descent long and glorious, 
heroic as well as historical, continuing down to the last kings 
of Sparta. 4 The issue of Perseus was numerous : his son 
Alkreos was father of Amphitry6n ; another of his sons, 
Elektry6n, was father of Alkmene; 5 a third, Sthenelos, father 
of Eurystheus. 

1, Pims. ii. rs, 4; ii. r6, 5· Apollod. ii. 2. Pherekyd. Fragm. 26, 
Dind .• 

2 Odyss. ii. 120. Hesiod, Fragment .. 154· Marktscheff.-Akusil. 
Fragm. 16. Pausan. ii. 16, 4· Hekatreus derived the name of the town 
from the p.vwqs of the sword of Perseus (Fragni. 36o, Dind. ). The Schol. 
ad Eurip. Orest. 1247, mentions Myk€neus as son of Spart!ln, but grandson 
of.Phegeus the brother of Phor!lneus. . . . 

8 . Pausan. ii. 18, 4· 4 Herodot. vi. 53· 
5 In the Hesiodic Shield of H€rakHls, Alkm€n€ is distinctly mentioned 
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After the death of Perseus, Alkceos and Amphitryon dwelt 

at Tiryns. The latter became engaged in a quarrel with 
Elektryon respecting cattle, and in a fit of passion killed him : 1 

moreover the piratical Taphians from the west coast of 
Akarnania invaded the country, and slew the sons of Elektryon, 
so that Alkmene alone was left of that family. She was en
gaged to wed Am phi tryon ; but she bound him by oath not 
to consummate the marriage until he had avenged upon the 
Telebore the death of her brothers. Amphitryon, compelled to 
flee the country as the murderer of his uncle, took refuge in 
Thebes, whither Alkmene accompanied him : Sthenelos was 
left in possession of Tiryns. The Kadmeians of Thebes, 
together with the Lokrians and Phokians, supplied Amphitryon 
with troops, which he conducted against the Telebore and the 
Taphians: 2 yet he could not have subd~ed them without the 
aid of Komretho, daughter of the Taphian king Pterelaus, who 
conceived a passion for him, and cut off from her father's 
head the golden lock to which Poseidon had attached the gift 
of immortality. a Having conquered and expelled his enemies, 
Amphitryon returned to Thebes, impatient to consummate his 
marriage: but Zeus on the wedding-night assumed his form 
and visited Alkmene before him : he had determined to pro
duce from her a son superior to all his prior offspring,-" a 
specimen of invincible force both to gods and men."~ At the 
proper time, Alkmene was delivered of twin sons : Herakles, 
the offspring of Zeus,-the inferior and unhonoured Iphikles, 
offspring of Amphitry6n.6 

as daughter of Elektrylln : the genealogical poet, Asios, called her the 
daughter of Amphiaraos and Eriphyle (Asii Fragm. 4, ed. Markt. p. 412). 
The date of Asios cannot be precisely fixed ; but he may be probably 
assigned to an epoch between the 3oth and 40th Olympiad. 

Asios must have adopted a totally different legend respecting the birth 
of Herakles and the circumstances preceding it, among which the deaths 
of her father and brothers are highly influential. Nor could he have 
accepted the received chronology of the sieges of Thebes and Troy. 

I So runs the old legend in the Hesiodic Shield of Herakles (12-82). 
Apollodllrus (or Pherekydes, whom he follows) softens it down, and repre
sents the death of Elektrylln as accidentally caused by Amphitrylln. 
(Apollod. ii. 4, 6. Pherekydes, Fra.gm. 27, Dind.) 

2 Hesiod. Scut. Here. 24. Theocrit. Idyll. xxiv. 4· Teleboas, the 
Eponym. of these marauding people, was son of Poseid6n (Anaximander, 
ap. Athenre. xi. p. 498). 

s Apollod. ii. 4, 7· Compare the fable of Nisus at Megara, inji-a, chap. 
xii. 

4 Hesiod. Scut. Here. 29. 15cppo. 8€0LCJ'III 'Avoptf.crL ,. aA.</>1JCT'TpCTLV &pijs 
aA.JC-rY,po. cpu-r<Ocrp. 

• Hesiod. Sc. H. 5o-56. 
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When Alkmene was on the point of being delivered at 

Thebes, Zeus publicly boasted among the assembled gods, at 
the instigation of the mischief-making Ate, that there was on 
that day about to be born on earth, from his breed, a son who 
should rule over all his neighbours. Here treated· this as an 
empty boast, calling ·upon him to bind. himself by an irre
missible oath· that . the prediction· should be realised. Zeus 
incautiously pledged his solemn word ; upon which Here 
darted swiftly down fiom Olympus to the Achaic Argos, .where 
the wife of Sthenelos (son of Perseus, arid therefore grandson of 
Zeus) was alreadyseven months gone with child. By the aid 
of the Eileithyire, the special goddesses of parturition, she caused 
Eurystheus, the son of Sthenelos, to be born before his time 
on· that very day, while she retarded tp.e delivery of Alkmene. 
Then returning to Olympus, she announced the fact to Zeus : 
"The good man Eurystheus, son of the Perseid Sthenelos, is 
this day born of thy loins : the sceptre of the Argeians worthily 
belongs to him." Zeus was thunderstruck at the consummation 
which he had improvidently bound himself to accomplish. He · 
seized Ate his evil counsellor. by the hair, and hurled her for 
ever away from Olympus : but he had no power to avert the 
ascendency of Eurystheus and the servitude of Herakles. 
"Many a pang did he suffer, when he saw his favourite son 
going through his degrading toil in the tasks imposed upon him 
by Eurystheus." 1 

. 'The legend, of unquestionable antiquity, here transcribed 
from. the Iliad, is one <;>f the most pregnant and characteristic 
in the Grecian mythology. It explains, according to the 
religious ideas familiar to the old epic poets, both the dis" 
tinguishing attributes and the ·endless toils and endurances· of 
Henikles,-the most renowned and most ubiquitous of all the 

., semi-divine personages worshipped by the Hellenes,-a being 
of irresistible force, and especially beloved by Zeus, yet 
condemned constantly to labour for others and to obey the 
commands of a worthless and cowardly persecutor. His re
compense is reserved to the close of his career, when his 
afflicting trials are brought to a close : he is then admitted to 
the godhead and receives in marriage Hebe.2 The , twelve 
labours, as they are called, too notorious to be here detailed, forni 

' ' . 
1 Homer, Iliad, xix. 9o-133; also viii. J6I-

. ~v a.tet a-Tf!vil.~eax', 06' EOv «fJ!Aov vlOv bp~-ro 
. •Epyov deucEs- c:xoVTa., inl EVpvu9llos O.l6Awv. 
2 Hesiod, Theogon. 951, TEli.E(Tas (TTOVOEVTas &.!8ll.ovs. Hom. Odyss. xi. 

6zo; Hesiod. Ecere, Fragm. 24, DUntzer, p. 36, 1I'OV1/pOn•Tov Kal ~p<(TTov. 
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a very small fraction of the exploits of this mighty being, which 
filled the Herakleian epics of the ancient poets. He is found 
not only in most parts of Hellas, but throughout all the other 
regions then known to the Greeks, from Cades to the river 
Therm6d6n in the Euxine and to Scythia, overcoming all diffi
culties and vanquishing all opponents. Distinguished families 
are everywhere to be traced who bear his patronymic, and glory 
in the belief that they are his descendants. Among Acha:ans, 
Kadmeians, and D6rians, Herakles is venerated: the latter 
especially treat him as their principal hero,-the Patron Hero
God of the race : the Herakleids form among all D6rians a 
privileged gens, in which at Sparta the special lineage of the 
two kings was included. 

His character lends itself to mythes countless in number 
as well as disparate in their character. The irresistible force 
remains constant, but it is sometimes applied with reckless 
violence against friends as well as enemies, sometimes devoted 
to the relief of the oppressed. The comic writers often brought 
him out as a coarse and stupid glutton, while the Keian 
philosopher Prodikos, without at all distorting the type, ex
tracted from it the simple, impressive, and imperishable 
apologue still known as the Choice of Hercules. 

After the death and apotheosis of Herakles, his son Hyllos 
and his other children were expelled and persecuted by 
Eurystheus ; the fear of whose vengeaQ.ce deterred both the 
Trachinian king Keyx and the Thebans from harbouring them. 
The Athenians alone were generous enough to brave the risk 
of offering them shelter. Eurystheus invaded Attica, but 
perished in the attempt by the hand of HyHos, or by that of 
Iolaos, the old companion and nephew of Herakles.l The 
chivalrous courage which the Athenians had on this occasion 
displayed on behalf of oppressed innocence, was a favourite 
theme for subsequent eulogy by Attic poets and orators. 

All the sons of Eurystheus lost their lives in the battle along 
with him, so that the Perseid family was now represented only 
by the Herakleids, who collected an army and endeavoured 
to recover the possessions from which they had been ex
pelled. The united forces of I6nians, Ach<eans, and Arcadians, 
then inhabiting Peloponnesus, met the invaders at the isthmus, 
when Hyllos, the eldest of the sons of Herakles, proposed that 
the contest should be determined by a single combat between 
himselfandany champion ofthe opposingarmy. Itwasagreed 
that if H yllos were victorious, the Herakleids should be restored 

1 Apoll. ii. 8, I; Hecatre. ap. Longin. c. 27; Diod6r. iv. 57· 
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to their possessions-if he were vanquished, that they should 
forego all claim for the space of a hundred years, or fifty years, 
or three generations,--,-for in the specification of the time, 
accounts differ: Echemos, the hero of Tegea in Arcadia, 
accepted the challenge, and Hyllos was slain in the encounter ; 
in consequence of which the Herakleids retired, and resided 
along with the Dorians under the protection of JEgimios, 
son of Dorus.1 As soon as the stipul?-ted period of truce had 
expired, they renewed their attempt upon Pelop~pnesus con
jointly with the Dorians, and with complete success : the great 
Dorian establishments of Argos, Sparta, and Messenia were the 
result. The details of this victorious invasion will be hereafter 
recounted. 

Siky6n, Phlios, Epidauros, and Trrezen 2 all boasted of re
spected eponyms and a genealogy of dignified length, not 
exempt from the usual discrepancies-but all just as much en
titled to a place on the tablet of history as the more renowned 
JEolids or Herakleids. I omit them here because I wish to 
impress upon the reader's mind the salient features and 
character of the legendary world,-not to load his memo(y 
with a full list of legendary names. 

CHAPTER V 

DEUKALION, HELLEN, AND SONS OF HELLEN 

IN the Hesiodic Theogony, as well as in the "Works and 
Days," the legend of Prometheus and Epimetheus presents an 
import religious, ethical, and social, and in this sense it is 
carried forward by JEschylus ; but to neither of the characters 
is any genealogical function assigned. The Hesiodic Catalogue 
of Women brought both of them into the stream of Grecian 
legendary lineage, representing Deukalion as the son of 
Prometheus and Pandora, and seemingly his wife Pyrrha as 
daughter of Epimetheus. 3 

1 Herodot. ix. 26 _; ·Diod6r. iv. 58. . ·.> . 
2 Pausan. ii. 5, ,s ; 12, 5 ; 26, 3· His statements. indicate how much 

the predominance of a powerful neighbour like Argos tended to alter the 
genealogies of these inferior towns. . . . 

" Schol. ad Apoll6n. Rhod. iii. roSs. Other accounts of the genealogy 
of Deukalion are given in the Schol. ad Homer. Odyss. x. 2, on the 
authority both of Hesiod and Akusilaus. · · 
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Deukalion is important in Grecian mythi.cal narrative under 

two points of view. First, he is the person specially saved 
at the time of the general deluge : next, he is the father of 
Hellen, the great eponym of the Hellenic race ; at least this 
was the more current story, though there were other statements 
which made Hellen the son of Zeus. 

The name of Deukalion is originally connected with the 
Lokrian towns of Kynos and Opus, and with the race of the 
Leleges, but he appears finally as settled in Thessaly, and 
ruling in the portion of that country called Phthiotis.1 Accord
ing to what seems to have been the old legendary account, it is 
the deluge which transferred him from the one to .the other; 
but according to another statement, framed in more historicis
ing times, he conducted a body of Kuretes and Leleges into 
Thessaly, and expelled the prior Pelasgian occupants. 2 

The enormous iniquity with which earth was contaminated 
--as Apollodorus says, by the then existing brazen race, or as 
others say, by the fifty monstrous sons of Lykaon-provoked 
Zeus to send a general deluge.8 An unremitting and terrible 
rain laid the whole of Greece under water, except the highest 
mountain-tops, whereon a few stragglers found refuge. Deu
kalion was saved in a chest or ark, which he had been fore-

1 Hesiodic Catalog. Fragm. xi. ; Gaisf. lxx. Diintzer
•H..,ot. yO.p A.otcpO~ .AehlniJv ~')')]O'a.To Aa.Wv, 
ToVs- /JO. '1TOTC Kpovt57JS" ZeVS", ti..f/l9t.To. p.'J}Oea. et8Ws, 
.A.eK.ToVs EK. ya.L7JS Acias- 1r6pe AeVtcaA.{wvt, 

The reputed lineage of Deukali6n continued in Phthia down to the time 
of Dikrearchus, if we may judge from the old Phthiot Pherekrat€s, whom 
he introduced in one of his dialogues as a disputant, and whom he 
expressly announced as a descendant of Deukali6n (Cicero, Tuscul. Disp. 
i. IO). 

2 The latter account is given by Dionys. Halic. i. 17; the former seems 
to have been given by Hellanikus, who affirmed that the ark after the 
deluge stopped upon Mount Othrys, and not upon Mount Parnassus 
(Schol. Pind. ut sup.), the former being suitable for a settlement in 
Thessaly. 

Pyrrha is the eponymous heroine of Pyrrhrea or Pyrrha, the ancient 
name of a portion of Thessaly (Rhianus, Fragm. r8, p. 71, ed. Diintzer). 

Hellanikus had written a work, now lost, entitled .O.•v~eal..<WPE<a : all the 
fragments of it which are cited have reference to places in Thessaly, 
Lokris and Phokis. See Preller, ad Hellanicum, p. 12 (Do~pt. r84o). 
Probably Hellanikus is the main source of the important position occupied 
by Deukali6n in Grecian legend. Thrasybulus and Akestod6rus repre
sented Deukali6n as having founded the oracle of D6d6na, immediately 
after the deluge (Etyrn. Mag. v • .O.w8wvaios). 

a Apollod6rus connects this deluge with the wickedness of the brazen 
race in Hesiod, according to the practice general with the logographers of 
~!ringing together a sequence olit of legends totally unconnected with each 
other (i. 7, 2). 
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warned by his father Prometheus to construct. After floating 
for nine days on the water, he at length landed on the summit 
of l\1ount Parnassus. Zeus having sent Hermes to · him, 
promising to grant whatever he asked, he prayed that men and 
companions might be sent to him in his solitude : accordingly 
Zeus directed both him and Pyrrha to cast stones over their 
heads : those cast by Pyrrha became women, those by Deukalion 
men. And thus the "stony race of men" (if we may be 
allowed to translate an etymology which the Greek language 
presents· exactly, and which has not been disdained by Hesiod, 
by Pindar, by Epicharmus, and by Virgil) came to tenant the 
soil of Greece.1 Deukalion on landing from the ark sacrificed 
a grateful offering to Zeus Phyxios, or the God of escape; he 
also erected altars in Thessaly to the twelve great gods of 
Olympus.2 .. 

The reality Of this deluge was firmly believed throughout 
the historical ages of Greece; the chronologers, reckoning up · 
by genealogies, assigned the exact date of it, and placed it at 
the same time as the conflagration of the world by the rashness 
of ·Phaeton, during the reign of K,rotopas, king of Argos, the 
seventh from Inachus.3 The meteorological work of Aristotle 
admits and reasons upon this deluge as an unquestionable 
fact, though he alters the locality by placing it west of Mount 
Pindus, near Dodona and the river Achelous.4 He at the 

1 Hesiod, Fragm. 135, ed. Markts. ap. Strabo. vii. p. 322, where the 
word Aaas, proposed by Heyne as the Teading of the unintelligible text, 
appears to me preferable to any of the other silggestions. Pindar, Olymp. 
ix. 47· ~Anp 0' Evvas IJp.ooap.ov K-r1)udullav Ailltvov -yovov• .Aaol li 
wvop.au8ev. Virgil, Georgie. i. 63. "Uncle homines nati, durum genus." 
Epicharmus ap. Schol. Pindar. Olymp. ix. 56, Hygin. f. 153. Philo
chorus retained the etymology, though he gave a totally different fable, 
nowise connected with Deukalil'ln, to account for it ; a curious proof how 
pleasing it was to the fancy of the Greeks (see Schol. ad Pind. I. c. 68). 
·• 2 Apollorl. i. 7, 2. Hellanic. Fragm. 15, Didot. Hellanikus affirmed 
that the ark rested on Mount Othrys, not on Mount Pamassus (Fragm. 16. 
Didot). Servius (ad Virgil. Eclog. vi. 41) placed it on Mount Athl'ls-
Hyginus (f. 'r53) on Mount JEtna. · 

3 Tatian adv. Grrec. c. 6o, adopted both. by Clemens and Eusebius. 
The Parian marble placed this deluge in the reign of Kranaos at Athens, 
752 years before the first recorded Olympiad, and 1528 years before the 
Christian rera ; Apollodl'lrus also places it in the reign of Kranaos, and in 

·that of Nyctimus in Arca,dia (iii. 8, 2; 14, 5). 
The deluge and the ekpy•·osis or conflagration are connected together 

also in . Servius ad Virgil. Bucol. vi. 41 : he refines both of them into a 
"mutationem temporum." ,· 

' Aristot. Meteorol. i. 14. Justin rationalises the fable by telling us 
that Deukalil'ln was king of Thessaly, who provided shelter and protection 
to the fugitives from the deluge (ii. 6, II). 
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same time treats it as a physical phrenomenon, the result of 
periodical cycles in the atmosphere,-thus departing from the 
religious character of the old legend, which described it as a 
judgment inflicted by Zeus upon a wicked race. Statements 
founded upon this event were in circulation throughout Greece 
even to a very late date. The Megarians affirmed that Megaros, 
their hero, son of Zeus by a local nymph, had found safety 
from the waters on the lofty summit of their mountain Geraneia, 
which had not been completely submerged. And in the 
magnificent temple of the Olympian Zeus at Athens, a cavity 
in the earth was shown, through which it was affirmed that 
the waters of the deluge had retired. Even in the time of 
Pausanias, the priests poured into this cavity holy offerings of 
meal and honey. 1 In this, as in other parts of Greece, the 
idea of the Deukalionian deluge was blended with the religious 
impressions of the people, and commemorated by their sacred 
ceremonies. 

The offspring of Deukalion and Pyrrha were two sons, 
Hellen and Amphiktyon, and a daughter, Protogeneia, whose 
son by Zeus was Aethlius : it was however maintained by 
many, that Hellen was the son of Zeus and not of Deukalion. 
Hellen had by a nymph three sons, Dorus, Xuthus, and 
JEolus. He gave to those who had been before called Greeks, 2 

the name of Hellenes, and partitioned his territory among his 
three children. JEolus reigned in Thessaly; Xuthus received 
Peloponnesus, and had by Kreiisa as his sons, Achreus and 
Ion ; while Dorus occupied the country lying opposite to the 
Peloponnesus, on the northern side of the Corinthian Gulf. 
These three gave to the inhabitants of their respective countries 
the names of JEolians, Achreans and Ionians, and Dorians.s 

Such is the genealogy as we find it in Apollodorus. In so 
far as the names and filiation are concerned, many points in it 

1 Pausan. i. r8, 7; 40, r. According to the Parian marble (s. 5), 
Deukali6n had come to Athens after the deluge, and had there himself 
founded the temple of the Olympian Zeus. The etymologv and allegorisa· 
tion of the names of Deukali6n and Pyrrha, given by Volcker in his in
genious Mythologie des Iapetischen Geschlechts {Giessen, 1824), p. 343, 
appears to me not at all convincing. 

11 Such is the statement of Apollod6rus (i. 7, 3); but I cannot bring 
myself to believe that the name (rpaiJ<ol) Greeks is at all old in the 
legend, or that the passage of Hesiod, in which Grrecus and Latinus pur
port to be mentioned, is genuine. 

See Hesiod, Theogon. 1013, and Catalog. Fragm. xxix. ed. Gottling, 
with the note of Gottling; also Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterth. i. I. p. 3II, 
and Bernhardy, Griech. Literal. vol. i. p. 167. 

8 Apollod. i. 7, 4· 
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are given differently, or implicitly contradicted,. by Euripides 
and other writers. Though as literal and personal history it 
deserves no notice, its import is both intelligible and com
'prehensive. It expounds and symbolises the first fraternal 
,aggregation of Hellenic men, together with their territorial . 
distribution and the institutions which they collectively 
venerated. · 

There were two great holding-points in. common for' every 
section of Greeks. One was the Amphiktyonic assembly, 
which met half-yearly, alternately at Delphi and at Ther
mopyl::e; originally and chiefly for common religious purposes, 
but indirectly and occasionally embracing political and social 
objects along with .them. The other was, the public festivals 
or games, of which the Olympic came first in importance; 
next the Pythian, Nemean and Isthmian,-,-institutions which 
combined religious· solemnities with recreative effusion and 
hearty sympathies, in a manner so imposing . and so un
paralleled. Amphiktyon represents the first of these institu
tions, and :Aethlius the second. As the Amphiktyonic assembly 
was always especially comiected with Thermopylre and Thessaly, 
Amphiktyon is made the son of the Thessalian Deukalion; 
but as the Olympic festival was nowise locally connected with 
Deukalion, Aethlius is represented as havipg Zeus for his 
father, and as touching Deukalion only through the maternal 
line. It will be seen presently that the only matter predicated 
respecting Aethlius is, that he settled in the territory of Elis, 
and begat Endymion : this brings him into local contact with 
the Olympic games, and his function is then ended. 

Having thus got Bellas as an aggregate with its main· 
, cementing forces, we· march on to its sub-division into· parts, 

through LEolus, Dorus and Xu thus, the three sons of Hellen; 1 

a distribution which is far from being exhaustive: nevertheless, 
the genealogists whom Apollodorus follows recognise no more 
than three sons. 

The genealogy is essentially post-Homeric; for Homer knows 
Bellas and the Hellenes only in connexion with a portion of 
Achaia Phthiotis. But as it is recognised in the Hesiodic 

1 How literally and irn.plicitly even .the ablest Greeks believed in 
eponymous persons, such as HeW~n and I&n, as the real progenitors of the 
races called after him, may be seen by this, that Aristotle gives this 
common descent as the definition of 7lvos (Metaphysic. iv. p. I IS, 
Brandis)- · 

rlvos "'"fETO.t, TO J.L~V • • • TO o~, O.q,' oli &v &en ?rp~TOV l<tV1)<faVTOS els Tb 
f1vcu. OVrw 7ap Af-yovrat ol ~fv, ''EAA17ves 70 ~fvos, ol 0~, ~lwvEs· 'TtP, oi 
J.LEV a?rO "E.ll.li.'I/VOS, oi OE a?rO ·~·wos, •lvat ?rp~TOV "fEVV{JlfaVTOS. . 
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Catalogue 1-composed probably within the first century after 
the commencement of recorded Olympiads, or before 676 B.C. 
-the peculiarities of it, dating from so early a period, deserve 
much attention. We may remark, first, that it seems to exhibit 
to us Dorus and JEolus as the only pure and genuine offspring 
of Hellen. For their brother Xuthus is not enrolled as an 
eponym us; he neither founds nor names any people ; it is 
only his sons Achreus and Ion, after his blood has been 
mingled with that of the Erechtheid Kreiisa, who become 
eponyms and founders, each of his own separate people. 
Next, as to the territorial distribution, Xuthus receives Pelo
ponnesus from his father, and unites himself with Attica 
(which the author of this genealogy seems to have conceived 
as originally unconnected with Hellen) by his marriage with the 
daughter of the indigenous hero Erechtheus. The issue of this 
marriage, Achreus and Ion, present to us the population of 
Peloponnesus and Attica conjointly as related among themselves 
by the tie of brotherhood, but as one degree more distant both 
from Dorians and JEolians. JEolus reigns over the regions 
about Thessaly, and calls the people in those parts JEolians ; 
while Dorus occupies " the country over against Peloponnesus 
on the opposite side of the Corinthian Gulf," and calls the 
inhabitants after himself, Dorians.2 It is at once evident that 
this designation is in no way applicable to the confined district 
between Parnassus and CEta, which alone is known by the 
name of Doris, and its inhabitants by that of Dorians, in the 
historical ages. In the view of the author of this genealogy, 
the Dorians are the original occupants of the large range of 
territory north of the Corinthian Gulf, comprising 1Etolia, 
PhOkis, and the territory of the Ozolian Lokrians. And 

1 Hesiod, Fragm. 8. p. 278, ed. Marktsch.-
.. EM1Jvot 8" €yEvovro fhp.ttTTorr6Ao1 f3cu:nA~e:s 
AWpOs Te, S'oii86!t ·T£, ~ea.l AioA.os i:1rrnoxO.pp.~. 
Al.oA.{Oa.t s· Eyivovro 0e:JJ.la'T01T6Aot ~aut.A.Tjes 
Kpl)6!!Vs 7,8' • A90.J.Las ~eat '1-lrrot/Jos a.ioAop.l]TlJs 
la..\J.LwvWs -r' O.Ot.Kos ~ea.l. inrf.p9vp.os lle:pn1P"1'i· 

2 Apoilod. i. 7, 3· "'E?..?..?Jvos lie t«xl Nvp.<J>?Js 'Opu-f!r5os (?), t:.wpos, t:loveos, 
Afo?..os. A~Tbs p.ev o3v &¢' avTov ToVs H:a?..ovp.~vovs rpaiH:obs wpoCT?J'YOp<vu<v 
"'E?..?..?)vas, 'TOLS lie 'lrCUCTlv ip.€pt!T€ 'T~II xrf>pav. Kal t:lovllos p.ev ?..a{3d>v 'T~V 
Il<?..ow&vv?Juov, ~K Kp<oVCT?JS Ti)s 'Ep•xe<ws 'Axacbv i-y~vv?JCT< Kal "Iwva, &¢' 
~~~ 'Axacol Kal ~lwv<S H:al..ovvTaC. f:>.wpos lie, 'T~V 'lrEpav XWpav Il<AO'IrOV· 
v-f!f1'ov ?..a{3d>v, Tobs H:aToliCovs &<j>' ~avTov l:>.wpcels EH:c!?..<CT<V. 
Afo?..os ii€, {3auc?..<6wv TOJV ?r<pl El<TTa?..lav TOwwv, robs ivo<ICOVVT<U Aio?..iis 
7<pOIT?J'Y0p<VCT<. 

Strabo (viii. p. 383) and Con8n (Nar. 27), who evidently copy from 
the same source, represent D8rus as going to settle in the territory properly 
known as D6ris. 
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thi~; farther harmonises with the. other legend noticed by Apol
lod6rus, when he states that lEtolus, son of Endymion, having 
bef;n forced , to expatriate from Peloponnesus, crossed into 
the~ Kutetid · territory, 1 ·and was· there hospitably received by 
D6rus, Laodokus, and. Polypretes, .sons of Apollo and Phthia. 
Ht~ slew his hosts, acquired the territory, and gave to it the 
naine of JEt6lia: his son Pleur6n married Xanthippe; daughter 
of;Dorus; while his.other son, Ka1ydon, marries lEolia, daughter 
of1.Amythaon. Here again we have the name of Dorus, or the 
D;orians, connectecj. with the tract subsequently termed lEtolia. 
That Dorus should in one place be called the . son of Apollo 
aAd Phthia, and in another place· the son of Hellen by a 
n¥mph, will surprise no one accustomed . to the fluctuating 
personal nomenclature. of . these old legends : moreover the 
n'ame of Phthia is easy to reconcile with that of Hellen, as 
tioth are identified with the same portion 'of Thessaly, even 

. from the days of the Iliad. 
,• This story, that the Dorians were at one time the occupants, 
or the chief occupants, of the range of territory between the 
!river AchelOus and the northern shore of the Corinthian Gulf, 
is at least more. suitable to the facts attested · by historical 
:evidence than the fegends·given in Herodotus, who represents 
;the ·. D6riahs as originally in the Phthiotid ; then as passing . 
(under Dorus, the son of Hellen, into the Histia:otid, under the 
;mountains of Ossa and Olympus; next, as. driven by the 
: Kadmeiaris into the regions of Pindus; from thence passing 
. into the Dryopid territory, on Mount CEta; lastly, from'thence 
; into · Peloponnesus.2 The received story was, that the great 
; Dorian establishments in Peloponnesus were fo!med by invasion 
,.from the north, and that the invaders crossed the gulf from 
1 Naupaktus,-a statement which, however disputable with re-

spect to Argos, seems highly probable in regard both to Sparta 
and Messenia. That the.name of Dorians comprehended far 
more than the inhabitants of the insignificant tetrapolis of 
Doris Proper, must be assum~d, if we believe that they 
conquered Sparta and Messenia: both the magnitude of the 
conquest itself and the passa:ge of a large portion of them from 
Naupaktus, harmonise with the legend as given by Apollodorus, 
in which the Dorians are represented as the principal inhabitants 

1 Apollod; i. 7. 6. AhwA.hs ••• ' </>V"/'?.11 el$ 'T~V Kovp~'TLO<I. xcJ,pa.v, 
~e-Telva.s 'TOVS {nrol'ie~apivovs ~O{iis ~eal 'A1r6A.A.wvos vloh, · ilwpov ~eal Aa61lo1<ov 
teal lloA.tnroi-r-1/V, &<f) ~atrroii Tijv xcJ,pav AhwA.{a·v traiA.E<TE. Again, .i, 8, I. 
UMvpwv (son of 1Et6lus) ·rhp.as • Eav8[""'1" 'T~JV JlcJ,pov, 1rai'oa l"l'€vv'I<TEV 
'A"tfJvopa. 

2 Herod. i. 56. 
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of the northern shore of the gulf. The statements which 
we find in Herodotus, respecting the early migrations of the 
Dorians, have been considered as possessing greater historical 
value than those of the fabulist Apollodorus. But both are 
equally matter of legend, while the brief indications of the 
latter seem to be most in harmony with the facts which we 
afterwards find attested by history. 

It has already been mentioned that the genealogy which 
makes JEolus, Xuthus and Dorus sons of Hellen, is as old as 
the Hesiodic Catalogue; probably also that which makes 
Hellen son of Deukalion. Aethlius also is an Hesiodic person
age: whether Amphiktyon be so or not, we have no proof.l 
They could not have been introduced into the legendary 
genealogy until after the Olympic games and the Amphiktyonic 
council had acquired an established and extensive reverence 
throughout Greece. 

Respecting Dorus the son of Helli~n, we find neither legends 
nor legendary genealogy; respecting Xuthus, very little beyond 
the tale of Kreiisa and Ion, which has its place more naturally 
among the Attic fables. Achreus, however, who is here repre
sented as the son of Xuthus, appears in other stories with very 
different parentage and accompaniments. According to the 
statement which we find in Dionysius of Halikarnassus, 
Achreus, Phthius and Pelasgus are sons of Poseidon and 
Larissa. They migrate from Peloponnesus into Thessaly, and 
distribute the Thessalian territory between them, giving their 
names to its principal divisions : their descendants in the 
sixth generation were driven out of that country by the invasion 
of Deukalion at the head of the Kuretes and the Leleges. 2 

This \Yas the story of those who wanted to provide an eponym us 
1 Schol. Apollon. Rhod. iv. 57· Tov oe 'Evouf.dwva 'Hulooos /i-EV 'Ae8A.lou 

'TOV tubs KIXl KaAVI(7]S 71"1lt01% ?..e-yE< • • • Kal nei<Tavlipos OE Ttt "~"&. </>7]0"t, 
""l 'A~eouul?..aos, ~eal 4>epe~evli7}s, ""l Ni~eavopos ~v liev'TEP't' Ai'Tw?..tKwv, ""l 
<3Ed1f'op.7ros Ev 'E1fo1J'odats. 

Respecting the parentage of Hell~n, the references to Hesiod are very 
confused. Compare Schol. Homer. Odyss. x. 2, and Schol. Apollon. 
Rhod. iii. ro86. See also Hellanic. Frag. ro. Didot. 

Apollodl'lrus and Pherekydes before him (Fragm. 51. Didot), called 
Prl'ltogeneia daughter of Deukalil'ln; Pindar (Olymp. ix. 64) designated 
her as daughter of Opus. One of the stratagems mentioned by the 
Scholiast to get rid of this genealogical discrepancy was the supposition 
that Deukalil'ln had two names (litc6vup.os); that he was also named Opus. 
(Schol. Pind. Olymp. ix. 85.) 

That the Deukalidre or posterity of Deukali6n reigned in Thessaly, was 
mentioned both by Hesiod and Hekatreus, ap. Schol. Apollon. Rhod. iv. 
z6s. 

2 Dionys. H. A. R. i. 17. 
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for the Ach::eans in the southern districts of Thessaly .: Pau
sanias accomplishes the· same object by different means, , 
representing Ach::eus the son of Xuthus as having gone back 
to Thessaly and occupied the portion of it to which his father 
was entitled. Then, by way of explaining how it was that 
there were Ach::eans at Sparta and at Argos, he tells us that 
Archander and Architeles the sons of Ach::eus, came back 
from ·Thessaly to Peloponnesus, and married two daughters 
of Danaus; they acquired great influence at Argos and Sparta, 
and gave to the people the name of Ach::eans after their father 
Ach::eus.1 · 

Euripides also deviates very materially from the Hesiodic 
genealogy in respect to these eponymous persons. In the' 
drama called I6n, he describes I6n as son of Kreiisa by Apollo, 
bu"t adopted by Xuthus; according to him, the real sons of 
Xuthus and Kreiisa are D6rus and Ach::eus,2-eponyms of 
the P6rians and Ach::eans in the interior of Peloponnesus. 
And it is a still more capital point of difference that he omits 
Hellen altogether-making Xuthus an Ach::ean by race, the 
son of JEolus, who is the son of Zeus.3 This is the more 
remarkable, as in the fragments of two other dramas of Euri
pides, the Melanippe and the JEolus, we find Hellen mentioned 
both as father of JEolus and son of Zeus.4 To· the general 
public even of the most instructed city of Greece, fluctuations 
and discr~pancies in these mythical genealogies seem to have 

. been neither surprising nor offensive. 

1 Pausan. vii. I, I-3- Herodotus also mentions (ii. 97) Archander, son 
of Phthius and grandson of Achreus, who married the daughter of Danaus. 

i Larcher (Essai sur !a Chronologie d'Herodote, ch. x. p. 321) tells us that 
~this cannot be the Danaus who came from Egypt, the father of the fifty 
: daughters, who must have lived two centuries earlier, as may be proved 

by chronological arguments : this must be another Danaus, according to 
him. . . · 

Strabo seems to give a different story respecting the Achreans in 
Peloponnesus : he says that they were the original population of the 
peninsula, that they came in from Phthia with Pelops, and inhabited 
Laconia, which was from them called Argos Achaicum, and that on the 

·. conquest of the D6rians, they moved. into Achaia properly so called, 
expelling the Ionians therefrom (Strabo, viii. p. 365). This narrative is, I. 

;: presume, borrowed from Ephorus. 
2 Eurip. Ion, I 590, 
8 Eurip. Iori, 64. . · 

, 4 See the Fragments of these two plays in Matthiae's edition ; compare 
·welcker, Griechisch. Tragi:id. v. ii. p. 842. If we may·judge from the· 
Fragments of the Latin Melanippe of Ennius (see Fragm. 2, ed. Bothe), 
Hellen was introduced as one of the characters of the piece. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE 1EOLIDS1 OR SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF JEOLUS 

IF two of the sons of Hellen, Dorus and Xuthus, present to 
us families comparatively unnoticed in mythical narrative, the 
third son, .IEolus, richly makes up for the deficiency. From 
him we pass to his seven sons and five daughters, amidst a 
great abundance of heroic and poetical incident. 

In dealing however with these extensive mythical families, it 
is necessary to observe, that the legendary world of Greece, in 
the manner in which it i~ presented to us, appears invested with 
a degree of symmetry and coherence which did not originally 
belong to it. For the old ballads and stories which were sung 
or recounted at the multiplied festivals of Greece, each on its 
own special theme, have been lost : the religious narratives, 
which the Exegetes of every temple had present to his memory, 
explanatory of the peculiar religious ceremonies and local 
customs in his own town or Deme, had passed away. All 
these primitive elements, originally distinct and unconnected, 
are removed out of our sight, and we possess only an aggregate 
result, formed by many confluent streams of fable, and con
nected together by the agency of subsequent poets and logo
graphers. Even the earliest agents in this work of connecting 
and systematising-the Hesiodic poets-have been hardly at 
all preserved. Our information respecting Grecian mythology 
is derived chiefly from the prose logographers who followed 
them, and in whose works, since a continuous narrative was 
above all things essential to them, the fabulous personages are 
woven into still more comprehensive pedigrees, and the original 
isolation of the legends still better disguised. Hekat~us, 
Pherekydes, Hellanikus, and Akusilaus lived at a time when 
the idea of Hellas as one great whole, composed of fraternal 
sections, was deeply rooted in the mind of every Greek; and 
when the hypothesis of a few great families, branching out 
widely from one common stem, was more popular and accept
able than that of a distinct indigenous origin in each of the 
separate districts. These logographers, indeed, have themselves 
been lost; but Apollodorus and the various scholiasts, our 
great immediate sources of information respecting Greciar 
mythology, chiefly borrowed from them : so that the legendary 
world of Greece is in fact known to us through them, combine< 
with the dramatic and Alexandrine poets, their Latin imitators, 
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and the still' i~ter · class of scholiasts :-except indeed such· 
occasional glimpses as we obtain from the Iliad and the 

1 Odyssey, arid the remaining Hesiodic fragments which exhibit 
but too fr~q~ently a. hopeless diversity when confronted with 
.the narratives of the logographers. . ' . 

t , Jhough JEolus (as has been already stated) is himself calfed 
the sori of Hellen along with Dorus and Xu thus, yet the legends 

\ cbncerning th~ JEolids, far from being 0 dep_endent upon rhis 
.~ genealogy, .are not· all even coherent With It: moreover the 
l nam·e ·of JEolus in the. legend is. older than that of Hellen, 
'i inasmuch as it octurs· both in the Iliad and Odyssey.1 Odysseus 
t- seedn the under-world the beautiful Tyro, daughter of Salmo~ 
1 neus, and wife of Kretheus, son of l.Eolus. ' l ~· ./Eolus is 'represented as having reigned in Thessaly : his 
1 seven' sons . were·· Kretheus, Sisyphus, Athamas, . Salmoneqs, 
jDei6n; Magnes, and Perieres: his five daughters, Canace, 
1 Alcyone, Peisidike, Calyce and Perimede. The fables of this 

·! nice seem to be distinguished by a constant introduction of 
; the .:god Poseidon, as .well as by an unusual prevalence of 
' haughty and presumptuous attributes an10ng the JEcilid heroes,.·· 
1 leading tliem·~o affront the:gods by pretences of equality, and 
; _sometimes even by defiance. The worship of Poseidon· must 
~ probably have been diffused and pre-eminent among a people 
~with whom these legends originated. . . 

SECTiON· I.-SONS. OF JEOLUS 

: Salmoneus is not described in the Odyssey as son of 'LEolus, 
but he is so denominated both iri the Hesi.odic Catalogue, and 
'by the subsequent logographers. His ·daughter Tyro became 

... }namoured of· the river 'Enipeus, the most beautiful . of_ all 
:3treams that traverse the earth; she. frequented the ·banks 
'assiduously,and there ~he god Poseidon found means to indulge . 
his passion for her, assuming the character .of the river-god · 
,himself. · The fruit of this alliance were the twin brothers, 
·Pelias and Neleus: Tyro afterwards was given. in marriage to 
her·uncle Kretheus, another son of JEolus, by whom she had 
l.Eson, Pheres and Amythaon~all names of' celebrity in the 
heroic Iegends,2 The-adventures of"Tyro formed the subject 

. 1 Iliad, ;i. ·I 54· llcrvcposAloA.io7Js, &c . 
.;,·1\gain, Odyss. xi. 234- ·. . 
{' ;,~ >;. .. "Eve· Vrot trpWrrrv TvfW iBov F1HrarEpeta~v, 
~ ~ 1 · · · , ~H cj.Jri-ro l:aAM.-w~oo; ap.yp.ovos iKyovtX e1vat, 
!~ · . . 4>~.~~ Kp~9~o< 'Y"vil EfLJL<va.< AioAi3a.o. 
~'2 lio~~r; Odyss. xi. 234-:-257 ;'xv. 226. 
)'•' 'tJ~ ,;..- -. 
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of an affecting drama of Sophokles, now lost. Her father had 
married a second wife, named Sider6, whose cruel counsels 
induced him to punish and torture his daughter on account 
of her intercourse with Poseidon. She was shorn of her 
magnificent hair, beaten and ill-used in various ways, and con
fined in a loathsome dungeon. Unable to take care of her 
two children, she had been compelled to expose them immedi
ately on their birth in a little boat on the river Enipeus; they 
were preserved by the kindness of a herdsman, and when 
grown up to manhood, rescued their mother, and revenged 
her wrongs by putting to death the iron-hearted Sider6.1 This 
pathetic tale respecting the long imprisonment of Tyro is sub
stituted by Sophokles in place of the Homeric legend, which 
represented her to have become the wife of Kretheus and 
mother of a numerous offspring.2 

Her father, the unjust Salmoneus, exhibited in his conduct 
the most insolent impiety towards the gods. He assumed the 
name and title even of Zeus, and caused to be offered to him
self the sacrifices destined for that god : he also imitated the 
thunder and lightning, by driving about with brazen caldrons 
attached to his chanot and casting lighted torches towards 
heaven. Such wickedness finally drew upon him the wrath 
of Zeus, who smote him with a thunderbolt, and effaced 
from the earth the city which he had founded, with all its 
inhabitants. 3 

1 Diodorus, iv. 68. Sophokles. Fragm. I. Tvpw. !arpws "l<o'Y}pw «al 
<j>epovua Tolivop.a. The genius of Sophokles is Occasionally seduced by this 
play upon the ·etymology of a name, even in the most impressive scenes of 
his tragedies. See Ajax, 425. Compare Hellanik. Fragm. p. 9, ed. Preller. 
There was a first and second edition of the Tyr6-r7js o~vrlpas Tvpovs. 
Schol. ad Aristoph. Av. 276. See the few fragments of the lost drama in 
Dindorfs Collection, p. 53· The plot was in many respects analogous to 
the Antiope of Euripides. 

2 A third story, different both from Homer and from Sophokles, 
respecting Tyro, is found in Hyginus (Fab. lx.): it is of a tragical cast, 
and borrowed, like so many other tales in that collection, from one of the 
lost Greek dramas. 

8 Apollod. i 9, 7. "lall.p.wvetls .,.' lf.otJ<os Kal 61rlp1Jvp.os ITept~p'l)s. Hesiod, 
F· agm. Catal. 8. Marktscheffel. 

Where the city of Salmoneus was situated, the ancient investigators were 
not agreed; whether in the Pisatid, or in Elis, or in Thessaly (see Strabo, 
viii. p. 356). Euripides in his ..Eolus placed him on the banks of the 
Alpheius (Eurip. Fragm. tEo!. I). A village and fountain in the Pisatid 
bore the name of Salmone; but the mention of the river Enipeus seems to 
mark Thessaly as the original seat of the legend. But the nai·vett of the 
tale preserved by Apollodorus (Virgil in the ..Eneid, vi. 586, has retouched 
it) marks its alilcient date: the final circumstance of that tale was, that the 
city and its inhabitants were annihilated. 
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Pelias and Neleus, "both stout vassals o( the great Zeus," 

. becam·e engaged in· dissension respecting the kingdom of Iolkos 
· in Thessaly. Pelias got possession of it, and dwelt there in 

plenty and prosperity; but he. had offended the goddess Here 
. by killing Sidero upon her altar, and.· the . effects of . her wratp 
were manifested in his relations with his'nephew. Jas6n.l , 

Neleus quitted Thess.aly, went into Peloponnesus, and ther~ 
'<founded the kingdom of Pylos; · He purchased, by immense 

marriage presents, the privilege of wedding the beautiful Chloris, 
daughter of Amphion, king of Orchomenos, by whom he had 
,twelve sons and but one daughter 2-the fair -and captivating 
Perf>, whom suitors from all the neighbourhood courted in 
marriage .. ButNeleus, "the haughtiest ofliving men," 8 refused 
t9. entertain the pretensions of· any of them : he would· grant 
his daughter only to that man who should bring to him the 
oxen· of Iphiklos, from Phylake in Thessaly. These precious 
animals were carefully guarded, as well by herdsmen as by a 
dog whom neither inan nor animaf could .approach. Never
theless, Bias, the son of Arrtytha6n, nephew of Neleus, being 
desperately, enamoured_ of Per6, .prevailed upon his brother 
Melampus to undertake for his sake the perilous adventure, in 
spite,of,the prophetic knowledge of the latter, which forewarned 
him that 'though he would ultimately succee<:f, the prize must 
be purchased by severe captivity and suffering. Melampus, in 
attempting to steal the· oxen, was seized and put in prison; 
frem whence nothing but his prophetic powers rescued him. 
Being acquainted with the language of worms, he heard these 
animals communicating to each other, in the. roof over his • 
head, Jhat the beams were nearly eaten through and about to 

; fall in~ He communicated this intelligence to his guards, and 
demanded to be conveyed to another place of confinement, 
announcing that the roof would presently. fall· in and bury 
thei:n. The predict~on was fulfilled, and Phylakos, father of 
Iphiklos, full ofwonder at this specimen of prophetic power; 

· immediately caused him to be released. He further consulted 
him respecting the condition of. his son Iphiklos, who was 
childless ; and . promised him the possession ·of the oxen on 

· condition of his suggesting the means whereby offspring might 

· ,Ephorus makes SalmGneu~ king of the Epeiam; and of .the Pisat~ 
(Fr.agrn; .rs; ed. Didot): · · . 

• , The. lost. drama of· Sophokles, called ::Sal\pwv•vs, was a lipap.a tFarvpuc&v. 
• See! Dindorfs Fra:gm:. 483. · 

· ' 1 Hom. Od. xi. z8o. Apollod. L 9, 9· ~<pa·dpw Oeprl1rovre A<os, &c. 
: 2· Diod6r. iv. 68. · .. ·. · · 

3 Nnll.i!a r€ p.ey&.eu;l.ov, IJ.rau&rarov c,;,OPTWP (Hom. Odyss. xv. 228). 
:VOL; I; . • H . 
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be etlsured. A vulture having communicated to Melampus 
the requisite information, Podarkes, the son of I phiklos, 
W1l.S born shortly afterwards. In this manner Melampus 
obtained possession of the oxen, and conveyed them to Pylos, 
ensuring to his brother Bias the hand of Pero. 1 How this 
great legendary character, by miraculously healing the deranged 
daughters of Prretos, procured both for himself and for Bias 
dominion in Argos, has been recounted in a preceding 
chapter. 

Of the twelve sons of Neleus, one at least, Periklymenos,
besides the ever-memorable Nestor,-was distinguished for his 
exploits as well as for his miraculous gifts. Poseidon, the 
divine father of the race, had bestowed upon him the privilege 
of changing his form at pleasure into that of any bird, beast, 
reptile, or insect.2 He had occasion for all these resources, 
and he employed them for a time with success in defending 
his family against the terrible indignation of Herakles, who, 
provoked by the refusal of Ne!eus to perform for him the 
ceremony of purification after his murder of Iphitus, attacked 
the Ne!eids at Pylos. Periklymenos by his extraordinary 
powers prolonged the resistance, but the hour of his fate was 
at length brought upon him by the intervention of Athene, 
who pointed him out to Herakles while he was perched as a 
bee upon the hero's chariot. He was killed, and Herakles 
became completely victorious, overpowering Poseidon, Here, 
Ares, and Hades, and even wounding the three latter, who 
assisted in the defence. Eleven of the sons of Neleus perished 
by his hand, while Nestor, then a youth, was preserved only 
by his accidental absence at Gerena, away from his father's 
residence. 3 

1 Hom. Od. xi. 278; xv. 234· Apollod. i. 9, 12. The basis of this 
curious romance is in the Odyssey, amplified by subsequent poets. There are 
points, however, in the old Homeric legend, as it is briefly sketched in the 
fifteenth book of the Odyssey, which seem to have been subsequently left 
out or varied. NeJeus seizes the property of Melampus during his absence; 
the latter, returning with the oxen from Phylake, revenges himself upon 
Neleus for the injury. Odyss. xv. 233. 

2 Hesiod, Catalog. ap. Schol. Apoll6n. Rhod. i. 156; Ovid, Metam. xii. 
p. 556; Eustath. ad Odyss. xi. p. 284. Poseid6n carefully protects 
Antilochus, son of N est6r, in the Iliad, xiii. 554-563. 

3 Hesiod, Catalog. ap. Schol. Ven. ad Iliad. ii. 336: and Steph. Byz. 
v. r•prwia.; Homer, II. v. 392 ; xi. 693 ; Apollod6r. ii. 7, 3; Hesiod, Scut. 
Here. 36o ; Pindar, OJ. ix. 32. 

According to the Homeric legend, N~leus himself was not killed by 
Herakles: subsequent poets or logographers, whom Apollod6rus follows, 
seem to have thought it an injustice, that the offence given by Neleus him· 
self should have been avenged_ upon his sons and not upon himself; they 
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- The proud house of the Neleids was now reduced to Nest6r; 
'but Nest6r singly sufficed to sustain its eminence. He appears 
:not only as the defender and avenger of Pylos against the 
; insolE~nce and rapacity ·of his Epeian neighbours in Elis, 
but also as aiding the Lapithre in-their terrible combat against 
the Centaurs, and as companion of Theseus, Peirithous, and 
the other great legendary heroes who preceded the Trojan war. 
In e:l(:treme old age his once marvellous power of handling his 
weapons has indeed passed away, but his activity remains 
unimpaired, and his sagacity as well as his influence in counsel 
is greater than ever. He not only assembles· the vari_ous 
Grecian chiefs for the armament against Troy, perambulating 
the. districts of Hellas along with· Odysseus, but takes a vigor
ous part in the siege itself, and is of pre-eminent service to 
Agarhemn6n. And after the conclusion of the siege, he is 
one tof the few Grecian princes who returns to his. original 
dominions. He is found, in a strenuous and honoured old 
age, :'in the midst of his children and subjects,---.:sitting with 
the o:ceptre of authority on the stone berich before his house 
at Pylcis,- offering sacrifice to Poseid6n, as his father 
Nelt:-:us had done before him,-and mourning only over the 
death of his favourite son Antilochus, who had fallen alorig 
with so many brave companions in aims, in the Trojan 
war.1 

After Nest6r the line of the Neleids numbers undistinguished 
names,-B6rus, Penthilus, and Andropompus,-three succes
sive;generations .down to Melanthus, who on the invasion of 
Pelciponnesus by the Herakleids, quitted Pylos and retired to 

"Athens, where he became king, in a manner which I shall 
here':after recount. His son Kodrus was the last Athenian 
kin~;; and Neleus, one of the sons of Kodrus, is mentioned as 
the principal conductor of what is called the Ionic emigration. 
ftcim Athens to Asia Minor.2 It is certain that during the : 

:therefore altered the legend upon this point; and rejected the passage in the 
Iliad: as spurious (see Schol. Ven. ad. Iliad. xi. 682). 

The refusal of purification by N eleus to Herakles. is a genuine legendary 
caus·~ : the commentators, who were disposed to spread a coating of history 
over. these transactions, introduced another cause,-Neleus, as king of 
Pylos, had aided the Orchomenians in their war against Henikles and the 
Th&bans (see Sch. Ven. ad Iliad. xi. 68g). 

The neighbourhood of Pylos wa·s distinguished for its ancient worship 
both of Poseid6n and of Hades: there were abundant local legends respecting 

, them (see Strabo, viii. pp. 344, 345). 
1 About Ne~t6r, Iliad, i. z6o-275; ii. 370; ·xi. 67o-770; Odyss~ iii. 5, 

liO, 409. 
2 Hellanik, Fragm. to, ed. Didot; Pausan, vii,,z, 3 ; Herodot. v. 65 ; 
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historical age, not merely the princely family of the Kodrids 
in Miletus, Ephesus, and other Ionic cities, but some of the 
greatest families even in Athens itself, traced their heroic 
lineage through the Neleids up to Poseidon; and the legends 
respecting NestOr and Periklymenos would find especial favour 
amidst Greeks with such feelings and belief. The Kodrids at 
Ephesus, and probably some other Ionic towns, long retained 
the title and honorary precedence of kings, even after they 
had lost the substantial power belonging to the office. They 
stood in the same relation, embodying both religious worship 
and supposed ancestry, to the N eleids and Poseidon, as the 
chiefs of the JEolic colonies to Agamemnon and Orestes. 
The Athenian despot Peisistratus was named after the son of 
Nestor in the Odyssey; and we may safely presume that the 
heroic worship of the Neleids was as carefully cherished at the 
Ionic Miletus as at the Italian Metapontum.l 

Having pursued the line of Salmoneus and Neleus to the 
end of its legendary career, we may now turn back to that of 
another son of JEolus, Kretheus,-a line hardly less celebrated 
in respect of the heroic names which it presents. Alkestis, 
the most beautiful of the daughters of Pelias,2 was promised 
by her father in marriage to the man who could bring him a 
,ion and a boar. tamed to the yoke and drawing together. 
Admetus, son of Pheres, the eponymus of Pherre in Thessaly, 
and thus grandson of Kretheus, was enabled by the aid of 
Apollo to fulfil this condition, and to win her; s for Ap::>llo 
happened at that time to be in his service as a slave (con
demned to this penalty by Zeus for having put to death the 
Cyclopes), in which capacity he tended the herds and horses 
with such success, as to equip Eumelus (the son of Admetus) 
to the Trojan war with the finest horses in the Grecian army. 
Though menial duties were imposed upon him, even to the 
drudgery of grinding in the mili,4 he yet carried away with him 

Strabo, xiv. p. 633. Hellanikus, in giving the genealogy from Neleus to 
Melanthus, traces it through Periklymenos anu not through N est6r : the 
words of Herodotus imply that h~ must have included Nest6r. 

1 Herodot. v. 67 ; Strabo, vi. p. 264; Mimnermus, Fragm. g, 
Schneidewin. 

2 Iliad, ii. 715. 
3 Apollod6r, i. g, 15 ; Eustath. ad Iliad, ii. 71 I. 
4 Euripid. Alkest. in it. Welcker; Griechisch. Tragod. (p. 344) on the 

lost play of Sophokles called Admetus or Alkestis ; Hom. Iliad, ii. 766 ; 
Hygin. Fab. 5o-51 (Sophokles, Fr. Inc. 730; Dind. ap. Plutarch. Defect. 
Orac. p. 417). This tale of the temporary servitude of particular gods, by 
order of Zeus as a punishment for misbehaviour, recurs not unfrequently 
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a grateful and. friendly sentiment towards his mortal master; 
:whom he interfered to rescue from the wrath of the goddess 
Artemis, when she was indignant ~t the omission of her name 
in .his wedding sacrifices .. • Admetus was about to. perish by a 
premature death, when Apollo by earnest soliCitation to the 
Fates, obtained for him the privilege that' his life should be proc 

' longed, if he could find any per·son to die a voluntary death in 
· :his place. His father and his mother both refused to make this 
: sacrifice for him, but the devoted attachment of his wife Alkestis 

disposed her to embrace ,with cheerfulness the condition of 
dying to preserve her husband. She had already perished, when 

.. Herakles, the ancient guest and friend of Admetus, arrived 
; during the first'hour of lamentation; his strength and daring 

enabled him to rescue. the deceased Alkestis even from the 
1. grasp of Than~tos (Death),. and to restore her' alive to her 
~ disconsolate hilsband.1 ., .. · · . · 

1 . ·The son ·.of Pelias,.:,Ak~stus, .had received and sheltered 
1 Peleus when obliged to fly his country in q:msequence of the 
i involuntary murder, of Euryti6n. Kreth~is, the 'wife of Akastus, 
~ becoming enamoured of Peleus, made to him advances which 
1 he repudiated. 'Exasperated at his refusal, and determined to 
I procure his destruction, she pers'uaded her husband that Peleus 
; pi(d attempted. her ·chastity: upon which Akastus conducted· 
'• Peleus out upon a hunting excursi<m among the woody regions 
!of Mount Pelion, contrived to. steal from him the sword 
'fabricated and given by Hephrestos, .and then left him, alone 
land unarmed, to perish by the hands of the . Centaurs or. by 
:the wild beasts. By the friendly aid of the Centaur Cheiron, ' 
·, , . 
'among the incidents of the mythical world. The poet Panyasis (ap. Clem. 
'AJ~xand. Adm. ad Gent. p. 23)- ' , · ' . . 

T~i} ~J,.€v 6..1JJ.t1}T'l}p, -r.k-7) ~~ ~e}.:v-rO; ~Ap..<f>t.-yv-,}Et;, 
f-~,~ :r..:ii 8,€ llo~etOO.w~, -rA-1) ?" O.p~pO;ot~ ',AmfA.Ar.»v 
h~ :: A_vOpt 'lt'a.pa. 6vrrr'1' 61}-rt::VEJ.LEV ·~t.~ EVta.tiTov· 

T.\.~ s~ Ka.l. 0{3ptp.OfJVfLO'i ~ AplJ~ inrO 'n'O:rpO; Jy«f"fK:r)S. 

':The old leg~nd followed out the fun'damental idea with remarkable con· 
:iistency : • Latlmedtln, as the temporary master of Poseidtln and Apollo, 
t'hreatens to bind them hand and foot, to sell them in the distant islands, 
~nd to cut off the ears of both when. they come to ask for their stipulated 
{vages (Iliad, xxi. 455) .. It. was a .new turn given to the story by the 
i~lexandrine poets, when they introduced the motive of love, and made the 
>,ervitude 'Voluntary on the part of Apollo (Kallimachus, Hymn. Apoll. 49 . 
1,'ibullus, Eleg. ii. 3, II-30). . . ' 
t 1 Eurip. Alkestis, Arg .. ; Apolloil. i. 9, 15. To bring this beau'tiful 

h;gend more into the colour of history, a new version of. it was subsequently 
framed : Herakles was eminently skilled in medicine, and saved the life of 
A,lkestis when she was 11-hout to perish from a desperate malady (Plutarch, 
A

1
mator. ·17, vol. iv. p. 53, Wytt. k . 
\ 
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however, Peleus was preserved, and his sword restored to him : 
returning to the city, he avenged himself by putting to death 
both Akastus and his perfidious wife.l 

But amongst all the legends with which the name of Pelias 
is connected, by far the most memorable is that of J as6n and 
the Argonautic expedition. Jason was son .of LEson, grandson 
of Kretheus, and thus great-grandson of LEolus. Pelias, having 
consulted the oracle respecting the security of his dominion at 
Iolkos, had received in answer a warning to beware of the man 
who should appear before him with only one sandal. He was 
celebrating a festival in honour of Poseidon, when it so 
happened that J as6n appeared before him with one of his feet 
unsandaled : he had lost one sandal in wading through the 
swollen current of the river Anauros. Pelias immediately 
understood that this was the enemy against whom the oracle 
had forewarned him. As a means of averting the danger, he 
imposed upon Jason the desperate task of bringing back to 
Iolkos the Golden Fleece,-the fleece of that ram which had 
carried Phryxos from Achaia to Kolchis, and which Phryxos 
had dedicated in the latter country as an offering to the god 
Ares. The result of this injunction was the memorable expedi
tion-of the ship Argo and her crew called the Argonauts, 
composed of the bravest and noblest youths of Greece-which 
cannot be conveniently included among the legends of the 
LEolids, and is reserved for a separate chapter. 

The voyage of the Argo was long protracted, and Pelias, 
persuaded that neither the ship nor her crew would ever 
return, put to death both the father and mother of Jason, 
together with their infant son. LEson, the father, being per
mitted to choose the manner of his own death, drank bull's 
blood while performing a sacrifice to the gods. At length, 
however, Jason did return, bringing with him not only the 
golden fleece, but also 1\.fedea, daughter of LEetes, king of 
Kolchis, as his wife,-a woman distinguished for magical skill 
and cunning, by whose assistance alone the Argonauts had 
succeeded in their project. Though determined to avenge 
himself upon Pelias, Jason knew that he could only succeed 
by stratagem. He remained with his companions at a short 
distance from Iolkos, while Medea, feigning herself a fugitive 
from his ill-usage, entered the town alone, and procured access 
to the daughters of Pelias. By exhibitions of her magical 

1 The legend of Akastus and Pi!leus was given in great detail in the 
Catalogue of Hesiod (Catalog. Fragm. 20-21, Marktscheff:); Schol. 
Pindar. Nem. iv. 95 ; Schol. A poll. Rhod. i. 224; Apollod. iii. 13, 2. 
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-powers she soon obtained unqualified ascendency over their 
minds. For example, she selected from the flocks of Pelias a 
ram in the extreli;lity of old age,· cut him up and boiled him in 
a caldron. with herbs, and brought him out in the shape of a 
young and vigorous lamb: 1 the daughters of Pelias were made 
tci believe that their old father could· in like manner be restored 
to youth. In this persuasion they cut him up with their own 
hands and cast his limbs into the caldron, trusting that Medea 
would· produce upon him the same magical effect. Medea 
pretended that an invocation to the moon was a necessary part 
of the ceremony: she went up to the top of the house as if to 
pronounce it, and there lighting the fire-signal concerted with 
the Argonauts, Jason and his companions burst in and pos
sessed themselves of the town. Satisfied with having thus 
revenged himself, Jason yielded the principality of Iolkos to 
Akastus, son of Pelias, and retired with M~dea to Corinth. 
Thus did the goddess Here gratify her ancient wrath against 
Pelias: she had constantly watched over Jason, and had 
carried. thE! "all-notorious" Argo through its innumerable• 
perils, in order thafJason might bring home Medea to .accom
plishthe ruin of his uncle.2 The misguided daughters ofPelias 

1 This incident was contained in one of the earliest dramas of Euripid@s, 
the neA«tBes, now lost.· Moses of Chor@ne (Progymnasm. ap. M'!-ii ad 
Euseb. p. 43), who gives all extract from the argument, ·says that the poet 
"extremos mentiendi fines attingit." 

The 'P<(oTOf'OI of Sophokl@s seems also to have turned upon the same · 
catastrophe (see Fragm. 479, Dindorf). 

2 The kindness of H@r@ towards Jaslln seems to be older in the legend 
than her displeasure against Pelias; at ~east it is specially rioticed in the 
Odyssey, as the great cause of the escape of the ship Argll: 'A;>.;>.' dHp'IJ 
wap~wef'tjlev, ~wel <J>l;>.os i)ev 'I~uow (xii. 70). In the Hesiodic Theogony 
-Pelias stands to Jaslln in the same relation as Eurystheus·to H@rakl@s,
a severe taskmaster'as well as a wicked and insolent 'man,-vfJp<ITT~s 
ne;\l?)s l<al U.TJ.u8a;\os, Oflp<f'OEP'YOS (Theog. 995)· A pollllnius Rhodius keeps 
the 'wrath of H@re against Pelias in the foreground, i. 14; ii. II34; iv, 
242; see also Hygin. f. 13. 

There is gi·eat diversity in the. stories given of the proximate circum
stances connected with the death of Pelias: Eurip. MM. 491 ; Apollodllr. 
i. 9, 27 _; Diodllr. iv. 50-52 ; Ovid, Metam. vii. 162, 203, 297, 347 ; 
Pausan. viii. II, 2; Schul. ad Lycoph. I75· 

In the legend of Akastus and Peleus, as recounted above, Akastus 
was made to perish by the hand of Peleus. I do .not take upon me to 
reconcile these contradictions. 

Pausanias mentions that he could not find in any of the poets, so far as 
he had read, the names of the daughters of Pelias, and that the painter 
·l\{iklln had given to them names ( OVOf'aTa B' avTals 'lrOI'IJT~S f'~V reeTO ovoels, 
llua 'Y' '7re;\e~J.f'e8a ~f'els, &c., Pausan. viii .. II, 1). Yet their names are 
~iven in the authors whom Diod6rus copied ; and Alkestis, at any rate, 
was most m~mqmb)(:, Mik6n gave the names Asteropeia and Allti~g~; 
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departed as voluntary exiles to Arcadia: Akastus his son cele
brated splendid funeral games in honour of his deceased father. 1 

Jason and Medea retired from Iolkos to Corinth, where they 
resided ten years: their children were-Medeius, whom the 
Centaur Cheiron educated in the regions of Mount Pelion, 2-

and Mermerus and Pheres, born at Corinth. After they had 
resided there ten years in prosperity, Jason set his affections 
on Glauke, daughter of Kreon 3 king of Corinth ; and as her 
father was willing to give her to him in marriage, he determined 
to repudiate Medea, who received orders forthwith to leave 
Corinth. Stung with this insult and bent upon revenge, Medea 
prepared a poisoned robe, and sent it as a marriage present to 
Glauke : it was unthinkingly accepted and put on, and the 
body of the unfortunate bride was burnt up and consumed. 
Kreon, her father, who tried to tear from her the burning 
garment, shared her .fate and perished. The exulting Medea 
escaped by means of a chariot with winged serpents furnished 
to her by her grandfather Helios : she placed herself under the 
protection of JEgeus at Athens, by whom she had a son named 
Medus. She lett her young children in the sacred enclosure 
of the Akrrean Here, relying on the protection of the altar to 
ensure their safety j but the Corinthians were so exasperated 

altogether different from those in DiodBrus. Both Diod(lrus and Hyginus 
exonerate Alk<lstis from all share in the death of her father (Hygin. f. 24). 

The old poem called the N6crro1 (see Argum. ad Eurip. Med., and Schol. 
Aristophan. Equit. 1321) recounted, that Medea had boiled in a caldron 
the old JEsfin, father of J asfin, with herbs and incantations, and that she 
had brought him out young and strong. Ovid copies this (Metam. vii. 
162-203). It is singular that Pherekydes and Simomdes said that she had 
performed this process upon J asCln himself (Schol. Aristoph. !. c.). 
Diogenes (ap. Stobre. Florileg. t. xxix. 92) rationalises the story, and con
verts Medea from an enchantress into an improving and regenerating 
preceptress. The death of JEs6n, as described in the text, is given from 
Diodfirus and Apollodfirus. Medea seems to have been worshtpped as a 
goddess in other places besides Corinth (see Athenagor. Legat. pro Christ. 
12; Macrobius, i. 12, p. 247, Gronov.). 

1 These funeral games in honour of Pelias were among the most renowned 
of the mythical incidents : they were celebrated in a special poem by 
Stesichorus, and represented on the chest of Kypselus at Olympia. Kast6r, 
Meleager, Amphiaraos, Jasfin, Peleus, Mopsos, &c., contended in them 
(Pausan. v. 17, 4; Stesichori Fragm. I, p. 54, ed. Klewe; Athen. iv. 172). 
How familiar the details of them were to the mind of a literary Greek is 
indirectly attested by Plutarch, Sympos. v. 2, vol. iii. p. 762, Wytt. 

2 Hesiod, Theogon. 998. 
s According to the Schol. ad Eurip. Med. 20, JasBn marries the daughter 

of Hippotes the son of KreBn, who is the son of Lykrethos. Lykrethos, 
after the departure of Belleroph(lp from Corinth, reigned twenty-seven 
years; then Krefin reigned thirty-five years ; then came Hippot<ls. 
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against her for the murder of Kreon· and Glauke, that they 
dragged the childrel) away ·from the altar and put them to 
dea.th. The' miserable Jason perished oy a fragment of his 
own ship Argo, which fell upon him while he was asleep under 
it,1 beirig hauled on shore, according to the habitual practice 
of the ancients . 

. The. first establishment at Ephyre, or Corinth, had been 
founded by Sisyphus; another of the sons of IEolus, brother of 
Salm6neus and Kretheus.2 The IEolid Sisyphus was distin
guished as an unexampled master of cut:ming and deceit. . He 
blocked. up the road along the isthmus,and killed the strangers 
w~o came:along it by rolling down upon them great stones from 

'1 .Kpol!odC>r. i .. 9; 27 ; DiodC>r. iv. 54- The M~dea of Euripides, which 
has fortunately been preserved to us, is too well known to need express 

·reference. He makes Mi!dea the destroyer of her own children, and borrows 
from this cirCUI)1Sfance the IJ10St pathetic touches of his exquisite dram.a. 
l.'armeniskos accused him of having been bribed by the Corinthians to give 
thiS.turn to the legend ; and we may regard the accusation as a proof that 
the older and more current tale imputed the.murder of the children to the 
Corinthians (Schol. Eurip. MM. 275, where Didymos gives. the story out 
of the old poem ofKreophylos). See also JE!ian V. H. v. 2I ; Pausan. 
ii. 3· 6. ·: ' . . . ' . . 

)'he most significant fact in respect to the· fable is, that the .Corinthians 
celebrated periodically a propitiatory sacrifice to. Her~. Akirea and to 
Mermerus and Phe&s, as an atonement for the sin of ha'iing violated the 
sanctuary of the altar .. The legend grew out of this religious ceremony, 
and was so arranged a~to explain and account for it(see Eurip. Med. 1376; 
with the Schol. JJiod.Cir. iv, 55). 

Meimerus and Pheres were the names given to the children of Medea . 
and JasC\n in the old Naupaktian Verses; in which, however, the legend 

, rniJSt have been recounted quite differently, since they said that JasC\n and 
· Medea had gone from I6lkos, not to Corinth, but to Corcyra ; and that 
\. Mermerus had perished in hunting on the opposite continent of Epirus. 

, , Ki!}rethC\n again, another ancient genealogical poet, called the. children of· 
1. Medea arid Jason Eri6pis and Medos (Pausan. ii. 3, 7). Di<id6rus giyes 
'1 theni different· names (iv. 34). Hesiod in the Theogony speaks only of 
: Me(']eius as the son of Jason. · · , ' 
l ,.Medea does not appear either in the Iliad or Odyssey: in the former we 
find Agarnede, daugh_ter ofAugeas, '/who knows all the poisons (or inedi
J;ines) which the earth nourishes" (Iliad, xi. .740); in the latter. we have 
{::irce, sister of lEetces father of Medea, and living in the JE:ean island 
(Odyss. x. 70). Cird~ is daughter of the god Helios, as Ml!dea is his e:rand
daughter,-she is herself a goddess. She is in many:points the ·parailel of 
l\1edea: she forewarns and preserves. Odysseus throughout his dangers, 'as. 
Medea aids Jas6n: according to the Hesiodic story she has two children 
by Odysseus, Agrius and Latinus {Theogon. IOor). . . · · 
jO~ysseus goes to Ephyre to Ilos t~e son of Mermerus, tq procure poison 

for lus arrows : Eustathms treats th1s Mermerus as the son of.Ml!dea (see 
)<jyss. i. 270, and ~us!.), As Ephyre is the legend~ry name of Corinth, 
Vf' may presume th1s to be a thread of the ~arne mythical tissue, 

:; See Euripid. JEol.-Fragm. I, Diii'aorf;, Dikrearch, Vit. Gr:»~ -
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the mountains above. He was more than a match even for the 
arch thief Autolykus, the son of Hermes, who derived from his 
father the gift of changing the colour and shape of stolen goods, 
so that they could no longer be recognised: Sisyphus, by mark
ing his sheep under the foot, detected Autolykus when he stole 
them, and obliged him to restore the plunder. His penetration 
discovered the amour of Zeus with the nymph .!Egina, daughter 
of the river-god As6pus. Zeus had carried her off to the island 
of CEn6ne (which subsequently bore the name of lEgina); upon 
which Asopus, eager to recover her, inquired of Sisyphus whither 
she was gone ; the latter told him what had happened, on con
dition that he should provide a spring of water on the summit 
of the Acro-Corinthus. Zeus, indignant with Sisyphus for this 
revelation, inflicted upon him in Hades the punishment of 
perpetup,.lly heaving up a hill a great and heavy stone, which, so 
soon as it attained the summit, rolled back again in spite of all 
his efforts with irresistible force into the plain.1 

In the application of the lEolid genealogy to Corinth, 
Sisyphus, the son of .!Eolus, appears as the first name: but 
the old Corinthian poet Eumelus either found or framed an 
heroic genealogy for his native city independent both of .!Eolus 
and Sisyphus. According to this genealogy, Ephyre, daughter 
of Oceanus and Tethys, was the primitive tenant of the Cor
inthian territory, Asopus of the Sikyonian : both were assigned 
to the god Helios, in adjusting a dispute between him and 
Poseidon, by Briareus. Helios divided the territory between his 
two sons lEetes and A!Oeus : to the former he assigned Corinth, 
to the latter Sikyon. .!Eetes, obeying the admonition of an 
oracle, emigrated to Kolchis, leaving his territory under the rule 
of Bunos, the son of Hermes, with the stipulation that it should 

1 Respecting- Sisyphus, see Apollod6r. i. 9, 3 ; iii. 12, 6. Pausan. ii. 
5, r. Schol. ad Iliad. i. x8o. Another legend about the amour of Sisyphus 
with Tyr6, is in Hygin. fab. 6o, and about the manner in which he over
reached even Hades (Pherekydes ap. Schol. Iliad. vi. 153). The stone 
rolled by Sisyphus in the under-world appears in Odyss. xi. 592. The 
name of Sisyphus was given during the historical age to men of craft and 
stratagem, such as Derkyllides (Xenoph. Hellenic. iii. I, 8). He passed 
for the real father of Odysseus, though Hyene (ad Apollod6r. i. 9, 3) 
treats this as another Sisyphus, whereby he destroys the suitableness of the 
predicate as regards Odysseus. The duplication and triplication of 
svnonymous personages is an ordinary resource for the purpose of reducing 
the legends into a seeming chronological sequence. 

Even in the days of Eumelus a religious mystery was observed respecting 
the tombs of Sisyphus and Neleus,-the latter had also died at Corinth,-no 
one could say where they were buried (Pausan. ii. 2, 2). 

Sisyphus even overreached Per~ephone, and made his escape from the 
under-world (Theognis, 7oz). 
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be restored whenever. either he or any of his descendants 
returned. Mter the death of Bunos, both Corinth and Siky6n 
were possessed by Ep6peus, son of Aloeus, a wicked man. His 
son Marath6n left him in disgust and retired into Attica, but 
returned after his death and succeeded to his territory, which 
he in turn divided between his two sons Corinthosand Sikyon, 
froin whom the names of the two districts were first derived. 
Corinthos died without issue, and the Corinthians then invited 
Medea from l6lkos as the representative of .!Eetes: she with her 
husband Jason thus obtainedthe sovereignty ofCorinth.1 This 
legend of Eumelus, one of the earliest of the genealogical poets, 
so different from the story adopted by Neophr6n. or Euripides; 
was followed certainly by Simonides, and seemingly by Theo" 
pompus.2 The incidents in it are imagined and arranged with 
a view to the supremacy of Medea; the emigratiqn ofh:etes 
~nd the conditions under which he transferred his sceptre, being 
so laid out as to confer upon Medea an hereditary title to the 
throne. The Corinthians paid to Medea and to her children 
solemn worship, either divine or heroic, in conjunction with 
Here Aknea, 3 and this was sufficient to give to Medea a promi
nent place in the genealogy composed by a Corinthian poet, 
accustomed· to blend together gods, heroes, and men in the 
antiquities of ·.his native city. According to the legend of 
Eumelus, J as6n became (through Medea) king of Corinth; but 
she concealed the children of their marriage in the temple of 
Here, trusting that the goddess would render them immortal. 
Jason, discovering her proceedings, left her and retired in disgust 
to Iolkos; Medea also, being disappointed in her scheme; quitted 
the place, leaving the throne in the hands of Sisyphus, to whom, 

.. : according to the story ofTheopompus, she had become attached.4 . 

Other legends recounted, that Zeus had contracted a passion for 

l Pausan. ii. 1,' I ; .·3,- 10. Schol. ad Pindar. Olyrnp. xiii. 74· Schol. 
Lycoph. 174-1024. Schol. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 1212. 
' 2 Sirnonid. ap. Schol. ad Eurip. Med. 10-20 ; Theopompus, Fragm. 340, 
Didot; though Welcker (Der Episch. Cyc!. p. 29) thinks that this does not 
belong to the historian Theopompus. Epimenides also followed the story 
of Eumelus in making .!.Eetes a Corinthian (Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod. 
:iii. 242). 

8 Tiepl oe Tijs •ls K&pwOov p.<TatK1,11'€ws, "I,-,-us ~KTiO<Tat Kal 'Ell.l\avuc&s· OTt 
;5€ f3•f3al1'il\EvJ<< Tijs Kopiv8ou 1) M-iJo«a, El!p.')l\os l<rTope4 J<ctl ~tp.wvio'ls: lht oe 
,<a.l aOcfva.Tos ~~~ {j M-f,O<ta, Mou11'alos i!v T</) 7r<pl 'I<r0p.[wv itTTopel, fip.a KO.l 7r<pl 
'row Tijs 'AKpalas"Hpcts ~opTEiw hn9Els (Schol. Eurip. MM. JO). Compare 
also v. 1376, of the play itself, with the Scholia and Pausan. ii. 3, 6. 
l:!oth Aikman and Hesiod represented Medea as a goddess (Athenagoras, 
Legatio pro Christianis, p. 54, ed; Oxon.). · 

4 Pausan. ii. 3, ro; Schol. Pindar. O!ymp. xiii. 74· 
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Medea, but that she had rejected his suit from fear of the dis
pleasure of Here ; who, as a recompense for such fidelity 
rendered her children immortal : 1 moreover Medea had erected, 
by special command of Here, the celebrated temple of Aphrodite 
at Corinth. The tenor of these fables manifests their connexion 
with the temple of Here : and we may consider the legend of 
Medea as having been originally quite independent of that of 
Sisyphus, but fitted on to it, in seeming chronological sequence, 
so as to satisfy the feelings of those .tEolids of Corinth who 
passed for his descendants. 

Sisyphus had for his sons Glaukos and Ornytion. From 
Glaukos sprang Bellerophon, whose romantic adventures 
commence with the Iliad, and are further expanded by sub
sequent poets : according to some accounts he was really the 
son of Poseidon, the prominent deity of the lEolid family. 2 

The youth and beauty of BellerophOn rendered him the object 
of a strong passion on the part of Anteia, wife of Prretos king 
of Argos. Finding her advances rejected, she contracted a 
violent hatred towards him, and endeavoured by false accusa
tions to prevail upon her husband to kill him. Prretos refused 
to commit the deed under his own roof, but despatched him to 
his son-in-law the king of Lykia in Asia Minor, putting into his 
hands a folded tablet full of destructive symbols. Conformably 
to these suggestions, the most perilous undertakings were 
imposed upon BellerophOn. He was directed to attack the 
monster Chimrera and to conquer the warlike Solymi as well as 
the Amazons: as he returned victorious from these enterprises, 
an ambuscade was laid for him by the bravest Lykian warriors, 
all of whom he slew. At length the Lykian king recognised him 
"as the genuine son of a god," and gave him his daughter in 
ffi:arriage together with half of his kingdom. The grandchildren 
of BellerophOn, Glaukos and Sarpedon,-the latter a son of 

1 Schol. Pindar. Olymp. xiii. 32-74; Plutarch, De Herodot. Malign. p. 
87!. 

2 Pindar, Olymp. xiii. 98, and Schol. ad I; Schol. ad Iliad. vi. 155; 
this seems to be the sense of Iliad, vi. 191. 

The lost drama called Iobates of Sophokl~s, and the two by Euripid~s 
called Stheneb~a and BelleropMn, handled the adventures of this hero. 
See the collection of the few fragments remaining in Dindorf, Fragm. 
Sophok. 28o; Fragm. Eurip. p. 87-roS; and Hygin. fab. 67. 

Welcker (Griechische Tragi:id. ii. p. 777-Soo) has ingeniously put to
gether all that can be divined respecting the two plays of Euripides. 

V olcker seeks to make out that ;Bellerophon is identical with Poseidon 
Hippios,-a separate personification of one of the attributes of the god 
Poseidl\n. For this conjecture he gives some plausible grounds (Mythologie 
des Jape tisch. Geschlechts, p. 129 seq.). 
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his' d~:mghter Laodarn~ia by Zeus,-combat as allies of Troy 
agains't the host:of Agamemnon.I . · · 

Wel.now pass from Sisyphus and the Corinthian fables to 
anbthlor ·son of JEolus, Athamas/ whose family history is not 
les~ rE~plete with mournful and tragical .incidents, abundantly 
di~ersified by tl).e poets. Athamas, we are told, was king of 
Orbhomenos ; his wife N ephele was a goddess, and he had by 

, her t"io children, Phryxus and Helle. After a certain time he 
negle<ited Nephele, and took to himself as a new wife Ino, the 
daugb'ter of Kadmus, by whom be had two sons, Learchus and 
Melik

1
ertes. I no, looking' upon Phryxus with the hatred of a 

st~pm1other, laid a snare for his life. She persuaded the women 
)'? ;rm;Lst the seed-wheat, w~ich, when sown in this condition, 
1 y1~lde;d no crop, so that famme overspread the land. Athamas, 

sendir:1g to Delphi to implore counsel and a remedy, received 
• ·fo~ an:swer through tQ.e machinations oflno w.ith the oracle, that 

the barrenness of the fields could not be alleviated except by 
o~erir:1g Phryxus as a sacrifice to Zeus. The distress. of the 
peopl~ compelled·him to execute this injunction,. and Phryxus 
wa!S.lE~d'as a victim to the altar. But the power of his mother 
N~phele snatched him.frotp. destruction, and procured for him 
frclm Hr=rmes a ram with a fleece of. gold, upon which he and 
hi~ sii;ter Helle mounted and were carried across the sea. The 
rain t'ook the direction of the Euxine sea and Kolchis : when 
th~y,~ere crossing the Hellespont, Helle fell off into the narrow 
strait,' which took its name from that incident. Upon this, the 
ram, !who was endued with speech, consoled the terrified 
PhryJ\:us, and ultimately carried him safe to Kolchis : JEetes, 

·· kipg bf Kolchis, son of the god Helios and brother of Circe; 
~ ;epeiyed. Phryxus kindly, an~ gave him his daughter Chalkic;>pe 

m;.· m,arnage. Phryxus sacnficed the ram to Zeus Phyx1os, '·· 
, susp~nding .the golden fleece in the sacred grove of Ares. . · 
:., jAthamas-according to some both Athamas· and Ino-were 
' af~er~vards driven mad by the anger of the goddess Here; inso-
. m:ucH that the father shot his own son Learchus, and. would also 
hive[put to death his other son Mtlikertes, if Ino had not 
sdatc;hed him away. She fled with the boy across the Megarian 
territory and Mount Geraneia, to the rock Mol uris, overhanging 
th,e Saronic Gulf: Athamaspursued her, and in order to escape 
him she leaped into the sea. She became a sea-goddess under 
tlie title of Leukothea; while the body of Melikertes was cast 
asho1'·e on the neighbouring territory of Schrenus, and buried by 
his u'ncle Sisyphus, who was directed by the N erei:ds to pay to 

·f I 1 Iliad,.vi. 155'-Zio. 
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him heroic honours under the name of Palremon. The Isth
mian games, one of the great periodical festivals of Greece, 
were celebrated in honour of the god Poseidon, in conjunction 
with Palremon as a hero. Athamas abandoned his territory, 
and became the first settler of a neighbouring region called from 
him Athamantia, or the Athamantian plain.1 

The legend of Athamas connects itself with some sanguinary 
religious rites and very peculiar family customs, which prevailed 
at Alos, in Achaia Phthiotis, down to a time 2 later than the 
historian Herodotus, and of which some remnant existed at 
Orchomenos even in the days of Plutarch. Athamas was 
worshipped at Alos as a hero, having both a chapel and a 

1 Eurip. M€d. 1250, with the Scholia, according to which story In6 
killed both her children-

.. Ivw p..avt:Zua.v i~e Be.Wv, 08' ~ 8-LO~ 
AO.p.ap vw i~{rrep.I/Je OwJJ-&.Twv O..An. 

Compare Valckenaer, Diatribe in Eurip. ; Apollodor. i. 9, I-2; Schol. ad 
Pindar. Argnm. ad Isthm. p. rSo. The many varieties of the fable of 
Athamas and his family may be seen in Hygin. fab. I-S; Philostephanus 
ap. Schol. Iliad. vii. 86 : it was a favourite subject w1th the tragedians, 
and was handled by 1Eschylus, Sophokles and Euripides in more than one 
drama (see Welcker, Griechische Tragiid. vol. i. p. 312-332; vol. ii. p. 
612}. Heyne says that the proper reading of the name is Phrixus, not 
Phryxus,-incorrectly, I think: <Pp6~os connects the name both with 
the story of roasting the wheat ( cppv-yftv), and also with the country 
<Ppv"ffa, of which it was pretended that Phryxus was the Eponym us. Ino, 
or Leukothea, was worshipped as a heroine at Megara as well as at Corinth 
( Pausan. i. 42, 3} : the celebrity of the Isthmian games carried her worship, 
as well as that of Palremon, throughout most parts of Greece (Cicero, De 
Nat. Deor. iii. r6). She is the only personage of this family noticed 
either in the Iliad or Odyssey : in the latter poem she is a sea-goddess, 
who has once been a mortal, daughter of Kadmus; she saves Odysseus 
from imminent danger at sea by presenting to him her ~<p-ho•l-'vov (Odyss. 
v. 433 ; see the refinements of Aristides, Orat. iii. p. 27}. The voyage of 
Phryxns and Helle to Kolchis was related in the Hesiodic Eoiai : we find 
the names of the children of Phryxus by the daughter of .IEetes quoted 
from that poem (Schol. ad Apollon. Rhod. ii. 1123): both Hesiod and 
Pherekydes mentioned the golden fleece of the ram (Eratosthen. Catasterism. 
19; Pherekyd. Fragm. 53, Didot}. 

Hekatreus preserved the romance of the speaking ram (Schol. Apoll. 
Rhod. i. 256); but Hellanikus dropped the story of Hell~ having fallen 
into the sea: according to him she died at Paktye in the Chersonesus (SchoL 
Apoll. Rhod. ii. II44). 

The poet Asius seems to have given the genealogy of Athamas by The
misto much in the same manner as we find it in Apo!lodorus (Pausan. ix. 
2J, 3}. 

According to the ingenious refinements of Dionysius and Pal::ephatus, 
(Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod. ii. II44; Palrephat. de Incred. c. 31) the ram of 
Phryxus was after all a man named Krios, a faithful attendant who aided 
in his escape; others imagined a ship with a ram's head at the bow. 

2 Plu:arcb, Qu::est. Grrec. c. 38, p. 299· Schol. Apoll. Rhod. ii. 655. 
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; consecrated grove, attached to the temple of Zeus Laphystios. 
• On the family of which he was the heroic progenitor, a special 
curse and disability.stood affixed. The eldest of the race was 
forbidd~n to enter the prytaneion or government-house : if he 

: was fouhd within the doors of the building, the other citizens 
laid hold of him on his going out, surrounded him with garlands, 
and ledi him in solem~ procession to be sacrificed as a victim at 
the altar of Zeus Laphystios. The prohibition carried with it.an 
exclusii::m from all the public meetings and ceremonies, political 
as weir as religious, and from the sacred fire of the state: many 
of the ,individuals marked out had therefore been bold enough 
to trarysgr'ess it. Some had been seized on quitting the building 
and actuitlly sacrificed; others had fled the country for a long 

) time to a;void a similar fate. 
{ Th~ guides who conducted Xerxes and his army through 
' southern Thessaly detailed to him this existing practice, coupled 

with 1the local ·legend, that Athamas, together with Ino, had 
sought to compass the death -of Phryxus, who however had 
escaped 'to Kolchis ; that the Acha!ans had been enjoined by 
an oracle to offer up Athamas himself as an expiatory sacrifice 
to re:lease the country from the anger of the gods; but that 
Kyti"ssoros, son of Phryxus, coming back from Kolchis, had 
intercepted the sacrifice of Athamas, 1 whereby the anger of the 
gods remained still unappeased, and an undying curse rested 

.1 upoh the family.2 

r 'Ji'hat. such human sacrifices continued to a greater or less 
extent, .even down to a period later than Herodotus, amon:g the 
family who worshipped Athamas as their heroic ancestor, appears 

' certain : mention is also made of similar customs in parts of 
, Ar~adia, and of Thessaly, in honour of Peleus and Chf!iro~~a 
f I 
I 1; Of the Athamas of Sophokles, turning upon this intended but not 
! consunimated sacrifice, little is known, except from a passage of Aristophan~s 
, .and.the Scholia upon it (Nubes, 258)-
·t j E1Tl 'Tt UTEt/>avov; or.uot, ~IC{Hl'T'Er, 

Wrnrep Jl.E T0v )A9cl.ua.v9~ (hrws J.ti-t 6VcreTE. 

•
1
Athamas was introduced in this drama with a garland on his head, on 

the point of being sacrificed as an expiation .for the death of his son 
Phryxus, when Herakles .interposes and· rescues him. . 

lz Herodot. vii. 197. Plato, Min6s, p. 315. 
,. 3 Plato, Min6s, c. 5· Kal ol Tov 'AIIap.aP'IjO~ lryovot, o1as 1/uo;ias l/6ou(ftP, 

"EM~1••s ~liTES. As a testimony to the fact still existing or believed to exist, 
this dialogue is quite sufficient, though not the work of Plato. 
I MJ:vtp.os o' /()'TOpEL, ~" Tji. 'TOW 1/aup.a(flwv (/'UJII1.')'W")'jl Jv nb .. i\p -rijs 

€!eTTai\ias 'Axatl>v liv8pw1rov ·n?)i\E'L .ical Xelpwvt JCaTal/6e(fl/at. (Clemens. 
Alexan d. Admon. ad Gent. p. 27,. Sylb.) Respecting the sacrifices at 
the temple of Zeus Lykreus· in Arcadia, see Plato, Republ. viii. p. 565. 
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But we may reasonably presume, that in the period of greater 
humanitywhichHerodotuswitnessed,actualsacrificehad become 
very rare. The curse and the legend still remained, but were 
not called into practical working, except during periods of 
intense national suffering or apprehension, during which the 
religious sensibilities were always greatly aggravated. We can
not at all doubt, that during the alarm created by the presence 
of the Persian king with his immense and ill-disciplined host, 
the minds of the Thessalians must have been keenly alive to all 
that was terrific in their national stories, and all that was 
expiatory in their religious solemnities. Moreover, the mind of 
Xerxes himself was so awe-struck by the tale, that he reverenced 
the dwelling-place consecrated to Athamas. The guides who 
recounted to him the romantic legend, gave it as the historical 
and generating cause of the existing rule and practice : a critical 
inquirer is forced (as has been remarked before) to reverse the 
order of precedence, and to treat the practice as having been 
the suggesting cause of its own explanatory legend. 

The family history of Athamas, and the worship of Zeus 
Laphystios, are expressly connected by Herodotus with Alos in 
Ach::ea Phthiotis-one of the towns enumerated in the Iliad as 
under the command of Achilles. But there was also a moun
tain called Laphystion, and a temple and worship of Zeus 
Laphystios between Orchomenos and Koroneia, in the 
northern portion of the territory known in the historical ages 
as Breotia. Here too the family story of Athamas is localised, 
and Athamas is presented to us as king of the districts of 
Koroneia, Haliartus and Mount Laphystion : he is thus inter
woven with the Orchomenian genealogy.1 Andreus (we are 

Pausanias (viii. 38, 5) seems to have shrunk, when he was upon th~ spot, even 
from inquiring what they were-a striking proof of the fearful idea which 
he had conceived of them. Plutarch (De Defectu Oracul. c. 14} speaks of 
TaS ?rcfll.cu "lrOIOUJl.EVas av8pw?ro8utTlas. The Schol. ad Lycophron. 229, gives 
a story of children being sacrificed to Melikertes at Tenedos ; and Apollo
·dbrus (ad Porphyr. de Abstinenti§., ii. 55, see Apollod. Fragm. 20, ed. 
Didot} said that the Lacedremonians had sacrificed a man to Ares-Jcal 
.AaKe8atp.ovlous qnwlv b 'A1roll.ll.68wpos Ttji ~ Apet 86etv lfv8pw1rov. About 
Salamis in Cyprus, see Lactantius, De Falsa Religione, i. c. 2J. "Apud 
Cypri Salaminem, humanam hostiam Jovi Teucrus immolavit, idque sacri
ficium posteris tradidit : quod est nuper Hadriano irnperante sublatum." 

Respecting human sacrifice"'- in historical Greece, consult a good section 
in K. F. Hermann's Gottesdienstliche AlterthUmer der Griechen (sect. 
27). Such sacrifices had been a portion of primitive Grecian religion, but 
had gradually become obsolete everywhere-except in one or two solitary 
.cases, which were spoken of with horror. Even in these cases, too, the 
.reality of the fact, in later times, is not beyond suspicion. 

l Pausan. ix. 34, 4· 
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told), son /of the 'river Peneios, wa::; the first person who settled. 
in the re'gioh : from him _jt received the · name Andreis. 
Athama~, /co~hing s~?segueritly to ~ndreus! received from him 
the terntory•of Koroneia and Jlahartus With Mo().nt Laphys
tion : he gav'~ in marriage to Andreus Euippe, daughter of his 
son Leu~6n,1 and the issue of. this marriage was Eteokles, said 
to be the)smi'l of the rive: K~phi~o~. Koronos and Haliartus, 
grandsons, <?f the Connth1an S_lsyph_us, ·were adopted. ~y 
Athamas, a:; he had lost all h1s ch1ldren. But when h1s 
grandson EresMn, son of Phryxus, returned to him from 
Kolchis, i he J divided his territory in such manner that Koronos 
and Haliartus became the founders of. the towns which bore 
their nathes; Almon, the son of Sisyphus, also received from 
Eteokles a portion of territory, where he established' the village' 
Almones.1 i · • ·.. ·· . · 

... With iEteokles began, according to a statement iri,one of the 
Hesiodic pbeins, the worship of the Charites or Graces, so long 
and so I solemnly continued at Orchomenos in the periodical 

· ~estiya~ foflthe. Chatitesia, to whi~h many neighbouri_ng _towns 
and d1stncts seem to have contnbuted.2 ·He also d1stnbuted 
the' ·inhabitants into two tribes-Eteokleia and Kephisi~. 
He' diJd. <~hildless, and was succeeded by Almas, who had 
orily dvo j daughters, Chryse and Chrysogenda. . The son 
of Chtys~~ by the god Ares was Phlegyas, the fa:ther. an4 
folinder of the warlike and predatory Phlegyre, who despoiled 
every bnE\ within their reach, and assaulted not only the 
pilgrin]s <jn their road to Delphi, but even the treasures of 
the temp;le itself. The offended god punished them·· by 
contin~ed thunder, by earthquakes, and by pestilence, which 
.extinghisl~ed all this impious nice, except a scanty remnant. ' 
'f~o ~ed j into. Phokis. · · · . . . , , 

Chryso'genem, the other daughter of Almos, had for Issue,.-by 
the go,d P:oseidon, Minyas : the son of Minyas was Orchomenos. 
F,romfth~se two was derived the D<lme both of Minyre for the 
people, anQ ()f Orchomenos for the town. a During the reign 
of .Otch<jmenos, Hyettus came to him from Argos, having 
becorhe !an exile in consequence of the death of Molyros : 
Orchbm/:nos assigned to him a portion of land, where he 
found~!d I the village· called H yettus.4 Orchomenos, having_po 

,.) ' - . . ' 

< 1 Pausah. ix; 34, 5· , 2 Ephorus, Fragm. 68, Marx.· , , . 
.. s Pausa'n. ix. 36, 1-3. See also a legend, about the three daughters'"of 
Miny~s, v~h:ich was treat~d bJ: the ~anagnean poetess Korinna, the corit.em:. 
porary of,Pmdar (Antonm. L1berahs. N:nr. x.). . · · 

4 This exile df Hyettus was recounted in the Eoiai. Hesiod. Fragm, q8, 
Markt. ! · ·· · 

;vm.~. 1. r . 
: J . ' 
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issue, was succeeded by Klymenos, son of Presbon, of the 
house of Athamas : Klymenos was slain by some Thebans 
during the festival of Poseidon at Onchestos; and his eldest 
son, Erginus, to avenge his death, attacked the The bans with his 
utmost force ;-an attack, in which he was so successful, that 
the latter were forced to submit, and to pay him an annual 
tribute. 

The Orchomenian power was now at its height : both Minyas 
and Orchomenos had been princes of surpassing wealth, and 
the former had built a spacious and durable edifice which he 
had filled with gold and silver. But the success of Erginus 
against Thebes was soon terminated and reversed by the hand 
of the irresistible Herakles, who rejected with disdain the 
claim of tribute, and even mutilated the envoys sent to demand 
it : he not only emancipated Thebes, but broke down and 
impoverished Orchomenos.1 Erginus in his old age married a 
young wife, from which match sprang the illustrious heroes, or 
gods, Trophonius and Agamedes; though many (amongst 
whom is Pausanias himself) believed Troph6nius to be the 
son of Apollo.2 Trophonius, one of the most memorable 
persons in Grecian mythology, was worshipped as a god in 
various places, but with especial sanctity as Zeus Trophonius 
at Lebadeia : in his temple at this town, the prophetic manifes
tatiops outlasted those of Delphi itself. 3 Troph6nius and 
Agamedes, enjoying matchless renown as architects, built 4 the 
temple of Delphi, the thalamus of Amphitryon at Thebes, and 
also the inaccessible vault of Hyrieus at Hyria, in which they 
are said to have left one stone removeable at pleasure so as to 
reserve for themselves a secret entrance. They entered so 
frequently, and stole so much gold and silver, that Hyrieus, 
astonished at his losses, at length spread a fine net, in which 

1 Pausan. ix. 37, 2. Apollod. ii. 4, I r. Diod6r. iv. ro. The two 
latter tell us that Erginus was slain. Klymene is among the wives and 
daughters of the heroes seen by Odysseus in Hades: she is termed by 
the Schol. daughter of Minyas (Odyss. xi. 325). 

2 Pausan. ix. 37, 1-3. Al-yera• lie o Tpocpwvws 'A1r6l..l..wvos e1va•, 1<al ob1< 
.'Ep-yivov· 1<al ~-yC:, 'I'E '1rei6op.a.•, 1<al 8<Tns '1rapd. Tpocpwvwv ;)l..Oe 8~ 
JMLV'I'ev<T6p.evos. 

3 Plutarch, De Defectu Oracul. c. 5, p. 41 I. Strabo, ix. p. 414. The 
meJ;J.tion of the honeyed cakes, both in Aristophanes (Nub. 508) and 
Pausanias (ix. 39, 5), indicates that the curious preliminary ceremonies, for 
those who consulted the oracle of Troph6nius, remained the same after a 
lapse of 550 years. Pausanias consulted it himself. There had been at 
one time an oracle of Teiresias at Orchomenos : but it had become silent 
at an early period (Plutarch, Defect. Oracul. c. 44, p. 434). · 

4 IIomer, Hymn. Apoll. 296. Pausan. ix. II, r. 
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Agamedes was inextricably caught: Trophonius cut off his 
brother':; head and carried it away, so that the body, which 
alone remained, was insufficient to identify the thief. Like 
Amphia:raos, whom he resembles in more than one respect, 
TrophOriius ,was swallowed up by the earth near Lebadeia.l 

Frpm Trophtmius and Agamedes the Orchomenian gene-
alogy. passes to Askalaphos and Ialmenos, the sons of Ares by 

: Asty0ch,~, who are named in the Catalogue of the Iliad as 
· leade'rs 'of the thirty ships from Orchomenos against Troy. 
: Azeus, the grandfather of Astyoche in the Iliad, .is introduced 

as the· brother of Erginus _2 by Pausanias; who does not carry 
the p,edigree lower. 

The genealogy here given out of Pausanias is_ deserving of 
the more attention, because it seems to have been copied from 
the special history of Orchomenos by the Corinthian Kallippus, 
who 'again borrowed from the native Orchomenian poet, 
Chersias : the works of the latter had never come into the 
hand~ of Pausanias. • It illustrates forcibly the principle upon 
which th'ese mythical genealogies were framed, for almost every· 
persohage 'in the series is an Eponymus, Andreus gave his 
namef to the country, Athamas 'to the Athamantian plain; 
Minyas, Orchomenos, Koronus, Haliartus, Almos, and Hyettos, 
are each tin like manner connected with some name of people, 
tribe, tovrn, or village; while Chryse and Chrysogeneia have 
their •,origin in the reputed ancient wealth of Orchomenos. 

\ Abundant discrepancies are found, however, in respect to this 
' old geneAlogy, if we look to other acco1,1nt~. According to one 
,statemen_t, Orchomenos was the son of Zeus, by Isione, . 
, daugHter of Dana us ; Minyas was the son of Orchomenos (or 
,I rather Pciseidon) by Hermippe, daughter of Bceotos; the sons 
·,of M~npts were Presbon, Orchomenos, Athamas, and Dioch
; th6ndf1s.3; Others represented Minyas as son of Poseidon by 
1 Kallir!hoe, -an Oceanic nymph,4 while Dionysius called him 
! son ofAies; and Aristodem)ls, son of Aleas: lastly, there were 

1 Pausar~. ix, 37, 3· A similar story, but far more romantic and ampli· 
1 fied, is told by Herodotus (ii. rzr), respecting the treasury-vault of 
I Rhampsinicus, king of Egypt. Charax (ap. Schol. Aristoph. Nub. soS) 
, gives the same tale, but places the scene in the treasury-vault of Augeas, 
' king of Elis! which he says was built by TrorMnius, to whom he assigns 
· a totally <hfferent genealogy. The- romantrc adventures of the tale 

rendered it eminently fit to be interwoven at some point or another of 
legendary .history, in any country. 

2 Pausan. ix:,38, 6; 29, I. 
3 Scho!. Apoll6n. Rhod. i. 230. Compare Schol. ad Lycophron. 873. 
4 Selic!. Pindar, Olymp. xiv. 5· 

;~ t 
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not wanting authors who termed both Minyas and Orchomenos 
sons of Eteokles.1 Nor do we find in any one of these 
genealogies the name of Amphion the son of Iasus, who 
figures so prominently in the Odyssey as king of Orchomenos, 
and whose beautiful daughter Chloris is married to Neleus. 
Pausanias mentions him, but not as king, which is the 
denomination given to him in Homer.2 

The discrepancies here cited are hardly necessary in order to 
prove that these Orchomenian genealogies possess no historical 
value. Yet some probable inferences appear deducible from 
the general tenor of the legends, whether the facts and persons 
of which they are composed be real or fictitious. 

Throughout all the historical age, Orchomenos is a member 
of the Bce6tian confederation. But the Bceotians are said to 
have been immigrants into the territory which bore their name 
from Thessaly; and prior to the time of their immigration, 
Orchomenos and the surrounding territory appear as possessed 
by the Minyre, who are recognised in that locality both in the 
Iliad and in the Odyssey,3 and from whom the constantly 
recurring Eponymus, king Minyas, is borrowed by the genea
logists. Poetical legend connects the Orchomenian Minyre on 
the one side, with Pylos and Triphylia in Peloponnesus; on 
the other side, with Phthiotis and the town of l6lkos in 
Thessaly ; also with Corinth, 4 through Sisyphus and his sons. 
Pherekydes represented Neleus, king of Pylos, as having also 
been king of Orchomenos.5 In the region of Triphylia, near 
to or coincident with Pylos, a Minyeian river is mentioned by 
Homer; and we find traces of residents called Minyre even in 
the historical times, though the account given by Herodotus 

I Schol. Pindar. Isthm. i. 79· Other discrepancies in Schol. Vett. ad 
Iliad. ii. Catalog. I 8. 

2 Odyss. xi. 283. Pausan. ix. 36, 3· 
s Iliad, ii. 5, II. Odyss. xi. 283. Hesiod, Fragm. Eoiai, 27, Diintz. 

"'~•v li' 'Opxop.•v~v Mwv{]i6v. Pindar, Olymp. xiv. 4· IIaA.at'Y6vwv Mwviiv 
bricrKo7rot. Herodot. i. I46. Pausanias calls them Minyre even in their 
dealings with Sylla (ix. 30, I). Buttmann, in his Dissertation (tiber die 
Minyre der Altesten Zeit, in the Mythologus, Diss. xxi. p. 2I8), doubts 
whether the name Minyre was ever a real name; but all the passages make 
a"ainst his opinion. 

"4 Schol. A poll. Rhod. ii. u86. i. 230. :::S~<-h;f•os lie !>7Jf1-h-rpt&s </>71"' -roils 
1r•pl -r~w 'IwA.Klw olKovv-ras Mwvas KaA.iicrOat ; and i. 763. T1!v 'Y/tp 'IwA.Kbv 
o/ Mtvvat lfJicovv, lh </>7J<TL :::Stp.wv(li7JS lv :::Svp.~o~lK-rots : also Eustath. ad Iliad. 
ii. SI2. Steph. Byz. v. Mtv6a. Orchomenos and Pylos run together in 
the mind of the poet of the Odyssey, xi. 458. 

o Pherekyd. Fragm. 56, Didot. We see by the 55th Fragment of the 
same author, that he extended the genealogy of Phryxos to Pherre in 
Thessaly. 
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bf the· way in which they came ··thither zs strange and 
unsatisfactory.1 

.·• ". Ilefore the great changes which took place in the inhabitants 
bf .:Greece. from the immigration . of the Thesprotians into 
'fhi:ssaly, of the BCEotians into BCEotia, and of the Dorians 
~nd iEtolians into Peloponnesus, a\: a date whi<::h we have no 
mea~ns of determining, the · Miny::e and tribes fraternally 

. conhected with them seem to have occupied a large portion of 
.t/le ;surface of Greece, .from Iolkos in Thessaly to Pylos in the 
l('elqponnesus .. The wealth of Orchomenos is•renowned even 
.ih the Iliad ; 2 and when we study its topography in detail, we 
~re i;llrnishedwith a probable explanation both of its prpsperity 
and !its decay. Orchomenos was situated on the northern bank 
_df tHe lake Kopai:s, which receives not only the river Kephisos 
f~orri, the. v~lleys of PhOkis, but also other rivers from Parnassus 
and \Hehcon. The waters of the lake find more than one sub
t~rr~nean egress_:_partly .through natural rifts and cavities in 
the -limestone mountains, partly through a tunnel pierced 

·,attifi·cially more than a mile in length-into the plain on the 
n?rtt;t-eastein side, from whence they flow into the EubCEan sea 

·.near'•Larymna.s .. And it appears that, so long as these channels 
were!dili~ently watch~~ and kept ~lear, a large po~tion of ~he 
lake was m the condttwn of alluvtal land, pre-emmently nch 
add fi~rtile. But when the channels came to be either neglected, 
or: designedly choked up by an enemy, the water accumulated 
to~ su(~h a degree, as to occupy the soil of more than one ancient 
tob,j to endanger ·the position of Kop::e, and to occasion the 
ch'ang;e of the site of Orchomenos itself from the plain to the 
de1~liv1ity of Mount Hyphanteion. ·An engineer, }{rates, began 
th~ cl,earimce of the obstructed water-course.s in the reign of 
:Al~xahder the Great, a_nd by his commission-the destroyer of 
Th:ebt~s being anxious to re-establish the extinct prosperity of 
,Orph~menos. He succeeded so far as partially to drain and 

:: .. , I I , 

·, 1 1Hetodot. iv. 145. Strabo, viii. 337-347· Hom. Iliad, xi. 72r. 
·Pausani v. I, 7, 1rOTo.p.IH1 M<vu.f,<ov, near Elis. , 
. · ~\Iliad, ix. 38r. 
~: ·s 'lsee1 the description of these chaimels or Katabothra in Colonel Leake's 
Travels\ in Northern Greece, vol. ii. ·c. 15, p. 281-293, and still 'more 
elaldorat.ely in Fiedler, Reise durch alle Theile des Konigreichs Griechen
lands, Leipzig, 1840. He traced fifteen perpendicular shafts sunk for the 
purpose lof admitting air into the tunnel, the first separated from the last by 

.about 5SKJO feet: they are now of course overgrown and stopped up (vol. i. 
p.zrs).! . . .· 

Fqrchhammer states the length of this tunnel as considerably greater 
than,what'is'here mentioned. He also gives a plan of the Lake Kopa!s 
.withjthe'surrounding region, which I have·inserted in this History. ' 

1 
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diminish the lake, whereby the site of more than one ancient 
city was rendered visible: but the revival of Thebes by 
Kassander, after the decease of Alexander, arrested the 
progress of the undertaking, and the lake soon regained its 
former dimensions, to contract which no farther attempt was 
made.1 

According to the Theban legend,2 Herakh~s, after his defeat 
of Erginus, had blocked up the exit of the waters, and con
verted the Orchomenian plain into a lake. The spreading of 
these waters is thus connected with the humiliation of the 
Minyre; and there can be little hesitation in ascribing to these 
ancient tenants of Orchomenos, before it became bceotised, 
the enlargement and preservation of the protective channels. 
Nor could such an object have been accomplished, without 
combined action and acknowledged ascendency on the part of 
that city over its neighbours, extending even to the sea at 
Larymna, where the river Kephisos discharges itself. Of its 
extended influence, as well as of its maritime activity, we find 
a remarkable evidence in the ancient and venerated Amphi
ktyony at Kalauria. The little island so named, near the 
harbour of Trcezen, in Peloponnesus, was sacred to Poseidon, 
and an asylum of inviolable sanctity. At the temple of 
Poseidon, in Kalauria, there had existed, from unknown date, 
a periodical sacrifice, celebrated by seven cities in common
Hermione, Epidaurus, .tEgina, Athens, Prasire, Nauplia, and 
the Minyeian Orchomenos. This ancient religious com
bination dates from the time when Nauplia was independent 
of Argos, and Prasire of Sparta·: Argos and Sparta, according 
to the usual practice in Greece, continued to fulfil the obliga
tion each on the part of its respective dependent. 8 Six 
out of the seven states are at once sea-towns, and near 
enough to Kalauria to account for their participation in this 
Amphiktyony. But the junction of Orchomenos, from its 
comparative remoteness, becomes inexplicable, except on the 

1 We owe this interesting fact to Strabo, who is however both concise 
and unsatisfactory, viii. p. 406--407. It was affirmed that there had been 
two ancient towns, named Eleusis and Atheme, originally founded by 
Cecrllps, situated on the lake, and thus overflowed (Steph. Byz. v. 'A81jvcu. 
Diogen. Laert. iv. 23. Pausan. ix. 24, 2). For the plain or marsh near 
Orchomenos, see Plutarch, Sylla, c. 2o-22. 

2 Diodllr. iv. 18. Pausan. ix. 38, 5· 
3 Strabo, viii. p. 374· 'Hv o~ Kal 'Ap.</><K'rvov(a T<S 7rEpl TO lepov TovTo, 

E'lrTa ... &ll.ewv at p.eTe'ixov Tils Ova-las· 1;a-av o~ 'Epp.c~v, 'E.,.(oavpos, At-ycva, 
'A81jvac, ITpaa-ce'is, Nav1rll.«'is, 'Opxop.evos o Mcvvewi. "r ... ~p j/<v oliv Twv 
Nav7rll.t,wv 'Ane'ioc, 01r~p ITpaa-tlwv o~ AaKeoacp.&vcoc, EvveT,ll.ovv. 
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supp'ositi~n ~that its territory reached the· sea, and that it 
enjoyed J. considerable maritime traffic-a fact which helps to 
elucidate both its legendary connexion with Iolkos, and its 
partnersf\ip in what is called the Ionic emigration.1 

The great power of Orchomenos was broken down and 
the city 'reduced to a secondary and half-dependent position 
by the. Bce6tians of Thebes; at what time and under what. 
circumst~nces, history has not preserved. The story that 
the The ban hero, Herakles, rescued ·his native city from 
servitude! and tribute to Orchomenos, since it comes from a 
Kadmeia'n and not from an Orchomenian legend, and since 
the details of it were favourite subjects of commemoration in 
the Thet\an temples,2 affords a presumption that Thebes was 
really" on~e dependent on Orchomenos. Moreover· the savage 
mutilations infliCted by the hero on the tribute-seeking envoys, 
so faithfully' portrayed in his surname Rhinokoloustes, infuse 
into the ~ythe a portion, of that bitter feeling which so long 
prevailed! be:tween Thebes and Orchomenos, and which led 

I. ' 
the Theoans, as soon as the battle of Leuktra had ·placed 
supremady in their hands, to destroy and depopulate their 
rivaLS 'L'hel ensuing generation saw the same fate retorted 
upon Thebe's, combined with the restoration of Orchomenos. 
The legend:i:ry grandeur of this city continued, long after it 
had ceased to be distiBguished for wealth and power, imperish
ably recorded both in the minds of the nobler citizens and in 
the compositions of the poets: the ·emphatic language of 
Pausanias shows how much he found concerning it in the 
old epic.~ 

SECTION H.-DAUGHTERS OF. JEOLUS 

With ~everal · of the 
mythical jpedigrees and_ 

i Pausaril ixri7, I; z6, I. 
3 Theocrit. ~vi. 104-

daughters of }Eolus memorable 
narratives are connected. Alkyone 

' 2 · Herod:· i; I46. · Pausan. vii. z, z. 

~n. 'Ere6KI\ec..ot 9VyaTpe~ 9e-al, ai. MwVetov ~ 
-'OpxoJuvOv ~~.A.Eota-a.t, 0.1rex86,u.ev6~ 1ro~ea 0-,]{Ja.ts. 

'"The Scholiast 1gives a sense to these words much ·narrower than they 
really bear.; S<~e Diodik xv. 79; Pausan. ix. I5. In the oration which 
Isokrat(;s place!\ in the mouth of a Platrean, complaining of the oppressions 
of TMbes, the ancient servitude and tribute to Orchomenos are cast in the 
teeth of thei TMbans (Isoktat. Orat. Plataic. vol. iii. p. 32, Auger). 

. 4 Paus;m: ix.' 34, 5· ·See also the fourteenth Olympic Ode of Pindar, 
addressed to the Orchomenian .Asopikus. The learned and instructive 
work of K .. 0. ·Miiller, Oichoinenos und die Minyer, embodies everything 
which can be known respecting this once-memorable city; indeed th,e con
tents of theiwork extend much further than its title promises. 
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married Keyx, the son of Eosphoros, but both she and her 
husband displayed in a high degree the overweening insolence 
common in the JEolic race. The wife called her husband 
Zeus, while he addressed her as Here, for which presumptuous 
act Zeus punished them by changing both into birds.1 

Canace had by the god Poseidon several children, amongst 
whom were Epopeus and Aloeus.2 Al6eus married Iphimedea; 
who became enamoured of the god Poseidon, and boasted of 
her intimacy with him. She had by him two sons, Otos and 
Ephialtes, the huge and formidable Al6ids,-Titanic beings, 
nine fathoms in height and nine cubits in breadth, even in 
their boyhood, before they had attained their full strength. 
These Aloids defied and insulted the gods in Olympus. They 
paid their court to Here and Artemis; moreover they even 
seized and bound Ares, confining him in a brazen chamber 
for thirteen months. No one knew where he was, and the 
intolerable chain would have worn him to death, had not 
Eribrea, the jealous stepmother of the Aloids, revealed the 
place of his detention to Hermes, who carried him surrepti
tiously away when at the last extremity. Ares could obtain 
no atonement for such an indignity. Otos and Ephialtes even 
prepared to assault the gods in heaven, piling up Ossa on 
Olympus and Pelion on Ossa, in order to reach them. And 
this they would have accomplished had they been allowed to 

1 Apollodl'lr. i. 7, 4· K€yx,-king of Trachin,-the friend of Herakles 
and protector of the IISrakleids to the extent of his power (Hesiod. 
Scut. Hercul. 355-473; Apollodllr. ii. 7, 5; Hekatre. Fragm. 353, 
Didot). 

2 Canace, daughter of JEolus, is a subject of deep tragical interest both 
in Euripides and Ovid. The eleventh Heroic Epistle of the latter, founded 
mainly on the lost tragedy of the former called lEo Ius, purports to be from 
Canace to Macareus, and contains a pathetic description of the ill-fated 
passion between a brother and sister: see the Fragments of the JEolus in 
Dindorfs collection. In the tale of Kaunos and Byblis, both children of 
Miletos, the results of an incestuous passion are different, but hardly less 
melancholy (Parthenios, Narr. xi.). 

Makar, the son of JEolus, is the primitive settler of the island of Lesbos 
(Hom. Hymn. Apoll. 37) : moreover, in the Odyssey, JEolus, son of 
Hippot€s, the dispenser of the winds, has six sons and six daughters, and 
marries the former to the latter (Odyss. x. 7). The two persons called 
JEolus are brought into conriexion genealogically (see Schol. ad Odyss. I. 
c., and Diodllr. iv. 67), but it seems probable that Euripides was the first 
to place the names of Macareus and Canace in that relation which confers 
upon them their poetical celebrity. Sostratus (ap. Stobreum, t. 614, p. 
404) can hardly be consirlered to have borrowed from any older source than 
Euripides. Welcker (Griech. Tragiid. vol. ii. p. 86o) puts together all 
that can be known respecting the structure of the lost drama of 
Euripides. 
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grow t.o their full maturity ; but the arrows of Apollo put a 
timely en'd to their short-lived career.! 

The gi!nealogy assigned to Kalyke, another daughter of 
LEolus, dmducts us from Thessaly to Elis and LEtolia. She 
ma:rriea Aethlius (the son of Zeus by Protogeneia, daughter 
of.De~kation and sister of Hellen), who conducted a colony 
out of Thessaly, and settled in the territory of Elis. He 
had fo'r bis son Endymion, respecting whom the Hesicidic 
Catalogue/ and the Eoiai related several wonderful things. · 
Zeus gran~ed him the priVilege of determining the hour of 
his own death, and even translated him into heaven, which 
he forfeitJ!d by daring to pay court to Here: his vision in 
this·tcr~mii1al attempt was cheated· by a cloud, and he was 
cast out ip.to the under-world.2 According to other stories, 
his great t beauty caused. the goddess Selene to become 
enamoured of him, and to visit him by· night during his 
sleep :~the sleep of Endymion became a proverbial expression 

i Iliad
1
, v. h86; Odyss. xi. 306; Apollod6r. i. 7, 4·. So Typhileus in 

the Hesipdic· Tbeogony, the last enemy of the gods, is killed before he 
comes to, m~turity (Theog. 837). Fot the different turns given to this 
ancient Hom~ric legend, see Heyne, ad Apollod6r. I. c., and Hyginus, f. 
28 .. Th~ Al<)ids were noticed in the Hesiodic poems (ap. Schol. Apoll. 
Rhod.-i. 482). Odysseus. does not see them iri Hades, as Heyne by mis
take says'; h;~ sees their mother Iphimedea. Virgil (lEn. vi. 582) assigns 
to them a pla'ce among the sufferers of punishment in Tartarus. 

Eumell)s, i:he Corinthian poet, designated Al6eus as son of the god 
Helios and 1/rother of JEetes, the father of Medea (Eumel. ·Fragm. 2, 
Marktscheffel.). The scene of their death was ·subsequently laid in Naxos 
(Pindar, Pyth. iv. 88): their tombs were seen at Anthed6n in Bce6lia 
(Pausan. ix. 22, 4). The very curious legend alluded to by Pausanias 
from Hegisinbos, the author of an Atthis,-to the effect that Otos and 
Ephialte!s wer1e the first to establish the worship of the Muses in Helik61\, 
and thatthey\founded Askra along with ffioklos, the son of Poseid6n,-is 
one which' we:have no means of tracing farther (Pausan. ix •. 29, r). 

The story of the Al6ids, as Diod6rus gives it (v. 5r, 52}, diverges on 
almost every ~·oint: it is evidently borrowed from some Naxian archreolo
gist, and the only information which we collect from it is, that Otos and 
Ephialtes !rec~!ived heroic honours at Naxos. The views of 0. MUller 
(Orchomenos,;p. 387) appear to me unusually vague and fanciful. 

Ephialtes takes part in the combat of the giants against the gods (Apollo-· 
d6r •. t. 6, 2 ), *here Heyne remarks, as in so many other cases, " Ephia\tes 
hie non confundendus cum altero Al(lei filio." An observation just 
indeed, if we are supposed to be dealing with personages and adventures 
historically real-but altogether misleading in regard to these legendary 
characters. For here the general conception of Ephialt~s and his 
attributes is in both cases the same ; but' the particular adventures 
ascribed to bini cannot be made to consist, as facts, one with the other. · 

2 Hesiod, Akusilaus and Pherekydes, ap. Schol. Apoll6n. Rhod. iv. 57· 
"lv 3' alrrrjJ 9av&:rov Tap.l1Js . . The Scholium is very full of matter, and 
exhi~its many ~f the diversities in the tale of Endymi6n: see also Apollo· 
d3r. 1. 7, 5; Pa)lsan. v. I, 2; Con6n, Narr. 14. 

1 
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for enviable, undisturbed, and deathless repose.I Endymion 
had for issue (Pausanias gives us three different accounts, 
and Apollodorus a fourth, of the name of his wife), Epeios, 
A<:tolus, Preon, and a daughter Eurykyde. He caused his 
three sons to run a race on the stadium at Olympia, and 
Epeios, being victorious, was rewarded by becoming his 
successor in the kingdom : it was after him that the people 
were denominated Epeians. 

Epeios l:tad no male issue, and was succeeded by his nephew 
Eleios, son of Eurykyde by the god Poseidon: the name of the 
people was then changed from Epeians to Eleians. A<:tolus, 
the brother of Epeios, having slain Apis, son of Phoroneus, 
was compelled to flee from the country: he crossed' the 
Corinthian gulf and settled in the territory then called Kuretis, 
but to which he gave the name of A<:tolia. 2 

The son of Eleios,-or, according to other accounts, of the 
god Helios, of Poseidon, or of Phorbas,3-is Augeas, whom 
we find mentioned in the Iliad as king of the Epeians or 
Eleians. Augeas was rich in all sorts of rural wealth, and 
possessed herds of cattle so numerous, that the dung of the 
animals accumulated in the stable or cattle-enclosures beyond 
all power of endurance. Eurystheus, as an insult to Herakles, 
imposed upon him the obligation of cleansing this stable: the 

· hero, disdaining to carry off the dung upon his shoulders, 
turned the course of the river Alpheios through the building, 
and thus swept the encumbrance away.4 But Augeas, in spite 
of so signal a service, refused to Herakles the promised 

1 Theocrit iii. 49 ; xx. 35 ; where, however, Endymi8n is connected 
\' ith Latmos in Karia (see Schol. ad loc. ). 

P Pausan. v. r. 3-6; Apollod8r. i. 7, 6. 
3 Apollod8r. ii. 5, 5; Schol. Apol. Rhod. i. 172. In all probability, 

the old legend made Augeas the son of the god H~lios: H~lios, Augeas 
and Agamede are a triple series parallel to the Corinthian genealogy, 
Helios, lE~tes and Medea; not to mention that the etymology of Augeas 
connects him with Helios. Theocritus (xx. 55) designates him as the son 
of the god Helios, through whose favour his cattle are made to prosper 
and multiply with such astonishing success {xx. II7). 

4 Diod8r. iv. r 3· "TfJp•ws ~VEt<Ev Eupurr8<ils 1rporre-ra~• t<a8iipa•· o o~ 
'Hpat<A.Tis TO p.'Ev ro!s l!Jp.o<s ~~EVE')'t<Etv abr~v &.7r<oodp.arr<v, ~t<I<A.(vwv -r~v ~ll 
'1'1is iifJp•ws alrrx6v11v, &c. (Pausan. v. I, 7; Apollod8r. ii. 5, 5·) 

It may not be improper to remark that this fable indicates a purely 
pastoral condition, or at least a singularly rude state of agriculture ; and 
the way in which Pausanias recounts it goes even beyond the genuine 
story ; &s l<al 'rdo 'lrOAAdo 'ri)S xwpas avorciJ 1115'11 OlaTEAEtV &.p')'&. ~vora lJ'IrO TWV 
{3orTil'flp.<hwv ori)s 1<61rpou. The slaves of Odysseus however know what use 
to make of the dung heaped before his outer fence (Odyss. xvii. 299); not 
so the purely carnivorous and pastoral Cycl8ps (Odyss. ix. 329). The 
stabling, into which the cattle go from their pasture, is called 1<61rpos in 
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'reward, though his son Phyleus protested against such treachery, 
·and when he found that he could not induce his father to keep 
faith, retired in sorrow and wrath to the island of Dulichi6n.1 

To avenge the deceit practised upon him, Herakles invaded 
Elis; but Augeas had powerful auxiliaries, especially his 
nephews, the two Molionids (sons of Poseid6n by Molione, the 
wife of Akt6r), Eurytos and Kteatos. These two miraculous 
~brothers, of transcendent force, grew together,-havin_g _one 
,body, but two heads and four arms.2 Such was the1r Jrre-
1'sistible might, that Herakles was defeated and repelled from 
Elis : but presently: the Eleians sent the two Molionid brothers 
'as Theon' (sacred envoys) to the Isthmian games, and Herakles, 
pladng himself in ambush at Kle6me, surprised and killed 
them as they passed through. ·For this murderous act the 
'Eleians in vain endeavoured to obtain redress both at Corinth 
and at Argos ; which is assigned as the reason for the self
ordained exclusion, prevalent throughout all the historical age, 
that no. Eleian athlete would ever present himself as a com
petitor at the Isthmian gai'I!es.s The Molionids being thus 
removed, Herakles again invaded Elis, and killed Augeas 
along with his children,-all except Phyleus, whom he brought 
'over ·from Dulichi6n, and put in possession of his father's 
kingdom. According to the more gentle narrative which 
Pausanias adopts, Augeas was not killed, but pardoned at 
the request of Phyleus.4 He was worshipped as a hero 5 even 
down to·the time of that author. · 

Homer,-'E;\6oucras ls KO'II'pov, i'II'~W /3oTdP'YJS Kop€crwvTa< (Odyss. x. 41 I): 
compare Iliad, xviii. 575.-MvK'YJOp.,P o' lmb KO'II'pov br•crudovT~ 'II'Eioovo•. 

The Augeas of Theocritus has abundance of wheat-land and vineyard, 
as well as cattle: he ploughs his land three or four times, and digs,-);lis .. 
vineyard diligently (xx. 20-32). ·'· · 

1 The wrath and retirement of Phyleus is mentioned in the Iliad (ii. 
633), but not the cause of it. 
I 2 These singular properties were ascribed to them both in the Hesiodic 
poems and by Pherekydes (Schol. Ven. ad Il. xi. 715-750, et ad II. xxiii. 
638), but not in the Iliad. The poet lbykus (Fragm. rr, Schneid. ap. 
Athenre. ii. 57) calls them lili<Kas lcroKeq,d;\ovs, €wyviovs, 'Ap.q,oT€povs 
"/E"/CtWTCtS tP werp ap-yvperp. . 
. There were temples and divine honours to Zeus Molion (Lactantius, de 
Falsa Religione, i. 22). . 

3 Pausan. v. 2, 4· 'The inscription cited by Pausanias proves that this 
was the reason assigned by the Eleian athletes themselves for the exclusion ; 
but there were several different stories. 

·. 4 Apollodor. ii. 7, 2. Diodor. iv. 33· Pausan. v. 2, 2; 3, 2. It seems 
evident from these accounts that the genuine legend represented Herakles 
as having been defeated by the Molionids : the unskilful evasions both of 
Apollodilrus and Diodorus betray this. Pindar (Olymp. xi. 25-50) gives 
the story without any flattery to .Herakles. 5 Pausan. v. 4, r. . 
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It was on occasion of this conquest of Elis, according to the 

old mythe which Pindar has ennobled in a magnificent ode, 
that Herakles first consecrated the ground of Olympia and 
established the Olympic games. Such at least was one of 
the many fables respecting the origin of that memorable 
institution.1 

It has already been mentioned that ..cEtolus, son of Endymion, 
quitted Peloponnesus in consequence of having slain Apis.2 

The country on the north of the Corinthian gulf, between 
the rivers Euenus and Achelous, received from him the name 
of ..cEtolia, instead of that of Kuretis: he acquired possession 
of it after having slain Dorus, Laodokus, and Polypcetes, sons 
of Apollo and Phthia, by whom he had been well received. 
He had by his wife Pronoe (the daughter of Phorbas,) two 
sons, Pleuron and Kalydon, and from them the two chief towns 
in ..cEt6lia were named.3 Pleur6n married Xanthippe, daughter 
of D6rus, and had for his son Agen6r, from whom sprang 
Portheus, or Portha6n, and Demonike : Euenos and Thestius 
were children of the latter by the god Arh4 

Portheus had three sons, Agrius, Melas and CEneus : among 
the offspring of Thestius were Alth::ea and Leda, 5-names 
which bring us to a period of interest in the legendary history. 

1 The Armenian copy of Eusebius gives a different genealogy respecting 
Elis and Pisa : Aethlius, Epeius, Endymi6n, Alexinus ; next CEnomaus 
and Pelops, then Herakles. Some counted ten generations, others three, 
between Herakles and Iphitus, who renewed the discontinued Olympic 
games (5ee Armen. Euseb. copy. c. xxxii. p. 140). 

2 Ephorus said that 1Et6lus had been expelled by Salm6neus king of the 
Epeians and Pisatre (ap. Strabo, viii. p. 357): he must have had before 
hi\11 a different story and different genealogy from that which is given in 
the text. 

3 Apollod6r. i. 7, 6. D6rus, son of Apollo and Phthia, killed by 
1Et6lus, after having hospitably received him, is here mentioned. Nothing 
at all is known of this ; but the conjunction of names is such as to render 
it probable that there was some legend connected with them: possibly the 
assistance given by A polio to the Kuretes against the lEtolians, and the 
death of Meleager by the hand of Apollo, related both in the Eoiai and 
the Minyas (Pausan. x. 31, 2), may have been grounded upon it. The 
story connects itself with what is stated by Apollod6rus about D6rus son 
of Hellen. 

4 According to the ancient genealogical poet Asius, Thestius was son of 
Agen6r the son of Pleur6n (Asii Fragm. 6, p. 413, ed. Marktsch.). 
Compare the genealogy of 1Et61ia and the general remarks upon it, in 
Brandstater, Geschichte des lEtol. Landes, &c., Berlin, 1844, p. 23 seq. 

5 Respecting Leda, see the statements of Ibykus, Pherekydes, Hellanikus, 
&c. (Schol. Apoll6n. Rhod. i. 146)~ The reference to the Corinthiaca 
of Eumelus is curious: it is a specimen of the matters upon which these 
old genealogical poems dwelt. 
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..eda ma~ries Tyndareus and becomes mother of Helei,Ia and 
he Dioskuri : Althrea marries CEneus, and has, ·among other 
hild\en, ,~Mel eager and Deianeira ; the laher being begotten by 
he god Dionysus, and the·former by Ares.1 Tydeus also is his 
on, the :rather of Diomedes : warlike eminence goes hand in 
tand 'with tragic calamity among the members of this memorable 
1mily. / 

We are fortunate enough to find the legend of Althcea and 
Jeleager set forth at considerable length in the Iliad, in the 
peech addressed by Phcenix to appease the wrath of Achilles. 
Em~us,/ king of Kalydon; in the vintage sacrifices which he 
1ffer~d to the gods, omitted to include Artemis : the misguided 
nan' either forgot her or car'ed· not for her ; 2 and the goddess, 
1rov'oked by such an insult,. sent against the vineyards of 
Eneus/ a wild boar of vast size and strength, who tore up 
he trees by the root, and laid prostrate all their fruit. So 
erribleJwas this boar, that nothing less than a numerous body 
,f men could venture to attack him : Meleager, the son of 
En'eus: however, having got together a considerable number of. 
ompailions, partly from the Kuretes of Pletiron, at length 
lew him. But the anger of Artemis was not yet appeased. 
:he niised a dispute among the combatants respecting the 
1os'ses~ion of the boar's head and hide-the trophies of victory. 
n this' dispute Mel eager slew the brother of his mother Althcea, 
1rince! of the Kuretes of Pleuron : these Kuretes attacked the 
Etoli:ins of Kalydon in order to avenge their chief. So long 
.s JMeleager contended in the field the lEtolians had· the 
uperiority. But he presently refused to come forth, indignant 
t ~he'curses imprecated upon him oy his mother. For Althrea, 
rrung with sorrow for the death of her brother, flung herst:lf 
tpon 1 the ground in tears, beat the earth violently with her 
tands, and implored Hades and Persephone to inflict death 
tponl Meleager,-a prayer which the unrelenting Erinnyes in 
~rebus heard but too well. So keenly did the hero resent 
his behaviour of his mother, that he kept aloof from the war. 
~ccordingly the Kuretes not only drove the lEtOlian~ from the 
ield,l but assailed the _walls and gates of Kalydon, and were on 
he point of overwhelming its dismayed inhabitants. There was 

t 
1 Apollodor. i. 8, 1; Euripides, Meleager, Frag. 1. The three· s~ns 

,f Portheusare named in the Iliad (xiv. 116) as living at Pleur8n and 
Calydl\n. The name CEneus doubtle<s brings Dionysus into the legend. 

2 "H ll.ci.Oer', ~ obi< ~v&'I/O'<v· aci.O'O't:r.To ii€ p.o-ya. Oup.cp (Iliad, ix. 533). The cle
tructive influence of Ate is mentioned before, v. 502. The piety of XenopMn 
eproduces this ancient circumstance,:-Otv<wr ii' iv r/lpq. bnll.a.8ou.Evo11 'f1is 
'<ov; &c. (De Venat. c. 1). 

I 
r 
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no hope of safety except in the arm of Meleager ; but Meleager 
lay in his chamber by the side of his beautiful wife Kleopatra, 
the daughter of Idas, and heeded not the necessity. While 
the shouts of expected victory were heard from the assailants at 
the gates, the ancient men of JEtolia and the priests of the gods 
earnestly besought Meleager to come forth, 1 offering him his 
choice of the fattest land in the plain of Kalydon. His dearest 
friends, his father CEneus, his sisters, and even his mother her
self, added their supplications-but he remained inflexible. At 
length the Kuretes penetrated into the town and began to burn 
it : at this last moment, Kleopatra his wife addressed to him 
her pathetic appeal, to avert from her and from his family the 
desperate horrors impending over them all. Meleager could 
no longer resist : he put on his armour, went forth from his 
chamber, and repelled the enemy. But when the danger was 
over, his countrymen withheld from him the splendid presents 
which they had promised, because he had rejected their 
prayers, and had come forth only when his own haughty caprice 
dictated.2 

Such is the legend of Meleager in the Iliad : a verse in the 
second book mentions simply the death of Meleager, without 
farther details, as a reason why Thoas appeared in command of 
the JEtolians before Troy.s • 

Later poets both enlarged and altered the fable. The 
Hesiodic Eoiai, as well as the old poem called the Minyas, 
represented Meleager as having been slain by Apollo, who 
aided the Kuretes in the war; and the incident of the burning 
brand, though quite at variance with Homer, is at least as old 
as the tragic poet Phrynichus, earlier than JEschylus.4 The 
Mcerre, or Fates, presenting themselves to Althrea shortly after 
the birth of Meleager, predicted that the child would die so 
soon as the brand then burning on the fire near at hand should 
be consumed. Althrea snatched it from the flames and extin
guished it, preserving it with the utmost care, until she became 
incensed against Meleager for the death of her brother. She 
then cast it into the fire, and as soon as it was consumed the 
life of Meleager was brought to a close. 

We know from the censure of Pliny, that Sophokle< 
heightened the pathos of this subject by his account of the 
mournful death of Meleager's sisters, who perished from exces< 

1 These priests formed the Chorus in the Meleager of Sophokl~s (Schol. 
ad Iliad. ix. 575). 

2 Iliad, ix. 525-595· 3 Iliad, ii. 642. 
4 Pausan. x. 31, 2. The nMvpwvuu, a lost tragedy of l'hrynichus. 
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of grief. They were changed into the birds called Meleagrides, 
arid their never-ceasing tears ran together into amber.1 But 
.in' the hands of Euripides-whether originally through him or 

, 'p.~t, 2 lwe. cannot te~l-Atal~nta became the prominent figure 
'.and motive of the prece, whrle the party convened to hunt the 
:Kalydonian boar was made to comprise all the distinguished 
.heroes from every quarter of Greece. In fact, as Heyne justly 
{remarks, this event is one of the four aggregate dramas of 

. ; Greci~n heroic life, 3 along :with the Argonautic expedition, the, 
\ siege of Thebes, and the Trojan· war. · 

'· To accomplish the destructio~ of the terrific animal which 
,Artemis in her wrath had sent forth, Meleager assembled not 
merely the choice youth among the Kuretes and JEtolians (as 
we firid in the Iliad), but an illustrious troop, including Kastor 
,and Pollux, Idas and Lynkeus, Peleus and Telamon, Theseus 
iand Peirithous, Ankceus and Kepheus, Jason, Amphiaraus, 
1Adm&tus, Eurytion and others. Nestor and Phcenix, who 
>appear as old men before the .walls of Troy,. exhibited their 
\early I prowess as . auxiliaries to the suffering Kalydonians.4 

\Conspicuous . amidst them all stood t!J.e virgin Atalanta, 
{laughter of the Arcadian Schceneus ; beautiful ~d matchless 
.for swiftness of foot, but living in the forest as a huntress and 
furiacceptable to Aphrodite. 5 · Sev·era1 of the heroes were slain 
\bY~ the boar ; othen ~sc~ped, by various stratagel?s : at ~ength 
!Atalanta first shot hrm m the back, next Amphraraus m the 
(eye,. and, lastly, Meleager killed him. Enamoured of the 
~ 1 Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 2, II. 
i . 2 :rhere was a tragedy of lEschylus called 'ATail.&.wr71, of which nothing 
·remains (Bothe, JEschyli Fragm. ix. p. 18). !• (!f the more rece~t dramatic. writers, s~veral selected Atalanta as their 
subJect (see Brandstater, Gesch1chte JEtohens, p. 65) . 
. :, ~ There was a poem of Stesichorus, ~uo8~pa< (Stesichor. Fragm. 15, 
P· 72). ·' 
l 4 The catalogue of these heroes is in Apollod6r. i. 8, 2; Ovid, Metamor. 
viii. 300; Hygin. fa b. I73· Euripides, in his play .of Meleager, gave an 
;\numeration and d·escription of the heroes (see Fragm. ·6 of that play, ed. 
M:atth.). Nest6r, in this picture of Ovid, however, does not appear quite 
~a· invincible as in his own speeches in the Iliad. The mythographers. 
ihought it necessary to assign a. reason why HerakH!s was not present at 
1 ;.e Kalyd6nian adventure: he was just at that time in servitude with 
')mphale in Lydia (Apol!od. ii. 6, 3). This seems to have been the idea. 
;f Ephorus, and it is much in his style of interpretation (see Ephor. Fragm. 

<; ed. D1dot). · 
) 5 Euripid. Meleag. Fragm. vi. Matt.-

K~pt?o.~ ... oe. p.LcrYJp.', 'ApKO.s 'A7a.A&.vTJ1, Kth~a~ 
f Ka~o To§ exouua, &c. 
i There was a drama " Meleager" 'both of Sophokles and Euripides : of 
t·le former hardly any fragments rem.ain,-a few more of the latter. 
j 

! 
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beauty of Atalanta, Meleager made over to her the chief spoils 
of the animal, on the plea that she had inflicted the first 
,wound. But his uncles, the brothers of Thestius, took them 
away from her, asserting their rights as next of kin,1 if Meleager 
declined to keep the prize for himself: the latter, exasperated 
at this behaviour, slew them. Althcea, in deep sorrow for her 
brothers and wrath against her son, is impelled to produce the 
fatal brand which she had so long treasured up, and consign 
it to the flames. 2 The tragedy concludes with the voluntary 
death both of Althcea and Kleopatra. 

Interesting as the Arcadian huntress, Atalanta, is in herself, 
she is an intrusion, and not a very convenient intrusion, into 
the Homeric story of the Kalyd6nian boar-hunt, wherein 
another female, Kleopatra, already occupied the fore-ground. 
But the more recent version became accredited throughout 
Greece, and was sustained by evidence which few persons in 
those days felt any inclination to controvert. For Atalanta 
carried away with her the spoils and head of the boar into 
Arcadia ; and there for successive centuries hung the identical 
hide and the gigantic tusks, of three feet in length, in the 
temple of Athene Alea at Tegea. Kallimachus mentions 
them as being there preserved, in the third century before the 
Christian cera ;3 but the extraordinary v:alue set upon them is 
best proved by the fact that the emperor Augustus took away 
the tusks from Tegea, along with the great statue of Athene 
Alea, and conveyed them to Rome, to be there preserved 
among the public curiosities. Even a century and a half after
wards, when Pausanias visited Greece, the skin worn out with 
age was shown to him, while the robbery of the tusks had not 
been forgotten.. Nor were these relics of the boar the only 
memento preserved at Tegea of the heroic enterprise. On 
the pediment of the temple of Athene Alea, unparalleled in 
Peloponnesus for beauty and grandeur, the illustrious statuary 
Skopas had executed one of his most finished reliefs, represent
ing the Kalyd6nian hunt. Atalanta and Meleager were placed 
in the front rank of the assailants : while Ankceus, one of the 
Tegean heroes, to whom the tusks of the boar had proved 

1 Hyginus, fab. 229. 
2 Diodilr. iv. 34· Apollodilrus (i. 8; 2-4} gives first the usual narrative, 

induding ·Atalanta; next,. the Homeric narrative with some additional 
-circumstances, but not including either Atalanta or the fire-brand on which 
.Meleager's life depended. 

o Kallimachus, Hymn. ad Dian. 2I7-
0V p.tv br£~ehYJTOI. Ka.AvcSWvtoc. rl:ypwrijpE~ 
Mlp.<{Jovrat. 1C&.1rpo1.0' Ttl. yiip C171f.LTJta VUC:YJ!l 

"ApK.aMrw ei.CT~AB~::v, Exe1. cS' in 61Jp0s OMvTas. 
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fatal,l was r~presented as sinking under his death-wound into the 
arn'is of his brother Epochos. And Pausanias observes, that the 
Tegeans, while; they had manifested the same honourable for, 
wardness as other Arcadian commuQ.ities in the conquest of 
Troy, the repulse of Xerxes, and the battle of Dipcea against 
Sparta-might fairly claim to themselves, through Ankceus and 

-Atalinta, that 'they alone amongst all Arcadians had partici
pated in tb,e glory of the Kalydonian boar-hunt.2_ So entire 
and unsuspecting is the faith both of the Tegeans and of 

. Pausanias in the past historical reality of this romantic adven
, ture. Strabo iindeed tries to transform the romance into 

something which has the outward semblance of history, by 
remarking that 'the quarrel respecting the boar's head and hide 
cahnot have been the real cause .of war between the Kuretes 
and the JEtolians; the true ground of dispute (he contends) 
was probab~y the possession of a portion of territory.3 ·His 
remarks on· this head are analogous to those of Thucydides 
and other critio's, when they ascribe the Trojan war, not to the 
rape of Helen,' but to ·views of conquest or political appre~ 
hensions. Buf he treats the general fact of the battle between 
the Kuretes and the JEtolians, mentioned in the Iliad, as some
thing tinq}lesti6nably real and historical-recapitulating at the 
same time a variety of discrepancies on the part of different 
authors, but not giving any decision of his own respecting 
their truth or falsehood. 

In the same i:nanner as Atalanta was intruded into the Kaly
donian hunt, so also she seems to hav·e been introduced into 
the memorable~funeral games celebrated after the decease of 
!?elias at Iolkop, in which she had no place at the time when 
. . . I - . . 

1 .See Pherekyd: Frag. 8r; ed. Didot. 
2 ·Pausan. viii. 45, 4; 46, 1-3; 47, z. Lucian, adv. ~ndoctum, c. 14, 

t. iii. p. I II, Reiz! 
The officers, placed in charge of the public curiosities or wonders at 

Rome (o! .brl: 'TOtS 6avp.aaw) affirmed that one of the tusks had been 
accidentally b~oken in the voyage from Greece ; the other was kept in the 
temple of Bacchus'in the Imperial Gardens. . 

It is numbbred· among the memorable exploits of. Theseus that he 
vanquished and killed a formidable and gigantic sow, in the territory of 
Krommy6n near Corinth. According to some critics, this Krommy6nian 
sow was the mother of the Kalyd6nian boar (Strabo, viii. p. 380). 

3 Strabo, x. ·P· 466. noA.€p.ov ll' ~f.''lrEG'IIII'TOS 'TOtS @EG''Ttcfliats 7rphs Olv€a 
Kal MEA.fa')'pov, lJ i-<tP not')'T~S, &p:tpl G'vhs KE<f>all.p K«l o€pp.a'Tt, Ka'Td 'T~V 
7rEpl 'TOV Kci.7rpov p.v6oii.O')'[av· ws OE 'TO ellios, 7rEpl p.epovs 'Tiis xwpas, &c. 
This remark is also similar to Mr. Payne Knight's criticism on the true 
causes of the Trojan war, which were (he tells us) of a political 
character;' independent of Helen and her abduction (Prolegom. ad Homer. 
c. 53\. 

VOL. I. K 
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the works on the chest of K ypselus were executed.l But her 
native and genuine locality is Arcadia; where her race-course, 
near to the town of Methydrion, was shown even in the 
days of Pausanias.2 This race-course had been the scene of 
destruction for more than one unsuccessful suitor. For 
Atalanta, averse to marriage, had proclaimed that her hand 
should only be won by the competitor who would surpass her 
in running: all who tried and failed were condemned to die, 
and many were the persons to whom her beauty and swiftness, 
alike unparalleled, had proved fatal. At length Meilanion, 1 
who had vainly tried to win her affections by assiduous services ; 
in her hunting excursions, ventured to enter the perilous lists. : 
Aware that he could not hope to outrun her except by strata
gem, he had obtained, by the kindness of Aphrodite, three 

-golden apples from the garden of the Hesperides, which he 
successively let fall near to her while engaged in the race. The -
maiden could not resist the temptation of picking them up, 
and was thus overcome: she became the wife of Meilanion, 
and the mother of the Arcadian Parthenopreus, one of the 
seven chiefs who perished in the siege of Thebes. 8 

1 Compare Apollod6r. iii. g. 2, and Pausan. v. 17, 4· She is made to 
wrestle with Peleus at these funeral games, which seems foreign to her 
character. 2 Pausan. viii. 35, 8. 

3 Respecting the varieties in this interesting story, see Apollod. iii. g, 2; 
Hygin. f. 185; Ovid. Metam. x. 56o-7oo; Propert. i. 1, 20; h:lian V. H. 
xiii. i. M•<il.«v(wvos uw<f>povlo-.,.•pos._ Aristophan. Lysistrat. 786 and Schol. 
In the ancient representation on the chest of Kypselus (Paus. v. 19, 1), 
Meilanil\n was exhibited standin~ near Atalanta, who was holding a fawn: 
no match or competition in runmng was indicated. 

There is great discrepancy in the naming and patronymic description of 
the parties in the story. Three different persons are announced as fathers 
of Atalanta, Schceneus, Jasus and .Mrenalos; the successful lover in Ovid 
(and seemingly in Euripides also) is called Hippomenes, not Meilani6n. 
In the Hesiodic poems Atalanta was daughter of Schameus ; Hellanikus 
called her daughter of Jasus. See -Apollodl\r. 1. c. ; Kallimach. Hymn 
to Dian. 214, with the note of Spanheim; Schol. Eurip. Phceniss. 150; 
Schol. Theocr. Idyll. iii. 40-; also the ample commentary of Bachet de 
Meziriac, sur les Epltres d'Ovide, vol. i. p. 366. Servius (ad Virg. Eclog. 
vi. 6r; .tEneid, iii. II3) calls Atalanta a native of Skyros. -

Both the ancient scholiasts (see Schol. Apoll. Rhod. i. 769) and the 
modern commentators, Spanheim and Heyne, seek to escape this difficulty 
by supposing two Atalantas,-an Arcadian and a Bcel\tian; assuming the 
principle of their conjecture to_ be admissible, they ought to suppose at 
least .three. 

Certainly,_ if personages of the Grecian mythes are to be treated as 
historically real,· and their adventures as so many exaggerated or mis
coloured facts, it will be necessary to repeat the process of multiplying 
entities to an infinite extent. And this is one among the many reasons for 
rejecting the fundamental supposition. 
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. We have yet another female in the family of CEneus, whose 
name the legend has immortalised. His,·daughter Deianeira 
was sought in marriage by the river. Achel6us, who presented 
himself in various shapes, first as a serpent and afterwards as a 
bull. From the importunity. of this hateful suitor she was 
rescued by the arrival of Herakles, who encountered Achel6us, 
vanquished him and broke off one of his horns, which Achel6us 
ransomed by surrendering to him the horn . of Amaltheia, 
endued with the miraculous property of supplying the possessor 
with abundance of any food and drink which he desired. 
Herakles being rewarded for his prowess by the possession of 
Deianeira, made over the horn of Amaltheia as his marriage
present to CEneus.1 Compelled to leave the residence of 
CEneus, in consequence .of having in a fit of anger struck the 
youthful attendant Eunomus, and involuntarily killed him,2 

' Herakles retired to Trachin, crossing the river Euenus at the 
place where the Centaur Nessus was accustomed to carry over 

. passengers for hire. Nessus carried over Deianeira, but when 
'he had arrived on the other side, began to treat her with rude

ness; upon which Herakl<~s slew him with an arrow tinged by 

But wheh w4 consider these personages as· purely legendary, so that an 
' historical basis can neither be affirmed nor denied respecting them, we 

escape the necessity of such inconvenient stratagems. The test of identity 
is then to be sought in the attributes, not in the.legal description,-in the 
predicates, not in the subject. Atalanta, whether born of one father or 

' another, whether belonging. to one. place .or another, is beautiful, cold, 
repulsive, daring, swift of foot and skilful with the bow,-these attributes 
constitute lier identity. The Scholiast on Theocritus.(iii. 40), in vindi
cating his supposition tha~ there were two Atalantas, draws a distinction 
founded upon this very principle: he >ays that the Ba!6tian Atalanta was 
·ro~oTis, and the Arcadian Atalanta op6p.cua. But this seems an over· 

\ refinement :• both the shooting ·and. the running go to constitute an 
; accomplished huntress. . 
~ In respect to Parthenopreus, called by Euripides and by so many others 
, the son of Atalanta, it is of some importance to add, that Apollod6rus, 

Aristarchus, and Antimachus, the altthor of the Thebaid, assigned to him 
a pedigree entirely different,-making him an Argeian, the son of Talaos 
and LysimacM, and brother of Adrastus. (Apollod6r. i. 9, 13; Aristarch. 
ap. Schol. Soph. CEd. Col. 1320; Antimachus ap. Schol . .t'Eschyl. Sep. 
Theb. 532; and ·Schol. Supplem. ad Eurip. Phreniss. t. viii. p. 461, ed. 
Matth. A pollod6rus is in fact inconsistent. with himself in another 
'passage.) 

1 Sophokl. Trachin. 7· The horn of Amaltheia was described by 
Pherekyd~s (Apollod. ii. 7, 5): see also· Strabo, x. p. 458, and Diod6r. 
iv. 35, who cites an interpretation· of the fables (ol elK&.(ovns ~~ auTwv 
Tall.116€s) to the effect that it was symbolical of an embankment of the 
unruly river' by Herakles, and consequent recovery .of very fertile land. 

2 Hellanikus (ap .. Athen. ix. p. 410) mentioning this incident, in two 
different works, called the attendant by two different names. 
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the poison of the Lernrean hydra. The dying Centaur advised 
Deianeira to preserve the poisoned blood which flowed from 
his wound, telling her that it would operate as a philtre to 
regain for her the affections of Herakles, in case she should 
ever be threatened by a rival. Some time afterwards the hero 
saw and loved the beautiful !ole, daughter of Eurytos, king of 
<"Echalia: he stormed the town, killed Eurytos, and made I ole 
his captive. The misguided Deianeira now had recourse to 
her supposed philtre : she sent as a present to Heraklt~s a 
splendid tunic, imbued secretly with the poisoned blood of the 
Centaur. Herakles adorned himself with the tunic on the 
occasion of offering a solemn sacrifice to Zeus on the promon
tory of Kenreon in Eubcea: but the fatal garment, when once 
put on, clung to him indissolubly, burnt his skin and flesh, 
and occasioned an agony of pain from which he was only 
relieved by death. Deianeira slew herself in despair at this 
disastrous catastrophe.! 

We have not yet exhausted the eventful career of <"Eneus and 
his family-ennobled among the .tEtolians especially, both by 
religious worship and by poetical eulogy~and favourite themes 
not merely in some of the Hesiodic poems, but also in other 

1 The beautiful drama of the Trachinire has rendered this story familiar : 
compare Apollod. ii. 7, 7· Hygin. f. 36. Diod6r. iv. 36-37. 

The capture of CEchalia (Olxall.ias IJ.ll.t>J<r<s) was celebrated in a very 
ancient epic poem by Kreophylos, of the Homeric and not of the Hesiodic 
character; it passed with many as the work of Homer himself. (See 
Diintzer, Fragm. Epic. Grrecor, p. 8. Welcker, Der Epische Cyclus, p. 
229.) The same subject was also treated in the Hesiodic Catalogue, or 
in the Eoiai (see Hesiod, Fragm. 129, ed. Marktsch.): the number of the 
children of Eurytos was there enumerated. 

This exploit seems constantly mentioned as the last performed by 
HerakH~s, and as immediately preceding his death or apotheosis on Mount 
CEta: but whether the legend of Deianeira and the poisoned tunic be very 
old, we cannot tell. 

The tale of the death of Iphitos, son of Eurytos, by Herakles, is as ancient 
as the Odyssey (xxi. 19-40): but it is there stated, that Eurytos dying left 
his memorable bow to his son Iphitos (the bow is given afterwards by 
Iphitos to Odysseus, and is the weapon so fatal to the suitors),-a statement 
not very consistent with the story that CEchalia was taken and Eurytos 
slain by Herakles. It is plain that these were distinct and contradictory 
leaends. Compare Soph. Trachin. z60-c285 (where lphitos dies before 
E~rytos), not only with the passage just cited from the Odyssey, but also 
with Pherekydes, Fragm. 34, Didot. 

Hyginus (f. 33) differs altogether in the parentage of Deianeira: he calls 
her daughter of Dexameno;: his account of her marriage with Herakles 
is in every respect at variance with Apollod6rus. In the latter, MnesimacM 
is the daughter of Dexamenos; Herakles rescues her from the importunities 
of the Centaur Eurytii)n (ii. 5, 5). 
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ancient epic pr6du,ctions, the Alkmreonis and the Cyclic Thebais.1 

By anothe~ marriage, CEneus had for his son Tydeus, whose 
poetical celebrity is attested by the many different accounts 
given both of the name and condition of his mother. Tydeus, 
having slarn liis cousins, the sorts of Melas, who were con
spiring against CEneus, was forced to become an exile, and 
took refuge at Argos with Adrastus, whose. daughter Deipyle 
he married. The issue of this marriage. was Diomedes, whose 
brilliant e:Xploits in the siege of Troy were not less celebrated 
than those of his father at the siege of Thebes. After the 
departure .of ;r'ydeus, CEneus was deposed by the sons of 
Agrios. He fell into extreme poverty and wretchedness, from 

· which he ,was only rescued by his grandson· Diomedes, after 
the conquest of Troy.2 The sufferings of this ancient warrior, 
and the finallrestoration and revenge by Diomedes, were the 

·subject of 'a lost tragedy of Euripides, which even the ridicule 
of Aristophanes demonstrates to have been eminently pathetic·. a 

Though' th'e genealogy just given of CEneus is in part 
'Homeric, and seems to have been followed generally. by the 
mythographers, yet we find another totally at variance with it 
in Hekatreus,iwhich he -doubtless borrowed from some of the 
old poets :: the simplicity of the story annexed to it seems to 
attest its antiquity. Orestheus, son of Deukalion, first passed 
into .tEt6lia, rand acquired the kingdom : he was ' father of 
Phytios, who ~as father of CEneus. .tEtolus was son of CEneus.4 

The original migration of JEtolus from Elis to JEtolia-and 
the subsequent establishment in Elis of Oxylus, his descendant 
in the tenth generation, along with the Dorian invaders of 
Peloponnesus!__were commemorated by two inscriptions, one 
in the agora jof Elis, the other in that of the .tEtolian chief 
town, Th~rmum, engraved upon the statues of .tEtolus and 
Oxylus 5 respectively. 

, r . 
1 See th~ references in Apollod, i. 8, 4-5. Pindar, Isthm. iv. 32: 

MeA.o-rav Bl; '<Topi<T-ra'is Ll.ths eH:a-rt '11'pO<T/3aA.ov <Te/3t(op.evot. 'Ev p.~v AlTwll.wv 
8uu(at<Tt paevva'is OlvetBat «pa-repol, &c. 

2 Hekat. Fragm. 341, Didot. In this story CEneus is connected with 
the first discovery of the vine and the making of wine (olvos): compare 
Hygin. f. 129, and Servius ad Virgil. Georgie. i. 9· . 

3 See Welcker (Griechisch. Tragod. ii. p. 583) on the lost tragedy called 
CEneus. · ! · · , 

4 Timokles, Comic. ap. Athenre. vii. p. 223-
. ' rtfpwv Tt~ «roxe-~; ICO.T€p.o.9t:v 'TOV Oi.v€a.. 

Ovid, Heroid: ix. 153-
; " Heu ! devnta domus! Solio sedet A~rios alto : 
~ CE.nea desertum nuda senecta prem1t." 

0 Ephor. Fragm. 29, Didot ap. Strab. x. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE PELOPIDS 

AMONG the ancient legendary genealogies there was none 
which figured with greater splendour, or which attracted to 
itself a higher degree of poetical interest and pathos, than that 
of the Pelopids-Tantalus, Pelops, Atreus and Thyestes, 
Agamemnon and Menelaus and JEgisthus, Helen and Klytrem
nestra, Orestes and Elektra and Hermione. Each of these 
characters is a star of the first magnitude in the Grecian hemi
sphere : each name suggests the idea of some interesting 
romance or some harrowing tragedy: the curse, which taints 
the family from the beginning, inflicts multiplied wounds at 
every successive generation. So, at least, the story of the 
Pelopids presents itself, after it had been successively expanded 
and decorated by epic, lyric, and tragic poets. It will be 
sufficient to touch briefly upon events with which every reader 
of Grecian poetry is more or less familiar. and to offer some 
remarks upon the way in which they were coloured and modified 
by different Grecian authors. 

Pelops is the eponym or name-giver of the Peloponnesus : to 
find an eponym for every conspicuous local name was the 
invariable turn of Grecian retrospective fancy. The name 
Peloponnesus is not to be found either in the Iliad or the 
Odyssey, nor any other denomination which can be attached 
distinctly and specially to the entire peninsula. But we meet 
with the name in one of the most ancient post-Homeric poems 
of which any fragments have been preserved- the Cyprian 
Verses-a poem which many (seemingly most persons) even 
of the contemporaries of Herodotus ascribed to the author of 
the Iliad, though Herodotus contradicts the opinion.1 The 
attributes by which the Pelopid Agamemnon and his house 
are marked out and distinguished from the other heroes of the 

1 Herod., ii. II7. Fragment. Epicc. Grrec. Diintzer, ix. Kv1rp<a, S-
Ail/!&. Te AvyKeVs-

Tcr.fly::Tov -rrpo(Tf{3a.tve 1Toulv Ta.x£euut. 1TE1TOt9W!>, 
"AKp0Ta.Tov 0' tivo.f30..s 8te8€pKeTo vijuov O.:ao..uo.v 
TavTa.A.lOew IIiJ...orro~. 

Also the Homeric Hymn. Apoll. 419, 430, and Tyrtreus, Frngm. 1-
(E V v o p.l·o.)-EVpe'tav TIEAo1ros- vijuov O.rj.>tK0p.E8a. 

The Schol. ad Iliad. ix. 246, intimates that the name ITEll.o7rOV>7]<Tos 
occurred in one or more of the Hesiodic epics. 
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Iliad, are· precisely those which Grecian imagination would 
naturally seek in an eponym us-superior wealth, power, splen
dour, and regality. Not only Agamemnon hiinself, but his 
brother Menelaus, .is " more ·of a king" even than Nestor or 
Diom~<;l~s. The gods have not given to the king of the 
'' much-golden " Myk~me greater courage, or strength, or 
ability, than to various other chiefs ; but they have conferred 
upon· him a marked superiority in riches, power, and dignity, 
and have thus singled him out as· the -appropriate leader ·of the 
forces. 1 He enjoys this pre·eminence as belonging to a privi
leged family and as inheriting the heaven-descended sceptre of 
Pelops, the transmission of which is described· by Homer in a 
very remarkable way. The sceptre was made "by H~phrestos, 
who presented it to Zeus; Zeus gave it to Herm~s, Herm~s to 
the charioteer Pelops ;. Pelops gave it to Atreus, the ruler of 
men ; Atreus at his death left it to Thyest~s, the· rich cattle
owner ; Thyest~s in his turn left it to his nephew Agamemnon 
to carry, that f1e might hold dominion over many islands and 
over all Argos." 2 · . · 

We have here the unrivalled wealth and power of the "king 
of men, Agamemnon," traced up to his descent from Pelops, 
and accounted. for, in harmony with the recognised epical 
agencies, by the present of the special sceptre of Zeus through 
the hands of Herm~s ; the latter being the wealth-giving god, 
whose blessing is most efficacious in furthering the. process of 
acquisition, whether by theft or by accelerated multiplication of 
flocks and herds. 3 The "'ealth and princely character of the 

1 Iliad, ix; 37· Compare ii. 58o. Diomedes addresses Agatriemn6n::_ 
~oi 0€ OtcivB~xa OW~ee l{p6vov 1raL~ 0.yKvAo,u:1}-rew• 
l:.!cl]r..Tpcp J.LiV 'TOt OWK.e TeTtp.ijaBcu r.epl. 1r£ivTWV' 
"AA~~:f,v 0' oiJ TOL 0WK€V, Q· 'T€ Kp6.TOS iaTI. p.iytuTOV, 

A similar contrast is drawn by Nest6r (II. i. 286) between Agamemn6n' 
and Achilles. Nest6r says to Agamemn6n (II. ix. 6g)-

' 'A;pe£0r], (n} p.EvO.pxe· criJyCx.p f3acTt.AEVTa.T6t Euut. 

And .this attribute attaches to· Menelaus as well as to his brother. For 
when Diomedes is about to. choose his companion for the night expedition 
into the Trojan camp, Agamemn6n.thns addresses him (x. 232)- · 

2 Iliad, ii. ror. 

TOv f.LEV 01, €To.p6v y' a.ip~crea.t, Ov 1(
0 eaeAywBa 

tl>atvop.ivwv T0v O.ptuTov, ~m:~ p.<:p.O.o.q[ y_<:. rroMo[•. 
·M7j0€ o-V y' a1.86p.f:VO) afjcn <{Jp<:ul, T0v p.Ev lt.p<:[w 
KaAAt:.irr<:tv, crV OE ){_<:[pov' bmicru<:at aiOoi <:LKwv, 
"E> y<:vri}v OpOwv, n Kcx.l f3ao-tA<:VT€p0.; Eo-nv. 
"!l~ €rjJaT' ~ i~~etu<:. 8€ 1l"€p~ §o.v9cf ¥<=v<:.A.O.cp. 

3 Iliad, xiv. 491. Hesiod, Theog. 444· Homer, Hymn. Mercur. 
sz6-s68. "Oll./3ov !<al 7rll.o{J'rov .oC:,'iTw 7r€O!I<Cl.AAECl. p&.!3oov. Compare 
Eustath. ad Iliad. xvi. 182. 
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Atreids were proverbial among the ancient epic poets. Paris 
not only carries away Helen, but much property along with 
her : 1 the house of Menelaus, when Telemachus visits it in 
the Odyssey, is so resplendent with go,ld and silver and rare 
ornament,2 as to strike the beholder with astonishment and 
admiration. The attributes assigned to Tantalus, the father of 
Pelops, are in conformity with the general idea of the family
superhuman abundance and enjoyments, and intimate converse 
with the gods, to such a degree that his head is turned, and he 
commits inexpiable sin. But though Tantalus himself is men
tioned, in one of the most suspicious passages of the Odyssey 
(as suffering punishment in the under-world), he is not an
nounced, nor is any one else announced, as father of Pelops, 
unless we are to construe the lines in the Iliad as implying that 
the latter was son of Hermes. In the conception of the author 
of the Iliad, the Pelopids are, if not of divine origin, at least a 
mortal breed specially favoured and ennobled by the gods
beginning with Pelops, and localised at Mykeme. No allusion 
is made to any connexion of Pelops either with Pisa or with 
Lydia. 

The legend which .connected Tantalus and Pelops with 
Mount Sipylus may probably have grown out of the JEolic 
settlements at Magnesia and Kyme. Both the Lydian origin 
and the Pisatic sovereignty of Pelops are adapted to times later 
than the Iliad, when the Olympic games had acquired to them
selves the general reverence of Greece, and had come to serve 
as the religious and recreative centre of the Peloponnesus
and when the Lydian and Phrygian heroic names, Midas and 
Gyges, were the types of wealth and luxury, as well as of 
chariot-driving, in the imagination of a Greek. The incon
siderable villages of the Pisatid derived their whole importance 
from the vicinity of Olympia : they are not deemed worthy of 
notice in the Catalogue of Homer. Nor could the genealogy 
which connected the eponym of the entire peninsula with Pisa 
have obtained currency in Greece unless it had been sustained 
by pre-established veneration for the locality of Olympia. But 
if the sovereign of the humble Pisa was to be recognised as 

1 Iliad, iii. 72 ; vii. 363. In the Hesiodic Eoiai was the following 
couplet (Fragm. 55, p. 43, D\intzer)-

, AA~e~v p.£v -yO.p ;sw~eev "OA..Vp.7rto~ AiaKl8nuw, 
NoiJv 5' "AJJ.v()a.ov{Oats,. rr,\oi/Tov 0' itrop' 'A'TptdOncn, 

Again, Tyrtreus, Fragm. 9, 4-
ova· ei TdvTaAlcSew IIEAD7TOS f3autAWnpos ei1], &c. 

2 Odyss. iv. 45-71. 
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forerunner of the thrice-wealthy princes of Mykeme, it became 
necessary to assign some explanatory cause of his riches. 
Hence the supposition of his being an immigrant, son of a 
wealthy J_.ydian named Tantalus, who was the offspring of 
Zeus and Plouto. Lydian wealth and Lydian chariot-driving 
rendered 'Pelops a fit person to occupy his place in the legend, 
both as ruler', of Pisa and progenitor of the Mykemean Atreids. 
Even with the admission of these two circumstances there is 
considerable :difficulty, for those who wish to read the legends 
as c.onsec.uti.v.e history, in making the Pelopids pass smoothly 
and plausibly; from Pisa to Mykeme. . 

I shall briefly recount the legends of this great heroic family 
as they came', to stand in their full and ultimate growth, after 
the localisation of Pelops at Pisa had been tacked on as a 
preface to ,Homer's version of the Pelopid genealogy. 

Tantalus, residing near Mount Sipylus in Lydia, had two 
children, Pelops and Niobe. He was a man of immense 
possessions and pre-eminent happiness, above the lot of 
humanity: ,the' gods communicated with him freely, received 
him at their \banquets, and accepted of his hospitality in 
return. Intoxicated . wit~ such prosperity, Tantalus became 
guilty of gros~ wickedness. He stole nectar and ambrosia 
from the table 'of the gods, and revealed their secrets to man-· 
kind: he killed and served up to them at a feast his own son• 
Pelops. The gods were horror-struck when they discovered 
the meal prepaied for them : Zeus restored the mangled youth 
to. life, and a~ I)emeter, then absorbed in grief for the loss of 
her daughter Persephone, had eaten a portion of the shoulder, 
he supplied an ivory shoulder in place of it. . Tantalus expiated 
his guilt by exemplary punishment. He was placed in the 
under-world, 'witp. fruit and water seemingly close to him, yet 
eluding his touch as often as he tried to grasp them, and 
leaving his hunger and thirst incessant and unappeased.! 
Pindar, in a :very remarkable passage, finds this old legend 
revolting to his feelings : he rejects the tale of the fiesh of 
Pelops having b'een served up and eaten, as altogether un
worthy of the gods.2 

Niobe, the daughter of Tantalus, was married to Amphion, 

1 Diod6r. iv. 77· ; Hom. Odyss. xi. 582. .Pindar gives a different 
version of the p~nishment inflicted on Tantalus : a vast stone was per
petually impending over his head, and threatening to fall (Olymp. i. 56 ; 
Isth. vii. 20). ' ' 

2 Pindar, Olymp. 'i. 45· Compare the sentiment of Iphigeneia in 
Euripides, Iph. 1'auri 387. 
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and had a numerous and flourishing offspring of seven sons 
and seven daughters. Though accepted as the intimate friend 
and companion of Leto, the mother of Apollo and Artemis,l 
she was presumptuous enough to triumph over that goddess, 
and to place herself on a footing of higher dignity, on account 
of the superior number of her children. Apollo and Artemis 
avenged this insult by killing all the sons and all the daughters: 
Niobe, thus left a childless and disconsolate mother, wept her
self to death, and was turned into a rock, which the later 
Greeks continued always to identify on Mount Sipylus.2 

Some authors represented Pelops as not being a Lydian, but 
a king of Paphlagonia; by others it was said that Tantalus, 
having become detested from his impieties, had been expelled 
from Asia_by Ilus the king of Troy,-an incident which served 
the double purpose of explaining the transit of Pelops to Greece, 
and of imparting to the siege of Troy by Agamemnon the 

· character of retribution for wrongs done to his ancestor. 3 

When Pelops came over to Greece, he found CEnomaus, son 
of the god Ares and Harpinna, in possession of the principality 
of Pisa, immediately bordering on the district of Olympia. 
CEnomaus, having been apprised by an oracle that death would 
overtake him if he permitted his daughter Hippodameia to 
marry, refused to give her in marriage except to some suitor 
who should beat him in a chariot-race from Olympia to the · 
isthmus of Corinth :4 the ground here selected for the legendary 
victory of Pelops deserves attention, inasmuch as it is a line 
drawn from the assumed centre of Peloponnesus to its ex
tremity, and thus comprises the whole territory with which 
Pelops is connected as eponym. Any suitor overmatched in 
the race was doomed to forfeit his life ; and the fleetness of 
the Pisan horses, combined with the skill of the charioteer 
Myrtilus, had already caused thirteen unsuccessful competitors 
to perish by the lance of CEnomaus.5 Pelops entered the lists 
as a suitor: his prayers moved the god Poseidon to supply him 

1 Sapph6 (Fragm. 82, Schneidewin)-
Aa-rW ~<::o.l N~.O,Bo. p.O.A.o. p.€V ¢CA.o.1. ~cra.v J-ro.ipa.c.. 

Sa ppM assigned to Niob~ eighteen children (Aul. Gel!. N. A. iv. A. xx. 7); 
Hesiod gave twenty; Homer twelve (Apollod. iii. 5). 

The Lydian historian Xanthus gave a totally different version both of 
the genealogy and of the misfortunes of Niobe (Parthen. Narr. 3.3). 

2 Ovid, l'lfetam. vi. 164-3II. Pa·usan. i. 21, 5; viii; 2, 3· 
3 Apolllln. Rhod. ii. 358, and Schol. ; Ister. Fragment. 59, Dindorf; 

Diod6r. iv. 74· 
4 Diod6r. iv. 74· 
6 Pausanias (vi. 21, 7) had read their names in the Hesiodic Eoiai. 
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with a golden chariot and winged horses; or according to 
another story,. he captivated the affections of Hippodameia 
herself, who persuaded the charioteer Myrtilus to loosen the 
. wheels of· CEnomaus before he started, so that the latter was 
overturned and. perished in the race. Having thus won the 
hand of Hippodameia, Pelops became prince of Pisa.1 . He 
put. to. death the charioteer Myrtilus, either from indignation 
at. his treacpery to CEnomaus,2 or fr~m jealousy on the score 
of Hippodailleia; but Myrtilus was the son of Hermes, and 
tho,ugh Pelops erected a temple in the vain attempt to propitiate 
that god, he left a curse upon his race which future calamities 
were destined painfully to work out.3 . 

Pelops had a numerous issue by Hippodameia :' Pittheus, 
Trrezen and -Epidaurus, the eponyins of the two Argoli<;: cities 
so. called, are said to have been among them : Atreus and 
Thyestes were also his sons, and his daughter Nikippe married 
Sthenelus :of Mykeme and became the mother of Eurystheus. 4 · 

We .. hear nothing of the principality of Pisa afterwards: the 
Pisatip. villages become absorbed into the larger aggregate of 
Elis, after.- a vain struggle to maintain their separate right . of 
presidencY, oV:er the Olympic festival. But the legend ran that 
Pel0ps left his. name. to the whole peninsula : according to 
Thucydides, he was ena,bled to do this because of the great 
w:ealth which he had brought .with him from Lydia into a poor 
territory. The historian leaves out all the romantic interest 
of the genuine legends-,-preserving only this one circumstance, 

·.which, without being better attested than the rest, carries with 
it, from its common-place and prosaic character,· a pretended 
historical plausibility. 5 

Besides his numerous issue by Hippodameia, Pelops had an 
il~egitimate son named Chrysippus, of singular grace and beauty, 

1 Pindar, Olym. i. 140. The chariot-race of Pelops and CEnomaus was 
represented on the chest of Kypselus at Olympia: the horses of the former 
were given as having wings (Pausan. v. 17, 4). Pherekydes gave the 
same story (ap. Schol. ad Soph. Elect. 504). 

2 It is noticed by Herodotus and others as a remarkable fact, that no 
mules·were ever bred in the Eleian territory: an Eleian who wished to 
breed a mule sent his mare for the time out of the region. The. Eleians 
themselves ascribed this phrenomenon to a disability brought on the land 
by a curse from the lips of CEnomaus (Herod. iv. 30; Plutarch, Qurest. 
Grrec. P· 303). . 

3 Paus. v. r, r.; Sophok. Elektr. 508 ;. Enrip .. Orest. 985, with Schol.; 
Plato, Kratyl. P' 395· · 

4 Apollod. ii. 4, 5· Pausan. ii. 30, ~ ; 26, 3 ; v. 8, I. Hesiod. ap. 
Schol. ad Iliad. xx. I 16. 

5 Thucyd. i. 5·. 
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towards whom he displayed so much affection as to excite the 
jealousy of Hippodameia and her sons. Atreus and Thyestes 
conspired together to put Chrysippus to death, for which they 
were banished by Pelops and retired to Mykenre,1-an event 
which brings us into the track of the Homeric legend. For 
Thucydides, having found in the death of Chrysippus a suitable 
ground for the secession of Atreus from Pelops, conducts him 
at once to M ykenre, and shows a train of plausible circumstances 
to account for his having mounted the throne. Eurystheus, 
king of Mykenre, was the maternal nephew of Atreus: when 
he engaged in any foreign expedition, he naturally entrusted 
the regency to his uncle; the people of Mykenre thus became 
accustomed to be governed by him, and he on his part made 
efforts to conciliate them, so that when Eurystheus was defeated 
and slain in Attica, the Mykenrean people, apprehensive of an 
invasion from the Herakleids, chose Atreus as at once the most 
powerful and most acceptable person for his successor.2 Such 
was the tale which Thucydides derived "from those who had 
learnt ancient Peloponnesian matters most clearly from their 
forefathers." The introduction of so much sober and quasi
political history, unfortunately unauthenticated, contrasts 
strikingly with the highly poetical legends of Pelops and 
Atreus, which precede and follow it. 

Atreus and Thyestes are known in the Iliad only as successive 
possessors of the sceptre of Zeus, which Thyestes at his death 
bequeathes to Agamemnon. The family dissensions among 
this fated race commence, in the Odyssey, with Agamemnon 
the son of Atreus, and .!Egisthus the son of Thyestes. But 
subsequent poets dwelt upon an implacable quarrel between 
the two fathers. The cause of the bitterness was differently 
represented: some alleged that Thyestes had intrigued with 
the Kretan Aerope, the wife of his brother; other narratives 

1 We find two distinct legends respecting Chrysippus: his abductio~ by 
Laius king of Thebes, on which the lost drama of Euripides called 
Chrysippus turned (see Welcker, Griech. Tragodien, ii. p. 536), and his 
death by the hands of his half-brothers. Hyginus (f. 85) blends the two 
together. 

2 Thucyd. i. 9· l\l"'fovrn o~ ol 'Ta II<l\O?rovv7)rrlwv rracplrr'Ta'Ta p.v.fJp.p 1rapa 
'TOW 7rpO'T€pov o<o<"'fp.lvo<. According to· Hellanikus, Atreus the elder son 
returns to Pisa after the death of Pelops with a great army, and makes 
himself master of his father's principality (Hellanik. ap. Schol. ad Iliad. ii. 
105). Hellanikus does not seem to have been so solicitous as Thucydides 
to bring the story into conformity with Homer. The circumstantial 
genealogy given in Schol. ad Eurip. Orest. 5, makes Atreus and Thyestes 
reside during their banishment at Makestus in Triphylia : it is given 
without any special authority, but may perhaps come from Hellanikus. 
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· mentioned that Thyestes procured for. himself surreptitiously 
the possession of a lamb with a golden fleece,. whic"h had been 
designedly introduced among the flocks of Atreus by the anger 
of Hermes, as a ca,use of enmity and ruin to the whole family.! 
Atreus, after a violent burst of indignation, pretended to be 
reconciled, and in.vited Thyestes to a banquet, in which he 
served up to him t{le limbs of his own son. The father 
ignorantly partook of the fatal meal. Even the all-seeing 
Helios is said to have turned back his chariOt to the east in 
order that he might! escape the shocking spectacle of this 
Thyestean banquet: yet the tale of Thyestean revenge-,.- the 
murder of Atreus perpetrated by JEgisthus, the incestuous. 
offspring of Thye?_tes by his daughter Pelopia-is no less 
replete with horrors. 2! . 

Homeric legend is ;riever thus revolting. Agamemnon and 
Menelaus are known to us chiefly with their Homeric attributes, 
which have not been !so darkly overlaid by subsequent poets· 
as those of Atreus and' Thyestes. Agamemnon and Menelaus 
are affectionate bro'thets ; they marry two sisters the daughters 
of Tyndareus king oft Sparta, Klytcemnestra and Helen ; for 
Helen, the real offspring of Zeus, passes as the daughter of 
Tyndareus.8 The ','ki~g of men" reigns at My ken~; Me.nelaus 
succeeds Tyndareus at Sparta. Of the rape of Helen, and the 
siege of Troy consequent upon it, I shall speak .elsewhere : I 
now touch only upon the family legends of the Atreids. Mene
laus, on his return from Troy with the recovered Helen, is 
driven by storms far away to the distant regions of Phcenicia 
and Egypt, and is . exposed to a thousand dangers and hard
ships before he again sets foot in Peloponnesus, But at length 
he reaches Sparta, resumes his kingdom, and passes the rest of 
his days in uninterrupted happiness and splendour.: being 
moreover . husband of the godlike Helen and son-in-law of 
Zeus, he is even spared the pangs of death. When the fulness 
of his days is past, he is transported to the Elysian fields, there 
to dwell along with "the golden-haired Rhadamanthus" in a 
delicious Climate and in undisturbed repose. 4 

Far different is the 'fate of the king of men, Agam~mnon. 
During his absence, the unwarlike JEgisthus, son of Thyestes, 
had seduced his \vife 1 Klyt:emnestra, in spite of the special 

' ! 
' 1 JEschyl. Agamem. 1204, 1253, 1608; Hygin. 86; Attii Fr~gm. 19, 

2 Hygin. fab. 87-88.' 1 

. 3 $o we must say in c~nformity to the ideas of antiquity: compare 
Homer, Iliad, xvi. 176; and Herodot. vi. 53· . 

4 Hom. Odyss. 280-300; iv. 83-560. 
I 
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warning of the gods, who, watchful over this privileged family, 
had sent their messenger Hermes expressly to deter him from 
the attempt. 1 A venerable bard had been left by Agamemnon 
as the companion and monitor of his wife, and so long as that 
guardian was at hand, ftgisthus pressed his suit in vain. But 
he got rid of the bard by sending him to perish in a desert 
island, and then won without difficulty the ~ndefended Klytrem
nestra. Ignorant of what had passed, Agamemnon returned 
from Troy victorious and full of hope to his native country ; 
but he had scarcely landed when ftgisthus invited him to a 
banquet, and there, with the aid of the treacherous Klytrem
nestra, in the very hall of festivity and congratulation, slaughtered 
him and his companions "like oxen tied to the manger." His 
concubine Kassandra, the prophetic daughter of Priam, perished 
along with him by the hand of Klytremnestra herself. 2 The 
boy Orestes, the only male offspring of Agamemnon, was stolen 
away by his nurse, and placed in safety at the residence of the 
Ph6kian Strophius. 

For seven years ftgisthus and Klytremnestra reigned in tran
quillity at Mykenre on the throne of the murdered Agamemnon. 
But in the eighth year the retribution announced by the gods 
overtook them : Orestes, grown to manhood, returned and 
avenged his father, by killing ftgisthus, according to Homer: 
subsequent poets add, his mother also. He recovered the 
kingdom of Mykenre, and succeeded Menelaus in that of 
Sparta. Hermione, the only daughter of Menelaus and Helen, 
was sent into the realm of the Myrmidons in Thessaly, as the 
bride of Neoptolemus, son of Achilles, according to the promise 
made by her father during the siege of Troy. 3 

Here ends the Homeric legend of the Pelopids, the final act 
of Orestes being cited as one of unexampled glory.4 Later 
poets made many additions: they dwelt upon his remorse and 
hardly-earned pardon for the murder of his mother, and upon 
his devoted friendship for Pylades; they wove many interesting 
tales, too, respecting his sisters Iphigeneia and Elektra and his 
cousin Hermione,-names which have become naturalised in 
every climate and incorporated with every form of poetry. 

These poets did not at all scruple to depart from Homer, 

I Odyss. i. 38; iii. 3IO-avcL\Kt5os Al"fi0'8ow. . 
2 Odyss. iii. z6o-275; iv. 512-537; xi. 408. Deinias, in his Argolica, 

and other historians of that territory, fixed the precise day of the murder 
of Agamemn6n,-the thirteenth of the month Gam@li6n (Schol. ad Sophokl. 
Elektr. 275). 

3 Odyss. iii. 306; iv. 9· 4 Odyss. i. 299· 
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and to give other genealogies of their own, with respect to the 
lchief persons of the Pelopid family. In the Iliad ~nd Odyssey, 
Agamemnon is son of Atreus : in the Hesiodic Eoiai and. in 
Stesichorus, he is son .of Pleisthenes the son of Atreus.l In 
Homer he is specially marked as reigning at Mykeme; but 
Stesichorus, Simonides, and Pindar 2 represented him as having 
both resided and perished at Sparta or at Amyklre. According 
tb the ancient Cyprian Verses, Helen .was represented as the 
daughter of Zeus and Nemesis : in one of the Hesiodic poems 
she was introduced as an Oceanic nymph, daughter of Oceanus 
and Tethys.3 The genealogical discrepancies, even as to the 
persons of the principal heroes an.d heroines, are far too numerous 
to be cited, nor is it necessary to advert to them, except as they 
bear upon the unavailing attempt to convert such legendary 
parentage into a basis of historical record or chronological 
calculation. 

The Homeric poems probably represent that form of the 
, .legend, respecting Agamemnon and Orestes, which was current 
' and popular among the ·.iEolic colonists. Orestes was the great 

heroic chief of the JEolic emigration ; he, or his sons, or his 
descendants, are supposed to have conducted the Achreans to 
seek a new home, when they were no longer able to .make head 
against the invading D6ria:ns : the. great •families at Tenedos 
and other JEolic cities, even during the historical rera, gloried 
in tracing back their pedigrees to this illustrious source.4 The 
legends connected with the heroic worship of these mythical 
ancestors form the basis of the character and attributes of 
Agamemnon and his family, as depicted in Homer;.in which 
Mykenre appears as the. first place in Peloponnesus, and Sparta 

1 Hesiod, Fragm. 6o, p. 44, ed. Diintzer; St~sichor. Fragm. 44, Kleine. 
The Scholiast ad Soph. Elektr. 539, in reference to another discrepancy 
between Homer and the Hesiodic poems about the children of Helen, 
remarks that we ought not to divert our attention from that which is moral 

1 and salutary to ourselves in the poets ( rl. 'h8t~<l< 1<al xp-hrnp.a 7Jp.7v ra'Ls 
~vnryxcl.vovu•), in order to cavil at their genealogical contradictions. 

Welcker in vain endeavours to show that Pleisthenes was originally 
introduced as the father of Atreus, not as his son (Griech.. Tragiid. 
p. 678). 

2 Schol. ad Eurip. Orest. 46. •op.7Jpos iv. Mv~<-hvats cf>7JO'l ra f3autll.e7a 'TDv 

'A-ya.p.lp.vovos· lT1)i1lxopos a< l<ctlltp.wvlll1)s, ~v !l.cti<EO<Xlp.ovl'f, Pin dar' Pyth. 
xi. 31 ; Nem. viii. 21.. Stesichorus had composed an 'O?EO'TElct, copied in 
many points from a still more ancient lyric Oresteia by Xanthus: compare 
Athen. xii. p. 513, and h:lian, V. H. iv. 26. 

3 Hesiod. ap. S~hol. ad Pindar. Nem. x. rso. 
4 See the ode of:Pindar addressed to Aristagoras of Tenedos (Nem. xi. 

35 ; Strabo, xiii. p. 582). There were Penthilids at Mityl~ne, from 
Penthilus, son of Orestes (Aristot. Polit. v~. 8,, 13, Schneid.). 
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only as the second : the former the special residence of "the 
king of men;" the latter that of his younger and inferior 
brother, yet· still the seat of a member of the princely Pelopids, 
and moreover the birth-place of the divine Helen. Sparta, 
Argos, and M yken<e are all three designated in the Iliad by 
the goddess Here as her favourite cities ; 1 yet the connexion 
of Mykenre with Argos, though the two towns were only ten 
miles distant, is far less intimate than the connexion of 
Myken<e with Sparta. When we reflect upon the very peculiar 
manner in which Homer identifies Here with the Grecian host 
and its leader,-for she watches over the Greeks with the 
active solicitude of a mother, and her antipathy against the 
Trojans is implacable to a degree which Zeus cannot compre
hend,2-and when we combine this with the ancient and 
venerated Herreon, or temple of Here, near Myken<e, we may 
partly explain to ourselves the pre-eminence conferred upon 
Mykenre in the Iliad and Odyssey. The Herreon was situated 
between Argos and M ykenre ; in later times its priestesses 
were named and its affairs administered by the Argeians : but 
as it was much nearer to Mykenre than to Argos, we may with 
probability conclude that it originally belonged to the former, 
and that the increasing power of the latter enabled them to 
usurp to themselves a religious privilege which was always an 
object of envy and contention among the Grecian communi
ties. The Molic colonists doubtless took out with them in 
their emigration the divine and heroic legends, as well as the 
worship and ceremonial rites, of the Herreon; and in those 
legends the most exalted rank would be assigned to the 
close-adjoining and administering city. · 

Myken<e maintained its independence even down to the 
Persian invasion. Eighty of its heavy-armed citizens, in the 
ranks of Leonidas at Thermopylre, and a number not inferior 
at Platrea, upheld the splendid heroic celebrity of their city 
during a season of peril, when the more powerful Argos 
disgraced itself by a treacherous neutrality. Very shortly 

1 Iliad, iv. 52. Compare Euripid. H~rakleid. 350. 
2 Iliad, iv. 31. Zeus says to Here-

~O.tJJ.ovl-q, Tl vV ere ITp{o.p.o~, IIpuf.u-ou) Te 7Ta'i:8e~ 
T6aaa. KO.KO. {li{EaKav C.T' 0.<nr£PXE~i: JJ.Evt:a.ivEt~ 
"IAiov €~a.A.a7rci~a.l. ElilcTlp.evov 1rTo.\.ie6pov ; 
Ei. oe 0'1} -y' t eiueA8oiiua. ml.\a~ Kat -retxea. p.a.KpO., 
•nJ.LOv {:3t:f3pW6ott; Tipiap.ov llpu£JJ.ot.6 'TE 1ra'i'Oa.s-, 
.. AAAov~ Te TpWos, T6TE" KEV x6Aev Eta~eiuat.o. 

Again, xviii. 358-
-rl pa vv ueio 

'EE aVT~~ EyivovTo KO.p1JKOJk0WVTEi • Axatal. 
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afterwards Mykenre was enslaved and its inhabitants expelled 
by the Argeians. Though this city so long q1aintained a 
separate existence, its importance had latterly sunk to nothing, 
while that of the Dorian Argos was augmented very much, 
and that of the Dorian Sparta still more. 

The ·name of Mykenre is imperishably enthroned in the 
Iliad and Odyssey; but all the subsequent ifuctuations of the 
legend tend to exalt the glory of other cities at its eipense. 
The recognition of the Olympic games ·as the grand religious 
festival of Pelopsmn.esus gave vogue to that genealogy which 
connected Pelops with Pisa or Elis and withdrew him from 
Mykenre. Moreover, in the poems of the great Athenian 
tragedians, Mykenre is constantly confounded and treated as 
one with Argos. If any one of the citizens of the former, 
expelled at the time of its final subjugation by the Argeians, 
had witnessed at1 Athens a drama of JEschylus, Sophokles, or 
Euripides, or the recital of an ode of Pindar, he would have 
heard with grief, and indignation the city of his oppressors 
made a partner irt the heroic glories of his own.1 But t~e great 
political ascendency acquired by Sparta .:;:ontributed still farther 
to degrade Mykenre, by disposing subsequent poets to treat 
the chief of the Grecian armament against Troy as having been 
a Spartan. It has been already .mentioned that Stesichorus, 
Simonides and Pin dar adopted. this version of the legend. 
We know that Zeus Agamemnon, as well as the hero Menelaus, 
.was worshipped ,at the Dorian Sparta; 2 and the feeling of 
intimate identity, as well as of patriotic pride, which had 
grown up in ;the. minds of the Spartans connected with the 
name .of Agamemnon, is forcibly evinced by the reply of the 
Spartan Syagrus to Gelon of Syracuse at the time of the 
Persian invasion of Greece. Gelon was solicited to lend his 
aid in . the iniminent danger of Greece before the battle of 
Salamis : he offered to furnish an immense auxiliary force, on 
condition that the supreme command should be allotted to 
him. " Loudly indeed would the Pelopid Agamemnon cry 
out (exclaimed Syagrus in rejecting this application), if he 
were to learn that the Spartans had been deprived of the 
headship by Gel6n and the Syracusans." 3 Nearly .a century 

1 See the preface of Dissen to the tenth Nem. of Pindar. 
, 2 Clemens Alexandr. Admonit. ad Gent. p. 24. 'A"to.p.lp.vovo. "toilv nva 

LJ.lo. lv lmfpT?J T</J.ii<T0o.< lT&..pvA.os I<TTope4. See also CEnomaus ap. Euseb. 
Pneparat. Evangel. v. 28. 

3 Herodot. vii. 159· "H KE p.e•/ olp.G,~ecev lJ lleA.o7rio71s 'A"to.p.ep.vwv, 
1ruO&p.Evos l1ro.p-r<-h-ro.s i'x:n:o.po.<pfiuOo.< -r~v 7nep.ovlo.v inro rEA.wv6s -re Ko.l -rwv 
lvpo.Kovulwv : compare Homer, Iliad, vii. 125. See what appears to be 

.VOL. I. L 
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before this event, in obedience to the injunctions of the 
Delphian oracle, the Spartans had brought back from Tegea 
to Sparta the bones of "the Laconian Orestes," as Pindar 
d'enominates him : 1 the recovery of these bones was announced 
to them as the means of reversing a course of ill-fortune, and 
of procuring victory in their war against Tegea.2 The value 
which they set upon this acquisition, and the decisive results 
ascribed to it, exhibit a precise analogy with the recovery of 
the bones of Theseus from Skyros by the Athenian Kimon 
shortly after the Persian invasion.3 The remains sought were 
those of a hero properly belonging to their own soil, but who 
had died in a foreign land, and of whose protection and 
assistance they were for that reason deprived. And the super
human magnitude of the bones, which were contained in a 
coffin seven cubits long, is well-suited to the legendary grandeur 
of the son of Agamemnon. 

CHAPTER VIII 

LACONIAN AND MESSENIAN GENEALOGIES 

THE earliest names in Laconian genealogy are, an indigenous 
Lelex and a Naiad nymph Kleochareia. From this pair sprung 
a son Eurotas, and from him a daughter Sparta, who became 
the wife of Lacedremon, son of Zeus and Taygete, daughter 
of Atlas. Amyklas, son of Lacedremon, had two sons, 
K ynortas and Hyakinthus-the latter a beautiful youth, the 
favourite of Apollo, by whose hand he was accidentally killed 
while playing at quoits: the festival of the Hyakinthia, which 
the Lacedremonians generally, and the Amyklreans with special 
solemnity, celebrated throughout the historical ages, was traced 
back to this legend. Kynortas was succeeded by his son 
Perieres, who married Gorgophone, daughter of Perseus, 
and had a numerous issue-Tyndareus, Ikarius, Aphareus, 
Leukippus, and Hippokoon. Some authors gave the genealogy 1 
differently, making Perieres, son of lEolus, to be the father of ; 
Kynortas, and ffibalus son of Kynortas, from whom sprung 
Tyndareus, Ikarius and Hippokoon.4 

an imitation of the same passage in Josephus, De Bello Judaico, iii. 8, 4, 
i'H 1-'E')'aA&. 7' &v CTTevd.~etav ol 7Td.Tptot v&p.ot, &c. 

1 Pindar, Pyth. xi. 16. 2 Herodot. i. 68. 
3 Plutarch, Theseus, c. 36, Cim6n, c. 8; Pausan. iii. 3, 6. 
4 Compare Apollod. iii. 10, 4· Pausan. iii. I, 4· 
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· Both Tyndateus and Ikarius, expelled by their brother 
· Hippokoon, were forced to seek shelter at the residence of 
Thestius, king of Kalydon, whose daughter, Leda, Tyndareus 
espoused. It is numbered among the exploits of the omni
present Herakles, ;that he slew Hippokoon and his sons, and 
restored Tyndare~is to his kingdom, thus Greating for· the 

t subsequent Herakleidan kings a mythical title to the throne. 
Tyndareus, as well as' his brothers, are persons .of interest in 
legendary narrative: he is the father of Kastor-of Timandra, 

) married to Echemusl the hero of Tegea 1-,-and of Klytrem
nestra, married to'Agamemnon. Pollux and the ever-memor
able Helen are th'e offspring of Leda by Zeus. Ikarius is the 
father of Penelope, ~ife of Odysseus : the contrast between 
her behaviour and that of Klytremnestra and Helert became 
the more striking id consequence of their being so nearly 
related. Aphareus is the father o_f, Idas and Lynkeus, while 
Leukippus has for his daughters, Phcebe and Ilaeira. Accord
ing to one of .the Hesiodic p9ems, Kastor and Pollux were 
both sons of Zeus bJ'i Leda, while Helen was neither daughter 
of Zeus nor of Tynd~reus, but of Oceanus and Tethys.2 

The .brothers Kas'tor and (Polydeukes, or) Pollux are no 
less celebrated for their fraternal affection than for their great 
bodily accomplishments: Kastor, the great charioteer· and 
horse-master; Pollux, the first of pugilists. They are enrolled 
both among the huriters of the Kalydonian boar and among 
the heroes of the Argonautic expedition, in which Pollux 
represses the insolence of Amykus, king of the Bebrykes, on 

, the coast of Asiatic~ Thrace-the latter, a gigantic pugilist, 
from whom no rival! has ever escaped, challenges Pollux, but 
is~ vanquished and killed in the fight. 3 _ ·· · · , 

'The two brothers lalso undertook an expedition into Attica 
f;r_ the purpose of recovering their sister Helen, who had been 
carried off by Thes~us in her early youth, and deposited by 

· hip, at Aphidna, w;hile he accompanied Peirithous to the 
1 under-world, in order to assist his friend in carrying off 
· Persephone. The force of Kastor and Pollux was irresistible, 

·• 
i Hesiod. ap. Schol. l Pinclar, Olymp. xi. 79· 
2 Hesiod. ap. Schol. ~Pin dar, N em. x. I so: Fragm. Hesiod. Diintzer. 

· 58, p. 44· Tyndareus '1\'as worshipped as a god at Lacedrem6n (Varro a:p. 
· Serv. ad Virgil. A<:neid. ,viii. 275). 
' 3 Apoll6n. Rhod. :ii. I"-96. Apollod. i, 9, 20 .. Theokrit. xxii. 26-133~ 

In the account of Apoll6nius and Apollod6rus, Amykus is slain in the 
1 contest: in tl.at of The6kritus he is only conql1ered and forced to give in, 
; with a promise to n!nounce for the future his brutal conduct: there were 

several different narratives. See Schol. Apoll6n. Rhod. ii. ro6. - r • • 
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and when they re-demanded their sister, the people of Attica 
were anxious to restore her : but no one knew where Theseus 
had deposited his prize. The invaders, not believing in the 
sincerity of this denial, proceeded to ravage the country, 
which would have been, utterly ruined, had not Dekelus, the 
eponymus of Dekeleia, been able to indicate Aphidna as the 
place of concealment. The indigenous Titakus betrayed 
Aphidna to Kast6r and Pollux, and Helen was recovered: the 
brothers, in evacuating Attica, carried away into captivity 
JEthra, the mother of Theseus. In after-days, when Kast6r 
and Pollux, under the title of the Dioskuri, had come to be 
worshipped as powerful gods, and when the Athenians were 
greatly ashamed of this act of Theseus-the revelation made 
by Dekelus was considered as entitling him to the lasting 
gratitude of his country, as well as to the favourable remem
brance of the Laced::em6nians, who maintained the Dekeleians 
in the constant enjoyment of certain honora-ry privileges at 
Sparta, 1 and even spared that de me in all their invasions of 
Attica. It is not improbable that the existence of this legend 
had some weight in determining the Laced::em6nians to 
select Dekeleia as the place of their occupation during the 
Peloponnesian war. 

The fatal combat between Kast6r and Polydeukes on the one 
side, and Idas and Lynkeus on tht~ other, for the possession of 
the daughters of Leukippus, was celebrated by more than one 
ancient poet, and forms the subject of one of the yet remain
ing Idylls of Theokritus. Leukippus had formally betrothed 
his daughters to Idas and Lynkeus; but the Tyndarids, 
becoming enamoured of them, outbid their rivals in the value 
of the customary nuptial gifts, persuaded the father to violate 
his promise, and carried off Phrebe and Ilaeira as their brides. 
Idas. and Lynkeus pursued them and remonstrated against the 
injustice: according to Theokritus, this was the cause of the 
combat. But there was another tale, which seems the older, 
and which assigns a different cause to the quarrel. The four 

1 Diodor. iv. 63. Herod. ix. 73· twceA.iwv lle -rwv -r6.-e tp-yarrap.<vwv 
l!p-yov XP-hiTtp.ov ls TOV r.av.-a xp6vov, &s CI.VTOl 'A87]va'iot AE")'OVITI. Accord
ing to other authors, it was Akademus who made the revelation, and the 
spot called Akademia, near Athens, which the Lacedremonians spared in 
consideration of this service (Plutarch, Theseus, 31, 32, 33, where he 
gives several different versions of this tale by Attic writers, framed with 
the view of exonerating Theseus). The recovery of Helen and the 
captivity of .tEthra were represented on the ancient chest of Kypselus, 
with the following curious inscription-

TvvOaptaa. •EAiva.v ~ipeTov, Ai.8pav 0 'A6iva8£v l.NcE-rov. (Pausan. v. 19, z.) 
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had jointly ~ade a predatory incursion into Arcadia, and had 
driven off some cattle, but qid not agree about the partition 
of the booty-Idas carried off into Messenia a portion of it 
which the Tyndarids claimed as their own. To revenge and 
reimburse themselves, the Tyndarids invaded Messenia, placing 
themselves in ambush in the hollow of an ancient oak. But 
Lynkeus, endued with preternatural powers of vision, mounted 
to the top of Taygetus, from whence, as he could see over the 
whole Peloponnesus, he detected them in their chosen place of 
concealmei).t. Such. was the narrative of the ancient Cyprian 
Verses. Kastor perished by the hand of Idas, Lynkeus by 
that of Pollux. Idas, seizing a stone pillar from the tomb 
of his father Aphareus, hurled it at Pollux, knocked him 
down and stunned, him; but Zeus, interposing at the critical 
moment for the protection of his son, killed Idas with a 
thunderbolt. Zeus• wouid have conferreq upon Pollux the 
gift of immortality, ·but the latter could not endure existence 
without his brother : he entreated permission to share the gift 
with .Kast6r, and both were accordingly permitted to live, but 
only on every other day.1 

The Dioskuri, or sons of Zeus,-as the two $partan heroes, 
Kastor and Pollux, were denominated,-were recognised in 
the historical days of Greece as gods, and received divine 
honours. This is even noticed in a passage of the Odyssey, 
which is at any' rate a very old interpolation, as well as in one 
of the Homeric hymns. What is yet more remarkable is, 
that they were 1 invoked during storms at sea, as the special 
and all-powerful protectors of the endangered mariner; although 
their attributes, and their celebrity seem to be of a character 
so dissimilar. 1They were worshipped throughout most parts 
of Greece, but. with pre~eminent sanctity at Sparta. . 

Kastor and Pollux being removed, the Spartan genealogy 
passes frorri. Tyndareus to Menelaus, and from him to Orestes. 

Originally it appears that Messene was a name for the 
western portion of Laconia, bordering on what is called Pylos : 
it is so represented in the Odyssey, and Ephorus seems 
to have included it amongst the possessions of Orestes and 
his descendants.2 Throughout the whole duration of the 

1 Cypria Carm., Fragm. 8 .. p. 13, Diintzer. Lykophri\n, 538-566 with 
Schol. Apollod. iii. II, I. Pindar, Nem. x. 55-90. hepfl}1.€pov &.eavatTlav: 
also Homer, Odyss. xi. 302, with the Commentary ofNitzsch, vol. iii. p; 245. 

The combat thus ends more favourably to the Tyndarids; but probably 
the account least favourable to them is the olclest, since their dignity went 
on continually increasing, until at last they became great deities. 

2 Odyss. xxi. 15. Diodi\r. xv. 66. 1 
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Messenico-Dorian kingdom, there never was any 'town called 
Messene : the town was first founded by Epameinondas, after 
the battle of Leuctra. The heroic genealogy of Messenia starts 
from the same name as that of Laconia-from the indigenous 
Lelex: his younger son Polykaon, marries Messene, daughter 
of the Argeian Triopas, and settles the country. Pausanias 
tells us that the posterity of this pair occupied the country 
for five generations; but he in vain searched the ancient 
genealogical poems to find the names of their descendants.1 

To them succeeded Perieres, son of .I.Eolus; and Aphareus 
andLeukippus; according to Pausanias, were sons of Perieres. 

Aphareus, after the death of his sons, founded the town of 
Arene, and made over most part of his dominions to his kins
man Neleus, with whom we pass into the Pylian genealogy. 

CHAPTER IX 

ARCADIAN GENEALOGY 

THE Arcadian divine or heroic pedigree begins with Pelas
gus, whom both Hesiod and Asius considered as an indige
nous man, though Akusilaus the Argeian represented him as 
brother of Argos, the son of Zeus by Niobe, daughter of 
Phoroneus. Akusilaus wished to establish a community of 
origin between the Argeians and the Arcadians. 

Lykaon, son of Pelasgus and king of Arcadia, had, by 
different wives, fifty sons, the most savage, impious and wicked 
of mankind : Mfenalus was the eldest of them. Zeus, in 
order that he might himself become a witness of their mis
deeds, presented himself to them in disguise. They killed a 
child and served it up to him for a meal; but the god over
turned the table and struck dead with thunder Lykaon and 
all his fifty sons, with the single exception of Nyktimus, the 
youngest, whom he spared at the earnest intercession of the 
goddess Grea (the Earth). The town near which the table 
was overturned received the name of Trapezus (Tabletown). 

This singular legend (framed on the same etymological type 
as that of the ants in .I.Egina, recounted elsewhere) seems 
ancient, and may probably belong to the Hesiodic Catalogue. 
But Pausanias tells us a story in many respects different, 

1 Pausan. iv. 2, I. 
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whtch was represented to htm m Arcadta as the prrmttlve local 
account, and "\hich becomes the more interesting, ·as he tells 
us that he himself fully believes it. Both tales indeed go to 
illustrate the same point-the ferocity of Lykaon's character, 
as well as the !cruel rites which he practised. Lykaon was 
the first who ~stablished the worship and solemn games of 
Zeus Lyk~us : the offered up a chrld to Zeus, and 111ade 
libations wit)J. the blood upon the altar. Immediately after 
having perpetrated this act, he was changed into a wolf.l 

" Of the t~uth of this narrative (observes Pausanias) I feel , 
persuaded : it has been repeated by· the Arcadians from old 
times, and it' cairies probability along with it .. For the men 
of that day, :fro'm their justice and piety, were' guests and 
companions at d.ble with the gods, who manifested towards 
them approbation when they were good, and anger if they 
behaved ill in; a .palpable manner: indeed at that time there 
were some, who having once been men, became gods, and 
who yet retain' th~ir privileges as such-Atist~us,. the Kretan 
Britomartis, Hera~les son of Alkmene, Amphiaraus the son 

•of Oikles, and •;pol~mt and Kastor besides. We may therefore 
believe that Lyka6n became a wild beast, and that Niobe, 
the daughter of Tantalus, became a stone. But in my time, 
wjckedne..c;s bav.ing f'JlormousJy jncrt>.ased,. so ·.as tb overrun 
the whole earth aird all the cities in it, there are no fa1ther 
examples of men elmlted into gods, except by mere title and 
from adulation towhrds the powerful : moreover the angt:!r of 
the gods falls tardily upon ·the wicked, and is reserved for 

l th~:p:~~:6r~hi::.r~~:ta:::::n.fr:: ~;:.ce;ratosthen. Catast~;isro. 8. 
'ausan. viii. 2, 2-3. A\ different story respecting the immolation of the 
hild is in Nikolaus 1Dan)ask: Fragm. p. 41, Orelli. LykaCin is mentioned· 
'> the first founder of tl{e temple of Zeus Lykreus in Schol. Eurip. Orest.• 
562 ; but nothing is th'ere said about the. human sacrifice or its conse- ' 
uences. In the historical times, the festival and solemnities of the 

~
krea do not seem to hl..ve been distinguished materially frimi the other 
nes of Greece (Pinddr, Olymp. xiii. 104; Nem. x. 46): Xenia.~ the 

cadian, one of the generals in the· army of Cyrus the· younger, celebrated 
solemnity with great magnificence in the march through Asia Minor 
'· Anab. i. 2, Hl). 'But the fable of the human sacrifice, ancl the 
'auent transmutation of the person who had eaten human food, into a 

1tinued to be, told in connexion with them (Plato, de Rep11blic. · 
5, P• 417). Con)pare Pliny, H. N. viii. 34· This passa~;e of 
'ms to afford distinct indication that the practice of offering 
ictims at the altar :of the Lykrean Zeus was neither prevalent nor 
ut at most only tra'ditional and antiquated ; and it therefore limits 
e .or invalidates the authority of the Pseudo-Platonic dialogue, 
. _5· 
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Pausanias then proceeds to censure those who, by multiplying 

false miracles in more recent times, tended to rob the old and 
genuine miracles of their legitimate credit and esteem. The 
passage illustrates forcibly the views which a religious and 
instructed pagan took of his past time-how inseparably he 
blended together in it gods and men, and how little he either 
recognised or expected to find in it the naked phaonomena 
and historical laws of connexion which belonged to the world 
before him. He treats the past as the province of legend, 
the present as that of history; and in doing this he is more 
sceptical than the persons with whom he conversed, who 
believed not only in the ancient, but even in the recent and 
falsely reported miracles. It is true that Pausanias does not 
always proceed consistently with this position : he often 
rationalises the stories of the past, as if he expected to find 
historical threads of connexion ; and sometimes, though more 
rarely, accepts the miracles of the present. But in the present 
instance he draws a broad line of distinction between present 
and past, or rather betweeri what is recent and what is ancient. 
His criticism is, in the main, analogous to that of Arrian in 
regard to the Amazons-denying their existence during times 
of recorded history, but admitting it during the early and 
unrecorded ages. 

In the narrative of Pausanias, the sons of Lyka6n, instead 
of perishing by thunder from Zeus, become the founders of 
the various towns in Arcadia. And as that region was sub
divided into a great number of small· and independent town
ships, each having its own eponym, so the Arcadian heroic 
genealogy appears broken up and subdivided. Pallas, Ore
stheus, I)higalus, Trapezeus, Maonalus, Mantineus, and Tegeatef 
are all numbered among the sons of Lyka6n, and are a: 
eponyms of various Arcadian towns.l 

The legend respecting Kallist6 and Arkas, the eponym r 
Arcadia generally, seems to have been originally quite ind 1 

pendent of and distinct from that of Lyka6n. Eum€'1" 

indeed, and some other poets made Kallisto daughte1 
Lykaon : but neither Hesiod nor Asius, nor Phereky 
acknowledged any relationship between them.2 The beau 
Kallisto, companion of Artemis in the chase, had bn 
herself by a vow of chastity : Zeus, either by persuasi 
by force, obtained a violation of the vow, to the gr; 
displeasure both of Here and Artemis. The former' c" 
Kallist6 into a bear ; the latter, when she was in that 

1 Paus. viii. 3· Hygin. fab. 177· 2 Apollod. iii. 
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killed her with an arrow. Zeus gave· to the unfortunate 
Kallist6 a place _among the stars, as the constellation of the 
Bear : he also preserved the child. Arkas, of which she was 
pregnant by him, and gave it to the Atlantid nymph Maia to 
bring up.l . . . 

Arkas, when he became king, obtained from Triptolemus 
and communicated to his people the first rudiments of agri
culture; he also taught them to make bread, to spin, and to 
weave. He .had three sons~Azan, Apheidas, and Elatus : 
the first was the eponym of Azania, the northern region of 
Arcadia; the second· was one of the heroes of Tegea; th~ 
third was father of Ischys (rival of Apollo for the affections 
of Koronis), as 'well as of JEpytus and Kyllen: the name of 
JEpytus amopg the heroes of Arcadia is as old as the Catalogue 
in the Iliad. 2 , 

Aleus, son of;Apheidas and king of Tegea, was the founder 
of the celebrated temple and worship of Athene Alea in 
that town .. (Lykurgus and Kepheus were his sons, Auge hi.s 
daughter, who ;was seduced by Herakles, and secretly bore 
to him a child,: the father, discovering what had happened, 
sent Auge to Nauplius to be sold into slavery: Teuthras, king 
of Mysia in Asia Minor, purchased her and made her his 
wife: her tc;>mb was shown at Pergamus on the river Kaikus 
even in the time of Pausanias.3 

From Lykurgus,4 the son of Aleus and brother of Auge, we 

1 Pausan. viii. ·3, 2. Apollod. iii. 8, 2. Hesiod. apud Eratosthen. 
Catasterism. 1. Fragm. r82, Marktsch. Hygin. f. 177. 

2 Homer, Iliad, ii. 604. Pind. Olymp. vi. 44-:63. 
The tomb of JEpytus, mentioned in the Iliad, was shown to Pausanias 

between Pheneus and Stymphalus (Pausan. viii. r6, 2). JEpytus was a 
cognomen of Hermes (Pausan. viii. 47, 3). · 

The hero Arkas was worshipped at Mantineia, under the special injunc-
tion of the Delphian oracle (Pausan. viii. 9, 2 ). · · 

3 Pausan. viii. 4, 6. Apollod. iii. 9, 1. Diod6r. iv. 33· 
A separate legend respecting Auge and the birth of Telephus was 

current at Tegea, attached to the temple, statue, and cognomen of 
Eileithyia in,the Tegeatic agora (Pausan. viii. 48, 5) .. 

Hekatreus' seems to have narrated in detail the adventures of Auge 
(Pausan. viii. 4, 4; 47, 3· Hekatre. Fragm. 345, Didot). 

Euripides followed a different story about Auge and the birth ofTelephus 
in his lost tragedy called Auge. (See Strabo, xiii. p. 615.) Respecting the 
Mv<Tol of JEschylus, and the two lost dramas, 'A?..ealial and Mv<Tol of Sopho
kles, little can be made out. (See We!cker, Griechisch. Tragiid, p. 53, 
408-414) ' 

4 There were• other local genealogies of Tegea deduced from Lykurgus: 
Botachus, eponym of the derne Botachidre at that place, was his grand
son (Nicolaus ap. Steph. Byz. v. Bw-raxllia<). 
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pass to his son Ankreus, numbered among the Argonauts, 
finally killed in the chase of the Kalydonian boar, and father 
of Agapenor, who leads the Arcadian contingent against Troy, 
-(the adventures of his niece, the Tegeatic huntress Atalanta, 
have already been touched upon,)-then to Echemus, son of 
Aeropus and grandson of the brother of Lykurgus, Kepheus. 
Echemus is the chief heroic ornament of Tegea. When 
Hyllus, the son of Herakles, conducted the Herakleids on 
their first expedition against Peloponnesus, Echemus com
manded the Tegean troops who assembled along with the 
other Peloponnesians at the isthmus of Corinth, to repel the 
invasion : it was agreed that the dispute should be determined 
by single combat, and Echemus, as the champion of Pelo
ponnesus, encountered and killed H yllus. Pursuant to the 
stipulation by which they had bound themselves, the Hera
kleids retired, and abstained for three generations from pressing 
their claim upon Peloponnesus. This valorous exploit of 
their great martial hero was cited and appealed to by the 
Tegeates before the battle of Platrea, as the principal evidence 
of their claim to the second post in the combined army, next 
in point of honour to that of the Lacedremonians, and 
superior to that of the Athenians : the latter replied to them 
by producing as counter-evidence the splendid heroic deeds 
of Athens,-the protection of the Herakleids against Eury
stheus, the victory over the Kadmeians of Thebes, and the 
complete defeat of the Amazons in Attica.l Nor can there 
be any doubt that these legendary glories were both recited 
by the speakers, and heard by the listeners, with profound and 
undoubting faith, as well as with heart-stirring admiration. 

One other person there is-Ischys, son of Elatus and grand
son of Arkas-in the fabulous genealogy of Arcadia, whom it 
would be improper to pass over, inasmuch as his name and 
adventures are connected with the genesis of the memorable 
god or hero JEsculapius, or Asklepius. Koronis, daughter of 
Phlegyas, and resident near the lake Bcebeis in Thessaly, was 
beloved by Apollo and became pregnant by him : unfaithful 
to the god, she listened to the propositions of Ischys son of 
Elatus, and consented to wed him : a raven brought to Apollo 
the fatal news, which so incensed him that he changed the 

1 Herodot. ix. 27. Echemus is described by Pindar (01. xi. 69) as 
gaining the prize of wrestling in the fabulous Olympic games, on their first 
establishment by H€rakl@s. He also found a place in the Hesiodic 
Catalogue as husband of Timandra, the sister of Helen and Klytremn€stra 
(Hesiod, Fragm. ro5, p. 318, Marktscheff.). 
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colour of the bird froin white, as it previously had been, 
into black.l Artemis, to avenge the wounded dignity of her 
brother, put Koronis to /death; but Apollo preserved the 
male child of which :she was about to be delivered, and 
consigned it to the Ce~taur Cheiron to be brought up. The 
child was named Asklepius or JEsculapius, and acquired, 
partly from the, teaching of the beneficent leech Cheiron, 
partly from inborn and superhuman aptitude, a knowledge of 
the virtues of herbs and .'a mastery of medicine and ·surgery, 
such as had never before been witnessed. He not only cured 
'the sick,. the w~unded, and the dying, but even restored the 
dead to life. Kapaneuk, Eriphyle, Hippolytus, Tyndareus 
and Glaukus were all affirmed by different poets and logo
graphers to have been erdued by him with a new life.2 But 
Zeus now found himself under the necessity of taking :pre
cautions lest mankirid, jthus unexpectedly protected against 
sickness and death, fshcmld no longer stand in need of the 
immortal gods : he Smote Asklepius with thunder and killed 
him. Apollo was so exasperated by this slaughter of his 
highly-gifted son, that he killed the Cyclopes who had fabri
cated the thunder, and/ Zeus was about to condemn him to 
Tartarus. for doing ~o : 1but on the intercession of Latona he 

1 Apollod6r. iii. ro,· 3 ;' Hesiod, Fragm. 141-I42. Marktscheff.; 
Sttab. ix. p. 442 ; Pherekydes, Fragm: 8 ; Akusilaus, Fragm. 25, Didot. 

. T<!'> 1-1€v_
1 
O.p' ~yyt:Aor; -.;ABe K6pa~, i€f~S 0.1rO Oru.r0s-

1Iv9W €r; -qya8i1}v, Kal j/ i~pauev EfYY' O.t8TjJ...a 
iPo{~o/ ~Kt:pcTeK6f..ln, On '''Iuxvs yijp.E K6pwvw 
EiAaTL81Js, ~AeyUa.o OtoyVJjToto OVyaTpa. 

'· ; (Hesiod, Fr.) 

The change of the colour of the crow is notiCed· both in Ovid,· Metamorph. 
ii. 632, in Antonin. Liberal. c. 20, and in Servius ad Virgil. lEneid. vii. 
761, though the name " Corvo custode ejus" is there printed with a 
cafit::IIetter, as. if it we~e ~man n~m;d G_orvus. . , ... 

Schol. Eunp. Alkest. I; D1odor. 1v. 71; Apollodor. m. ro, 3; 
·Pindar, Pyth. iii. 59; Sextus Empiric. adv. Grammatic. i. 12, p. 271. 
Stesichorus named. Eriphyle-the Naupaktian verses, Hippolytus-(com
pare Servius ad Virgil. lEneid. vii. 76 I) Panyasis, Tyndareus ; a proof 
of the popularity of this tale among the poets. Pindar says that lEscula
pius was "tempted by g'old" to raise a man from the dead, and Plato 
(Legg. iii. p. 408) copies ihim : this seems intended to afford some colour 
for the subsequent pul)ishment. "Mercede id captum (observes Boeckh. 
ad Pindar. I. c.) lEsculapium fecisse recentior est fictio; Pindari fortasse 
ipsius, quem ·tragici secuti sunt: haud dubie a medicorum avaris moribus 
profecta, qui Grrecorum medicis nostrisque communes sunt." The rapacity 
of the physicians (grflntiJ1g it to be ever so well-founded, both then and 
now) appears to me less likely to have operated upon the mind of Pindar, 
than the disposition to extenuate the cruelty of Zeus, by imputing guilty and 
sordid views to Asklepius. Compare the citation from Dikrearchus, infra, 
P· I57· ' . 
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relented, and was satisfied with imposing upon him a tem
porary servitude in the house of Admetus at Phene. 

Asklepius was worshipped with very great solemnity at 
Trikka, at K6s, at Knidus, and in many different parts of 
Greece, but especially at Epidaurus, so that more than one 
legend had grown up respecting the details of his birth and 
adventures: in particular, his mother was by some called 
Arsinoe. But a formal application had been made on this 
subject (so the Epidaurians told Pausanias) to the oracle of 
Delphi, and the god in reply acknowledged that Asklepius was 
his son by Kor6nis.1 The tale above recounted seems to have 
been both the oldest and the most current. It is adorned by 
Pindar in a noble ode, wherein however he omits all mention 
of the raven as messenger-not specifying who or what the spy 
was from whom Apollo learnt the infidelity of Kor6nis. By 
many this was considered as an improvement in respect of 
poetical effect, but it illustrates the mode in which the charac
teristic details and simplicity of the old fables 2 came to be 
exchanged for dignified generalities, adapted to the altered 
taste of society. 

Macha6n and Podaleirius, the two sons of Asklepius, com
mand the contingent from Trikka, in the north-west region of 
Thessaly, at the siege of Troy by Agamemn6n.3 They are the 
leeches of the Grecian army, highly prized and consulted by all 
the wounded chiefs. Their medical renown was further pro
longed in the subsequent poem of Arktinus, the Iliu-Persis, 
wherein the one was represented as unrivalled in surgical 
operations, the other as sagacious in detecting and appreciating 

1 Pausan. ii. 26, where several distinct stories are mentioned, each 
springing up at some one or other of the sanctuaries of the god: quite 
enough to justify the idea of three A!.sculapii (Cicero, N. D. iii. 22). 

Homer, Hymn. ad Msculap. 2. The tale briefly alluded to in the 
Homeric Hymn. ad Apollin. 209, is evidently different: Ischys is there the 
companion of Apollo, and Kori'\nis is an Arcadian damsel. 

Aristid~s, the fervent worshipper of Asklepius, adopted the story of 
Korbnis, and composed hymns on the -y&.p.ov Kopwvf3os "al -yeveaw orov eeov 
(Orat. 23, p. 463, Dind.). 

2 See Pindar, Pyth. iii. The Scholiast puts a construction upon Pindar's 
words which is at any rate far-fetched, if indeed it be at all admissible : he 
supposes that Apollo knew the fact from his own omniscience, without any 
informant, and he praises Pindar for having thus transformed the old fable. 
But· the words ouo' ~Aa8e alw7rlw seem certainly to imply some informant : 
to suppose that aKo7rlw means the god's own mind, is a strained interpre
tation. 

3 Iliad, ii. 730. The Messenians laid claim to the sons of Asklepius as 
their heroes, and tried to justify the pretension by a forced construction of 
Homer (Pausan. iii. 4, 2). 
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morbid symptoms. It was Podaleirius who first noticed the 
glaring eyes' and disturbed deportment which preceded the 
suicide of Ajax.1' 

Galen appears uncertain whether. Asklepius (as well as 
Dionysus) was originally a god, or_whether .he was first a man 
and then bec~me afterwards a god ; 2 but Apollodorus professed 
to fix the exact 'date of his apotheosis.3 Throughout all the 
historical age~ the descendants of Asklepitis were numerous 
and widely diffused. The many families .or gentes called 
Asklepiads, wpo devoted themselves to the study and practice 
of medicine, and who principally .dwelt near the temples of 
Asklepius, whithe~r sick and suffering men came to obtain .relief 

. -all recognised the god, not merely as . the object of. their 
common worspip; but also as their actual progenitor. Like 
Solon, who re¢koned Neleus and Poseidon as his ancestors, or. 
the Milesian I;Iek'atreus, who traced his origin through fifteen 
successive link~ to' a god-like the privileged gens at Pelion in 
Thessaly,4 whd, considered the wise Centaur Cheiroh as their 
progenitor, and who inherited from him their precious secrets 
respecting the \medicinal herbs of which their neighbourhood 
was full-Asklepiads, .even of the later times, numbered and 
specified all th~ intermediate links which separated them from 
their primitive \divine parent. One of these genealogies has 
been preserved': to1 us, and we may be sure. that there were 

\ I 

1 Arktinus, 'Epi<;c. Gr~c. Fragm. 2, p. 22, Dlintzer. The Ilias Minor 
mentioned the death of Machaon by Eurypylus, son of .Telephus (Fragm. 
5, f· 19, Dlintzer).', i · 

'ArtKA.rrn:<6s ')'E ~'TO< 11al L>.t6vvrtos, et.,.' l!.v8pw7rOL 7rp6.,.epov 1)u'T7)v etTe ~tal 
apxi)eev eeo( (Gale11, Protreptic. 9· t. I. p. 22, Kuhn). Pausanias con
si<iers him as Oeos ~;\ iipxi)s (ii. 26, 7). In the importa.nt tei:nple at 
Smyrna he was worshipped as Zeus 'ArtllA']1J'LOS. (Aristides, Or. 6. P· 64; 
Or. 23. P·. 456, Dind. ). > . . 

3 Apollod&r. ap. Clem. Alex. Strom. i. p. 381 ; see Heyne, Fragment. 
Apollod6r. p. 4ro. , ·According to Apollod6rus, the apotheosis of Herakles 
and of :,.Esculapius' took place at the same time,· thirty-eight years after 
Herakles began to r~ign at Argos. . . 

4 About Hekat~us, Herodot. ii. 143 ; about Sol6n, Diogen. Laert. Vit. 
Platon. init. : ' 

A curious fragment, preserved from the lost works of Dikrearchus, tells 
us of the descendan,ts of the Centaur Cheir6n at the town of Pelion, or 
perhaps at the neighbouring town of Demihrias,-it is not quite certain 
which, perhaps at both' (see Dikrearch. Fragment. ed. Fuhr, p. 408). 
Tav·nw li~ 'T~v· Mva.<+w' ~v Tii>V ?!'OA.L-rwv oilie "fEVos,. 0 o1} Af"fE'T<tl Xeip(>)VOS 

, &n:&'Yovov elva1· 'lrapa~lowu• lie Kal liei~tvuu• . .,a.,.~p ul<ji, ~tal offn"s ij ovvatJ.<S 
cpuA.ci.uueTat, &s oii~ElS lti\i\os olliE rr~v '!roJ\tTWzr oUx Otrwv OE ToUs f'l!urrr;r.~ 
}1-~POUS 7(t, cp&pp.a~a p.t~ufJp~ TO'is KU.fJ.VOiJ.cfl ~OT)fJE'iV, ltAA.(t 7rpo7Ka.. 

Plato, de Repnbl. ;iii. 4 (p. 391). 'AX<'AA.eh imb 'Trfi rtorpw'Trl'Ttp Xeipwv• 
'Te8pa/J.fi.evos, Comp~re Xenophon, De Venat. c. I. 
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many such, as the Asklepiads were found in many different 
places.1 Among them were enrolled highly instructed and 
accomplished men, such as the great Hippocrates and the 
historian Ktesias, who prided themselves on the divine origin 
of themselves and their gens 2-so much did the legendary 
element pervade even the most philosophical and positive minds 
of historical Greece. Nor can there oe any doubt that their 
means of medical observation must have been largely extended 
by their vicinity to a temple so much frequented by the sick, 
who came in confident hopes of divine relief, and who, whilst 
they offered up sacrifice and prayer to iEsculapius, and slept in 
his temple in order to be favoured with healing suggestions in 
their dreams, might, in case the god withheld his supernatural 
aid, consult his living descendants.3 The sick visitors at K6s, 

1 See the genealogy at length in Le Clerc, Histoire de Ia l\fedecine, lib. 
ii. c. 2. p. 78, also p. 287 ; also Littre, Introduction aux CEuvres Com
pletes d'Hippocrate, t. i. p. 34· Hippokrates was the seventeenth from 
.!Esculapius. 

Theopompus the historian went at considerable length into the pedigree 
of the Asklepiads of Ki'is and Knidu~, tracing them up to Porlaleirius and 
his first settlement at Syrnus in Karia (see Theopomp. Fragm. I II, Didot): 
Polyanthus of Kyrene composed a special treatise ?Tepl Tijs Twv 'Arn<71.7J?Tta:l5wv 
l'•v<rrews (Sextus Empiric. adv. Gram mat. i: I 2. p. 27 I) ; see Stephan. Byz. 
v. Kws, and especially Aristides, Orat. vii. Asc!epiadce. The Asklepiads 
were even reckoned among the 'ApX7Jf'ETa.t of Rhodes, jointly with the 
Herakleids (Aristides, Or. 44, ad Rhod. p. 839, Dine!.). 

In the extensive sacred enclosure at Epidaurus stood the statues of 
Asklepius and his wife Epione (Pausan. ii. 29, I): two daughters are 
coupled with him oy Aristophanes, and he was considered especially eli"ll"a.ts 
(Plutus, 654); Jaso, Panakeia and Hygieia are named by Aristides. 

2 Plato, Protagor. c. 6. (p. 311). 'l,..,..ox:pct'T7J TOV Kwov, TOV Twv 
'Arrx:71.7J"II"ta.owv; also Phredr. c. I2l (p. 270). About Ktesias, Galen, Opp.· 
t. v. p. 652, Basil. ; anrl. Bahrt, Fragm. Ktesire, p. 20. Aristotle (see 
Stahr. Aristotelia, i. p. 32) and Xenophi'in, the physician of the emperor 
Claudius, were both Asklepiads (Tacit. Annal. xii. 6I). Plato, de Republ. 
iii. 40 5, calls them ToiJs ~eo,utf!o/Js 'Arr~eli.7J7rtcfoa.s. 

Pausanias, a distinguished physician at Gela in Sicily, and contemporary 
of the philosopher Empedokles, was also an Asklepiad: see the verses of 
Empedokles upon him, Diogen. Laert. viii. 61. · 

3 Strabo, viii. p. 374; Aristophan. Vesp. I22; Plutus, 635-750; where 
the visit to the temple of JEsculapius is described in great detail, though 
with a broad farcical colouring. 

During the last illness of Alexander the Great, several of his principal 
officers slept in the temple of Serapis, in the hope that remedies would be 
suggested to them in their dreams (Arrian, vii. 26). 

Pausanias, in describing the various temples of Asklepius which he saw, 
announces as a fact quite notorious and well understood, " Here cures are 
wrought by the god" (ii. 36, I ; iii. 26, 7 ; vii. 27, 4) : see Suidas, v. 
'Ap(rr.,.a.pxos. The o~ations of Aristides, especially the 6th and 7th, Ask!C'
pius and the Asklepiadce, are the most striking manifestations of faith and 
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. ; ' or Tnkka; or Epidaurus, were numerous and constant, and the 

tablets usually hung up to record the particulars of their mala
dies, the remedies resorted to, apd the cures operated by the 

. god, formed both an ,interesting decoration of the sacred 
ground and an instructive memorial to the Asklepiads.1 

The genealogical descent of Hippocrates and the other · ·· 
Asklepiads from the gQd Asklepius is not only analogous to 
that of Hekat::eus and (Solon from their respective ancestoral 
gods, but also to, that of the Laced::emonian kings from. 
Herakles, upon the bas.ls of which the whole supposed chrono
logy of the ante-historical times has been built, from Erato
sthenes and Apollodor'us down to the chronologers ·of the 
present century.2 I s~all revert to this hereafter. 

CHAPTER~ 

. ,JEAKUS AND HIS DtSCENDANTS-JEGINA, SALAMIS, AND 
PHTHIA 

''.TirE memor~ble herloic genealogy of the .LEakids establishes 
·a fabulous connexion !between .LEgina, Salamis, and Phthia, 
which we can only.recpgnise as a fact, without being aqle to 

, trace its origin. ; 
. .LEak us was the 1son of Zeus, born of .LEgina, daughter of 

Asopus, whom the ,god had carried off and brought into the 
·island to which he gave her name: she was afterwards married · 
to Aktor, and had by li.im Mencetius, father of Patroclus. As 
there' were two rivers iramed As6pus, one between Phlius and·· 
Sik~o?, and a?other !between Thebes and Plata:a-so the 

' .LEgmetan -hermc g·enealogy was connected both w1th that of 
Thebes and with that 'of Phlius; and this belief led to prac
tical consequences in t the minds of those who accepted the 
~egends as genuine h\story. For when the Thebans, in the 

:hanksgiving towards A<~sc~lapius, as well as attestations of his extensive 
Norking throughout the Gr'ecian world; also Orat. 23 and 25, 'Iepwv A6yos, 
I, 3; .and Or. 45 (De Rhetorica, p. 22, Dind.), aY or' lv 'Acr~<li.'I/?Ttov orwv 
O.el ~taorptf36vorwv O.roll.af, &c. 

1' Pausan. ii, 27, 3 ;. 36,: I. Tdorats lyye-ypapp.Jva lcrort 1<al O.vl5pwv 1<al 
"Yll"iQ.ucWv Ov&p.a;ra. lLKe0'8€v~wv {nrO 'Toil 'AqiCA.7]rrtaU, 7rpo(JE•n Of: 1eal v&O"'Y'Jfta, 
8,n i!1<acroros ·lv6cr'llcr•, kal g1rws l&e'l/,-the cures are wrought by the god 

. himself. . I . 
· 2 •' A pollodl'lrus retaten1 Herculis pro cardine chronologire habuit, 

(Heyne, ad Apolloui'Jr: Fr~gm. p. 4I0). 
> 
I 

.. 
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68th Olympiad, were hard-pressed in war by Athens, they were 
directed by the Delphian oracle to ask assistance of their next 
of kin. Recollecting that Thebe and JEgina had been sisters, 
common daughters of As6pus, they were induced to apply 
to the JEginetans as their next of kin, and the JEginetans 
gave them aid, first by sending to them their common Io!.eroes, 
the JEakids, next by actual armed force.l Pindar dwells 
emphatically on the heroic brotherhood between Thebes, his 
native city, and 1Egina.2 

JEakus was alone in JEgina: to relieve him from this solitude, 
Zeus changed all the ants in the island into men, and thus 
provided him with a numerous population, who, from their 
origin, were called Myrmidons.3 By his wife Endeis, daughter 
of Cheir6n, JEakus had for his sons Peleus and Telam6n : by 
the Nereid Psamathe, he had Ph6kus. A monstrous crime 
had then recently been committed by Pelops, in killing the 
Arcadian prince, Stymphalus, under a simulation of friendship 
and hospitality: for this the gods had smitten all Greece with 
famine and barrenness. The oracles affirmed that nothing 
could relieve Greece from this intolerable misery except the 
prayers of JEakus, the most pious of mankind. Accordingly 
envoys from all quarters flocked to .JEgina, to prevail upon 
lEakus to put up prayers for them : on his supplications the 
gods relented, and the suffering immediately ceased. The 
grateful Greeks established in JEgina the temple and worship 
of Zeus J;'anhellenius, one of the lasting monuments and insti
tutions of the island, on the spot where JEakus had offered up 
his prayer. The statues of the envoys who had come to solicit 
him were yet to be seen in the .JEakeion, or sacred edifice of 
JEakus, in the time of Pausanias : and the Athenian Isokrates, 
in his eulogy of Evagoras, the despot of Salamis in Cyprus 
(who traced his descent through Teukros to JEakus), enlarges 
upon this signal mirade, recounted and believed by other 
Greeks as well as by· the JEginetans, as a proof both of the 

1 Herodot. v. Sr. 2 Nem. iv. 22. isth. vii. r6. 
3 This tale, respecting the transformation of the ants into men, is as old 

as the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women. See Diintzer, Fragm. Epicc. 21, p. 
34; evidently an etymological tale from the name M yrmidones. Pausanias 
throws aside both the etymology and the details of the miracle: he says 
that Zeus raised men from the earth, at the prayer of .iEakus (ii. 29, 2): 
other authors retained the etymology of Myrmidons from p.6pp.7Jt<es, but gave 
a different explanation (Kallimachus, Fragm. II4, Dtintzer). Mupp.<~&vwv 
~crcr~va (Strabo, viii. p. 375). 'Ecrcr1w, b olt<<<1T~s (Hygin. fab. 52). 

According to the Thessalian legend, Myrmid6n was the son of Zeus by 
Eurymedusa, .daughter of Kletor; Zeus having assumed the disguise of an' 
ant (Clemens. Alex. Adman. ad Gent. p. 25, Sylb.). l 

. .. J 
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great qualities and ·of the divine.favour and patronage displayed 
in the career of the .!Eakids.1 .!Eakus was ·also employed to 
aid Poseidon and Apollo in building the· walls of Troy.2 

Peleus- and Telamon, I the sons of .!Eakus, contracting a 
jealousy- of their bastard! brother, Phokus, in consequence of 
his eminent skill in gymnastic contests, conspired to put him 
to death. Telam6n. flurig his quoit at him while they were 
pla.ying together, and Peleus despatched him by a blow with 

. his .hatchet in the back. i They then concealed the dead body 
in a wood, but .!Eak:us, j having discovered both the act and 
the agents, banished 'the! brothers from the island.8 For both 
of them emirient destinies were in store. -

·While we notice the {indifferen-ce to the moral quality of 
actions implied in the ~ld Hesiodic legend, when it imputes 
distinctly and nakedly this proceeding to two of the most 
admired persons of the heroic world-'--it is not less instructi;ve 
to witness the change of feeling which- had taken place in the 
age of Pindar. Tha,t warm eulogist of the great .!Eakid race 
hangs- down his head ~ith shame, and declines to recount, 
though ·he is obliged- darkly to glance at, the cause which 
forced the piou? .lEak us_ to banish his scms from .IE gina. It 
'appears that Kallimachus, if we may judge by a .short fragment, 
manifested the ·same repugnance to mention it.4 -

Telamon retired to Salamis, then ruled by Kychreus, the son 
of Poseidon and Salamis, who had recently rescued the island 
from the plague· of a t;errible serpent. -This animal, expelled 

. i Apollod. iii. 12, 6. I~okrat. Evagr. Encom. vol. ii. p. 278, Auger. 
Pan-au. i. 44, i3; ii. 29, 6! Sci10L Aristoph. Equit. I253· 

So in the ro6th Psalm,!respecting· the Israelites and Phinees, v. 29, · 
"They provoked the Lo;,Q to anger by their inventions, and the plague 
was great among ~hem·;">" Then stood .. up Phinees' and prayed, and so 

_the plague ceased;~· "·And that was counted unto him·for righteousness, 
amon'g all posterities f~r evermore." 
· 2 Piridar, Olymp. viii: 4i, with the Scholia. Didyrims did not find this 
story in any other poet older than· Pindar. • _ _ 
_ 3 Apollod .. iii. 12, 6, who relates the tale somewhat differently; but the 

1old epic poem Alkmreonis gave the details (ap. Schol. Eu'rip. Andromach. • 

685)- • . '. ·e T' , , .. ,. ' Ev9et /.LEV _a.vn eo~ EMtp.wv 'Tpoxoewet oto-Kt:p. 
TIA~§e xD.prr IT']AtWr 8€ 6oWr ava xe'ipa 7avVuuar 

. • A§iv1jv Et/x.ci)..~eov thr~Al];ieC: [.LeT~ vWnx.. ' 

4 Pin dar, Nem: v. 15, ,~ith Scholia, and Kallimach. Frag. 1_36. _ Apoll6· 
-nius Rhodius represehts the fratricide as inadvertent and unintentional 
(i. 92); one instance 'amongst many of the tendency to._soften dci~n and 
.motalise:the ancient tales: · _ . __ 

·Pindar- however, seems to forget this incident when he speaks in other 
places of the general character of.P~Ieus (Olymp. iL 7$-86. -Isthm. vii. 
40). 

VOL. I, rif 
' ... 
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from Salamis, retired to Eleusis in Attica, where it was re
ceived and harboured by the goddess Demeter in her sacred 
domicile. 1 Kychreus dying childless left his dominion to 
Telamon, who, marrying Peribcea, daughter of Alkathoos, and 
granddaughter of Pelops, had for his son the celebrated Ajax. 
Telamon took part both in the chase of the Kalydonian boar 
and in the Argonautic expedition : he was also the intimate 
friend and companion of Herakles, whom he accompanied in 
his enterprise against the Amazons, and in the attack made 
with only six ships upon Laomedon, king of Troy. This last 
enterprise having proved completely successful, Telamon was 
rewarded by Herakles with the possession of the daughter of 
Laomedon, Hesione-who bore to him Teukros, the most 
distinguished archer amidst the host of Agamemnon, and the 
founder of Salamis in Cyprus. 2 

Peleus went to Phthia, where he married the daughter of 
Eurytion, son of Aktor, and received from him the third part 
of his dominions. Taking part in the Kalydonian boar-hunt, 
he unintentionally killed his father-in-law Eurytion, and was 
obliged to flee to Iolkos, where he received purification from 
Akastus, son of Pelias : the danger to which he became 
exposed, by the calumnious accusations of the enamoured 
wife of Akastus, has already been touched upon in a previous 
section. Peleus also was among the Argonauts; the most 
memorable event in his life however was his m;miage with 
the sea-goddess Thetis. Zeus and Poseidon had both con
ceived a violent passion for Thetis. But the former having 
been forewarned by Prometheus that Thetis was destined to 
give birth to a son more powerful than his father, compelled 
her, much against her own will, to marry Peleus; who, instructed 
by the intimations of the wise Cheiron, was enabled to seize 
her on the coast called Sepias in the southern region of 
Thessaly. She changed her form several times, but Peleus 
held her fast until she resumed her original appearance, and 
she was then no longer able to resist. All the gods were 
present, and brought splendid gifts to these memorable 

1 Apollod. iii. 12, 7· Euphorilln, Fragm. 5, Diintzer, p. 43, Epicc. 
Grrec. There may have been a tutelary serpent in the temple at Eleusis, 
as there was in that of Athene Polias at Athens (Herodot. viii. 41, Photiu~, 
v. OlKoupov Dcj><v. Aristophan. Lysistr. 7 59, with the Schol. ). 

2 Apollod. iii. 12, 7· Hesiod. ap. Strab. ix. p. 393· 
The libation and prayer of Herakles, prior to the birth of Ajax, and his 

fixing the name of the yet unborn child, from an eagle (alE'ros} which 
appeared in response to his words, was detailed in the Hesiodic Eoiai, and 
is celebrated by Pindar (lsthm. v. 30-54). See also the Scholia. 
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nuptials: Apollo sang with his harp, Poseidon gave to Peleus 
the immortal horses Xanthus and Bali us, and Cheiron presented 
a formidable spear, cut from an .ash-tree on Mount Pelion. 
We shall have reason hereafter to recognise the value of both 
these gifts in the exploits of Achilles.1 

· The ·prominent ·part assigned to Thetis in the Iliad is well 
known, and the post-Homeric poets of the Legend of Troy 
introduced her as actively concurring first to promote the 
glory, finally to bewail the death, of her distinguished son. 2 

Peleus having survived both his son Achilles 1J.nd his grandson . 
Neoptolemus, is ultimately directed to place himself on the 
very spot where he had originally' seizea Thetis, and thither 
the goddess comes herself to fetch him away, in order that he 
may exchange the desertion and ,decrepitude of age 'for ,a life 
of immortality along with the Nereids.s The spot was indi
cated to Xerxes when he marched into Greece by the Ioniims 
who accompanied him, and his magi offered solemn sacrifices 
to her as well as to the other Nereids, as the presiding goddesses 
and mistresses of the coast. 4 : 

Neoptolemus or Pyrrhus, the;son of Achilles, too young to 
engage in the commencement of the siege of Troy, comes on 
the stage after the death of his father as the indispensable and 
p~ominent agent in the final capture of the city. He returns 
victor from Troy, not to Phthia, but to Epirus, bringing with 
him· the captive Andromache, widow of Hector, by whom 
Molossus is born to him. He himself perishes in the full 
vigour of life at Delphi by the machinations of Orestes, son 
of Agamerimon. But his son Molossus-like Fleance, the 
son of. Banquo, in Macbe~h-becomes the father of the 

1 Apollod6r. iii. 13, 5· Homer, Iliad, xviii. 434 ; xxiv. 62. Pindar, 
Nem. iv. 5o-68; Isthm. vii. 27-56. Herodot. vii. 192. Catullus, C:i.rm. 
64. Epithal. .Pel. et Thetidos, with the prefatory remarks of Deering. 

The nuptials of Peleus and Thetis were much celebrated in the Hesiodic 
Catalogue, or perhaps in the .Eoiai (Dtintzer, Epic. Grrec. Frag. 36, p. 39), 
and .iEgimius-see Schol. ad Apoll6n. Rhod. iv. 869-where there is a 
curious attempt of Staphylus to rationalise the marriage of Peleus and 
Thetis. 

There was a town, seemingly near Pharsalus in Thessaly, called Theti
deium. Thetis is said to have been carried by Peleus to both these places : 
probably it grew up round a temple and sanctuary of this goddess (Phere
kyd. Frag. 16, Didot; Hellanik. ap. Steph. Byz. E><<TTtoelov). 

2 See the arguments of the lost poems, the Cypria and the .iEthiopis, as 
given by Proclus, in Dlintzer, Fragm. Epic. Gr. p. 11-16 ; also Schol. ad. 
Iliad. xvi. 140 ; and the extract from the lost 'l'vxo<TTa<Tla. of .iEschylus, ap. 
Plato. de Republic. ii. c. 21 (p. 382, St.). 

3 Eurip. Androm. 1242-1260; Pindar, Olymp. ii. 86. 
4 Herodot. vii. 198. 
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powerful race of Molossian kings, who played. so conspicuous 
a part during the declining vigour of the Grecian cities, and 
to whom the title and parentage of .!.Eakids was a source of 
peculiar pride, identifying them by community of heroic origin 
with genuine and undisputed Hellenes.l 

The glories of Ajax, the second grandson of .!.Eakus, before 
Troy, are surpassed only by those of Achilles. He perishes 
by his own hand, the victim of an insupportable feeling of 
humiliation, because a less worthy claimant is allowed to carry 
off from him the arms of the departed Achilles. His son 
Philceus receives the citizenship of Athens, and the gens or 
deme called Philaidce traced up to him its name and its 
origin : moreover the distinguished Athenians, Miltiades and 
Thucydides, were regarded as members of this heroic 
progeny.2 

Teukros escaped from the perils of the siege of Troy as 
well as from those of the voyage homeward, and reached 
Salamis in safety. But his father Telamon, indignant at 
his having returned without Ajax, . refused to receive him, 
and compelled him to expatriate. He conducted his fol
lowers to Cyprus, where he founded the city of Salamis : his 
descendant Evagoras was recognised as a Teukrid and as 
an .!.Eakid even in the time of Isokrates.3 

Such was the splendid heroic genealogy of the .!.Eakids,-a 
family renowned for military excellence. The .!.Eakeion at 
.!.Egina, in which prayer and sacrifice were offered to JEakus, 

1 Plutarch, Pyrrh. I ; Justin. xi. 3; Eurip. Androm. I253; Arrian, 
Exp. Alexan d. i. I I. 

" Pherekydes and Hellanikus ap. Marcellin. Vit. Thucydid. init. ; 
Pausan. ii. 29, 4; Plutarch, Sol6n, 10. According to Apollod6rus, how
ever, Pherekydes said that Telam6n was only the friend of Peleus, not 
his brother,-not the son of A!:akns (iii. 12, 7) : this seems an incon
sistency. There was however a warm dispute between the Athenians 
and the Megarians respecting the title'to the hero Ajax, who was claimed 
by both (see Pausan. i. 42, 4; Plutarch, !. c.) : the M egarians accused 
Peisistratus of having interpolated a line into the Catalogue in the Iliad 
(Strabo, ix. p. 394). 

3 Herodot. vii. 90; Isokrat. Enc. Evag. ut sup. ; Sophokl. Ajax, 
984-995; Vellei, Patercul. i. I; A!:schyl. Pers. 891, and Schol. ·The 
return from Troy of Teukros, his banishment by Telam6n, and his settle
ment in Cyprus, formed the subject of the Teih<pos of Sophokles, and of a 
tragedy under a similar title by Pacuvius (Cicero de Orat. i. 58; ii. 46); 
Sophokl. Ajax, 892; Pacuvii Fragm. Teucr. IS-

" i':c~~;'~?,io, nee recipio, natum abdico, 

The legend of Teukrus was connected in Attic archreology with the peculiar 
functions and formalities of the judicature, lv <l>peaT'Toi' (Pausan. i. z8, I2 • 

ii. 29, 7)- ' 
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remained in undiminished dignity down to the time of Pau
sanias.l This genealogy I connects together various eminent~ 
gentes in Achaia Phthiotis, in JEgina, in Salamis,' in Cyprus, 
and amongst the Epirotic Molossians. Whether we are 
entitled to infer from it that the island of .IEgina was 
originally peopled by' Myrmidones. from Achaia · Phthiotis, 
as 0. Muller imagines,2 Ilwill not pretend to affirm. These 
mythical pedigrees seem to unite together special clans or 
gentes, rather than the' bulk of any. community~just as we 
know that the Athenians generally had no part in the LEakid 
genealogy, though certain~ particular Athenian families· laid 
claim to it. The intimate friendship between Achilles and 
tlie Opuntian hero Patroklus~and the community ·of name 
and frequent conjunctiop l:)etween the Lokrian Ajax, son of 
Oi:leus, and Ajax, son of Telamon-connect the .IEakids with 
Opus and the Opuntian Lokrians, in a manner which we 
have no farther means ,of explaining. Pindar too repres_ents 
Mencetius, father of Patroklus, as son of Aktor a:nd .!Egina:, 
and therefore maternal ·brother of · .1Eakus;3 

, ' 

<:;H.'}PTER XI 
I 

ATTIC LEGENDS AND GENEALOGIES 

THE most ancient na~e lin Attic archreology, as far as our 
means of ·information reach, is that of Erechtheus, who is 
mentioned both in the Cat~logue of the Iliad and in a brief 
allusion of the Odyssey. Born of the Earth, he is brought 
up by the goddess Athene, ~adopted by her as her ward, and 
installed in her ·temple at Athens, where the Athenians offer 
to him annual sacrifices. The Athenians are styled in the 
Iliad, "the people of E~ech'theus." 4 This is the most ancient 

1 Hesiod. Fragm. Diintz. Eoiai, 55, p; 43~ 
'AAK1}v J.LEv -yO..p EOw~ee'v '0Atlp.7itOS' AiadOt;ttO't, 
Noilv 0' 'Ap.v8o.ov{Oat~, 1rAoiiTov 0' i1rop' 'A•pe[Onur.. 

Polyb. v. 2-
Aio.KLOas-, rroA.E,u..J ~eexap7JO-rd.S' ~Vre Oat-r(. 

2 See his JEginetica, p. 14,! his earliest work. 
3 Pindar, Olymp . .ix. 74· 1'he:hero Ajax, son of O!leus, was especially 

worshipped at Opus; solemri festivals-and.games were celebrated-in his 
honour.· · . 

, 4 Iliad, ii. 546. Odyss. vii; 8r!__ 
.. Ot 0' O.p' 'A81lvas- ~e!xov . ... ·. 

' 6:-iJIJ.ov 'Epex6~9s- p.Fya>...qTopos-, bv 1TOT~ • Ae,jvr, 
8pilf!e, ·~tO~ evrfTijj>, Tiler:: 0~ ~dSwpor; O.povpa 
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testimony concerning Erechtheus, exhibiting him as a divine 
or heroic, certainly a superhuman person, and identifying 
him with the primitive germination (if I may use a term, 
the Grecian equivalent of which would have pleased an 
Athenian ear) of Attic man. And he was recognised in this 
same character, even at the close of the fourth century before 
the Christian rera, by the Butadre, one of the most ancient 
and important gentes at Athens, who boasted of him as their 
original ancestor: the genealogy of the great Athenian orator 
Lykurgus, a member of this family, drawn up by his son 
Abron, and painted on a public tablet in the Erechtheion, 
contained as its first and highest name, Erechtheus, son of 
Hephrestos and the Earth. In the Erechtheion, Erechtheus 
was worshipped conjointly with Athene: he was identified 
with the god Poseidon, and bore the denomination of Poseidon 

· Erechtheus : one of the· family of the Butadre, chosen among 
themselves by lot, enjoyed the privilege and performed 
the functions of hereditary priest. 1 Herodotus also assigns 
the same earth-born origin to Erechtheus : 2 but Pindar, the 
old poem called the Danais, Euripides, and Apo11od&us
all name Erichthonius, son of Hephrestos and the Earth, as 
the being who· was thus adopted and made the temple
companion of Athene, while Apollodorus in another place 
identifies Erichthonius with Poseidon. s The Homeric scholiast 
treated Erechtheus and Erichthonius as the same person under 
two names : 4 and since, in regard to such mythical persons 

Kli.8 8' Ev • AB~vnu' e!cr-Ev €4) Evl1T[ovt. Vll~' 
"Ev8c:i0e 11-tv raVpo{,fn Kal O.pve-wls iAclovT£U 
Koiipot 'A8rwo.twv, 1rEptnAAop.€vwv Evw.vTWv. 

1 See the Life of Lykurgus, in Plutarch's (I call it by that name, as it is 
always printed with his works) Lives of the Ten Orators, t. iv. p. 382-
384, Wytt. KaTi)'}'ov lle 'TO '}'evos cbro 'TOVTwv Kal 'EpexOews 'Toil rijs Kal 
fHrpalcr-rov ... h"al EuTlv ab-r1] -h KaTa-yw/'17 -roil 'YEvovs TWv [Epaaap.lvc..'ll 
'TOV lloO'ftowvos, &c. •os 'T~V i€pwO'VV'liV llocr<lowvos 'EpexOews elX< (pp. 382, 
383). Erechthcus n&.pellpos of Athene-Arostides, Panathenaic. p. 184, 
with the Scholia of Fromme!. 

Butes, the eponymus of the Butadre, is the first priest of Poseid6n Erich
thonius: Apollod. iii. 15, I. So Kallias (Xenoph. Sympos. viii. 40), 
lepeUs Bei:Jv Ti:Jv &.1r' 'Epex8ECAJs. 

2 Herodot. viii. 55· 
3 Harpokration, v. AVTOX8wv. '0 lie nlvoapos Kal b 'T~V Aetva'foa 

7Tf7T0l7JKWS cpacrw, 'Eplx06vwv ~~ 'HcpalO''TOU Kal r~s cpavi)val. Euripides, 
Ion, 21. . Apollod. iii. 14, 6; 15, I. Compare Plato, Timreus, c. 6. 

4 S:hol. arl Iliad. ii. 546, where he cites also Kallimachus for the story 
of Erichthonius. Etymologicon Magn. 'EpexOe6s. Plato (Kritias, c. 4) 
employs vague and general language to describe the agency of Hephrestos 
and Athene, which the old fable in Apollodllrus (iii. 14, 6) details in 
coarser terms. See Ovid, Metam. i;, 757· 
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there exists no other test of identity of the subject except perfect 
similarity of the attributes, this seems the reasonable conclusion. 

We may presume, from the testimony of Homer, that the 
first and oldest conception of Athens and its sacred acropolis 
places it under the special protection, and represents it as 
the settlement and favourite abode of Athene, jointly with 
Poseidon; the latter. being the .inferior, though the chosen 
companion of the former, and therefore exchanging his divine 
appellation for the cognomen of Erechtheus. But the country 
called Attica, which, during the historical ages, forms one 
social and political aggregate with . Athens, was originally 
distributed into many independent demes or cantons, and 
included, besides, various religious clans or hereditary sects 
(if the expression may be permitted); that is, a multitude 
of persons not necessarily living together iri the same locality, 
but bound together by an hereditary communion of sacred 
rites, and claiming privileges as well as performing obligations, 
founded upon the traditional authority of divine persons for 
whom they had a 1 common veneration. Even down to the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian war, the demots qf the various 
Attic demes, though long since embodied in the larger political 
union of Attica, and having no wish for separation, still retained 
the recollection of their original political autonomy. They 
lived in their own separate localities, resorted habitudly to 
their own temples, and visited Athens only occasionally for 
private or political business, or for the gre:J.t public festivals. 
Each of these aggregates, political as well as religious, had its 
own eponymous god or ,hero, with a genealogy more or less 
extended, and a train of mythical incidents. more or less 
copious, attached to his name, according to the fancy of the 
local exegetes and poets. The eponymous heroes Marathon, 
Dekelus, Kolonus, or Phlyus, had each their own title to 
\vorship, and their own position as themes of legendary nar
rative, independent of Erechtheus, or Poseidon, or Athene, 
the patrons of the acropolis common to all of them. 

But neither the arch<eology of Attica, nor that of its various 
component fractions, was much dwelt upon by the ancient epic 
poets of Greece. · Theseus is noticed both in the Iliad and 
Odyssey as having carried off from Krete Ariadne, the daughter 
of Minos-: thus commencing that connexion between theKretan 
and Athenian ,legends which we afterwards find so largely 
amplified-and, the sons of Theseus take part in the Trojan 
war.1 The chief collectors and narrators of the Attic mythes 

1 JEthra, mother of Theseus, is also mentioned (Homer, Ilia:!, iii. 144). 
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were, the prose logographers, authors of the many compositions 
called Atthides, or works on Attic archreology. These writers 
-Hellanikus, the contemporary of Herodotus, is the earliest 
composer of an Atthis expressly named, though Pherekydes 
also touched upon the Attic fables-these writers, I say, inter
wove into one chronological series the legends which either 
greatly occupied their own fancy, or commanded the most 
general reverence among their countrymen. In this way the 
religious and political legends of Eleusis, a town originally 
independent of Athens, but incorporated with it before the 
historical age, were worked into one continuous sequence along 
with those of the Erechtheids. In this way, too, Kekrops, the 
eponymous hero of the portion of At~ica called Kekropia, came 
to be placed in the mythical chronology at a higher point even 
than the primitive god or hero Erechtheus. 

Ogyges is said to have reigned in Attica 1 I 020 years before 
the first Olympiad, or I 796 years B.c. In his time happened 
the deluge of Deukalion, which destroyed most of the inhabit
ants of the country. After a long interval, Kekrops, an 
indigenous person, half-man and half-serpent, is given to us by 
Apollodorus as the first king of the country; he bestowed upon 
the land, which had before been called Akte, the name of 
Kekropia. In his day there ensued a dispute between Athene 
and Poseidon respecting the possession of the acropolis at 
Athens, which each of them coveted. First, Poseidon struck 
the rock with his trident, and produced the well of salt water 
which existed in it, called the Erechtheis : next came Athene, 
who planted the sacred olive-tree ever afterwards seen and 
venerated in the portion of the Erechtheion called the cell 
of Pandrosus. The twelve gods decided the dispute ; and 
Kekrops having testified before them that Athene had rendered 
this inestimable service, they adjudged the spot to her in 
preference to Poseidon. Both the ancient olive-tree and the 
well produced by Poseidon were seen on the acropolis, in the 
temple consecrated jointly to Athene and Erechtheus, through
out the historical ages. Poseidon, as a mark of his wrath for 
the preference given to Athene, inundated the Thriasian plain 
with water. 2 

1 Hellanikus, Fragm. 62; Philochor. Fragm. 8, ap. Euseb. Prrep. 
Evang. x. ro, p. 489. Larcher (Chronologie d'Herodote, ch. ix. s. r, 
p. 278) treats both the historical personality and the date of Ogyges a:; 
perfectly well authenticated. 

2 Apollod. iii. 14, r; Herodot. viii. 55; Ovid, Metam. vi. 72. The 
impression of Po~eid6n's trident is still shown on the rocky floor of 
the Erechtheum at Athens. The story current among the Athenians 
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During the reign l of Kekrops, Attica was laid waste by 

Karian pirates on: the coast, and by invasions of the Aonian 
inhabitants from Bce6tia. Kekrops distributed the .inhabitants 
of Attica into twelve local sections-Kekropia, Tetrapolis, 
Epakria, Dekeleia, ·Eleusis, . Aphidna, Thorikus, Braur6n, 
Kytherus, Sphettu,s, I}.ephisius, Phalerus. Wishing to ascertain 
the,number of inhabitants, he commanded. each mari to cast a 
single stone into a general heap :·the number .of stones was 
counted, and it was found that there were twenty thousand.! 

Kekrops ~arried t!:l.e daughter of Akt~us, who (according to 
Pausanias's version) h'ad been king of the country before him; 
and had called it by the name of Akt~a.2 By her he had 
three daughters, Agldturus, Erse and Pandrosus, and a son; 
Erysichth6n. ' · 

Erysichthon died without issue,and Kranaus succeeded him, 
-another indigenous 'person and another eponymu·s,-for the 
name Kranai was ,an {old denomination of the inhabitants of 
Attica. 3 Kranaus · was dethrone_d by Amphiktyon, by some. 
called an indigenouslman; by others, a .son of Deukali6n: 
Amphiktyon in his' turn was expelled by Erichthonius, ·son of 
Heph~stos and the Earth,-the same person apparently as 
Erechtheus, but inserted by Apollodorus at this point of the 
serie~ .. Erichthonius, \the pupil and favoured companion of 
Athene, placed iri the acropolis the original Palladium or 
wooden statue of tha:t goddess, said to have dropped from 
heaven : he was moreover the first to celebrate the festival of 
the Panathenrea. He' married the nymph Pasithea, and had 
for his son and successor Pandi6n. 4 Erichthonius was· the first 
person who taught the art of breaking in horses to the yoke, 
and who drove a chariot and four.S 

In the time of Pandion, who succeeded to Erichthonius, 
Dionysus and Demeter both came into Attica; the latter was 
receiyed. by Keleos at !Eleusis.6 · Pandi6n married the nymph 
Zeuxippe, and had .twin sons, Erechtheus and Butes, and two 

. I 

I 
represented Kekrops as. the judge of this controversy (Xenoph. Memor. iii. 
~. ro). ' 
- 1 Philochor. ap. Strabo~ ix. p. 397· 

2 The Paria:n chronological marble designates Aktreus as an indigenous 
person. Marmor Parium, Epoch. 3· Pausan. i. 2, 5· · 

3 Herod. 'viii. 44· Kpavaal 'A61jva<, Pindar. 
4 A pollod. iii. r 4, 6.' Pausan. i. 26, 7. · 
5 Virgil, Georgie. iii. n,j,. 
6 The mythe of the visit of D&m&t&r to Eleusis, on which occasion she 

vouchsafed to teach her holy rites to the leading Eleusinians, is more fully 
touched upon in my first chapter. · . 

·: 
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daughters, Prokne and Philomela. The two latter are the 
subjects of a memorable and well-known legend. Pandion 
having received aid in repelling the The bans from Tereus king 
of Thrace, ga •e him his daughter Prokne in marriage, by whom 
he had a so;;, Itys. The beautiful Philomela, going to visit 
her sister, inspired the barbarous Thracian with an irresistible 
passion ; he violatec her person, confined her in a distant 
pastoral hut, and pretended that she was dead, cutting out her 
tongue to prevent her from revealing the truth. After a long 
interval, Philomela found means to inform her sister of the 
cruel deed which had been perpetrated; she wove into a 
garment words describing her melancholy condition, and 
despatched it by a trusty messenger. Prokne, overwhelmed 
with sorrow and anger, took advantage of the free egress enjoyed 
by women during the Bacchanalian festival to go and release 
her sister : the two sisters then revenged themselves upon 
Tereus by killing the boy Itys, and serving him up for his 
father to eat: after the meal had been finished. the horrid truth 
was revealed to him. Tereus snatched a hatchet to put 
Prokne to death: she fled, along with Philomela, and all the 
three were changed into birds-Prokne became a swallow, 
Philomela a nightingale, and Tereus an hoopoe.1 This tale, 
so popular with the poets, and so illustrative of the general 
character of Grecian legend, is not less remarkable in another 
point of view-that the great historian Thucydides seems to 
allude to it as an historical fact, 2 not however directly mention
ing the final metamorphosis. 

1 Apollod. iii. 14, 8; .tEsch. Supplic. 6r; Soph. Elektr. 107; Ovid, 
Metamorph. vi. 425-670. Hyginus gives the fable with some additional 
circumstances, fab. 45· Antoninus Liberalis (Nar. rr), or Bceus, from 
whom he copies, has composed a new narrative by combining together the 
names of Pandareos and Aedon, as given in the Odyssey, xix. 523, and the 
adventures of the old Attic fable. The hoopoe still continued the habit of 
chasing the nightingale : it was to the Athenians a present fact. See 
Schol. Aristoph. Aves, 212. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 29. He makes express mention of the nightingale in con
nexion with the story, though not of the metamorphosis. See below, 
chap. xvi. So al>o does Pausanias mention and reason upon it as a real 
incident: he founds upon it several moral reflections (i. 5, 4; x. 4, 5): the 
.author of the .1\6-yos 'E'II'mi.cpws; ascribed to Demosthenes, treats it in the 
same manner, as a fact ennobling the tribe Pandionis, of which Pondii)n 
was the eponymus. The same author, in touching upon Kekrops, the 
.eponymus of the Kekropis tribe, cannot believe literally the story of his 
being half-man and half-serpent : he rationalises it, by saying that Kekrops 
was so called because in wisdom he wa< like a man, in strength like a 
serpent (Demosth. p. 1397, 1398, Reiske). Hesiod glances at the fable 
{Opp. Di. 566), op6po-y67] navawvls &pTD x•A.tlic[,v; see also .tElian, v. H. 
xii. 20. The subject was handled by Sophokles in his lost Tereus. 
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After the death of Pandion, Erechtheus succeeded to the 

kingdom, and his brother, Butes, became priest of Poseidon 
Erichthonius ; a function which his descendants ever afterwards 
exercised, the Butad<e or Eteobutadre. Erechtheus seems to 
appear in three characters iri the fabulous history of Athens
as a god, Poseidon Erechtheus 1-as· a hero, Erechtheus, son 
of the Earth-and now, as a king, son of Pandion : so much 
did the ideas of 'divine and human rule become confounded 
and blended together in the imagination of the Greeks m 
reviewing their early times. 

The daughters of Erechtheus were not less celebrated m 
Athenian legend than those, of Pandion. Prokris, one of 
them, is among the heroines seen by Odysseus in Hades : she 
became the wife of Kephalus, son of Dei ones, and Jived in the 
Attic deme of Thorikus. 

Kreiisa, another daughter of Erechtheus, seduced by Apollo, 
becomes the mother of Ion, whom she exposes immediately 
after his birth, in the cave north of_ the acropolis, concealing 
the fact from every one. Apollo prevails upon Hermes to 
convey the new"born child to Delphi, where he is brought up 
as a servant of the ,temple, without knowing his parents 
Kreiisa marries Xu thus, son of JEolus, but continuing childless, 
she goes with Xutl:ius ·to the Delphian oracle to inquire for a 
remedy. The god presents to them Ion, and desires them to 
adopt him as their son : their son Achreus is afterwards born to 
them, and Ion and, Ach::eus become the eponyms of the Ionians 
and Achreans.2 

Oreithyia, the third daughter of Erechtheus, was stolen 
away by the god Boreas while amusing herself on the banks 
of the Ilissus, and carried to, his residence in Thrace. The 
two sons of this marriage, Zetes and Kalais, were born with 
wings: they took part in the Argonautic expedition, and 
engaged in the pursuit of the harpies : they were slain at Tenos 
by Herakles. , Kleopatra, the daughter of Boreas and Oreithyia, 
was married to Phineus, and had two sons, Plexippus and 
Pandion; but Phineus afterwards espoused a second wife, Idrea, 

l Poseidon is sometimes spoken of und~r the name of Ere;;htheus simply 
(Lycophron, 158). See Hesychius, v. 'Epex8e6s. 

2 Upon this story of Ion is founded the tragedy of Euripides which bears 
that name. I conceive many of the points of that tragedy to be of the 
invention of Euripides himself; liut to represent Ion as son of Apollo, not 
of Xuthus, seems a genuine Attic legend. Respecting this drama, see' 
0. Miiller, Hist. of Dorians, ii. 2, 13-15. I doubt however the dis
tinction which he draws between the Ionians and the other population oi 
Attica. 
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the daughter of Dardanus, who, detesting the two sons of the 
former bed, accused them falsely of attempting her chastity, 
and persuaded Phineus in his wrath to put out the eyes of 
both. For this cruel proceeding he was punished by the 
Argonauts in the course of their voyage.l 

On more than one occasion the Athenians derived, or at least 
believed themselves to have derived, important benefits from 
this marriage of Boreas with the daughter of their prim:eval 
hero: one inestimable service, rendered at a juncture highly 
critical for Grecian independence, deserves to be specified.2 At 
the time of the invasion of Greece by Xerxes, the Grecian fleet 
was assembled at Chalkis and Artemision in Eubcea, awaiting 
the approach of the Persian force, so overwhelming in its 
numbers as well by sea as on land. The Persian fleet had 
reached the coast of Magnesia and the south-eastern corner of 
Thessaly without any material damage, when the Athenians 
were instructed by an oracle "to invoke the aid of their son-in
law." Understanding the advice to point to Boreas, they 
supplicated his aid and that of Oreithyia most earnestly, as 
well by prayer as by sacrifice,3 and the event corresponded to 
their wishes. A furious north-easterly wind immediately arose, 
and continued for three days to afflict the Persian fleet as it Jay 
on an unprotected coast: the number of ships driven ashore, 
both vessels of war and of provision, was immense, and the 
injury done to the armament was never thoroughly repaired. 
Such was the powerful succour which the Athenians derived, 

1· Apollodl\r. iii. IS,. 2 ; Plato, Pha=dr. c. 3 ; Sophok. Antig. 984 ; also 
the copious Scholion on Apolll\n. Rhod. i. 2I2. 

The tale of Phineus is told very differently in the Argonautic expedition 
as given by Apolll\nius Rhodius, ii. ISO. Fwm Sophokles we learn that 
this was the Attic version. 

The two winged sons of Boreas and their chase of the Harpies were 
noticed in the Hesiodic Catalogue (see Schol. Apolll\n. Rhod. ii. 296). 
But whether the Attic legend of Oreithyia was recognised in the Hesiodic 
poems seems not certain. 

Both .IEschylus and Sophokles composed dramas on the subject of 
Oreithyia (Longin. de Sublimit. c. 3). "Orithyia Atheniensis, filia Terri
genre, et a Borea in Thraciam rapta" (Servius ad Virg . .IEneid. xii. 83). 
Terrigena is the 'Y'l'Y•vns 'EpexOe6s. Philochorus (Fragm. 30) rationalised 
the story, and said that it alluded to the effects of a violent wind. 

2 Herodot. vii. I89. O! o€ ifw 'A817VO.Loi rr<J>t AE'YOV<Tt /3o178-hrra.v-ra. 'T~W 
Bopi)v 7rpOTEpoil, Kal .,.o.,.. ~KELVU. KU.'TEp'Y&rrarrOat• KU.l !pov a'lrEA80V'T€S Bopew 
l0p6crav-ro 1rapCt. 'TfOTap.hv .,IA.to-uov. 

3 Herodot. I. c. 'A817va'iot TOV Bopi)v lK 8eo1rpo1riov l'lr<Jcar..lrra.vTo, 
lr..06vros rr<J>t lfr..r..ov XP17<TT17piov, TOV 7ap./3pov l1rix:ovpov Kar..lrrarr8a.t. Bopi)s 
o€, KO.'Ta 'TOV 'Er..il.fJvwv ii.O'YOV tx•• 'YVVO.LKa, A'T'TtKnv, 'npet8ui17V ThV 'Ep•xO'ios. 
Ku.Ta on TO Ki)oos TOVTo, o! 'A817va'iat, rrvp./3ar..il.eop.evo£ rr<J>t 'TOV Bopi)v 'YU.f.t/3pov 
elvc.t, &c. 
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at a time of their utmost need, from their SOl}-in-law Boreas ; 
and their gratitude was shown by consecrating to him a ne.w 
temple on the banks' of the Ilissus. . 

The three remaining daughters of Erechtheus-he had six in 
all 1-were in Athenian legend yet more venerated than their 
sisters, on account of having voluntarily devoted themselves to 
death for the safety Of their country. Eumolpus of Eleusis was. 
the son of Poseid6n and .the eponymous hero of the sacred 
gens called the ~umolpids, in whom the principal functions, 
appertaining to the mysterious rites of Demeter at Eleusis, were 
vested by hereditary 'privilege. He made war upon Erechtheus 
and the Athenians, with the aid of a body of Thracian allies; 
indeed it appears that the legends of Athens, originally foreign 
and unfriendly to those of Eleusis, represented him as having 
been himself a Thracian born and an immigrant into Attica.2 

Respecting Eumolpus however and his parentage, the dis
crepancies much exceed even the measure of licence usual in 
the legendary genealogies, and some critics, both ancient and 
modern, have soughtj to reconcile these contradictions, by the 
usual stratagem of supposing two or three different persons of 
·the same name; 1 E;ien Pausanias, so familiar with this class 
of unsworn witne'sses, complains of the want of native Eleu
sinian genealogists, 3 ~and of the extreme licence of fiction in 
which other authors had indulged. 

I . , 

1 Suidas and Photius, ~~ lla.p8tvot : Protogeneia and Pand8ra are given 
as the riame> of two of them. The sacrifice of Pand8ra, in the Iambi 'of 
Hipp8nax (Hipp8nact: ~ragm. xxi. Weick. ap. Athen. ix. p. 370), seems 
to allude to this daughter, of Erechtheus. 

2 Apo1Jod8r. iii. 15, 3 ;' Thucyd. ii. 15; Isokrat~s (Panegyr. t, i. p. 206; 
Panathenaic. t. ii. p. 560, Auger), Lykurgus, cont. Leocrat. p. 201, 
Reiske; Pausan. i. 38, j3; Euripid. Erechth. Fragm. The Schol. ad 
Sop]l. CEd. Col. 1048, .gives· valuable citations from Ister, Akestodorus 
and Androti8n: we see that the inquirers of antiquity found it difficult to 
explain how the Eumolpids could have acquired their ascendent privileges 
in the management of the Eleusinia, seeing that Eumolpus himself was a 
foreigner,-Z7]Tei'Tac, Tl 0111ro-re o{ EVp.oA1rl6cu TWV TeAerWv ~~d.pxova't, ~Evot 
iJvTEs. Thucydid~s does not call' Eumolpus a Thracian: Strabo's language 
is very large and vague (vii. p. 321) : Isokrates says that he assailed Athens 
in order to vindicate, the rights of his father Poseid8n to the sovereign 
patronage of the city. • Hyginus copies this (fa b. 46). • "' 

3 Pausan. i. 38, 3· ?Ell.evcrivwi TE &.pxa.!ot, li.Te o~ 1rporr6vTwv crcptrrt 
}'€JIEaA6')'WV, lfAAa 'TE. '11"A.C£0"au8at 6e8cfJICO.UL 1ea.l p.d.A.tU'Tct ~S .-·.,..a, f'fliTJ .· -rWv.. 
>Jpwwv. See Heyne ad Apollod8r. iii. 15, 4· "Eumolpi .nomen modo . 
communicatum pluribus, modo plurium hominum reset facta cumulata'in 
unum. Is ad. quem Her'cules venisse dicitur, .serior relate fuit: antiqtiior 
est 'is de quo hoc loco' agitur • . . . antecessisse tamen hunc: debet alitis, 
qui cum Triptolemo vixit," &c. See the learned and ,valuable coin~ 
mcnts of Lobeck in his Aglaophamus, t •. i. p. 206-213 ': in, regard to the 
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In the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, the most ancient testi

mony before us,-composed, to all appearance, earlier than the 
complete incorporation of Eleusis with Athens,-Eumolpus 
appears (to repeat briefly what has been stated in a previous 
chapter) as one of the native chiefs or princes of Eleusis, along 
with Triptolemus, Diokles, Polyxeinus and Dolichus; Keleos 
is the king, or principal among these chiefs, the son or lineal 
descendant of the eponymous Eleusis himself. To these chiefs, 
and to the three daughters of Keleos, the goddess Demeter 
comes in her sorrow for the loss of her daughter Persephone : 
being hospitably entertained by Keleos she reveals her true 
character, commands that a temple shall be built to her at 
Eleusis, and prescribes to them the rites according to which 
they are to worship her.l Such seems to have been the ancient 
story of the Eleusinians respecting their own religious antiquitioo : 
Keleos, with Metaneira his wife, and the other chiefs here 
mentioned, were worshipped at Eleusis, and from thence 
transferred to Athens as local gods or heroes. 2 Eleusis became 
incorporated with Athens, apparently not very long before the 
time of SolOn ; and the Eleusinian worship of Demeter was 
then received into the great religious solemnities of the 
Athenian state, to which it owes its remarkable subsequent 
extension and commanding influence. In the Atticised 
worship of the Eleusinian Demeter, the Eumolpids and the 
Kerykes were the principal hereditary functionaries : Eumolpus, 
the eponym of this great family, came thus to play the 
principal part in the Athenian legendary version of the war 
between Athens and Eleusis. An oracle had pronounced that 
discrepancies of this narrative he observes, I think, with great justice (p. zr r ), 
"quo uno exemplo ex innumerabilibus delecto, arguitur eorum temeritas, 
qui ex variis discordibusque poetarum et mythographorum narratiunculis, 
antiqure famre formam et quasi lineamenta recognosci posse sperant." 

1 Homer, Hymn. ad Cerer. I53-475-

Also v. 105-

... 'H 0€ x:wVO'a BeJ.UU'TOTT6Aov; fJa(rtAeVcn. 
~ei~e, Tpt1TToA€f.L'f' n, AtoKAei re rrA.Tjg(rrrr<f_1, 
EVf.LO.\rrov Te f3Ly, KeAEce 9' ~~Topt Aa.<7w, 
ApYJcrp.ocnhrqv 8' iepWv. 

Tl}v 8€ roov KeAeo~o 'EA.evutv(Oao 8Vyo:rpet;. 

The hero Eleus's is mentioned in Pausanins, i. 38, 7; some said that he 
was the son of Hermes, others that he was the son of Ogyges. Compare 
Hygin. f. I47· 

2 Keleos and Metaneira were worshipped hy the Athenians with divine 
honours (Athenagoras, Legat. p. 53, ed. Oxon.): perhaps he confounds 
divine and heroic honours, as the Christian controversialists against 
Paganism were disposed to do. Triptolemus had a temple at Eleusis 
(Pausan. i. 38, 6). 
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Athens could only be rescued from his attack by the death of 
the three daughters of Erechtheus ; their generous patriotism 
consented to the sacrifice, and their father put them to death. 
He then went forth confidently to the battle, totally vanquished 
the enemy, and killed Eumolpus with his own hand.l Erech
theus was worshipped as agod, and his daughters as goddesses, 
at Athens. 2 Their names and their exalted devotion were 
cited along with. those of the warriors of Marathon, in the 
public assembly of Athens, by orators who sought to arouse the 
languid patriot, or to denounce the cowardly deserter; and the 
people listened both to one and the other with analogous feel
ings of grateful veneration, as well as with equally unsuspecting 
faith in the matter of fact. 3 

Though Erechtheus gained the victory over Eumolpus, yet 
the story represents Poseidon as having put an end to the life 
' . . 

1 Apollod6r. iii. IS, 4· Some said that Immaradus, son of Eumolpus, 
had been killed by Erechtheus (Pausan. i. 5, 2) ; others, that both 
Eumolpus and his son had experienced this fate (Schol. ad Eurip. Phoeniss. 
854). But we leani from Pausanias himself what the story in the interior 
of the Erechtheion \Vas,-that Erechthens killed Eumolpus (i. 27, 3). 

2 Cicero, Nat. Deor .• ,iii. I9; Philochor. ap. Schol. CEdip. CoL 100. 

Three daughters ofl Erechtheus perished, and three daughters were wor
shipped (Apollod6r: iii. I 5, 4 ; Hesychius, Zev-yos rpnr&p8evov ; Eurip. 
Erechtheus, Fragm. 3, Dindorf); but both Euripides and Apollod6rus said 
that Erechtheus· was only reqtiired to sacrifice, and only did sacrifice, one, 
-the other two slew themselves voluntarily, from affection for their sister. 
I cannot but think. (in spite of the opinion of Welcker to the contrary, 
Griechisch. Tragiid. ii. p. 722) that the genuine legend represented Erech
theus as having sacrificed all three, as appears in the I6n of Euripides 
(276)-

I6N. ITari)p 'Epex8W~ ua~ €9vcre O"Vyy0vov~; 
CREliSA. "'ETI\lJrrpO ya[a.r; ucf>O."ftO.. 1ro.p8Evovr; KTave'tv. 

ION. ~v s· E~ecrW81Jr; 1TW5 KO.CT(.yrn-lTWV , .. u5vq; 
CREUSA. Bpirf>ot; veoyvOv p:qrpOr; ~~~ Ev <iyK6.A.atr;, 

Compare with this;passage, Demosthen. i\6-yos 'E11:<r&</>. p. I397, Reisk. 
Just before, the death of the three daughters of Kekrops, for infringing the 
commands of Ath~ne, had been mentioned. Euripides modified this in his 
Erechtheus, for he there introduced the mother Praxithea consenting·to the 

,immolation of one daughter, for the rescue of the country from a foreign 
'invader: to propose to a mother the immolation of three daughti!rs at 
once, would h~we 'been too revolting. In most instances we find the 
strongly marked features, the distinct and glaring incidents as well as the 
dark contrasts, belong to the Hesiodic or old post-Homeric tegend; the 
changes made afterwards go to soften, dilute, and'to compEcate, in propor
tion as the feelings of the public become milder and more· humane; 
sometimes however the later poets add new horrors. 

3 See the striking evidence contained in the oration of Lykurgus against 
Leocrates (p. 201-204, Reisk ; Demosthen. i\6"f. 'E11:mf4>. 1. c. ; and 
Xenoph6n. Memor. iii. 5, 9) : 'from the two latter pas>ages we see that the 
Athenian story represented the invasion under Eumolpus as a combined 
assault from the western continent. 
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and reign of Erechtheus, who was (it seems) slain in the battle. 
He was succeeded by his son Kekrops II., and the latter again 
by his son Pandion II.,1-two names unmarked by any inci
dents, and which appear to be mere duplicationof the former 
Kekropsand Pandion; placed there by the genealogisers for the 
purpose of filling up what seemed to them a chronological 
chasm. 

Apollodorus passes at once from Erechtheus to his son 
Kekrops II., then to Pandion II., next to the four sons of the 
latter, JEgeus, Pallas, Nisus and Lykus. But the tragedians 
here insert the story of Xuthus, Krei.isa, and I6n ; the latter 
being the son of Krei.isa by Apollo, but given by the god to 
Xuthus, and adopted by the latter as his own. Ion becomes 
the successor of Erechtheus, and his sons (Teleon, Hoples, 
Argades, and Aigikores) become the eponyms of the four 
ancient tribes of Athens, which subsisted until the revolution 
of Kleisthenes. Ion himself is the eponym of the Ionic race 
both in Asia, in Europe, and in the JEgean islands : Dorus and 
Achceus are the sons of Krei.isa by Xuthus, so that Ion is 
distinguished from both of them by being of divine parentage.2 
According to the story given by Philochorus, Ion rendered such 
.essential service in rescuing the Athenians from the attack of 
the Thracians under Eumolpus, that he was afterwards made 
king of the country, and distributed all the inhabitants into 
four tribes or castes, corresponding to different modes of life,
soldiers, husbandmen, goatherds, and artisans.3 And it seems 
that the legend explanatory of the origin of the festival Boed
romia, originally important enough to furnish a name to one of 
the Athenian months, WllS attached to the aid thus rendered 
by Ion.4 

We pass from Ion to persons of far greater mythical dignity 
.and interest,-JEgeus and his son Theseus. 

Pandion had four sons, .!Egeus, Nisus, Lykus, and Pallas, 
between whom he divided his dominions. Nisus received the 
territory of Megaris, which had been under the sway of Pandion, 
.and there founded the seaport of Niscea. Lykus was made 
king of the eastern coast, but a dispute afterwards ensued, and 
.he quitted the country altogether, to establish himself on the 

1 Apollod6r. iii. IS, 5 ; Eurip. I6n, z8z; Erechtjl. Fragm. zo, Dindorf. 
2 Eurip. I6n, I57D-I595· The Kreiisa of Sophokles, a lost tragedy, 

·seems to have related to the same subject. 
Pausanias (vii. I, z) tells us that Xuthus was chosen to arbitrate between 

;.the contending claims of the sons of Erechtheus. 
3 Philochor. ap. Harpocrat. v. Bo7)op&J.L<a ; Strabo, viii. p. 383. 
4 Philochor. ap. Harrocrat. v. Bo7Jiip6J.L<a. 
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southern cqast of Asia. Mi~or, among the Termihe, to whom he 
gave the name of.Lykians.1 .!Egeus, as the eldest of the four, . 
became king of Athens; ~but Pallas received a portion both of 
the south-western coast and._ the interior, and he as well as his 
children appear as fiequent enemies both to .!Egeus and to 
Th~seus. Pallas is the eponym of the deme Pallene, and the 
stories respecting him atld his sons seem to be connected with .. 
old and standing feuds among the different demes .of Attica, 
originally independent. communities. These feuds- penetrated 
into. the legend. They explain the story which we find ~hat 
.!Egeus and Theseus;wete not genuine Erechtheids, the former· • 
being deno~inated a sdpposititious child to Pandi6n. 2 

.!Egeus 3 has little:importance in the mythi~al history except 
as the father of Theseus: it may even be doubted whether his 
name is anything tnor'e than a mere cognomen of the god 
Poseidon, who .was ,(as ;we are told) the real father of this great 
Attic Herakles. A,s I pretend. only to give a very brief outline 
of, the general territm'y of Grecian legend; I cannot permit 
myself to recount in detail the, chivalrous career of TQ.eseus, 
who is found botq in' the Kalyd6nian boar-hunt and in the 
Argonautic expeditiont_his personal and victorim~s encounters 
with the robbers Sinl\is,. Prokrustes, Periphetes, Skiron, and 
others-his. valua?le jservice in: ri?~ing ·his c<?untry of the 
Krommyoman sow and the Marathoman bull-his conquest of 
the. Minotaur in !{rete, and his escape from the dangers of the 
labyril)th by the aid of Ariadne, whom he subsequently carries 
off and abandons-h'is many amorous adventures, and his ex
peditions both against.the Amazons and into the under-world 
along with Peirithou$. 4 

1 Sophokl. ap. Strab. [ix. p. 392; Hen;>dot. i. 173; Strabo, xii. p. 573. r Plutarch, Theseus, c. 13. Al-y•h 8€TOr "Y•.v&,.,..vos llC<viHovt, KC<l !J.'IOEV 
Toi's 'Ep•xB•[Ilats 1rpoii~Kwv. Apollod6r. iii. 15, 6. 

3 h:geus had by Medea (who took refuge at Athens after her flight from 
Corinth) a son named Medus, who passed into Asia, and was considered 
as the eponym us and progenitor of the Median people. Datis, the general, 
who commanded the invading Persian army at the battle of Marath6n, sent 
a formal communication to the Athenians announcing himself as the 
descendant. of Medus, 'and requiring to be admitted as king of Attica : 
such is the statement of Diod6rus (Exc. Vatic. vii.-x. 48 : see also Schol; 
Aristophan. Pac. z8g).: 

~ Ovi4, Metamorph.•vii. 433-
. ' . . ' .. / . . " T e,. maxime TheSeu, 

VOL. I. 

Mirata est 1\:larathon Cretrei sanguine Tauri: · 
QuodQ.4e Suis securus arat Cromyona colonus,, 
Ivlunus iopusque tuum est. Tell us Epidauria per te 
Clavigeram vidit Vulcani occumbere prolem: 
.Vidit et immanem Cephisias ora ·Procrustem. 
Cercyonis letum vidit Cerealis Eleusin. 
Occidi.t We Sin~s," ,&_c. 

:N. 
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Thucydides delineates the character of Theseus as a man 

who combined sagacity with political power, and who conferred 
upon his country the inestimable benefit of uniting all the 
separate and self-governing demes of Attica into one common 
political society.! From the well-earned reverence attached to 
the assertion of Thucydides, it has been customary to reason 
upon this assertion as historically authentic, and to treat the 
romantic attributes which we find in Plutarch and Diodorus as 
if they were fiction superinduced upon this basis of fact. Such 
a view of the case is in my judgement erroneous. The athletic 
and amorous knight-errant is the old version of the character
the profound and long-sighted politician is a subsequent cor
rection, introduc~d indeed by men of superior mind, but 
destitute of historical warranty, and arising out of their desire 
to find reasons of their own for concurring in the veneration 
which the general public paid more easily and heartily to their 
national hero. Theseus, in the Iliad and Odyssey, fights with 
the Lapithre against the Centaurs : Theseus, in the Hesiodic 
poems, is misguided by his passion for the beautiful JEgle, 
daughter of Panopeus : 2 and the Theseus described in Plu
tarch's biography is in great part a continuation and expansion 
of these same or similar attributes, mingled with many local 
legends, explaining, like the Fasti of Ovid, or the lost Aitia of 
Kallimachus, the original genesis of prevalent religious and 
social customs 3 Plutarch has doubtless greatly softened down 
and modified the adventures which he found in the Attic Iogo
graphers, as well as in the poetical epics called Theseis. For 
in his preface to the life of Theseus, after having emphatically 
declared that he is about to transcend the boundary both of 
the known and the knowable, but that the temptation of com
paring the founder of Athens with the founder of Rome is 
irresistible, he concludes with the following remarkable words : 

Respecting the amours of Theseus, Ister especially seems to have entered 
into great details ; but some of them were noticed both in the Hesiodic 
poems and by Kekrops, not to mention Pherekydes (A then. xiii. p. 557). 
l'eirithous, the intimate friend and companion of Theseus, is the epony
mous hero of the Attic deme or gens Perithoidre (Ephorus ap. Photium. v. 
ITeptOoioa<). 

1 Thucyd. ii. rs. 'E7reto1J 0~ E!7)tf€VS ~/3alflAEVtfE, "f€V6p.evos p.ETd. TOV 
~VVETOV Kal ovVaTos, Tel. 7'€ I!A.A.a OteJ<6t1p.7)t1€ TiJV x<I,pav, Kal KaTaA.Utfas TWV 
lXA.A.wv 1r6A.ewv Tel. T< /3ovA.<vT-i)p<a Kal Tas b.pxas, ~s Thv vuv 1r6A.<v . ••• 
~vvq,Kure 1r&.vTas. 

2 Iliad, i. 265 ; Odyss. xi. 32 I. I do not notice the suspected line, 
Odyss. xi. 630. 

3 Diodorus also, from his disposition to assimilate Theseus to Herakles, 
has given us his chivalrous as well as his political attributes (iv. 61 ). 
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"I pray that this fabulous matter may be 'so far obedient. to 
my endeavours as to receive, when purified by reason, the 
aspect of history: in those cases where it haughtily scorns 
plausibility and will admit no alliance with what is probable, I 
shall beg for indulgent hearers, willing to receive antique nar
rative in a mild spirit." 1. We here see that Plutarch sat down, 
not to recount the old fables as he found them, but to purify 
them by reason and to impart to them the aspect of history. 
We have to thank him for having retained, after this purification, 
so much of what is romantic and marvellous ; but we may be 
sure that the sources from which he borrowed were more 
romantic and marvellous still. · It was the tendency of the 
enlightened men of Athens, from the days of Solon down
wards, to refine and politicise the character of Theseus : 2 even 
Peisistratus expunged from one of the Hesiodic poems the line 
which described the violent passion of the hero for the fair 
.!Egle : 3 and the tragic poets found it more congenial to the 
feelings of their audience to exhibit him as a dignified and 
liberal sovereign, rather than as an adventurous single-handed 
fighter. But the logographers and the Alexandrine poets 
remained more faithful to the old fables. The story of Hekale, 
the hospitable old woman who received and blessed Theseus 
when he went against the Marathonian bull, and whom he 
found dead when he came back to recount the news of his 
success, was treated by Kallimachus : 4 and Virgil must have 
had his mind full of tile unrefined legends, when he numbered 
this Attic Herakles among the unhappy sufferers condemned 
to endless penance in the under-world.5 

1 Plutarch, Theseus, i. Et11 p.ev oQv iJp.<v, tiCICa8atp6p.evov 71.6-yrp 'TO 
p.v6W0€S lnraKoVcrat KCtl Aa/3E'iJ/ luTopla.s d~tv · 81rov O' &v a.V8d.Ooos -roV 1i£8a.voV 
7rEptcppovfi, !Cal p.1! OEX'I)'TU.t 'r~ v 71' p IJ s 'T IJ E l!C IJ s p.l { 'v, ev-yvwp.6vwv ltKpOa'TWV 
aE1)0'6p.e8a, Kal 1rpgws 'T1!V ltpxcttoll.o-y[av '11'f'OO'aEXOJLEVWV. 

2 See lsokrates, Panathenaic. (t. ii. p. 51o-512, Auger); Xenoph. 
Memor. iii. 5, ro. In the Helen~ Encomium, Isokrates enlarges more 
upon the personal exploits of Theseus in conjunction with his great 
'political merits (t. ii. p. 342-350, Auger). 

a Plutar«h, Theseus, 20. 
4 See the epigram of Krinagoras, Antholog. PaL voL ii. p. 144 ; ep. xv. 

ed. Brunck. and Kallimach. Frag. 4G-
"AEi"On a· (Kallitnachus) 'EK&Al'JS' 1"E: cfn>..oE~tvoto Ka.\t~v, 
, Ka.l. 0l}crel Mo.po.8Wv olJs- brElh]KE 7T6vov'). 

Some beautiful lines are preserved by Suidas, v. 'E1ra.Ull.ta, 1repl ':J;;!C&ll.'l)s 
8avourt'f/S (probably spoken by TMseus himself, see Plutarch, Theseus, 
c. 14)· 

•xe,, 1Tf»1c:'ta. yvvaucWvt 
Tl]v OOOv~ ~v /J.vla.L Bvp.a.A-y{c:t; oU 7rc:p6wutv• 
llo.V..cl.Kt uc:'t', ·til f.t«ia., <fnAo~c:lvoto tca.At~t; 
MV71u6p.e8a • tvvOv -yO.p bra.VALOV €aK.c:v O.rraO"f,. 

6 'Virgil, .tEneid, vi. 617. '' Sedet reternuruque sedebit lnfelix Thllseus.'• 
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Two however among the Theseian fables cannot be dis

missed without some special notice,-the war against the 
Amazons, and the expedition against Krete. The former 
strikingly illustrates the facility as well as the tenacity of 
Grecian legendary faith; the latter embraces the story of 
Dredalus and Minos, two of the most eminent among Grecian 
ante-historical personages. 

The Amazons, daughters of Ares and Harmonia,1 are both 
early creations, and frequent reproductions, of the ancient epic 
-which was indeed, we may generally remark, largely occupied 
both with the exploits and sufferings of women, or heroines, 
the wives and daughters of the Grecian heroes-and which 
recognised in Pallas Athene the finished type of an irresistible 
female warrior. A nation of courageous, hardy and indefatig
able women, dwelling apart from men, permitting only a short 
temporary intercourse for the purpose of renovating their num
bers, and burning out their right breast with a view of enabling 
themselves to draw the bow freely,-this was at once a 
general type stimulating to the fancy of the poet, and a theme 
eminently popular with his hearers. Nor was it at all repug
nant to the faith of the latter, who had no recorded facts to 
guide them, and no other standard of credibility as to the past 
except such poetical narratives themselves-to conceive com
munities of Amazons as having actually existed in anterior 
time. Accordingly we find these warlike females constantly 
reappearing in the ancient poems, and universally accepted as 
past realities. In the Iliad, when Priam wishes to illustrate 
emphatically the most numerous host in which he ever found 
himself included, he tells us that it was assembled in Phrygia, 
on the banks of the Sangarius, for the purpose of resisting the 
formidable Amazons. When Bellerophon is to be employed on 
a deadly .and perilous undertaking,2 by those who indirectly 
wish to procure his death, he is despatched against the Amazons. 
In the JEthiopis of Arktinus, describing the post-Homeric war 
of Troy, Penthesileia, queen of the Amazons, appears as the 
most effective ally of the besieged city, and as the most formid
able enemy of the Greeks, succumbing only to the invincible 
might of Achilles. 8 The Argonautic heroes find the Amazons 

1 Pherekyd. Fragm. 25, Didot. 2 Iliad, iii. r86; vi. 152. 
3 See Proclus's Argument of the lost JEthiopis (Fragm. Epicor. Grrecor. 

ed; Diintzer, p. r6). We are reduced to the first book of Quintus 
Smyrnreus for some idea of the valour of Penthesileia : it is supposed to be 
copied more or less closely from the JEthiopis. See Tychsen's Dissertation 
prefixed to his edition· of Quintus, sections 5 and 12. Compare Dio. 
Chrysostom. Or. xi. p. 350, Reisk. Philostratus (Heroica, c. 19, p. 751) 
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on the river Therm6don, in their expedition along the southern 
coast of the Euxine. To the same spot Herakles goes to 
attack 'them; in the performance of the ninth ·labour imposed 
upon him by Eurystheus, for the purpose of. procuring the girdle 
of th'e Amazonian queen Hippolyte ; 1 and we are told that they 
had not yet recovered from the losses sustained in this severe 
aggression when Theseus also assaulted and defeated them, 
carrying off their queen Antiope.2 This injury they avenged 
by invading Attica,-an undertaking (as Plutarch justly ob
serves) "neither trifling nor feminine," especially if, acq)rding 
to the statement of Hellanikus, they crossed . the Cimmerian 
Bosphorus on . the winter ice, beginning their march from the 
Asiatic side of the Pal us Mreotis. 3 They overcame all .the 
resistances and d~fficulties of this prodigious march, and pene
trated even into A~hens itself: where the final battle, hard-fought 
and at one time /doubtful, by which Theseus crushed them, 
was fought-in the very heart of the city. Attic antiquaries 
confidently. pointed out the exact position of the two contending 
armies : the ~eft ~wing of the Amazons. re~ted upon the spot 

gives a strange transformation of thi' old epical narrative into a descent of 
Amazons upon the island sacred to Achilles. ·· -

1 Apoll6n. Rhod.' ii. 966, 1004; Apollod. ii. 5-9 ; Diodor. ii. 46; iv. 
·16. The Amazons[were supposed to speak the Thracian language (Schol. 
Apoll. Rhod. ii. 953), though some authors asserted them to be natives of 
Libya, others of Mthiopia (z'b. 965). , 

Hellanikus (Fragm. 33, ap. Schol. -Pindar. Nem. iii. 65) said that all the 
Argonauts had assisted HerakH~s in this expedition : the fragment of the old 
epic poem (perhaps the 'AJ-'a(6<•<a) there quoted mentions Telamon specially. 

2 The many diversities in the story respecting Theseus and the Amazon 
Antiope are well set forth in·Bachet de Meziriac (Commentaires sur Ovide, 
t. i. p. 317)· . ; 
. Welcker (Der Epische Cyclus, p. 313) supposes that the ancient epic 
poem, called by Suidas 'Af'a(&v<a, rel:ited to the invasion of Attica by the 
Amazons, and, that this poem is the same, under another title, as the 'ATels 
of Hegesinous cited by Pausanias : I cannot .say that ·he establishes this 
conjecture satjsfac:torily, but the chapter is well worth consulting .. The 
epic Theseis seems to have given a_ version of the Amazonian contest in 
inany respects different from that which Plutarch. has put together out of 
the logographers (see Plut. Thes. 28) : it contained a narrative of many 
unconnected exploits belonging to Theseus, and Aristotle censures it on 
that account as ill-constructed (Poetic. c. 17). 

The 'Af'a(ovis or 'Ap.a(ovu<&. of Onasus can hardly have been (as Heyne 
supposes, ad' Apollod. ii. 5, 9) an epic poem: we may infer from the 
r:itionalising (endency o[the citation from it (Schol. ad Theocrit~ xiii. 46, 
and Schol. Apollon. Rhod. i. 1207) that it, was a work in prose. There 
was an 'Ap.a(ov(s'by Possis of Magnesia (Athemeus, vii. p. 296). 

3 Plutarch, Theseus, 27. Pindar (Olymp. xiii .. 84) represents the 
Amazons as haVing come from th~ ~J>tr~me north, when l3elleropho!l 
conquers the1n. 1 

' .. 
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occupied by the commemorative monument called the Ama
zoneion; the right wing touched the Pnyx, the place in which 
the public assemblies of the Athenian democracy were after
wards held. The details and fluctuations of the combat, as 
well as the final triumph and consequent truce, were recounted 
by these authors with as complete faith and as much circum
stantiality as those of the battle of Platrea by Herodotus. The 
sepulchral edifice called the Amazoneion, the tomb or pillar 
of Antiope near the western gate of the city-the spot called 
the Horkomosion near the temple of Theseus-even the hill of 
Areiopagus itself, and the sacrifices which it was customary to 
offer to the Amazons at the periodical festival of the Theseia
were all so many religious mementos of this victory; 1 which 
was moreover a favourite subject of art both with the sculptor 
and the painter, at Athens as well as in other parts of Greece. 

No portion of the ante-historical epic appears to have been 
more deeply worked into the national mind of Greece than this 
invasion and defeat of the Amazons. It was not only a con
stant theme of the logographers, but was also familiarly appealed 
to by the popular orators along with Marathon and Salamis, 
among those antique exploits of which their fellow-citizens 
might justly be proud. It formed a part of the retrospective 
faith of Herodotus, Lysias, Plato and Isokrates,2 and the exact 

1 Plutarch, Theseus, 27-28 ; Pausan. i. 2, 4 ; Plato, Axiochus, c. 2 ; 
Harpocrati6n, v. 'Ap.a(oveiov; Aristophan. Lysistrat. 678, with the 
Scholia. .IEschyl. (Eumenid. 685) says that the Amazons assaulted the 
citadel from the Areiopagus-

II&:yov ·r' •ApEtOV TOvS', 'A,u.a.S'Ovwv €8pav 
~~ow&:s- 8, 0-r' .fjA.9ov 071cr€ws: KllTa. <{li.Mvov 
1.Tpa11'}AllTOiJo-at, Kal 1r6Atv VE.6:rr,-oAtv 
T'l}vO' Vl/JC7rVpyov O.vn:1TVpywuO.v TI"OT€. 

2 Herodot. ix. 27. Lysias (Epitaph. c. 3) represents the Amazons as 
llpxoucrat 1roll.ll.wv ~6vwv: the whole race, according to him, was nearly 
extinguished in their unsuccessful and calamitous invasion of Attica. 
Isokrates (Panegyric. t. i. p. 206, Auger) says the same: also Panathenaic. 
t. iii. p. 560, Auger; Demosth. Epitaph. p. 1391, Reisk. Pausanias 
quotes Pin dar's notice of the invasion, and with the fullest belief of its 
historica:l reality (vii. 2. 4). Plato mentions the invasion of Attica by the 
An;~zons in the l'.!en~xenu~ (c. 9), ,but the pass~ge i~ the treatise D: Legg. 
C. II. p. 804,- U.KOVWII -yap oh JtU00US '1rall.atoUS '1rE'1r<t<Tp.at, &c.-lS even 
a stronger evidence of his own belief. And Xenoph6n, in the Anabasis, 
when he compares the quiver and the hatchet of his barbarous enemies to 
"those which the Amazons carry," evidently believed himself to be speak
ing of real persons, though he could have seen only the costumes and 
armature of those painted by Mik6n and others (Anabas. iv. 4, ro; 
compare .IEschyl. Supplic. 293, and Aristophan. Lysistr. 678 ; Lucianl 
Anachars. c. 34, v. iii. p. 318). 

How copiously the tale was enlarged upon by the authors of the Atthides, 
Wv s~e iP, Plu.tarch1 Tlleseus! 2(-28: · 
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date of the event was settled by the chronologists.! Nor did 

·the Athenians stand alone in such a belief. Throughout many 
other regions of Greece, both European and Asiatic, traditions 
and memorials of the Amazons were found. At Megara, .at 
Trcezen, in Laconia near Cape Trenarus, . at Chreroneia in 
Bceotia, and in more than one part of Thessaly, sepulchres or 
monuments of the Amazons were preserved. The warlike 
women (it was said), on their way to Attica, had nof traversed 
those countries without leaving some evidences of their 
passage.2 

Amongst the Asiatic Greeks the supposed traces of the 
Amazons were yet more numerous. Their proper territory 
was asserted to be the town and plain of Themiskyra, near 
the Grecian colony of Amisus, on the river Thermodon, a 
region called after their name by Roman historians and 
geographers.3 But they were believed to have conquered and 
occupied in earlier times a rp.uch wider range of territory, 
extending even to the coast of Ionia and JEolis. Ephesus, 
Smyrna, Kyme, Myrina, Paphos and Sinope were affirmed to 
have been founded and denominated by them.4 Some authors 
placed them in· Libya or Ethiopia; and when the Pontic 
Greeks on the north'-western shore of the Euxine had become 
acquainted with tne hardy and daring character of the 

Hekatreus (ap. Steph~ Byz. 'Ap.a(oviiov; also Fragm. 350, 351, 352, 
Didot) and Xanthus {ap. Hesychium, v. Bovll.el/;l'IJ) both treated of the 
Amazons : the latter passage ought to be added to the collection of the 
Fragments of Xanthus by Didot. . 

1 Clemens Alexandr. Stromat. i. p. 336; Marmor; Parium, Epoch. 21. 

2 Plutarch, Thes. 27-28. Steph. Byz. v. 'Ap.a(oviiov. Pausan. ii .. 32, 
8; iii. 2$, 2. 

s Pherekydes ap. Schol. Apollon. Rh. ii. 373-992; Justin, ii. 4;. 
Strabo, xii. p. 547· ®ep.lcnwpav, -rb -row 'Ap.a(6vwv oli<'IJ'T-hpwv; Diodor. ii. 
45-46; Sallust ap. Serv. ad Virgil. JEneid. xi. 659; Pompon. Mela, i. 
19 ; Plin. H. N. vi. 4; The geography of Quintus Curtius (vi. 4) and of 
Philostratus (Heroic. c. 19) is on this point indefinite, and even 
inconsistent. 

4 Ephor. Fragm. 87, Didot. Strabo, xi. p. 505; xii. p. 573; xiii. p. 
622. Pausan. iv. 31, 6 ; vii. 2, 4; Tacit. Ann. iii. 61. Si::hol . .Apollon. 
Rhod, ii. 965. · 

The derivation of 'the name Sinop@: from an Amazon was given by 
Hekatreus (Fragm. 352). Themiskyra also had one of the AmaZOI:!S for its• 
eponym us (A ppiDn, Bell. Mithridat. 78). 

Some of the most venerated religious legends at Sin ope were attached to 
the expedition ofHerakles against the Amazons: Autolykus, the oracle
giving hero, worshipped with great solemnity even at the time when the 
town was besieged by Lucullus, was the companion of HerakH~s (Appian, 
ib. c. 83). Even a small mountain village in the territory of Ephesus, called 
'Latoreia, derived its name from one of the Amazons (Athconre. i: ?' ~~~. 
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Sarmatian maidens,-who were obliged to have slain each 
an enemy in battle as the condition of obtaining a husband, 
and who artificially prevented the growth of the right breast 
during childhood,-they could imagine no more satisfactory 
mode of accounting for such attributes than by deducing the 
Sarmatians from a colony of vagrant Amazons, expelled by 
the Grecian heroes from their territory on the Therm6'd6n.1 

Pindar ascribed the first establishment of the memorable 
temple of Artemis at Ephesus to the Amazons. And 
Pausanias explains in part the pre-eminence which this temple 
enjoyed over every other in Greece by the widely diffused 
renown of its female founders, 2 respecting whom he observes 
(with perfect truth, if we admit the historical character of 
the old epic), that women possess an unparalleled force of 
resolution in resisting adverse events, since the Amazons, after 
having been first roughly handled by Herakles, and then com
pletely defeated by Theseus, could yet find courage to play so 
conspicuous a part in the defence of Troy against the Grecian 
besiegers. 3 

It is thus that in what is called early Grecian history, as the 
Greeks themselves looked back upon it, the Amazons were 
among the most prominent and undisputed personages. Nor 
will the circumstance appear wonderful if we reflect, that the 
belief in them was first established at a time when the 
Grecian mind was fed with nothing else but religious legend 
and epic poetry, and that the incidents of the supposed past, 
as received from these sources, were addressed to their faith 
and feelings, without being required to adapt themselves to 
any canons of credibility drawn from present experience. But 
the time came when the historians of Alexander the Great 
audaciously abused this ancient credence. Amongst other tales 
calculated to exalt the dignity of that monarch, they affirmed 

1 Herodot. iv. I08-II7, where he gives the long tale imagined by the 
Pontic Greeks, of the origin of the Sarmatian nation. Compare Hippo
crat~s, De Aere, Locis et Aquis, c. I7; Ephorus, Fragm. IOJ ; Skymn. 
Chius, v. I02 ; Plato, Legg. vii. p. 804 ; Diodor. ii. 34· 

The testimony of Hippokrates certifies the practice of the Sannathn 
women to check the growth of the right breast : Tlw aE~tOV ae p.a(ov oinc 
txovtnv. llatOlottft 'YaP ~oihnv lTt V'Y}1rlott1W ai p.rrrEpes xai\ICeLov 'TETEXVTJJJ.Evov 
br' airdrp T06Trp at&.7rvpov 71'0tEOVC1'at, 11'p0S TOV p.a(ov TtOoaCTL 'TOV a.~t&v· /Cal 
t71'LICa[ETat, tfJCTTE> T~V a!i~71C1'LV .p8EipECT8at, ~S ae 'TOV aE~LOV iiJp.ov !Cal /3paxlova 
71'iirrav T~v lrrxvv 1<al TO 71'A.1i8os ~~ca,a&va<. 

Ktesias also compares a warlike Sakian woman to the Amazons (Fragm. 
Persic. ii. pp. 22 I, 449, Biihr ). 

2 Pausan. iv. JI, 6; v(i, ?, 4· Pionys. Perieget. 828. 
~ fausan. i. I~, 2, ' · > 
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that after his conquest and subjugation of the Persian empire, 
he had been visited in Hytcania by Thalestris, queen of the 
Amazons; who, admiri~g his warlike prowess, was anxious to be 
enabled to return into her own country in a condition to pro
duce offspring of-a breed !so invincible.!. But the Greeks had 
riow been accustomed for !a century and a half to- historical and 
philosophical criticism-and that uninquiring faith, which was 
readily accorded to the wbnders of the past, could no longer be 
invoked for them when tendered as present reality. For the 
fable of the Amazons v/as here reproduced in its naked sim
P!icit~, without being j rationalised or painted over with 
h1stoncal colours. ' · 

. Some literary men indeed, among who~ were Demetrius of 
Skepsis, and the Mityhbmean Theophanes, the companion of 
Pompey in his expeditions, still continued their belief both in 
Amazons present and,Amazons past; and when it became 
notorious that at least there were none such on the banks of 
the Therm0d6n, these authors supposed them ,to have migrated 
from their original lodlity, and to have settled in the unvisited 
regions north of Momit Caucasus.2 - Strabo, on the contrary, 
feeling that the grounds of disbelief applied with equal force to 
the ancient stories: and to the modern, rejected both . the one 
and the other. But he remarks at the same time, not without 
some surprise, that i,t was usual with most persons to adopt 
a ' middle course,-,to retain the Amazons as historical 
phcenomena of the I remote past, but to disallow them as· 
realities of the prese~t, and to maintain that the breed had died 
out.3 The accomplished intelleCt of Julius Ca!sar did not 

. I ,, 
1 Arrian, Exped. Alex. vii. 13 ; compare iv. 15; Quint. Curt. vi. 4; 

Justin, xlii; 4· The note of Freinshemius on the above passage of Quintus 
Curtius is full of valuable references on the subiect of the Amazons. 

2 Strabo, xi: p. ; 503:__504 ; Appian, Bell. Mithridat. c. IOJ ; Plutarch, 
Pompeius, c. 35· · Plin. N. H. vi. 7· Plutarch still retains the old 
description of Amazons from the mountains near the Therm(ld6n : Appian 
keeps clear of this geographical error, probably copying more exactly the 
language of Theophan~s. who must have been well aware that when 
Lucullus besieged Themiskyra, he did not find it defended by the Amazons 
(see Appian, BelL Mithridat. c. 78). Ptolemy (v. 9) places the Amazons 
in the imperfectly known regions of Asiatic Sarmatia, north of the Caspian 
and near the river Rha (Volga). "This fabulous community of women 
(observes Forbiger, Handbuch der alten Geographie, ii. 77, p. 457) was ~ 
phrenomenon much too interesting for thl! geographers easily to relinquish." 

" Strabo, xi. p. so5. "lou)v oi Tt uvp.{3efl'fl~<• T<fi ~o-ycp 1r•pl Tow' Ap.a.(;ovwv. 
01 p.€v -yd.p 1£~~01 'Th p.vBwofS 1<a.l 'T~ 1u'Topt1<~V cilwptup.evov txovut' 'Td. -yd.f> 
1ra~a.td. 1<al ljl<uo~ 1<al npa'TWO'f/, p.vBot ~<a~ovv'Ta.t' [Note. Strabo does not 
always speak of the' p.vBot in this disrespectful tone ; he is sometimes much 
displeased with tho_se whG dispute the el\i§tence of an historical kernel in 

' 
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scruple to acknowledge them as having once conquered and 
held in dominion a large portion of Asia.1 And the com
promise between early, traditional, and religious faith on the one 
hand, and established habits of critical research on the other, 
adopted by the historian Arrian, deserves to be transcribed in 
his own words, as illustrating strikingly the powerful sway of 
the old legends even over the most positive-minded Greeks :
"Neither Aristobulus nor Ptolemy (he observes), nor any 
other competent witness, has recounted this (visit of the 
Amazons and their queen to Alexander): nor does it seem to 
me that the race of the Amazons was preserved down to that 
time, nor have they been noticed either by any one before 
Alexander, or by Xenoph6n, though he mentions both the 
Phasians and the Kolchians, and the other barbarous nations 
which the Greeks saw both before and after their arrival at 
Trapezus, in which marches they must have met with the 
Amazons, if the latter had been still in existence. Yet it is 
incredible to me that this race of women, celebrated as they 
have been by authors so many and so commanding, slzould 
nez1er lzave existed at all. The story tells of Herakles, that he 
set out from Greece and brought back with him the girdle of 
their queen Hippolyte; also of Theseus and the Athenians, 
that they were the first who defeated in battle and repelled 

-«] 

the inside, especially with regard to Homer.] 7J o' IO"rop[a Sovll.era• rall.1)8h, 
O.v'fE 7raA.aL~W, U.v-re vJov· ICCd TO reparWlies =f) oinc txE:t, 7) tr7r&vtov. nepl OE 
rWv 'A;.ta(&vwv 'Ta. aVrU. AE'Yerat 1ad vVv «al 1rdl\a.t, -repa-rdJ01] -r' lJvTa, Kal 
1rldrews 1r&ppw. Tls ')'d.p &v -rrurreVaetev, Ws ')'vvatK~)JI <TrpdTos, 7) 1r&A.ts, ~ 
(8vos, O"VO"Tai1) ll.v 11"6TE xwpls avopwV; Kal OU p.6vov O"VO"Ta£1), c\.A.A.cl. Kal 
~.p6oovs 11"01-hO"aiTO hl Tt,V all.ll.orpiav, Kal Kpar-hO"EIEV OU 'TWV ~·)"Y~S p.6vov, 
lJ.Jqre Kai f.LEXP' r?js vVv 'Iwvias 7rpoeA8etv, ltA.A.a Kd ~ha1r6v·nov tTTeiA.at-ro 
O"Tpa-rlav fJ.EXP' 'Tijs 'A"f7'1Kijs; 'AA.A.cl. p.t,v 1'av-r& ')'E aura Kal viiv AE')'ETal 7repl 
alrrWv· €7rLTelveL 0~ -r1]v l0L6T?]Ta. Kal -rO 7rltTTeUeu8aL TO. 1raA.cuCt 
p.aA.A.ov 1i ora viiv. There are however other passages in which he speaks 
of the Amazons as realities. 

Justin (ii. 4) recognises the great power and extensive conquests of the 
Amazons in very early times, but says that they gradually declined down 
to the reign of Alexander, in whose time there were just aftw remaining; 
the queen with these few visited Alexander, but shortly afterwards the 
whole breed became extinct. This hypothesis has the merit of convenience, 
perhaps of ingenuity. 

I Suetonius, Jul. Cresar, c. 22. "In Syria quoque regnasse Semiramin 
Uulius Cresar said this), magnamque Asire partem Amazonas tenuisse 
quondam." 

In the splendid triumph of the emperor Anrelian at Rome after the 
defeat of Zenobia, a few Gothic women who had been taken in arms were 
exhibited among the prisoners ; the official placard carried along with them 
announced them as Amazqm· (Vopiscus A11re!. in Histor. August. Scrip. p. 
260, ed. Paris). 
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these women in their invasion of Europe; arid the combat of 
the Athenians with the Amazons has been painted by Mik6n, 
not less than that between the Athenians and the Persians. 
Moreover Herodotus has spoken in many places of these 
women, and those Athenian orators who have pronounced 
panegyrics on the citizens slain in battle, have dwelt upon the 
victory over the Amazons as among the most memorable of 
Athenian exploits. If the satrap of Media sent any equestrian 
women at all to Alexander, I think that they must have come 
from some of the neighbouring barbarous tribes, practised 
in riding and equipped in· the costume generally called 
Amazonian." 1 

There cannot be a more striking evidence of the indelible 
force with which these ancient legends were worked into the 
national faith and feelings of the Greeks, than these remarks of 
a judicious historian upon the fable of the Amazons. Probably 
if any plausible mode of rationalising it, and of transforming it 
into a quasi-political event, had been offered to Arrian, he 
would have been better pleased to adopt such a middle term, 
and would have rested comfortably in the supposition that he 
believed the legend in its true meaning, while his less inquiring 
countrymen were imposed upon by the exaggerations of poets. 
But as the story was presented to him plain and unvarnished, 
either for acceptance or rejection, his feelings as a patriot and 
a religious man prevented him from applying to the past such 
tests of credibility as his untrammeled reason acknowledged to 
be paramount in regard to the present. When we see more
over how much his belief was strengthened, and all tendency 
to scepticism shut out, by the familiarity of his eye and memory 
with sculptured or painted Amazons 2-we may calculate tl)e 
irresistible force of this sensible demonstration on the con
victions of the unlettered public, at once more deeply reten
tive of passive impressions, and unaccustomed to the 
countervailing habit of rational investigation into evidence. 
Had the march of an army of warlike women, from the 
Therm6d6n or the Tanais into the heart of Attica, been re
counted to Arrian as an incident belonging to the time of 
Alexander the· Great, he would have rejected it no less em
phatically than Strab6; but cast back as it. was into an 

l Arrian, Expedit. Alexand. vii. 13. · 
2 Ktesias described as real animals, existing in wild and distant regions, 

the heterogeneous and fantastic combinations which he saw sculptured in. 
the East (see this stated and illustrated in Bahr, Preface to the Fragm. of 
Ktesias, pp. 58, 59). 
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undefined past, . it took rank among the hallowed traditions 
of divine or heroic antiquity,-gratifying to extol by rhetoric, 
but repulsive to scrutinise in argument.1 

CHAPTER XII 

KRETAN LEGENDS-MINOS AND HIS FAMILY 

To understand the adventures of Theseus in Krete, it will be 
necessary to touch briefly upon Minos and the Kretan heroic 
genealogy. 

Minos and Rhadamanthus, according to Homer, are sons of 

1 Heyne observes (Apollodllr, ii. 5, 9) with respect to the fable of the 
Amazons, " In his historiarum fidem aut vestigia nemo quresiverit." Ad
mitting the wisdom of this counsel (and I think it indisputable), why are 
we required to presume, in the absence of all proof, an historical basis for 
each of those other narratives, such as the Kalydllnian boar-hunt, the Argo
nautic expedition, or the siege of Troy, which go to make up, along with 
the story of the Amazons, the aggregate matter of Grecian legendary faith? 
If the tale of the Amazons could gain currency without any such support, 
why not other portions of the ancient epic? 

An author of easy belief, Dr. F. Nagel, vindicates the historical reality 
of the Amazons (Geschichte der Amazonen, Stutgart, 1838). I subjoin 
here a different explanation of the Amazonian tale, proceeding from 
another author who rejects the historical basis, and contained in a work of 
learning and value (Guhl, Ephesiaca, Berlin, 1843, p. 132)-

" Id tan tum monendum videtur, Amazonas nequaquam historice accipi
endas esse, sed e contrario totas ad mythologiam pertinere. Earum enim 
fabulas quum ex frequentium hierodularum gregibus in cultibus et sacris 
Asiaticis ortas esse ingeniose ostenderit Tolken, jam inte1· omnes mythologim 
peritos constat, Amazonibus nihil fere nisi peregrini cujusdam cultus notion em 
expressum esse, ejusque cum Grrecorum religione certamen frequentibus 
istis pugnis designatum esse, quas cum Amazonibus tot Grrecorum heroes 
habuisse credebantur, Hercules, Bellerophon, Theseus, Achilles, et vel 
ipse, quem Ephesi cultum fuisse supra ostendimus, Dionysus. Qure 
Amazonum notio primaria, quum paulatim Euemeristica (ut ita dicam) 
ratione ita transformaretur, ut Amazones pro vero feminarum populo 
haberentur, necesse quoque erat, ut omnibus fere loci•, ubi ejusmodi reli
gionum certamina locum habuerunt, Amazones habitasse, vel eo usque 
processisse, crederentur. Quod cum nusquam manifestius fuerit, quam in 
Asia minore, et potissimum in eil. parte qure Grreciam versus vergit, hand 
mirandum est omnes fere ejus orre urbes ab Amazonibus conditas putari." 

I do not know the evidence upon which this conjectural interpretation 
rests, but the statement of it, though it boasts so many supporters among 
mythological critics, carries no appearance of probability to my mind. 
Priam fights against the Amazons as well as the Grecian heroes. 
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Zeus, by Europe,I daughrer·of the widely-celebrated Phcenix, 
born in -Krete. Minos is th'e father of Deukalion, 'vhose son 
Idomeneus, in conjunction with Meriones, conducts the 
Kretan troops to the ·host of Agamemnon before Troy. 
Minos is ruler of Knossus, and familiar companion of the great 
Zeus. . He is spoken of as holding guardianship in Krete-not 
necessarily ·meaning the whole of the island : he is farther 
decorated with a golden, sceptre, and· constituted judge over 
the dead in the under-world 1 to settle their disputes, in which 
function Odysseus finds him-this however by a passage of 
comparatively late interpolation into the Odyssey. He also 
had- a daughter named Ariadne, for whom the artist D::edalus 
fabricated in the town of: Krtossus the representation of a com
plicated dance, and-who was ultimately carried off by Theseus : 
she died in the island of Diaj deserted by Theseus and betrayed 
by Dionysos to the fatal \vrath of Artemis. Rhadamanthus 

·seems to approach to Minos both in judicial (unctions and 
posthumous dignity. He i~ conveyed expressly to Eubcea, by 
the semi-divine sea-carriers' the Ph::eacians, to inspect the 
gigantic corpse of the earth-born Tityus-the longest voyage 
they ever' undertook. f[e is moreover ·after death pwmoted 
to an abode of undistur1bed bliss in the Elysian plain at the 
extremity of the earth. 21 f 

According to poets l~ter, than Homer, Europe is brought 
over by Zeus from Phcenici~ to Krete, where she bears to him 
three sons, Minos, Rhadamanthus and Sarpedon. The latter 
leaves Krete and settles in Lykia, the population of which, as 
well as that of many other pbrtions of Asia Minor, is connected 
by various mythical genealogies with Krete, though the Sarpe
don of the Iliad has no connexion with Krete, and is not the . 

1 Europ~ was worshipped witJ very peculiar solemnity in the isl(lnd of 
Krete (see Dictys Cretensis, De Bello Tt'ojano, i. c. 2). . 

The venerable plane-tree, imd~r which Zeus and Europ~ had reposed, 
was. still shown, hard by a fountain at Gortyn in Krete, in the time of 
The()phrastus: it was said to be .the only plane-tree in the neighbourhood 
which. never cast its leaves (Theophrast. Hist. Plant. i. 9). 

2 Homer, Iliad, xiii. 249,! 450; xiv. 321~ Odyss. xi. 322-568 ; xix. 
179; iv. 564-vii. 321. · 

The Homeric Minos in the under-world is not a judge of the previous 
lives of the dead, so as to determine whether the:y deserve reward or punish
ment for their conduct on earth : such functbns are not . assigned to him 
earlier than the time of Plato. He administers justice among the dead, 
who are conceived as a sor't of society, requiring some presiding judge: 
8Ef<Urre6ovra. v•d•rrrn, with regard to Min6s, is said very much like (Odyss. 
xi. 484) JIVJI a• a.~T€ f'E"fU. KpaTE€1$ JI€/C0€<Urt with regard to Achilles. See 
this matter partially illustrated in Heyne's Excursus xi. to the sixth'· book 
of the JEneid of Virgil. 
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son of Europe. Sarped6n, having become king of Lykia, was 
favoured by his father, Zeus, with permission to live for three 
generations.1 At the same time the youthful Miletus, a 
favourite of Sarped6n, quitted Krete, and established the city 
which bore his name on the coast of Asia Minor. Rhada
manthus became sovereign of and lawgiver among the islands 
in the JEgean : he subsequently went to Bceotia, where he 
married the widowed Alkmene, mother of Herakles. 

Europe finds in Krete a king Asterius, who marries her and 
adopts her children by Zeus ; this Asterius is the son of Kres, 
the eponym of the island, or (according to another genealogy 
by which it was attempted to be made out that Minos was of 
Dorian race) he was a son of the daughter of Kres by Tek
tamus, the son of D6rus, who had migrated into the island 
from Greece. 

Minos married Pasiphae, daughter of the god Helios and 
Persei:s, by whom he had Katreus, Deukalion, Glaukus, Andro
geos,-names marked in the legendary narrative,-together 
with several daughters, among whom were Ariadne and 
Phredra. He offended Poseidon by neglecting to fulfil a 
solemnlJ-made vow, and the displeased god afflicted his wife 
Pasiphae with a monstrous passion for a bull. The great 
artist Dredalus, son of Eupalamus, a fugitive from Athens, 
became the confidant of this amour, from which sprang the 
Minotaur, a creature half-man and half-bull. 2 This Minotaur 
was imprisoned by Minos in the labyrinth, an inextricable 
enclosure constructed by Dredalus for that express purpose 
by order of Minos. 

Minos acquired great nautical power, and expelled the 
Karian inhabitants from many of the islands of the JEgean, 
which he placed under the government of his sons on the 
footing of tributaries. He undertook several expeditions 
against various places on the coast-one against Nisus, the 
son of Pandion, king of Megara, who had amongst the hair of 
his head one peculiar lock of a purple colour : an oracle had 
pronounced that his life and reign would never be in danger 
so long as he preserved this precious lock. The city would 

1 ApollodCir. iii. I, 2. Kal aimp Wiwrn Zeh brl Tpe'is '}'<V<as (jiv. This 
circumstance is evidently imagined by the logographers to account for the 
appearance of SarpedGn in the Trojan war, fighting against Idomeneus, 
the grandson of Min6s. Nisus is the eponynms of Nis~a, the port of the 
town of Megara: his tomb was shown at Athens (Pausan. i. I9, s). 
Min Cis is the eponym of the island of Minoa (oppo>ite the port of Nisrea), 
where it was affirmed that the fleet ofMinCis was stationed (Pausan. i. 44, 5). 

2 ApollodCir. iii. I, 2. 
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have rem:ahYed inexpugnable; if S~ylla, the daughter of Nisus, 
ha:d n·Gt conceived a violent passion for Minos.· While her 
father was asleep, she cut off the lock on which his safety hung1 

50 that the Kretan king soon became victorious. Instead of 
p-erforming his promise to carry Skylla away with him to Krete, 
he cast her from the stern of his vessel into the sea : 1 both 
Skylla and Nisus were changed into birds. · 

. ' Androgeos, son of Minos, having displayed such rare qualities 
as to vanquish all his competitors at the Panathenaic festival 
in Athens, was sent by .!Egeus the Athenian king to contend 
against the bull of Marathon,-an enterprise in which he 
perished, and Minos made war upon Athens to avenge his 
death. He was for a long time unable to take the city : at 
length he prayed to his father Zeus to aid him in obtaining 
redress from the Athenians, and Zeus sent upon them pes
tilence and famine. In vain did they endeavour to avert these 
calamities b'y offering up as propitiatory sacrifices the four 
daughters of,Hyakinthus. Their sufferings still continued and 
the oracle directed them to submit to any terms which Minos 
might exact. He required that they shoul9 send to Krete ::u. 
tribute of seven youths and seven maidens,· periodically, to W: 
devoured by the Minotaur,2-offered to him in a labyrimtht 
constructed by Dredalus, including countless different passa,gas, 
out of which no person could escape. 

Every ninth year this offering was to be despatched. The· 
more common story was, that the youths and maidens.thus; 
destined to destruction were selected by lot-but the· logo-· 
grapher Hellanikus said that Minos came to Athens and I chose· 
them himself.3 The third period for despatching the· v-ictims< 
had arrived, and Athens was plunged in the deepest affliction,. 
when Theseus determined to devote himself as ·one· of them,. 
and either to terminate tne sanguinary tribute or·· to perish, 
He prayed to Poseidon for help, while the Delphian· godl 
assured him that Aphrodite would sustain and extricate· l:1im.'. 
On arriving at .Knossus he was fortunate enoug_gh to·. captivate.: 

1 ApollodC\r. iii. 15, 8. See the Ciris of Virgil, a ju'(enil~ poem on .. the
subject of this fable; also Hyginus, f. 198; Schol. Eur,ip .. Hippo!. 1200.·. 
Propertius (iii. 19, 21) gives the features of the story wit\:1 tole>able .fidelity;;. 
Ovid takes considerable liberties with it (Metam. viii. 5-150); 

2 Apollod6r. iii. 15, 8. , • 
8 See, on the subject of Theseus and the MinC\taur,--.E-ckermann,· Lehr-·' · 

• buch der Religions Geschichte und Mythologie, vol • .ii.· chi xiii: p. 133. · 
· He maintains that the tribute of these human victims .paid •by Athens to.-, 

MinC\s is an historical fact. Upon what this be,li~.f:.i& g~ounded, J ,confess; ... 
I do not ~ee. • 

t....,:.,. 
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the affections of Ariadne, the daughter of Minos, who supplied 
him with a sword and a clue of thread. With the former he 
contrived to kill the Minotaur, the ,.latter served to guide his 
footsteps in escaping from the labyrinth. Having accomplished 
this triumph, he left Krete with his ship and companions 
unhurt, carrying off Ariadne, whom however he soon aban
doned on the island of Naxos. On his way home to Athens, 
he stopped at Delos, where he offered a grateful sacrifice to 
Apollo for his escape, and danced, along with the young men 
and maidens whom he had rescued from the Minotaur, a 
dance called the Geranus, imitated from the twists and con· 
volutions of the Kretan labyrinth. It had been concerted 
with his father .l.Egeus, that if he succeeded in his enterprise 
against the Minotaur, he should on his return hoist white sails 
in his ship in place of the black canvas which she habitually 
carried when employed on this mournful embassy. But 
Theseus forgot to make the change of sails ; so that .l.Egeus, 
seeing the ship return with her equipment of mourning un
altered, was impressed with the sorrowful conviction that his 
son had perished, and cast himself into the sea. The ship 
which made this voyage was preserved by the Athenians with 
careful solicitude, being constantly repaired with new timbers, 
down to the time of the Phalerian Demetrius: every year she 
was sent from Athens to Delos with a solemn sacrifice and 
specially-nominated envoys. The priest of Apollo decked her 
stern with garlands before she quitted the port, and during the 
time which elapsed until her return, the city was understood to 
abstain from all acts carrying with them public impurity, so 
that it was unlawful to put to death any person even under 
formal sentence by the dikastery. This accidental circum
stance becomes especially memorable, from its having post
poned for thirty days the death of the lamented Sokrates.l 

The legend respecting Theseus, and his heroic rescue of the 
seven noble youths and maidens from the jaws of the Minotaur, 
was thus both commemorated and certified to the Athenian 
public, by the annual holy ceremony and by the unquestioned 
identity of the vessel employed in it. There were indeed 
many varieties in the mode of narrating the incident ; and 
some of the Attic logographers tried to rationalise the fable by 

1 Plato, Phredon, c. 2, 3 ; Xenoph. Memor. iv. 8, 2. Plato especially 
noticed Tabs als €,..,.a, I1<Elvovs, the seven youths and seven maidens whom 
Theseus conveyed to Krete and brought back safely: this number seems 
an old and constant feature in the legend, rnaintaiaed by Sappho and 
Bacchylides, as well as by Euripides (Here. Fur. 1318). See Servius ad 
Virgil. fEneid. vi. 2I. 
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transforming the Minotaur into a general or'a powerful athlete, 
named Taurus, whom Theseus vanquished in Krete.I But 
this altered version never overbore the old fanciful character 
of the tale as maintained by the poets. A great number of 
other religious ceremonies and customs, as well as several 
chapels or sacred enclosures in honour of different heroes, 
were. connected 'with different ~cts and special ordinances of 
Theseus. To· every Athenian who took part in the festivals of 
the Oschophoria,' the Pyanepsia, or the Kyberriesia, the name 
of this great hero was familiar; while the motives for offering 
to him solemn worship at his own special festival of the 
Theseia, became evident and impressive. 
, The same Athenian leg~nds wh'ich ennobled and decorated 

.the character of Theseus, painted in repulsive colours the 
attributes of MiQ.6s; and the traits of the old Homeric com
rade of Zeus were buried under those of the conqueror and 
oppressor of Athens. His history, like that of the other legend
ary personages of Greece, consists almost entirely of a string 
ofJamily romances. and tragedies. His son Katreus, father of 
Aerope, wife of, Atreus, was apprised by 'an oracle that he 
would perish by the hand of one _of his own . children : he 
accordingly sent them out of the island, and Althremenes, his 
son, established' himself in Rhodes. Katreus having become 
old, and fancying that he had outlived the warning of the 
oracle, went over to Rhodes to see Althremenes. In an 
accidental dispute which arose between his attendants and the 
islanders, Althremenes inadvertently took part and slew his 

1 For the general narrative· and its discrepancies, see Plutarch, Thes. 
c. 15-19; Diod6r, iv. 6o-62; Pausan. i. 17, 3; Ovid, Epist. Ariadn. 
Thes. 104. In that other portion of the work of Diod6rus which relates
more especially to !Krete, and is borrowed from. Kretan logograpbers and 
historians (v. 64-80), he mentions nothing at all respecting the war of 
Min6s with Athens. 
· In the drama of Euripides called Theseus, the genuine story of the 

youths and maidens about to be offered as food to the Min6taur was intro
duced (Schol. ad Aristoph. Vesp. 312). 
• Ariadne figures in the Odyssey along with Theseus : she is the daughter 

of Min6s, carried off by Theseus from Krete, and killed by Artemis in the 
way home: t)Jere is no allusion to Min6taur, or tribute, or self-devotion 
of Theseus (Odyss. xi. 324). This,is probably the .oldest and simplest 
form of the legend-one of the many amorous (compare Theognis, 1232) 
ildventures of Theseus: the rest. is added by post-Homeric poets. 

The respect of Aristotle for Min6s induces him to•adopt the hypothesis 
that the Athenian •youths and maidens were not put to death in Krete, but 
grew old in servitude. (Aristot. Fragm. Bo-r-rtalwv ITo?..tnla, p. 106, ed .• 
Neumann, of the Fragments of the treatise IT•pl ITo?..t-rEtwv, Plutarch, 
Qua=st. Gnec. p. 2g8.) 

VOL. I. 0 
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father w1thout knowing him. Glaukus, the youngest son of 
Minos, pursuing a mouse, fell into a reservoir of honey and 
was drowned. No one knew what had become of him, and 
his father was inconsolable; at length the Argeian Polyeidus, 
a prophet wonderfully endowed by the gods, both discovered 
the boy and restored him to life, to the exceeding joy of Minos.1 

The latter at last found his death in an eager attempt to 
overtake and punish Dcedalus. This great artist, the epony
mous hero of the Attic gens or deme called the Dcedalidce, and 
the descendant of Erechtheus through Metion, had been tried 
at the tribunal of Areiopagus and banished for killing his 
nephew Talos, whose rapidly improving skill excited his envy.2 

He took refuge in Krete, where he acquired the confidence of 
Minos, and was employed (as has been already mentioned) in 
constructing the labyrinth; subsequently however he fell under 
the displeasure of Minos, and was confined as a close prisoner 
in the inextricable windings of his own edifice. His unrivalled 
skill and resource however did not forsake him. He manu
factured wings both for himself and for his son Ikarus, with 
which they flew over the sea. The father arrived safely in Sicily 
at Kamikus, the residence of the Sikanian king Kokalus ; but the 
son, disdaining paternal example and admonition, flew so high 
that his wings were melted by the sun and he fell into the sea, 
which from him was called the Ikarian sea.8 

Dcedalus remained for some time in Sicily, leaving in various 
parts of the island many prodigious evidences of mechanical 
and architectural skilJ.4 At length Minos, bent upon regaining 
possession of his person, undertook an expedition against 
Kokalus with a numerous fleet and army. Kokalus, affecting 
readiness to deliver up the fugitive, and receiving Minos with 
apparent friendship, ordered a bath to be prepared for him by 
his three daughters, who, eager to protect Dcedalus at any price, 
drowned- the Kretan king in the bath with hot water. 5 Many 

I A pollodC\r. iii. cap. 2-3· 
2 Pherekyd. Fragm. 105 ; Hellanik. Fragm. 82 (Didot) ; Pausan. vii. 

4, 5· 
3 DiodC\r. iv. 79; Ovid, Metamorph. viii. 18r. Both Ephorus and 

Philistus mentioned the coming of Dredalus to Kokalus in Sicily (Ephor. 
Fr. 99; Philist. Fragm. r, Didot); probably Antiochus noticed it also
(DiodC\r. xii. 71). Kokalus was the point of commencement for the 
Sicilian historians. 

4 DiodC\r. iv. 8o. 
• Pausan. vii. 4, 5; Schol. Pindar. Nero. iv. 95; Hygin. fab. 44; 

Conan, Narr. 25; Ovid, Ibis, 291-
" Vel tua maturet, sicut Minoia fata, 

P€.r caput in fusee fervid us humor aqme." 
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of the Kretans who had accompanied him remained in Sicily 
and founded the town of Minoa, which they denominated after 
him. But not long afterwards Zeus instigated all the inhabit
ants of Krete (except the towns of Polichna and Prresus) to 

, undertake with one accord an expedition against Kamikus for 
the purpose of avenging the death of Minos. They besieged 
Kamikus in vain for five years, until at last famine compelled 
them to return. On their way along the coast of Italy, in the 
Gulf of Tarentum, a terrible storm destroyed their fleet and 
obliged them to settle permanently in the country: . they 
founded Hyria with other cities, and became Messapian 
Iapygians. Other settlers, for the most part Greeks, im
migrated into Krete to .the spots which this movement had 
left vacant. · In the second generation after Minos, occurred 
the Trojan war. The departed Minos was exceedingly offended 
with the Kretans for co-operating in avenging the injury to 
Menelaus, since the Greeks generally had lent no aid to the 
Kretans in their expedition against the town of Kamikus. He 
sent upon Krete, after the return of Idomeneus from Troy, 
such terrible visitations of famine and pestilence, that the 
population again died out or expatriated, and was. again 
renovated by fresh immigrations. The intolerable suffering 1 

thus brought upon the Kretans by the anger of Minos, for 
having co-operated in the general Grecian aid to Menelaus, 
was urged by them to the Greeks as the reason why they could 
take no part in resisting the invasion of Xerxes j and it is even 
pretended that they were advised and encouraged to adopt 
this ground of excuse by the Delphian oracle. 2 

Such is the Minos of the poets and logographers, with his 
This story formed the subject of a lost drama of Sophokles, Ka,ul~<<o< or 
Mlvws ; it was also told by Kallimachus, Ev Ahlo<s, as \vel! as by Philo
stephanus (Schol. Iliad. ii. 145). 

1 This curit>us and very characteristic narrative is given by Herodot. vii. 
169-I7I. 

2 Herodot. vii. 169. The answer ascribed to the Delphian oracle, on 
the question being put by the Kretan envoys whether it would be better 
for them to aid the Greeks against Xerxes or not, is highly emphatic and 
poetical : 7!'lll~7r<Ol, E7rtp.ep.rfmr8E iiua up,'iv El< TOW MEvO .. orp'-rtp.wp'Tip.O.-rwv Mivws 
f1rEp.lf;< P.'TIVlwv 15a1<pVp.a-ra, 3-rt ol p.€v ob ~vv<~E7rp1)~av-ro ab-r<f -rhv Ell Kap.lKrp 

• e&.va:rov -y•vop.evov, vp.eis 15€ I<Elvo<U< T~Y El< ~7r&.p-r'I)S &p7r<z.xeiiaav 07r' cl.vopos 
f3apf3rf.pov -yvva7Ka. 
• If such an answer was ever ·returned at all, I cannot but think that it 
must have been from some oracle in Krete itself, not from Delphi. The 
Delphian oracle could never have so far forgotten its obligations to the 
general cause of Greece, at that critical moment, which involved moreover 
the safety of all its own treasures, as to deter the Kretans from giving 
assistance. 

. .. 
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legendary and romantic attributes : the familiar comrade of the 
great Zeus,-the judge among the dead in Hades,-the husband 
of Pasiphae, daughter of the god Helios-the father of the 
goddess Ariadne, as well as of Androgeos, who perishes and 
is worshipped at Athens,1 and of the boy Glaukus, who is 
miraculously restored to life by a prophet,-the person be
loved by Skylla, and the amorous pursuer of the nymph or 
goddess Britomartis,2-the proprietor of the Labyrinth and of 
the Minotaur, and the exactor of a periodical tribute of youths 
and maidens from Athens as food for this monster,-lastly, the 
follower of the fugitive artist D~dalus to Kamikus, and the 
victim of the three ill-disposed daughters of Kokalus in a bath. 
With this strongly-marked portrait, the Minos of Thucydides 
and Aristotle has scarcely anything in common except the 
name. He is the first to acquire Tlzalassokraty, or command 
of the ..cEgean sea : he expels the Karian inhabitants from the 
Cyclades islands, and sends thither fresh colonists under his 
own sons ; he puts down piracy, in order that he may receive 
his tribute regularly; lastly, he attempts to conquer Sicily, but 
fails in the enterprise and perishes. 3 Here we have conjectures, 
derived from the analogy of the Athenian maritime empire in 
the historical times, substituted in place of the fabulous inci
dents, and attached to the name of Minos. 

In the fable a tribute of seven youths and seven maidens is 
paid to him periodically by the Athenians; in the historicised 
narrative this character of a tribute-collector is preserved, but 
the tribute is money collected from dependent islands; 4 and 

I Hesiod. Theogon. 949; Pausan. i. r, 4· 
2 Kallimach. Hymn. ad Dian. 189. Strabo (x. p. 476) dwells also 

upon the strange contradiction of the legends concerning Min6s: I agree 
with Hoeckh (Kreta, ii. p. 93) that 1iaap.6ll.o-yos in this passage refers to the 
tribnte exacted from Athens for the Min6taur. 

3 Thucyd. i. 4· Mlvws 'Yap. 1ra.A.alTa-ros 6Jv &Ko?J tup.ev, vavTtK~W ~KT-I,aaTo, 
Kal -ri)s viiv 'Ell.li.?)V<Ki)s 8all.ci.ITIT?)S brl 7rll.e"iu-rov ~Kpci.-r?)ITE, Kal -rwv KvKll.ci.1iwv 
v.f,(J'wV ~p~€ TE «al olKtuT1]s airrOs TWv 7rAe[o--rwv ~')'Evero, Kitpas ~~eAduas Kal 
-roils EavToV 7rai0a.s·1]")'E}l6vas l-y~ea-rauT1,l1'as· -r& "TE A?'}rT'TtKOv, &s el~eOs, KafJ{JpEL 
~" -ri)s 8all.ci.ITIT?)S, ~cp· 8uov -I)Mwa-ro, -roii -ras 1rpoudllovs piill.ll.ov iEva< ab-rip. 
See also c. 8. 

Aristot. Pol it. ii. 7. 2. ~0/CEL ll' 71 vi)uos Kal7rp~s -rlw apx'l}v -r'l}v 'Ell.li.?)V<Kl]v 
.,..cpv.<ova< Kal K<"iuea, Kall.rus . . • o<o Kal -rlw .-riis Oall.tf.uuns il:pxhv KaTo<rXE" 
lJ M[vGds, ~ea.l •r?ts v-f}cTous Ttx.s p.~v ~XEtpWuaTo, TO;s OE lfH.uJ'e · Tf"J\os 0, €1rz8Ep.evos 
-rjll<KEJI.i~ -r~v {3lov ~-rEl\EVTf/ITEV ~KEL 1repl Kci.p.ucov. 

Ephorus (ap. Skymn. Chi. 542) repeated the same statement: he men
tioned also the indigenous king Kr~s. 

4 It is curious that Herodotus expressly denies this, and in Janguacre 
which shows that he had made special inquiries ahout it: he says th~t 
the Karians or Leleges in the islands (who were, according to Thucydid~s, 

• 
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Aristotle points out to us how conveniently Krete is situated 
to exercise empire over the .tEgean. The expedition against · 
Kamikus, instead of being directed to the recovery of the 
fugitive Dredalus, is an attempt cin the part of the great 
thalassokrat to conquer Sicily. Herodotus gives us generally 
the same view of the character of Minos as a great maritime· 
king, but his notice of the expedition against Kamikus includes 
the mention of Dredalus as the intended object of it.l Ephorus, 
while he described Minos as a commanding and comprehensive 
lawgiver imposing his commands under the sanction· of Zeus, 
represented him as the imitator of an earlier lawgiver named 
Rhadamanthus,·and also as an immigrant into Krete from the 
.tEolic Mount Ida, along with the priests or sacred companions 
of Zeus called the Idrei Dactyli. Aristotle too points him out 
as the author of1 the Syssitia, Qr public meals common in Krete 
as well as at Sparta,-other divergences in a new direction 
from the spirit of the old fables. 2 

The contr:;~.dictory attributes ascribed to Minos, together 
with the perplexities experienced by those who wished to in
troduce a regular chronological arrangement· into. these legen
dary events, has led both in ancient and in modern times to 
the supposition 'of fwo kings named· Minos, one the grandson 
of the other,-Minos I., the son of Zeus, lawgiver and jHdge, 
-Minos II., the thalassokrat,-a gratuitous conjecture, which, 
without solving the problem required, only adds one to the 
numerous artifices employed for imparting the semblance of 
history to the disparate matter .of legend. The Kretans were 
at all times, from Homer downward, expert and practised sea
men. But that they were ever united under one government, 
or:ever exercised maritime dominion in the .tEgean is a fact' 
which we are neither able to affirm nor to deny. The Odyssey, 

I 

expelled by Mint\s) paid ·no tribute to Mint\s, but manned his navy, i.e. 
they stood to Mint\s much in the same relation as Chios and Lesbos stood to 
Athens (Herodot.' i. 171). One may trace here the influence of those 
discussions which must have been prevalent at that time respecting the 
maritime empire of Athens. . · 

1 Herodot. vii. 170. AE-ye-ra.• -y?tp M(vc.> Ka.Ttt (i]n)rnv .!.a.to.iA.ou &:rrt1<6p.evov 
Js ~ucavlnv; Tf]v vVv ~L1Cf:AL17v KaAEup.Ev'1}v, &:1ro8avE'iv /3talcp 6avci.T'f'. 'Avti 3~· 
xp&vov Kp1j-ra.s, 6eoii <T</Jl i!1ro-rp6vav-ros, &c. 

2 Aristot. Polit. ii. 7, I ; vii. 9, 2. Ephorus, Fragm. 63, 64, 65. He 
set aside altogether the. Homeric genealogy of Min6s, which makes him 
brother of Rhadainanthus and born in Krete. 

Strabo, in pointing out the many contradictions respecting MinOs, re
marks. "E<Tnli€ Kal li.A.A.os A.6-yos obx op.oA.o-yovp.evos, rwv p.€v ~evov -r1js v.f]<Tov 
-rbv Mivw A.•-y&v-rwv, rwv li€ i!"''Xcfpwv. By the former he doubtless means 
Ephorus, though he has not here specified him (x. p. 477). 
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in so far as it justifies any inference at all, points against such a 
supposition, since it recognises a great diversity both of inhabi
tants and of languages in the island, and designates Minos as 
king specially of Knossus : it refutes still more positively the 
idea that Minos put down piracy, which the Homeric Kretans 
as well as others continue to practise without scruple. 

Herodotus, though he in some places speaks of Minos as a 
person historically cognisable, yet in one passage severs him 
pointedly from the generation of man. The Samian despot 
"Polykrates (he tells us) was the first person who aspired to 
nautical dominio'n, excepting Minos of Knossus, and others 
before him (if any such there ever were) who may have ruled 
the sea; but Polykrates is the first of that which is called tlze 
generation of man who aspired with much chance of success to 
govern Ionia and the islands of the JEgean." 1 Here we find it 
manifestly intimated that Minos did not belong to the genera
tion of man, and the tale given by the historian respecting the 
tremendous calamities which the wrath of the departed Minos 
inflicted on Krete confirms the impression. The king of 
Knossus is a god or a hero, but not a man ; he belongs to 
legend, not to history. He is the son as well as the familiar 
companion of Zeus; he marries the daughter of Helios, and 
Ariadne is numbered among his offspring. To this super
human person are ascribed the oldest and most revered institu
tions of the island, religions and political, together with a 
period of supposed ante-historical dominion. That there is 
much of Kretan religious ideas and practice embodied in the 
fables concerning Minos can hardly be doubted; nor is it im
probable that the tale of the youths and maidens sent from 
Athens may be based in some expiatory offerings rendered to 
a Kretan divinity. The orgiastic worship of Zeus, solemnised 
by the armed priests with impassioned motions and violent 
excitement, was of ancient date in that island, as well as the 
connexion with the worship of Apollo both at Delphi and at 
Delos. To analyse the fables and to elicit from them any 
trustworthy particular facts, appears to me a fruitless attempt 
The religious recollections, the romantic invention, and the 

l Herodot. iii. 122. no/l.vJ<pdniS ')'ltp ~<TTl 1rpwTOS TWV ~p.e'is flip.EV 
'E/1./I.~vwv, tls 8a/l.a<r<ToJ<pC1:rEE!V l1r<vo~871, 1rap<~ Mivw6s TE TOU Kvwcrcrlov, J<al 
El 0~ TIS /£)1_/l.os 1rp6TEpos TOVTDV 1,p~E T1)S 8a/I.J.crcrns• T1)S OE av8pw1r77f77s 
/I.E"fO p. fv'17 S "fHE1) S Tio/l.vJ<pcfT7)S t<TTl 1rpwTOS lil.1r£oas 1rOM./ts lxwv 'Iwv£77s 
T< Kal v~crwv lfp~<tv. 

The expression exactly corresponds to that of Pausanias, ix. 5, r, .1-trl Twv 
KaA.ovp.~vwv 'HpC:,wv, for the age preceding the &v8p•rrrntn ')'EVE~ ; also viii. 
2,. I, fs Td. b.vCrJTipw Toil &vOpdnrwv 7lvous . 

• 
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items of matter of fact, if any such there be, must for ever 
remain indissolubly amalgamated as the poet originally 
blended them, for the amusement or edification of his audi
tors. Hoeckh, in his instructive and learned collection of facts 
respecting ancient Krete, construes the•mythical genealogy of 
Minos to denote a combination of the orgiastic worship of 
Zeus, indigenous among the Eteokretes; with the worship of 
the moon imported from Pha:micia, and signified by the names 
Europe, Pasiphae and Ariadne.1 This is specious as a conjec
ture, but I do not venture to speak of it ir1 terms of greater 
confidence. 

From the connexion of religious worship and legendary tales 
between Krete and various parts of Asia Minor,-the Troad, 
the coast of Miletus and Lykia, especially between Mount Ida 
in Krete, and Mount Ida in JE6lis,-it seems reasonable to 
infer an ethnographical kindred or relationship between the 
inhabitants anterior to the period of Hellenic occupation. The 
tales of Kretan settlement at Minoa and Engyion on the south
western coast ofSicily, and in Iapygia on the Gulf of Taren
tum, conduct us to a similar presumption, though the want of 
evidence forbids our tracing it farther. In the time of Hero
dotus, the Eteokretes, or aboriginal inhabitants of the island, 
were confined to Polichna and Prresus ; but in earlier times, 
prior to the encroachments of the Hellenes, they had occupied 
the larger portion, if not the whole of the island. Minos was 
originally fheir hero, St!-bsequently adopted by the immigrant 
Hellenes,-at least Herodotus considers him as barbarian, not 
Hellenic.2 

CHAPTER XIII 

ARGONAUTIC EXPEDITION 
;.. 
• THE ship Argo was the theme of many songs during the 

oldest periods of the Grecian epic, even earlier than the 
Odyssey. • The king JEetes, from whom she is departing, the 
hero Jason, who commands her, and the goddess Here, who 
watches over him, enabling the Argo to traverse distances and 
to escape dangers which no ship had ever before encountered, 

1 Hoeckh, Kreta, vo!. ii. pp. 56-67. K. 0. Mii!ler also (Dorier. ii. 2, 
14) puts a religious interpn;tation upon these Kreto-Attic legend~, but he 
ex~lains them in a manner totally different from Hoeckh. 

Herodot. L I 73· · • 
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are all circumstances briefly glanced at by Odysseus in his 
narrative to Alkinous. Moreover Euneus, the son of J as6n 
and Hypsipyle, governs Lemnos during the siege of Troy by 
Agamemn6n, and carries on a friendly traffic with the Grecian 
camp, purchasing fro!Ibthem their Trojan prisoners.1 

The legend of Halus in Achaia Phthi6tis, respecting the 
religious solemnities connected with the family of Athamas 
and Phryxus (related in a previous chapter) is also interwoven 
with the voyage of the Argonauts ; and both the legend and 
the solemnities seem evidently of great antiquity. We know 
further, that the adventures of the Arg6 were narrated not only 
by Hesiod and in the Hesiodic poems, but also by Eumelus 
and the author of the Naupaktian verses-by the latter seem
ingly at considerable length. 2 But these poems are unfortun
ately lost, nor have we any means of determining what the 
original story was; for the narrative, as we have it, borrowed 
from later sources, is enlarged by local tales from the subse
quent Greek colonies-Kyzikus, Herakleia, Sinope, and others. 

Jas6n, commanded by Pelias to depart in quest of the 
golden fleece belonging to the speaking ram which had carried 
away Phryxus and Helle, was encouraged by the oracle tc 

1 Odyss. xii. 69-
0Z1J 51, Kt!{VYJ ye 'lra.pffiAEt. 1TOVT6tropo~ vrrV~, 
'ApjW tracnp.iAovcra, 1ro.p' Ah)Tao 7tA€ovuo.· 
Ka.t. vV Kt:: rijv Ev9' J>Ka. f30.AEv p.ryci.Aa~ 7TOTl7rhpa.<;, 
'AAA' "Hp7Jrrapirre~J.ljlev, brd 4'iAo) ~ev 'b}o-wv. 

See also Iliad, vii. 470. 
2 See Hesiod, .Fragm. Catalog. Fr. 6, p. 33, Diintz.; Eoiai, Frag. 36, 

p. 39; Frag. 72, p. 47· Compare Schol. ad Apoll6n. Rhod. i. 45; ii. 
178-297, 1125; iv. 254-284. Other poetical sources-

The old epic poem Aigimius, Frag. 5, p. 57, Diintz. 
KintZthiJ?t in the Herakl!ia touched upon the death of Hylas near !Gus 

in Mysia (Schol. Apollon. Rhod. i. 1357). 
The epic poem i'vaupaktia, Frag. 1 to 6, Diintz. p. 61. 
EumNus, Frag, 2, 3, 5, p. 65, Diintz. 
EpimenidRs, the Kretan prophet and poet. composed a poem in 65oc 

lines, 'Ap--yous v<w11"1)")'i«v .,.., K«l 'I<f<Tovos els Ko"-xous 0.1ro1r"-ouv (Diog~ri. 
Laer. i. 10, 5), which is noticed more than once in the Scholia on Apol· 
16nius, on subjects connected with the poem (ii. 1125; iii. 42). Se( 
Mimnerm. Frag. 10, Schneidewin, p. 15. 

Antimachus, in his poem L)tde, touched upon the Argonautic expedition 
and has been partially copied by Apoll6nius Rhod. (Schol. Ap. Rh. i 
1290; ii. 296; iii. 410; iv. 1153). 

The Iogographers Pherekydes and Hekatreus seem to have related th 
expedition at considerable length. . 

The Bibliothek der alten Literatur und Kunst (Gottingen, 1786, 21i 

StUck, p. 61) contains an instructive Dissertation by Groddeck, Uebe 
die Argonautika, a summary of the various authorities respecting thi 
expedition. 

• 
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invite the noblest youth of Greece to his aid, and fifty of the 
most distinguished amongst them obeyed the call. Herakles, 
Theseus, Telam6n and Peleus, Kastor and Pollux, Idas and 
Lynkeus-Zetes and Kala!s, the winged sons of Boreas-Mele
ager, Amphiaraus, Kepheus, Laertes, Autolyktis, Mencetius, 
Aktor, Erginus, Euphemus, Ankceus, Pceas, Periklymenus, 
Augeas, Eurytus, Admetus, Akastus, Kceneus, Euryalus, Pene
leos and Leitus, Askalaphus and Ialmenus, were among them. 
Argus the so11 of Phryxus, directed by the promptings of 
Athene, built the ship, inserting in the prow a piece of timber, 
from the celebrated oak of Dodona, which was endued with 
the faculty of speech : 1 Tiphys was the steersman, Idmon (the 
son of Apollo) and Mopsus accompanied them as prophets, 
while Orpheus ,came to amuse their weariness, and reconcile 
their quarrels, with his harp. 2 

·: 
1 Apoll6n. Rhod. i. 525; iv. 580. Apollod6r. i. 9, 16. Valerius 

Flaccus (i. 300) softens down the speech of the ship Arg6 into a dream of 
Jas6n .. Alexander Polyhistor explained what wood was used (Plin. H. N. 
xiii. 22). . . . · . 

2 Apoll6nius Rhodius, Apollod6rus, Valerius Flaccus, the Orphic 
Argonautica,. and; Hyginus, have all given Catalogues of the Argonautic 
heroes (there was one also in the lost tragedy called, A-fJp.vtat of Sophokles, 
see Welcker, Gi. Trag. i. 327): the discrepancies among them are 
numerous and irreconcileable. Burmann, in the Catalogus Argonautarum, 

'prefixed to his edition of Valerius Flaccus, has discussed them copiously; I 
trans'cribe one or two of the remarks of this conscientious and laborious 
critic, out of many of a similar tenor, on the impracticability of a fabulous • 
~hronol?gy. Im,mediately before the_ first article, Acastus~" Neque enim 
m retatlbus Argonautarum ullam ratwnem temporum constare, neque in 
stirpe et stemmate deducenda ordinem ipsum naturre congruere videbam. 
Nam et huic militire adscribi vide bam Heroas, qui per· naturre leges et 
ordinem fati eo lisque vitam extrahere non potuere, ut aliis ab hac expedi
tione remotis Heroum militiis nomina dedisse narrari deberent a Poetis et 
Mythologis. In .idem etiam tempus avos et nepotes conjici, consanguineos 
retate Ionge inferiores prioribus ut requales adjungi, concoquere vix posse 
videtur.'~-Art. Ancmus: "Scio objici posse, si seriem illam majorem 
respiciamus, hunc Ancreum simul cum proavo suo 'Talao ·in eandem 
profectum fuisse expeditionem. Sed similia exempla in aliis occurrent, et 
in fabulis rationem tempo rum ·non semper accuratam licet deducere. "-Art. 
Jason : "Herculi enim jam provecta retate adhresit Theseus juvenis et 
in Amaz~nia expe~litione socius fuit, ~nterfuit_ huic expeditioni, ':'enatui ~pri 
Calydonu, et rapmt Helenam, qure cuca TroJanum bellum max1me floruit: 
qure omnia si Theseus tot temporum intervallis distincta egit, secula duo 
vel tria vixisse debuit. Certe Jason Hypsipylem neptem Ariadnes, nee 
'V:idere, nee Lemni cognoscere potuit.''-Art. Me/eager: "Unum est quod 
alieni longum ordinem majorum recensenti scrupulum movere possit : nimis 

· longum interva:llum inter JEolum et Meleagrum intercedere, ut potuerit 
interfuisse huic expeditioni: cum non us fere numeretur ab JEolo, et plurimi 
ut Jason, Argus, et alii tertia tan tum ab JEolo generatione distent. Sed 
srepe jam notav'imus, frustra lemporum concordiam in fabulis qureri." 

• 
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First they touched at the island of Lemnos, in which at that 

time there were no men ; for the women, infuriated by jealousy 
and ill-treatment, had put to death their fathers, husbands, and 
brothers. The Argonauts, after some difficulty, were received 
with friendship, and even admitted into the greatest intimacy. 
They staid some months, and the subsequent population of the 
island was the fruit of their visit. Hypsipyle, the queen of the 
island, bore to Jason two sons.l 

They then proceeded onward along the coast of Thrace, up 
the Hellespont, to the southern coast of the Propontis, in
habited by the Doliones and their king Kyzikus. Here they 
were kindly entertained, but after their departure were driven 
back to the same spot by a storm; and as they landed in the 
dark, the inhabitants did not know them. A battle took place, 
in which the chief, Kyzikus, was killed by Jason; whereby 
much grief was occasioned as soon as the real facts became 
known. After Kyzikus had been interred with every demon
stration of mourning and solemnity, the Argonauts proceeded 
along the coast of Mysia.2 In this part of the voyage, they left 
Herakles behind. For Hylas, his favourite youthful com
panion, had been stolen away by the nymphs of a fountain, 
and Herakles, wandering about in search of him, neglected to 
return. At last he sorrowfully retired, exacting hostages from 
the inhabitants of the neighbouring town of Kius that they 
would persist in the search.a 

Read also the articles Castor and Pollux, Nestor, ·PNeus, Staphylus, 
&c. 

We may stand excused for keeping clear of a chronology which is fertile 
only in difficulties, and ends in nothing but illusions. 

1 Apollod6r. i. 9, 17 ; Apoll6n. Rhod. i. 609-915 ; Herodot. iv. 145· 
Theokritus (Idyll. xiii. 29) omits all mention of Lemnos, and represents 
the Arg6 as arriving on the third day from 161kos at the Hellespont. 
Diod6rus (iv. 41) also leaves out Lemnos. 

2 A poll6n. Rhod. 94o-rozo ; Apollod6r. i. 9, 18. 
3 Apollod6r. i. 9, 19. This was the religious legend, explanatory of a 

ceremony performed for many centuries by the people of Prusa : they ran 
round the lake Askanius shouting and clamouring for Hylas-" ut littus 
Hyla, Hyla omne sonaret." (Virgil, Eclog.) ..... "in cujus memoriam 
adhuc solemni cursatione lacum populus circuit et Hylam voce clamat." 
Solinus, c. 42. 

There is endless discrepancy as to the concern of Herakles with the 
Argonautic expedition. A story is alluded to in Aristotle (Politic. iii. 9) 
that the ship Arg6 herself refused to take him on board, because he was so 
much superior in stature anrl power to all the other heroes-oil ')'ttp €8ell.••v 
o.lrrlw li:y•w ·r1w 'Ap7?, p.E-rii. -rwv tfll.ll.wv, C:.s {nr•p/3ri.ll.ll.ov-ro. 1roll.v -rwv 
7rll.w-r-hpow. This was the story of Pherekydes (Fr. 67, Didot) as well as of 
Antimachus (Schol. Apoll. Rhod. i. 1290): it is probably a very ancient 
portion of the legend, inasmuch as it ascribes to the ship sentient powers, 
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They next stopped in the country of the Bebrykians, where the 

boxing contest took place between the. king Amykus and the 
Argonaut Pollux: 1 they then proceeded onward to Bithynia, 
the residence of the blind prophet Phineus. His blindness had 
been inflicted by Poseid6n as a· punishment for having com
municated to PhryXU!\ the way to Kolchis .. The choice had 
been allowed to him between death and blindness, and he had 
preferre4 the latter. 2 He was also tormented by the harpies, 
winged monsters who came down from the clouds whenever his 
table was set, snatched the food from his lips and imparted to 
it a foul and unapproachable odour .. In the midst of this misery, 
he hailed the Argonauts as his deliverers-'-his prophetic powers 
having enabled him to foresee their coming. The meal being 
prepareq for him,· the harpies approached as usual, but Zetes 
and Kalais, the winged sons of Boreas, drove them away and 
pursued,them. They put forth all their sp~ed, and prayed to' 
Zeus to .be enabled to overtake the monsters; when Hermes 
appeared and directed them to desist, the harpies being for
bidden further to molest Phineus, 3 and retiring again to their 
native cavern in Krete.~ · 
· Phineus, grateful for the relief afforded to him by the 

Argonauts, forewarned them of the dangers of their voyage and . 
of the p~ecautions necessary for their safety j and through his 
suggestions they were enabled to pass through the terrific rocks 
called Symplegades. These· were two rocks which alternately 
opened and shut, with a swift and violent collision, so that it 
in conson~nce with her other miraculous properties, The etymology of 
Aphetre in Thessaly was connected with the tale of Herakles having there 
been put bn shore from the Arg6 (Herodot. vii. 193): Ephorus said that 
he staid .iway voluntarily from fondness for Omphale (Frag. 9, Didot). 
The old ~epic poet KimetMn said that Herakles had. placed the Kian 
hostages at Trachin, and that the Kians ever afterwards maintained a 
respectfuLcorrespondence with that place (Schol. Ap. Rh. i. 1357). This 
is the explanatory legend connected with some existing custom, which we 
are unable further to unravel. 

1 See above, chap. viii. '"' 
2 Such ·Was the old narrative of the Hesiodic Catalogue and Eoiai. See 

Schol. Apoll6n. Rhod. ii. r81-296. 
3 This iagain was the old Hesiodic story (Schol. Apoll. Rhod. ii. 

296)- I 
·Ev6' ot··l flJxeu6ov AtV7JtqJ Vt/ftp.€0ovn. 

Apollod6rus (i. 9, 21), Apoll6nius (r78-3oo), and Valerius Flacc. (iv. 428-
530) agree in most of the circumstances. . . 

4 Such ,was the fate of the harpies as given in the old N aupaktian Verses. 
(See Fragm. Ep. Grrec. Dlintzer, Naupakt. Fr. 2, p. 6r.) 

The adventure of the Argonauts with Phineus is given by Diod6rus in 
a manneri totally different (Diod6r. iv. 44): he seems to follow Dionysius 
of Mityle11e (see Schol. Apoll6n. Rhod. ii. 207). 

•· 
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was difficult even for a bird to fly through during the short 
interval. When the Argo arrived at the dangerous spot, 
Euphemus let loose a dove, which flew through and just escaped 
with the loss of a few feathers of her tail. This was a signal to 
the Argonauts, according to the prediction of Phineus, that they 
might attempt the passage with confidence. Accordingly they 
rowed with all their might, and passed safely through : the clos
ing rocks, held for a moment asunder by the powerful arms of 
Athene, just crushed the ornaments at the stern of their vessel, 
It had been decreed by the gods, that so soon as any ship once 
got through, the passage should for ever afterwards be safe and 
easy to all. The rocks became fixed in their separate places. 
and never again closed.1 

After again halting on the coast of the Mariandynians, where 
their steersman Tiphys died, as well as in the country of the 
Amazons, and after picking up the sons of Phryxus, who had 
been cast away by Poseidon in their attempt to return from 
Kolchis to Greece, they arrived in safety at the river Phasis and 
the residence of .!Eetes. In passing by Mount Caucasus, they 
saw the eagle which gnawed the liver of Prometheus nailed to 
the rock, and heard the groans of the sufferer himself. The sons 
of Phryxus were cordially welcomed by their mother Chalkiope.2 
Application was made to .!Eetes, that he would grant to the 
Argonauts, heroes of divine parentage and sent forth by the 
mandate of the gods, possession of the golden fleece : their aid 
in return was proffered to him against any or all of his enemies. 
But the king was wroth, and peremptorily refused, except upon 
conditions which seemed impracticable. 3 Hephrestos had given 
him two ferocious and untameable bulls, with brazen feet, which 
breathed fire from their nostrils : Jason was invited, as a proof 
both of his illustrious descent and of the sanction of the gods to 
his voyage, to harness these animals to the yoke, so as to plough 
a large field and sow it with dragon's teeth. 4 Perilous as the 
condition was, each one of the heroes volunteered to make the 
attempt. Idmon especially encouraged Jason to undertake it, 5 

and the goddesses Here and Aphrodite made straight the way 
for him.6 Medea, the daughter of .!Eetes and Eidyia, having 

1 Apollod6r. i. 9, 22. Apoll6n. Rhod. ii. 31o-615. 
2 Apollod6r. i. 9, 23. Apoll6n. Rhod. ii. 85o-1257· 
8 Apoll6n. Rhod. iii. 32o-385. 
4 Apo116n. Rhod. iii. 410. Apollod6r. i. 9, 23. 
5 This was the story of the Naupaktian Verses (Schol. Apo116n. Rhod. 

iii. 515-525): Apoll6nius and others altered it. Idm6n, according to them, 
died in the voyage before the arrival at Kolchis. 

6 Apo116n. Rhod. iii. so-zoo. Valer. Flacc. vi. 44o-48o. Hygin. fab. 22 . 

• 
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seen the youthful hero in his interview with her father, had 
conceived towards him a passion which disposed her to employ 
every means for his salvation and success. She had received 
from Hekate pre-eminent magical powers, and she prepared for 
Jason the pow'erful Prometheian unguent, e~tracted from a herb 
which, had grown where the blood of Prometheus dropped. 
The body of Jason having been thus precmedicated, became 
invulnerable 1 either by fire or by warlike weapons.· He under- . 

. took the enterprise, yoked the bulls without suffering injury, 
and ploughed the field : when he had sown the dragon's teeth, . 
armed men sprung out of the furrows. But he had been fore
warned by Medea to cast a vast rock into the midst of them, 
upon which ~hey began to fight with each other, so that he was 
easily enabled to subdue them all.2 . 

The task prescribed had thus been triumphantly performed. 
, Yet .tEetes n:ot only refused to hand over the golden fleece, but 
even took m.'easures for secretly destroying the Argonauts and 
burning their vessel. He designed to murder them during the 
night after .a festal banquet ; but Aphrodite, watchful for the 
safety of Jason,3 inspired the Kolchian king at the critical 
moment with an. irresistible inclination for his nuptial bed. 
While he s~ept, the wise Idmon counselled the Argonauts to 
make their escape, and Medea agreed to accompany them. 4 

She lulled to sleep by a magic potion the dragon who guarded 
the golden fleece, placed that much-desired prize on board the 
vessel, and accompanied Jason with his companions in their 
flight, carrying ajong with her the young Apsyrtus, her brother. 5 

.tEetes, profoundly exasperated at the flight of the Argonauts 
with his daughter, assembled his forces forthwith, and put to 
sea in pursuit of them. So energetic were his efforts that he 
shortly overtook the~ retreating vessel, when the Argonauts again 
owed their safety to the stratagem of Medea. She killed her 
brother Apsyrtus, cut his body in pieces and strewed the limbs 
round about in the sea. .tEetes. on reaching the spot found 

1. Apolli'\n. Rhod. iii. 835. Apollodi'\r. i. g, 23. Valer. Flacc. vii. 356. 
Ovid, Epist. xii. rs-

" Isset anhelatos non prremedicatus in ignes 
lmmemor JEsonides, oraque adunca bourn.' 

2 Apol!C\n. Rhod. iii. I230-l400.' . 
3 The Naupaktian Verses stated this (see the Fragm. 6, ed. Diintzer, 

p. 6r), ap. SchoL Apol!C\n. Rhod. iv. 59--86. 
4 Such was the story of the Naupaktian Verses. (See Fragm. 6, p. 6r. 

Diintzer ap. Schol. Apolli'\n. Rhod. iv. 59, 86, 87.) 
5 Apollodor. i. 9, 23. Apol!C\n. Rhod. iv. 220. 
Pherekyd€s said that J asi'\n killed the dragon (Fr. 7 4, Did.). 
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these sorrowful traces of his murdered son; but while he tarried 
to collect the scattered fragments, and bestow upon the body 
an honourable interment, the Argonauts escaped.I The spot 
on which the unfortunate Apsyrtus was cut up received the 
name of Tomi.2 This fratricide of Medea, however, so deeply 
provoked the indignation of Zeus, that he condemned the Argo 
and her crew to a trying voyage, full of hardship and privation, 
before she was permitted to reach home. The returning heroes 
traversed an immeasurable length both of sea and of river : first 
up the river Phasis into the ocean which flows round the earth 
-then following the course of that circumfluous stream until 
its junction with the Nile, 3 they came down the Nile into Egypt, 
from whence they carried the Argo on their shoulders by a 
fatiguing land-journey to the lake Tritonis in Libya. Here they 
were rescued from the extremity of want and exhaustion by the 

1 This is the story of Apollod6rus (i. g, 24), who seems to follow Phere
kydes (Fr. 73, Didot) . ..f\poll6nius (iv. 225-480) and Valerius Flaccus (viii. 
262 seq.) give totally different circumstances respecting the death of Ap>yr
tus : but the narrative of Pherekydes seems the oldest : so revolting a story 
as that of the cutting up of the little boy cannot have been imagined in later 
times. 

Sophokles composed two tragedies on the adventures of Jas6n and 
Medea, both lost-the Koll.xlo•s, and the ~1nl8at. In the former he 
representeil the murder of the child Apsyrtus as having taken place in the 
house of JEetes : in the latter he introduced the mitigating circumstance, 
that Apsyrtus was the son of JEetes by a different mother from Medea 
(Schol. Apoll6n. Rhod. iv. 223). 

2 Apollod6r. i. g, 24, -rov -r&1rov 7rpO<T?J'YOp€u<T€ T6p.ous. Ovid, Trist. iii. 
g. The story that Apsyrtus was cut in pieces, is the etymological legend 
explanatory of the name Tomi. 

There was however a place called Apsarus, on the southern coast of the 
Euxine, west of Trapezus, where the tomb of Apsyrtus was shown, and 
where it was affirmed that he had been put to death. He was the eponymus 
of the town, which was said to have been once called Apsyrtus, and only 
corrupted by a barbarian pronunciation. (Arrian, Periplus, Euxin. p. 6; 
Geogr. Min. v. 1.) Compare Procop. Bell. Goth. iv. 2. 

Strabo connects the death of Apsyrtus with the Apsyrtides, islands off 
the coast of Illyria, in the Adriatic (vii. p. 315). 

a The original narrative was, that the Arg6 returned by navigating the 
circumfluous ocean. This would be almost certain, even without positive 
testimony, from the early ideas entertained by the Greeks respecting 
geography ; but we know further that it was the representation of the 
Hesiodic poems, as well as of Mimnermus, Hekatreus and Pindar, and 
even of Antimachus. Schol. Parisin. Ap. Rhod. iv. 254· 'EKa-ra(os lie o 
Mtl\tJ<TtOS ot?t -roil <f>tt<TtOOS lt.v€11.8eiv </J?JO'lV abTohs eis 'TOV 'O.K€av6v· lit?. a€ 'TOV 
'!lKEavov 1£<t'f€11.8•<v els -rov N•tll.ov- ~K o€ -roil Nelll.ov els -r~}V Ka8' ?Jp.as 
8tf/l.a<ruav. 'Huiooos o€ Kal ITiv5apos lv ITu8tovlKa<s Kal 'Av-rlp.axos ~v Av5fi 
l'ita -rov '!lKEavov tpaulv ~l\8EtV avTohs tis -rhv At/3V?]V' ei-r11. /3au-rtf<rav-ras -rhv 
'Ap-yw •ls -ro ?Jp.e-r•pov lt.tptKe<r8a< 7rell.11.-yos. Compare the Schol. Edit. ad 
iv. 259. 
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kindness of the local god Trit6n, who treated them hospitably, 
and even presented to Euphemus a clod of earth, as a symbolical 
promise that his descendants should one day found a city on 
the Libyan shore. The promise was amply redeemed by the 
flourishing and powerful city of Kyrene, 1 whose princes the 
Battiads boasted themselves as lineal descendants of Euphemus. 

Refreshed by the hospitality of Trit6n, the Argonauts found 
themselves again on the waters of the Mediterranean in their 
way homeward. But before they arrived at I6lkos they visited 
Circe, at the island of JErea, where Medea was purified for the 
rnurder of Apsyrtus: they also stopped at Korkyra, then called 
Drepane, where Alkinous received and protected them. The 
cave in that island where the marriage of Medea with J as6n was 
consummated, was still shown in the time of the historian 
Timreus, as well'as the altars to Apollo which she had erected, 
and the rites and sacrifices which she had first instituted.2 After 
leaving Korkyra, the Arg6 was overtaken by a perilous storm 
near the island of Thera. The heroes were saved from immi
nent peril by the supernatural aid of Apollo, who, shooting from 
his golden bow an arrow which pierced the waves like a track 
of light, caused a new island suddenly to spring up in their 
track and present to them a port of refuge. · . The island was 
called Anaphe ; and the grateful Argonauts established upon it 
an altar and sacrifices in horiour of Apollo JEgletes, which were 
ever afterwards continued, and traced back by the inhabitants 
to this originating adventure.3 ' 

On approaching the coast of Krete, the Argonauts were pre
vented from landing by Tal6s, a man of brass, fabricated. by 
Hephrestos, and presented by him to Min6s. for the protection 
of the island.4 This vigilant sentinel hurled against the 
approaching vessel fragments of rock, and menaced the heroes 
with destruction. But Medea deceived him by a stratagem and 

1 See the fourth Pythian ode of Pindar, and Apol!C>n. Rhod. iv. 1551-
1756. 

The tripod of Jas6n was preserved by the Euesperitre in Libya, Diad. iv. 
56 : but the legend connecting the Argonauts with the lake Trit6nis in 
Libya, is given with some considerable differences in Herodotus, iv. 179. 

2 Apol16n .. Rhod. iv. II53-1217. Timreus, Fr. 7-8, Didot. Tip.a<os iv 
KepK6pq. Al-ywv 7ev€t18a.t -roVs -yd.p.ovs, Ked ?rEpl 'T1]s 8vcrlas lcr-ropel, t'n Kal vUv 
l\~-yow lf-yE<r8at a1rr1rv KaT' iv<avTiw, M?JO<icts "PWTov 8vO'ci.O'?JS iv T<)i Tov 
'A,"6Hwvo~ l•e<P· K,al f3wp.~Vs 8~, </>'7~' ~;::v?Jp.e"ia -rwv , -yrf.p.w~ lopviT~0'8at 
(J'VV<yyvs p.ev T?)S 8al\ct0'0'1)S, ov p.a1Cpav 5e T?JS 1r6l\ews. Ovo,uct(ovO'L tie -rov 
p.'Ev, Nvp.tpwv· -rov o'E, N?Jp?JiOwv. • 

3 Apollod6r. i. g, 25. Apol16n. Rhod. iv. 1700-1725. 
4 Some called Tal6s a remnant of the brazen race of men (Schol. A poi!. 

Rhod. iv. 1641). 
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killed him ; detecting and assailing the one vulnerable point in 
his body. The Argonauts were thus enabled to land and 
refresh themselves. They next proceeded onward to JEgina, 
where however they again experienced resistance before they 
could obtain water-then along the coast of Eubcea and Lokris 
back to I6lkos in the gulf of Pagasa:!, the place from whence 
they had started. The proceedings of Pelias during their 
absence, and the signal revenge taken upon him by Medea 
after their return, have already been narrated in a preceding 
section.1 The ship Arg6 herself, in which the chosen heroes of 
Greece had performed so long a voyage and braved so many 
dangers, was consecrated by Jas6n to Poseid6n at the isthmus 
of Corinth. According to another account, she was translated 
to the stars by Athene, and became a constellation. 2 

Traces of the presence of the Argonauts were found not only 
in ~he regions which lay between I6lkos and Kolchis, but also 
in the western portion of the Grecian world-distributed more 
or less over all the spots visited by Grecian mariners or settled 
by Grecian colonists, and scarcely less numerous than the 
wanderings of the dispersed Greeks and Trojans after .the capture 
of Troy. The number of Jasonia, or temples for the heroic 
worship of J as6n, was very great, from Abdera in Thrace, 3 east
ward along the coast of the Euxine, to Armenia and Media. 
The Argonauts had left their anchoring-stone on the coast of 
Bebrykia, near Kyzikus, and there it was preserved during the 
historical ages in the temple of the Jasonian Athene.4 They 
had founded the great temple of the Ida:!an mother on the moun
tain Dindymon, near Kyzikus, and the Hieron of Zeus Urios on 
the Asiatic point at the mouth of the Euxine, near which was also 
the harbour of Phryxus. 5 Idm6n, the prophet of the expedition, 
who was believed to have died of a wound by a wild boar on 

r Apollodor. i. 9, z6. Apollon. Rhod. iv. r638. 
2 Diodor. iv. 53· Erastoth. Catasterism. c. 35· 
s Strabo, xi. p. 526-531. 
4 Apollon. Rhod. i. 955-960, and the Scholia. 
There was in Kyzikus a temple of Apollo under different ~71"1/CA~O"EIS; 

some called it the temple of the Jasonian Apollo. 
Another anchor however was preserved in the temple of Rhea on the 

banks of the Phasis, which was affirmed to be the anchor of the ship Argo. 
Arrian saw it there, but seems to have doubted its authenticity (Periplus, 
Euxin. Pont. p. 9· Geogr. Min. v. r). 

5 Neanthes ap. Strabo. i. p. 45· Apollon. Rhod. i. nzs, and Schol. 
Steph. Byz. v. <l!pl~os. 

Apollonius mentions the fountain called J asone~, on the hill of Dindy
mon. Apollon. Rhod. ii. 532, and the citations from Timosthenes and 
Herodorus in the Scholia. See also Appian, Syriac, c. 63. • 
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the M~riandynian coast, was worshipped by the inhabitants of 
the . Pontic Herakleia with great solemnity, as their Heros 
Poliuchus, and that too by the special direction of the Delphian 

. god. 'Autolykus, another companion of Jas6n, was worshipped 
as CEkist by the inhabitants of Sin ope, Moreover, the historians 
ofHerakleia pointed out a temple of Hekate in the neighbour
ing country of Paphlagonia, first erected by Medea ; 1 and the 
important town of Pantikapxon, on the European side of the · 

· Cimmerian Bosporus, ascribed its first settlement to a son of 
'1Eetes.2 When the returning ten thousand Greeks sailed along 
the coast, called the J asonian shore, frorrt· Sin ope to Herakleia, 
they were told that the grandson of .iEetes was reigning king 9f 
the ·territory at Jhe mouth of the Phasis, and the· anchoring-

.·· places where the Arg6 had stopped were specially pointed out 
to them. s In the lofty regions of. th€ Moschi, near Kolchis, . 
stood. the temple of Leukothea, founded by Phryxus, which 
remained both rich and respected down to the times of the 
kings .'Of Pontus; and where it was an inviolable rule not to 
offer ,up' a ram.4, The town of Dioskurias, north of the river 
Phasis, ·was believed to have been hallow'ed by the presence of 
Kast6"r and Pollux in the Arg6, and to have received from them 
its appellation. 51 Even the interior of Media and Armenia was 
full of memorials of J as6n and Medea, and their son Medus, or 
of Armenus the son of Jas6n, from whom the Greeks deduced 
not only the name and foundation of the Medes and Armenians, 

· but also the great operation of cutting a channel through the 
mountains for .the efflux of the river Araxes, which they com
pared to that :of the Peneius in Thessaly.6 And the Roman 

I See the historians of Herakleia, Nymphis and Promathidas, Fragm. 
Orelli, pp. 99, roo-ro4. Schol. ad Apoll6n. Rhod. iv. 247. Strabo, xii. 
p. 546. Autolykus, whom he calls companion of Jas6n, was, according 
to another legend, comrade of· Herakles in his expedition against the 
Amazons. · 

2 Stephan. Byz. v. IIavru<a?ratov, Eustath. ad Dionys. Perieget. 3Il. 
3 Xenoph6n; Anabas. vi. 2, I ; v. 7, 37· 
4 Strabo, xi, p. 499· 5 Appian, Mithridatic. c. ror. 

·6 Strabo, xi: p. 499, 503, 526, 53I; i. p. 45-48. Justin, xlii. 3, whose 
statements illustrate the way in which men found a present home and 
a(1plication for the old fables,-" Jason, primus humanorum post 
Herculem et• Liberum, qui reges Orientis fuisse traduntur, earn cceli 
plagam domuisse dicitur. Cum Albanis fredus percussit, qui Herculem ex 
ltali& ab Albano monte, cum, Geryone extincto, armenta ejus per Italiam 
duceret, secuti dicuntur ; quique, memores Italicre originis, exercitum Cn. 
Pompeii bello l\1 ithridatico fratres consalutavere. Itaque J asoni totus fere 
Oriens, ut conditori, divinos honores templaque constituit ; qure Pannenio, 

. dux Alexandri Magni, post multos annos dirui jussit, ne cujusquam nomen 
jp Oriente venerabilius quam Alexandri esset." · · 

VOL. I. p 
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general Pompey, after having completed the conquest and 
expulsion of Mithridates, made long marches through Kolchis 
into the regions of Caucasus, for the express purpose of con
templating the spots which had been ennobled by the exploits 
of the Argonauts, the Dioskuri and Herakles.1 

In the west, memorials either of the Argonauts or of the 
pursuing Kolchians were pointed out in Korkyra, in Krete, in 
Epirus near the Akrokeraunian mountains, in the islands called 
Apsyrtides near the Illyrian coast, at the bay of Caieta as well 
as at Poseid6nia on the southern coast of Italy, in the island 
of lEthalia or Elba, and in Libya.2 

Such is a brief outline of the Argonautic expedition, one of 
the most celebrated and widely-diffused among the ancient 
tales of Greece. Since so many able men have treated it as 
an undisputed reality, and even made it the pivot of systematic 
chronological calculations, I may here repeat the opinion long 
ago expressed by Heyne, and even indicated by Burmann, that 
the process of dissecting the story in search of a basis of fact, 
is one altogether fruitless.3 Not only are we unable to assign 

The Thessalian companions of Alexander the Great, placed by his 
victories in possession of rich acquisitions in these regions, pleased them· 
selves by vivifying and multiplying all these old fables, proving an ancient 
kindred between the Medes and Thessalians. See Strabo, xi. p. 530. 
The temples of Jas&n were Ttp.d>p.evu. u-cp6opu. {nro Tow {3u.p{3apwv (ib. p. 526). 

The able and inquisitive geographer Eratosthenes was among those who 
fully believed that J as&n had left his ships in the Phasis, and had under
taken a land expedition into the interior country, in which he had conquered 
Media and Armenia (Strabo, i. p. 48). 

1 Appian, Mithridatic. 103: Tolls K6?..xovs brpEL, 1<a8' la-Topfu.v Ti)s 
'Ap7ovavTwv Kal Ato<rKovpwv Kal 'Hpu.K?..oous brto1)p.fu.s, Kal p.a?..<a-Ta TO 
1ra8os loeiv ~8.i?..wv, t ITpop.1)8ii cpu.u-1 7•v.iu-8at 1repl Tb KavKa<rov 6pos. The 
lofty crag of Caucasus called Strobilus, to which Prometheus had been 
attached, was pointed out to Arrian himself in his Periplus (p. 12, 
Geogr. Minor. vol. i.). 

2 Strabo, i. pp. 2r, 45, 46; v. 224-252. Pompon. Mel. ii. 3· Diod&r. 
iv. 56. Apol!C>n. Rhod. iv. 656. Lycophron, 1273-

Ttipaw fJ.«K.€8v0.) rl.p.¢1 KLpKa{ov vn1Tas 
'Apyoi1S" T£ KA£tv0v OpfJ-ov AhjTrjv JJ.fyav. 

3 Heyne, Observ. ad ApollodC>r. i. g, r6. p. 72. "Mirum in modum 
fallitur, qui in his commentis certum fundum historicum vel geographicum 
aut exquirere studet, aut se reperisse, atque historicam vel geographicam 
aliquam doctrinam, systema nos dicimus, inde procudi posse, putat," &c. 

See also the observations interspersed in Burmann's Catalogus Argonau· 
tarum, prefixed to his edition of Valerius Flaccus. 

The Persian antiquarians whom Herodotus cites at the beginning of his 
history (i. 2-4-it is much to be regretted that Herodotus did not inform us 
who they were, and whether they were the same as those who said thett 
Perseus was an Assyrian by birth, and had become a Greek, vi. 54), 
joined together the abductions of It) and of Enr&pe, of Medea and of 
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the date, or identify the crew, or decipher the log-book, of the 
Arg6, but we have no means of settling even the preliminary 
question, whether the voyage be matter of fact badly reported, 
or legend from the beginning. The widely-distant spots in 
which the monuments of the voyage were shown, no less than 
the incidents of the voyage itself, suggest no other parentage 
than epical fancy. The supernatural and the romantic not 
only constitute a!,). inseparable portion o( the narrative, but 
even embrace all the promirient and characteristic features; if 
they do not comprise the whole, and if there be intermingled 
along with them any sprinkling of historical or geographical 
fact,-a question to us indeterminable,-there is at least no 
solvent by which it can be disengaged, and no test by which it 
can be recognised. Wherever the Grecian mariner sailed, he 

·carried his religious and patriotic mythes along with him. His 
fancy and his faith were alike full of the long wanderings of 
Jas6n, Odysseus, Perseus, Herakles, Dionysus, Triptolemus or 
16 ; it was pleasing to him in success4 and· consoling to him in 
diffi~ulty, to believe that their journeys had brought them over 
the ground which' he was himself traversing. There was no 
tale amidst. the wide range of the Grecian epic more calculated • 
to be popular with the seaman, than the history of the primreval 
ship Arg6, and her distinguished crew, comprising heroes from 
all parts of Greece, and especially the Tyndarids Kast6r and 
Pollux, the heavenly protectors invoked during storm and peril. 
He localised the legend anew wherever he went, often with 
some fresh circumstances suggested either by his own adven
tures or by, the scene before him. He took a sort of religious 
possession of the spot, connecting it by a bond of faith with 
his native land, and erecting in it a temple or an altar with 
appropriate commemorative solemnities. The Jasonium thus 
established, and indeed every visible object called after the 
name of the hero, not only served to keep alive the legend of 
the Arg6 in the minds of future comers or inhabitants, but was 
accepted as an obvious and satisfactory proof that this marvellous 
vessel had actually touched there in her voyage. 

Helen, as pairs of connected proceedings, the second injury being a 
retaliation for the first,-they drew up a debtor and creditor account of 
abductions between Asia and Europe. The Kolchian king (they said) had 
sent a herald to Greece to ask for his satisfaction for the wrong done to 
him by J asBn and to re-demand his daughter Medea ; but he was told in 
reply that the Greeks had received no satisfaction for the previous rape of !6. 

There was some ingenuity in thus binding together the old fables, so as 
to represent the invasions of Greece by Darius and Xerxes as retaliations 
for t~e unexpiated destruction wrought by Agamemn6n. 
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The epic poets, building both on the general love of fabulous 

incident and on the easy faith of the people, dealt with distant 
and unknown space in the same manner as with past and 
unrecorded time. They created a mythical geography for the 
former, and a mythical history for the latter. But there was 
this material difference between the two : that while the 
unrecorded time was beyond the reach of verification, the 
unknown space gradually became trodden and examined. 
In proportion as authentic local knowledge was enlarged, it 
became necessary to modify the geography, or shift the scene 
of action, of the old mythes ; and this perplexing problem was 
undertaken by some of the ablest historians and geographers 
of antiquity,-for it was painful to them to abandon any portion 
of the old epic, as if it were destitute of an ascertainable basis 
of truth. 

Many of these fabulous localities are to be found in Homer 
and Hesiod, and the other Greek poets and logographers,
Erytheia, the garden of the Hesperides, the garden of Phrebus,l 
to which Boreas transported the Attic maiden Orithyia, the 
delicious country of the H yperboreans, the Elysian plain, 2 the 
floating island of lEolus, Thrinakia, the country of the }Ethio
pians, the Lrestrygones, the Kyklopes, the Lotophagi, the Sirens, 
the Cimmerians and the Gorgons, 3 &c. These are places 
which (to use the expression of Pindar respecting the Hyper
boreans) you cannot approach either by sea or by land: 4 the 
wings of the poet alone can carry you thither. They were not 
introduced into the Greek mind by incorrect geographical 
reports, but, on the contrary, had their origin in the legend, 
and passed from thence into the realities of geography,5 which 

1 Sophokl. ap. Strabo. vii. p. 295-
"Y1r€p 'H 1T0VTOV 1r£iVT~ £r.' €UXO.TO. x8ov0S", 
NvKr6, Te 7r1fY0.S' oVpavoV T' civarrrvxdS', 
<flo{f1ov 'TE 7rGtAcu .. Ov Kij1TOVo 

a Odyss. iv. 562. The islands of the blessed, in Hesiod, are near the 
ocean (Opp. Di. 169). 

3 Hesiod, Theogon. 275-290. Homer, Iliad, i. 423. Odyss. i. 23; ix. 
86-206; x. 4-83; xii. 135. Minnerm. Fragm. 13, Schneidewin. 

4 Pindar, Pyth. x. 29-
Na.vo-1. 8' oUn rre?OS' LWv <i.v eVpotS' 
"Es- 'Ym:p{Joplwv dyWva f)avp.aTO.v b86v. 
ITo.p' ots 1TOTE ITepo-eits EOaiua.To Aa.yETa.S', &c. 

Hesiod, and the old epic poem called the Epigoni, both mentioned the 
Hyperboreans (Herod. iv. 32-34). 

5 This idea is well stated and sustained by Volcker (Mythische Ceo
graphie der Griechen und Romer, cap. i. p. II), and by Nitzsch in his 
Comments on the Odyssey-Introduct. Remarks to b. ix. p. xii.-xxxiii. 
The twelfth and thirteenth chapters of the History of Orchomenos, \.w 0 . 
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they contributed much to pervert and confuse. For the navi-. 
gator or emigrant, starting with an unsuspicious faith in their 
real existence, looked out for them ih his distant voyages, and 
constantly fancied that he had seen or heard of them, so as to 
be able to identify their exact situation. The most contradic
tory accounts indeed, as might be expected, were often given 
respecting the latitude and longitude of such fanciful spots, 
but this did not put ari end to the general belief in their real 
existence. 

In the present advanced state of geographical knowledge, 
tqe story of that man who after reading Gulliver's Travels went 
to look in' his map for Lilliput, appears an aqsurdity. But 
those who· fixed the exact locality of the floating island of 
lEolus or the rocks of the Sirens did much the same; 1 and, 
with their ignorance of geography and imperfect appreciation· 
of historicitl evidence, the, error was hardly to be avoided. 
The ancient belief which fixed the Sirens on the islands of 
Sirenusre off the coast of Naples-the Kyklopes, Erytheia, and 
the Lrestrygones in Sicily-the Lotophagi on the island of 
Meninx 2 hear the Lesser Syrtis-:-the Phreakians at Korkyra
and the goddess Circe at the promontory of Circeium-took 
its rise at a time when these regions were first Hellenised and 
comparatively little visited. Once embodied in the local 

· legends, and attested by visible monuments and ceremonies, it 
continued for a long time una~sailed; and Thucydides seems 
to adopt it, in reference to Korkyra and Sicily before the 
Hellenic colonisation, as· matter of fact generally unquestion~ 
Muller, ar('! also full of good remarks on the geography of the Argonautic 
voyage (pp. 274-299). 

The most striking evidence of this disposition oLthe Greeks is to be 
found in the legendary discoveries of Alexander and his companions, when 
they marched over the untrodden regions in the east of the Persian empire 
(see Arrian, Hist. AI. v. 3: compare Lucian, Dialog. Mortuor. xiv. vol. i. 
p. 212, Tauch.), because these ideas were first broached at a time when 
geographical science was sufficiently advanced to canvass and criticise them. 
The early settlers in Italy, Sicily, and the Euxine, indulged their fanciful 
vision without the fear of any such monitor: there was no such thing as a 
map before the days of Anaximander, the disciple of Thales. 

1 See Mr. Payne Knight, Prolegg. ad Homer. c. 49· Compare Spohn 
-"de extrema Odyssere parte "-p. 97· 

2 Strabo, xvii. p. 834. An al'tar of Odysseus was shown upon this 
island, as well as some other evidences ((J6p.{3oll.a) of his visit to the 
place. · 

Apoll6nius Rhodius copies the Odyssey in speaking of the island of 
Thrinakia and the cattle of Helios (iv. 965, with Schol.). He conceives 
Sicily as· Thrinakia, a name afterwards exchanged for Trinakria. The 
Scholiast ad Apoll. (/.c.) speaks of Trinax king of Sicily. -Compare iv. 
291 with the Scholia. 
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able,1 though little avouched as to details. But when geo
graphical knowledge became extended, and the criticism upon 
the ancient epic was more or less systematised by the literary 
men of Alexandria and Pergamus, it appeared to many of 
them impossible that Odysseus could have seen so many 
wonders or undergone such monstrous dangers, within limits 
so narrow, and in the familiar track between the Nile and the 
Tiber. The scene of his weather-driven course was then 
shifted farther westward. Many convincing evidences were 
discovered, especially by Asklepiades of Myrlea, of his having 
visited various places in Iberia : 2 several critics imagined that 

1 Thucyd. i. 25-vi. 2. These local legends appear in the eyes of Strabo 
convincing evidence (i. p. 23-26),-the tomb of the siren Parthenope at 

. Naples, the stories at Cumre and Dikrearchia about the ve1wofi.avreiov of 
Avemus, and the existence of places named after Baius and 1\Iisenus, the 
companions of Odysseus, &c. 

2 Strabo, iii. p. 15o-157. Oii 7il.p fi.6vov ol Karil. rhv 'Iral\{av "al :i.Hcel\lav 
T6rroL Ked ifAAoL Ttves -rWv -row6Toov d'IJf.LE"ia inro-yp&.cpoU£nv, &i\i\Ct Kal Ev .,p 
'IflriPl'f 'Oilvuueta 1r6l\ts oeiKvvrat, ""l 'ABrwas lepbv, ""llill.l\a fi.Vp<a txvn rijs 
EKElvou 7rAciv'T}s, Kal liAi\wv TWv J" Toil Tpwiu:oV 1roAip.ov 7rEpt')'EVo,u.Evwv (I 
adopt Grosskurd's correction of the text from ")'EVOfJ.lvwv to 7rep<")'<Vofi.lvwv, 
jn the note to his German translation of Strabo). 

Asklepiades (of Myrlea in Bithynia, about 170 B.C.) resided some time in 
Turditania, the south-western region of Spain along the Guadalquivir, as a 
teacher of Greek literature (1ratoe6uas 'rd. "'YP"f.'f.'"'~"~ka), and composed a 
periegesis of the Iberian tribes, which unfortunately has not been preserved. 
He made various discoveries in archreology, and successfully connected his 
old legends with several portions of the territory before him. His 
discoveries were,-I. In the temple of Athene, at this Iberian town of 
Odysseia, there were shields and beaks of ships affixed to the walls, monu
ments of the visit of Odysseus himself. 2. Among the Kallreki, in the 
northern part of Portugal, several of the companions of Teukros had 
settled and left descendants : there were in that region two Grecian cities, 
one called Hellenes, the other cailed Amphilochi; for Amphilochus also, 
the son of Amphiaraus, had died in Iberia, and many of his soldiers had 
taken up their permanent residence in the interior. 3· Many new inhabit
ants had come into Iberia with the expedition of Herakles ; some also 
after the conquest of Messene by the Lacedrem6nians. 4· In Cantabria, on 
the north coast of Spain, there was a town and region of Lacedrem6nian 
colonists. 5· In the same portion of the country there was the town of 
Opsikella, founded by Opsikellas, one of the companions of An tenor in his 
emigration from Troy (Strabo, iii. p. 157). 

This is a specimen of the manner in which the seeds of Grecian mythus 
came to be distributed over so large a surface. To an ordinary Greek 
reader, these legendary discoveries of Asklepiades would probably be more 
interesting than the positive facts which he communicated respecting the 
Iberian tribes ; and his Turditanian auditors would be delighted to hear
while he was reciting and explaining to them the animated passage of the 
Iliad, in which Agamemn6n extols the inestimable value of the bow of 
Teukros (viii. 281)-that the heroic archer and his companions had actually 
set foot in the Iberian peninsula. 
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he had wandered about in the Atlantic Ocean outside of the 
Strait of Gibraltar,! and they recognised a section of Lbtophagi 
on the coast of Mauritania, over and above those who dwelt 
on the island of Meninx. 2 On the. other hand, Eratosthenes 
and Apollodorus treated the places visited by Odysseus as 
altogether unreal, for which scepticism .. ~hey incurred much 
reproach.3 

The ·fabulous island of Erytheia,-the residence of the 
three-headed Geryon with his magnificent herd of oxen, under 
the custody of the two-he?-ded dog Orthrus, described by 
Hesiod, like the garden of the Hesperides, as extra-terrestrial, 
on the farther side of the circumfl.uous ocean,-tl:\is island was 
supposed, by the interpreters of Stesichorus the poet, to be 
named by him off the south-western region of Spain called 
Tartessus, and in the immediate vicinity of Gades. But the 

, historian Hekat::eus, in his anxiety to historicise the old fable, 
took upon himself to remove Erytheia from Spain nearer home 
to Epirus. He thought it incredible that Herakles should 
have traversed Europe from east to west, for the purpose of 
bringing the cattle of Geryon to Eurystheus at Myken::e, and 
he pronounced Geryon to have been a king of Epirus, near the 
Gulf of Ambrakia. The oxen reared in that neighbourhood 
were proverbially magnificent, and to get them even from 
thence and bring them to Myken::e (he contended) was no 
inconsiderable task. Arrian, who cites this passage from 
Hekat::eus, concurs in the same view,-an illustration of the 
licence with which ancient authors fitted on their fabulous 
geographical names to the real earth, and brought down the 
ethereal matter of legend to the lower atmosphere of history.4 

1 This was the opinion of Krat~s of Mall us, one of the most distinguished 
of the critics on Horner: it was the subject of an animated controversy 
between him and Aristarchus (Aulus Gellius, N. A. xiv. 6 ; Strabo, iii. p. 
157). See the instructive treatise of Lehrs, De Aristarchi Studiis, c. v. 
§ 4, p. 251. Much controversy also took place among the critics re
specting the ground which Menelaus went over in his wanderings.,(Odyss. 
iv. ). Krat~s affirmed that he had circumnavigated the southern extremity 
of Africa and gone to·India: the critic Aristonikus, Strabo's contemporary, 
enumerated all the different opinions (Strabo, i. p. 38). 

2 Strabo, iii. p. I 57. 
3 Strabo, i. p. 22-44; vii. p. 299· 
4 Stesichori Fragm. ed. Kleine ; Geryonis, Fr. 5· p. 6o; ap. Strabo, iii. 

p. 148; Herodot. iv. 8: It seems very doubtful whether Stesichorus 
meant to indicate any neighbouring island as Erytheia, if we compare 
Fragm. 10, p. 67 of the Geryonis, and the passages of Athemeus and 
Eustathius there cited. He seems to have adhered to the old fable, placing 
Erytheia on the opposite side of the ocean-stream, for Herakles crosses the 
ocean to get to it. 
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Both the track and the terminus of the Argonauti~ voyage 

appear in the most ancient epic as little within the conditions 
of reality, as the speaking timbers or the semi-divine crew of the 
vessel. In the Odyssey, JEetes and Circe (Hesiod names Medea 
also) are brother and sister, offspring of Helios. The JE<ean 
island, adjoining the circumfluous ocean, " where the house 
and dancing-ground 'of E6s are situated, and where Helios 
rises," is both the residence of Circe and of JEetes, inasmuch 
as Odysseus, in returning from the former, follows the same 
course as the Arg6 had previously, taken in returning from the 
latter.1 Even in the conception of Mimnermus, about 6oo B.c., 
.tEa still retained its fabulous attributes in conjunction with the 
ocean and Helios, without having been yet identified with any 
known portion of the solid earth ; 2 and it was justly remarked 
by Demetrius of Skepsis in antiquity 3 (though Strabo vainly 
tries to refute him), that neither Homer nor Mimn~rmus 
designates Kolchis either as the residence of JEetes, or as 

Hekatreus, ap. Arrian. Histor. Alex. ii. 16. Skylax places Erytheia, 
"whither GeryC\n is said to have come to feed his oxen," in the Kastid 
territory near the Greek city of Apol!C\nia on the Ionic Gulf, northward of 
the Keraunian mountains. There were splendid cattle consecrated to 
Hellos near Apollor.ia, watched by the citizens of the place with great care 
(Herodot. ix. 93; Skylax, c. 26). . 

About Erytheia, Cellarius observes (Geogr. Ant. ii. I, 127), " Insi1la 
Erytheia, quam veteres adjungunt Gadibus, vel demersa est, vel in scopulis 
qu::erenda, vel pars est ipsarum Gadium, neque hodie ejus forrnre aliqua, 
uti descripta est, fertur superesse." To make the disjunctive catalogue 
complete, he ought to have added, "or it never really existed,"-not the 
least probable supposition of all. 

l Hesiod, Theogon. 956-992; Homer, Odyss. xii. 3-69-
N..quov Is Aiat-qv, 08t ,, ,HoUs- ~PL'Y.evet71S' 
Oi.K.{a x:al. xopol. elul., ~eal ciVToAo.i 'l]eAi'oLO. 

2 Mimnerm. Fragm. Io-II, Schneidewin; Athenre. vii. p. 277-
0VBE KoT' Civ p.Eya. KWa.s- ciVI]ya:yev alJ'r0S" 'Il]uwv 

'E~ Ai7JS" -reA€uo.s- cL\:yw6ecro-av OOOv, 
1Y{3pLcrrfi ITeAi'n n;A€wv xa.Ae~p€S" if..e8Aov, 

ovo· av Err' 'OKectvoU K«AOv i.KoVTO POov. 

* * * * * Ai~Ta.O 1r6At.v, T681. -r' WKiOS' 'HeAlolo 
'AKTt've~ xpvcri<p Kelomu E:v 6a..AO.p.f?, 

"'0Keavoii 1rapO. xeLAecr', iv' cfxeTo 6eio~ 'I~o-wv. 

/' 

s Strabo, i. p. 45-46. ll.'f/f'-hTptos o ~~-h.jttos • • • 'lt"pbs NE&.v6'f/ Tlll' 
Ku(tK'llvOv tpcA.oTtp.oTEp"'s Ct.vTtA~'Ywv, el1r6vra, 8TL oi 'Ap'Yova.VTa.t 1rA.~OVTES 
Els TaO"LV Tbv vq) 'Of'-hpou /CcU TWV ifll.ll.wv 0f<OAO'Y06f'EVOV 'lrll.ovv; i5p60"aVTO 
Tct Ti)s ·r~alas f''I/Tpos i<pi't. t'lrl K6(ucov • •• &px1Jv </>71<Tl f''I/O' doe vat 
TtJV Els TaO"Ll' a'lt"O~'f/f'lav TOV 'I&.O"ovos ~Of''I/POV. Again, P· 46, 
'lt"apall.a{lwv f'&.pTvpa Mlf'vEpf<oV, fls lv Tql '!lK<avqJ 7rot-/JO"as otK'f/O"LV Al-/JTov, &c. 

The adverb qull.oTLf'OTepws reveals to us the municipal rivalry and con
tention between the small town Skepsis and its powerful neighbour Kyzikns, 
respecting points of comparative archreology • 
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Argonautic Expedition 217 
the terminus of the Argonautic voyage. Hesiod carried the 
returning Argonauts -through the river Phasis into the ocean. 
But some of the poems ascribed to Eumelus were the first 
which mentioned JEetes and Kolchis, and interwove both of 
them into the Corinthian mythical genealogy.! These poems 
seem to have been composed subsequent to the foundation of 
Sinope, and to the commencement of Grecian settlement on 
th<! Borysthenes, between the years 6oo and. soo B.c. The 
Greek mariners who explored and colonised the southern cdast 
of the Euxine, found at the extremity of their voyage the river· 
Phasis and its barbarous inhabitants : it was the easternmost 
point which . Grecian navigation (previous to the time of 
Alexander the Great) ever attained, and it was within sight 
of the impassable barrier of Caucasus.2 They believed, not 
unnaturally, that they had here found "the house of E6s (the 
morning) arid the rising-place of the sun," 'and that the river 
Phasis, if they could follow it to its unknown beginning, would 
conduct them to the circumfluous ocean. They gave to the 
spot the name of JEa, and the fabulous and real title gradually 
became associated together into one compound appellation,
the Kolchian JEa, or JEa of Kolchis. 3 While. Kolchis was 
thus entered on the map as a fit representative for the Homeric 
"·house of the morning," the narrow strait of the Thracian 
Bosporus attracted to itself the poetical fancy of the Symple
gades, or colliding rocks, through which the heaven-protected 
Argo had been the first to pass. The powerful Greek cities of 
Kyzikus, Herakleia," and Sinope, each fertile in local legends, 
still farther contributed to give this direction to the voyage ; 
so that in the time of Hekatreus it had become the established~·· 
belief that the Argo had started from I6lkos and gone to 
Kolchis. · . 

JEetes.' thus received his home from the legendary faith and 
fancy o£ the eastern Greek navigators.: his sister Circe, 
originally his fellow-resident, was localised by the western. 
The Hesiodic and other poems, giving expression to the 
imaginative impulses of the inhabitants of Cumre and otb.er 
early Grecian settlers in Italy and Sicily,4 had referred the 

1 Eum.elus, Fragm. Evponrla. 7, Kopzv8""'~ 2-5, pp. 63-68, ·Dlintzer. 
2 Arrian, Periplus Pont. Euxin. p. 12; ap. Geogr. Minor. vol. i. He 

saw the Caucasus from Dioskurias. 
8 Herodot. i. 2; vii. 193-197· Eurip. Med. 2. Valer. Flacc. v. 51. 
4 Strabo, i. p. 23. Viilcker (Ueber Homerische Geographie, v. 66) is 

instructive upon this point, as upon the geography of the Greek poets 
generally. He recognises the purely mythical character of lEa in Homer 
and Hesiod, but he tries to prove-unsuccessfully in my judgement-'-that 
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wanqerings of Odysseus to the western or Tyrrhenian sea, and 
had planted the Cyclopes, the Lrestrygones, the floating island 
of LEolus, the Lotophagi, the Phreacians, &c., about the coast 
of Sicily, Italy, Libya, and Korkyra. In this way the JErean 
island-the residel}.Ce of Circe, and the extreme point of the 
wanderings of Odysseus, from whence he passes only to the 
ocean and into Hades-came to be placed in the far west, 
while the JEa of JEetes was in the far east-not unlike our 
East and West Indies. The homer -: brother and sister were 
separated and sent to opposite extremities of the Grecian 
terrestrial horizon .1 

The track from I6lkos to Kolchis, however, though plausible 
as far as it went, did not realise all the conditions of the 
genuine fabulous voyage : it did not explain the evidences of 
the visit of these maritime heroes which were to be found in 
Libya, in Krete, in Anaphe, in Korkyra, in the Adriatic Gulf, 
in Italy, and in JEthalia. It became necessary to devise 
another route for them in their return, and the Hesiodic 
narrative was (as I have before observed), that they came back 
by the circumffuous ocean : first going up the river Phasis into 
the circumffuous ocean; then following that deep and gentle 
stream until they eritered the Nile, and came down its course 
to the coast of Libya. This seems also to have been the 
belief of Hekatreus.2 But presently several Greeks (and 

Homer places JEetes in the east, while Circe is in the west, and that Homer 
refers the Argonautic voyage to the Euxine Sea. 

1 Strabo (or Polyhius, whom he has just been citing) contends that 
Homer knew the existence of JEetes in Kolchis, and of Circe at Circeium, 
as historical persons, as well as the voyage of J as6n to JEa as an historical 
fact. Upon this he (Homer) built a superstructure of fiction ( 1rporrp.v8evp.a.) : 
he invented the urotherhood between them, and he placed both the one 
and the other in the exterior ocean (uvyyevefa.s. -re l1rA.a.ue -row olhw 
oupKtrrp.€vwv, Ka.l i~wKea.vtup.hv &.p.<f>o'iv, i. p. 20); perhaps also Jas6n might 
have wandered as far as Italy, as evidences (u7Jp.e'ia -rwa.) are shown that he 
did (ib.). 

But 1he idea that Homer conceived JEetes in the extreme east and Circe 
in the extreme west, is not reconcileable with the Odyssey. The supposi
tion of Strabo is alike violent and unsatisfactory. 

Circe was worshipped as a goddess at Circeii (Cicero, Nat. Deor. iii. 
19). Hesiod, in the Theogony, represents the two sons of Circe by 
Odvsseus as reigning over all the warlike Tyrrhenians (Theog. rorz), an 
undefined western sovereignty. The great Mamilian gens at Tusculum 
traced their descent to Odysseus and Circe (Dionys. Hal. iv. 45). 

2 There is an opinion cited from Hekatreus in Schol. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 
284, contrary to this, which is given by the same scholiast on iv. 259· 
But, in spite of the remarks of Clausen (ad Fr:1gment. Hekatrei, r87, p-
98), I think that the Schol. ad iv. 284 has made a mistake in citing Heka, 
reus ; the more so, as the scholiast, as printed from the Codex Parisinus . 
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Herodotus among them) began to discard the idea of a cir
cumfluous ocean-stream, which had pervaded their old 
geographical and astronomical fables, and which explained the 
supposed easy communication between one extremity of the 
earth and another. Another idea was then started for the 
returning voyage of the Argonauts. It wa:i' supposed that the 
river Ister, or Danube, flowing from the Rhipcean mountains 
in the north-west of Europe, divided itself into two branches, 
one of which fell into the- Euxine Sea, and the other into the 
Adriatic. 

The Argonauts, fleeing from the pursuit of JEetes, had 
been obliged to abandon their regular course homeward, and 
had gone from the Euxine Sea up the Ister ; then passing 
down the other' branch of that river, they had entered into the 
Adriatic, the ~olchian pursuers following them. Such is the 
story given by Apoll6nius Rhodius from' Timagetus, and 
accepted even by so able a geographer as Eratosthenes-who 
preceded him by one generation, and who, though sceptical in 
regard to the! localities visited by Odysseus, seems to have 
been a firm believer in the reality of the Argomi.utic voyage.1 

Other historians again, among whom was Timceus, though they 
considered the ocean as an outer sea, and 'no longer admitted 
the existence of the old Homeric ocean-stream, yet imagined a 
story for the return-voyage of the Argonauts somewhat resem
bling the old tale of Hesiod and Hekatceus. They alleged 
that the Argo, after entering into the Palus Mceotis, had 
followed the upward course of the river Tanais; that she had 
then been carried overland and launched in a river which had 
its mouth in the ocean or great outer sea. When in the 

cites the same opinion· without mentioning Hekatreus. According to the 
old Homeric idea, the ocean-stream flowed all round the earth, and was 
the source· of all the principal rivers which flowed into the great internal 
sea, or Mediterranean (see Hekatreus, Fr. 349 ; Klausen, ap. Arrian. ii. 
16, where he ~peaks of the Mediterranean as the p.eycf.l\.71 8cf.A.auua). 
Retaining this old idea of the ocean-stream, Hekatreus would naturally 
believe that the' Phasis joined it: nor can I agree with Klausen (ad Fr. 
187) that this implies a degree of ignorance too ·gross to impute to him. 

1 Apolll\n. Rhod. iv. 287; Schol. ad iv. 284; Pindar, Pyth. iv. 447, 
with Schol. ; Strabo, i. p. 46-57 ; Aristot. Mirabil. Auscult. c. ro5. 
Altars were shown in the Adriatic, which had been erected both by Jaslln 
and by Medea(ib.). 

Aristotle believed in the forked course of the Ister, with one embouchure 
in the Euxine and another in the Adriatic : he notices certain fishes called 
-rptx<a<, who entered the river (like the Argonauts) from the Euxine, went 
up it as far as the point of bifurcation and descended into the Adriatic 
(Histor. Animal. viii. 15). Compare Ukert, Geographie der Griech. und 
Romer, vol. iii .. p. 145-147, about the supposed course of the Ister . 
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ocean, she had coasted along the north and west of Europe 
until she reached Gades and the strait of Gibraltar, where she 
entered into the Mediterranean, and there visited the many 
places specified in the fable. Of this long voyage, in the outer 
sea to the north and west of Europe, many traces were affirmed 
to exist along the coast of the ocean.1 There was again a third 
version, according to which the Argonauts came back as they 
went, through the Thracian Bosporus and the Hellespont. 
In this way geographical plausibility was indeed maintained, 
but a large portion of the fabulous matter was thrown over
board.2 

Such were the various attempts made to reconcile the Argo
nautic legend with enlarged geographical knowledge and 
improved historical criticism. The problem remained un
solved, but the faith in the legend did not the less continue. 
It was a faith originally generated at a time when the unassisted 
narrative of the inspired poet sufficed for the conviction of his 
hearers ; it consecrated one among the capital exploits of that 
heroic and superhuman race, whom the Greek was accustomed 
at once to look back upon as his ancestors and to worship con
jointly with his gods : it lay too deep in his mind either to 
require historical evidence for his support, or to be overthrown 
by geographical difficulties as they were then appreciated. 
Supposed traces of the past event, either preserved in the 
names of places, or embodied in standing religious customs 
with their explanatory comments, served as sufficient authenti
cation in the eyes of the curious inquirer. And even men 
trained in a more severe school of criticism contented them
selves with eliminating the palpable contradictions and 
softening down the supernatural and romantic events, so as 
to produce an Argonautic expedition of their own invention 
as the true and accredited history. Strabo, though he can 
neither overlook nor explain the geographical impossibilities 
of the narrative, supposes himself to have discovered the basis 
of actual fact, which the original poets had embellished or 

1 Diodllr. iv. 56: Timreus, Fragm. 53, Goller. Skymnus the geographer 
also adopted this opinion (Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 284-287). The pseudo· 
Orpheus in the poem called Argonautica seems to give a jumble of all the 
different stories. 

2 Diod<lr. iv. 49· This was the tale both of Sophokl~s and of Kallimachus 
(Schol. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 284). 

See the Dissertation of Ukert, Beylage iv. vol. i. part 2, p. 320 of his 
Geographie der Griechen und Romer, which treats of the Argonautic 
voyage at some length; also J. H. Voss, Alte Weltkunde tiber die Gestalt 
der Erde, published in the second volume of the Kritische Blatter, pp. 162, 
314-326; and Forbiger, Handbuch der Alten Geographie-Einleitung, p. 8 . 
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exaggerated. The golden fleece was tyr,ical of the great 
wealth of Kolchis, arising from gold-dust washed down by the 
rivers; an<;l the voyage of Jason was 'in reality an expedition at 
the head cif a considerable army, with which he plundered this 
wealthy country and made extensive·conquests in the interior. 1 

Strabo has nowherelaid down what he supposes to have been 
the exact measure and direction of Jason's marsh, but he 
must have regarded it as very long, since he classes Jason with 

· Dionysus and Herakles, and emphatically characterises all the 
three as having traversed wider spaces of ground than any 
moderns could equal.2 Such was the compromise which a 
mind like'that of Strabo made with the ancient legends. He 
shaped or cut them down to the level· of his own credence, 
and in this waste of historical criticism, without any positive 
evidence, 'lle took to himself the credit of greater penetration 
than the ;literal believers, while he escaped the necessity of 
breaking 'formally with the· bygone heroic world. 

CHAPTER XIV 

LEGENDS OF THEBES 

THE Bceotians generally, throughout the historical age, 
though ':"ell endowed with bodily strength and courage, s are 

1 Strabo, i. p. 45· He specks here of the voyage of Phryxus, as well as 
that of Jas6n, as having been a military undertaking (cr-rpania): so again, 
iii. p .. 149, he speaks of the military expedition of Odysseus-17 .,-oii 
'Oovcrcrlw~ cr-rpana, and 17 'Hpa~<A.lovs cr-rpana (ib.). Again, xi. p. 498. OI 
p.v6o•: alvt-r-r&p.evot T~v 'l&.crovos cr-rpa-reiav -,rpoeA.86v-ros p.lxp• 1<al M"lliias· fn 
ll<7rpiheppv -riw <f>pi~ov. Compare also Justin, xlii. 2-3; Tacit. Annal. 
Vl. 34• I 

Strabo ;cannot speak of the old fables with literal fidelity: he unconsci
ously transforms them into quasi-historical'incidents of his own imagination. 
Diod6rus gives a narrative of the same kind, with decent substitutes for 

·the fa.bulous elements (iv. 40-47-56). 
2 Strabo, i. p. 48. The far-extending expeditions undertaken in the 

eastern regions by Dionysus and Ht!raklt!s were constantly present to the 
mind of Alexander the Great as subjects of comparison with himself: he 
imposed ,upon his followers perilous and trying marches, from anxiety to 
equal or' surpass the alleged exploits of Semiramis; Cyrus, Per~eus, and 
Ht!raklt!s. (Arrian, v. 2, 3; vi. 24, 3; vii. ro, 12. Strabo, iii. p: 171 ; 
xv. p. 686; xvii. p. Sr.) · 

3 The eponym Bce6tus is son of Poseid6n and Arnt! (Euphorion ap. 
Eustath.' ad Iliad. ii. 507). It was from Arnt! in Thessaly that the 
Bce6tian,s were said to have come, when they invaded and occupied Boe6tia • 
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represented as proverbially deficient in intelligence, taste, and 
fancy. But the legendary population of Thebes, the Kad
meians, are rich in mythical antiquities, divine as well as 
heroic. Both Dionysus and Herakles recognise Thebes as 
their natal city. Moreover, the two sieges of Thebes by 
Adrastus, even taken apart from Kadmus, Antiope, Amphion 
and Zethus, &c., are the most prominent and most character
istic exploits, next to the siege of Troy, of that pre-existing 
race of heroes who lived in the imagination of the historical 
Hellenes. 

It is not Kadmus, but the brothers Amphion and Zethus, 
who are given to us in the Odyssey as the first founders of 
Thebes and the first builders of its celebrated walls. They 
are the sons of Zeus by Antiope, daughter of Asopus. The 
scholiasts, who desire to reconcile this tale with the more 
current account of the foundation of Thebes by Kadmus, tell 
us that after the death of Amphion and Zethus, Eurymachus 
the warlike king of the Phlegyre, invaded and ruined the newly
settled town, so that Kadmus on arriving was obliged to 
re-found it.l But Apollodorus, and seemingly the older 
logographers before him, placed Kadmus at the top, and 
inserted the two brothers at a lower point in the series. 
According to them, Belus and Agenor were the sons of 
Epaphus (son of the Argeian Io) by Libya. Agenor went to 
Phrenicia and there became king : he had for his offspring 
Kadmus, Phrenix, Kilix, and a daughter Europa; though in 
the Iliad Europa is called daughter of Phrenix. 2 Zeus fell in 
love with Europa, and assuming the shape of a bull, carried 
her across the sea upon his back from Egypt to Krete, where 
she bore to him Minos, Rhadamanthus, and Sarpedon. Two 
out of the three sons sent out by Agenor in search of their lost 
sister, wearied out by a long-protracted as well as fruitless 
voyage, abandoned the idea of returning home : Kilix settled 

Euripides made him son of Poseidlln and Melanippe. Another legend 
reciterl Bcelltus and Hellen as sons of Poseidlln and Antiope (Hygin. 
f. IS7-I86). 

The Tanagrrean poetess Korinna (the rival of Pindar, whose compositions 
in the Bce6tian dialect are unfortunately lost) appears to have dwelt upon 
this native Bcelltian genealogy: she derived the Ogygian gates of Thebes 
from Ogygus, son of Bcelltus (Schol. Apolllln. Rhod. iii. II78), also the 
Fragments of Korinna in Schneidewin's edition, fr. 2, p. 432. 

1 Homer, Odyss. xi. 262, and Eustath. ad Joe. Compare Schol. ad 
Iliad. xiii. 301. 

2 Iliad, xiv. 321. Ill is «<potcrcrc. 7rpop.&..,..,p of the Thi'bans. Eurip. 
Phceniss. 247-676. 
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in Kilikia, and Kadmus in Thrace.1• Thasus, the brother or 
nephew of Kadmus, who had accompanied them in the voyage, 
settled and gave name to the island ·of Thasus. 

Both Herodotus and Euripides represent Kadmus as an 
emigrant from Phcenicia, conducting a body of followers· in 
qy.est of Europa. The account of Apollodorus describes him 
as having come originally from Libya or Egypt to Phcenicia: 
we may presume that this was also the statement of the earlier 
logographers Pherekydes and Hellanikus. Canon, who 
historiCises and politicises the whole legend, seems to have 
found two different accounts; one connecting Kadmus with 
Egypt, another bringing him from Phcenicia. He tries to melt 
down the two into one, by representing that the Phcenicians, 
who sent out Kadmus, had acquired great power in Egypt
that the seat of their kingdom was the Egyptian Thebes-that 
:Kadmus was despatched, under pretence indeed of finding 
his lost sister, but really on a project of conquest-and that 
the name Thebes, which he gave to his new establishment in 
Bceotia, was borrowed from Thebes in Egypt, his ancestorial 
seat.2 

. Kadmus 1 went from Phcenicia to Thrace, and from Thrace 
to Delphi to procure information respecting his sister Europa, 
but the god directed him to take no farther trouble about her; 
he was to follow the guidance of a cow, and to found a city on 
the spot where the animal should lie down. The condition 
was realised on the site of Thebes. The neighbouring foun
tain Areia. was guarded by a fierce dragon, the offspring of 
Ares, who destroyed all the persons sent to fetch wat~. Kad
mus killed the dragon, and at the suggestion of Athene sowed 
the dragon's teeth in the earth : s there sprang up at once the 

1 Apollodor. ii. I, 3; iii. I, 8. In the Hesiodic poems (ap. Schol. 
Apoll. Rhod. ii. I78) Phcenixwas recognised as son of Agenor. Pherekydes 
also described both Phcenix and Kadmus as sons of Agen6r (Pherekyd. 
Fragm. 40, Didot). Compare Servius ad Virgil. JEneid. i. 338. Phere
kydes expressly mentioned Kilix (Apollod. ib.). Besides the Eupw1reta of 
Stesichorus (see Stesichor. Fragm. xv. p. 73, ed. Kleine), there were 
several other ancient poems on the adventures of Europa; one in particular 
by Eumelus (Schol. ad Iliad. vi. I38), which, however, can hardly be the 
same as the Ta ~.,.71 Ta els EupW11'1JV alluded to by Pausanias (ix. 5, 4). See 
Wiillner de Cyclo Epico, p. 57 (Miinster, r8zs). 

2 Conon, Narrat. 37· Perhaps the most remarkable thing of all is the 
tone of unbounded self-confidence with which Conon winds up this tissue 
of uncertified suppositions-7repl p.ev Ktfop.ov Kal 871/3wv ol~<iuews oli..os b 
&.11.718ns !1.6yns· TO oe 1!11./l.o p.v8os Kal ')'07JTeia &.1<o~s. 

3 Stesichor. (Fragm. I6; Kleine) ap. Schol.•Eurip. Phceniss. 68o. The 
place where the heifer had lain down was still shown in the time oi 
Pausanias (ix. I 2, I). 
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.armed men called the Sparti, among whom he flung stones, 
and they immediately began to assault each other until all 
were slain except five. Ares, indignant at this slaughter, was 
.about to kill Kadmus ; but Zeus appeased him, condemning 
Kadmus to an expiatory servitude of eight years, after 
which he married Harmonia, the daughter of Ares and 
Aphrodite-presenting to her the splendid necklace fabricated 
by the hand of Hepha!stos, which had been given by Zeus to 
Eur6pa.l All the gods came to the Kadmeia, the citadel of 
Thebes, to present congratulations and gifts at these nuptials, 
which seem to have been hardly less celebrated in the mythical 
world than those of Peleus and Thetis. The issue of the 
marriage was one son, Polyd6rus, and four daughters, Autonoe, 
In6, Semele and Agave.2 

From the five who alone survived of the warriors sprung 
from the dragon's teeth, arose five great families or gentes in 
Thebes; the oldest and noblest of its inhabitants, coeval with 
tlre foundation of the town. They were called Sparti, and 
their name seems to have given rise, not only to the fable of 
the sowing of the teeth, but also to other etymological· 
narratives. 3 

All the four daughters of Kadmus are illustrious in fabulous 
history. In6, wife of Athamas, the son of 1Eolus, has already 
been included among the legends of the .!Eolids. Semele 
became the mistress of Zeus, and inspired Here with jealousy. 
Misguided by the malicious suggestions of that goddess, she 
solicited Zeus to visit her with all the solemnity and terrors 
which surrounded him when he approached Here herself. 

Lysimachus, a lost author who wrote Thebalca, mentioned Eurilpa as 
i1aving come with Kadmus to Th€bes, and told the story in many other 
respects very differently (Schol. Apoll. Rhod. iii. II79). 

I Apollodi\r. iii. 4, r-3. Pherekyd€s gave this account of the necklace, 
which seems to imply that Kadmus must have found his sister Eurilpa. 
The narrative here given is from Hellanikus ; that of Pherekyd€s differed 
from it iu some respects ; compare Hellanik. Fragm. 8 and 9, and Pherekyd. 
Frag. 44· The resemblance of this story with that of Jasiln and .IE€t€s (see 
above, chap. xiii.) will.strike every one. It is curious to observe how the 
old logographer Pherekyd€s explained this analogy in his narrative ; he 
said that Athene bad given half the dragon's teeth to Kadmus and half to 
A!:€tes (see Schol. Pindar. Isthm. vi. 13). 

2 Hesiod, Theogon. 976. Leukothea, the sea-goddess, d:tughter of 
Kadrnus, is mentioned in the Odyssey, v. 334 ; Diod6r. iv. 2. 

3 Eurip. Phceniss. 68o, with the Scholia; Pherekydes, Fragm. 44 ; 
Andriltion, ap. Schol. Pin dar. Isthrn. vi. 13. Dionysius (?)called the Sparti 
an (6vos BotwTlas (Schol. Phceniss. !. c.). 

Even in the days of Plutarch there were persons living who traced their 
descent to the Sparti of Thebes (Plutarch, Ser. N u~n. Vindict. p. 563) . 

• 
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The god unwillingly consented, and ca~e in his chariot in the 
midst of thunder and lightning, under which awful accompani
ments the mortal frame of Semele perished. Zeus, taking 
from her the child of which she was pregnant, sewed it into 
his own thigh : after the proper interval the child was brought 
out and :born, and became the great god Dionysus or Bacchus. 
,Hermes'took him to Ino and Athamas to receive their pro
tection. , Afterwards, however, Zeus having transformed him 
into a kid· to conceal him from the persecution of Here, the 
nymphs 'pf the mountain Nysa became his nurses.! 
' Aut(m_oe, the third daughter of Kadmus, married th~ pastoral 
hero or'god Arist::eus, and was mother of Akt::eon, a devoted 
hun.ter and a favourite companion of the goddess Artemis. 
She however became displeased with him-either because he 
looked into a fountain while she was bathing and saw her 
na~ed-6r, according to the legend set forth by the poet 
Stc.~ichor.us, because he loved and courted Semele-or accord
ing to Euripides, because he presumptuously vaunted himself 
as her superior .in the chase. She transformed him into a 
stag, so that his own dogs set upon and devoured him. The. 
rock upon which Akt::eon used to sleep when fatigued with 
the chase, and the spring whose transparent waters had too 

· clearly revealed the form of the goddess, were shown to 
Pausanias near Plat::ea, on the road to Megara. 2 

. ~ i ,. I 

1 .Apollod6r. iii. 4, 2-9; Diod6r. iv. 2. 
2 See Apollod6r. iii. 4, 3 ; Stesichor. Fragm. xvii. Kleine ; Pausan. ix. 

2, 3 ; Eurip. Bacch. 337 ; Diod6r. iv. 8r. The old logographer Akusilaus 
copied Stesichorus. · 

Upon this well-known story it is unnecessary to multiply references. I 
shall however briefly notice the remarks made upon it by Diod6rus and by 
Pausanias, as an illustration of the manner in .which the literary Greeks of 
a later day dealt with their old national legends. 

·Both of them appear implicitly. to believe the fact, that. Aktre6n was 
dev"oured by his own dogs, but they differ materially in the explanation 
of it. 

Diod6rus accepts and vindicates the miraculous interposition of the dis
pleased goddess to punish Aktre6n, who, according to one story, had 
boasted of his superiority in the chase to Artemis,-according to another 
story, had presumed to solicit the goddess in marriage, emboldened by the 
great numbers of the feet cif animals slain in the chase which he had hung 
up as offerings in her temple. "It is not improbable (observes Diod6rus) 
that the goddess was angry on both these accounts. For whether Aktre6n 
abused these hunting presents so far as to make them the means of gratify
ing his own desires towards one unapproachable in wedlock, or whether 
he presumed to call himself an abler hunter than her with whom the gods 
themselves will not compete in this department,-in either case the wrath 
of the goddess against him was just and legitimate (op.oA.o-yovp.lvrw K<ll 

liiK<Iia.v op-y~v lO'X€ 'II'OOS a.bTOJI 1J 8E6s). With perfect propriety therefore 
VOL. J... • Q 
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Agave, the remaining daughter of Kadmus, married Echion, 

one of the Sparti. The issue of these nuptials was Pentheus, 
who, when Kadmus became old, succeeded him as king of 
Thebes. In his reign Dionysus appeared as a god, the author 
or discoverer of the vine with all its blessings. He had 
wandered over Asia, India and Thrace, at the head of an 
excited troop of female enthusiasts-communicating and in
culcating everywhere the Bacchic ceremonies, and rousing in 
the minds of women that impassioned religious emotion which 
led them to ramble in solitary mountains at particular seasons, 
there to give vent to violent fanatical excitement, apart from 
the men, clothed in fawn-skins and armed with the thyrsus. 
The obtrusion of a male spectator upon these solemnities was 
esteemed sacrilegious. Though the rites had been rapidly 
disseminated and fervently welcomed in many parts of Thrace, 
yet there were some places in which they had been obstinately 
resisted and their votaries treated with rudeness; especially by 
Lykurgus, king of the Edonian Thracians, upon whom a sharp 
and exemplary punishment was inflicted by Dionysus. 

Thebes was the first city of Greece to which Dionysus came, 
at the head_ of his Asiatic troop of females, to obtain divine 
honours, and to establish his peculiar rites in his native city. 
The venerable Kadmus, together with his daughters and the 
prophet Teiresias, at once acknowledged the divinity of the 
new god, and began to offer their worship and praise to him, 
along with the solemnities which he enjoined. But Pentheus 
vehemently opposed the new ceremonies, reproving and mal
treating the god who introduced them : nor was his unbelief at 
all softened by the miracles which Dionysus wrought for his 
own protection and for that of his followers. His mother 
Agave, with her sisters and a large body of other women from 
Thebes, had gone out from Thebes to Mount Kithaoron to 

(Ka8&A.ov 5€ .,.,eav&s) was he transformed into an animal such as those he 
had hunted, and torn to pieces by the very dogs who had killed them." 
(Diod. iv. So.) 

Pausanias, a man of exemplary piety, and generally Jess inclined to 
scepticism than Diod6rus, thinks the occasion unsuitable for a miracle or 
special interference. Having alluded to the two causes assigned for the 
displeasure of Artemis (they are the two first mentioned in my text, and 
distinct from the two noticed by DiodSrus), he proceeds to say, "But I 
believe that the dogs of Akta:6n went mad, without the interference of the 
goddess: in this state of madness they would have torn in pieces without 
distinction any one whom they met (Paus. ix. 2, 3· l')IW ll€ 1<ctl li.vev 8eoil 
1reLOop.c.t v6crov A{nTtrav E1r:/3a.Ae'iv 'TOV , Awra{wvos -robs KVvas ). " He retains 
the truth of the final catastrophe, but rationalises it, excluding the special 
intervention of Artemis, 

• 
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celebrate their solemnities under the influence of the Bacchic 
frenzy. Thither Pentheus followed to watch them, and· there 
the punishment due to his impiety overtook him. The aveng
ing touch of the god having robbed him of his senses, he 
climbed a tall pine for the purpose of overlooking the feminine 
multitude, who detected him in this position, pulled down the 
tree, and tore him in pieces. Agave, mad and bereft of con
sciousness, made herself the foremost in this assault, and 
carried back in triumph to Thebes the head of her slaughtered 
son. The aged Kadmus, with his wife Harmonia, ·retired 
among the Illyrians, and at the end of their lives were.changed 
into serpents, Zeus permitting them to be transferred to the 
Elysian fields.l . 

Polyd6rus and Labdakus successively became ;kings of 
Thebes: 'the latter at his death left an infant son, Laius, who 
was deprived of his throne by Lykus. And here we approach 
the legend of Antiope, Zethus and Amphi6n, whom the 
fabulists insert at this point of the Theban series. · Antiope is 
here the' daughter of N ykteus, the brother of Lykus. She is 
deflowered by Zeus, and then, while pregnant, flies to Ep6peus, 

1 Apollod. iii. 5, 3-4; Theocrit. Idyll. xxvi. Eurip. Bacch. passim. 
Such is the tragical plot of this memorable drama. It is a striking proof 
of the deep-seated reverence of the people of Athens for the sanctity of the 
Hacchic ceremonies, that they could have borne the spectacle of Agave on 
the stage with her dead son's head, and the expressions of triumphant 
sympathy in her action on the part of the Chorus (rr68), Mcll£a<p' 'A-ya67J! 
This drama, written near the close of the life of Euripides, and exhibited 
by his son after his death (Schol. Aristoph. Ran. 67), contains passages 
strongly inculcating the necessity of implicit deference tci ancestorial 
authority in matters of religion, and favourably contrasting the uninquiring 
faith of the vulgar with the dissenting and inquisitive tendencies of superior 
minds: see v. 196; compare vv. 389 and 422-

0VO€v uo,P~~6p.eCT8a To'tat Oo.Lp..o(nv. 
llaTpiovs rra.palioxds, /ir; 8' bp.f]A.ucar; xp6vCtJ 
KeKn],u.e8', oVOel.r; al.rrO. Ko.To.f3aJv::'i. A.Oyor;, ~ 
ovo· i}v Ot' dKpwv TO uorjJOv eiip"t)TO.L ¢pr!.vwv. 

Such reproofs•" insanientis sapientire" certainly do not fall i~ with the plot 
of the drama itself, in which Pentheus appears as a Conservative, resisting 
the introduction of the new religious rites. Taken in conjunction with the 
emphatic and submissive piety which reigns through the drama, they 
countenance the supposition of Tyrwhitt, that Euripides was anxious to 
repel the imputations, so often made against him, of commerce with the 
philosophers, and participation irt sundry heretical opinions. 

Pacuvius in his Pentheus seems to have closely copied Euripid~s; see 
Servius ad Virg. JEneid. iv. 469. 

The old Thespis had composed a tragedy on the subject of Pentheus : 
Suidas, 0~0'7r'LS; also JEschylus; compare his Eumenides, 25. 

According to Apollodilrus (iii. 5, 5), Labdakus also perished in a similar 
way to Pentheus, and fr~m the like impiety,-~"d"'l' </>povwv 1rapa7rll.~u<e<. 
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king of Sikyon: Nykteus dying entreats his brother to avenge 
the injury, and Lykus accordingly invades Siky6n, defeats and 
kills Ep6peus, and brings back Antiope prisoner to Thebes. 
In her way thither, in a cave near Eleutherce, which was shown 
to Pausanias,1 she is delivered of the twin sons of Zeus
Amphi6n and Zethus-who, exposed to perish, are taken up 
and nourished by a shepherd, and pass their youth amidst 
herdsmen, ignorant of their lofty descent. 

Antiope is conveyed to Thebes, where, after undergoing a 
long persecution from Lykus and his cruel wife Dirke, she at 
length escapes, and takes refuge in the pastoral dwelling of 
her sons, now grown to manhood. Dirke -pursues and requires 
her to be delivered up; but the sons recognise and protect 
their mother, taking an ample revenge upon her persecutors. 
Lykus is slain, and Dirke is dragged to death, tied to the horns 
of a bull.2 Amphi6n and Zethus, having banished Laius, 
become kings of Thebes. The former, taught by Hermes, 
and possessing exquisite skill on the lyre, employs it in fortify
ing the city, the stones of the walls arranging themselves 
spontaneously in obedience to the rhythm of his song.s 

Zethus marries Aed6n, who, in the dark and under a 
fatal mistake, kills her son Itylus: she is transformed into a 

1 Pausan. i. 38, g. 
2 For the adventures of Antiop@ and her sons, see Apollod6r. iii. 5; 

Pausan. ii. 6, 2 ; ix. 5, 2. 
The narrative given respecting Ep6peus in the ancient Cyprian verses 

seems to have been very different from this, as far as we can judge from 
the brief notice in Proclus's Argument,-&>s 'E1rw?rebs cp8e{pas T~v Au~<.oVp"fOU 
(Av~<.ov) "fvvai'~<.a ~~e1rop8M'IJ : it approaches more nearly to the story given 
in the seventh fable of Hyginus, and followed by Propertius (iii. 15); the 
eighth fable of Hyginus contains the tale of Antiope as given by Euripides 
and Ennius. The story of Pausanias differs from both. 

The Scholiast ad Apo116n. Rhod. i. 735, says that there were two 
persons named Antiope ; one, daughter of As6pus, the other, daughter of 
Nykteus. Pausanias is content with supposing one only, really the daughter 
of N ykteus, but there was a </>~f.' 'II that she was daughter of As6pus (ii. 6, 2 ). 

Asius made Antiope daughter of As6pus, and mother (both by Zeus and 
by Ep6peus : such a junction of divine and human paternity is of common 
occurrence in the Greek legends) of Zethus and Amphi6n (ap. Paus. /. c.). 

The contradictory versions of the story are brought together, though not 
very perfectly, in Sterk's Essay, De Labdacidarum Historia, p. 38-43 
(Leyden, 182g). 

3 This story about the lyre of Amphi6n is not noticed in Homer, but it 
was narrated in the ancient (,..'11 ls Eupdm'IJV which Pausanias had read : the 
wild beasts as well as the stones were obedient to his strains (Paus. ix. 5, 
4). Pherekydes also recounted it (Pherekyd. Fragm. 102, Didot). The 
tablet of inscription (' Ava"fpacp~) at Siky6n recognised Amphi6n as the 
first composer of poetry and harp·music (Plutarch, de Musica, c. 3, 
P· II32). 
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nightingale, while Zethus dies of grie£1 Am ph iOn becomes the 
husband of Niobe, daughter of Tantalus, and the father of a 
numerous offspring, the complete extinction of which by the 
hands of Apollo and Artemis has already been recounted in 
these pages. 

Here ends the legend of the beautiful Antiope and her twin 
sons-the rude and unpolished, but energetic, Zethus-and 
the refined and amiable, but dreamy, Amphion. For so 
Euripides, in the drama of Anti ope unfortunately lost, presented 
the two :brothers, in affection-ate union as welll. as in striking 
contrastl2 It is evident that the whole story stood originally 
·quite ap:art from the' Kadmeian family, and so. the rudiments 
of it yet: stand in the Odyssey; but the logographers, by their 
ordinar;: connecting artifices, have opened a vacant •place for 
it in the descending series of The ban mythes. And they have 
here proceeded in a manner not usual with them. For whereas 
they are generally fond of multiplying entities, and supposing 
different historical personages of the same name, in order to 
introdute an apparent smoothness in the chronology-they 
have here blenoed into orie person Amphion the son of 
·Antiope and Amphion the father of Chloris, who seem clearly 
distinguished from each other in the Odyssey. They have 
farther assigned to the same person all the circumstances of 
the legend of Niobe, which seems to have been originally· 
framed quite apart from the sons of Antiope. · 

Amphion and Zethus being removed, Laius became king of 
Thebes. With him commences the ever-celebrated series of 
adventures of CEdipus and his family. Laius, forewarned by 
the oracle that any son whom he might beget would kill him, 
caused CEdipus as soon as he was born to be exposed on 
·Mount, Kitha:ron. Here. the herdsmen of Poly bus king of 

1 The. tale of the wife and son of Zi'thus is as old as the Odyssey (xix. 
525).. Pausanias adds the statement that Zi'thus died of grief (ix. 5, 5; 
Pherekydi's, Fragm. roz, Did.). Pausanias, however, as well as· Apollo· 
d6rus, tells us that Zi'thus married Thi'bi', from whom the name Thi'bes 
was given to the city. To reconcile the conflicting pretensions of Zi'thus 
and· Amphi6n with those of Kadmus, as founders of Thi'bes, Pausanias 
supposes that the latter was the original settler of the hill of the Kadmeia, 
while the two former extended the settlement to the lower city (ix. 5, I -3). 

2 See Valckenaer, Diatribi' in Eurip. Re!iq. cap. 7, p. 58; Welcker, 
Griechisch, Tragod. ii. p. Su. ·There is a striking resemblance between 
the Antiopi' of Euripidi's and the Tyr6 of Sophokli's in many points. 

Plato in his Gorgias has preserved a few fragments, and a tolerably clear 
general idea of the characters of Zi'thus and Amphi6n (Gorg. 9o-92); see 
also Hm:at. Epist. i. r8, 42. 

Both Livius and Pacuvius had tragedies on the scheme of this of Euripidi's, 
the former seemingly a translation. 
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Corinth accidentally found him and conveyed him to their 
master, who brought him up as his own child. In spite of the 
kindest treatment, however, CEdipus when he grew up found 
himself exposed to taunts on the score of his unknown 
parentage, and went to Delphi to inquire of the god the name 
of his real father. He received for answer an admonition not 
to go back to his country ; if he did so, it was his destiny to 
kill his father and become the husband of his mother. Know
ing no other country but Corinth, he accordingly determined 
to keep away from that city, and quitted Delphi by the road 
towards Bceotia and Phokis. At the exact spot where the 
roads leading to 1hese two countries forked, he met Laius in a 
chariot drawn by mules, when the insolence of one of the 
attendants brought on an angry quarrel, in which CEdipus 
killed Laius, not knowing him to be his father. 1 

On the death of Laius, Kreon, the brother of J okasta, suc
ceeded to the kingdom of Thebes. At this time the country 
was under the displeasure of the gods, and was vexed by a 
terrible monster, with the face of a woman, the wings of a bird, 
and the tail of a lion, called the Sphinx 2-sent by the wrath 
of Here, and occupying the neighbouring mountain of Phikium. 
The Sphinx had learned from the Muses a riddle, which she 
proposed to the The bans to resolve; on every occasion of 
failure she took away one of the citizens and ate him up. Still 
no person could solve the riddle; and so great was the suffering 
occasioned, that Kreon was obliged to offer both _the crown 
and the nuptials of his sister J okasta to any one who could 

1 The spot called uxrur1} olios (the Divided Way) where this event 
happened was memorable in the eyes of all literary Greeks, and is specially 
noticed by the traveller Pausanias, who still saw there (x. 5, z) the tombs 
of Laius and his attendant. It is moreover in itself a very marked place, 
where the valley which runs north and south, from Daulis to Ambrysus 
and Antikyra, is met half way from the westward at right angles, but not 
crossed, by the ravine, which ascends from the Krissrean plain, passes 
under Delphi, reaches its highest point at Arakhova above Delphi, and 
then descends towards the east. Travellers going eastward from Delphi 
must always have been stopped at this place by the precipices of Helikon, 
and must have turned either to the right or to the left. If to the right, they 
would descend to the Gulf, or they might make their way into Bce6tia by 
the southern passes, as Kleombrotus did before the battle of Leuktra: if 
to the left, they would turn the south-east angle of Parnassus, and make 
their way by Daulis to the valley of Chreroneia and Elateia. Compare the 
description in K. 0. MUller, Orchomenos, c. i. p. 37· 

2 Apollod6r. iii. 5, 8. An author named Lykus, in his work entitled 
Thebaica, a>cribed this visitation to the anger of Dionysus (Schol. Hesiod. 
Theogon. 326). The Sphinx (or Phix, from the Boe6tian Mount Phikium) 
is as old as the Hesiodic Theogony,-~Zl<' oi\o1}v TEI<E, Kalip.E[O!<T!V 6i\E9pov 
Theog. 326). • 
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achieve the salvation of the city. At this juncture CEdipus 
arrived and solved the riddle: upon which .the Sphinx immedi
ately threw herself froin the acropolis and disappeared. As a 
recompense for this service, CEdi pus was made king of Thebes, 
and married Jokasta, not aware that she was his mother. 

' These main tragical circumstances-that CEdipus had ignor
antly killed his father and married his mother-belong to the 
oldest form of the legend as it stands in the Odyssey. The 
gods (it is added in that poem) quickly made the facts known 
to mankind. Epikasta (so Jokasta is here called) in an agony 
of sorrow hanged herself: CEdipus remained king of the 
Kadmeians, but underwent many and great miseries, such as 
the Erinnyes, who avenge an injured mother; inflict.l A passage 
in the Iliad implies that he died at Thebes, since it mentions 
the funeral games which were celebrated there in honour of 
him. His misfortunes were recounted by NestOr, in the old 
Cyprian verses, among the stories of aforetime. 2 A fatal curse 
hung both upon himself and upon his children, Eteokles, 
Polynikes, Antigone and Ismene. According to that narrative 
\vhich the Attic tragedians have rendered universally current, 
they were his children by J okasta, the disclosure of her true 
relationship to him having been very long deferred. But the 
ancient epic called CEdipodia, treading more closely in the 
footsteps of Homer, represented hirri as having after her death 
married a second wife, Euryganeia, by whom the four children 
were born to him : and the painter Onatas adop~ed this story 
in preference to that of Sophokles.s 

1 Odyss. xi. 270. Odysseus, describing what he saw in the under-world, 
says-

Ml]ripa .,.· Oi8ur60ao i.'Oov, Ka.Al]v 'E1rtKciO"T1]V, 
6.H p.iyo. ipyov ipe~ev O.i:Opdncrt v6oto, 
r']f.I.O.p.€':7' <f) V~E~' ~ 0' Ov r.ar€p' ~~eva~tta'i, 
T1J,UEv' o.¢o.p 8 a.vo.;rocrro. Oeot Oeuav av8pwrrotr:n; 
~ AAA' 0 p.fv Ev 01,{3nrroAv7Jp0mp O..A.yea rrduxwv, 
Ka.OILeiwv 1jvo.ucrt:, 6eWv bA.ocis Oul {3ovAO..t;• · . 
"H 0' ifJTJ Els AtOO.o 1rVA.&.pTaO Kpanpoto 
"Atfiap.EVY/ J3p0xov aimJv O.tf>' Vt/JYJAoZo p.eA0.8pot>, 9n llx~L axof~~Ti· Tci) 0' O.A··r_ea ,K&.AA.t}r' ~rriuu~ 
llor..Aa. p.aA , ouuo. Te tATJTPO'i EptVtJES eKn:Aeovuw. 

2 Iliad, xxiii. 68o, with the scholiast who cites Hesiod. Proclus, 
Argum. ad Cypria, ap. Dlintzer. Fragm. Epic. Grrec. p. ro. N'a"rwp 3e ~v 
7rapEIC/3ci.CTEt 3t7)')'Ei"'TGtt ••• /Cal ora 7rEpl Ol3l7rovv, &c: 

3 Pausan. ix. 5, 5· Compare the narrative from Peisander in Schol. ad 
Eurip. Phceniss. 1773; where, however, the blindness of CEdipu·s seems to 
be unconsciously interpolated out of the tragedians. In the old narrative 
of the Cyclic Th~bais, CEdipus does not seem to be represented as blind 
(Lentsch, Thebaidis Cyclici Reliquire, Gotting. 1830, p. 42). 

Pherekyd~s (ap. Schol. Eurip. l'hceniss. 52) tells us that CEdi pus had three -
children by Jokasta, ~o were all killed by Erginus and the Minyre (this 
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The disputes of Eteokles and Polynikes for the throne of 

their father gave occasion not only to a series of tragical family 
incidents, but also to one of the great quasi-historical events of 
legendary Greece-the two sieges of Thebes by Adrastus, king 
of Argos. The two ancient epic poems called the Theba!s 
and the • Epigoni (if indeed both were not parts of one very 
comprehensive poem) detailed these events at great length, 
and as it appears, with distinguished poetical merit ; for Paus
anias pronounces the Cyclic Thebals (so it was called by the 
subsequent critics to distinguish it from the more modern 
Thebals of Antimachus) inferior only to the Iliad and Odyssey; 
and the ancient elegiac poet Kallinus treated it as an Homeric 
composition.1 Of this once-valued poem we unfortunately 
possess nothing but a few scanty fragments. The leading 
points of the legend are briefly glanced at in the Iliad ; but 
our knowledge of the details is chiefly derived from the Attic 
tragedians, who transformed the narratives of their predecessors 
at pleasure, and whose popularity constantly eclipsed and 
obliterated the ancient version. Antimachus of Kolophon, 
contemporary with Euripides, in his long epic, probably took 
no less liberties with the old narrative. His Theba!d never 
became generally popular, but it exhibited marks of study and 
elaboration which recommended it to the esteem of the Alex
andrine critics, and probably contributed to discredit in their 
eyes the old cyclic poem. 

The logographers, who gave a continuous history of this siege 
of Thebes, had at least three pre-existing epic poems-the 
Thebals, the CEdipodia, and the Alkmoeonis,-from which they 
could borrow. The subject was also handled in some of the 

must refer to incidents in the old poems which we cannot now recover) ; 
then the four celebrated children by Euryganeia ; lastly, that he married 
a third wife, Astymedusa. Apollod6rus follows the narrative of the 
tragedians, but alludes to the different version about Euryganeia,-<lul 
IJ' oY </JM<V, &c. (iii. 5, 8). 

Hellanikus (ap. Schol. Eur. Phceniss. 50) mentioned the self-inflicted 
blindness of CEdi pus ; but it seems doubtful whether this circumstance was 
included in the narrative of Pherekydes. 

1 Pausan. ix. g, 3· 'E1rotf,811 lle ~s Tlw 1r0ll.•p.ov TovTov Kal t1r'1/, li'l11flats· 
Ta lle {71"'11 TavTa Kall.ll.ivos, &cptKOp.Evos ab.,.fiw ~s p.vf,p.11v, tcp'1/<TEV •op.11pov .,.bv 
7rotf,<TaVTa •Iva•. Kall.ll.lvcp lie 1roll.ll.ol .,.. Kallf~w• 11.67ov KaTa TavTa l7voo<Tav· 
E"'(W OE T~V 7TOl1JUlV Ta{rr1JV p.er&. -ye 'IA.td.Ba ~eo:l TCt. ~W''fJ 'Ta ~s 'OBvutT~a. brawW 
p.&ll.t<TTa. The name in the text of Pausanias stands Kall.alvos, an unknown 
person: most of the critics recognise the propriety of substituting Kall.ll.i••os, 
and Leutsch and Welcker have given very sufficient reasons for doing so. 

The 'Ap.cpul.p€00 ~~Ell.acrla ~. ef,flas, alluded to in the pseudo-Herodotean 
life of Homer, seems to be the description of a special passage in this 
Theba'is. • 

• 
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Hesiodic poems, but we do not know to what extent.1 The 
ThebaYs was composed more in honour. of Argos than of 
Thebes, as the first line of it, one of the few fragments still 
preserved, ,betokens. 2 

. I 

SIEGES OF THEBES 
·" .· 

The legend, about. to recobnt fraternal dissension of the 
most implacable kind, comprehending in its results not only 
the immediate relations of the infuriated brothers, but many 
chosen companions o( the heroic race along with them, takes 
its start from the paternal curse of CEdipus, which overhangs 
and determines all the gloomy sequel. 

CEdipus, though king of Thebes and father of four children 
by Euryganeia (aceording to the CEdipodia), has become the 
devoted victim of the Erinnyes, in consequence of the self~ 
inflicted death of his mother, which he had unconsciously 
caused, as well as of his unintentional parricide. . Though he 
had long forsworn the . use of all the ornaments and luxuries 
which his father had inherited from his kingly progenitors, yet 
when through age he had come to be dependent upon his two 
.sons, Polynikes one day broke through this interdict, and set 
before him the silver table and the splendid wine-cup of Kadmus, 
which Laius had always been accustomed to employ. The old 
king had no sooner seen these precious appendages of the regal 
life of his father, than his mind was overrun by a calamitous 
frenzy, and· he imprecated terrible curses on his sons, pre
dicting that there would be bitter and endless warfare between 
them.· The goddess Erinnys heard and heeded him ; and he 
repeated the curse again on another occasion, when his sons, 
who had always been accustomed to send to him the shoulder 
of the victims sacrificed on the altar, caused the buttock to be 
served to him in place of it.8 He resented this as an insult, 

1 Hesiod, ap. Schol. Iliad. xxiii. 68o, which passage does not seem to 
me so much at variance· with the incidents stated in other poets as 
Leut~ch imagines. · 

2 ~ Ap"fos 1£••11•, 8Ei't, .,.ol\vollflwv, lv8•v l£va«'T•s (see Leutsch, ib. c. 4, 
p. 29)· •• 

3 Fragm. of'the Thebals, ap. Athenre. xii. p. 465. 3Tt almji.,.apJ87JH:av 
l~wp.aTa &. lt.,.7J'Yopd'""• l\J"fwv or!Tf.o!.s· 

AiJ,..Q.p b S~oyevl}~ ~PW'i §o.v80!: IIoAvve{IOJ!: 
IIpW;a p.Ev Oi8i1ro8t Ka.A3w 1rapi9YJ~ee: T.P&:m:{av 
~ ApyvpbJv KO:cSp..oto 6e0</>povo5' alrrO.p E7Tet.Ta 

XeVuE:ov £p.:rrA71uev ~ea.A.Ov 8bro.5 i,6Eos oLvov· 
Av'TO.p ~· ~ ~p&.u81} rrapCLKelJ.Leva. rra:rpOr; ioio 
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and prayed the gods that they might perish each by the hand 
of the other. Throughout the tragedians as well as in the old 
epic, the paternal curse, springing immediately from the mis
guided CEdipus himself, but remotely from the parricide and 
incest with which he has tainted his breed, is seen to domineer 
over the course of events-the Erinnys who executes that curse 
being the irresistible, though concealed, agent. lEschylus not 
only preserves the fatal efficien_cy of the paternal curse, but 
even briefly glances at the causes assigned for it in the Theba1s, 
without superadding any new motives. In the judgement of 
Sophokles, or of his audience, the conception of a father cursing 
his sons upon such apparently trifling grounds was odious; and 
that great poet introduced many aggravating circumstances, 
describing the old blind father as having been barbarously 
turned out of doors by his sons to wander abroad in exile and 
poverty. Though by this change he rendered his poem more 
coherent and self-justifying, yet he departed from the spirit of 
the old legend, according to which CEdipus has contracted by 
his unconscious misdeeds an incurable taint destined to pass 
onward to his progeny. His mind is alienated, and he curses 
them, not because he has suffered seriously by their guilt, but 
because he is made the blind instrument of an avenging Erinnys 
for the ruin of the house of Laius.l 

TtJ.L~EvTa yE.pa, ILE:yo. oi ~e:c:ucOv Ep.:rreo-E 8vp.~. 
A!1f!a 8€ rro.w·lv €otut p.er' <it.J.1JoTipotcrw Erra.pO.~j 
"ApyaAiar; 7,piiTo· BEDv 0' oV )ui.vBav' 'Ep<.vvVv· 
'O.s oV oi rraTpcila. y' Evl cptt\ ... OT't]n OO:uatvTo, 
E1ev 0' dp.r/Joripot.s aLeL r.6>..ep.oi TE p..O.xai n. 

See Lentsch, Thebaid. Cycl. Reliq. p. 38. 
The other fragment from the same ThebaJs is cited by the Schol. ad 

Soph. CEdip. Colon. I378-
·Iuxwv w, Ev6')]o-e, xap.o.L fM.Aev, e!n-E TE p.V8ov. 
4'0 p..ot EyW, r.aiOir; IJ.OI.. Ovetlleiovre~ Errep.t/Ja.v. 
E.OKTO .6.tt ~a.cn>..7ji: Ka.L G.A.Ao1;~ 0.8avci.Totut, 
Xepo-l.v Vrr' 0..\A~.i\wv K.araf3'ljp.evat "Ai:Oor; eiuw. 

ret 0~ 7rapa.-rrA.-I,(no. ..,.cp bro1rotcp ~eat At<TxvAos Ev -roLs (E1rTct E-rrl 01,/3a.s. In 
spite of the protest of Schutz, in his note, I think that the scholiast has 
understood the words brl~<o-ros -rpocpiis (Sept. ad Theb. 787) in their plain 
ancl just meaning. 

1 The curses of CEdi pus are very frequently and emphatically dwelt upon 
both by .c'Eschylus and Sophokli!s (Sept. ad Theb. 70-586, 655-697, &c.; 
CEclip. Colon. I293-I378). The former continues the same point of view 
as the ThebaJs, when he mentions-

• • . Tile; 1repdhJp.ovc; 
Ko.r&.po.< {31\o.>/Ji</>povo< Oiom6So. (727); 

or, ?..6'Yov -r' lfvora 1<al cppevwv 'Eprvvvs (Soph. Antig. 584). 
The Scholiast on Sophokles (CEd. Col. 1378) treats the cause assigned 

by the ancient Theba\s for the curse vented by CEdipus as trivial and 
ludicrous. • 
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After the death of CEdi pus and the celebration of his funeral 

games, at which, amongst others, Argeia, daughter of Adrastus 
(afterwards the wife of Polynikes), was present,1 his two sons 
soon quarrelled respecting the succession. The circumstances 
are differently related; but it appears that, according to the 
original narrative, the wrong and injustice was on tne side of 
Polynikes; who, however, was obliged to leave Thehes and to 
seek shelter with Adrastus, king of Argos. Here he met Tydeus,, 
a fugitive, at the same time, 'from JEtolia : it was dark when 
they arrived, a~d a broil ensued between .the two exiles, but 
Adrastus came out and parted ·them. He had been enjoined 
by an oracle to give his two daughters in marriage to a lion 
and a boar, and he thought that this occasion had now arrived, 
inasmuch as one of the combatants carried on his shield a lion, 
the other a boar.. He accordingly gave Deipyle in marriage 
to Tydeus, and Argeia to Polynikes : ·moreover he resolved 
to restore by armed assistance both his sons-in-law to their 
respective countries.2 

On proposing the expedition to the Argeian chiefs around 
him, he found most of them willing auxiliaries; but Amphiaraus 
-formerly his bitter opponent, though now reconciled to him, 
and husband of his sister Eriphyle-strongly opposed him, 3 

denouncing the enterprise as unjust and contrary to the will 
of the gods. Again, being of a prophetic stock, descended . 
from Melampus, he foretold the certain death both of himself 
and of the principal leaders, should they involve themselves as 
accomplices in the mad violence of Tydeus, or the criminal 
ambition of Polynikes. Amphiaraus,'already distinguished both 
in the Kalydonian boar-hunt and in the funeral games of Pelias, 
was in the Theban war the most conspicuous of all the heroes, 
and absolutely indispensable to its. success. But his reluctance 
to engage in it was invincible, nor was it possible to prevail 

The lEgeids at Sparta, who traced their descent to Kadmus, suffered 
from terrible maladies which destroyed the lives of their children; an 
oracle directed them to appease the Erinnyes of Laius and CEdipus by 
erecting a temple, upon which the maladies speedily ceased (Herodot. iv.). 

1 Hesiod, ap. Schol. Iliad. xxiii. 680. 
2 Apollod6r. iii. 5, 9; Hygin. f. 69; JEschyl. Sept. ad Theb. 573· 

Hyginus says tbat Polynikes came clothed in tbe skin of a lion, and 
Tydeus in that of a boar; perhaps after Antimachus, who said that Tydeus 
had been brought up by swineherds (Antimach. Fragm. 27, ed. DUntzer; 
ap. Schol. Iliad. iv. 400). Very probably, however, the old Theba!s 
compared Tydeus and Polynikes to a lion and a boar, on account of their 
courage and fierceness; a simile quite in the Homeric character. Mnaseas 
gave the words of the oracle (ap. Schol. Eurip. Phceniss. 4II). 

8 See Pindar, Nem .• ix. 30, with the instructive Scholium. 
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upon him except through the influence of his wife Eriphyle. 
Polynikes, having brought with him from Thebes the splendid 
robe and necklace given by the gods to Harmonia on her 
marriage with Kadmus, offered it as a bribe to Eriphyle, on 
condition that she would influence the determination of 
Amphiaraus. The sordid wife, seduced by so matchless a 
present, betrayed the lurking place of her husband, and involved 

cllim in the fatal expedition.l Amphiaraus, reluctantly dragged 
forth, and foreknowing the disastrous issue of the expedition 
both to himself and to his associates, addressed his last injunc
tions, at the moment of mounting his chariot, to his sons 
Alkmreon and Amphilochus, commanding Alkmreon to avenge 
his approaching death by killing the venal Eriphyle, and by 
undertaking a second expedition against Thebes. 

The Attic dramatists describe this expedition as having been 
conducted by seven chiefs, one to each of the seven celebrated 
gates of Thebes. But the Cyclic Thebals gave to it a much 
more comprehensive character, mentioning auxiliaries from 
Arcadia, Messene, and various parts of Peloponnesus : 2 and 
the application of Tydeus and Polynikes at Mykenre in the 
course of their circuit made to collect allies, is mentioned in 
the Iliad. They were well received at Mykenre; but the warn
ing signals given by the gods were so terrible that no Mykenrean 
could venture to accompany them.3 The seven principal chiefs 
however were Adrastus, Amphiaraus, Kapaneus, Hippomedon, 
Parthenopreus, Tydeus and Polynikes.4 

The Kadmeians, assisted by their allies the PhOkians and the 
Phlegyre, marched out to resist the invaders, and fought a 
battle near the Ismenian hill, in which they were defeated and 
forced to retire within the walls. The prophet Teiresias 
acquainted them that if Mencekeus, son of Kreon, would 
offer himself as a victim to Ares, victory would be assured to 
Thebes. The generous youth, as soon as he learnt that his 

1 A pollodor. iii. 6, 2. The treachery of "the hateful Eriphyl€" is 
noticed in the Odyssey, xi. 327 : Odysseus sees her in the under-world 
along with the many wives and daughters of the heroes. 

2 Pausan. ii. 20, 4 ; ix. 9, I. His testimony to this, as he had read and 
admired the Cyclic Tht!bals, seems quite sufficient, in spite of the opinion 
of Welcker to the contrary (.!E~chylische Trilogie, p. 375). 

3 Iliad, iv. 376. 
4 There are differences in respect to the names of the seven; ./Eschylus 

(Sept. ad The b. 461) leaves out Ad rastus as one of the seven, and includes 
Eteoklus instead of him ; others left out Tydeus and Polynikt!s, and in
serted Eteoklus and Mekisteus (Apollodor. iii. 6, 3). Antimachus, in his 
poetical TMbai·s, called Parthenop::eus an Argeian, not an Arcadiau (Schol. 
aJ .t'Eschyl. Sept. ad Theb. 532). • 
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life was to be the price of safety to his country, went and 
slew himself before the gates. The heroes along with Adrastus 
now commenced a vigorous attack upon the town, each of the 
seven selecting one of the gates to assault. The contest was long 
and strenuously maintained ; but the devotion of :ry!encekeus 
had procured for the Thebans the protection of the gods. 
Parthenopceus was killed with a stone by Periklymenus ; and 
when the furious Kapaneus, having planted a scaling-ladder,.
had mounted the walls, he was smitten by a thunderbolt from 
Zeus, and cast down dead upon the earth. This event struck 
terror into the Argeians, and Adrastus called back his troops 
from the attack. The Thebans now sallied forth to pursue 
them, when Eteokles, arresting the battle, proposed to decide 
the controve~sy by single combat with his brother. The 
challenge, eagerly accepted by Polynikes, was agreed to by 
Adrastus : a single combat ensued between the two brothers, 
~n which· both were exasperated to fury, and both ultimately 
slain . by each. other's hand. This equal termination left the 
result of the general contest still undetermined, and the bulk 
of ·the two drmies renewed the fight. In the sanguinary 
str"uggle which ensued, the sons of Astakus on the Theban 
side displayed the most conspicuous and successful valour. 
One of them,! Melanippus, mortally wounded Tydeus-while 
two others, Leades and Amphidikus, killed Eteoklus and 
Hippomed6n. Amphiaraus avenged Tydeus by killing Mela
nippus ; but unable to arrest the rout of the army, he fled with 
the rest, closely pursued by . Periklymenus. The latter was 
about to pierce him with his spear, when the . beneficence of 
Zeus rescued him from this disgrace-miraculously opening 
the earth under him, so that Amphiaraus with his chariot and 
horses 'was received unscathed into her ·bosom.2 The exact 

. 1 The story recounted that the head of Melanippus was brought to 
Tydeus as he was about to expire of his wound, and that he gnawed it with 
his teeth, a story touched upon by Sophokl€s {apud 1-Ierodian. in Rhetor. · 
Grrec. t. viii. p. 6or, Walz.). 

The lyric poet Bacchylid€s (ap. Schol. Aristoph. Aves, 1535) seems to 
have handled the story even earlier than Sophokl€s. 

·we find the same allegation em bodied in charges against rear historical 
men: Jhe invective of Mont anus against Aquilius Regulus, at the beginning 
of tlie reign of Vespasian, affirmed, "datam interfectori Pisonis pecuniam· 
a Regula, appetitumque morsu Pisonis caput" (Tacit. 1-Iist. iv. 42). 

2 Apollodor. iii: 6, 8. Pindar, Olymp. vi. II ; Mem. ix. 13-27. Pausa:n. 
ix. 8,.,2; r8, 2-4 . 
. Euripid€s, in the Phcenissre (II22 seqq.), describes the battle generally; 

see also JEsch. S. ·Th. 392. It appears by Pausanias that the Th€bans had 
poems or )egends of their own, relative to this war : they dissented in vari
ous points from the Cjclic Th€ba1s (ix. r8, 4). The Th€bais said that 
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spot where this memorable incident happened was indicated 
by a sepulchral building, and shown by the Thebans down to 
the days of Pausanias-its sanctity being attested by the fact, 
that no animal would consent to touch the herbage which 
grew within the sacred inclosure. Amphiaraus, rendered 
immortal by Zeus, was worshipped as a god at Argos, at 
Thebes, and at Oropus-and for many centuries gave answers 
at his oracle to the questions of the pious applicant. 1 

Adrastus, thus deprived of the prophet and warrior whom he 
regarded as "the eye of his army," and having seen the other 
chiefs killed in the disastrous fight, was forced to take flight 
singly, and was preserved by the matchless swiftness of his 
horse Areion, the offspring of Poseidon. He reached Argos 
on his return, bringing with him nothing except "his garment 
of woe and his black-maned steed." 2 

Periklymenus had killed Parthenopreus : the Th~bans assigned this exploit 
to Asphodikus, a warrior not commemorated by any of the poets known 
to us. 

The village of Harma, betwe.en Tanagra and Mykalessus, was affirmed 
by some to have been the spot where Amphiaraus closed his life (Strabo, 
ix. p. 404) ; Sophokles placed the scene at the Amphiarreium near Or6pus 
(ap. Strabon. ix. p. 399). 

1 Pindar, Olymp. vi. I6. 'E1rnt li' (.,..,,.a 1rvpav ve~<pwv TeA.elf8evTwv 
TaA.a<ovflias El?rEV EV e~fla<lf< TO<OvTJv ,., hos· no8ew G'TpaT<aS o<J>8aA.p.ov 
lp.iis 'Ap.<J>6TEpov, p.&.vnv ,.' &'Yaelw Kal oovpl p.&xelf8at. 

The scholiast affirms that these last expressions are borrowed by Pindar 
from the Cyclic Theba!s. 

The temple of Amphiaraus (Pausan. ii. 23, 2), his oracle, seems to have 
been equal in estimation to evezy other except that of Delphi (Herodot. i. 
52 ; Pausan. i. 34; Cicero, Divin. i. 40). Crcesus sent a rich present to 
Amphiaraus, 1rv86p.evos abTov T~V .,.. &peTf,v 1<al Tf,v .,.rf.871v (Herod. /. c.) ; 
a striking proof how these interesting legends were recounted and believed 
as genuine historical facts. Other adventures of Amphiaraus in the expedi
tion against Thebes were commemorated in the carvings on the Thronus at 
Amyklre (Pausan. iii. IS, 4). 

JEschylus (Sept. The b. 6I I) seems to enter into the Theban view, doubt
less highly respectful towards Amphiaraus, when he places in the mouth of 
the Kadmeian king Eteokles such high encomiums on Amphiaraus, and so 
marked a contrast with the other chiefs from Argos. 

2 Pausan. viii. 25, 5, from the Cyclic Theba!s, EYp.aTa A.v'Ypa tpepwv ulw 
'Ap<iov< KvavoxalTp; also Apollod6r. iii. 6, 8. 

The celebrity of the horse Arei6n was extolled in the Iliad (xxiii. 346), 
in the Cyclic Theba!s, and also in the Theba!s of Antimachus (Pa usan. 
!. c.) : by the Arcadians of Thelpusia he was said to be the offspring of 
Demeti~r by Poseid6n,-he, and a daughter whose name Pausanias will not 
communicate, except to the initiated (1is Tb ~vop.a ~s lt.TeA.eG'Tovs A.e'Y•<V ob 
vop.l(ovlf<, !. c.). A different story is iu the Schol. Iliad. xxiii. 346 ; and in 
Antimachus, who affirmed that "Grea herself had produced him as a 
wonder to mortal men'' (see Antimach. Frag. I6, p. I02; Epic. Grrec. 
Frag. ed. Dilntzer). • 

• 
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Kre6n, father of the heroic youth Mencekeus, succeeding to 

the administration of Thebes after the death of the two hostile 
brothers and the repulse of Adrastus, caused Eteokles to be 
buried with distinguished honour, but cast out ignominiously the 
body of Polynikes as a traitor to his country, forbidding every 
one on pain of death to consign it to the tomb. He likewise 
refused permission to Adrastus to inter the bodies of his fallen 
comrades. This proceeding, so offensive to Grecian feeling, 
gave rise to two 'farther tales ; one of them at least ·of the 
highest pathos and interest Antigone, the sister of Polynikes, 
heard with indignation the revolting edict consigning her 
brother's body to the dogs and vultures, and depriving it of 
those rites which were considered essential to the repose of the 
dead. Unmoved by the dissuading counsel of an affectionate 
but timid sister, and unable to procure assistance, she deter
mined to brave the:hazard, and to bury the body with her own 
hands. She was qetected in the act ; and Kre6n, though 
forewarned by Teiresias of the consequences, gave orders that 
she should be buried alive, as having deliberately set at naught 
the solemn edict ofthe city. His son Hcem6n, to whom she 
was engaged to be married, in vain interceded for her life. In 
an agony of despair he slew himself in the sepulchre to which 
the living Antigone had been consigned ; and his mother 
Eurydike, the wife of Kreon, inconsolable for his death, 
perished by her own hand. And thus the new light which 
seemed to be springing up over the last remaining scion of the 
devoted family of CEdipus, is extinguished amidst gloom and 
horrors-which overshadowed also the house and dynasty 
of Kreon.l 

The other tale stands more apart from the original legend, 
and seems to have had its origin in the patriotic pride of the 
Athenians. Adrastus, unable to obtain permission from the 
Thebans to inter the fallen chieftains, presented himself in 
suppliant guise, accompanied by their disconsolate mothers, 
to Theseus at Eleusis. He implored the Athenian warrior to 
extort from the perverse The bans that last melancholy privilege 
'which no decent or pious Greeks ever thought of withholding, 

1 Sophokl. Antigon. 58r. Nvv "fap l(J'xd.-ras inr€p 'P[~"as l-rl-ra-ro cpd.os lv· 
Oloi'lrOV o&p.o•s, &c. 

The pathetic tale h.ere briefly recounted forms the subject of this beautiful 
tragedy of Sophokles, the argument of which is supposed by Boeckh to have 
been borrowed in its primary rudiments from the Cyclic Tbebais or the 
CEdipodia (Boeckh, Dissertation appended to his translation of the Anti
gone, c. x. p. 146): see Apollod6r. iii. 7, r. 

lEschylus also touches upon the heroism of Antigon€ (Sep. The b. 984) . 
• 
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and thus to stand forth as the champion of Grecian public 
motality in one of its most essential points, not less than of 
the rights of the subterranean gods. The Thebans ob
stinately persisting in their refusal, Theseus undertook an 
expedition against their city, vanquished them in the field, and 
compelled them by force of arms to permit the sepulture of 
their fallen enemies. This chivalrous interposition, celebrated 
in one of the preserved dramas of Euripides, formed a subject 
of glorious recollection to the Athenians throughout the 
historical age. Their orators dwelt upon it in terms of 
animated panegyric; and it seems to have been accepted as a 
real fact of the past time, with not less implicit conviction than 
the battle of Marath6n.1 But the Thebans, though equally 
persuaded of the truth of the main story, dissented from the 
Athenian version of it, maintaining that they had given up the 
bodies for sepulture voluntarily and of their own accord. The 
tomb of the chieftains was shown near Eleusis even in the days 
of Pausanias. 2 

The defeat of the seven chiefs before Thebes was amply 
avenged by their sons, again under the guidance of Adrastus :
JEgialeus son of Adrastus, Thersander son of Polynikes, 
Alkmre6n and Amphilochus, sons of Amphiaraus, Diomedes 
son of Tydeus, Sthenelus son of Kapaneus, Promachus son of 
Parthenopreus, and Euryalus son of Mekistheus, joined in this 
expedition. Though all these youthful warriors, called the 
Epigoni, took part in the expedition, the grand and prominent 
place appears to have been occupied by Alkmre6n, son of 
Amphiaraus. Assistance was given to them from Corinth and 
Megara, as well as from Messene and Arcadia ; while Zeus 
manifested his favourable dispositions by signals not to be 
mistaken.s At the river Glisas the Epigoni were met by the 
Thebans in arms, and a battle took place in which the latter 
were completely defeated. Laodamas, son of Eteokles, killed 
h:gialeus, son of Adrastus ; but he and his army were routed 
.and driven within the walls by the valour and energy of 

1 Apollod6r. iii. 7, 1 ; Eurip. Supp. passim; Herodot. ix. 27; Plato, 
Menexen. c. 9; Lysias, Epitaph. c. 4; Isokrat. Orat. Panegyr. p. 196, 

·Auger. 
2 Pausan. i. 39, 2. . 
s Homer, Iliad, iv. 400. Sthenelus, the companion of Diom~d~s and 

cne of the Epigoni, says to Agamemn6n-
•Hp.ei~ TOt 1raripwv p.iy' !J.p.etvover eVxop,efJ' e!vat• 
cHp.etr Ka1 Eh}f3lJ'!: €0o'!> ei.Aop.ev ~1TT<unJA.ota, 
Ua.vpOTepov A.aOv O:ya-y6v()' lnrO Teixos "'Apetov, 
lled)6JJ.EVOL 'Tt:prietTUL 9eWv Kal Z'lvOS' lt.pwrfi· 
Aln·ol OE utjJeTEpnuw ci.rau9aAinuw OAotVO• . 

• 
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Alkm::e6J;l. The d~f~_ated Kadmeians c~msulh,;d the prophet 
Teiresias, who informed them' that ·t~e. gods had· declared 
for their enemies,· and that there was no longer , any. hope of 
successful resistance. By his a,dvite they sent a _herald'Jo the 
assailants offering to surrender the town, \fhile they themselves 
conveyed away their wives and children, and .fled unde-r'- the 
command of Laodamas to the Illyrians,1 upon• which .the 
Epigoni ~ntered Thebes, and established Thersal).de'f; son- of 
Polynikes, on th~ thron7. -~·~ ;: . . . -~ -~ . 

Adras!us, who m the former exped1t1on had been the smgle 
·survivor: amongst so many fa}len companions, now foun4 him
self the only exception to the general triumph and joy of the 
conquerors : he had lost his son .i.Egialeus, and the violent 
sorrow arising from the event prematurely cut short his life. 
His soft :voice and persuasive eloquence were proyerbial in the 
ancient;epic.2 He was worshipped as a hero both at Argos 
and at $iky6n, but with especial solemnity in the last-mentioned 
place, \vhere his Her6um stood in the public agora, and where 
his e:x:ploi_ts as well as his sufferings were celebrated periodically 
in lyric tragedies. Melanippus, son of Astakus, the brave 
defender • of Thebes, who had slain both Tydeus and Meki
stheus, was: worshipped with no .less solemnity by the Thebans.s 
The'enmity of these two heroes rendered it impossible for both 
ofthein to be worshipped close upon the same spot. Accord
ingly it came to, pass during the historical period, shortly after 
the time o(the Solonian legislation at Athens, that Kleisthenes, 
despot <;}f Siky6n, wishing to banish the hero Adrastus and 
abolish the ·religious solemnities celebrated in honour of the 
latter ,by .the Sikyonians, first applied to the Delphian oracle 
for permission to carry this banishment into effect directly and 
forcibly. That permission being refused, he next sent to 
Thebes an intimation that he was anxious to introduce their 
hero, Melanippus into Siky6n. The The bans willingly con-· 
sen ted;; and· he assigned to the new hero a consecrated spot in 
the -strongest and most commanding portion of the Sikyonian 
prytaneium .. He did this (says the historian) "knowing that ... 

· 1 A'p~lloo6r. iiL _7, 4· • Herodot. v. 57-61. Pausan. ix. 5, 7; 9, 2. 
Diod6r. iv. 65-66. .. · 

Pindar represents Ad rastus as concerned in the second expedition against 
Th@bes (Pyth. viii. 40-58). ' -

2 n.w<TO"av -r' > Aopfw-rov p.E<Aix6y7)pvv (xo< "(Tyrtreus, El.eg. 9, 7, Schneide
win) ;· compare Plato, Phredr. c. II8. _ "Adrasti pallentis imago" meets 
the eye of A!:neas in the under-world (JEneid, vi. 480). ·· 

3 Aoout Melanippus, see Pindar, Nem. x. 36. His sepulchre was shown 
near the Prcetid gates o' Thebes (Pausan. ix. r8, r). . · . · 

• VOL. I. " R ' 
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Adrastus would forthwith go away of his own accord ; since 
Melanippus was of all persons the most odious to him, a:> 
having slain both his son-in-law and his brother." Kleisthenes 
moreover diverted the festivals and sacrifices which had been 
offered to Adrastus, to the newly-established hero Melanippus ; 
and the lyric tragedies from the worship of Adrastus to that of 
Dionysus. But his dynasty did not long continue after his 
decease, and the Sikyonians then re-established their ancient 
solemnities. I 

Near the Prcetid gate of Thebes were seen the tombs of two 
combatants who had hated each other during life even more 
than Adrastus and Melanippus--the two brothers Eteokles and 
Polynikes. Even as heroes and objects of worship, they still 
continued to manifest their inextinguishable hostility : those 
who offered sacrifices to them observed that the flame and the 
smoke from the two adjoining altars abhorred all communion, 
and flew off in directions exactly opposite. The Theban 
exegetes assured Pausanias of this fact. And though he did 
not himself witness it, yet having seen with his own eyes a 
miracle not very dissimilar at Pioni<e in Mysia, he had no 
difficulty in crediting their assertion.2 

Amphiaraus, when forced into the first attack of Thebes
against his own foreknowledge and against the warnings of the 
gods-had enjoined his sons Alkm<eon and Amphilochus not 
only to avenge his death upon the Thebans, but also to punish 
the treachery of their mother, " Eriphyle, the destroyer of her 

1 This very curious and illustrative story is contained in Herodot. v. 67. 
'E1rel o€ lJ Oeos TovTo ob 1rapeail5ou, iJ.,.e!I.OtiJv lmif1'w (Kleisthenes, returning 
from Delphi) '<Pp6vT<(e p:ryxav~v TV a VT o s lJ "A a p'IJG'T o s &.,.aii.A&.~eTat. 'ns 
o~ o1 '~evp~uOat io6!!EE, 1rfP,ljlas is @f,J3as TttS BOlwTias, (<j>'l) 8e/l.eLJI t1ra(ri.(~0"8at 
MeAdvt1r?rOJI TOY ) Aa''TaKoV. oi oe 0TJf3aLot ~Oocrav. )E1I'7]')'cf/'E'Te 0~ TDV M€Acfv-
1.7r7rOJI 0 KA.eur8€v'Y}s, Kal 7?t.p ToVTo Oe'i' lt7rTJ'Y-h<TafJ'8at, &s txeurTov E&v-ra 
'Aopf,O"T'f'. <'>s T6v Te &.oe/l.<j>eov M'f)!!LO"Tea &.~<e~<T6vee, Kal TOV(ap,fJpov Tvoea. 

The Sikyonians (Herodotus says) Tel. Te li1} 11./1./l.a. iTlJ.twv TOV "Ailo'f/O"Tov, Kal 
'1rp0s, Ta 7r&6ea aVToV Tpu:yuco(cn xopoiut ~')Epatpov· T0v p.Ev ~t&vvuov ob 'Tlp.E
OJV'TES, Tov a< "Aop'f/G'Tov. 

Adrastus was worshipped as a hero at Megara as well as at Siky6n : the 
Megarians affirmed that he had died there on his way back from Thebes 
(Pausan. i. 43, I; Dieuchidas, ap. Schol. ad Pindar. Nem. ix. 31). His 
house at Argos was still shown when Pausanias visited the town (ii. 23, 2). 

2 Pausan. ix. r8. 3· Tel br' aUrols OpdJp.cva aU 8eaqdp.evas 71'l(fTa 8p.(t)S lnrel· 
/l.'f/<j>a eivcu. Compare Hygin. f. 68. 

'' Et nova fraterno veniet concordia fumo, 
Quem vetus accensa separat ira pyra." 

(Ovid, Ibis, 35.) 

The tale was copied by Ovid from Kallimachus (Tiist. v. 5, 38). 
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husband." 1 In obedience to this command, and having 
obtained the sanction of the Delphian oracle, Alkmreon slew 
his mother ; 2 but the awful Erinnys, the avenger of matricide, 
inflicted on him a long and terrible punishment, depriv:ing him 
of.his reason, and chasing him about from place to place with
out the possibility of repose or peace of mind. He craved 
protection and cure from the god at Delphi, who required him 
to dediqtte at the temple, as an offering, the precious necklace 
of Kadmus, that irresistible bribe which had originally 
corrupted Eriphyle.3 He farther intimated to the· unhappy 
sufferer, that though the whole earth was tainted with his crime, 
and had become uninhabitable for him, yet there was a spot of 
ground which was not under the eye of the sun at the time 
when the matricide was committed, and where therefore 
Alkmreon yet might find a tranquil shelter. The promise was 
realised at the mouth of the river Achelous, whose turbid 
stream was perpetually depositing new earth and forming 
additional islands. Upon one of these, near CEniadre, 
Alkmreon settled, permanently and in peace : he became the 
primitive hero of Akarnania, to which his son Akarnan gave 
name'.4 The necklace was found among the treasures of 
Delphi (together with that which had been given by.Aphrodite 

- 1 'Av5po5cfp.avT' 'Ep«puA.rw (Pindar, Nem. ix. r6). A poem Eriphyle was 
included among the-mythical compositions of Stesichorus: he mentioned in 
it that Asklepius had restored Kapaneus to life, and ·that he was for that 
reason struck dead by thunder from Zeus (Stesichor. Fragm. Kleine, r8, 
p. 74). Two tragedies of Sophokles once existed, Epigoni and AlkmmJn 
(Welcker, Griechisch. Tragiid. i. p. 269): a few fragments ·also remain of 
the Latin Epigoni and Alphesibcea of Attius: Ennius and Attius both corn· 
posed or translated from the Greek a Latin Alkmmon (Poet. Scenic. Latin. 
ed. Both, pp. 33, r64, rg8). 

2 Hyginus gives the fable briefly (f. 73 ; see also Asklepiades, ap. Scho!. 
Odyss; xi. 326). In like manner, in the case of the matricide of Orestes, 
Apollo not only sanctions, but enjoins the deed; but his protection a<rainst 
the a.Jenging Erinnyes is very tardy, not taking effect until after O~estes 
had been long persecuted and tormented by them (see lEschyl. Eumen. 76, 
197, 462). . 

In the A lkmtZJn of the later tragic writer Theodektes, a distinction was· 
drawn: the gods had decreed that Eriphyle should die, but not that 
Alkrna;6n should kill her ( Aristot. Rhetoric. ii. 24). Astydamas altered the 
story still more in his tragedy, and introduced Alkma;6n as killing his mother 
ignorantly and without being aware who she was (Aristot. Poetic. c. 27). 
The murder of Eriphyle by her son was one of the 7rapELA.1Jp.p.€vot p.v8ot 
which could not be departed from; but interpretations and qualifications 
were resorted to, in order ~to prevent it from shocking the softened feel-

' ings of the spectators: see the criticism of Aristotle on the A lkmm8n of 
Euripides (Ethic. Nicom. iii. r, 8). 

3 Ephorus ap. Athenre. vi. p. 232. 4 Thucyd. ii. 68-ro2. . . 
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to Helen), by the Ph6kian plunderers who stripped the temple 
in the time of Philip of Macedon. The Ph6kian women 
quarrelled about these valuable ornaments. We are told that 
the necklace of Eriphyle was allotted to a woman of gloomy 
and malignant disposition, who ended by putting her husband 
to death ; that of Helen to a beautiful but volatile wife, who 
abandoned her husband from preference for a young Epirot.l 

There were several other legends respecting the distracted 
Alkm::eon, either appropriated or invented by the Attic 
tragedians. He went to Phegeus, king of Ps6phis in Arcadia, 
whose daughter Arsinoe he married, giving as a nuptial present 
the necklace of Eriphyle. Being however unable to remain 
there, in consequence of the unremitting persecutions of the 
maternal Erinnys, he sought shelter at the residence of king 
Achel6us, whose daughter Kallirhoe he made his wife, and on 
whose soil he obtained repose. 2 But Kallirhoe would not be 
satisfied without the possession of the necklace of Eriphyle, 
and Alkm::e6n went back to Ps6phis to fetch it, where Phegeus 
and his sons slew him. He had left twin sons, infants, with 
Kallirhoe, who prayed fervently to Zeus that they might be 
preternaturally invested with immediate manhood, in order to 
revenge the murder of their father. Her prayer was granted, 
and her sons Amphoterus and Akarnan, having instantaneously 
sprung up to . manhood, proceeded into Arcadia, slew the 
murderers of their father, and brought away the necklace of 
Eriphyle, which they carried to Delphi.3 

I Atl1enre, /. c. 
2 Apollod6r. iii. 7, 5-6: Pausan. viii. 24, 4· These two authors have 

preserved the story of the Akarnanians and the old form of the legend, 
representing Alkmre6n as having found shelter at the abode of the person or 
king Achel6us, and married his daughter: Thucydides omits the personality 
of Achel6us, and merely announces the wanderer as having settled on 
certain new islands deposited by the river. 

I may remark that this is a singularly happy adaptation of a legend to an 
existing topographical fact. Generally speaking, before any such adapta
tion can be rendered plausible, the legend is of necessity much transformed ; 
here it is taken exactly as it stands, and still fits on with great precision. 

Ephorus recounted the whole sequence of events as so much pulitical 
history, divesting it altogether of the legendary character. Alkmre6n and 
Diomedes, after having taken Thtbes with the other Epigoni, jointly under
took an expedition into JEt6lia and Akarnania: they first punished the 
enemies of the old CEneus, grandfather of Diomedes, and established the 
latter as king in Kalyd6n; next they conquered Akarnania for Alkmre6n. 
Alkmre6n, though invited by Agamemn6n to join in the Trojan war, would 
not consent to do so (Ephor. ap. Strabo. vii. p. 326; x. p. 462). 

3 ApollodBr. iii., 7, 7 ; Pausan. viii. 24, 3-4. His remarks upon the 
mischievous longing of Kallirhoe for the necklace are curious : he ushers 
them in by saying, that "many men, and still molie women, are given to 

.. 
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Euripides deviated still more widely from the ancient epic, 

by making Alkm:oeon the husband of Manto, daughter of 
Teiresias, and the father of Amphilochus. According to the 
Cyclic Thebals, Manto was consigned by the victorious Epigorii 
as a special offering to the Delphian god ; and Amphilochus 
was son of Amphiariius, not· son of Alkm<eon.1 He was' the 
eponymous hero of the town called the Amphilochian· Argos, 
in Akamania, on the shore of the Gulf of Am brakia. Thucy
dides tells us that he went thither on his return from the 
Trojan war, being dissatisfied with the.state of affairs which he 
found at the Peloponnesian Argos.2 The Akarnanians were 
remarkable for the numerous prophets which they supplied to 
the. rest of Greece: their heroes were naturally drawn from the 
great prophetic race of the Melampodids. 

' , Thus ends the legend of the two sieges of Thebes ; the 
greatest event, except the siege of Troy, in the ancient epic; 
the greatest enterprise of war, between Greeks and Greeks, 
~uring the time of those \vho are called ·the Heroes. · 

CHAPTER XV 

LEGEND OF TROY 

WE now arrive at the capital and culminating point of the 
Grecian epic,-the two sieges and capture of Troy, with the 

. destinies of the dispersed heroes, Trojan as well as Grecian, 
, after the second and most celebrated capture and destruction 
·of the city. • 

'It would require a large volume to convey any tolerable idea 
f . 

· fall into absurd desires," &c. He recounts it with all the bonne foi which 
· belongs to the most assured matter of fact. 

A_short allusion is in Ovid's Metamorphoses (ix. 4r2). 
1 Thebaid, Cy. Reliqu. p. 70, Lentsch ; Schol. Apolli'\n. Rhod. i. 408. 

1 The following lines cited in Athenreus (vii. p. 3I7) are supposed by Boeckh, 
with probable reason, to be taken from the Cyclic ThebaJ:s ; a portion of 
the advice of Amphiaraus to his sons at the tinie of setting out on his 
last· expedition-

llovA..hroOOs- p.ot, TiKvov, Exwv v6ov, • Ap.</JlAox' ~pw~, 
Toto-tv E<f>o.pp.O~ov, 'TWv a.v Ka-rO. OijfLOV riO}at. 

·There were two tragedies composed by Euripides, under the title of 'AAK
p.alwv, b IM 'l'wq>'ioos, and 'AAKp.alwv, b o1a KoplvOou (Dindorf, Fragll). Eurip. 
P· 77). 

~ Apollodi'\r. iii. 7, 7,; Thucyd. ii. 68. . · 
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of the vast extent and expansion of this interesting fable, first 
handled by so many poets, epic, lyric, and tragic, with their 
endless additions, transformations and contradictions,-then 
purged and recast by historical inquirers, who, under colour 
of setting aside the exaggerations of the poets, introduced a 
new vein of prosaic invention,-lastly, moralised and allegorised 
by philosophers. In the present brief outline of the general 
field of Grecian legend, or of that which the Greeks believed to 
be their antiquities, the Trojan war can be regarded as only 
one among a large number of incidents upon which Hekatreus 
and Herodotus looked back as constituting their fore-time. 
Taken as a special legendary event, it is indeed of wider and 
larger interest than any other, but it is a mistake to single it 
out from the rest as if it rested upon a different and more · 
trustworthy basis. I must therefore confine myself to an' 
abridged narrative of the current and leading facts ; and amidst 
the numerous contradictory statements which are to be found 
respecting every one of them, I know no better ground of 
preference than comparative antiquity, though even the oldest 
tales which we possess-those contained in the Iliad-evidently 
presuppose others of prior date. 

The primitive ancestor of the Trojan line of kings is 
Dardanus, son of Zeus, founder and eponym us of Dardania: 1 

in the account of later authors, Dardanus was called the son of 
Zeus by Elektra, daughter of Atlas, and was farther said to 
have come from Samothrace, or from Arcadia, or from Italy; 2 

but of this Homer mentions nothing. The first Dardanian 
town founded by him was in a lofty position on the descent of 
l'vlount Ida; for he was not yet strong enough to establish 
himself on the plain. But his son Erichthonius, by the favour 
of Zeus, became the wealthiest of mankind. His flocks and 
herds having multiplied, he had in his pastures three thousand 
mares, the offspring of some of whom, by Boreas, produced 
horses of preternatural swiftness. Tr6s, the son of Erich thonius, 
and the eponym of the Trojans, had three sons-Ilus, Assaracus, 
and the beautiful Ganymed~s, whom Zeus stole away to become 
his cup-bearer in Olympus, giving to his father Tr6s, as the 
price of the youth, a team of immortal horses.3 

From Ilus and Assaracus the Trojan and Dardanian lines 
diverge; the former passing from Ilus to Laomed6n, Priam and 

1 Iliad, xx. 2 I 5· 
2 Hellanik. Fragm. I29, Didot; Dionys. Hal. i. 5o--6I; Apollodor. 

iii. 12, I ; Schol. Iliad. xviii. 486 ; Varro, ap. Servium ad Virgil. JEneid. 
iii. I67; Kephalon. Gergithius ap. Steph. Byz. v. 'Apltr~'f/. 

3 Iliad, v. 265; Hellanik. Fr. 146; Apollod. ii...,, 9· 

• 
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Hector; the. latter from Assaracus to Capys, Anchises and 
.!Eneas. Ilils founded in the plain of Troy the holy city of 
Ilium ; Assaracus and his descendants remained s·over.eigns of 
Dardania.1 · 

It was under the proud Laomedon, son of Ilus, that Poseidon 
and Apollo underwent, by command of Zeus, a temporary 
servitude ; the former building the .walls of the' town, the latter 
tending the flocks and herds. When their task was completed 
and the penal period had expired, they claimed the stipulated 
reward ; but Laomedon angrily repudiated their demand, and 
even threatened to cut off their ears, to tie them hand and 
foot, and to sell them in some distant island as slaves.2 He 
w4s punished for this treachery by a sea-monster, whom 
Poseidon sent to ravage his fields and to destroy his subjects. 
Laomed.6n publicly offered the immortal horses given by Zeus 
to his father Tr6s, as. a reward to any one who would destroy 
the monster. But an oracle declared that a virgin of noble 
blood must be surrendered to him, and the lot fell upon Hesione, 
daughter :of Laomed6n himself. Herakles, arriving at this 
critical moment, killed the monster by the aid of a fort built 
for him by Athene and the Trojans,~ so as to rescue both the 
exposed maiden and the people ; but Laomedon, by a second 
act of perfidy, gave him mortal horses in place of the match
less animals which had been promised. Thus defrauded of 
his due, Herakles equipped six ships, attacked and captured 
Troy and killed Laomed6n,4 giving Hesione to his friend and 
auxiliary Telam6n, to whpm ·she bore the celebrated archer 
Teukros. 5 A painful sense of this expedition was preserved, 
among the inhabitants of the historical town of Ilium, who 
offered no worship to Herakles.a 

Among all the sons of Laomed6n, Priam 7 was the only one 
1 Iliad, xx. 236. 
2 Iliad, vii. 451; xxi. 456. Hesiod. ap. Schol. Lycophr. 393· 
3 _Iliad, xx. 145 ; Dionys. Hal. i. 52. 
4 Iliad, v. 640. Menekles (ap. Schol. Venet. ad Zoe.) affirmed· that this 

expedition of Herakles was a fiction; but Dikrearchus gave, besides, other· 
exploits of the hero in the same neighbourhood, at. Thebe Hypoplakie 
(Schol. Iliad. vi. 396). 

5 Diod6r. iv. 32-49. Compare V enet. Schol. .ad Iliad. viii. 284. 
6 Strabo; xiii. p. 596. . · , . 
7 As Dardanus, Tr6s and Ilus are respectively eponyms of Dardania, 

Troy and Ilium, so Priam is eponym of the acropolis Pergamum. np!a!-'os · 
is in the JEolic dialect nejJfJCl!-'OS (Hesychius) : upon which Ahrens remarks, 
"Creterum ex hac JEolicil nominis forma apparel, Priamum non minus 
arcis TI<p')'cl.l-'wv eponymum esse, quam Ilum urbis, Troem populi : Tiepra!-'1% 
enim a TI<p!al-'a natum est,·, in r mutato." (Ahrens, De Dialecto A£olica, 
8, 7, p. 56; compear i~id. 28, 8, p. rso, 7r<pp' & ... 11.71."'). 
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who had remonstrated against the refusal of the well-earned 
guerdon of Herakles; for which the hero recompensed him 
by placing him on the throne. Many and distinguished were 
his sons and daughters, as well by his wife Hekabe, daughter 
of Kisseus, as by other women.l Among the sons were 
Hector,2 Paris, Deiphobus, Helenus, Troilus, Polites, Poly
dams ; among the daughters Laodike, Kreusa, Polyxena, and 
Kassandra. 

The birth of Paris was preceded by formidable presages ; 
for Hekabe dreamt that she was delivered of a firebrand, and 
Priam, on consulting the soothsayers, was informed that the 
son about to be born would prove fatal to him. Accordingly 
he directed the child to be exposed on Mount Ida; but the 
inauspicious kindness of the gods preserved him; and he grew 
up amidst the flocks and herds, active and beautiful, fair of 
hair and symmetrical in person, and the special favourite of 
Aphrodite.3 

It was to this youth, in his solitary shepherd's walk on 
Mount Ida, that the three goddesses Here, Athene and 
Aphrodite were conducted, in order that he might determine 
the dispute respecting their comparative beauty, which had 
arisen at the nuptials of Peleus and Thetis,-a dispute brought 
about in pursuance of the arrangement, and in accomplish
ment of the deep-laid designs, of Zeus. For Zeus, remarking 
with pain the immoderate numbers of the then existing heroic 
race, pitied the earth for the overwhelming burden which she 
was compelled to bear, and determined to lighten it by exciting 
a destructive and long-continued war.4 Paris awarded the 

1 Iliad, vi. 245; xxiv. 495· 
2 Hectdr was affirmed, both by Stesichorus and Ibykus, to be the son of 

Apollo (Stesichorus, ap. Schol. Ven. ad Iliad. xxiv. 259; Ibyki Fragm. 
xiv. ed. Schneidewin): both Euphori6n (Fr. 125, Meineke) and Alexander 
A£tdlus follow the same idea. Stesichorus further stated, that after the 
siege Apollo had carried Hekabe away inte Lykia t0 rescue her from 
captivity (Pausanias, x. 27, I): according to Euripides, Apollo had 
promised that she should die in Troy (Troad. 427). 

By Sapphl), Hecti)r was given as a surname of Zeus, Zebs •Ewrwp (Hesy
chius, v. "Et<-ropes); a prince belonging to the regal family of Chios, antet·ior 
to the Ionic settlement, as mentioned by the Chian poet I&n (Pausan. vii. 
J, 3), was so called. 

8 Iliad, iii. 45-55 ; Schol. Iliad. iii. 325; Hygin. fab. 9I; Apollod&r. 
iii. 12, 5· 

4 This was the motive assigned to Zeus by the old epic poem, the Cyprian 
Verses (Fragm. I, Diintz. p. 12; ap. Schol. ad Iliad. i. 4)-

'H oE lu-ropla 1rap?z. l-raulvre -r<iJ -rd. Kv1rpta 'lrE'IrOt7jKOTt el'lrOVTt olhws • 
.. Hv On· p:tlpta. <[JVJ...a. Ka.TO.. xB6va. 1f'AaS6p.f!VCt ••• 
. • . • • . . • • • • f3o.pvcrrEpvov 1rAci.Tos- a~lJS"· 
ZfVs- cSE LBWv EAiTJCTE, Ka.l. Ev 1tVKtva.~s 1rpa.7iiiBeucn. 
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palm' of beauty to Aphrodite, who promised him in recom
pense the possession of Helena, wife of the Spartan Menelaus, 
.......:the daughter of Zeus and the fairest of living women. At 
the instance of Aphrodite, ships were built for him, and he 
emparked on the enterprise so fraught with eventual disaster 
to his native city, in spite of the menacing prophecies of his 
brother Helenus, and the always neglected warnings of 
Kassa'.ndra. 1 

Paris, on arriving at Sparta, was hospitably entertained by 
Menelaus as well as by Kast6r and Pollux, and was enabled 
to present the rich gifts which he had brought to Helen. 2 

Menelaus then departed to Krete, leaving Helen to entertain 
his Trojan guest-a favourable moment which was employed 
by Aphrodite to bring about the intrigue and the elopement. 
Paris carried away with him both Helen and a large sum of 
money belonging to Menelaus-made a ·prosperous voyage to 
Troy-and arrived there safely with his prize on the third 
day.3 I . 

Menelaus, informed by Iris in Krete of the perfidious return 
made fY Paris for his hospitality, hastened home in grief and 

l.Vv6ero Kovt/>{uat O.v6pWrrWv 1rap.{3W-ropa yai'a.v, 
•pt?T{uas 1r0Aip.ov p.ey0.A..1]V Epw 'IA.ta.~eolo: 
:o<f>pa ~eevW,unev Oav~T~ fJ~POS"', ol. l)' EvL Tpoln 
Hpwes Krnvovro, Aws 0 ETEAEt~To f3ov>.:q. 

The same motive is touched upon by Eurip. Orest. I635 ; Helen. 38 ; 
and seriously maintained, as it seems, by Chrysippus, ap. Plutarch. Stoic. 
Rep. p.; I049: but the poets do not commonly go back farther than the 
passion of Paris for Helen (Theognis, I232; Simonid. Amorg. Fragm. 6, 
118). . 

The judgement of Paris was one of the scenes represented on the ancient 
chest of Kypselus at Olympia (Pausan. v. I9, I). . 

• 1 Argument of the ~E"71 Kv'll'p!a (ap. Dlintzer, p. 10). These warnings 
of Kassandra form the subject of the obscure and affected poem of 
Lycophr6n. 

2 According to the Cyprian Verses, Helena was daughter of Zeus by 
Nemesis, who had in vain· tried to evade the connexion (Athenre. viii.· 334). 
Hesiod :(Schol. Pindar. Nem. x. ISO) represented her as daughter of 
Oceanus and Tethys, an oceanic. nymph.: Sapph6 (Fragm. I7, Schneide
win), Pausanias (i. 33, 7), Apollod6rus (iii. 10, 7), and Isokrates (Encom. 
Helen. v. ii. p. 366, Auger) reconcile the pretensions of Leda and Nemesis 
to a sort of joint maternity (see Heiririchsen. De Carminibus Cypriis, 
P· 45-46). ' 

3 Herodot. ii. 117. He gives distinctly the assertion of the Cyprian 
Verses which contradicts the argument of the poem as it appears in Proclus 
(Fragm.: I, I), according to which latter Paris is driven out of h1s course by 
a storm and captures the city of Sid6n. Hqmer (Iliad, vi. 293) seems, 
however, to countenance the statement in the argument. 

That faris was guilty of robbery, as well as of the abduction of Helen, 
is several times mentioned in the Iliad (iii. 144; vii. 350-363), also in the 
argument of the Cypr~an Verses (see ~schyl. Agam. 534). . 
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indignation to consult with his brother Agamemnon, as well as 
with the venerable Nestor, on the means of avenging the 
outrage. They made known the event to the Greek chiefs 
around them, among whom they found universal sympathy : 
Nestor, Palamedes and others went round to solicit aid in a 
contemplated attack of Troy, under the command of Aga
memnon, to whom each chief promised both obedience and 
unwearied exertion until Helen should be recovered.! Ten 
years were spent in equipping the expedition. The goddesses 
Here and Athene, incensed at the preference given by Paris to 
Aphrodite, and animated by steady attachment to Argos, Sparta, 
and J\1ykenre, took an active part in the cause ; and the horses 
of Here were fatigued with her repeated visits to the different 
parts of Greece. 2 

By such efforts a force was at length assembled at Aulis 3 in 
Bc:eotia, consisting of II86 ships and more than roo,ooo men, 
-a force outnumbering by more than ten to one anything 
that the Trojans themselves could oppose, and superior to the 
defenders of Troy even with all her allies included.4 It com
prised heroes with their followers from the extreme points of 
Greece-from the north-western portions of Thessaly under 
Mount Olympus, as well as the western islands of Dulichium 
and Ithaca, and the eastern islands of Krete and Rhodes. 

1 The ancient epic (Schol. ad II. ii. 286-339) does not recognise the 
story of the numerous suitors of Helen, and the oath by which Tyndareus 
bound them all before he made the selection among them that each should 
swear not only to acquiesce, but even to aid in maintaining undisturbed 
possession to the husband whom she should choose. This story seems to 
have been first told by Stesichorus (see Fragm. 20, ed. Kleine; Apollod. 
iii. IO, 8). Yet it was evidently one of the prominent features of the 
current legend in the time of Thucydides (i. 9, Euripid. I ph. Aul. 5r-8o; 
Soph. Ajax, I roo). 

The exact spot in which Tyndareus exacted this oath from the suitors, 
near Sparta, was pointed out even in the time of Pausanias (iii. 20, 9). 

2 Iliad, iv. 27-55: xxiv. 765, Argument Carm. Cypri. The point is 
emphatically touched upon by Dio Chrysostom (Orat. xi. p. 335-336) in 
his assault upon the old legend. Two years' preparation-in Dictys 
Cret. i. r6. 

3 The Spartan king Agesilaus, when about to start from Greece on his 
expedition into Asia Minor (396 B.c.), went to Aulis personally, in order 
that he too might sacrifice on the spot where Agamemn6n had sacrificed 
when he sailed for Troy (Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 4, 4). 

Sky lax (c. 6o) notices the /epbv at Au lis, and nothing else: it seems to have 
been like the adjoining Delium, a temple with a small village grown up 
around it. 

Aulis is recognised as the port from which the expedition started, in the 
Hesiodic Works and Days (v. 650). 

4 Iliad, ii. 128. Uschold (Geschichte des Trojanischen Kriegs, p. 9, 
Stutgart, 1836) makes the total 135,000 men. • 
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Agamemnbn himself contributed Ioo ships manned with the 
subjects of his kingdom Mykeme, besides furnishing 66 
ships to the Arcadians, who possessed none of their own. 
Menelaus brought with him 6o ships, Nestor from Pylus go, 
Idomeneus from Krete and Diomedes from Argos, So each. 
Forty ships were manned by the Eleians, under four different 
chiefs ; the like number under Meges from Dulichium and 
the Echinades, and under Thoas from Kalydon and the 
other h:tolian towns .. Odysseus from Ithaca, and Ajax from 
Salamis, brought I2 ships each. The Abantes from Eubrea, 
under Elephenor, filled 40 vessels; the Bceotians, under 
Peneleos and Leitus, so; the inhabitants of Orchomenos and 
Aspled6n, 30 ; the light-armed Lokrians, under Ajax son of 
Oileus,1 40; the PhOkians as many. The Athenians, under 
Menestheus, a ch.ief distinguished for his skill in marshalling 
an army, mustered so ships; the Myrmidons from Phthia and 
Hellas, .under Achilles, assembled in so ships; Protesilaus 
from Phylake and Pyrasus, and Eurypylus from Ormenium, 
each came with 40 ships; Machaon and Podaleirius, from 
Trikka, with jo ; Eumelus, from Pherre and the lake Bcebeis, 
with I I ; and Philoktetes from Melibcea with 7 ; the Lapithre, 
under Polypcetes, son of Peirithous, filled 40 vessels ; the 
h:nianes and Perrhrebians; under Guneus, 2 2 2 ; and the 
Magnetes, under Prothous, 40 ; these last two were from the 
northernmost parts of Thessaly, near the mountains Pelion and 
Olympus. From Rhodes, under Tlepolemus, son of Herakles, 
appeared 9 ships; from Syme, under the comely but effeminate 
Nireus, 3 ; from Kos, Krapathus and the neighbouring islands, 
30, under the orders of Pheidippus and Antiphus, sons of 
Thessalus and grandsons •of Herakles.3 

Am~ng this band of heroes were included the distinguished 

1 The Hesiodic Catalogue notices Oileus, or Ileus, with a singular ety
mology of his name (Fragm. 136, ed. Marktscheffel). 

2 rauv<h is the Heros Eponym us of the town of Gonnus in Thessaly; the 
duplica(ion of the consonant and shortening of the vowel belong to the 
h:olic dialect (Ahrens, De Dialect. h:olic. 50, 4, p. 220). 

8 See the Catalogue in the second book of the Iliad. There must pro
bably have been a Catalogue of the Greeks also in the Cyprian Verses ; for 
a Catalogue of the allies of Troy is specially noticed in the Argument of 
Proclus (p. 12, DUntzer). 

Euripides (Iphig. Au!. 165-300) devotes one of the songs of the Chorus 
to a partial Catalogue of the chief heroes. 

According to Dictys Cretensis, all the principal heroes engaged in the 
expedition were kinsmen, all Pelopids (i. 14) : they take an oath not to lay 
down their arms until Helen shall have been recovered, and they receive 
from AgamemnCln \ large sum of g?ld. 
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warriors Ajax and Diomedes, and the sagacious Nestor; while 
Agamemnon himself, scarcely inferior to either of them in 
prowess, brought with him a high reputation for prudence in 
command. But the most marked and conspicuous of all were 
Achilles and Odysseus ; the former a beautiful youth born of 
a divine mother, swift in the race, of fierce temper and irre
sistible might; the latter not less efficient as an ally, from his 
eloquence, his untiring endurance, his inexhaustible resources 
under difficulty, and the mixture of daring courage with deep
laid cunning which never deserted him : 1 the blood of the 
arch-deceiver Sisyphus, through an illicit connexion with his 
mother Antikleia, was said to flow in his veins, 2 and he was 
especially patronised and protected by the goddess Athene. 
Odysseus, unwilling at first to take part in the expedition, had 
even simulated insanity; but Palamedes, sent to Ithaca to 
invite him, tested the reality of his madness by placing in the 
furrow where Odysseus was ploughing, his infant son Tele
machus. Thus detected, Odysseus could not refuse to join 
the Ach~an host, but the prophet Halitherses predicted to him 
that twenty years would elapse before he revisited his native 
land. 3 To Achilles the gods had promised the full effulgence 
of heroic glory before the walls of Troy; nor could the place 
be taken without both his co-operation and that of his son 
after him. But they had forewarned him that this brilliant 
career would be rapidly brought to a close ; and that if he 
desired a long life, he must remain tranquil and inglorious in 
his native land. In spite of the reluctance of his mother 
Thetis, he preferred few years with bright renown, and joined 
the Ach~an host. 4 When Nestor and Odysseus came to 
Phthia to invite him, both he and l1is intimate friend Patroklus 
eagerly obeyed the call.5 

Agamemnon and his powerful host set sail from Aulis ; but 
1 For the character of Odysseus, Iliad, iii. 202-220 ; x. 247. Odyss. 

xiii. 295. 
The Philoktetes of Sophokles carries out very justly the character of the 

Homeric Odysseus (see v. 1035)-more exactly than the Ajax of the same 
poet depicts it. 

2 Sophokl. Philoktet. 417, and Schol.-also Schol. ad Soph. Ajac. 190. 
3 Homer, Odyss. xxiv. II5; .!Eschyl. Agam. 841 ; Sophokl. Philoktet. 

toll, with the Schol. Argument of the Cypria in Heinrichsen, De 
Carmin. Cypr. p. 23 (the sentence is left out in Diintzer, p. II). 

A lost tragedy of Sophokles, 'OiiuiTITEVs Matv6,uevos, handled this subject. 
Other Greek chiefs were not less reluctant than Odysseus to take part in 

the expedition ; see the tale of Pcemandrus, forming a part of the temple 
legend of the Achilleium at Tanagra in Bceotia (Plutarch. Qu::est. Gr::ec. p. 
299)· 

4 Iliad, i. 352 ; ix. 41 I. • 6 Iliad, xi. 782. 
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being ignorant of the locality and the direction, they landed by 
mistake in Teuthrania, a part of Mysia near the river Ka!kus, 
and began to ravage the country under the persuasion that it 
was the neighbourhood of Troy. Telephus, the .king of the 
country,! opposed and repelled them, but was ultimately de
feated and severely wounded by Achilles. The Greeks, now 
discovering their mistake, retired; but their fleet was dispersed 
by a storm' and driven back to Greece. Achilles attacked and 
took S,kyrus, and there married Deidamia, the daughter of 
Lycomedes. 2 Telephus, suffering from his wounds, was directed 
by the oracle .to come to Greece and present himself to Achilles 
to be healed, by applying the scrapings of the spear with which 
the wound had been given.: thus restored, he . became the 
guide of the Greeks when they were prepared to renew their · 
~xpedition.3 . 

The armament was again assembled at Aulis, but the 
goddess Artemis, displeased with the boastful language of 
Agamemriem, prolonged the duration of adverse winds, and 
the offending chief was compelled to appease her by the well
known sacrifice of his daughter Iphigeneia.4 They then pro-

1 Teleplius was the son of Aug&, daughter of king Aleus of Tegea in 
Arcadia, by Herakles: respecting her romantic adventures, see the previous 
chapter on. Arcadian legends-Strabo's faith in the story (xii. p. 572). 

The spot called the harbour of the Ach::eans, near Gryneium, was stated 
to be the place where AgamemniJn and the chiefs took counsel whether 
they should attack Telephus or not (Skylax, c. 97; compare Strabo, xiv. 
p. 622). 

2 Iliad, xi. 664; Argum. Cypr. p. II, Dlintzer; Diktys Cret. ii. 3-4. · 
3 Euripid. Telephus, Fragm. 26, Dindorf; Hygin. f. IOI ; Diktys, ii. 

IO. Euripid&s had treated the adventure of Telephus in this lost tragedy : 
he gave the miraculous cure with the dust of the spear, 1rpurroirn il.oy;x.1Js 
Ooil."yera.t pw~p.a.rn. Diktys softens down the prodigy; "Achilles cum 
Machaone et Podalirio adhibentes curam vulneri," &c. Pliny (xxxiv. 15) 
gives to the rust of brass. or iron a place in the list of genuine remedies. 

"Longe omnino a Tiberi ad Caicum: quo in loco etiam AgamemniJn 
errasset, nisi ducem Telephum invenisset" (Cicero, Pro L. Fiacco, c. 29). 
The portions of the Trojan legend treated in the lost epics and the 
tragedian's, seem to have been just as familiar to Cicero as those noticed in 
the Iliad. 

Strabo pays comparatively little attention to any portion of the Trojan 
war except what appears in Homer. He even goes .so far as to give a 
reason whv the Amazons did not come to the aid of Priam: they were at 
enmity \vith him, because Priam had aided the Phrygians against them 
(Iliad, iii. 188: in Strabo;· -ro"is 'lw<rw must be. a mistake for -ro'is <l>pv~iv). 
Strabo can hardly have read, and "never alludes to, Arktinns, in who<e 
poem the brave and beautiful Penthesileia, at the head of her Amazons, 
forms a inarked epoch and incident of the war (Strabo, xii. 552). 

4 No(hing occurs _in Homer respecting the sacrifice of lphigeneia (see 
Schol. Ven. ad II. IX. I45l· •· 
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ceeded to Tenedos, from whence Odysseus and Menelaus were 
despatched as envoys to Troy, to redemand Helen and the 
stolen property. In spite of the prudent counsels of Anten6r, 
who received the two Grecian chiefs with friendly hospitality, 
the Trojans rejected the demand, and the attack was resolved 
upon. It was foredoomed by the gods that the Greek who first 
landed should perish : Protesilaus was generous enough to put 
himself upon this forlorn hope, and accordingly fell by the 
hand of Hect6r. 

Meanwhile the Trojans had assembled a large body of allies 
from various parts of Asia Minor and Thrace : Dardanians 
under .!Eneas, Lykians under Sarped6n, Mysians, Karians, 
Ma:onians, Alizonians,l Phrygians, Thracians and Pa:onians. 2 

But vain was the attempt to oppose the landing of the Greeks : 
the Trojans were routed, and even the invulnerable Kyknus,3 

son of Poseid6n, one of the great bulwarks of the defence, was 
slain by Achilles. Having driven the Trojans within their walls 
Achilles attacked and stormed Lyrnessus, Pedasus, Lesbos and 
other places in the neighbourhood, twelve towns on the sea
coast, and eleven in the interior : he drove off the oxen of 
.!Eneas and pursued the hero himself, who narrowly escaped 
with his life: he surprised and killed the youthful Tr6ilus, son 
of Priam, and captured several of the other sons, whom he 
sold as prisoners into the islands of the JEgean. 4 He acquired 

1 No portion of the Homeric Catalogue gave more trouble to Demetrius 
of Skepsis and the other expositors than these Alizonians (Strabo, xii. p. 
549; xiii. p. 603): a fictitious place called Alizonium, in the region of Ida, 
was got up to meet the difficulty (eiT' 'AI~.t(cfmov, TouT' 1ili11 1rerrll.arrp.evov 
-rrp'os T~v TEiJ11 'A11.1(cfwwv ~1r68errtv, &c., Strabo, /.c.). 

2 See the Catalogue of the Trojans (Iliad, ii. 815-877). 
3 Kyknus was said by later writers to be king of Ko16me in the Troad 

(Strabo, xiii. p. 589-603; Aristotel. Rhetoric. ii. 23). 1Eschylus intro
duced upon the Attic stage both Kyknus and Memn6n in terrific equip
ments (Aristophan. Ran. 957· Ouli' ~~e7rA1JTTov auTo~s Kv1<vous lf')'wv Kal 
M'p.vovas Kwliwvo¢al..apo7rwl..ovs). Compare Welcker, JEschyl. Trilogie, 
P· 433· 

4 Iliad, xxiv. 752; Argument of the Cypria, pp. II, 12, Diintzer. These 
desultory exploits of Achilles furnished much interesting romance to the 
later Greek poets (see Parthenius, Narrat. 21 ). See the neat summary of 
the principal events of the war in Quintus Smyru. xiv. 125-140; Dio 
Chrysost. Or. xi. P· 338-342. 

Tr6ilus is only once named in the Iliad (xxiv. 253) ; he was mentioned 
also in the Cypria ; but his youth, beauty, and untimely end made him an 
object of great interest with the subsequent poets. Sophokles had a 
tragedy called Tr8ilus (Welcker, Griechisch. Tragiid. i. p. 124); TIJII 
4vlipo7rat/Ja lierr1r6T1)V &.1rd,;>..erra, one of the Fragm. Even earlier than 
.Sophokles, his beauty was celebrated by the tragedian Phrynichus (Athenre. 
xiii. p. 564; Virgil, JEneid, i. 474; Lycophrbn, 307)• 
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as his captive the fair Briseis, while Chryseis was awarded to 
Agamemnon: he was moreover eager to see the divine Helen, 
the prize and stimulus of this memorable struggle ; and Aphro
dite and Thetis contrived to bring a-bout an interview between 
them.l · · 

At this period of the war the Grecian army was deprived of 
Palamedes, one of its ablest chiefs. Odysseus had not forgiven 
the artifice by which Palamedes had detected his simulated 
insanity, nor was he without jealousy of a rival clever and 
cunping in a degree equal, if not superior, to himself ; one . 
who had enriched the Greeks with the invention of letters, of 
dicy for amusement, of night-watches, as well as with other 
useful suggestions. According to the old Cyprian epic, Pala
medes was drowned while fishing, by the hands of Odysseus 

·and Diomedes.2 Neither in the Iliad nor the Odyssey does the 
name of Palamedes occur; the lofty position which Odysseus 
occupies in both those poems-noticed with some degree of 
displeasure even by Pindar, who described Palamedes as the 
wiser man of the two-is sufficient to explain the omission. 3 

But in ·the more advanced period of the Greek mind, when 
intellectual superiority came to acquire a higher place in the 
public esteem as compared with military prowess, the character 

1 
of Palamedes, combined with his unhappy fate, rendered him 
one of the most interesting personages in the Trojan legend . 
.!Eschylus, Sophokles and Euripides each consecrated to him a 
special tragedy; but the mode of his death as described in the. 
old epic was not suitable to Athenian ideas, and accordingly he 
was represented as having been falsely accused of treason by 
Odysseus, who caused gold to be buried in· his tent, and per
suaded Agamemnon and the Grecian chiefs that Palamedes had 
received it from the Trojans.4 He thus forfeited his life, a . 

1 . Argument. Cypr. p. I I, Diintzer. Kal p.era TavTa 'AxtA.il.e~s 'EA.evrw 
ltrt8up.€i eecf.(J'a(1'8at, /Cal (J'uv~-ya-yov auTOOs els TO auTO 'AcppolliT'TI /Cal €JET IS. 

A scene which would have been highly interesting in the hands of Homer. 
·2 Argum. Cypr. r, I ; Pausan. x. 3!. The concluding portion of the 

Cypria seems to have pa~~ed under the title of flail.ap.'T/aeia (see Frag. r6 and 
r8, p. r5, Diintzer; Welcker, Der Episch. Cycl. p. 459; Eustath.· ad 
Hom. Odyss. i. ro7). 

The allusion of Quintus Smyrnreu~ (v. 197) seems rather to point to the 
story in the Cypria, which Strabo (viii. p. 368) appears not to have read. 

3 Pindar, Nem. vii. 21; Aristides, Orat. 46, p. 260. · 
4 See the Fragments of the three tragedians, IIail.ap.~o71s-Aristeides, Or. 

xlvi. p. 260; Philostrat. Heroic. x. ; Hygin. fab. 95-105. Discourses for 
and against Palamedes, one by Alkidamas, and one under the name of· 
Gorgias, are printed in Reiske's Orr. Grrec. t. viii. pp. 64, I02; Virgil, 

· .lEneid, ii. 82, with thi ample commentary of Servius-Polyren. Proce. p. 6 .. 
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victim to the calumny of Odysseus and to the delusion of the 
leading Greeks. The philosopher Sokrates, in the last speech 
made to his Athenian judges, alludes with solemnity and 
fellow-feeling to the unjust condemnation of Palamedes, as 
analogous to that which he himself was about to suffer; and 
his companions seem to have dwelt with satisfaction on the 
comparison. Palamedes passed for an instance of the slander
ous enmity and misfortune which so often wait upon superior 
genius.1 

In these expeditions the Grecian army consumed nine years, 
during which the subdued Trojans dared not give battle with
out their walls for fear of Achilles. Ten years was the fixed 
epical duration of the siege of Troy, just as five years was the 
duration of the siege of Kamikus by the Kretan armament 
which came to avenge the death of Minos: 2 ten years of pre
paration, ten years of siege, and ten years of wandering for 
Odysseus, were periods suited to the rough chronological • 
dashes of the ancient epic, and suggesting no doubts nor 
difficulties with the original hearers. But it was otherwise when 
the same events came to be contemplated by the historicising 
Greeks, who could not be satisfied without either finding or 
inventing satisfactory bonds of coherence between the separate 
events. Thucydides tells us that the Greeks were less numerous 
than the poets have represented, and that being moreover very 
poor, they were unable to procure adequate and constant pro
visions : hence they were compelled to disperse their army, 
and to employ a part of it in cultivatin?; the Chersonese,-a 
part in marauding expeditions over the neighbourhood. Could 
the whole army have been employed against Troy at once (he 
says), the siege would have been much more speedily and easily 

Welcker (Griechisch. Tragod. v. i. p. 130, vol. ii. p. 500) has evolved 
with ingenuity the remaining fragments of the lost tragedies. 

According to Diktys, Odysseus and Diomedes prevail upon Palamedes 
to be let down into a deep well, and then cast stones upon him (ii. 15). 

Xenophon (De Venatione, c. 1) evidently recognises the story in the 
Cypria, that Odysseus and Diomedes caused the death of Palamedes : but 
he cannot believe that two such exemplary men were really guilty of so 
iniquitous an act-J<at<al lie i1rpa~av .,-b tnov. 

The marked eminence overtopping Napoli still bears the name of 
Palamidhi. 

1 Plato, Apolog. Socr. c. 32 ; Xenoph. A pol. Socr. 26 ; Memor. iv. 2,. 
33 ; Liban. pro Socr. p. 242, ed. Morell. ; Lucian, Dial. Mort. 20. 

2 Herodot. vii. 170. Ten years is a proper mythical period for a great 
war to last : the war between the Olympic gods and the Titan gods lasts 
ten years (Hesiod, Theogon. 636). Compare lieJ<cf-rrp ivcav-rrfi (Hom. Odyss . 
. xvi. 17). • 

• 
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concluded, I If the great historian could permit himself thus 
to am~nd the legend in so many points, we might have imagined 
that a simpler course would have been to include the duration 
of the siege among the list of poetical exaggerations, and to 
affirm''that. the real siege had lasted only one year instead of 
ten. But it seems that the ten years' duration was so capital a . 
feature in the ancient tale, that no critic ventured to meddle 
with it. 

A period of comparative intermission however was now at 
hand for the Trojans. The gods brought about the memor
able fit of anger of Achilles, under the influence of \vhich he 
refused to put on his armour, and kept his Myrmidons in camp. 
According to the Cypria, this was the behest of Zeus, who had 
compassion on the Trojans : according to the Iliad, Apollo~was 
the originating cause, 2 from _anxiety to avenge the injury which 
his priest Chryses had endured from Agamemn6n. For a con
siderable time, the combats of the Greeks against Troy were 
conducted without their best warrior, and severe indeed was the 
humiliation which they underwent in consequence. How the 
remaining Grecian chiefs vainly strove to make amends for his 
absence-how Hect6r and the Trojans defeated and drove 
them to their ships-how the actual blaze of the destroying 
flame, applied by Hector to the ship of Protesilaus, roused up 
the anxious and sympathising Patrokhis, and extorted a reluct
ant consent from Achilles, to allow his friend and his followers 
to go forth and avert the last extremity of ruin"'-how Achilles, 
when Patroklus had been killed by Hect6r, forgetting his anger 
in grief for the death· of his friend, re-entered the fight, drove 
the Trojans within their walls with immense slaughter, and 
satiated his revenge both upon the living and the dead Hector 
-all these events have been chronicled, together with those 
divine dispensations on which most of them are made to depend, 
in the immortal verse of the Iliad .. 

Homer breaks off with the burial of Hect6r, whos~ body has 
just been ransomed by the disconsolate Priam ; while the lost 
poem of Arktinus, entitled the .t'Ethiopis, so far as we can judge 
from the argument still remaining of it, handled only the sub
sequent events of the siege. The poem of Quintus Smyrmeus, 
composed about the fourth century of the Christian rera, seems 
in its first books to coincide with the .t'Ethiopis, in the subsequent 
books partly with the !lias Minor of Lesches.3 

1 Thucyd. i. I. 2 Homer, Iliad, i. 21. 
3 Tychsen, Commentat. de Quinto Smyrmeo, § iii. ·c. 5-7. The 'Ill.lov 

ITEpcns was treated both by Arktinus and by Leschi!s : with the latter it 
formed a part of the.<~Ilias Minor. 

VOL L S 
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The TroJans, dismayed by the death of Hect6r, were again 

animated with hope by the appearance of the warlike and 
beautiful queen of the Amazons, Penthesileia, daughter of · 
Ares, hitherto invincible in the field, who came to their assist
ance from Thrace at the head of a band of her countrywomen. 
She again led the besieged without the walls to encounter the 
Greeks in the open field ; and under her auspices the latter 
were at first driven back, until she too was slain by the invin
cible arm of Achilles. The victor, on taking off the helmet of 
his fair enemy as she lay on the ground, was profoundly affected 
and captivated by her charms, for which he was scornfully 
taunted by Thersites : exasperated by this rash insult, he killed 
Thersites on the spot with a blow of his fist. A violent dispute 
among the Grecian chiefs was the result, for Diomedes, the 
kinsman of Thersites, warmly resented the proceeding; and 
Achilles was obliged to go to Lesbos, where he was purified 
from the act of homicide by Odysseus.l 

Next arrived Memnon, son of Tithonus and Eos, the most 
stately of living men, with a powerful band of black Ethiopians, 
to the assistance of Troy. Sallying forth against the Greeks, 
he made great havoc among them : the brave and popular 
Antilochus perished by his hand, a victim to filial devotion in 
defence of Nest6r.2 Achilles at length attacked him, and for 
a long time the combat was doubtful between them: the prowess 
of Achilles and the supplication of Thetis with Zeus finally 
prevailed ; whilst Eos obtained for her vanquished son the con
soling gift of immortality. His tomb, however,3 was shown 

1 Argument of the JEthiopis, p. 16, Diiutzer ; Quint. Smyrn. lib. i. ; 
Diktys Cret. iv. 2-3. 

Iu the Philoktetes of Sophokles, Thersites survives Achilles (Soph. Phil. 
358-445). 

2 Odyss. xi. 522. K•i'vov 3h Kti.ll.ll.t<TTov t3ov, p.•Ta Mep.vova 3Zov: see also 
Odyss. iv. 187; Pindar, Pyth. vi, 31. JEschylus (ap. Strabo. xv. p. 728) 
conceives Memnon as a Persian starting from Susa. 

Ktesias gave in his history full details respecting the expedition of 
Memnon, sent by the king of Assyria to the relief of his dependent, Priam 
of Troy ; all this was said to be recorded in the royal archives. The 
Egyptians affirmed that Memnon had come from Egypt (Diodor. ii. 22 ; 
com pare iv. 77) : the two stories are blended together in Pausanias, x. 3 I, 2. 

The Phrygians pointed out the road along which he had marched. 
3 Argum. JEth. ut sup. : Quint. Smyrn. ii. 396-550; Pausan. x. 31, I. 

Pindar, in praising Achilles, dwells much on his triumphs over Hector, 
Telephus, Memnon, and Kyknus, but never notices Penthesileia (Olymp. 
ii. go. N em. iii. 6o ; vi. 52. Isthm. v. 43). 

JEschylus, in the 'l'vXD<TTa<Tla, introduced Thetis and E6s, each in an 
attitude of supplication for her son, and Zeus weighing in his golden scales 
the souls of Achilles and Memn6n (Schol. Ven. ad.IIiad. viii. 70; Pollux, 
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near the Propontis, within a few miles of the mouth of the 
river JEsepus, iJ.nd was visited annually by the birds called 
Memnonides, who swept it and. bedewed it with water from 
the stream. So the traveller Pausanias was told, even in 
the second century after the Christian rera, by the Hellespontine 
Greeks. · ., 

_But the fate of Achilles himself was now at hand. After 
routing the· Trojans, and chasing them into the town, he was 

.slain near the Skrean gate by an arrow from the quiver of Paris, 
directed urider the unerring auspices of Apollo.! The greatest 
efforts were made by the Trojans to possess themselves of the 
body, .which was however rescued and borne off to the Grecian 
camp by the valour of Ajax and Odysseus. Bitter was the grief 
of Thetis for the Joss of her son : she came ·into the camp with 
the Muses and the Nereids to mourn over him; and when 
a magnificent funeral-pile had been prepared by the ·Greeks 
to burn jl.im with every mark of honour, she stole away the 
body and: conveyed it to a renewed and immortal life in the 
island of Leuke in the Euxine Sea. According to some 
accounts, he was there blest with- the nuptials and company of 
Helen. 2 

Thetis celebrated splendid funeral games in honour of her son, 
and offered the unrivalled panoply, which Hephrestos had forged 
and wrought for him, as a prize to the most distinguished warrior 
in the Grecian army. Odysseus and Ajax became rivals for the 
distinction, when Athene, together with some Trojan prisoners, 
who were asked from which. of the two their country had sus
tained greatest injury, decided in favour of the former. The 
gallant Ajax lost his senses with grief and humiliation : in a fit 

' . . -
iv. 130; Plutarch, I:le Audiend. Poet. p. 17). ·In .the combat between 
Achilles and Memnl\n; represented on the chest of Kypselus at Olympia, 
Thetis and Ells were given each as aiding her son (Pausan. v. 19, r). 

1 Iliid, xxii. 360 ; Sophokl. Philokt. 334 ; Virgil, JEneid, vi. 56. 
2 Argum. JEthiop. ut sup. ; Quint. Smyrn. 151-583 ; Homer, Odyss. v. 

310; Ovid, Mctam. xiii. 284; Eurip. Androm. 1262; Pausan. iii. 19, 13. 
According to Diktys (iv. II), Paris and Deiphobus entrap Achilles by the 
promise of an interview with Polyxena and kill him. 

A ~inute and curious description of the Island ~uk@, or 'AX<AAews 
vi)uos, is given in Arrian (Periplus, Pont. Euxin. p. 21 ; ap. Geogr. Min. 
t, r). , . 

The heroic or divine empire of Achilles in Scythia was recognised by 
Alkreus the poet (Alkrei Fragm. Schneidew. Fr. 46), 'Ax<A-A.•v, t> ')'as 
.:::i:Kv.9<~cas p.eom. Eustathius (ad Dionys. Peri@get. 307) gives the story of 
his having followed Iphigeneia thither: compare Antonin. Liberal. 27. ' 

Ibykns represented Achilles as having espoused M@dea in the Elysian 
Field (Ibyk. Fragm. 18, Schneidewin). Simonides followed this story (ap. 
Schol. Apoll. Rhod. !v· 815). · 
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of frenzy he slew some sheep, mistaking them for the men 
who had wronged him, and then fell upon his own sword.1 

Odysseus now learnt from Helenus son of Priam, whom he 
had captured in an ambuscade, 2 that Troy could not be taken 
unless both Philoktetes and Neoptolemus, son of Achilles, 
could be prevailed upon to join the besiegers. The former, 
having been stung in the foot by a serpent, and becoming in
supportable to the Greeks from the stench of his wound, had 
been left at Lemnus in the commencement of the expedition, 
and had spent ten years, in misery on that desolate island : but 
he still possessed the peerless bow and arrows of Herakles, 
which were said to be essential to the capture of Troy. Dio
medes fetched Philoktetes from Lemnus to the Grecian camp, 
where he was healed by the skill of Machacm,4 and took an active 
part against the Trojans-engaging in single combat with Paris, 
and killing him wirh one of the Herakleian arrows. The 
Trojans were allowed to carry away for burial the body of this 
prince, the fatal cause of all their sufferings ; but not until it 
had been mangled by the hand of Menelaus.5 Odysseus went 

1 Argument of .iEthiopis and llias Minor, and Fragrn. 2 of the latter, pp. 
17, 18, Diintz. : Quint. Srnyrn. v. 12o--482; Horn. Odyss. xi. 550; Pindar, 
N ern. vii. 26. The Ajax of Sophokles, and the contending speeches 
between Ajax and Ulysses in the beginning of the thirteenth book of 
Ovid's Metamorphoses are too well known to need special reference. 

The suicide of Ajax seems to have been described in detail in the 
.iEthiopis: compare Pindar, Isthrn. iii. 51, and the Scholia ad loc., which 
show the attention paid by Pindar to the minute circumstances of the old 
epic. See Fragrn. 2 of the 'Ill.iov nlpuLS of Arktinus, in Diintz. p. 22, 
which would seem more properly to belong to the .iEthiopis. Diktys 
relates the suicide of Ajax, as a consequence of his unsuccessful competition 
with Odysseus, not about the arms of Achilles, but about the Palladium, 
after the taking of the city (v. 14). 

There were, however, many different accounts of the manner in which 
Ajax had died, some of which are enumerated in the argument to the 
drama of Sophokles. Ajax is never wounded in the Iliad: .iEschylus 
made him invulnerable except under· the armpits (see Schol. ad Sophok. 
Ajac. 833); the Trojans pelted him with mud-d 1rws /3ap'fi8El'l/ {nro 'Toil 
1r17ll.ov. (Schol. Iliad. xiv. 404.) ' 

2 Soph. Philokt. 604. 
8 Soph. Philokt. 703. ".0 p.ell.la ljtvxO., •os p.nB' olvoxv-rov 1r6p.a-ros ~Hu811 

5EICE'Tfj XPOVOV, &c. 
In the narrative of Diktys (ii. 47), Philoktetes returns from Lemnus to 

Troy much earlier in the war, before the death of Achilles, and without any 
assigned cause. 

4 According to Sophokles, Herakles sends Asklepius to Troy to heal 
Philoktetes (Soph. Philokt. 1415). 

The story of Philoktetes formed the subject of a tragedy by .iEschylus 
and of another by Euripides (both lost) as well as by Sophokles. 

6 Argument. Iliad. Minor. Diintz. /. c. Kal 'Tov .veKpov 01ro MEv•Xdov 
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to the island of Skyrus to invite Neoptolemus to the army. 
The untried but impetuous youth, gladly obeying the call, 
received from .Odysseus his father's armour; while on the 
other hand, Eurypylus, son of Telephus, came from Mysia as 
auxilil!,ry to the Trojans and rendered to them valuable service 
-turning the tide of fortune for a time against the Greeks, 
and killing some of their bravest chiefs, amongst whom were 
numbered Peneleos, and the unrivalled leech Machaon.1 The 
exploits of Neoptolemus were numerous, worthy of the glory of 
his rac·e and. the renown of his father. He encountered and 
slew Eurypylus, together with numbers of the Mysian warriors: 
he routed the Trojans and drove them within their walls,- from 
whence they never again emerged· tci give battle : and he was 
not less distinguished for good sense and persuasive diction 
than for forward energy in the field. 2 · . 

' . Troy however was still impregnable so long as the Palladium, 
a statue given by Zeus himself to Dardanus, remained in the 
citadel ; and great care had been taken by the Trojans not only 
to conceal this valuable present, but to· construct other statues 
so like it as to mislead any intruding robber. Nevertheless the 
enterprising Odysseus, having disguised his person with miser
able clothing and self-inflicted injuries, found means to penetrate 
into the city and to convey the Palladium by stealth away. 
Helen alone recognised him ; but she was now anxious to 

«a:ratKtuelv .. a &ve71.6p.evot 0ct11'Tovutv oi Tpwes. See Quint. Smyrn. x. 240 : 
he differs here in many respects from the arguments of the old poems as 
given by Proclus, both as to the incidents and as to their order in time 
(Diktys, iv. 20). The wounded Paris flees to CEnl'ln(!, whom he had 
deserted in order to follow Helen, and entreats her to cure him by her 
skill in simples : she refuses, and permits him to die ; she. is afterwards 
stung with remorse, and hangs herself (Quint. Smyrn. x. 285-331; 
Apollodl\r. iii. 12, 6; Conlin, Narrat. 23; see Bachet de Meziriac, 
Comment. sur les Ep!tres d'Ovide, t. i. p. 456). The story of CEnl'ln(! is 
as old as I-Iellanikus and Kephall'ln of Gergis (see Hellan. Fragm. 126, 
Didot). 

1 To mark the way in which these legendary events pervaded and 
became embodied in the local worship, I may mention the received practice 
in the great temple of Askl(!pius (father of Machal\n) at Pergamus, even in 
the time of Pausanias. T(!lephus, father of Eurypylus, was the local hero 
and mythical king of Teuthrania, in which Pergamus was situated. In the 
hymns there sung, the poem and ·the invocation were addressed to 
T(!lephus; but nothing was said in them about Eurypylus, nor was it 
permitted even to mention his name in the temple,-" they knew him to 
be the slayer of Machal'ln : " ll.pxovTat p.€v a1ro T71ll.tf¢ov TwV iip.vow, 
?rpoO"ctllovut ~E o~llEv ~s Tov E~pv1rvll.ov, oulllo apx:qv iv .,.q; vaqi. O.!ll.ovO"tv ovop.c!(etv 
:1-uTo;, oTa brtO"T&.p.evot<f>ovtfa ~v .. a Max&ovos (Pausan. iii. 26, 7). 

2 Argument .. Iliad. Minor. · p. 17, Diintzer. Homer, Odyss. xi. 
510-520. .Pausan. yi. 26, 7• Quint. Smyrn. vii. 553; viii. 201. 
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return to Greece, and even assisted Odysseus m concerting 
means for the capture of the town. 1 

To accomplish this object, one final stratagem was resorted 
to. By the hands of Epeius of Panopeus, and at the suggestion 
of Athene, a capacious hollow wooden horse was constructed, 
capable of containing one hundred men. In the inside of this 
horse, the elite of the Grecian heroes, Neoptolemus, Odysseus, 
Menelaus and others, concealed themselves while the entire 
Grecian army sailed away to Tenedos, burning their tents and 
pretending to have abandoned the siege. The Trojans, over
joyed to find themselves free, issued from the city and contem
plated with astonishment the fabric which their enemies had left 
behind. They long doubted what should be done with it; and 
the anxious heroes from within heard the surrounding consulta
tions, as well as the voice of Helen when she pronounced their 
names and counterfeited the accents of their wives.2 Many of 
the Trojans were anxious to dedicate it to the gods in the city 
as a token of gratitude for their deliverance; but the more 
cautious spirits inculcated distrust of an enemy's legacy. 
Laocoon, the priest of Poseidon, manifested his aversion by 
striking the side of the horse with his spear. The sound 
revealed that-the horse was hollow, but the Trojans heeded not 
this warning of possible fraud. The unfortunate Laocoon, a 
victim to his own sagacity and patriotism, miserably perished 
before the eyes of his countrymen, together with one of his 
sons : two serpents being sent expressly by the gods out of the 
sea to destroy him. By this terrific spectacle, together with the 
perfidious counsels of Sinon-a traitor whom the Greeks had 
left behind for the special purpose of giving false information-the 
Trojans were induced to make a breach in their own walls, and 
to drag the fatal fabric with triumph and exultation into their 
city.3 

1 Argument. Iliad. Minor. p. 18, Dlintz. ; Arktinus ap. Dionys. Hal. 
i. 69; Homer, Odyss. iv. 246; Quint. Smyrn. x. 354; Virgil, lEneid, ii. 
164, and the gth Excursus of Heyne on that hook. 

Compare, with this legend about the Palladium, the Roman legend 
respecting the Ancylia (Ovid, Fasti, iii. 381). 

2 Odyss. iv. 275; Virgil, lEneid, ii. 14; Heyne, Excurs. 3. ad lEneid. 
ii. Stesichorus, in his 'Ill.iou nlpcns, gave the number of heroes in the 
wooden hurse as one hundred (Stesichor. Fragm. 26, ed. Kleine ; compare 
Athenre. xiii. p. 6ro). 

3 Odyss. viii. 492 ; xi. 522. Argument of the 'lll.(ou nlpO'cs of Arktinus, 
p. 21, Dlintz. Hygin. f. 108-135· Bacchylides and Eupho,ion ap. Servium 
ad Virgil. lEneid. ii. 201. 

Both Sinon and Laoco6n came originally from the olc;l epic poem of 
Arktinus, though Virgil may perhaps have immed~tely borrowed both · 
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The destruction of Troy, according to the':decree of the gods, 

was now irrevocably sealed. While the Trojans indulged 'in a 
·night of riotbus festivity, Sinon kindled the fire-signal to· the 
Greeks at Tenedos, loosening the bolts of the wooden horse, 
from out of which the enclosed ,heroes descended. The city, 
assailed both from within and from without, was thoroughly 
sacked and destroyed; with the slaughter or captivity of the 
larger portion of its heroes as well as its people. The venerable 
Priam perished by the hand of Neoptolemus, having in vain 
sought shelter at the domestic altar of Zeus Herkeios. But his 
son Deiphobus, who since the death of Paris had become the 
husband of Helen, defended his house desperately against 
Odysseus apd Menelaus, and sold his life dearly. After he was 
slain, .his body was fearfully mutilated by the latter.l 

· Thus was Troy utterly destroyed-the city, the altars ·and 
temples,2 and the population. JEneas and Anten6r were per
mitted to escape, with their families, having been always.more 
favourably :regarded by the Greeks than the remaining Trojans. 
According'to one version of the story, they had betrayed the 

them, and other matters in his second book, from a poem passing under 
the name of Pisander (see Macrob. Satur. v. 2 ; Heyne, Excurs. r: .fld 
JEn. ii. ; Welcker, Der Episch. Kyklus, p. 97). We cannot give cred1t 
either to Ark tin us or Pisander for the masterly specimen of oratory which 
is put into the mouth of Sinon in the JEneid. 

In Quintus Smyrmeus (xii. 366), the Trojans torture and mutilate Sinon 
to extort from him the truth : his endurance, sustained by the inspiration 
of Here, is proof against the extremity of suffering, and he adheres to his 
false tale. ' This is probably an incident of ·the old epic, though the 
delicate taste of Virgil, and his sympathy with the Trojans, has induced 
him to omit it. Euphorion ascribed the· proceedings of Sinon to 
Odysseus : he also gave a different cause' for· the death of Laoco6n (Fr. 
35-36. p. 55, ed. Dlintz., in the Fragments of Epic Poets after Alexander' 
the Great).. Sinon is ha'ipos 'Oiivuuews in Pausan. x. 27, I. · 

1 Odyss: viii. 515 ; Argument of Arktinus, ut sup. : Euripid. Hecub. 
903 ; Virg. lEn. vi. 497 ; Quint. Smyrn. xiii. 35-229 ; Lesches a'p. 
Pausan. x: 27, 2; Diktys, v. 12. Ibykus and !:limonides also represented 
Deiphobus as the &v.,..pcfu'T1JS 'Eil.ev7Js (Sch<il. .Hom. Iliad. xiii. 517). -

The night battle in the interior of Troy was described with all its fearful 
details both by Lesches and Ark tin us : the ''Iil.lov nepcrts of the latter seems 
to. have' oeen a separate poem, that of the former constituted a portion of 
the Ilias .Minor (see Welcker, Der Epische Kyklus, p. 215): the 'Iil.lov 
nepcrts by the lyric poets Sakadas and Stesichorus probably added many 
new incidents. Polygn6tus bad painted a succession of the various 
calamitous scenes, drawn from the poem of Lesches, on the walls of the 
lesche at Delphi, with the name written over each figure (Pausan. x. 25.:.26). 

Hellan'ikus fixed the precise day of the month on which the capture too~ 
place (Hell an. Fr. 143-144), the twelfth day of Thargeli6u. · 

2 JEschl. Agamemn. 527~ 
Bwf!ol 8• ClfCTTot ~a.i 9€Wv i.8pVp.aTaL• 

• Kai. uir€pp.a. 7rO.u'qs: E~a.1tc5AAvTa.t x90v0i· 
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city to the Greeks: a panther's skin had been hung over the 
door of Anten6r's house as a signal for the victorious besiegers 
to spare it in the general plunder.l In the distribution of the 
principal captives, Astyanax, the infant son of Hect6r, was cast 
from the top of the wall and killed, by Odysseus or N eoptolemus : 
Polyxena, the daughter of Priam, was immolated on the tomb 
of Achilles, in compliance with a requisition made by the shade 
of the deceased hero to his countrymen ; 2 while he~: sister 
Kassandra was presented as a prize to Agamemn6n. She had 
sought sanctuary at the altar of Athene, where Ajax, the son of 
Oileus, making a guilty attempt to seize her, had drawn both 
upon himself and upon the army the serious wrath of the 
goddess, insomuch that the Greeks could hardly be restrained 
from stoning him to death.3 Andromache and Helenus were 
both given to Neoptolemus, who, according to the Ilias Minor, 
carried away also A<:neas as his captive. 4 

Helen gladly resumed her union with Menelaus: she accom
panied him back to Sparta, and lived with him there many years 
in comfort and dignity, 5 passing afterwards to a happy immor
tality in the Elysian fields. She was worshipped as a goddess 
with her brothers the Dioskuri and her husband, having her 
temple, statue and altar at Therapn<e and elsewhere. Various 
examples of her miraculous intervention were cited among the 

1 This symbol of treachery also figured in the picture of Polygn6tus. A 
different story appears in Schol. Iliad. iii. 206. 

2 Euripid. Hecub. 38-r 14, and Troad. 716; Lesches ap. Pausan. x. 25, 
9; Virgil, JEneid, iii. 322, and Servius ad loc. 

A romantic tale is found in Diktys respecting the passion of Achilles for 
Polyxena (iii. 2). 

3 Odyss. xi. 422. Arktinus, Argum. p. 21, Diintz. Theognis, 1232. 
Pausan. i. 15, 2; x. 26, 3; 31, I. As an expiation for this sin of their 
national hero, the Lokrians sent to Ilium periodically some of their 
maidens, to do menial service in the temple of Athl!nl! (Plutarch, Ser. 
Numin, Vindict. p. 557, with the citation from Euphorion or Kallimachus, 
Diintzer, Epicc. Vet. p. u8). 

4 Leschl!s, Fr. 7, Diintz. ; ap. Schol. Lycophr. 1263. Compare Schol. 
ad 1232, for the respectful recollection of Andromachl!, .among the 
traditions of the Molossian kings, as their heroic mother, and Strabo, xiii. 
P• 594· 

6 Such is the story of the old epic (see Odyss. iv. 260, and the fourth 
book generally; Argument of Ilias Minor, p. 20, Diintz. ). Polygn6tus, 
in the paintings above alluded to, followed the same tale (Pausan. x. 25, 3). 

The anger of the Greeks against Helen, and the statement that Mene
laus after the capture of Troy approached her with revengeful purposes, 
but was so mollified by her surpassing beauty as to cast away his uplifted 
sword, belongs to the age of the tragedians (.iEschyl. Agamem. 685-1455 ; 
Eurip. Androm. 6oo-629; Helen. 75-120; Troad. 89o--I057; compare 
also the fine lines in the JEneid, ii. 567-588). • 

• 
• 
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Greeks.l The lyric poet Stesichorus had ventured to denounce 
her, conjointly with her sister Klytcernnestra, in a tone of rude and 
plain-spoken severity, resembling that of Euripides and Lyko
phron afterwards, but strikingly opposite to the delicacy and 
respect with which she .is always handled by Horner, who 
never admits reproaches against her except from her own lips.2 

He was smitten with blindness, and made Sensible of his im
piety; but having repented and composed a special poem 

1 See the description in Herodot. vi. 61, of the prayers offered to her, 
and of the miracle which she wrought; to .remove the repulsive ugliness of 
a little Spartan girl of high family. Compare also Pindar, Olymp. iii. 2, 
and the Scholia at the .beginning of the ode; Eurip. Helen. 1662, and 
Orest. 1652-1706; 'Isokrat. Encom. Helen. ii. p. 368, Auger; Dio 
Chrysost. Or. xi. p. 3d:. Bel>s ~vop.lcr811 'll'a.pa Tois "EA.li.1/Cf&: Theodekti!s 
ap. Aristot. PoL i. 2, 19. ee{wv a'll'' ap.rpo'iv twyovov pt(wp.J.TwV. 

2 Euripid. Troad. 982 seq. ; LycophriJn ap. Steph. Byz. v. Al-yvs; 
Stesichorus ap. Schol. Eurip. Orest. 239 ; Fragm. 9 and 10 of the 'IA.lov 
nopcr•s, Schneidewin- ' ' , 

Further 

O~veKa Tvv8cfpewt; PE~t~JV O:rrO.u1. l!eo'i~ JUat; A.0.8er" ~1no8Wpov 
KV1Tp1.8o~· KEiva. ae TvvOtipew KoVpa.tO"t xoAwuO..p.Eva. 

.dty£i/-l-OVS Tf'-'Y/iiJ-OVt; Ti8rtCTf. 
Ka' i\t'JTEU«Yopat; • • • ••• 

••• "EAEVI) EKoiiu" O:rrijpe, &c. 
He had probably contrasted ·her with other females carried away by 
force. 

Stesichorus also affirmed that Iphigeneia was the daughter of Helen by 
Theseus, born at Argos before her marriage with Menelaus and made over 
to Klytremnestra ; this tale was perpetuated by the temple of Eileithyia at 
Argos, which the Argeians affirmed to have been erected by .Helen 
(Pausan. ii. 22, 7). The ages ascribed by Hellanikus and other logo
graphers (Hellan. }<r. 74) to Theseus and Helen-he fifty years of age and 
she a child of seven-when he carried her off to Aphidnre, can never have 
been the original form of any poetical legend. These ages were probably 
imagined in order to make the mythical chronology run smoothly; for 
Theseus belongs to the generation before the Trojan war. But we ought 
always· to recollect that Helen never grows old ( T1)v -yap ¢&7'1s lp.p.ev' 
ci-y1)pw-Quint. Smyr. x. 312), and that her chronology consists only with 
an immortal being. Servius observes (ad lEneid. ii. 601)-';" Helenam' 
immortalem fuisse. indicat tempus. Nam constat fratres ejus cum 
Argonautis fuisse. Argonautarum filii cum Thebanis (Thebano Eteoclis 
et Polynicis bello) dimicaverunt. Item illorum filii contra Trojam bella 
gesserunt. Ergo, si immortalis Helena non fuisset, tot sine dubio seculis 
durare non posset." So Xenophon, after enumerating many heroes of 
different ages, all pupils of Cheiron, says that the life of CheiriJn suffices 
for all, he being brother of Zeus (De Venatione, c. I). 

The daughters of Tyndareus are Klytremnestra, Helen, and Timandra, 
all open to the charge advanced by Stesichorus : see about Timandra, wife 
of the Tegeate Echemus, the new fragment of the Hesiodic Catalogue, 
recently restored by Gee! (Gottling, Pref. Hesiod. p. !xi.). 

It is -curious to read, in Bayle's article Helene, his critical discussion of 
the adventures ascribed to her-as if they were genuine matter of history, 
more or less con"ectly reported. · 

• 
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formally retracting the calumny, was permitted to recover his 
sight. In his poem of recantation (the famous palinode now 
unfortunately lost) he pointedly contradicted the Homeric narra
tive, affirming that Helen had never been at Troy at all, and 
that the Trojans had carried thither nothing but her image or 
eidOlon.! It is, probably, to the excited religious feelings of 
Stesichorus that we owe the first idea of this glaring deviation 
from the old legend, which could never have been recommended 
by any considerations of poetical interest. 

Other versions were afterwards started, forming a sort of 
compromise between Homer and Stesichorus, admitting that 
Helen had never really been at Troy, without altogether 
denying her elopement. Such is the story of her having been 
detained in Egypt during the whole term of the siege. Paris, 
on his departure from Sparta, had been driven thither by 
storms, and the Egyptian king Proteus, hearing of the grievous 
wrong which he had committed towards Menelaus, had sent 
him away from the country with severe menaces, detaining 
Helen until her lawful husband should come to seek her. 
When the Greeks reclaimed Helen from Troy, the Trojans 
assured them solemnly, that she neither was nor ever had 
been, in the town ; but the Greeks, treating this allegation as 
fraudulent, prosecuted the siege until their ultimate success 
confirmed the correctness of the statement. Menelaus did 
not recover Helen until, on his return from Troy, he visited 
Egypt. 2 Such was the story told by the Egyptian priests to 

1 Plato, Republic. ix. p. s87. c. IO. tfJ<T7r<p 'T~ Ti)s 'Eli.EV7)S .rawl\ov ~'T7)<Tl
xop6s cj>7)<Tt 7r<pt}lrfX7)'TOV ")'EV<<T8at ~v Tpoly, tt-yvo[q. Tov ttil.'heovs. 

Isokrat. Encorn. Helen. t. ii. p. 370, Auger; Plato, Phredr. c. 44, p. 
243-244; Max. Tyr. Diss. xi. p. 320, Davis; Con6n, Narr. r8; Dio 
Chrysost. Or. xi. p. 323. Tl>v }lEV ~T7)<Tixopov ~v TV ii<TT<pov .:,aji 71.€-yew, 
Ws TO 1rap&.1rav oVOE 1rA.eVueLEV 7J (EAEv11 oVO&.p.oue. Iforace, Od. 
i. I 7 ; Epod. xvii. 42-

" lnfamis Helenre Castor o:ffensus vice, 
Fraterque magni Castoris, victi 'i'rece, 
Adem pta vati reddidere lumina.' 

Pausan. iii. 19, 5· Virgil, surveying the war from the point of view of the 
Trojans, had no motive to look upon Helen with particular tenderness: 
Deiphobus imputes to her the bas.est treachery (.t'Eneid, vi. 5 rr, " sce!us 
exitiale Lacamce;" compare ii. 567). 

2 Herodot. ii. 120, ou -yap 51! oi!Tw 7• cJ>p•vof3!1.a/31is ;jv b npla}lOS, ou3' ol 
/f!l.!l.ot 1rporr-qt<oV'TES a.uTrfi, &c. The passage is too long to cite, but is 
highly curious : not the least remarkable part is the religious colouring 
which he gives to the new version of the story \Yhich he is adopting, 
-"the Trojans, though they had not got Helen, yet could not persuade 
the Greeks that this was the fact; for it was the divine will that they 
should be destroyed root and branch, in order to make it plain to man
kind that upon great crimes the gods inflict great punj,shme~ts." 
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Herodotus, and it appeared satisfactory to his historicising 
mind. " F,or if Helen ha:d really been at Troy (he argues) she 
would ce~tainly have been given up, even had she been mistress 
of Priam liimself instead of Paris : the Trojan king, with all 
his family :and all his subjects, would never knowingly have 
incurred utter and irretrievable destruction for the purpose of 
retaining her : their misfortune was, that while they did not 
possess, and therefore could not restore her, they yet found it, 
impossibl~ to convince the Greeks that such was the fact." 
Assuming the historical character of the war of Troy, the 
remark of Herodotus admits of no reply; nor can we greatly 
wonder that he acquiesced in the tale of Helen's Egyptian 
detention,' as a 'substitute for the "incredible insanity" which 
the genuine legend imputes to Priam and the Trojans: Paus
anias, upon the same. ground and by the same mode of 
reasoning, pronounced that the Trojan horse must have been 
in point of fact a battering-engine, because to admit the literal 
narrative :would be to impute utter childishness to the defenders 
of the city. And Mr. Payne Knight rejects Helen altogether 
as the real cause of the Trojan war, though she may have been 
the pretJxt of it; for he thinks that neither the Greeks nor 
the Trojans could have been so mad and silly as tq endure 
calamities of such magnitude "for one little woman." 1 Mr. 
Knight suggests various political causes as substitutes; these 
might deserve consideration, either if any evidence could be 
produced to countenance them, or if the subject on which they 
are brought to bear could be shown to belong to the domain 
of history.' · 
' The return of the Grecian chiefs from Troy furnished matter 

to the ancient epic hardly less copious than the siege itself, 
and the more susceptible of indefinite diversity, inasmuch as 

Dio Chrysostom (Or. xi. p. 333) reasons in the same way as Herodotus 
against the credibility of the received narrative. On the other hlmd, Iso: 
krates, in extolling Helen, dwells on the calamities of the Trojan war as a 
test of the peerless value of the prize (Encom. He!. p. 360, Aug.) : in the 
view of Pindar (Olymp. xiii. 56) as well as in that of Hesiod (Opp. Di. 165), 
Helen is the one prize contended for. 

Euripides, in his tragedy of Helen, recognises the detention of Helen in 
Egypt and the presence of her •f6w71.ov at Troy, but he follows Stesichorus 
in denying her elopement altogether,-Hermes had carried her to Egypt in 
a cloud (Helen 35-45, 706): compare Von Hoff, De Mytho Helenre 
Euripidere, cap. 2, p. 35 (Leyden, 1843). 

1 Pausan. i. · 23, 8 ; Payne Knight, Prolegg. ad Homer. c. 53· 
. Euphorion construed the wooden horse into a Grecian ship called ~hr,.os,· 

'' The Horse" (Euphorion, Fragm. 34, ap. Dtintzer, Fragm. Epicc. Grrec . 
. p. 55)· , . 

See Thucyd. 1. 12. VI. 2. 'T . . . 
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those who had before acted in concert were now dispersed and 
isolated. Moreover the stormy voyages and compulsory wander
ings of the heroes exactly fell in with the common aspirations 
after an heroic founder, and enabled even the most remote 
Hellenic settlers to connect the origin of their town with this 
prominent event of their ante-historical and semi-divine world. 
And an absence of ten years afforded room for the supposition 
of many domestic changes in their native abode, and many 
family misfortunes and misdeeds during the interval. One of 
these heroic "Returns," that of Odysseus, has been im
mortalised by the verse of Homer. The hero, after a series 
of long-protracted suffering and expatriation, inflicted on him 
by the anger of Poseidon, at last reaches his native island, but 
finds his wife beset, his youthful son insulted, and his substance 
plundered, by a troop of insolent suitors; he is forced to 
appear as a wretched beggar, and to endure in his own person 
their scornful treatment; but finally, by the interference of 
Athene coming in aid of his own courage and stratagem, he 
is enabled to overwhelm his enemies, to resume his family 
position, and to recover his property. The return of several 
other Grecian chiefs was the subject of an epic poem by Hagias, 
whi'ch is now lost, but of which a brief abstract or argument 
still remains : there were in antiquity various other poems of 
similar title and analogous matter. 1 

As usual with the ancient epic, the multiplied sufferings of 
this back-voyage are traced to divine wrath, justly provoked by 
the sins of the Greeks; who, in the fierce exultation of a 
victory purchased by so many hardships, had neither respected 
nor even 2 spared the altars of the gods in Troy.. Athene, who 
had been their most zealous ally during the siege, was so 
incensed by their final recklessness, more especially by the 
outrage of Ajax, son of Oi:Jeus, that she actively harassed and 
embittered their return, in spite of every effort to appease her. 
The chiefs began to quarrel among themselves : their formal 
assembly became a scene of drunkenness; even Agamemnon 
and Menelaus lost their fraternal harmony, and each man 
acted on his own separate resolution. s Nevertheless, according 
to the Odyssey, N est6r, Diomedes, N eoptolemus, Idomeneus and 
Philoktetes, reached home speedily and safely; Agamemnon 

1 Suidas, v. N6.rro~. Wiillner, De Cyclo Epico, p. 93· Also a poem 
'Arp~tliwv «&.8olio~ (Athenre. vii. p. 28r ). 

2 Upon this the turn of fortune in Grecian affairs depends ( JEschyl. Aga· 
memn. 338; Odyss. iii. IJO; Euripid. Troad. 69-95). 

3 Odyss. iii. I3D-·I6I ; JEschyl. Agamemn. 65o-66 •. 
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also arrived in Peloponnesus, to perish by the hand of a 
treacherous wife ; but Menelaus was condemned to long 
wanderings and to the· severest privations in 'Egypt, Cyprus 
and elsewhere, before he could set foot in his native land. The 
LOkrian Ajax perished on the Gyr~an rock.1 Though exposed 
to a terrible storm, he had already reached' this place of safety, 
when he indulged in the rash boast of having escaped in 
defiance of the gods. No sooner did Poseidon hear this 
language, than he struck with his trident the rock which Ajax 
was grasping and precipitated both into the sea.2 Kalchas the 
soothsayer, together with Leonteus and Polypcetes, proceeded 
by land from Troy to Kolophon.3 

In respect however to these and other Grecian heroes, tales 
were told different from those in the Odyssey, assigning to 
them a long expatriation and a distant home. Nestor went to 
Italy, where he founded Metapontum, Pisa and Herakleia: 4 

Philoktetes 5 also went to Italy, founded Petilia and Krimisa, 
and sent settlers to Egesta in Sicily. Neoptotemus, under the 
advice of Thetis, marched by land across Thrace, met with 
Odysseus, who had come by sea, at Maroneia, and then pursued 
his journey to Epirus, where he became king of the Molossians. 6 

Idomeneus came to Italy, and founded Uria in the Salentine 
peninsula. Diomedes, after wandering far and wide, went 
along the Italian coast into the innermost Adriatic gulf, and 

1 Odyss. iii. rSS-196; iv. 5-87. The Egyptian city of Kanopus, at the 
mouth of the Nile, was believed to have hken its name from .the pilot of 
Menelaus, w:ho had died and was buried there (Strabo, xvii. p. 801; Tacit'. 
Ann. ii. 6o ). Meve,>,&ros v&p.os, so called after Menelaus {Dio Chrysost. xi. 
p. 361). 

2 Odyss. iv. 500. ·The epic NOO"To< of Hagias placed this adventure 
of Ajax on the rocks of Kaphareus, a southern promontory of Eubcea 
(Argum. NOO"To<, p. 23, Dlintzer). Deceptive lights were kindled on the 
dangerous rocks by Nauplius, the father of Palamedes, in revenge for the 
death of his son (Sophokles, Nav,.."-<os nup~<aevs, a lost tragedy; Hygin. f. 
u6; Senec. Agamemn. 567). · · · 

3 Argument. NouTo<, ut sup. There were monuments of Kalchas near 
Sipontum in Italy also (Strabo, vi. p. 284), as well as at Selge in Pisidia 
(Strabo, xii. p. 570). 

4 Strabo, v. p. 222; vi. p. 264. Vellei. Paterc. i. 1; Servius ad·Ai:n. 
x. 179. He had built a temple to Athene in the island of Kells (Strabo, 
x. 487). ' 

5 Strabo, vi pp. 254, 272; Virgil, lEn. iii. 401, and Servius ad foe. ; 
Lycophr6n, 912. 

Both the tomb of Philoktetes and the arrows of Herakles which he had 
used against Troy, were for a long time shown at Thurium (Justin,.xx. 1). 

8 Argument. Nou'l'o<, p. 23, Dlintz,·; Pindar, Nem. iv. 51. According 
to Pindar, however, Neoptolemus comes from Troy by sea, misses the 
island of Skyru!f, and sails round to the Epeirotic Ephyra (Nem. vii. 37) • 

• 
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finally settled in Daunia, founding the cities of Argyrippa, 
Beneventurn, Atria and biornedeia: by the favour of Athene 
he became immortal, and was worshipped as a god in many 
different places.1 The Lokrian followers of Ajax founded the 
Epizephyrian Lokri on the southernmost corner of Italy,2 

besides another settlement in Libya. I have spoken in another 
place of the compulsory exile of Teukros, who besides founding 
the city of Salamis in Cyprus, is said to have established some 
settlements in the Iberian peninsula.3 Menestheus the Athenian 
did the like, and also founded both El<ea in M ysia and Skyl
letium in Italy. 4 The Arcadian chief Agapen6r founded Paphus 
in Cyprus.5 Epeius, of Panopeus in Ph6kis, the constructor 
of the Trojan horse with the aid of the goddess Athene, settled 
at Lagaria near Sybaris on the coast of Italy; and the very 
tools which he had employed in that remarkable fabric were 
shown down to a late date in the temple of Athene at Meta
pontum.6 Temples, altars and towns were also pointed out 
in Asia Minor, in Samos and in Krete, the foundation of 
Agamemn6n or of his followers.7 The inhabitants of the 
Grecian town of Skione, in the Thracian peninsula called 
Pallene or Pellene, accounted themselves the offspring of the 
Pellenians from Achaoa in Peloponnesus, who had served under 
Agamemn6n before Troy, and who on their return from the 

1 Pindar, Nem. x. 7, with the Scholia. Strabo, iii. p. ISO; v. p. 214-
215 ; vi. p. 284. Stephan. Byz. 'Ap-,6pm-rra, A.top.'T/Ii<ia. Aristotle recog
nises him as buried in the Diomedean islands in the Adriatic (Anthol. Gr. 
Brunck. i. p. I 78). 

The identical tripod which had been gained by DiomMes, as victor in 
the chariot-race at the funeral games of Patroklus, was shown at Delphi in 
the time of Phanias, attested by an inscription, as well as the dagger which 
had been worn by Helika6n, son of Anten6r (Athenre. vi. p. 232). 

2 Virgil, h:neid, iii. 399; xi. 265 ; and Servius, ibid. Ajax, the son of 
O!leus, was worshipped there as a hero (Con6n. Narr. IS). 

3 Strabo, iii. p. 157 ; Isokrates, Evagor. Encom. p. 192; Justin. xliv. 3· 
Ajax, the son of Teukros, established a temple of Zeus, and an hereditary 
priesthood always held by his descendants (who mostly bore the name of 
Ajax or Teukros), at Olbe in Kilikia (Strabo, xiv. p. 672). Teukros 
~:arried with him his Trojan captives to Cyprus (Athenre. vi. p. 256). 

4 Strabo, iii. p. I4G-I50; vi. p. 26I ; xiii. p. 622. See the epitaphs on 
Teukros and Agapen6r by Aristotle (Antholog. Gr. ed. Brunck. i. p. I79-
J8o). 

5 Strabo, xiv. p. 683 ; Pausan. viii. 5, 2. 
6 Strabo, vi. p. 263; Justin, xx. 2; Aristot. Mira b. Ausc. c. 108. Also 

• the epigram of the Rhodian Simmias called ll<i'.<KVS (Antholog. Gr. 
Bnmck. i. p. 210). 

7 Vellei. Patercul. i. I. Stephan. Byz. v. M.p.-rr71. Strabo, xiii. p. 605; 
xiv. p. 639. Theopompus (Fragm. I 11, Didot) recounted that Aga
rnernn<Jn and his followers had possessed themselves of t~e larger portion 
of Cyprus. • 
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siege had· been driven on' the spot by j!J..'st-;;m and· there 
settled.1 The Pamphylians, on the~ sb_u~_he'rn coast of Asia 
Minor, deduced their origin from the wanaerings of Amphi-

' lochus and Kalchas after the siege of Troy:. the inhabitants of 
the Amphilochian Argos on the Gulf of Ambrakia revered the 
same Amphilochus as their founder. 2 The Orchomenians under 
Ialmenus,. on quitting the conquered city, wandered or were 
<:lriven to the eastern extremity of the Euxine Sea; and the 
barbarous Ach::eans under Mount Caucasus were supposed 
to have derived their first establishment from ·this· source. 3 

Merio'nes with his Kre.tan followers settled at Engyicn in 
Sicily,, along with the preceding Kretans who had remained 
there after the invasion of Minos. The Elymians in Sicily 
also w;ere composed of Trojans and Greeks separately driven 
t9 the.· spot, who, forgetting their previous differences, united 
in the joint settlements of 'Eryx and Egesta.4 . We hear of 
Podaleirius both in Italy and on the coast of Karia ; 5 of 
Akamas, son of Theseus, at Amphipolis in Thrace, at Soli. in 
Cyprus, and at Synnada''in Phrygia.; 6 of Guneus, Prothous 
and Eurypylus, in Krete as well as in Libya.7 The obscure 
poem of Lycophron enumerates many of these dispersed and 
expatriated heroes, whose conquest of Troy was indeed· a 
Kadmeia·n,_yictory (according to the proverbial phrase of the 
Greeks), wherein the sufferings of the victor were little inferior 
to those ,cif the vanquished.8 It was particularly among the 
ltalian•;Greeks, where they were worshipped with very speciaJ 
solemnity; .that their presence as wanderers from ·Troy was 
reported,)mfi believed. 9 · 

1 Th~c\·~. iv. 120. 
2 fi:erodot. vii. 91 ; Thucyd. ii. 68. According to the olq elegiac poet 

Kallinos, Kalchas himself had died at Klarus near Koloph6n, after his 
march from Troy,. but Mopsus, his rival in the prophetic function, had 
conducted~ his followers into Pamphylia and Kilikia (Strabo, xii. p. 570.; 
xiv. p. 668). The oracle of Amphilochus at ·Mall us in Kilikia bot'e the 
highest character for exactness and truth-telling in the time of Pausanias, 
p.awreiov l!.tJteuooiT'Tct.'Tov 'TWV br' 'p.ov (Paus. i .. 34, 2). Another story recog
nised Leontius and Polypcetes as the founders of Aspendus in Kilikia 
(Eustath. ad Iliad. ii. 138). . 

3 Strabo, ix. p. 416. 4 Diod6r. iv. 79; Thucyd. vi. 2. 
6 Stephan. Byz. v. ~Jpva; Lycophr6n, J047· • 
6 JEschines, De Falsa Legat. c. 14; Strabo, xiv. p. 683; Stephan. By.z; 

V. ~Vvva0a. 1 • 

7 Lycophr6n, 877-902, with Scholia; Apollod6r. Fragm. p. 386, Heyne.··• 

1 There is also a long_ enun;eration of t~ese returning wanderers and founders 
( of new settl'ements m Sohnus (Polyh1st c. 2). 
I 8 Strabo, iii. ·p._ rso. . . -.' 

9 Aristot: Mitoabil. Auscult. 79, 106, 107, rog; II t . 
• 
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I pass over the numerous other tales which circulated among 

the ancients, illustrating the ubiquity of the Grecian and 
Trojan heroes as well as that of the Argonauts,-one of the 
most striking features in the Hellenic legendary world.l 
Amongst them all, the most interesting, individually, is 
Odysseus, whose romantic adventures in fabulous places and 
among fabulous persons have been made familiarly known by 
Homer. The goddesses Kalypso and Circe; the semi-divine 
mariners of Phreacia, whose ships are endowed with conscious
ness and obey without a steersman; the one-eyed Cycl6pes, 
the gigantic Lrestrygones, and the wind-ruler JEolus; the 
Sirens who ensnare by their song, as the Lotophagi fascinate 
by their food-all these pictures formed integral and interesting 
portions of the old epic. Homer leaves Odysseus re-established 
in his house and family. But so marked a personage could 
never be permitted to remain in the tameness of domestic life : 
the epic poem called the Telegonia ascribed so him a subse
quent series of adventures. Telegonus, his son by Circe, 
coming to Ithaka in search of his father, ravaged the island 
and killed Odysseus without knowing who he was. Bitter 
repentance overtook the son for his undesigned parricide : at 
his prayer and by the intervention of his mother Circe, both 
Penelope and Telemachus were made immortal; Telegonus 
married Penelope, and Telemachus married Circe.2 

We see by this poem that Odysseus was represented as the 
mythical ancestor of the Thesprotian kings, just as N eoptole
mus was of the Molossian. 

It has already been mentioned that Anten6r and JEneas 
stand distinguished from the other Trojans by a dissatisfaction 
with Priam and a sympathy with the Greeks, which is by 
Sophokles and others construed as treacherous collusion, 3-a 

1 Strabo, i. p. 48. After dwelling emphatically on the long voyages of 
Dionysus, H@rakl@s, Jas6n, Odysseus, and Menelaus, he says, Alveiav 8~ 
Ka.l , Av-r.fwopa. Kal cEvEToVs, Kal O:rrA&s "ToVs EJC roil Tp"'i"«oii 7roA.€p.ov 
wll.a.v7J8lv-ras els wii<Ta.V 'T~V oltwvp.EV7JV, ll.{wv,u.~ 'Twv wa.ll.atwv &vepdnrwv 
vo,u.i<Ta.t; ::>.vvlf371 -yap 8~ 'Tots .,.,).,.. "Ell.li.7J<Ttv, ~,u.olws Kal Tots fla.pfJ&pots, 8ta 
'TOV 'Ti)S <T'Tpa'Te[o;s xp6vov, a1rofJa.li.EtV 'TJ. 'l"f ~~~ o1Kcp Kal Tjj <T'I"pa'Te[~ 7r0pt<TefV'Ta' 
&<Tn p.e'Ta 'T~V TOv 'Ill.lou KaTa<TTpo<P~v ToVs 'TE VtK.f,<Tav ... as t7rl li.'[I<T'I"tiav 
.,-pa.1rEcr6cu 8ul. rc%s 0.1roplas, ~ea.l 1toAJ...tP p.a'A.'Aov -roils 7rrT1}8€JI'ras Kal 7rEpt· 

"fEVO,U.EIIOUS ~K 'TOV woli.EJ.LOV. Kal 8~ Kal 'li'OAEtS {,,.IJ 'TOV'TWV K'l"t<T8i)vat 
71.£-yov'Tat KaTa wii<Tav ... ~v t{w Ti)s 'E71.71.&8os wapall.[a.v, f<TT< 

• 8' l!1rou Kal r~v ,u.eiro-yatav. ·~ 
2 The Telegonia, composed by Eugamm6n of Kyr@n~, is lost, b~t the 

Argument of it has been preserved by Proclu:; (p. 2S, Diintzer; D1ktys, 
vi. IS). . ... . . 

s Dionys. Hal. 1. 46-48; Sophokl. ap. Strab. xm. p. 6oS; L1vy, 1. I; 
Xenophon, Venat. i. IS. • • 
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susp1c1on indirectly glanced at, though· emphatically repelled, 
by the JEneas of Virgil.1 In the old' epic of Arktinus, next in 
age to the Iliad and Odyssey, JEneas abandons Troy and 
retires to Mount Ida, in terror at the miraculous death of 
Laocoon, before the entry of the Greeks into the town and the 
last night-battle : yet Lesches, in another of the ancient epic 
poems, represented him as having been carried away captive 
by Neoptolemus. 2 In a remarkable passage of the Iliad, 
Poseidon describes the family of Priam as having incurred the 
hatred of Zeus, and predicts that JEneas and his descendants 
shall reign over the-Trojans: the race of Dardanus, beloved by 

, Zeus more than all his other sons, would thus be preserved, 
' since }Eneas belonged to it. Accordingly, when JEneas is in 
· imminent peril from the hands of Achilles, Poseidon specially 
1 interferes to rescue him, and even the implacable miso-Trojan 
! goddess Here assents to the proceeding.3 These passages 
1 have been construed by various able critics to refer to a family 
f'Df philo-Hellenic .or semi-Hellenic JEneadre, known even. in 
the time of the early singers of the Iliad as masters of some 
territory in or near the Troad, and professing to be descended 
from, as well as worshipping, }Eneas. In the town of Skepsis, 
situated· in the mountainous range of Ida, about thirty miles 
eastward of Ilium, there existed two noble and priestly families 
who professed to be descended, the one from Hector, the other 
from~neas. The Skepsian critic Demetrius (in whose time both 

1 JEn. ii. 433· 
2 Argument of 'Ill.iov nc!p<T<S; Fragm. 7, of Lesch~s, in Diintzer's Col· 

lection, p. 19-21. 
_ Hellanikus seems to have adopted this retirement of JEneas to the 
strongest parts of Mount Ida, but to have reconciled it with the stories of 

I the migration of JEneas, by saying that he only remained in Ida a little 
time, and then quitted· the country altogether .. by virtue· of a conven

' tion concluded with the Greeks (Dionys. Hal. i. 47-48). Among the 
! infinite variety of stories respecting this hero, one was, that after having 
·effected his settlement in Italy, he had returned to Troy and resumed the 
~-sceptre, bequeathing it at his death to Ascanius (D_ ionys. Hal. i. 53) : this 
~was a comprehensive scheme for apparently reconciling all the legends. 
~- 8 Iliad, xx. 300. Poseidl\n speaks, respecting Mneas-, _ 
t ~ AAA• O.ye9', ~p.eL, trip p.w Vrr' EK 6avti:rov O.y&:yww:v, 

Ml}7twc; Ka.l Kpov£871~ KExoAWO'erat, a.'t~e:ev 'Axt.AArus
TOvOe KaTaKTEivrr p.Optp.ov OE or Eur' O.i\€au8a.t, 
•otppa IJ.it a<T'Tr~pp,O~ y~vel] Kal O.tpavro~ 0A7]Tat 

:t_~ .0.~/!a&.vo~, &~ Kpovi8-q~ m:p~ ~civTwv t/>fAa.To n-o.i8wv, 
i Oc.. E'.8ev E§eyEvovro, yvvo.c..l(wv,T~ 81117ra.wv. Ito 

HcS-q yap llpu:iJLoV 1evt-l,v ftxBt,pe Kpoviwv• 
I,~~ NVv 8€ 81) Alvdo.o f!llJ TpWEtT<Tt.V &.v<itn, 
_ Ko.l r.a.{8wv 1ro.i8~~, To[ ~eev JLer6r.tcr8e ")'E'vwvro.t • 

''Again, v. 339, Poseidl\n tells JEneas that he has nothing to dread from 
~any other Greek• than Achilles. 
' . . .f VOL. I, T 
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these families were still to be found) informs us that Skamari
drius son of Hector, and Ascanius son of lEneas, were the 
archegets or heroic founders of his native city, which had been 
originally situated on one of the highest ranges of Ida, and 
was subsequently transferred by them to the less lofty spot on 
which it stood in his time.l In Arisbe arid Gentinus there 
seem to have been families professing the same descent, since 
the same archegets were acknowledged. 2 In Ophrynium, 
Hector had his consecrated edifice, while in Ilium both he 
and JEneas were worshipped as gods: s and it was the remark
able statement of the Lesbian Menekrates, that JEneas, "having 
been wronged by Paris and stripped of the sacred privileges 
which belonged to him, avenged himself by betraying the city, 
and then became one of the Greeks." 4 

One tale thus among many respecting lEneas, and that too 
the most ancient of all, preserved among natives ·of the Troad, 
who worshipped him as their heroic ancestor, was, that after 
the capture of Troy he continued in the country as king of the 
remaining Trojans, on friendly terms with the Greeks. But 
there were other tales respecting him, alike numerous and 
irreconcileable : the hand of destiny marked hi'm as a wanderer 
(jato profugus), and his ubiquity is not exceeded even by that 
of Odysseus. We hear of him at .tEnus in Thrace, in Pallene, 
at lEneia in the Thermaic Gulf, in Delus, at Orchomenus and 
Mantineia in Arcadia, in the islands of Kythera and Zakynthus, 
in Leukas and Ambrakia, at Buthrotum in Epirus, on the 
Salentine peninsula and various other places in the southern 
region of Italy; at Drepana and Segesta in Sicily, at Carthage, 
at Cape Palinurus, Cumre, Misenum, Caieta, and finally in 
Latium, where he lays the first humble foundation of the 

1 See 0. Miiller, on the causes of the mythe of JEneas and his voyage to 
Italy, in Classical Journal, vol. xxvi. p. 308; ·Klausen, JEneas und die 
Penaten, vol. i. p. 43-52. 

D~m~trius Skeps. ap. Strab. xiii. p. 607; Nicolaus ap. Steph. Byz. v. 
'Au1<a.via. Demetrius conjectured that Skepsis had been the regal seat of 
}Eneas : there was a village called JEneia near to it (Strabo, xiii. p. 603). 

2 Steph. Byz. v. 'Apiu/371, revri'vos. Ascanius is king of Ida after the 
departure of the Greeks (ConBn, Narr. 41; Mela, i. 18). Ascanius portus 
between Phokrea and Kyme. 

3 Strabo, xiii. p. 595 ; LycophrBn, 1208, and Sch. ; Athenagoras, Legat. 
I. Inscri'ption in Clarke's Travels, vol. ii. p. 86, 01 'Vuei's rov 1r&rpwv 
6eov Alveia.v. Lucian. Deor. Concil. c. 12. i. III, p. 534, Hemst. 

4 Menekrat. ap. Dionys. Hal. i. 48. 'Axawvs li~ &.vi71 eixe (after the 
burial) 1<a.l 'OOI<EOV ri)s urpomi)s rhv 1<<</>a.A.hv &.7r'l/pcf.x8at. uOJ.<wS lie r&cpov 
aUrcp 8allTav-res, l7roAEp.eov fi1 1rdap, lfx.pts ,lAws Ed.Aw, Alve[ew Ev06wros .. 
Alv<i'I/S 'YttP l!.rtTOS 'd,v ~7r0 'Ali.E~cf.vlipou, l<aL a'lTO 'Y•piw·v IGfWV l~ELP'YOJ.I.EVOS, 
averp•>f• TipiaJ.<OV, lp"(O.Ucf.j.I.EVOS lie raura, •Ts 'Axatwv.i'Y•'YOVEL, 
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mighty Rome a:nd her empire.! And the reason why his 
wanderings were not continued still further was, that the 
oracles and the pronounced . will. of the gods directed him to 
settle in Latium.2 In each of these numerous places his visit 
was commemorated and certified by local monuments or 
special legends, particularly by temples and permanent cere
monies in honour of his mother Aphrodite, whose 'worship 
accompanied him everywhere : there were also many temples 
and many different tombs of JEneas himself.3 The .vast 
ascendency acquired by Rome, the ardour with which all the 
literary Rbmans espoused the idea of a Trojan origin, and the 
fact that the Julian family J;"ecognised .;Eneas as their gentile 
primary ancestor,-all contributed to give to .the Roman 
version of this legend the preponderance over every other. 
The. various other places, in which monuments of JEneas were 
founq,. carn;e thus to be represented as places where he had 
h~lted for ,a time on his way from Troy to Latium. But 
though the. legendary pretensions of these place~ were thus 
e.clipsed in\ the eyes of those who constituted the literary 
public, the 'local belief was not extinguished; they claimed 

·.the hero as', their permanent property, a!'ld his tomb was to 
them a proof that he had lived and died among them. 

Anten6r, who shares with JEneas the favourable sympathy 
of the Greeks, is said by Pin. dar to have gone from Troy along 
_with Menelaus and Helen into the region of Kyrene in Libya.4 

Butaccording to the more current narrative, he placed himself 
~t the head of a body of Eneti or Veneti from Paphlagonia, 
who had come as allies of Troy, and went by sea into the inner 
part of the Adriatic Gulf, where he conquered the neighbouring 

• j ~ 

, 1 'Dionys. Bali~. A; R. i, 48-54; Heyne, 'Excu,rs. I ad .t'Eneid. iii.': De 
-'.tEnere 'Errorihus, -and Excurs. I ad .t'En. v.; Coni\h, Narr.<46.;:· Livy, xl. 
4 ; Stephan. Byz. 1 Mveux. The inhabitants of .t'En'eia ·in the, The~maic Gulf 
worshipped him with great solemnity as their heroic founder (Pausan. iii. 
22, 4 ;· yiii. I2, 4).'. The tomb of Anchises was shown on- the confines of 
the Arcadian· Orchomeims and Mantineia {compare Steph: Byz.' ·v. K&tpua<), 
under the 'mountain called Anchisia, near a temple of Aphrodite: on the 
discrepancies respecting the death of Anchise5 (Heyne, Excurs. I 7 ad lEn. 
iii.) :·Segesta in Sicily founded by lEneas (Cicero, Verr. iv. 33). 

2 Toil a< P.TJicETL trporrw-ropw -ri)s EvpwtrT}S tr.\evrra< TO~ TpwiJ<OvCTT6.\ov, or 'TE 

'xpnrrf<ol' l'YEV~V'TO ariw<, &c: (Dionys. Hal. i. 55·) . . . .. 
3 Dionys. Hal. i. 54· Among othe~ places, his tomb was shown at 

Berecynthia, in Phrygia (Festus v. Romam, p. 224, ed. Miiller): a curious 
artide, wliich contains an assemblage-of the most, contradictory statements 
respecting both lEne~s and Latinus. . · 
· 4 Pindar, ·Pyth. v., and the citation from the N6rr-ro1 of Lysimachus in the 
~cholia; given itill more fully' in t~e Scholia ad Lycophri\n~ 875. There 
was ::1. .>..oq>Qs 'AY'T1Wop~wv at K yrene. , .. 
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barbarians and founded the town of Patavium (the mode~ 
Padua) ; the Veneti in this region were said to owe their origin 
to his immigration.1 We learn further from Strabo, that 
Opsikellas, one of the companions of Anten6r, had continued 
his wanderings even into Iberia, and that he had there 
established a settlement bearing his name.2 

Thus endeth the Trojan war, together with its sequel, the 
dispersion of the heroes, victors as weii as vanquished. The 
account here given of it has been unavoidably brief and im
perfect; for in a work intended to foJlow consecutively the 
real history of the Greeks, no greater space can be allotted 
even to the most splendid gem of their legendary period. 
Indeed, although it would be easy to fiJI a large volume with 
the separate. incidents which have been introduced into the 
"Trojan cycle," the misfortune is that they are for the most 
part so contradictory as to exclude ail possibility of weaving 
them into one connected narrative. We are compelled to 
select one out of the number, generaJiy without any solid 
ground of preference, and then to note the variations of the 
rest. No one who has not studied the original documents 
can imagine the extent to which this discrepancy proceeds : 
it covers almost every portion and fragment of the tale.3 

But though much may have been thus omitted of what the 
reader might expect to find in an account of the Trojan war, 
its genuine character has been studiously preserved, without 
either exaggeration or abatement. The real Trojan war is that 
which was recounted by Homer and the old epic poets, and 
continued by all the lyric and tragic composers. For the 
latter, though they took great liberties with the particular 
incidents, and introduced to some extent a new moral tone, 
yet worked more or less faithfuiiy on the Homeric scale ; and 
even Euripides, who departed the most widely from the feel
ings of the old legend, never lowered down his matter to the 
analogy of contemporary life. They preserved its weJI-defined 
object, at once righteous and romantic, the recovery of the 
daughter of Zeus and sister of the Dioskuri-its mixed agencies, 

1 Livy, i. I. Servius ad JEneid, i. 242. Strabo, i. 48; v. 212. Ovid, 
Fasti, iv. 75· 

2 Strabo, iii. p. i57. , 
8 These diversities are well set forth in the useful Dissertation of Fuchs, 

De Vatietate Fabularum Troicarum (Cologne, r83o). 
Of the number of romantic statements put forth respecting Helen and 

Achilles especially, some idea may be formed from the fourth, fifth and 
sixth chapters of Ptolemy Hephrestioil (apud Westermann. Script!. Mytho· 
graph. p. r88, &c.). ' • 
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Jivine, heroic and human-the colossal force and deeds of its 
chief actors-its vast magnitude and long duration, as well as 
the toils which the conquerors underwent, and the Nemesis 
which followed upon their success, And these were the 
circumstances which, set forth in the full blaze of epic and 
tragic poetry, bestowed upon the legend its powerful and 
imperishable influence over the Hellenic mind. The enter
prise was one comprehending all the members of the Hellenic 
body, of which each individually might be proud, and in 
which, nevertheless, those feelings of jealous and narrow 
patriotism, so lamentably prevalent 'in many of the towns, were 
as much as possible excluded. It supplied them with a grand 
and inexhaustible object of common sympathy, common faith, 
and common admiration ; and when occasions arose for bring
ing together a Pari-Hellenic force against the barbarians, the 
precedent of the Homeric expedition was one upon which the 
elevated minds 'of Greece could dwell with the. certainty of 
rousing an unanimous impulse, if not always ofcounterworking 
sinister by-motives, among their audience. And the incidents 
comprised in the Trojan cycle were familiarised, not only to 
the public mind, but also to the public eye, by innumerable 
representations both of the sculptor and the painter,-those 
w~ich were romantic and chivalrous being better adapted for 
this purpose, ana therefore more constantly employed, than 
any other. · 

Of such events the genuine Trojan war of the old epic was 
for the most part composed. Though literally ·believed, 
reverentially cherish,ed, and numbered among the gigantic 
phrenomena of the past, by the Grecian public, it is in the eyes 
of modern inquiry essentially a legend and nothing more. If 
we are asked whether it be not a legenq embodying portions of 
historical matter, ahd raised upon a basis of truth,-whether 
there may not really have occurred at the• foot of the hill of 
Ilium a war purely human and political,·withotit gods, without 
heroes, without Helen, without Amazons, without Ethiopians 
under the beautiful son of Eos, without the wooden horse, 
without the characteristic and expressive features of the old 
epical war,-like the ·mutilated trunk of De!phobus in the 
under-world; if we are asked whether then~ was not really 
some such historical Trojan war as this, our answer must be, 
that as the possibility of it cannot be denied, so neither can 
the reality of it be affirmed. We possess nothing but the 
ancient epic itself .without any independent evidence: had it 
been an age of records indeed, the Homeric epic in its exquisite. . . . 
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and unsuspecting simplicity would probably never have come 
into existence. Whoever therefore ventures to dissect Homer, 
Arktinus, and Lesches, and to pick out certain portions as 
matters of fact, while he· sets aside the rest as fiction, must do 
so in full reliance on his own powers of historical divination, 
without any means either of proving or verifying his con
clusions. Among many attempts, ancient as well as modern, 
to identify real objects in this historical darkness, that of Dio 
Chrysostom deserves attention for its extraordinary boldness. 
In his oration addressed to the inhabitants of Ilium, and 
intended to demonstrate that the Trojans were not only blame
less as to the origin of the war, but victorious in its issue-he 
overthrows all the leading points of the Homeric narrative, and 
re-writes nearly the whole from beginning to end : Paris is the 
lawful husband of Helen, Achilles is slain by Hector, and the 
Greeks retire without taking Troy, disgraced as well as baffled. 
Having shown without difficulty, that the Iliad, if it be looked 
at as a history, is full of gaps, incongruities and absurdities, he 
proceeds· to compose a more plausible narrative of his own, 
which he tenders as so much authentic matter of fact. The 
most important point, however, which his Oration brings to 
view is, the literal and confiding belief with which the Homeric 
narrative was regarded, as if it were actual h~tory, not only by 
the inhabitants of Ilium, but also by the general Grecian public.! 

The small town of Ilium, inhabited by .lEolic Greeks, 2 and 
raised into importance only by the legendary reverence attached 
to it, stood upon an elevated ridge forming a spur from Mount 
Ida, rather more than three miles from the town and promontory 
of Sigeium, and about twelve stadia, or less than two miles, 
from the sea at its nearest point. From Sigeium and the neigh
bouring town of Achilleium (with its monument and temple of 
Achilles), to the town of Rhceteium on a hill higher up the 
Hellespont (with its monument and chapel of Ajax called the 
Aianteium),3 was a distance of sixty stadia, or about seven 

1 Dio Chrysost. Or. xi. p. 310-322. 
2 Herodot. v. 122. Pausan. v. 8, 3 ; viii. 12, 4· AloJ.eh ~" .,.&J-ews 

Tp<{!aaos, the title proclaimed at the Olympic games: like AloJ.evs &.,.a 
Movplvas, from Myrina in the more southerly region of lEolis, as we find in 
the list of victors at the Charitesia, at Orchomenos in Bceotia (Corp. 
Inscrip. Roeckh. No. 1583). 

3 See Pausanias, i. 35, 3, for the legends current at Ilium respecting the 
vast size of the bones of Ajax in his tomb. The inhabitants affirmed that 
after the shipwreck of Odysseus, the arms of Achilles, which he was carry· 
ing away with him, were washed up by the sea against the tomb of Ajax. 
Pliny gives the distance at thirty stadia: modern travelleri make it some, 

· thing more than Pliny, but considerably less than StliflbO . 

• 
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English miles in the straight course by sea : in the intermediate 
;pace. was a bay and an adjoining plain, comprehending the 
embouchure of the Skamander, and extending. to the base of 
the ri<;lge on which Ilium stobd: <i'-'This ,plain ·~as the celebrated 
plain of Troy, in which the great. Homeric battles were believed 
to haye taken place : t.he portion of the bay near to Sigeium 
went by the name of the Naustathmon. of the Ach<eans (i. e. 
the spot where they dragged their ships· ashore), and was 
accounted to have been the camp of Agamemnon and his 
vast army.1 · · 

Historical Ilium was founded, according to the questionable 
statemynt of Strabo, during the last dynasty of the Lydian 
kings,2 that is,~ at some period later than 720 B.C. Until after 
the days of''Alexander the Great-indeed until th~· period of 
Roman preporideranc.e~it always remained a pltce of incoU:
siderable power and importance, as we learn not'0nly from the 
assertion~of the''geographyr, but also from the 'f~Ct''tliat Achil
leium,' Sigeium ancf Rhceteium were all independent b(it. s But 
incon_~!derable asitn1tght,be, it was the only place which ever 
bore the'venerable name immortalised by Homer. Like the 
Homeric' Ilium, itb.ad'its'.temple of Athene,~ wherein she was 
worshipi*!i as the' presiding goddess of the; town: the inhabit
ants ·affirmed that Agamemnon had not altogether destroyed 
the town, but that it had been re-occupied after:'his departure, 
imd had 'never ceased to exist. 5 • Their acropolis was called 
P~rgamu~, and in it was shown the house 1 of Priam and the 

~ Stribo, xiii. p. 59b-598. Strabo distinguishes the' Axruwv Na.orrra.ep.ov, 
which w.as 'near to Sigeium, from the ~Axa.twv l\.tp.~v;. which w·as more 
towards the middle .of the bay between Sigeium and Rhreteium ; bur we 
gather from his language that this distinction was riot iu'liver.sally recognised. 
Alexander landed at the 'Axa.<wv A.tp.~v (Arrian, i. II). "t <' · 

2 Strabo, ?Ciii. p. 593· . ..,.: ' ~ ~ "; 
3 Herodot. v. 95 (his account of the war between·-the Athenians and 

Mitylenreans~ about Sigeium and Achilleitim); Strabo, xiii. p. 593· Trw o€ 
-r{iJv 'IALEwv .J&Atv T~v~vvv· ..,ew~ p.€v .Kw'p.61roA.tv Elva.l cpacit, TO iEp'Ov fxouO'av 
r~s 'A91]VUS p.t~cpov 1ea.l EbrEAES. ~AA.E~J.vopov 'o€ avafl&.vra p.ErctrrJll brl 
rpa.V[ICrp Vl1C1]V,, ava.9f}p.a.rr[ 'TE ICOUFJ.~UU.t rb /Epbv Ka.l 7r/JOUU.'YOPEVUU.t 1r6Jo..tv, &c. 

Again, Ka.l 'rb "IA.wv, fJ vvv lrrrl, 1Cwp.67roA.ls ms ?)v 3-r< 1rpwrov 'Pwp..a.!ot r~s 
?Ad[a.s brE/31Ja'O.V. . . . . . !·~ ·. f" V "'.~1' !r .~ .• :. "'\ ... "' • 

~ Besides Athene, the In$criptions atithenticate 'Z•h Ilolo..t<vs at' Ilium 
{Corp. InscriJ?. Boeckh. No. 3599). ·• ' . · . :.r ~· •·••.:' . . 

5 Strabo, ~}ii. p. 6oo. A_~'Yovut 0' ol vVv 'Ii\zeLs 1ccil -roVTo;., ~s oVO~. TeJ...Iws 
cruv€{3~tvev :i]cpavlu~ft.L T~v·'1f6Atv "~ro;TQ. .. -r~v li.Awcnv_ inrO '!iirV ~AxatWv, oVO' 
~;ryAelcp91J OVOltror~., ~ I• f ~~ ~ • 

The situation of·Ilium (oi: as it is commonly,, but erroneously, termed, 
}\lew Ilium) appears· to be pretty well ascertained, about two miles from 
the >ea (Rem;_e~l,.On•:the ~Top_ography of Troy,. p. 41-~1 ; Dr. Clarke's 
Travels, vol. u. p. 102). . , · · " ! . . ' 

• 
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altar of Zeus Herkeius where that unhappy old man had been 
slain. Moreover there were exhibited, in the temples, panoplies 
which had been worn by the Homeric heroes, 1 and doubtless 
many other relics appreciated by admirers of the Iliad. 

These were testimonies which few persons in those ages were 
inclined to question, when combined with the identity of name 
and general locality; nor does it seem that any one did ques
tion them until the time of Demetrius of Skepsis. Hellanikus 
expressly described this Ilium as being the Ilium of Homer, 
for which assertion Strabo (or probably Demetrius, from 
whom the narrative seems to be copied) imputes to him very 
gratuitously an undue partiality towards the inhabitants of the 
town. 2 Herodotus relates, that Xerxes in his march into Greece 
visited the place, went up to the Pergamum of Priam, inquired 
with much interest into the details of the Homeric siege, made 
libations to the fallen heroes, and offered to the Athene of 
Ilium pis magnificent sacrifice of a thousand oxen : he pro
bably represented and believed himself to be attacking Greece 
as the avenger of the Priamid family. The Lacedcemonian 
admiral Mindarus, while his fleet lay at Abydus, went person
ally to Ilium to offer sacrifice to Athene, and saw from that 
elevated spot the battle fought between the squadron of 
Dorieus and the Athenians, off the shore near Rhceteium. 3 

1 Xerxes passing by Adramyttium, and leaving the range of Mount Ida 
on his left hand, ii<• <s T~v 'Iil.uflia -y~v ••• 'A-rrt1<op.€vov li€ Tov rnpaTov brl 
Tov :Zi<&.p.avlipov • • • is TO Tlpt&.p.ov TI€p-yap.ov &v€f371, Yp.<pov lxwv 8<fi(fa(f8at. 
El<7J(f&.p.<vos li€, 1<al 1rv8op.•vos 1<dvwv e~<arrTa, Tjl 'A87Jval11 Tjl 'lil.t&.lit 
tevfTE /3oVs XtAlas· xoO.s OE ol ,.ul")'Ol ToLrnv ?]p(J)Cftll Ex~a.VTO ..• "'Ap.u. 
7]p.Epy O€ bropeOeTo, Ev O.ptG'-repfj p.Ev &:rrfpJ~wV Pol-rewv 1r6Atv ~eal 'Ocpp6vetov 
I<O:l A&.pliavov, ?i?r<p li~ 'A{Jvlirp op.ovp6s .!(1'7"!11" iv OE~tjl li€, r€p-yt8as TEvi<povs 
(Herod. vii. 43). 

Respecting Alexander (Arrian, i. II), 'Av<il.86v ... a li€ ls "lil.tov, Tjl 'A871vij. 
8vrrat TV 'lil.t&.lit, i<al ... ~v 'II"O:VO'Iril.lav 'r~V av'rOV &va8€ivat .!s 'COV vaov, l<al 
~eaOei\e"iv civTl Ta{rr7Js TWv [epWv Ttva l>wA.wv ~·n Elc Toii TpwiKoV lp')'DV t7Cd(6p.eva: 
teed 'TaV-ra Af')'ovrnv H·n oL ti7raCT1TUT-ral l<f>epov 1rpO aVToV Es 'T4s p.&xa.s. 
ev(fat OE O:V'COV ./?rl 'COV {Jwp.ov 'COV Atos 'COV 'Epi<Elov i\o-yos 1(0:7"EXE<, P.~""' 
npul.p.ou 7rapatTOJlf-l.EVOV Tr,J NE07r'TOA€p.ou .,.Evel, ~ 81, Es alrrOv Ka8ijKE. 

The inhabitants of Ilium also showed the lyre which had belonged to 
Paris (Plutarch, Alexand. c. 15). 

Chandler, in his History of Ilium, ch. xxii. p. 89, seems to think that 
the place called by Herodotus the Pergamum of Priam is different from the 
historical Ilium. But the mention of the Iliean Atheni! identifies them as 
the same. 

2 Strabo, xiii. p. 602. 'Eil.i\aVti(OS ll€ xapt(Op.<vos To'is 'Iil.tEV(flll, oTos b 
helvou p.veos, (fVV7J')'Op<'i 'rtf ... ~v ab ... ~v eivat 'II"Oil.w ... ~v · vvv Tji 'TOTE. 
Hellanikus had written a work called TpwiK&.. 

8 Xenoph. Hellen. i. r, ro. Skylax places Ilium twenty.five stadia, or 
about three miles from the sea (c. 94). But I do not understand how he 
can call Ski!psis and Kebren 1roil.m <11rl 8ai\&.(f(f?l· o 

0 
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During the interval between the Peloponnesian war and the 
Macedonian invasion of Persia, Ilium was always garrisoned 
as a strong position: but its domain was still narrow, and did 

! not extend even to the sea which was so near to it.1 Alexander, 
, on crossing the Hellespont, sent his army from Sestus to 

Abydus, under Parmenio, and sailed personally from Elreeus in 
the Chersonese, after haying solemnly sacrificed at the Elceun
tian shrine of Protesilaus, to the Harbour of the Achceans 
between Sigeium and Rhreteium. He then ascended to Ilium, 
sacrificed to the Iliean Athene, and consecrated in her temple 
his own panoply, in exchange for which he took some of the 
sacred arms there suspended, which were said to have been 
preserved from the time of the Trojan war. These arms were 
carried before him when he went to battle by his armour
bearers. It is a fact still more curious, and illustrative of 
the strong w:orking of the old legend on an impressible and 
eminently' religious mind, that he also sacrificed to Priam him
self on the very altar of Zeus Herkeius from which the old 
king was believed t~ have been torn by Neoptolemus. As that 
fierce warrior, was his heroic ancestor by the maternal side, he 
desired to avert from himself the anger of .Priam against the 
Achilleid race. 2 

Alexander made to the inhabitants of Ilium many munificent 
promises, which he 'probably would have executed, had he not 
been prevented by untimely death. One of his successors, 
Antigonus, 3 founded the city of Alexandreia .in the Troad, 

1 See Xenoph. Hellen. iii. i. 16 ; and the description of the seizure of 
Ilium, along . with Skepsis and Kebren, by the chief of mercenaries, 
Charidemus, in Demosthen. cont. Aristocrat. c. 38, p. 671 : compare 
JEneas, Poliorcetic. c. 24, and Polyren. iii. 14. 

2 Arrian, /. c. Dikrearchus composed a separate work respecting this 
sacrifice of Alexander, 7rEpl Ti)s ~v 'Ill.lre Ouulas (Athenre. xiii. p. 603; 
Dikrearch. Fragm. p. II4, ed. Fuhr). 

Theophrastus, in noticing old and venerable trees, mentions the tjnryal 
(Quercus asculus) on the tomb of Ilus at Ilium, without any doubt of the 
authenticity of the place (De Plant. iv. 14); and his contemporary, the 
harper Stratonikos, intimates the same feeling, in his jest on the visit of a 
bad sophist to Ilium during the festival of the Ilieia (Athenre. viii. p. 351). 
The same may be said respecting the author of the tenth epistle ascribed to 

• the orator JEschines (p. 737), in which his visit of curiosity to Ilium is 
described-as well as about Apollbnius of Tyana, or the writer who 
describes his life and his visit to the Trbad ; it is evident that he did not 
distrust the b.pxa•oll.o('ia of the Ilieans, who affirmed their town to be the 
real Troy (Philostrat. Vit. Apollbn Tyan. iv. II). 

The goddess Atbene of Ilium was reported to have rendered valuable 
assistance to the inhabitants of Kyzikus, when they were besieged by 
Mithridates, ·commemorated by inscriptions set up in Ilium (Plutarch, 
Lucull. 10). • • 8 Strabo, xiii. p. 6o3-607. 
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between Sigeium and the more southerly promontory of 
Lektum; compressing into it the inhabitants of many of the 
neighbouring .J.Eolic towns in the region of Ida,-Skepsis, 
Kebren, Hamaxitus, Kolome, and Neandria, though the 
inhabitants of Skepsis were subsequently permitted by Lysi
machus to resume their own city andautonomous government. 
Ilium however remained without any special mark of favour 
until the arrival of the Romans in Asia and their triumph over 
Antiochus (about 190 B.c.). Though it retained its walls and 
its defensible position, Demetrius of Skepsis, who visited it 
shortly before that event, described it as being then in a state 
of neglect and poverty, many of the houses not even having 
tiled roofs. 1 In this dilapidated condition, however, it was still 

1 Livy xxxv. 43 ; xxxvii. g. Poly b. v. 78-1 II (passages which prove 
that Ilium was fortified and defensible about B.C. 218). Strabo, xiii. p. 
594· Kal 'TO "'A.wv o'' ~ YVY ~IT'Tt, I<Wf'67To,\{s 'TtS ~v, gT€ 1rpw'TOJI 'PwfLO.tOL T1is 
'Arr(as bd!3rtrro.v 1<o.! i~l[3a.\ov 'AvTioxov Tlw 1-';'Yav 'K T1js ivTOs Toii Tavpov. 
<l>rtrr! -yovv Llrtf'~Tpws b :!.~<~1/Jws, 1-'"P&."wv i1T<O~f'rtiJ'av els Thv 1r6A.•v KaT' 
El(e[vous 'ToVs KatpoVs, oVTws WAt')ICJJP'rJJ.l.Evrw iOe'iv T-ij~ JCaTouclav, WuTE p:qO~ 
ICE:pap.w-rd.s ~XELV -ras a-rf.-yas. tH')'1]Utclva~ OE, -roVs raA&-ras 7rEpauAJ8f.wros ~IC 
'T'~S EVpdnr7]s, &va,Bijvut ~-t'Ev els T)JV r.&Juv OEo1.dvous ~pVp.a-ros, 7rapaxp1}p.a 
0' ~Kl\t1re'iv OtCt. rb &:r.elxurrov· fJcr-repov 0' E1rav&p8wazv luxe -rroAA:IJV. El-r' 
E~t&K.(JJ(]'aV abT1]v 7rcl.A.w ol p.era. 4>tp.Bplou, &c. 

Here is a very clear and precise statement, attested by an eye-witness. 
But it is thoroughly inconsistent "With the statement -made by Strabo in the 
previous chapter, a dozen lines before, as the text now stands; for he there 
informs us that Lysimachus, after the death of Alexander, paid great 
attention to Ilium, surrounded it with a wall of forty stadia in circumference, 
erected a temple, and aggregated to Ilium the ancient cities around, which 
were in a state of decay. We know from Livy that the aggregation of 
Gergis and Rhceteium to Ilium was effected, not by Lysimachus, but by the 
Romans (Livy, xxxviii. 37) ; so that the first statement of Strabo is not 
only inconsistent with his second, but is contradicted by an independent 
authority. 

I cannot but think that this contradiction arises from a confusion of the 
text in Strabo's first passage, and that in that passage Strabo really meant 
to speak only of the improvements brought about by Lysimachus. in 
Alexandreia Tl·oas; that he never meant to ascribe to Lysimachus any 
improvements in Ilium, but, on the .contrary, to assign the remarkable 
attention paid by Lysimachus to A!exandreia Troas, as the reason why he 
had neglected to fulfil the promises held out by Alexander to Ilium. The 
series of Strabo's allegations runs thus ;-I. Ilium is nothing better than a 
"cfJI-'rt at the landing of Alexander ; 2. Alexander promises great additions,. 
hut never returns from Persia to accomplish them ; 3· Lysimachus is 
absorbed in Alexandreia Tr6as, into which he aggregates several of the 
adjoining old towns, and which flourishes under his hands; 4· Hence 
Ilium remained a I<Wf'rt when the Romans entered Asia, as it had been 
when Alexander entered. 

This alteration in the text of Strabo might be effected by the simple 
transposition of the words as they now stand, and by omitting 8TE "o.l, ~lirt 
~"•!J.•A.~Ort, without introducing a single new or conjectural" word, so that • 

• 
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mythicaliy recognised both by An~ochus ancf by the. Roman:. 
consul Livius, who went. up thither to sacrifice to the Iliean 
Athene. The Romans, l:iroud of tht:ir origin from Troy and 
JEneiJ.s, treated Ilium with·sigr;al 1muni~cente; not only grant
ing to it immunity from triqute,,l:iut also adding to its domain 
the neighbouring territories of Gergis, Rhceteium and Sigeium-,---. 
and making the Ilieans masters of the whole coast 1 from the' 
Perrea (or continental possessions) of Tenedos (southward of 
Sigeium) to the boundaries of Dardanus, which had its own' 
title to legendary reverence as" the special sovereignty of JEneas, 
The inhabitants of Sigeium made such resistance to this loss' 
of autonomy, thaUheir yity was destroyed by the Ilieans. · ' 

The dignity and:,pqwer of Ilium beirig thus prodigiously en~ 
hanced, we canr1ot doubt that the inhabitants assumed to them
selves' exaggeratedjrriportance as the recognised parents of all
conquering Rome:' Partly, we may naturally suppose, from the 
jealousies thus aroused on the part of their neighbours at. 
Skepsis .and' Alexandreia Tr6as-partly from the pronounced 
tendertcy.of the age (in which Krates at Pergamus and Aris~ 
tarchus~ at Alexandria divid,ed., .petween them the palm of 
literary celebrity) towards critici_sm and illustration of the old 
poets-,--a blow was now aimed' at the mythical legitimacy of 
Ilium.'. Demetrius·i ofS.kepsis, one,!of the most laborious of 
the Homeric critiCs, had composed· thirty books of comment: 
upon the Catalogue- i? . the . Ilia.d,: f Hestiiea, an authoress of 
Alexan,dreia ,Tr6~;;, ~~d: written O!J !he same subject : both of 
them, well acquamted w1th the locahty, remarked that the vast 
battles' described in the Iliad could not be packed into the 
narrow' space between Ilium and the Naustathmon of the 
Greeks!; the more so, as that space, too small even as it then 
stood, pad been considerably~ enlarged since the date of the, 
the passage would read thus :-ME'rct ~· ·dw {~e[;ou (Alexander's) Teil.euT~W' 
Auiiil-'ax~s ,.,.&il.<irTa. Tijs 'Ail.e~a.v~peia.s i1r<J.'<il.~iJ1/, <rVVq>Ki<rp.ev71s J.'EV ·1ili11 {nr' 

'Av+<-y6vou; ·Kitl · 7rpo<r1/-yop<uJ.'EV1/S 'A<•n-y6v<a.s, f'<Ta./3a.71.ovir71s ~;, ToiJvol-'a. • 
(llio~e -yii.p eO<re/3h elva.< . TOVS 'Ail.e~&vlipov li<a.lie~a.J.'EVOVS eKeivou 7rponpov 
KTl(e<v E'TrOJVVf'Ous 7r671.ELs, ele' ~<ivTwv) Ka.l vel.Jv :Ka.T<<rK<Va.<re Ka.l nlxos 
7reptefJdl'o.ero ~(rov 40 UTaOlwv· a'uvcf11ctue·o~ els a.Urfw·-rU.s K:6KA~ 1r6Aets &.pxatas, 
fj671 K<Ka..<w,.,.eva.s. Ka.l lih Ka.l <rvvEJ.'<<Ve • • • 7r671.ewv. If this reading be 
adopted, the words beginning that which stands in Tzschucke's edition as 
s~ct. 27, and which immediately follow the last word 7r671.<wv, will read 
quite suitably· and coherently-, Kal .,.o "Iil.wv -;IJ', f)· vvv eu.,.l, Kwf'6'1ro71.is 'T<S 
~v, g.,.. 7rpwTov 'Pwf'a.to< Tijs .'Aulas l'TrE/31/<ra.v, &c .. , whereas with the present 
reading of the passage t~ey show a contradiction,' and the whole passage is 
entirely confused. ·· ., ~ · 

1 Livy, xxxviii. 39 ; Strabo, xiii. p. 6oo. Ka.7e<rKa71'Ta.t lie Ka.l To ::l'.i-ye<ov 
t,,.o Twv 'Iil.<ew~ li<ii. Thv &7rei8emv· t,,.' eH:<ivo!s -yii.p ~v iJunpov 1) 7ra.pa.71.ia. 'TrU.;.tt 
1) f'OXP' fl.a.pll&vov, Kfol vvv b'Tr' elielvo<s (un . • ' 
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Iliad by deposits at the mouth of the Skamander.l They 
found no difficulty in pointing out topographical incongruities 
and impossibilities as to the incidents in the Iliad, which they 
professed to remove by the startling theory that the Homeric 
Ilium had not occupied the site of the city so called. There 
was a village, called the village of the Ilieans, situated rather 
less than four miles from the city in the direction of Mount 
Ida, and farther removed from the sea; here, they affirmed, 
the "holy Troy " had stood. 

No positive proof was produced to sustain the conclusion, 
for Strabo expressly states that not a vestige of the ancient city 
remained at the village of the Ilieans.2 But the fundamental 
supposition was backed by a second accessory supposition, to 
explain how it happened that all such vestiges had disappeared. 
Nevertheless Strabo adopts the unsupported hypothesis of 
Demetrius as if it were an authenticated fact-distinguishing 
pointedly between Old and New Ilium, and even censuring 
Hellanikus for having maintained the received local faith. But 
I cannot find that Demetrius and Hestiaoa have been followed 
in this respect by any other writer of ancient times excepting 
Strabo. Ilium still continued to be talked of and treated by 
every one as the genuine Homeric Troy: the cruel jests of the 
Roman rebel Fimbria, when he sacked the town and massacred 
the inhabitants-the compensation made by Sylla, and the pro
nounced favour of Julius Caosar and Augustus,-all prove this 
continued recognition of identity. 3 Arrian, though a native of 
Nicomedia, holding a high appointment in Asia Minor, and 

1 Strabo, xiii. 599· ITa.pa.Tl81]cTL o€ cl 1l1]p.1)Tptos J<a.l T~W 'A71.€~avoplv1)v 
'EcrTlcuav p.ctpTvpa, Ti)v CTV"f"fpdl{lacrav 7r€pl T~S 'Op.-{]pov 'Ill.cdoos, 7ruv8avop.ev1)v, 
€1 7rEpl Ti)v vvv 1r0ll.cv cl 7r07I.Ep.os cruvecrT1), J<al TO Tpwi'J<OV 7rEOlov 1roil lcrTcv, tJ 
p.era~v T~S 1r6ll.•ws Kal T~S 8all.dcrcr1]s cl 1rOt1]Ti)s <j>pd(<t' TO p.€v 7il.p 1rpo or~s 
vvv 7r071.Ews lipcfJp.evov, 1rp6xwp.a eivac Tow 7roTap.iiw, ffcrT•pov "fE"fov6s. 

The words 1roil lcrnv are introduced conjecturally by Grosskurd, the 
excellent German translator of Strabo, but they seem to me necessary to 
make the sense complete. 

Hestirea is cited more than once in the Homeric Scholia (Schol. Venet. 
ad Iliad. iii. 64 ; Eustath. ad Iliad. ii. 538). 

, 2 Strab.?, xi if. p. 599· O~liev li', txvo
1
s crcfJ(eTa< T~s ~pxal~s 7rO;-€ws

•cJ<6orws' aTE 7ap ~1<7rE7rop81]p.evwv orow J<vKll.rp 1r6ll.ewv, ov 'TEAEWS lie J<aTE· 
a-1t'a(]"p.lv(J)v, ol AfOot TrdVTes t:ls Tftv €1o:lv(Dv lt.vdA.nt{;tv J.LET1/VIxBndav, 

3 Appian, Mithridat. c. 53 ; Strabo, xiii. p. 594; Plutarch, Sertorius, c. 
r ; V elleius Paterc. ii. 23. 

The inscriptions attest Panathenaic games celebrated at Ilium in honour 
of Athene by the Ilieans conjointly with various other neighbouting cities 
(see Corp. Inscr. Boeckh. No. 36or-3602, with Boeckh's observations). 
The valuable inscription No. 3595 attests the liberality of Antiochus Soter 
towards the lliean Athen@ as early as 278 B.c. • • 
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remarkable for the exactness of ·his topographical notices, 
describes the visit of Alexander to Ilium, without any suspicion 
that the place with all its relics was a mere counterfeit : Aris
tides, Dio Chrysostom, Pausanias, Appian, and Plutarch hold 
the same language.1 But modern writers seem for the most 
part to have. taken up the supposition from Strabo as implicitly 
as he took it from Demetrius. They call Ilium by the dis
respectful appellation of New Ilium-while the traveller in the 
Troad looksJor Old Ilium as if it were the unquestionable spot 
where Priam had lived and moved; the name is.even formally 
enrolled on' the best maps recently prepared of the ancient 
Troad.2 

1 Arrian, i. II ; Appian ut sup. ; also Aristides, Or. 43, Rhodiaca, p. 
820 (Dindorf. p. 369). The curious Oratio xi. ofDio Chrysostom, in which 
he writes his new version of the Trojan war, is addressed to the inhabitants 
ofilium. ' · 

2 The controversy, now half a century old, respecting Troy and the 
Trojan war-between Bryant and his various opponents, Merritt, Gilbert 
Wakefield, the British Critic, &c., seems now nearly forgotten, and I 
cannot think that the pamphlets on either side would be considered as 
displaying much ability if published at the present day. The discussion 
was first raised by the publication of Le Chevalier's account of the plain of 

• Troy, in which the author professed to have discovered the true site of Old 
Ilium (the supposed Homeric Troy), .about twelve miles from the sea near 
Bounarbashi. Upon this account Bryant published some animadversions 
followed up by a second Treatise, in which he denied the· historical reality 
of the Trojan war, and advanced.'the hypothesis that the tale was of 
Egyptian origin (Dissertation on the War of Troy, and the expedition of 
the Grecians as described by Homer, showing that no such expedition was 
ever undertaken, and that no such city of Phrygia existed, by Jacob Bryant ; 
seemingly 1797, though there is no date in the title-page: Merritt's reply 
was published in 1798). A reply from Mr. Bryant and .a rejoinder from 
Mr. Merritt, as well as a pamphlet from G. Wakefield, 'appeared in 1799 
and x8oo, besides an Expostulation by the former addressed to the British 

' Critic. 
Bryant, having dwelt both on the incredibilities and the inconsistencies 

of the Trojim war, as it is recounted in Grecian legend ge_nerally, neverthe
less admitted that Homer had a groundwork for his story, and maintained 

;· that that groundwork was Egyptian. Homer (he thinks) was an lthacan, 
•• descended from a family originally emigrant from Egypt: the war of Troy 

was originally an Egyptian war, which explains how Memnfln the Ethiopian 
came to take part in it : "upon this history, which was originally Egyptian, 
Homer founded the scheme of his two principal poems, adapting things to 
Greece and Phrygia by an ingenious transposition :" he derived information 
from priests of Memphis or Thebes (Bryant, pp. 102, 108, 126). The 
"Hpws Al-y{rrrTtOs, mentioned in the second book of the Odyssey (15), is the 
Egyptian hero, who affords (in his view), an evidence that the population 
of that island was in part derived from Egypt. No one since Mr. Bryant, 
I apprehend, has ever construed the passage in the same sense. · 

Bryant's Eeyptian hypothesis is of no value ; but the negative portion 
of his argument, s~mming up the particulars of the Trojan legend, and 
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Strabo has here converted into geographical matter of fact 

an hypothesis purely gratuitous, with a view of saving the 
accuracy of the Homeric topography; though in all probability 
the locality of the pretended old Ilium would have been found 
open to difficulties not less serious than those which it was 
introduced to obviate.! It may be true that Demetrius and he 
contending against its historical credibility, is not so easily put aside. Few 
persons will share in the zealous conviction by which Morritt tries to make 
1t appear that the I 100 ships, the ten years of war, the large confederacy of 
princes from all parts of Greece, &c., have nothing_ but what is consonant 
with historical probability; difficulties being occasionally eliminated by the 
plea of our ignorance of the time and of the subject (Morritt, p. 7-21 ). 
Gilbert Wakefield, who maintains the historical reality of the siege with 
the utmost intensity, and even compares Bryant to Tom Payne (W. p. 17), 
is still more displeased with those who propound doubts, and tells us that 
"grave disputation in the midst of such darkness and uncertainty is a 
conflict with chimreras" (W. p. 14.)· 

The most plausible line of argument taken by Morritt and Wakefield is, 
where they enforce the positions taken by Strabo and so many other 
authors, ancient as well as modern, that a superstructure of fiction is to he 
distinguished from a basis of truth, and·that the latter is to be maintained 
while the former is rejected (Morritt, p. 5 ; Wake. p. 7-8). To this 
Bryant replies, that ''if we leave out every absurdity, we can make any· 
thing plausible : that a fable may be made consistent, and we have many 
romances that are very regular in the assortment of characters and circum· 
stances: this may be seen in plays, memoirs, and novels. But this regularity 
and correspondence alone will not ascertain the truth." (Expostulation, 
pp. 8, 12, 13.) "That there are a great many other fables besides that of 
Troy, regular and consistent among themselves, believed and chronologised 
by the Greeks, and even looked up to by them in a religious view (p. 13), 
which yet no one now thinks of admitting as history." 

Morritt, having urged the universal belief of antiquity as evidence that 
the Trojan war was historically real, is met by Bryant, who reminds him 
that the same persons believed in centaurs, satyrs, nymphs, augury, 
aruspicy; Homer maintaining that horses could speak, &c. To which 
Morritt replies, "What has religious belief to do with historical facts? Is 
not the evidence on which our faith rests in matters of religion totally 
different in all its parts from that on which we ground our belief in 
hbtory?" (Addit. Remarks, p. 47.) 

The separation between the grounds of religious and historical belief is 
by no means so complete as Mr. Morritt supposes, even in regard to 
modern times; and when we apply his position to the ancient Greeks, it 
.will be found completely the reverse of the truth. The contemporaries of 
Herodotus and Thucydides conceived their early history in the most 
intimate conjunction with their religion. 

1 For example, adopting his own line of argument (not to mention those 
·battles in which the pursuit and the flight reaches from the city to the ships 
and back again), it might have been urged to him, that by supposing the 
Homeric Troy to be four miles farther off from the sea, he aggravated the 
,difficulty of rolling the Trojan horse into the town ; it was already 
sufficiently hard to propel this vast wooden animal full of heroes from the 
-Greek Naustathmon to the town of Ilium. • 

The Trojan horse, with its accompaniments Sinon aid Laokoon, is one of 
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were justified in their negative' argument, so as to show that 
the battles described in the Iliad could.no,t possibly have taken 
place if the city of Priam had stood on the hill inhabited by 
the llieans: But the legendary faith subsisted before, and con
tinued without abatement afterwards, notwithstanding such 
topographical impossibilities. , Hellanikus, ·Herodotus,·: Min
darus,· the guides' of Xerxes, and: Alefander, had not been 
shocked by them: _the'·case of the)atter is the strongest of all, 
because he had-reqeived the l:Jest education of his time under 
,Aristotle-he was'?- passionate' admirer and constanfreader of 
the Iliad---'-lie was7moreover p~rsonally familiar witl_l ,tpe move
ments of arrnies,,and lived at a time when maps; which began 
with Anaximander,i ~he dis~iple of Tha!es, wer~ ·at lea~t ~nown 
to all who ~ought mstructwn ... Now 'If;notwithstandmg:such 
advantages, Alexander fully believed· in .the' identity of Ilium, 
unc6nscious of these many and-glaring topographical difficulties, 
much less would Homer himself, or the Homeric auditors; be 
likely ·to pay atterition ;fo them, at a period, five centuries 
earlier; of comparative 'rudeness and ignorance, when prose 
records as well as 'geographical, in1ips were· totally .tinknown.1 

: • ': .· l'"~ . 1 ' .~ .- ~.,.. _; . i-. 1 t • ~-

-the· capital and indispensable~vents in the epic: _Homer, Arktinus, Lesch~s, 
Virgil, ~and Quintus Smynireus, .'all. dwell· upon -it· emphatically as· the 

' proximate- cause of the capture. ·. ·• · . - ·"'' · 
The difficulties and inconsistencies of the' movements' ascribed to Greeks 

•arid Troj:ms in the Iliad, when l<PPiied td·-fre_al topography, are well set 
forth -in-Sp'ohn, De Agro Ti·ojanot Leipsic,f r8r4; and Mr. Maclaren has 
shown (Dissertation.on the Topogral;>hy of ,the. Trojan -War, Edinburgh, 
r82z) that these difficulties are nowise obviated by removing Ilium a few 
miles· farther from the sea. ' • • ' _f ' 

• 1 :Nl:ajor Rennell argues differently from the visit of Alexander, employing 
it to confute the hypothesis ·of Chevalier; ~vho had placed the Homeric Troy_ 
at Bounarbashi, the site supposed to have been indicated by Demetrius and 
·Strabo_:__ -,-

" Alexander.is ·said to have been a passionate admirer of the Iliad; and 
he had an opportunity of deciding on the spot how far the topography was 
consistent with the narrative. Had he ,been shown the site of Bounarbashi 
for-that of Troy, he would probably have questioned the fidelity either of 
·the historical part of the poem or his guides. It is not within credibility, 
that a person of so correct a judgement as Alexander could have admired a 
poem, which contained 'a long history of military details, and other transac

·tions'that could not physically have had an existence. Whar pleasure could 
he ·receive, in contemplating as subjects of history, events which could not 
have happened ? Yet he did admirethe poem, and therifore must have fouttd 
the· topography cmtsiste1it: that is, Bbunarbashi, surely, was not shown to 
him for Troy.'' (Rennell, Observations on the Plain of Troy, p. rz8.) 

Major Rennell .here , supposes in_ Alexander a spirit of topographical 
criticism quite foreign to his real character. We have no reason to believe 
that the site of.Bounarbashi was shown to Alexander as the Homeric Troy, 
or that ·any site was _shown to hi in except. Ilium, or what Strabo calls New 
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The inspired poet might describe, and his hearers would listen 
with delight to the tale, how Hector, pursued by Achilles, ran 
thrice round the city of Troy, while the trembling Trojans 
were all huddled into the city, not one daring to come out 
even at this last extremity of their beloved prince-and while 
the Grecian army looked on, restraining unwillingly their 
uplifted spears at the nod of Achilles, in order that Hector 
might perish by no other hand than his ; nor were they, while 
absorbed by this impressive recital, disposed to measure dis
tances or calculate topographical possibilities with reference to 
the site of the real Ilmm.1 The mistake consists in applying 
to Homer and to the Homeric siege of Troy, criticisms which 
would be perfectly just if brought to bear on the Athenian 
siege of Syracuse, as described by Thucydides, 2 in the Pelo
ponnesian war 3-but which are not more applicable to the 
epic narrative than they would be to the exploits of Amadis or 
Orlando. 

There is every reason for presuming that the Ilium visited 
by Xerxes and Alexander was really the "holy Ilium" present 
to the mind of Homer; and if so, it must have been inhabited, 
either by Greeks or by some anterior population, at a period 
earlier than that which Strabo assigns. History recognises 
neither Troy the city, nor Trojans, as actually existing ; but the 

Ilium. Still Jess reason have we to believe that nny scepticism crossed his 
mind, or that his deep-seated faith required to be confirmed by measure
ment of distances. 

1 Strabo, xiii. p. 599· OMi' iJ Toil "EKTopos oo 1repsopop.>t, iJ 7r<pl .,.~, 1r&A.w 
tx .. .,., <iJll.o')'ov· ov ')'cl.p ~".,.' 7r<pllipo,uos iJ vvv, li•a .,.ij, <Tvv•xii pcl.xw iJ Of 
1rall.a•a tx .. "'•p•lipop.rw. 

2 Mannert (Geographie der Griechen und Romer. th. 6, heft. 3, b. 8, 
cap. 8) is confused in his account of Old and New Ilium: he represents that 
Alexander raised up a new spot to the dignity of having been the Homeric 
Ilium, which is not the fact: Alexander adhered to the received local belief. 
Indeed, as far as our evidence goes, no one but Demetrius, Hestirea, and 
Strabo appears ever to have departed from it. 

3 There can hardly be a more singular example of this same confusion, 
than to find elaborate military criticisms from the Emperor Napoleon, upon 
the description of the taking of Troy in the second book of the .iEneid. He 
shows that gross faults are committed in it, when looked at from the point 
of view of a general (see an interesting article by Mr. G. C. Lewis, in the 
Classical Museum, vol. i. p. 205, "Napoleon on the Capture of Troy"). 

Having cited this criticism from the highest authority on the art of war, 
we may find a suitable parallel in the works of distinguished publicists. 
The attack of Odysseus on the Ciconians (described in Homer, Odyss. ix. 
39-61) is cited both by Grotius (De Jure Bell. et Pac. iii. 3, ro) and by 
Vattel (Droit des Gens, iii. 202) as a case in point in international law. 
Odysseus is considered to have sinned against the rules of inte,rnationallaw by 
attacking them as allies of the Trojans, without a forll\jll declaration of war. 
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extensiv~ region called Troas, or the Troad (more properly 
Tro!as ), is known both to Herodotus and to Thucydides : it 
seems to include the territory westward o( an imaginary line 
drawn from the nort~-east corner of the Adramyttian gulf to 
the Propontis at .. Parium, since both Antandrus; Koloure, 
and the .district irilmediately round Ilium, are• regarded as 
belonging to the_ Troad. 1 Herodotus further notices the 
Teukriahs of. Gergis 2 (a townsi)ip conterminous with Ilil:lm, 
and lying to the eastward of the road. from Ilium to Abydus), -
considering them as the remnant of'a larger Teukrian--popula- . 
tion which once resided in the country, and which· hadjn very 
early times undertaken a vast migration fromAsia into Eu~ope.s 
To that Teukrian population he thinks that the Homeric 
Trojans belonged : 4 arid by later writers, especially by Virgil 
and the other Romans, the nariies-·Teukrians and Trojans are 
employed .as equivalents. As the name Trojans is not men
tioned in any contemporary historical monument;' so the na.me 
Teukrians' never once occurs in the- old Epic;_· It appear~ to 
have been ·.first noticed by the elegiac poet Kallinus, about 66o 
B.c., who connected it with an alleged immigration of Teukrians 
from Kret~ into the region·round about Ida .. O~hers again 
denied this, .!l-sserting that the primitive ancestor, -:r:eukros, had 
come into, the country from Attica,S and that be was of 
indigenous origin, born from Skamander and>thetnymph l<Irea 
-all- vario"us manifestations of that eager thirst' .. -after • an 
eponymous hero which never deserted.the Greeks. Gergithians 
occur in more.than one spot in LEolis, even so' far southward 
as the neighbourhood of Kyme: 6 the name has no placE! in 
Homer, but- he mentions Gorgythion and Kebriones as illeRiti
mate sons of Priam,· thus givin'g a sort of epical recognition 
both to Gergis and Kebren. - As If,erodotus calls the old epical 
Trojans by the name Teukrians, "so the Attic tragedians call 
them Phrygiims; though the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite 
represents Phrygians and •Trojans as completely distinct, 

1 Compare He~od~t. _v. 24..:122; .Thucyd. i. 131. The 'I;>.<iis -yij is a part 
Jf the Tr6ad. " . 

2 Herodot. vii. 43- · 
8 Hercidot. v:· 122; ef;>_e J.<EV Alo;>.Jas ..-cl.v-ras, 8cro< TtJv 'I;>.,cl.lia -yijv vlJ.<OhT<U 

,rAE a< r£p-y<9as 'TOOs -;, ... .o;>.wpe<v-ras 'TOW apxalwv TEVKpw~. -. • ' 
For_ the _migration. of. the Teukrians and Mysians into Europe, see 
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specially noting the diversity of language ; 1 and in the Iliad ~ 
the Phrygians are simply numbered among the allies of 
Troy from the far Ascania, without indication of any more . 
intimate relationship.2 Nor do the tales which connect Dar- i 

danus with Samothrace and Arcadia find countenance in the ' 
Homeric poems, wherein Dardanus is the son of Zeus, having : 
no root anywhere except in Dardania.s The mysterious solemn-, 
ities of Samothrace, afterwards so highly venerated thtough
out the Grecian world, date from a period much latet than < 

Homer ; and the religious affinities of that island as well as of 1 
Krete with the territories of Phrygia and JEolis, were certain, 
according to the established tendency of the Grecian mind, 
to beget stories of a common genealogy. 

To pass from this legendary world,-an aggregate of streams 
distinct and heterogeneous, which do not willingly come into 
confluence, and cannot be forced to intermix,-into the clearer 
vision afforded by Herodotus, we learn from him that in the 
year soo B.c. the whole coast-region from Dardanus $Outh
ward to the promontory of Lektum (including the town of 
Ilium), and from Lektum eastward to Adramyttium, had been 
JEolised, or was occupied by JEolic Greeks-likewise the 
inland towns of Skepsis 4 and Kebren. So that if we draw a 
line northward from Adramyttium to Kyzikus on the Propontis 
-throughout the whole territory westward from that line, to 
the Hellespont and the JEgean Sea, all the considerable towns 
would be Hellenic. With the exception of Gergis and the 
Teukrian population around it, all the towns worthy of note 
were either Ionic or JEolic. A century earlier, the Teukriar~ 
population would have embraced a wider range-perhap. 
Skepsis and Kebren, the latter of which places was colonised b 
Greeks from Kyme : 5 a century afterwards, during the s11trapy 

1 Homer, Hymn. in Vener. II6. · 
2 Iliad, ii. 863. Asius, the brother of Hekabl!, lives in Phrygia on the 

banks of the Sangarius (Iliad, xvi. 717). · 
3 See Hellanik. Fragm. 129, 130, ed. Didot; and Kephalt'ln Gergithius 

ap. Steph. Byz. v. 'Ap•u{:J.f,. 
' Skepsis received some colonists from the Ionic Mill!tus (Anaxi~enl!s 

apud Strabo, xiv. p. 635); but the coins of the place prove that its dtalect 
was .tEolic. See Klausen, .!Eneas und die Penaten, t. i. note 180. 

Arisbe also, near Abydus, seems to have been settled from Mityll!ne 
(E~~tath. ad lli.~d, xii._ 97):.. ' ~ 
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1 of Pharnabazus, it appears that Gergis had become Hellcmised 
.. as well as the rest. The four towns, Ilium, Gergis, Kebren and 

Skepsis, all in lofty and strong positi9ns, were distinguished 
each by a solemn worship and temple of Athene,.and by the 

~ recognition of that goddess as their special patroness.l 
The author of the Iliad concei',Ced the whole of ·this region 

as occupied by people · not Greek,-Trojans, Dardanians, 
Lykians, Lelegians;·Pdasgians, and Kilikians. He recognises 
a temple and worship of Athene· in Ilium, though the goddess 
is bitterly hostile to the Trojans : and Arktinus described the 
Palladium. as the capital protection of. the city. But perhaps 
the most remark:abl.e feature of identity between the Homeric 
and the historical LEolis, is the solemri and diffused worship 
of the Sminthian Apollo. Chryse, Killa and Tenedos, and 
more than one place called Smirithium; maintain the surname 
and invoke the protection of that god dudng later times, just 
as they are emphatically described to do by Homer.2 . 

When it is said that the Post-Homeric Greeks gradually Hel
lenised this entire region, we are not. to understand that the 
whole previous population either retired or was destroyed. 
The Greeks settled in the leading and considerable towns, 
which enl).bled them both to protect one another and to gratify 
their predominant,tastes. Partly by force-but greatly also by 
that superior activity, and power of assimilating foreign ways of 
thought to their own, which distinguished thenUrom the begin
ning-they inves~ed all the public features and management of 

. 1 Xenoph. Hellen. i. I, 10; iii. I, 10-15. . 
, • One of the great motives of Dio in seiting aside the Homeric narrative 
. ~of the Trojan war, is to vindicate AtMn~ from the charge·of having uri
, justly destroyed her own city of Ilium (Orat. xi. p. 310: p.dll.tcr-ra 8td: -r~v 
' 'A61)vav g,...,s p.~ l!o1<ii &o[H:..,s otacf>B•ipa< -r~v ~av-r1is 'lrOll.w). 

2 Strabo, x. p. 473; xiii. p. 604-605. Polemon. Fragm. 31; p. 63, ed. 
J Preller. 

Polemon was a native of Ilium, and had written a periegesis of the place 
(about 200 B.c., therefore earlier than D~m~trius of Sk~psis): he may have 
witnessed the improvement in its condition effected by the Romans. He 
noticed the identical stone upon which Palam~d~s had taught the Greeks to . 
pia y at dice. • · 

The Sminthian A polio appears inscribed on•· the coins of Alexll.ndreia 
Tr6as ; and the temple of the god was memorable even down to the time of . 
the emperor Julian '(Ammian .. Marcellin. xxii. 8). Compare Menander (the 
Rhetor) ?repl 'E;r<oE<I<T<~<oov, iv. 14; apud Walz. Collect. Rhetor. t. ix. 
p. 304; also 7rEpl ~P.wBtal<iiJJJ, iv. 17. . l • . ' . • 

~p.[v6os, both in the Kr~tan and the l.Eolic dialect, meant .afie'ld-mouse: 
the region seems to have been greatly plagu\!d by these little animals. ' 

Polemon could .not· have a,ccepted the theory of Deml!trius, that Ilium 
was not the genuine Troy: his Periegesis, describing the localities an'd 
relics of Ilium, iinQ!ied the ~egitimacy of t~e place as a m,atter of C?~rse. 
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the town with an Hellenic air, distributed all about it their 
gods, their heroes and their legends, and rendered their · 
language the medium of public administration, religious songs · 
and addresses to the gods, and generally for communications 
wherein any number of persons were concerned. But two re
marks are here to be made : first, in doing this they could not 
avoid taking to themselves more or less of that which belonged to 
the parties with whom they fraternised, so that the result was not 
pure Hellenism ; next, that even this was done only in the 
towns, without being fully extended to the territorial domain 
around, or to those smaller townships which stood to the town 
in a dependent relation. The .t'Eolic and Ionic Greeks 
borrowed, from the Asiatics whom they had Hellenised, musical 
instruments and new laws of rhythm and melody, which they 
knew how to turn to account : they further adopted more or 
less of those violent and maddening religious rites, manifested 
occasionally in self-inflicted suffering and mutilation, which 
were indigenous in Asia Minor in the worship of the Great 
Mother. The religion of the Greeks in the region of Ida as well 
as at Kyzikus was more orgiastic than the native worship of 
Greece Proper, just as that of Lampsacus, Priapus, and Parium 
was more licentious. From the Teukrian region of Gergis, 
and from the Gergithes near Kyme, sprang the original 
Sibylline prophecies, and the legendary Sibyll who plays so im- : 
portant a part in the tale of .t'Eneas. The mythe of the Sibyll, 
whose prophecies are supposed to be heard in the hollow blast 
bursting out from obscure caverns and apertures in the rocks, 1 

was indigenous among the Gergithian Teukrians, and passed 
from the Kymreans in .t'Eolis, along with the other circumstances 
of the tale of .t'Eneas, to their brethren the inhabitants of 
Cumce in Italy. The date of the Gergithian Sibyll, or rather 
of the circulation of her supposed prophecies, is placed during 
the reign of Crcesus, a period when Gergis was thoroughly 
Teukrian. Her prophecies, though embodied in Greek verses, 
had their root in a Teukrian soil and feelings ; and the 
promises of future empire which they so liberally make to the 
fugitive hero escaping from the flames .of Troy into Italy, be
come interesting from the remarkable way in which they were 
realised by Rome. 2 

1 Vi\!J!I;>IIE~eirl] vi. 4Z-
::; ~ EJtcisum Euboicze latus ingens rupis in antrum, 

...... QuO lati ducunt aditus centum, Qstia centum: 
_..··~ Unde ruunt totidem voces, responsa Sibyllre. 

:) Pam;at;tias,.' :x;1 12, ,8; Lactantius, i. 6, 12; Steph. Byz. " Mlpp:f]crcros; 
Schol. Plat. Phredr. P·,3IS, Bekker. • 
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At what time Ilium and Dardanus became .l.Eolised we have 

10 information. We find the Mitylenreans in possession of 
3igeium in the time of the poet Alkreus, about 6oo B.c. ; and the 
Athenians, during the reign of Peisistratus, having wrested it . 
from them and trying to maintain their possession, vindicate the 
proceeding by saying that they had as much right to it as the 
Mitylenreans, " for the latter had no more claim to it than ahy 
of the other Greeks who had aided Menelaus in avenging the 
abduction of Helen."·1 ·.This is a very remarkable incident, as 
attesting .the celebrity of' the legend.,of Troy,. and the value 
of a mythical title in international disputes-yet seemingly im
plying that the establishment of the Mitylenreans on that spot 
must have been sufficiently recent. The •coun,try near the 

-jlinction of the Heliespont and the Propontis is represented as 
originally held 2 by Bebrykian Thracians, while Abydus was 
first occupied by Milesian colonists in the reign and by the 
permission of the Lydian king Gyges 3-to whom the whole 
-Troad and • the heighbouring territory belonged, and upon 
whom therefore fhe Teukrians of Ida must have been dependent. 
This must have been about 700 B.c., a period considerably 
earlier than the l\Iitylemean occupation of Sigeium. Lampsacus 
and Presus, on the neighbouring shores of the Propontis, were 
also Milesian colonies, though we do not know their date : 
Parium was jointly settled from Miletus, Erythrre and Parus. 

The date of this G~rgithian Sibyll, or of the prophecies passing under her 
~arne, is stated by Hilrakleides of Pontus, and there seems no reason for 
~lling it in question. · 

Klausen (JEneas und die Penaten, book ii. p. 205) has worked out copi
,usly the circulation and legendary import of the Sibylline prophecies. 

1 Herodot. v. 94· :;;;l')lewv ••• 'TO eTl\E ITe<iri<npaTos alx,ujl 1rap~ M<'TVA'I· 
"'lwv • • • 'A8'1Vato<, &.7To~E[ICVVJI'TES AO')I'f~ ov~€v /LUAAOV AloA.ev<T< f'E'TEIJJI Tiis 
'IA.uf~os XWP'IS, f/ ov ~eal <T</>l 1eal 'TOt<T< ll.A.A.o<ih, 8<To< 'EJo.Jo.~vwv <TWE{E1rp~~aJI'TO 
Mevell•'f Tas 'EJo.ev'7s &p7Ta')l<fs. In JEschylus (Eumenid. 402) the goddess 
Athene claims the land about the Skamander, as having been presented to 
the sons of Theseus by the general vote of the Grecian chiefsJ 

• ArrO 'i~e.o.p.O.v8pov yTiv K.a:ro.tp8aTovp.lvq, 
"Hv a-rv· . AxatWv O.t<Toplr; Te Kai. 1Tp6p.o1. 
TOOv O.lXP.o.AWTwv XP"'J·Ui.Twv Ac:i_xor; p.i:ya., 
•Ev£t,u.a.v a.irrinrp12,u.vov Ei~ TO 1rav £,u.ol, 
"E~a.ipETOV OWpTjp.a. ®1)uiws T0Kots. 
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1 
In the days of Pt;i_sistratus, it seems, Athens was not bold enough or 

powerful enough to advance this vast pretension . 
• 2 Char6n ~f ~arnpsacus ap. S~hol. Apoll6n. Rhod. :ii. 2 1.. ~-nR8~dy ad 

Dronys. Peneget. 8os, p. 747· '\' . · rlt 
~ 8 Such at l~ast is the state~ent of Strabo (xii. p. 59~>ho~gh sucli ~ 
c extent of Lydmn rule at that time seems not easy to recl!fictle w1th the pro~ 
' ;eedings of the subsequent Lydian ·kings. § LllJMRY. f 

• 
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